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Reviews
WHO WATCHES THE BIRD WATCHERS?

By Christopher Gerould

AMONG THE SCIENCES, psychology

^_often seems to occupy a uniquely

uncomfortable position, spread-eagled

like an incautious sailor between the

bobbing rowboat of intuition and the

terra firma of objective measurement

and reproducible experiment. This di-

lemma, in fact, predates the science of

psychology—it is at least as old as formal

philosophy: how to build a bridge be-

tween the vivid activity of the mind
(which we glimpse so tantalizingly in

what we call consciousness) and the

palpable physical world which includes

our own bodies and the extraordinary

electrochemical complex that serves us

as a nervous system.

Where can we begin to look for a clue

to this relationship? At which end of

the bridge? Each school of psychology

has its own answer, and all of them can

be right, for the starting point makes
little difference when one sets out to

explore the unknown. Are the intuitive

journeys of William James or Freud less

valid or less valuable than the controlled

experiments of Pavlov or the laboratory

niceties of biochemists, endocrinologists

and experimental psychologists? Quite

simply, no one knows enough to say.

Of the many approaches to the mind-
body problem, one of the most attractive

is the indirect approach through the

study of behavior. Careful examination

and analysis of the way an individual

acts and reacts should give clues to the

pattern by which he does so. And. if a

pattern can be firmly established, the

mechanism itself can, perhaps, be iden-

tified and explored. Many apparently

inaccessible problems in other sciences

have yielded to such attacks. For the

last forty years, the behavioral approach

has preoccupied a number of scientists,

not all of whom regard themselves as

psychologists.

The first great impetus to the sys-

tematic study of behavior came from

Pavlov's discovery of the process of

conditioning, whereby irrelevant stimuli

could be made to evoke reflex forms of

behavior. For decades, dogs in Pavlov's

laboratories duly salivated at the ringing

of bells or the flashing of lights after a

conditioning period when these alien

stimuli were presented at the same time

as their food.

Following Pavlov's lead, a "behavior-

istic"' view of the mind gained quick

popularity. The whole nervous and men-
tal organization was regarded as a net-

work of conditioned reflexes. The theory

has obvious attractions, particularly

since the conditioning process is as eas-

ily demonstrated and as specific as a

simple chemical reaction. Such repro-

ducible facts are hard to come by in

psychological research. Further, the neat

push-button nature of conditioning had
a great appeal to scientists still under

the influence of an earlier generation

which devoutly believed that the answer

to all the questions of nature would
ultimately be solved in the terms of

Newtonian mechanics. To be sure, by
1910 (when behaviorism was being for-

mulated), the physicists knew better

than this, but few psychologists of the

period had occasion to inform them-

selves in the physical sciences.

In the years since then, the original,

simple vision of behaviorism has become
far more sophisticated: and, in the

meanwhile, other workers have taken up
the study of behavior from other angles.

Instinctive Behavior: The Development

of a Modern Concept (International
Universities Press, $7,501 is a collec-

tion of papers written and published

over a period of twenty years. They rep-

resent the development of a highly spe-

cialized approach to behavior which has

come to be known as "ethology"—defined

in the foreword of this book as the

"science of racial characteristics." Es-

sentially, this is taxonomy, carried into

the field of behavior and psychology.

Today, ethology may be considered,

principally, to embrace the specialized

studies of animal activities by members
of the Lorenz-Tinbergen school.

When the group of European natural-

ists who developed the ethological ap-

proach began their work, some thirty

years ago, it was almost inevitable that

they should react to the work of Pavlov

and the behaviorists. The latter had gone

a long way toward setting up a model

of the mind as a dense but systematically

simple aggregation of push-button mech-

anisms. Push the proper stimulus button

and out pops the proper response. Push

two buttons simultaneously, repeatedly,

and prestol a conditioned reflex.

But (as became apparent later, when
men began to build electronic analogues



A LEADER of the school of ethologists. Dr. Koiirad Loreiiz examines a duckling, aboie.
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of lliis sort of brain) such a macliine is

not a mind. Too many abilities and prop-

erties are completely left out. and. above

all, too many observed types of behavior

cannot conceivably emerge from so un-

soi)histicated an organ.

Some behaviorists stressed the learn-

ing process as the basis of "mind." the

single conditioned reflex ramifying and
multiplying into complex patterns. The
ethologists, in reaction, began by con-

centrating on precisely the kinds of

behavior that, they felt, could not be

produced by any sort of "living" com-

puter. They examined and catalogued

the behavior both of newborn animals

and of animals that had grown from
birth or from the egg in complete iso-

lation from their own kind and their

normal environment. Above all they

looked for (and found) behavior pat-

terns in their untaught and isolated

subjects that exactly reproduced pat-

terns in normally reared subjects of the

same species.

The goal they sought, of course, lay

at the opposite pole from the conditioned

reflex. The ethologists were looking for

innate behavior in its purest state: be-

havior that could not possibly have been

learned, behavior that would be as

uniquely typical of a particular species

as a cockatoo's bill or a leopard's spots.

The detailed observations of this scien-

tific group are fascinating to anyone

wilh an interest in the way animals be-

ha\e. Tlieir work not only corroborated

and refined the facts of species-typical

behavior but also laid a solid foundation

for continuing studies in comparative

behavior that are as basic—and should

ultimately be as rewarding—as those in

the field of comparative anatomy.

But to many of the group, such obser-

$5.95 ppd.
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Christos has almost given up hope
Little Christos never has any fun. Life

to this ten year old Greek boy is

drudgery and bitter poverty. And yet,

Christos has a dream . . . some day he

will make life better for himself and
his family. And so he walks many
miles each day to attend third grade in

a small, dark room that passes for a

grammar school. He learns the lives of

venerated men who gave so much to

Greek culture and to the world

—

Aristotle, Plato, Socrates—and he
dreams. In the late evening, he returns

home leaving just enough time to do
some errands and study his lessons.

But life is so dark now . . . how long

can he live and nurse his dream and
carry hope in his heart?

Christos' parents were married just

after the war when everyone hoped for

a better future. Instead, Communist
inspired uprisings spread over the

country. Christos' father, joined the

National Guard and took part in many
battles. When guerilla bands entered

his village they destroyed his house and
burned all his belongings.

Life for Christos' family began all

over—from nothing. They now live in a

hut with a roof of straw. They own
three pieces of furniture. All must
sleep on straw mats on the cold
earthen floor. Their only property is a

quarter acre of land which the father

cultivates early in the morning and
after dark. During the daylight hours

he must work on other farmers' land

for daily wages to buy food.

Christos sees his father's plight and
thinks."My father struggles for a better

future; I must help him." At the age

of 10, Christos still has hope.

Save the children and

you save the family

If only someone could extend a hand
to help Christos and his family help

themselves, give them courage for the

future that looks so dark at this

moment. Someone can, and that some-
one is you. A child like Christos be-

comes "your child" through an SCF
Sponsorship and receives food pack-

ages, warm clothing and many other

material benefits in your name. But the

whole family receives the greatest gift

of all
—

"hope." You may correspond

with your child and discover for your-

self what your understanding and
generosity means to a struggling

family. Won't you please fill in the

coupon now?
SCF National Sponsors include:

Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Herbert

Hoover, Henry Luce, Norman Rock-
well, Dr. Ralph W. Sockman.

Registered with tlie U. S. State Department Advisory Coirmittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid
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NAME

A writer in the field of science for

many years, Mr. Gerould regularly

contributes reviews to this magazine.

vations and categorizations were not

enough. Almost as soon as they had be-

gun their observations, leading etholo-

gists began to systematize and build a

theory of "instinctive" behavior on the

basis of their researches. It is with such

theory that this book is chiefly concerned.

The theory of instinctive behavior

proposed by Konrad Lorenz, Nicholas

Tinbergen and the late Paul Schiller,

its chief architects, sets up a mechanical

analogue for the operation of instincts,

largely opposed to the reflex theory.

EACH instinctive or innate behavior

response, in this view, is ready-

formed in the nervous system in recog-

nizable, although not always perfected,

form. And each response pattern builds

up behind it a potential of energy during

periods of disuse—rather in the manner
of water backing up behind a dam with

the spillway closed.

Blocking the expression of each such

behavior pattern is a highly specific

"innate release mechanism" (IRM for

short), acting like the valve in such a
spillway. This mechanism is activated!

by more or less appropriate stimuli,,

called "releasers," which appear in the

subject's environment. Once the releaser

is sensed, the IRM operates and thet

pent-up energy flows through and acti-

vates the response pattern. In a typical

example, the shape, size and marking of

the parent bird's head acts as releaser

(presumably innate) to set off the IRM
that allows a nestling to express its in-

herited response of gaping to be fed.

These three concepts—the blocked or

dammed-up response pattern, the IRM
and the releaser— lie at the core of the

theory, and most of this volume consists-

of arguments for their existence and
validity. The growing potential of energy

"behind" an unused response pattern is-

of particular importance, since the au-

thors account for various types of un-

motivated or mismotivated behavior in

terms of a build-up of energy or pressure

which breaks through the IRM like

water breaching an overloaded dam.

The observed fact that repeated pres-

entations of a releaser stimulus eventu-

ally results in a lessening or exhaustion

of the behavior response leads the writ-

ers to extend the reservoir analogy.

Under these circumstances, they say, the

water level is down and the reservoir

can yield no more.

A key principle in the position taken

by this group is that each individual be-

havior system is genetically set—planted

firmly in each animal as part of the

(Continued on page 53}
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Headquarters for co-ordinating the activities of nearly

three thousand IGY observation stations round the world
was a quiet office in a Brussels suburb, where a staff of

fifteen was directed by Professor Marcel Nicolet, above.



GEOPHYSICAL
YEAR ENDS

After eighteen months of work, the scientists

will need years to analyze the IGY's results

By Walter Sullivan

IF
THE PLANET EARTH is likened

to a basketball, then the environ-

ment with which, until recently, man
has had contact is but a paint-thin

veneer over such a sphere. In the

Pecos oil field of Texas, at last report,

a well is down more than four miles—

and is still drilling. But this would

be a mere pinprick into the coat of

paint over our basketball; and our

view upwards is blurred by the ocean

of air on whose floor, lobster-like, we
maintain our existence.

Man's first concerted effort to ex-

plore his environment—from the high

heavens to the most profound oceanic

deep— is officially over. The Interna-

tional Geophysical Year came to an

end December 31, even though many
of its projects continue. The sun has

passed the scheduled maximum of

its eleven-year cycle of sunspot ac-

tivity. Those who have been manning

remote stations on drifting ice floes,

barren atolls or isolated mountain

tops are, many of them, headed home.

Unfortunately, some will never re-

turn. Vast were the expeditionary

efforts of the IGY and loss of life

was probably inevitable. Men and

horses plunged down crevasses. Trac-

tor-drivers perished when their ve-

hicles broke through the ice into po-

lar waters. Planes crashed and sci-

entists froze in blizzarding mountain

fastnesses. Such tragedies, too often,

have been the price of knowledge.

To most people, the IGY is mem-
orable for sponsoring man's first

penetration into space. The eyes of

millions, dulled by the routine of

roofed-over life, looked skyward and

saw remote specks of light sail by—
the earth satellites, guiding stars to

the future of mankind.

The IGY lasted eighteen months,

largely so that it would be sure to

span an expected maximum of sun-

spot activity, but also to include sev-

eral scheduled eclipses. Despite the

attention devoted to the launching of

Soviet and American satellites, much
IGY work was in other fields. Re-

search ships crisscrossed the oceans,

lowering cameras or other instru-

ments to depths of almost seven miles.

Patient observers round the globe

watched for flares on the sun or for

displays of the aurora, or read instru-

ments in air so cold that it could not

be breathed raw.

The rockets and satellites were de-

signed to lift the eyes of science above

the atmosphere, which prevents us

from seeing the true image of what

lies beyond, for it shields the earth

from the bulk of the radiation that

reaches the atmosphere from space

and the sun. We know now that the

spectrum of this radiation is enor-

mous, including radio waves, cosmic

rays, ultraviolet, infrared and X-rays.

as well as the narrow band of visible

light that does get through — and

hence, which we have learned to see.

In the physics lab of the State

University of Iowa, in Iowa City,

there is a tall room whose walls are

lined with shelves, packed to the ceil-

ing with rows of magnetic tapes.

This represents the data collected

from the Explorer satellites launched

so far. Most of it has not yet been

studied. Samplings have given a pre-

liininarv picture of radiation, cosmic

ravs and meteoric particles in space,

but it mav be vears before all the

data has been worked up and its

meaning fuUv underst<iod.

This situation a|)plies to virtuallv

Solar flare was snapped by Swedish

group on Capri in July, 1957, "alert."

all IGY results. We know there is

about twice as much ice in Antarctica

as had been thought before—which

almost doubles the amount of ice in

the world. We know that ice tempera-

tures in a hole drilled 1.000 feet into

the antarctic ice sheet get colder

with every few feet of increased depth

below the surface layer, suggesting a

steady warming since the days of

Charlemagne. But the most important

questions are still unanswered—even

though we may now have the infor-

mation that will ultimately enable

someone to answer them.

A number of these questions con-

cern the future. Will the present

warming open the Arctic Ocean to

vear-round shipping? Will this hap-

pen before the century is out? Will

that change, in turn, start a new ice

age? What has caused the warming?

How long will it continue? To what

extent do events and cycles on the

sun affect climate and weather

changes on the earth?

A large proportion of the IG^ ef-

fort was aimed, directly or indirectly,

at these problems. EssentialK . how-

ever, the target was knowledge of our

environment, whether or not there

was obvious practical application of

the knowledge gained.

Here are a few of the discoveries:

SPACE

So RKFIMCD had the science of

upper-air physics become. b\ the

time that the first IGY satellites

were launched, that few surprises

were encountered. Rocket data had

been extrapolated upward with such

skill that the satellite results, in many

cases, called for oiiK minor re\ isions.



"Moon watchers" waited for glimpse

of satellites in New York City, above.

Soviet students undertook a similar

watch for Sputniks in Moscow, below.

Although air density appeared to be

ten times greater than previous esti-

mates for the region between 100 and

300 miles up, the air at those levels

is still so thin that, even when the

earlier estimate was multiplied by

ten, the result was thinner than what,

by laboratory standards, is regarded

as an effective vacuum.

There was, however, one important

surprise—the "Van Allen radiation.'"

The geiger counters of the first Ex-

plorer satellite fell silent when the

vehicle got up to the highest part of

its orbit. Yet, cosmic radiation was

expected to increase gradually with

altitude. Why, then, was there vir-

tual silence, so far as radiation at

these levels was concerned?

Dr. James A. Van Allen, of the

State University of Iowa—who was in

charge of the study—suspected that

his orbiting geiger counters were

being swamped by radiation beyond

their counting capacity. By sending

up an instrument capable of record-

ing far more intense radiation, he

was able to confirm his suspicion.

Preliminary study indicates that the

radiation—at least below the satellite

ceiling (1.375 miles)—is concentrated

over the earth's geomagnetic equator

(see illustration, p. 18)

.

WATER

RESEARCH SHIPS of many nations

sought clues to the part the

oceans play in climate change. What
was known of the circulating fluid

which covers two-thirds of our planet

was limited, by and large, to the thin-

nest skim of its surface. Yet. as with

the air. one needed the whole picture,

including the nature of the currents

that creep far below the surface, to

understand the role the oceans play

in the earth's climate.

So vast was this job that the IGY
only marked its beginning. The

maritime nations of East and West

have agreed to keep at it. They plan

a concerted effort in the Indian Ocean

—least studied of the major seas—

during the years 1961-62.

Although the IGY did not produce

a complete picture, it brought some

startling oceanic discoveries. In the

Pacific, a mighty subsurface current

Mr. Sullivan, of The Neiv York
Times, has traveled far and wide
during the past eighteen months,
covering a variety of IG\ events.
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Satellite's passage is marked by the luminous streak

among the stars, fop. in a time exposure made at \^'hittier.

California. This is Sputnik II. as it appeared soon after

its launching, with a canine passenger, in November. 1957.
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Atmospheric heights were examined
by use of combination rocket balloon.

The Earth's crust underwent study

in numerous ways. Underground in

was traced for 3,500 miles. Possibly

it is twice that long and its flow is

likened to "a thousand Mississippis."

It is a countercurrent, lying from 100

to 800 feet below the surface water,

which flows westward—in the opposite

direction—as the South Equatorial

Current. The newly discovered Pacific

current flows at three miles an hour-
triple the speed of the surface cur-

rent. Below both was found a third

current, flowing gently west. The
measurements were made—to depths

of more than 3,000 feet—by the Uni-

versity of California's Scripps Insti-

tution of Oceanography.

Ships of the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution, from Columbia

University's Lamont Geological Ob-

servatory and from the Agricultural

and Mechanical College of Texas

roamed the Atlantic, studying the

ocean floor and changes in chemical

composition of the sea in recent dec-

ades. One of the tasks of the ICY
ships was to study the carbon dioxide

in the air and water. It was suspected

by some that the present trend of

climate might be man-made: that it

was due to the "greenhouse effect"

of carbon dioxide from the vast

amounts of fuel consumed each year

California, this strain seismometer is

being checked by Dr. Hugo Benihoff.

throughout the world. Carbon di-

oxide lets the sun's heat reach the

earth, but inhibits its radiation back

into the cold of space.

Oceans absorb this gas, but can

they do so fast enough to neutralize

the effect of all our factory chimneys

and exhaust pipes? Little data from

the past is available for comparison.

Nevertheless, researchers reported

strikingly uniform concentrations

throughout the Pacific, regardless of

distance from inhabited areas. At one

point, detection instruments on a re-

search ship showed a sudden rise in

carbon dioxide over a short distance.

Investigation revealed that a coal-

burning ship had passed that way a

few hours before.

ICE

IN
SEEKING to learn what causes ice

ages, one obvious place to look

is among the glaciers and ice sheets

stiU to be found in the world. Hence,

glaciology was one of the primary

areas of ICY study. Expeditions ven-

tured into mountain areas from pole

to pole. By far the largest effort was

in Antarctica, where eleven nations

established some two-score bases.

14
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Sea's depths were plumbed by such

instruments as this coring apparatus,

which rams tube into the ocean floor,

brings up samples of bottom sediments.

In addition, there were many little-

publicized expeditions: the Poles in

Spitsbergen, the Indians in the

Himalayas, Americans in the Brooks

Range of Alaska and the Olympic

Range of Washington, Russians in

Siberia and the Pamirs.

The work in the Brooks Range,

the northernmost mountains of the

North American mainland, showed

that glaciers there grow fastest in

summer, supporting the argument

that what makes an ice age is not just

cold, but—far more important—hu-

midity. For no matter how cold it is,

no ice sheet is built without snow.

The summer winds over the Brooks

Range were moisture-laden, whereas

the winter winds, when the nearby

Arctic Ocean is largely frozen, were

dry. According to a theory now be-

ing discussed widely, it is an enlarge-

ment of this phenomenon which has

accounted for the successive ice ad-

vances of the past million vears:

when the Arctic Ocean is ice-free, it

produces moist air and hence new

continental ice sheets. When it freezes

over, the growth of ice sheets ends.

To study the "metabolism" of the

Arctic Ocean, the United States and

the Soviet Union each maintained two

stations on ice, drifting here and

there with the whims of wind and cur-

rent. One of the American stations

was on T-3 (also known as Fletcher's

Ice Island), which had been occupied

as a research station before the IGY.

Unlike the thin floes that cover most

of the Arctic Ocean, T-3 was a sub-

stantial platter of ice—about 150 feet

thick through a large part of its area.

The Russians occupied another such

substantial ice island.

Both the Russian and American

scientists, however, manned ice floes

as well. These are only some seven

feet thick and. although sometimes

several square miles in area, may
break up. Polar bears proved to be

a problem to the men of both nations.

The Soviet floe station reported bears

close to the North Pole itself, show-

ing how far from shore these animals

wander. And. at one point, the Amer-

icans found that their runway lights

would not switch on when a plane

was en route to drop them supplies.

The villain in the case was a polar

bear cub who had systematically

knocked over all the lights.

Not long after this episode, the

men found that their floe had cracked.

As a result they had to haul their

Polar wastes were closely examined.

This snow-borer saw use in Antarctica.
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"Mimtrack" antenna field is seen in aerial view, right.

This is one of eleven built to trace IGY satellite flights.

i6

Giant "dish," above, at U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's

observatory in Maryland, was also used for solar studies.



huts and piles of supplies half a mile

to a safer spot and relocate the air

strip. In November, 1958. the floe

split again, dividing the camp from

the airfield. A rescue plane evacu-

ated the men and their records.

A far more serious misadventure

threatened the life of Dr. Albert P.

Crary, chief field scientist of the

American program in the Antarctic.

He and a companion were lowering

equipment down the ice cliffs flank-

ing Kainan Bay, site of the present

Little America. Suddenly there was

a terrible roar. Crary's companion

jumped back as a large section of

the cliff broke loose and fell into the

sea. Crary vanished into the foaming

waters, only to bob up again among

the ice fragments. He clambered

aboard a baby berg—so small that he

dared not stamp his feet to keep warm
lest the lump roll over and pitch him

back into the water. Crary was finally

rescued by a party in a rubber life

raft, which found him well out to sea.

SUN

FROM TIME TO TIME, there are vast

eruptions on the sun, known as

solar flares. An unmistakable rela-

tionship exists between these flares

and events on the earth such as radio

blackouts, the aurora, magnetic

storms and earth currents (Natural

History, November, 19.58 1 . Some
believe the streams of particles

ejected by the flares also affect

Antennas of a hundred designs were

utilized during Year. Line of movable

weather. Others argue that the ener-

gies needed to influence weather are

far too great for such a cause-and-

eflect relationship. As an example,

all the nuclear weapons in the world

would not release as much energy as

is expended in the earth's thunder-

storms over a two-day period.

Nevertheless. Dr. Walter Orr Rob-

erts, of the University of Colorado,

who headed the United States ICY
program of solar studies, feels that he

and his associates have found a re-

lationship between solar flares and

"dish" aerials in Australia, above, is

designed for study of solar radiation.

changes in weather patterns at the

highest layer of ICY weather map-

ping. If so, this would presumably

mean a predictable change in weather

patterns during the eleven-vear cycle

of sunspot maximum and minimum.

AIR

MAPPING of various la\ers of the

weather over Antarctica re-

vealed the patterns of air circulation

above that continent for the first time.

The work was done at a Weather Cen-

tral established at Little America,

with several foreign meteorologists-

including a Russian—helping out.

The United States Weather Bureau

had a similar observer at Mirny, the

chief Soviet Antarctic base. All pre-

vious records for cold were shattered,

as had been expected, since no one

before had wintered more than 100

miles from the tempering influence of

the Antarctic Ocean. The highest and

most remote station—the Russian out-

post, Sovietskaya—reported readings

as low as — 125° F. A dozen miles up

over the I nited States station at the

South Pole, a balloon-borne radio-

sonde reported a reading of — 1.'-55.4°

F.. the lowest ever recorded.

Much ICY research was directed at

phenomena that take place in the

u|)per. ionized lavers of the atmos-

|ihi'r(\ most (•i>l(.rfu! of which arc the

ili,-|)la\s of auiiii;!. it had licrn

thought that the directi<in in which

these curtains of light "hang" in the

sky is related to the direction id the
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earth's magnetic field. Yet, at Wilkes

Station, in Antarctica, they were

found to "hang" a different way al-

most every night. Since Wilkes is

near the South Geomagnetic Pole,

this variation may represent daily

changes in the earth's field, but—as

with much of scientific research—the

new knowledge produced more un-

answered questions.

How high does the atmosphere go?

IGY observations with rockets, sat-

ellites and ground-based instruments

support the suspicion that there is no

true space within the solar system:

the earth, and possibly even planets

more distant from the sun. orbit

within a thin extension of the sun's

own atmosphere. Defining the top

of the earth's atmosphere therefore

becomes a problem. Ninety-nine per

cent of the air lies below the twenty-

mile level, but the remaining one

per cent seems to extend, by some

definitions, for thousands of miles.

One suggestion is that if the top

of the atmosphere is defined as the

point where the earth's presence is

responsible for the first alteration in

the composition and temperature of

the interplanetary medium, then this

boundary is many earth radii distant

—perhaps as far as 200,000 miles up. One major finding from satellites'

probes is the existence of previously

unsuspected zones of radiation, close

to the earth (outlined in the diagram.

MiNOK siuelu;hts of the Year included such moments as

these: left, a "bugged" egg is planted under a penguin;



INTENSE RADIATION
""'''

(10,000 iieiyer counts per acj

above). Seemingly linked to the earth's

own magnetic field, zones' boundaries
are not yet known in detail. They may
play a role in polar auroral displays.

The students of "whistlers" found

support for this belief. Whistlers are

radio signals—generated in nature by
lightning—which travel back and
forth, repeatedly, along the high-

arching lines of the earth's magnetic

field. The first concerted study of the

phenomenon was carried out by a

world-wide network of stations during

the IGY. The signals were artificially

propagated, and time signals from
Washington, D.C., were received near

Cape Horn (which lies at the oppo-

site end of the theoretical arch of the

earth's magnetic field, far in space i

.

The time signals arrived first bv the

direct route, close to the earth's sur-

face. A second later, they arrived via

the far longer route through space.

COSMIC RAYS

PERHAPS the most perplexing

messengers from space are cos-

mic rays, which strike our atmosphere
with such energy that their fragments

penetrate deep into the earth. Instru-

ments to measure these rays in vari-

ous ways were carried by IGY ice-

breakers in the polar regions, and

by satellites, balloons, high-flying

rockets and aircraft. Cosmic rays are

deflected by the earth's magnetic field

above. Sputnik triumph is symbolized by hula hoops; riglil

scientist poses for the press a long, cold way from home *^^-iftfejj|t.



Year's end product—a mountain of

paper work that will occupy scientists

for years to come. Above, reports are

microfilmed at IGY Center in Moscow.

in space in varj'ing degrees, accord-

ing to their energies. The more in-

tense the field, the more they are de-

flected. Hence the varying intensity

and composition of the rays, as they

reach the earth, can be used to study

the shape of the magnetic field in

space, and its changes in terms of

events on the sun.

At times, it was found, the varia-

tion of the rays with movement to-

ward or away from the geomagnetic

pole was so marked that even a shift

of seven miles, one \vay or the other,

was detectable. Of special interest

was the change in this "latitude

effect" when the effects of a solar

flare reached the earth. To this end,

a B-47 jet bomber was kept on con-

stant alert at an Air Force base in

Louisiana. Dr. John A. Simpson, at

the University of Chicago, had a spe-

cial telephone on his desk, wired into

the air base switchboard. When his

instruments sounded the alarm, he

picked up the phone and made a

call and the crew scrambled.

So SUCCESSFUL was the IGY that

there was strong pressure to

continue the work at least another

year. This for example, was the de-

sire of the Soviet scientists. Others

felt that science, so to speak, could



not sprint all the time. In some areas,

IGY's unique tempo of exploration

and co-operation would, it was

agreed, be continued—in the Antarc-

tic, in space and in oceanography.

But many scientists—including those

from the United States—felt they

could not ask their governments for

money to extend the full-scale pro-

gram, since the original funds were

granted for a one-time operation.

Many researchers also looked with

awe on the mountains of data already

collected. It was wiser, they argued,

to concentrate now on studying what

they had, than to double the backlog.

The central budget of the IGY

secretariat in Belgium was only a few-

hundred thousand doUais. Although

the American scientific budget was

a modest $39,000,000, this did not

take into account the vast expenses

of the satellite launchings. of military

support for the polar expeditions or

the large amounts indirectly contrib-

uted in the supporting work by uni-

versities and private institutes.

The total IGY expenditure by all

nations probably runs into the hun-

dreds of millions. But the returns on

this investment will accrue through-

out the space age—which began with

the IGY. and now extends beyond

all the horizons of our comprehension.

After Ykar's kno. a vigil will be
kept over earth satellites. Minitrack

recordings are read, above: data sent

on to computing center in code, belou.
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ANCIENT MONARCH
OF THE SEAS

Kronosaurus queenslandicus, a fossil

reptile, is at last on exhibition at Harvard

Huge head, some ten feet long, is Kronosaurus, other marine lizards had

studied by Harvard technician. Unlike long necks that ended in small heads.

FOSSILS are a living—or, rather,

a dead—reminder to the museum
visitor that the millstones of evolu-

tion "grind exceeding slow." But he

may not realize, seeing the finally

prepared fossil on display, that mu-
seums move rather slowly, too.

If a reminder were needed. Harvard

now offers it in a stunning exhibit at

the Museum of Comparative Zoology

:

a complete skeleton of the giant

marine lizard, Kronosaurus queens-

landicus. Between the day when
Kronosaurus sank to the bottom of

a Cretaceous ocean and the final in-

stallation of his bones at the MCZ, a

hundred millions years have elapsed.

The story begins, more precisely,

in the Lower Cretaceous, when sedi-

ments drifting down to the ocean

bottom entombed the creature's bones

in limestone. In due course, the sea

floor became part of continental

Australia and the limestone began to

be weathered by wind and water.

Through the mantle of rock, bits of

Kronosaurus' bones began to appear.

These were discovered on a Har-

vard expedition to Australia in 1931.

Dynamite blasted the rock matrix

apart; and the surviving blocks-

weighing in at a total of nearly five

tons—were shipped to Cambridge.

Here, a reversal of events took

Complete skeleton as finally exhibited is supported by

welded steel framework. Note the powerful limbs, further
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place: the reptile was entombed once

more, this time in the depths of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology,

while the slow work of scientific ex-

posure began. The reptile's fossilized

bones were freed of the surrounding

matrix and. after an acid bath, the an-

cient creature emerged—twenty-seven
years after its arrival in the U.S.

Kronosaiirus is one of the group of

plesiosaurs. flesh-eating marine rep-

tiles which have no real equivalent

today and, in their time, had no ex-

act counterpart on land, either. The
plesiosaurs represent one of evolu-

tion's about-faces: after life had

moved up from sea to land, this group

returned to the ocean. Hence the great

paddles they had for locomotion, and

the long necks which enabled most

of these massive mariners to snatch

the fish they ate (although Krono-

saurus, as it happens, has a short

neck, and apparently made up for this

by its very long head )

.

Why these beasts are called "ple-

siosaurs" i.e., "near reptiles," is

something of a puzzle—the plesiosaur

was thoroughly reptilian in aspect,

and indeed has been described as a

"snake, strung through the body of

a turtle '—a statement the accuracy of

which may be judged from the new

exhibit to be seen at Harvard. Preparing skeleton, technician chips

limestone from bones with help of pick

and hammer. Fossil bones were tlien

innnersed in acid bath for a cleimiiiz.

specialized for rowing in water by the long toes: in land

lizards, the toes normally have only five joints at the most.
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CELESTIAL
EVENTS

A selective* calendar of astronomical

occurrences in the first half of 1959

By K. L. Franklin



JANUARY
January 1

At 8:00 P.M. (EST) , this date, the earth is at perihelion—

the point in its orbit that lies closest to the sun.

The two bodies are now separated by 91.5 million miles.

January 3

The Quadrantids—meteors that take their name from the

obsolete constellation. Quadrans Muralis—should
be on show tonight. Observers may see thirty to forty

meteors an hour, radiating from a point low in the

northeastern sky during the hours before dawn.

January 16

The moon—displayed in first-quarter phase in tonight's

sky—is now nearly at its most distant point from

the earth. For about a dav, in consequence, the range

between high and low tides will be rather small.

January 18

This night, just to the west of the Pleiades— in

the constellation of Taurus (top of photograph, lejl) —
a bright object will be visible near the moon.

It is the planet Mars, in the constellation of Aries.

January 31

Observers in the southern United States can witness

an occultation of Neptune by the moon (see box, below).

FEBRUARY
February 14

Mercury, beyond the sun, is now farthest removed

from the earth for this season—129 million miles away.

OCCULTATIONS OF NEPTUNE

DURING 1959, Neptune will be occulted by the

moon on several occasions. Almost three billion

miles distant from the sun, our seventh planet is in-

visible to the unaided eye (it is about the eighth

magnitude). A telescope—or binocular having ob-

jective lenses two or more inches in diameter—must

be used to observe Neptune.
Until September, 1959, someone on the earth will

be able to see an occultation of Neptune each month.

The occultations listed below will be visible to

observers in the southern United States: others may
witness a very close approach of the moon to

Neptune on these dates; all times, EST:

January 31: 6.51 A.M. April 23: 5:26 a.m.

March26: 9:00p.m. June 16: 11:44 p.m.

MARCH
March 1

In the morning sky, this day. the very bright object

near the moon is Jupiter—the fifth planet, and

the largest in our solar system. At this moment, both

Jupiter and the moon are in the constellation of Libra.

March 11

The sun sets about 6:00 p.m. Although the moon is

often the brighest object in the sky, only sharp eyes

will detect the moon's thin crescent in the bright

twilight—low in the west and very close to Venus, which

will outshine it. Observers living south of 29°, by

using binocular or telescope, can see an occultation

of Venus by the moon a little after 6:30 p.m. (EST).

March 21

At 3:55 A.M. (EST), the sun crosses the equator

into the northern sky, marking the start of Spring for

the northern hemisphere (and Autumn "down under").

March 24
A partial eclipse of the moon will be visible generally

in the eastern hemisphere (but not in the United States).

March 29

Mercury has reversed its February position. Now^ it lies

betiveen the earth and the sun, 56 million miles away.

APRIL
April 7

An annular eclipse of the sun will be visible on this

date, but only in the wilds of central Australia.

April 23

On this date, the moon reaches full phase at a period when

it is closest to the earth. For about a day. low tides

will be exceptionally low and the high tides unusually high.

April 26

Set your clocks ahead one hour this day (Daylight Saving

Time begins in man\ areas). Then look for MercuRY,

rising in the east just before dawn. It will seem to

"double" the eastern side of the Great Square in Pegasus.

MAY
May 18

Jupiter lies directly south at midnight, in the constellation

of Libra. The bright, red star to the south

and east of JuPiTER is Antares (of the first magnitude).

May 21

The full moon comes close to JuPITER tonight. It will be

at its closest at 1:43 A.M. (EDT) on Friday. May 22.

May 22

Again, the full phase of the moon coincides with

an orbital position quite close to the earth. As in April,

for about a day, tides w ill show extreme ranges.

JUNE
June 3

Mercury has made another half-swing since March. Again,

it is beyond the sun. some 123 million miles away.

June 14

About 9:00 a.m. ( EDT) this morning. Venus and Mars
will be separated by less than one degree. When first visible,

just after sunset in the western sky. they both will still be

quite close together, in the constellation of Cancer.

June 21

At 1 1 :50 P.M. ( EDT) , the sun w ill reach its most northerly

point in the sky, the summer solstice. First day of Summer.

June 23

Venus, now almost 68 million miles distant from the earth.

is as far east of the sun as it will be this year.

Venus w ill now begin to approach the sun and. at the same

time, it will appear even brighter to observers.

Dli. IliANM.lN. Ill Tilt AmIIIH AN M l_ SEI :M-H V Mll.N

1'lanetarilm. prepares lliis stimni.iry each >i\ nionili>.
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The UNITRON Catalog of

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES

including the

OBSERVERS GUIDE

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES

T*.ZIMUrH KFRAaOR

The sample pages shown here in miniature

only begin to hint at the wealth of facts

and figures included in UNITRON's color-

ful, 38-page Catalog and Observer's Guide.

The full-page illustrated articles on astron-

omy are crammed with helpful information

— not readily available elsewhere — on

observing the heavens, telescopes and their

mountings, accessories, amateur clubs, as-

trophotography, and the lilie. There is even

a glossary of telescope and observing

terms. Whether you are a beginner or on

advanced amateur you will certainly want

a copy of this remarliable publication for

your bookshelf. Use the handy coupon, a

postcard, or letter to request your free

copy of this valuable guide.

Those who are considering the purchase of

a telescope will find it especially worth

while to learn more about the distinguished

line of UNITRON Refractors and Acces-

sories which play so important a role in

astronomy today. For only by a careful

comparison of the features, quality, and
performance of different instruments can

the prospective buyer insure that his tele-

scope will be worthy of his investment and

of the time he will devote to observing.

It's truly easy to own a UNITRON. A down
payment of only 10% puts you at the con-

trols and you have 12 months to pay the

balance. Full information is included in the

UNITRON Catalog. Send today for your

free copy.

Ul^ITROfl
204-206 MIIK ST • BOSTON 9, MASSACHUSETTS

Please rush to me at no cost or obligation a copy of the

I new UNITRON Catalog of Astronomical Telescopes

I
including the Observers Guide. 21-M

Street..

State.
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SKY reEPORTER
By Henry Hi. N«oiy|

EARTH

IN
THE FIRST MONTH of the year, it seems proper to start

our review close to home—with the positions of the

earth and fits neighboring planets in their orbits around

the sun (above). Such a picture was last presented three

months ago (Natural History, October, 1958) and

readers may wish to compare the two illustrations.

From our imaginary observation point in space—above

and to one side of the sun— it is easy to see that Mercury
will not long be visible this month. A line drawn between

the positions of the earth and Mercury, for January, will

lie clear of the sun's glare. But, by January 10, this "line

of sight" will lie far closer to the sun and. by January 20,

Mercury will be suffused in the solar glare.

While Mercury is swinging "behind" the sun, Venus
is doing exactly the opposite. On January 1, the line of

sight between the earth and Venus lies too close to the

sun for good observation. By the end of the month, how-

ever, the line of sight will be clear of the sun's glare.

Then, stargazers will see Venus as an "evening star,"

—a brilliant object over the western horizon after sunset.

The earth and Mars parted company on November 16

and we are now speeding away from the red planet. Mars
is still a brilliant object in the night sky but. as the earth

hurries off. increasing distance will make Mars constantly

fainter until—bv the end of January-the planet will appear

no brighter than Capella (overhead, on the map).

So far as the two remaining "naked eye"' planets are

concerned this month, the illustration makes it evident

that the earth is now swinging closer to distant Jui'iTER

and even more distant Saturn. During early January,

dawn observers will 6nd Jupiter well up over the south-

east horizon by 6:00 a.m. Nearly two weeks of January

will pass, however, before Saturn will show clearly. After

January 15, early risers will see Saturn higher above

the southeast horizon each dawn, following Jupiter.

BELOW, arranged in almanac fashion, is the month's

Sky Schedule—a list of some of the notable sights

to watch for in the January heavens. Because Natural

History, this month, also presents a list of celestial events

for the first si.\ months of 1959 (see page 25), reference

to that listing will complete the January roster.

January 1 to 10: as dawn begins, these mornings.

Mercury will be above the horizon, between east and

southeast. It will be highest and best about 6:15 a.m. on

January 1. Each morning thereafter, it will be a little lower

and the chances of seeing it after January 7 are slim.

Bright Antares. in the constellation of Scokpus. will he

to the right of MicRci ry and a little higher: Mercury,

however, ^vill siiinc more brighlly tlian Antares.

On January 4 and 5. the moon will introduce Jupiter.

At 6:00 a.m.. moon and planet will be about 20^ high

over the southwest horizon, the first magnitude star

Antares below them. The old moon will be a thin crescent

and not bright cnougli to interfere with obser\ation. On

January 4. the moon will be above Jl piter and. on the 5,

a little lower and to the left.

Jam ARV 1 1 lo 20: dedicated "shooting star" entiuisiasts

—accustomed as the) are to early dawn—may wish to try

their luck with the mild, but sometimes interesting,
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Mr. Neely, editor of Sky Reporter since 1947, now
prepares this monthly feature for Natural History.

meteor shower—the Kappa Cygnids—on January 17. At

6:00 A.M., watch over the northeast, about a third of the

way up between horizon and zenith.

January 21 to 31: Saturn will be readily visible to

early risers after January 25. By 6:00 a.m., the planet

will stand 10° above the southeast horizon. Nor will

Saturn be alone in the dawn sky: to the south (right)

and more than twice as high above the horizon will be

brilliant Jupiter. To trace the way from one to the other,

start with Saturn and first pass to Antares—to the right

and twice as high. Jupiter—higher and a bit farther to the

right—is your next stop.

The trio of bright stars—Deneb in the constellation of

Cygnus, Vega in the constellation of Lyra, and Altair

in the constellation of Aquila—which we call the Suminer

Triangle, is also on display in the early morning sky. At

the apex of the "triangle," Altair stands some 15° above

the eastern horizon at 6:00 A.M.; bright Deneb—one of

the two base stars—about 25° over the northeast; Vega—
the other base—halfway up the sky, east—northeast.

Most planetarium lecturers can project an arrow of

light on the darkened dome, to direct the audience's

attention to some particular object in the "sky." Out of

doors, the moon can serve as such a "pointer." The follow-

ing list gives the names of the stars and constellations that

the moon-pointer will help the beginner to identify,

together with the best times for observing and the proper

orientation of the roU-aroimd map.

January 14-15. 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (bottom of map be-

tween west and southwest ) . To the right of the waxing

moon is the Great Square of Pegasus. The viewer can

follow a string of fairly bright stars almost vertically up

from Alpheratz, (one corner of the Square) through

Mirach and Almach to Mirfak.

January 16-17. 8:25 to 9:25 p.m. (see bottom of map at

the southwest). Above and to the left of the first-quarter

moon, brilliant Mars will be unmistakable. And then, to

the right of the moon will be seen the bright stars, Hamal
and Sheratan.

January 18-19. 8:15 to 9:15 p.m. (bottom of map, as

it is printed here, at south ) . The waxing moon has grown

so bright now that it washes out the dimmer stars. But

first magnitude Aldebaran, will be easily visible to the

left of the moon and Mars to the right.

January 20-21. 8:10 to 9:10 p.m. (bottom of map be-

tween south and southeast) . The brilliant stars, Betel-

geuse and RiGEL, in the constellation of Orion, will be

visible beneath the moon, some 45° above the horizon.

January 22-23. 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. (bottom of map be-

tween southeast and east) . Below the full moon and to the

right, can be seen brilliant Procyon, the Lesser Dog Star.

Now above, and to the left, are Castor and Pollux.

January 24-25. 7:50 to 8:50 p.m. (bottom of map at

east) . Below the still-brilliant moon, just above the horizon

in the constellation of Leo, observers will find the first

magnitude star, Regulus, shining rather faintly.
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THE MOON'S PHASES
tost Quarter January 2

Moon January 9

First Quarter January 16

Full Moon January 24

tast Quarter January 31

JANUARY TIMETABLE

First week . .

Second week

.

Third week ...

Fourth week
Last week .. ..



OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced observer

reads star maps by a dim, red light, since white

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, a

disk of red cellophane may be inserted under thi

lens of a flashlight, or the lens may be coated

with red nail polish, or a red bulb may be used.
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Floating Islands
In parts of Florida, these anomalies support a wide range of life

By George K. Reid

OVER THE YEARS, the poetry, legends and annals

of many lands have told of floating islands. Among
the early natural historians, both Pliny the Elder and

Pliny the Younger have left us records of the occurrence

of such islands. The elder Plinv cited several instances:

".
. . the islands in Lydia, named the Reed Islands, [which]

are not only driven by the winds, but can be punted in

any direction at pleasure with poles, and so served to

rescue a number of the citizens in the Mithridatic war."

Later accounts have described Old World floating

islands — in England. Germany and Estonia — as well as

New World ones — in Chile, in the bog lakes of Min-

nesota, in Lake Ontario and in the lakes of Florida.

With the latter group I have some personal familiarity.

The floating islands characteristic of certain lakes in

Florida, notably Lake Washington at the head of the St.

Johns River, the quaintly named Lake Hellen Blazes and
Orange Lake, are not simph "rafts" 'jf floatina; plants —

such as the intergrown masses of water hyacinths found

in many lakes and streams of Gulf Coast states. Instead,

they may be called "true" floating islands, consisting of

a rather dense underlving laver. or substratum, of inter-

twined and tangled living roots, often intermeshed in a

matrix of peatlike plant detritus. The plants, the roots of

which are intertwined in the wet substratum, are diverse.

In describing the floating islands of Orange Lake,

which I know best, it seems appropriate first to present

some of the major features of this locality. Orange Lake,

the largest of the se\eral lakes in north central Florida,

is a tributary of the St. Johns River. The lake's open

water area is some 14.000 acres in extent. This open water

is surrounded by marsh, dominated by sjiatterdock

(iVymplwea inacrophylla \ . Much of the apparent marsh

area is actuallv floating — in places, this "floating marsh"

extends from the true lake shore outward for more than

a mile. In (leplli. ihc lake averages some twenl\-fi\e to

//
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thirty feet, although a few sinkholes in the underlying

limestone make the bottom in these areas deeper.

Such sinkholes, dissolved out of the underlying porous
and soluble limestone, are commonplace in central Flor-

ida. Many sinkholes connect to subsurface water sources

which may be important in maintaining a lake's level.

Others may, instead, drain water away and — when sur-

face runoff into the lake is deficient — will materially

lov/er the lake's level. For example, flow measurements
taken at Orange Lake, during October, 1957, revealed

that lake water was being discharged into one sink at a

minimum rate of two and a half-million gallons a day.

The combination of large amounts of suspended detri-

tus, and of plankton organisms (and their extractives),

causes the water of Orange Lake to be brownish or green-

ish in tint. The lake's bottom is sandy clay and limestone,

covered by thick layers of silt and plant debris — derived

mostly from within the lake. Submerged vegetation is

scarce. Lake water, generally, may range from strongly

acid to alkaline; Orange Lake is nearly neutral.

THE floating islands of Orange Lake are impressive.

They vary in size from minuscule mats of a few square
feet, supporting a meager stand of small plants, to broad
expanses of several acres, with an abundant cover of

aquatic and semiaquatic shrubs and, even, low trees. To
speak in botanical terms, these floating islands show no

uniformity of species dominance or association of plants.

Pickerel weed [Pontederia lanceolata) and arrowhead

[Sagittaria lancifolia] appear to be the most character-

istic forms, although saw grass (Mariscus jamaicensis)

,

smartweed iPersicaria) and spatterdock are frequently

the most abundant. Among the trees, elder {Sambucus

simpsonii) , willow iSalix) and myrtle [Myrica cerifera)

are conspicuous components of the plant community on

some of the islands. A rich flora — consisting of such

plants as pennywort (Hydrocotyle umbellata)
,

parrot's

feather (Myriophyllum proserpinacoides) , duckweed

{Lemna minor) or mosquito fern (Azolla caroliniana) —
is usually present as a lower stratum. During the summer,

many of the floating islands are bright with the yellow

flowers of golden glow (Bidens), the white of arrowhead

and spider lily (Hymenocallis) and the purple of the

ubiquitous water hyacinth (Eichornia crassipes.)

The animal life of Orange Lake's floating islands, and

the surrounding marsh in general, is as varied and pro-

portionately abundant as is the plant life. This is not

surprising in view of the considerable cover, food and
microhabitats afforded by the islands' plant communities,

their substratum and their "shore line." A number of
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Great variety in life of floating islands is shown here.
Egrets stand in haokgroiind: "stink jini." or musk turtle, is

at far left. Top minnows, i-harac terislioally, are found in
vegetated shallows, and arrowhead {Safiittarin lancilolia)
is a typical plant. Water rat and hullfrog are also seen.



A native Southerner who, as a student at the University of

Florida, studied the fishes of Orange Lake intensively.

Dr. Reid is now Assistant Professor of Zoology at Rutgers.

mammals are quite at home both on the islands and in

the adjoining marsh. An especially common inhabitant is

the raccoon, which is often seen swimming from island

to island, questing for food. The marsh rabbit [Sylvilagus

palustris) is found, and the water rat {Neofiber alleni)

is known to frequent both the marsh and the islands.

4s a ^\hole, Orange Lake is also the habitat for a

£\_ variety of birds, many of them in great numbers,

that evidently find adequate food and nesting sites on the

islands and marshes. Since tht; turn of the century, Bird

Island — with an area of nearly three acres — has been

recognized for its remarkable avian population: the

evening flights of ibises and egrets onto this rookery are

a widely known spectacle. Other characteristic breeding

birds often associated with the floating islands include

herons, gallinules. red-winged blackbirds, grackles and

the so-called "water turkeys" {Anhinga) . Coots and

grebes are also common in the area and, in winter, migra-

tory ducks add new life to the scene.

Nor is this all. Amphibians and reptiles are conspicu-

ous members of the island's animal communities. Of the

amphibians, the newt and the striped mud eel live among
the submerged roots of the plants and along the islands'

edges. Of the tree frog family, the cricket frogs (Acris

gryllus), green tree frogs (Hyla cinerea) and squirrel

tree frogs (Hyla squirella) are common — their voices

contribute to the thrilling din that follows a spring rain.

Bullfrogs, such as Rana grylio and Rana pipieus. also

occur in varying numbers. Turtles and snakes possess an

ecological association with these floating islands. More
common among the former are the "stink-jim" turtle

(Sternotherus odoratus) , frequently seen nosing around

submerged roots, and the "cooter" (Pseudemys flori-

dana
}

, which suns itself on logs and edges of islands. On
the islands' surfaces, the green water snake [Natrix cy-

clopion) and the banded water snake [Natrix sipedon)

are typical, while the burrowers — the striped swamp
snake {Liodytes alleni) and others such as Farancia and

Seminatrix—m\i&\>\i the substrate.

Both the lush emergent vegetation and the submerged

roots of the floating islands' plants support prodigious

numbers of another animal category — the invertebrates.

Among the insects, the aquatic bugs (Hemiptera) and

beetles (Coleoptera) thrive on and in the shallow shore

zones. Seasonally, the midges, or dipterans, emerge in

vast droves. Studies of the food of lake fish reveal the

nymphs of twelve species of dragonflies; a large propor-

tion of these inhabit the islands. In our insect inventory,

one species of ant (Tetramorium guineese) appears to be

a typical inhabitant of the emergent vegetation here.

Other invertebrate inhabitants include the spider (Dol-

omedes ) —abundant and known to feed on small fishes in

this area. Crustaceans such as the amphipod ( Hyalella

azteca) and fresh-water shrimp [Palaemonetes paludosus)

are sufficiently common in the submerged portions of the

marsh and the floating islands to constitute major food

items for the lake's young and adult fishes.

In this connection, of the thirty-five or so species of

fishes known to inhabit Orange Lake, several exhibit in-

teresting and close relationships with the floating islands.

Top minnows (Gambusia ajfinis) and least killifish

[Helerandria formosa) are typically inhabitants of vege-

tated shallow waters in small streams, ditches or lake and

pond shore zones. In Orange Lake, these two fishes have

become associated with the margins of floating islands;

in this habitat, they are found some distance from shore,

the depth of water beneath them many times greater than

usual. A reverse manifestation of what we may call "dis-



placed habitat" is shown by the darter {Etheostoma

barraui), normally a bottom dweller, that is to be found

among the tangled roots of floating islands, many feet

above the lake's true bottom. It is, of course, obvious

that — to these fishes — the edges of the islands serve

simply as a "home away from home"; or, more properly,

that the floating island habitat satisfies the fishes' ecological

requirements and thus represents no great change.

THE prime questions in the case of floating islands are:

how are they formed; and how do they float? In

Orange Lake there appear to be two ways in which the

floating islands can be formed. Much of the marsh sur-

rounding the lake, as we noted earlier, is floating. As

the rooted plants extend their growth from the lake shore

outward, their roots intertwine and the increased buoy-

ancy offered by the resulting air spaces causes the root

mat to rise. Floating, lakeward portions of this marsh

growth may become detached by wind and wave action.

In this case, an island — already equipped with plant and

animal communities — would be set free to drift.

The second mechanism of formation is more spectacu-

lar: compact masses of lake bottom detritus have actually

been observed to rise to the waters surface. Such emerg-

ent islands are, of course, bare of most life forms, and are

later invaded by the plants and animals we have described.

The very birth of this second class of floating islands

brings us to the next question — the matter of buoyancy.

What keeps the islands afloat? At least two explanations

seem plausible; there may be others as well. Those mats

which rise from the bottom of the lake are probably

buoyed up by gases of decomposition. As long ago as the

early 1800's, the great English chemist Dalton analyzed

the gas in the material composing floating islands in his

native Lake District. Dalton found methane ( "marsh

gas" 1 and nitrogen, in equal amounts, to a total of 90

to 95 per cent, with an additional 5 to 10 per cent of

carbon dioxide. Once such a mat is floating, its buo\aney

is doubtless increased by a second factor. The air cham-

bers in the roots of some of the living hydrophytes that

invade the islands — the root mass of saw grass in parti-

cular — are quite buoyant. It seems only proper to say,

however, that a completely satisfactory explanation of the

flotation mechanism of these islands is still forthcoming.

The eventual fate of many of Orange Lake's floating

islands is to become incorporated into the fringing marsh.

For some of the islands, this is a return to origin: for

others, a new resting place. In either case, the islands

continue to contribute to the productivity of the marsh

and the abundance of plant and animal life we have ob-

serxed. Even the islands that have been known to sink,

not rise, cannot but add something to the rich biological

bouillabaisse that constitutes this remarkable Florida lake.

"Water Turkey," drawn above, is a typical breeding bird of

floating islands. Beloic. I. to r.. are a gallinule. raccoons

and a marsh rabbit. The large plants are water hyacinlh ( /.

)

and pickerel weed (r. ), with spatterdock in the foreground.
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Part I

First Tools

of Mankind
STONE IMPLEMENTS RECORD

HALF A MILLION YEARS OF

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

By Jacques Bordaz

Illustrated by Lee Boltin and Jean Zallinger
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IT IS HARD TO REALIZE today that only two centur-

ies ago both the origin and nature of the objects

to be presented on these pages were totally misunder-

stood. Mankind's long use of metal had virtually obliter-

ated the memory of stone as a material for the manu-

facture of tools and weapons: the hand axes and other

surviving implements of the Paleolithic period were then

believed, instead, to be works of nature. Over most of the

Old World, indeed, they were usually referred to as

"thunderstones" or "thunderbolts," in the belief that

they represented the end product of a lightning stroke.

In certain parts of Scandinavia and France, this belief

was still held during the last century, and the pierres de

joiidre were hopefully placed in the walls or under the

doorsills of farmhouses in an attempt to deceive light-

ning, which, as was well known, never struck twice in the

same place. Nor was this mere peasant superstition: early

scholars called these stones "ceraunias" (from the Greek

keraunos, thunderbolt I and proposed the most complex

explanations as to which proportions of humidity, solar

and stellar radiation and lightning had produced the

strange objects. Since so many apparently reliable observ-

ers had stated for centuries that they had found ceraunias

at the very place where lightning had struck, little atten-

tion was given to a seventeenth century mineralogist,

Boece de Boot, who suggested that—in view of the unique



Height of craftsmanship among paleolithic workers in

flint is the Solutrean "laurel leaf" blade, above. Finest

specimen known is over a foot long, a quarter-inch thick.

form of the ceraunias—they might have been iron im-

plements which had turned into stone through the ages.

It was not until 1723—as a late-ripening fruit of the

Age of Exploration—that the "thunderstone" belief was

vanquished by scientific evidence of the true nature of

these stone objects. The naturalist Antnine de Jussieu. in

a memoir entitled Dc FOrigine el Des Usages Des Pienes

a Foiidre, pointed out that some stone objects from the

West Indies and Canada, which were known to have been

manufactured and used by the aborigines of these regions

as tools and weapons, were very similar to the European

ceraunias, and that it was probable that the early inhab-

itants of Europe had also manufactured tools and weap-

ons of stone. Still, it required more than another hundred

and fifty years—until the end of the nineteenth century

—before the period called by prehistorians the "Stone

Age" was recognized to represent a vast span of time in

man's history: a period now estimated to have lasted

perhaps more than a hundred times longer than the five

thousand years that have passed since the invention of

metallurgy in the Near East.

OF all the activities of man during these distant mil-

lennia that are known to us today, the closest to us

—that is, the most easily appreciated—are the many cave

paintings of the Paleolithic, found in southwestern

Making a core tool, this paleolilhic knapper holds the

flint nodule in his left hand, and shapes its cutting edge

wilh a series of blows from the liaMiincrslone in right hand.
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FLAKING angle-

Typical FLINT FLAKE is showii, above, in profile and

back view, beside the nodule from which it was split. The

legend gives the principal terms of knapping nomenclature.

Europe. Their magnificence, boldness and beauty, the

esthetic emotions these works evoke in us, all seem to

erase the enormities of intervening time. Prehistoric stone

implements also possess a beauty, although their beauty

is of another kind. Admirably adapted to their purpose,

they cannot but please those able to appreciate the

elegance of these tools in their solution of the relation-

ship between form and function. Many of these imple-

ments demonstrate form, texture and workmanship that

transcend their prosaic uses.

THE major concern of scholars specializing in pre-

historic stone implements has been with typological

studies; that is, the analysis of recurrent forms, which—

in conjunction with geochronological evidence—leads to

temporal and regional classifications of the ancient

human societies that produced these tools. In contrast,

the purpose of this study is technological, rather than

historical: we wish to learn what we can about the uses

to which these tools may have been put, and the ways

in which they were produced. In consequence, most of

our examples have been taken from the area which—

at least, today—is richest in this material: western Europe,

and France in particular.

By way of preface, some of the terms which prehis-

torians use should be defined. The division of prehistory

into three periods—the Paleolithic ("old stone"), Meso-

lithic ("middle stone") and Neolithic ("new stone")

periods— is essentially a technological one, based on the

manner in which stone implements were shaped. Thus,

in the Paleolithic, stone was shaped exclusively by flaking.

In France, the area where all of the implements here

illustrated were made, the Paleolithic coincides with the

glacial period. The Mesolithic, in this same area, was a

transitional era, in immediately postglacial times. During

the Neolithic, the most recent period, stone tools usually

were shaped by grinding, rather than flaking. The final

period lasted in Europe until some four thousand years

ago, when copper and bronze were introduced.

It is evident that stone was not the only material used

by man during the "age of stone." In a few early sites,

parts of wooden spears have been found; and in rock

shelters—where preservation is better than in open sites—

a great number of bone and antler objects have been dis-

covered. The fact that stone is practically indestructible

(and hence that stone implements constitute the majority

of finds! is tiot the primary reason for the use, here, of

this prehistoric nomenclature. Rather, it is in recognition

of the fact that the stone tools were the most important

part of the equipment of early man. For they alone pro-

vided him with the working edge and the point he needed

for cutting, chopping, scraping, piercing and shaping the

now largely vanished materials—such as wood, bone,

antler, sinew and skin—which comprised the remainder

—and possibly the major—part of his material culture.

For hundreds of thousands of years during glacial and

early postglacial times, man successfully survived, first

as a hunter and later (from about six thousand years ago

Earliest bifaces, produced by the Abbevillian technique,

had a sequence of sharp blows (1 through 3, above) struck

near natural edge of nodule, detaching flakes from under
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face. Nodule was then turned over, and next blows (4 and

5, above) were struck on ridges formed by adjacent scars

of first knapping. Result: a wavy, but strong working edge.



in Europe) as a food-producer and husbandman. During

all this time, stone was his principal means of exploiting

nature, and man's progress in this exploitation was asso-

ciated with technological advances in stone implements.

These advances show themselves in two main ways. First,

there was an evolution in the forms of the implements—

which were developing from generalized, all-purpose tools

and weapons to more specialized and better-adapted ones.

Second, there was an evolution in the mode of their

manufacture. Man was learning to make better use of

suitable raw material: he not only reduced waste but

also developed new techniques which enabled him to

utilize a greater variety of materials for the manufacture

of his stone weapons and tools.

WHAT were the shapes of the earliest stone imple-

ments? It is inevitable that, endowed with a pre-

hensile hand, the earliest man must have picked up and

used ready-made tools, such as sticks, bones and pebbles,

which in some cases had a naturally broken cutting edge.

Smashing stones and selecting those fragments with use-

ful cutting edges would have been a logical first step in

tool-making, but we cannot expect to find evidence of

this "first" tool manufacture, for such haohazardly flaked

stones are indistinguishable from those flaked by nature.

However, archeologists have recovered from geological

strata in South Africa—equated with late Villafranchian

strata of Europe—collections of flaked stone that must be

very close to the beginning of systematic stone-working.

Estimates of the age of the Villafranchian vary from

1,000.000 to perhaps only 300,000 years ago. the latter

date being that of the "short chronology"' recently calcu-

lated by G. Emiliani, which cuts current age estimates

approximately in half. These South African artifacts

demonstrate, in contrast to naturally flaked stone, a

certain uniformity of shape and direction of flaking, in-

dicating deliberate design.

Flint, when available, has always been a favorite Euro-

pean tool material, for it has all the necessary qualities

found to varying degrees in the other siliceous stones—

A MAJOR ADVANCE in biface manufacture was the Aclieulian

technique of detaching long, shallow flakes with blows of

a "baton," above, striking directly against the tooTs edge.

chert, quartzites and the like. Besides being very hard (it

will scratch most steels I, flint is also homogeneous. Be-

cause flint has no natural planes of cleavage, a force ap-

plied at one point on its surface radiates symmetrically

within the material, and breaks the stone along a plane

of segmentation whose position can theoretically be con-

trolled, within limits, by manipulative skill alone. For

example, both the angle of impact and the degree of

force may be varied. The forces radiating from a point

of impact at the center of a piece of such homogeneous

material will theoretically punch out a cone, leaving a

slightly rippled, conical scar. If the point of impact is

near the edge, a chip will flake off—leaving a rippled

half-cone scar similar to those seen on the edge of chipped

glass. The iUustration ^top. left) shows a flint flake de-

tached from parent material and its characteristic features.

How can flint, and allied siliceous rocks, best be

Preparation of "platform," which permitted control of

flaking, is diagrammed, above. First, left, a part of the

nodule's natural edge was struck off, leaving a flat area.

Next blow detached a long, shallow flake. Then, above, a

third blow prepared another "platforni," and a fourth blow

removed a matching, shallow ilake from the opposite side.



Early core tool, seen both edge-on. left, and broadside,

right, is a biface that was made by means of Abbevillian

techniques. Sinuous working edge and deep flake scars are

typical of these thick, roughly shaped implements, which
apparently were used as all-purpose, cutting and chopping
tools. This specimen is six inches long, and two inches thick.

worked? There are, essentiall). two methods for obtain-

ing implements with a useful working edge by means of

flaking. The first is to strike the flint nodule against some
projection of a heavy rock—used as an "anvil"—or, alter-

natively, to use a hard pebble, held in the hand, as a

"hammer." The flakes of flint detached in this manner
(in most cases referred to as Clactonian, from the name
of the English type-site, Clacton-on-Sea) , although usable,

are generally clumsy and irregularly shaped. Clactonian

flakes have a large cone of percussion and a prominent

bulb, the latter leaving a deep bulbar depression on the

flint's nucleus. These flakes may either be used as tools

exactly as they come off the nucleus of flint, or improved

by "retouching"—that is, by further flaking. In essence,

the end product of this first system is the flake: the re-

maining nodule is a raw material reserve.

The second method, in contrast, is to remove flakes

from the flint nucleus according to a predetermined de-

sign, with the aim of shaping the "core" into an imple-

ment. Such implements are called core tools, and the

knapper—while he will save any usable flakes he produces

—is not primarily interested in the flakes. His objective

may be a single implement, with its cutting edge formed
by the intersection of two opposite series of flaked scars;

or the core tool may be formed by flaking part of the

edge on one "face" only, leaving the other "face" un-

flaked. Since core tools tend to be massive, they are better

suited to heavy work (such as chopping) than are the
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thinner, flake tools. Flaking a flint nodule on both faces

to obtain a rough point (a form that prehistorians call

hand axes, or bifaces ) would seem to be an advance that

derives naturally from the earliest of these core tools

—

which were usually flaked, on one or both faces, only

along part of the edge. This technique of producing bi-

faces spread early over Africa and into Europe, where

it seems to have first been used about two hundred

thousand years ago ( again, according to the Emiliani

"short chronology," used throughout this article )

.

BIFACES ^vere usually pear-shaped, from five to six

inches long, and were flaked over most of their

border. They offered a strong picklike point, as well as a

cutting edge, the thickness and curvature of which varied

around the periphery of the implement, making it useful

in a variety of tasks. Exactly how were they used? The
evidence is against their being used as missile points:

usually they were too bulky and. unless thinned at the

base, could not have been securely attached to spears.

Some might have been used as daggers, or wedged into

the thick part of wooden clubs, but most of them appear

to have been all-purpose tools for cutting and chopping.

Some were so flaked that the small area which pressed

against the palm of the hand was left unchipped: in other

cases, the user's palm probably was protected either by

a pad of skin, a mass of resin or by bark. In general,

we may assume that bifaces were used for all heavy chop-
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Later core tool shows advanced. Aoheulian techniques:

prepared striking platforms (which permitted the knapper
to control implement's shape) and, frequently, use of the

halon for chipping. Typical late Acheulian biface. nhove.

has a thin cross section and straight edges. It is almost

six inches long but only three-quarters of an inch thick.
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ping, scraping and cutting that could not have been done

with the thinner, flake tools. Bifaces could also have

been used for cutting and roughing-out wooden spears.

The stone age technologist progressively improved the

effectiveness of the biface. The early types (called Abbe-

villian. after the type-site in France) had some serious

defects due to the primitive technique used to flake them

(illustration, on p. 40) . When a nodule of flint is flaked by

direct hammerstone or anvil technique, the resulting flakes

are short and massive. Their bulbs of percussion leave

deep scars, whose intersections form a wavy, inefficient

cutting edge. Moreover, since the scars rarely carry very

far across the face of the implement, part of the original

surface of the nodule remains in the center of the tool,

making the Abbevillian biface clumsy because of its thick

section. It is possible, in some cases, to partially

straighten the working edge by flaking away the marginal

spurs formed by adjacent scars. But this does not give

the tool the tapering section necessary for deep chop-

ping or cutting. Modern experiments have shown that

if blows are struck nearer to the flint's edge in an effort

to extend the scars across the face the edge will fre-

quently be crushed. To sum up, then, the Abbevillian tool-

maker doubtless had a mental picture of the tool he

wanted, but his technique was too primitive to allow him
to control the shape of his implement in any but a general

way. New techniques had to be developed : from them

came the Acheulian biface—with its straight cutting edge,

tapering section and two smooth faces.

THE Acheulian knapper seems to have used two new
techniques for production of his core tools. The first

of these is a method of considerable importance, because

it was used extensively—in later times—by more advanced

makers of stone tools. It consists of flaking the edge it-

self, in order to build up preliminary striking platforms

set at the correct angle (about perpendicular) to the face

to be flaked (see p. 39, bottom). The flakes struck from
these prepared platforms leave scars carrying back across

the face of the implement, resulting in a tool with the

desired thinner, more tapered section. Now, the prepara-

tion of a striking platform, preliminary to flaking, greatly

increased the knapper's degree of control over the shape

of his bifaces. But most modern experimenters believe

that the very shallow flake scars, with long parallel sides

—observed on the finest of Acheulian bifaces—are possible

to produce only by means of an additional trick of tech-

nique. This is the baton method {see p. 39, top).

As the name of this second method implies, it involves

the use of a hard wood, bone or antler baton, which, be-

cause it is of softer material than stone, can be struck

directly against the edge of the nodule without crushing

it. The flakes resulting from such baton blows have a very

diffuse bulb of percussion and are long and thin. The
resulting scars are almost flat and form a very straight

edge by intersection. It can be inferred, by analysis of

such evidence, that the Acheulian bifaces were first

roughed out by hammerstone percussion, with or without

preliminary platforms, and then finished with a baton.

The Acheulian biface (photo, page 41 ) clearly reveals the

characteristic deep, rippled scar resulting from hammer-
stone percussion, together with the long, shallow scars

characteristic of the baton technique. Some of the later

Acheulian bifaces are the most perfect expressions of the

NEW METHOD

First step: trimming edges of nodule.

Side view of the edge-trimmed nucleus.

Next step: top surface is also trimmed.

Side view of the fully-trimmed nucleus.

The next advance in flint technology was the Levalloisian

technique (shown in steps, above). By preparing the flint

nucleus in advance, a knapper was able to strike off large
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FOR FLAKES

Third step: striking platform is made.

Side view of nucleus (platform, right).

Final step: flake struck from nucleus.

Top view of nucleus (flake is removed).

flakes of predetermined size and shape, whicli could then
serve as implements. Easier to make than a biface. these
tools had the advantage of the flake's smooth, sharp edges.

core-tool concept. Once the knapper had decided on the

shape (usually pointed, ovate or cleaver-like) and size best

suiting his purpose, he could, by using the platform and
baton technique, produce symmetrically shaped bifaces

tapering smoothly toward almost straight edges.

Although such predetermination of shape was not pos-

sible in making the early flake tools, flakes nonetheless

have certain advantages over the bifaces. For one thing,

their manufacture is not so wasteful of flint as the shaping

of a biface—which requires the removal of a great deal of

material from the flint core, with onlv a few usable flakes

resulting. For another, a flake tool's cutting edge is ob-

tained by a single blow on the flint nucleus, while the pro-

duction of a similar thin, straight edge by alternate flak-

ing of a biface requires a great deal of time and skill.

Finally, the cutting edge of the best possible biface is

never so sharp and smooth as that of a flake.

AN admirable combination of the basic qualities of

L both core and flake tools was invented—probably by

Acheulian biface-makers—in the technique known as the

Levalloisian, or "prepared nucleus." This technique,

which appeared in Africa and western Europe about one
hundred and fifty thousand years ago, consists in prepar-

ing the nodule by flaking before the removal of a flake

tool. By this method, the size and shape of the tool can

be predetermined as for the core tools and the knapper
has. in addition, the advantages of ease of execution,

smooth tapering and the very sharp edge of flake tools.

This Levalloisian technique (drawings, left) allows the

manufacture of very large flakes. In regions where flint

is comparatively abundant, as in the valleys of north-

western France, it is not rare to find Levalloisian points

sometimes as long as three to six inches, many of which
have been only slightly retouched to smooth an outline or

repair a blunted edge. It was relatively easier for these

knappers to find fresh flint nodules, prepare them and
flake new implements than to retouch old tools.

The situation was quite different in the Dordognc re-

gion of France, ^vhere few flint beds are available and
most of the nodules are of small size. Living a less no-

madic life in caves and rock shelters, the Dordogne
hunters repeatedly reflaked their nuclei and tools for

further use. One of the most eflicient methods of prepar-

ing a nucleus for such exhaustive flaking is what we know
as the Mousterian "discoidal nucleus" technique. As in the

Levalloisian technique, the nodule of flint is first trinuned

peripherally, but instead of trying to get one. or at best

a few flakes of maximum length, the Mousterian knapper
tried to get a maximum number of usable flakes. To
achieve this, the nucleus was flaked toward the center—
from striking platforms all around the periphery—until
it was practically exhausted. The flakes obtained were
then retouched into specialized tools: such as the Mouster-

ian points and scrapers. Many scraper types were made for

the tasks at hand. The basic principle of their manufac-
ture consisted in steeply retouching the edge of the flake

to obtain a thick, beveled working edge which does not

dull when drawn transversely over a resistant material

like wood. These scrapers were made in sizes varving

from two to six inches; the most usual shapes included

scrapers with straight or convex edges which evidenlK

were used to work wood or to remove fat from hides.

Concave scrapers were also made, probablv for use as
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An end product of the Levalloisian

"prepared nucleus" technique is shown
in three positions. Outer face of the

detached flake, left, shows the scars

of knapper's preliminary preparation

of nucleus (compare drawings, p. 42).

Levalloisian variation in method of

preparing the nucleus is evident from
'his blade tool, above. Knapper first

removed several large, parallel chips

troni the top of the nucleus betore he

detached this flake, five inches long.

Flake tool, above, was struck from

a Mousterian "discoidal nucleus," and

retouched to pointed shape. Shown by



A BUTT VIEW of the same flake, above,

shows the prepared platform (at center

of photo ) where the knapper struck to

detach it. Smooth, bulbar face, right,

was formed by plane of cleavage from

nucleus. Specimen is four inches long.

tests to be inefEcient as projectile

points, tools like this four-inch-long

specimen were probably used as knives.

Moi STERIAN SCRAPER was made from a

thick flake of flint by retouching the

bottom edge into a steep, convex form.

Working edges of this sort are strong,

and this sturdy, three-inch-long tool

was probably used on wood or on hides.



spokeshaves, to work sticks into spears, hafts and the like.

The methodical manufacture of symmetrically shaped
flakes greatly increased the efficiency of the stone tool

assemblage. To be sure, the edges of the early, crude

types of flakes—such as the Clactonian—had frequently

been retouched, so that they could be used for tasks for

which the biface was unsuited. But these haphazardly

shaped tools were inefficient and were henceforth re-

placed by a variety of symmetrically shaped flake tools of

predetermined design, most numerous among them Leval-

loisian flakes, blades and points and Mousterian points

and scrapers. Experimentation has shown, however, that

these new flake tools—while extremely efficient for skin-

ning and dismembering game—are not so useful as pro-

jectiles. The section of these so-called "points," Leval-

loisian and Mousterian alike, would have been too thick

to penetrate the hide of the animals—such as the woolly

rhinoceros, the mammoth and the bear—then hunted.

D

Third nucleus technique—for production of blades—was
the key to parsimonious use of flint in Upper Paleolithic.

Sequence of blows (numbers, afoore) "unwrapped" flint core.
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URING the fourth and last glaciation, about 50,000

years ago, the Neanderthals—whose remains are

found in association with tools of the Mousterian type-

were succeeded by men of the modern sort. We now enter

the Upper Paleolithic, the age of the great murals of

Lascaux and Altamira. The very existence of these re-

markable paintings is evidence of technological advance.

While it is true that the environment was then very rich

in game, it was the hunters' technology that enabled this

society to exploit its environment effectively enough to

have leisure for the creation of its art. The animal

ossuaries left by these hunters have contained as many as

ten thousand horse skeletons (at Solutre, in France) or

nearly a thousand mammoths (at Predmost, in Czechoslo-

vakia) : mute testimony to the skill of these men and the

efficiency of their stone implements.

The most important technological developments during

the Upper Paleolithic included an increase in tool types

made from bone, as well as stone. While some bone im-

plements have been recovered from Lower and Middle

Paleolithic sites, they are confined to a few roughly

shaped pieces. Harder than wood, bone (and antler, too),

they can be sharpened with suitable stone tools to finer

and stronger points. Both materials were used extensively

during the Upper Paleolithic to make points (with split

or beveled bases for hafting), harpoon heads (with

single or double rows of barbs), awls and even needles.

Bone and antlers also supplied the material from which

spear-throwers and other artifacts—often ornamented by

carving and grinding—were made.

This rich development of bone and antler tools is par-

alleled by a multiplication of specialized stone tools. The

great majority of the Upper Paleolithic stone implements

were obtained by retouching one basic type of flake-

a

long, thin flake with parallel sides, known as a blade—

which was struck from a specially prepared nucleus. The

simplest way to prepare such a blade nucleus is first to

break a nodule of flint in two and then, using the plane

of segmentation as a striking platform, trim the half-nod-

ule into a roughly cylindrical or conical shape (photo,

right). The blades are then detached from the nucleus by

a series of blows struck along a spiral line starting at a

point near the edge of the striking platform and finishing

almost at its center. Ideally, this knapping process re-
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A BLADE NUCLEUS, left, and a blatle. right, of the snrl

struck from such nuclei, typify the "raw materials" from

which—by means of subsequent retouching—the knapncrs

of the Upi>er Paleolithic made their specialized scrapers

and burins. This nucleus is four and a half inches long;

the blade, under four, is only a quarter-inch in thickness.
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Art of retouching reached its height with development

of the Upper Paleolithic technique of "pressure flaking,"

shown here in drawings, with examples in photo, opposite.

Flaking tool, perhaps a length of antler, was applied

directly to blade's edge (top and above). A forward thrust,

plus a twist (note the component arrows), detached a flake.

Prepared platform on blade's edge, above, allowed the

knapper to remove even longer flakes. If the perpendicular

twist ( 2 ) was used without thrust ( 1 ) , the flakes were small.

sembles the unwinding and sectioning of a rolled sheet

of material ( see drawing on page 46 )

.

Most Upper Paleolithic blades are thin and flat, with a

trapezoidal butt and section. They have a diffuse bulb,

indicating the probable use of baton percussion. The

larger, thicker blades were probably struck with a ham-

merstone, while a certain number of blades might have

been struck with the "indirect percussion" method used

by some modern experimenters. This consists of placing

one end of a length of bone or antler at the point on the

striking platform where force is to be applied, and

striking the other end with a hammerstone. The force

being applied to a very restricted point, the butt of such

a blade is usually small, often triangular instead of

trapezoidal. It also has a more salient bulb of percussion

than does a blade struck with a baton.

Professor Leroi-Gourhan, of the Musee de I'Homme,

recently calculated that a flint nucleus weighing some

two pounds, flaked in this fashion, would yield up to

twenty-five yards of working edge, depending on the

thickness of the blades struck. By comparison, a Mouste-

rian knapper would have obtained only about two yards

from a similar nucleus. A biface would, of course, be

even more wasteful of flint. The single Abbevillian biface

that could be manufactured from a two-pound nodule

might present only about four inches of working edge,

while the two Acheulian bifaces which could be obtained

from the same weight of flint would provide only sixteen

inches. In a manner only half-joking, Leroi-Gourhan

presents this as mankind's "first economic statistic"

;

for the development of knapping techniques that con-

sumed less flint must have been of great advantage to pre-

historic man. A hunting people could have carried only

a limited amount of flint: with less wasteful methods,

the range of hunting and gathering expeditions could

be extended farther and for longer periods of time into

areas where flint was not locally available.

Not only were these Upper Paleolithic blade tools

more economical, they were also remarkably efficient.

Experiments have shown, for example, that an animal

may be skinned as rapidly with a "backed blade" as with

a steel knife. A "backed blade" has one purposely blunted

edge, on which direct pressure can be applied by the

index finger. But it is likely that "backed blades," as well

as other blade tools, were often inserted into split or

grooved wood, bone or antler, or set in a mass of resin

as is the practice of Australian aborigines at present.

PROGRESS in knapping methods was accompanied by

an increase in types of specialized tools. One of the

most important of these special tools, produced in great

variety during the Upper Paleolithic, is the "burin,"

a stone chisel which made possible the manufacture

Born and educated in France, Mr. Bordaz is presently an
instructor in anthropology at Columbia University. In this

article, he has drawn mainly on the experimental
work of five prehistorians: A. S. Barnes and Sir Francis

Knowles, of England, and F. Bordes, L. Coutier and A.

Leroi-Gourhan of France. The accompanying photography,

by Lee Boltin, uses a monochromatic light source, a

technique first applied to prehistoric stone implements by
G. Tendron, whose own study of a Solutrean blade is

shown on pp. 36-7. The lamps were provided by the G. W.
Gates Co., of New York. Mrs. Zallincer, a well-known
artist, here makes her first appearance on these pages.
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Fragment of antler served as pressure-flaker:

this specimen dates from Mesolithic.

Two-inch shouldered

point was made from a small, narrow blade.

Haft end of this three-inch

point has been pressure-flaked on one face.
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Two-inch point has been symmetrically shaped

and thinned over both its faces.

Trio of rRo.iKcrii.E i-oims shows some varieties of Solu-

treaii pressure-flaking teehnique. All have been made by
retouching blades, but the first (below tip of antler) has

had niily part of edge retouched, to assist hafliiiiz. Stem of

the second point is more extensively worked on one face, and
third point has been pressure-flaked over entire surface.
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of bone and antler implements on a large scale. Now,

miretouched blades or flakes are of little value for work-

ing bard materials such as bone or antler. Their

thin sharp edges, so useful for cutting skin and flesh,

blunt quickly. The retouched edges of the scrapers are

stronger, but even these do not possess the proper shape

for carving these hard materials. Only the burin, of

ivhich many types were made, gave the Upper Paleolithic

craftsman the chisel-like cutting edge he required.

Burins were used principally to carve longitudinal

grooves in bone and antler, isolating slivers of material

that could easily be pried ofE once the underlying, spongy

tissue was reached. These slivers were then finished by

carving, scraping and grinding with abrasive stone into

projectile points, awls, needles and the like.

The second most common tool in Upper Paleolithic

levels is the "end scraper," a blade that has been sharply

retouched at one end. It is similar to a stone implement

still in use among the Australian aborigines. Set into a

hand grip, it can be used as a "composite tool," scraper

at one end, knife on both sides. Such composite, or mul-

tiple-blade, tools were common in Upper Paleolithic

times: examples include burin-scrapers, double perfora-

tors, and end scraper-perforators.

THE diminishing size and increasing specialization of

the Upper PaleoHthic tools was accompanied by still

another technical advance: the development of "pressure-

flaking." This technique allowed far greater precision in

retouching than does percussion-flaking. The implement

used for such pressure-flaking could sometimes have been

nothing more than a flake with a square edge, or the sur-

face of an anvil stone. More usually, it probably was a

wood, bone or antler implement. One end was applied

close to the edge of the tool to be retouched and the

knapper then pressed sharply, with a forward thrust, de-

taching a flake (drawings, p. 48).

Possibly the most spectacular tools of all the Paleolithic

—the almost unbelievably delicate and handsome Solu-

trean "laurel leaves"—were produced by means of such

pressure-flaking. The longest laurel leaf ever found was

part of a cache of fourteen found near Volgu, in south-

east France. This magnificent blade measures thirteen and

three-quarters inches in length by three and three-quarters

AUmCNACIAN KEKL SCRAPER

END SCRAPER (lEFT)

AND ITS WORKING
END (above)

SOLUTREAN COMPOSITE:

"BEC DE flute"—END SCRAPER

MAGDALENIAN COMPOSITE:

ANGLE BURIN—END SCRAPER

Hypothetical "tool kit," of Upper Paleolithic period, has

been assembled here from sites of varying date. The knife

(top, right), side-hafted in a grooved piece of wood, is actu-

ally from a Swiss neolithic site, but it is probable that some

tools were set in similar fashion in wood, bone and antler

by paleolithic artisans. All of the tools, except for the heavy-



inches at its widest—and is only slightly more than a

quarter of an inch thick! Solutrean laurel leaves were

probably first shaped with a baton before being retouched

by the pressure technique. It is likely that the admirably

controlled flaking exemplified by these implements was

made possible by the preparation of carefully set plat-

forms for the necessary percussion and pressure.

The largest Solutrean laurel leaves were certainly not

used as lance or javelin points: they could have been

too easily broken by lateral stresses and would have

shattered had they missed their mark. The obvious fra-

gility of certain very large specimens suggests ritual use.

But most of the leaves were probably used as knives—by
means of inserting an edge ( or one of the ends I in a

piece of grooved wood, bone or antler. There is good
reason to believe, also, that the smaller, thicker Solutrean

leaves, as well as a few other points made at the same time

(such as the shouldered point), were projectile points.

MANUFACTURE of these elegant stone leaves was not

continued in the following period—the Magda-
lenian—that marks the end of the Upper Paleolithic. The

Magdalenians are known to us principally bv the beautv

of their mural paintings (such as those found at Alta-

mira ) and for their bone and antler implements, often

beautifully carved and sculptured. Their flint tools gen-

erally resemble the earlier types of the Upper Paleolithic.

It is notable, however, that late Magdalenian times bring

an increasing use of very small blade fragments— re-

touched into implements of geometric shape, usually less

than one inch long, called "microliths." These microliths,

which became even more important in a later period

called the Mesolithic, mark the culmination of a trend

toward smaller flint implements.

The Magdalenian was the last period of the Paleolithic

in western Europe, where it coincides with the end of

the fourth glaciation. The environment at that time under-

went radical changes. Tundra and steppe—with their vast

herds of horses and reindeer—gave wav to pine and hard-

wood forest inhabited by elk, aurochs, deer and boar.

New types of implements, and new" techniques of manu-
facture, were necessary to deal with these new conditions.

An account of these developments will be presented in

Part II of this discussion.

KNIKK. SIDE-HAFTED IN WOOD

BKC DE FLUTE"
BURIN (right)

and working end

r;«,*n

r,

duty scraper (top, left), were made from blades: all were
retouched into their present forms by pressure-flaking. The
Gravettian point (first of three, right) could have been
used as a knife or may have been side-hafted as the blade
of a spear. All the implements shown here are reproduced
at a common scale, ten per cent larger than actual size.

PERIGORDIAN
POINT

perforator
(broken)
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KEVlJliWo (Continued jrom page 6)

inheritance of all members of his species.

Since the authors postulate that a great

part of all behavior is guided—or at

least set into motion—by these preorgan-

ized systems, it follows that behavior on

all levels is, to a great measure, pre-

determined at birth.

DETAILED criticism of this theory is

beyond the scope of this review, but

even a casual reader of Instinctive Be-

havior will find himself with some dis-

turbing questions unanswered.

First and most obvious is the lack of

any link between the mechanism sug-

gested and the actual mechanism of the

physical nervous system. In a summing-

up paper at the end of the volume,

Lorenz mentions a hierarchic arrange-

ment of instinct patterns postulated by

Tinbergen as parallel to a similar ar-

rangement which has been shown to

exist in the central nervous system. The
statement is not overwhelmingly convinc-

ing, since the simple pyramidal structure

discussed is one of the basic patterns of

nature that shows up in every context

from architecture to military tables of

organization. Certainly such organiza-

tions of behavior mechanisms and of

nerve cells could exist and could be

connected or even equivalent. But until

the two are linked, the statement is

routine speculation.

The ethologist viewpoint as put forth

in this book is based almost entirely on

observation and preliminary experiments

in selected aspects of the behavior of

wild and laboratory animals. Such obser-

vation is of obvious importance, but

would seem to be a lopsided foundation

on which to erect a theory which blue-

prints the whole organization of the mind.

Where, for a single example, do the

profound effects of body chemistry and

hormones fit into the picture? Do they

have as much, more, or less effect than

the rather crude external sensory stimuli,

which are the releasers in this theory?

One also wonders what role body

structure might play in certain "instinc-

tive" acts. Is the basic neck-stretching

action typical of a gray goose retrieving

an egg that has rolled from her nest

entirely an innate nerve pattern, or is

there only one anatomically possible or

efficient way in which a goose can re-

trieve an egg?

The reader may also question the

objectivity of observations that are con-

sistently recorded in highly subjective

and often even novelislic terms. To write

that a brooding bird "could not bear"

the sight of an egg outside her nest

argues a certain lack of detachment in

the observer, particularly when he adds
that: "This subjective interpretation is

perhaps less naive than it may appeal

at first sight, since we (meaning the

What a wonderful double gift -tor

that youngster you love!

Can you remember how — wtien you v^ere a youngster —

life was one mystery and discovery after another? Those

were, and still are, the important days when growing minds

acquire basic attitudes and interests that last a lifetime.

Because we've had so many requests for it, the Museum

has formed a group especially for 8- to 14-year olds, to

provide exactly the stimulation they need to discover the

world of nature and science all around them. It is called:

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM EXPLORERS

Think how delighted your favorite youngster — boy or girl — v,/ill be to receive a gift

membership from you. Each new Explorer will receive;

A year's subscription to JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY, a magazine for young people which

could only be published by the Museum with its vast store of information.

^. An official Membership Card to show he or she is a member.

3. A colorful Membership button he'll be proud to wear on his coat.

4. A chance to swap stories with other members about trips, experiments and other activities

in a special Member's Page of JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY.

5. A special Member's discount on EXPLORERS' HANDBOOKS.

Remember, too, a youngster who becomes an EXPLORER is as much a Museum

member as the adult who donates $100,000 and can take the same pride in his

association with one of the world's greatest scientific institutions.

EXTRA-

FREE

GIFT

TInis Fascinating Fully-Illustrated Book on

Dinosaurs will be sent each child for whom

you enter a Gift IWIembership. It tells the com-

plete strange story of these prehistoric giants

who ruled the earth for millions of years. Here

your child will find photos of actual skeletons

. . . lifelike drawings showing how dinosaurs

lived . . . exciting tales of the search for fossils.

Printed on fine quality paper, this is a truly

stimulating and informative book.

Give This Exciting Double Gift - Mail Coupon Today!

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York 24. N. Y.

I wish to give Explorer

Memberships for the

coming year to the
youngsters listed here.

Send each child a

Dinosaur Book and a

Gift Announcement Card

inscribed with my name
as donor.

Enclosed find $

Address__

City-

scribe Gift Card: from_

Address_

City

for Explorer Mem-
berships at the annual

fee of $2.50 each.

inscribe Gift Card: fron

YOUR NAME-
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WORLD'S FINEST, MOST
VERSATILE TELESCOPE
A true research instrument of surpassing

quality, internationally used by a distin-

guished scientific and amateur clientele as a

portable observatory, long-distance micro-

scope or mighty telephoto lens. Superb for

terrestrial viewing, with unequalled power
and sharpness. The first break through in

optical science in 200 years makes this

Questar possible.

Entirely handmade. Ultra-precise optics

in 8-inch barrel, weight 7 pounds. Marvel-
ously compact, elegant, luxuriously com-
plete. Sold only direct, $995, in imported
English leather carrying case.

Lileiiiliire on request

QUESTAR CORPORATION
Box 60 New Hope * Pennsylvania
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If you read Natural History then

our safari service is designed for you!

We are not hunters. We are expert in

the photography of animals and birds

and we are keenly interested in Afri-

can art and music. Our experienced

guides in their specially built safari

cars can take you to remote regions

rarely seen by tourists. Our safaris

range all over Africa and each one is

planned to suit individual require-

ments. We quote low rates for work

of real scientific interest.

Write for our brochure —

Trans-African Guides, Box 91538

Nairobi, KENYA
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a chain of hard logic. At best, their

theory seems to raise a good many more

questions than it answers.

An unsound scientific theory is never

a healthy companion: in the field of

behavior, such theories offer particular

dangers since they may gain acceptance

by men working in other specialized

fields who have neither the time nor the

background to criticize the theories on

their own merits. This is particularly

likely to happen in the highly empirical

field of clinical psychology. Psychiatrists

and psychoanalysts, devotedly preoccu-

pied with particularities of human be-

havior, are naturally eager for any map
or landmark that will help them orient

themselves in the complexities and con-

fusions of the mind.

A basic "theory of instinctive behav-

ior" could be a tremendous landmark in

this vital work, as in the whole field of

psychology. But ethologists, on present

evidence, have yet to raise their hypo-

theses to the dignity of theory or even

lo establish their merits as hypotheses.
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Naturalist's Notebook

Fit to be tied, the caddis forms part

of fish diet — whence lures like this.

CROESUS
AMONG THE
INSECTS

This creature's larva constructs its case

of many materials— sometimes even of gold

By James M. Brennan

CADDIS FLIES are weakly, dun-

colored, insects of mothlike ap-

pearance, related to the moths and

butterflies. Although they are rela-

tively common — they number about

3.000 species in the order Trichoptera

— caddis flies are mostly unfamiliar

to both the layman and the general

student. Freshwater anglers, however,

make frequent — if insensible — con-

tact with these insects. As the fisher-

man brushes along vegetation over-

hanging ponds and streams, he will

cause virtual clouds of them to fly

up suddenly and uncertainly from the

alders and willows. But more familiar

to the fisherman, as he seines and

screens the stream bottom for live

bait, are the case-bearing caddis-fly

larvae ("caddis worms") , which form

a substantial part of the diet of game
fish. In fact, long ago, makers of arti-

ficial lures were quick to take advan-

tage of this dietary preference by ty-

ing the wet fly known to fishermen

in the western United States as "rock-

worm"—a name which applies equally

well to the larva itself.

THESE case-bearing larvae hatch

from a mucilaginous egg mass

glued to some object, such as a rock

or stem, beneath the water's surface.

Each larva constructs a shelter com-

posed of a more-or-less tubular case

of silk, open at either end, to which

are cemented foreign materials —
such as bits of sand and gravel, seeds,

S6

twigs, shells and leaves. The anterior

opening of the case is wide, to permit

protrusion of the head and legs of the

rockworm which—by means of tough

caudal hooks — maintains a firm hold

of its covering as it crawls ponderously

along the bottom.

When fully grown, the larva closes

each end of its case with silk, pu-

pating therein without making a co-

coon. When the emergence time ap-

proaches, the pupa bites its way out

of the covering and swims or crawls

up to the surface, where the adult

soon emerges and takes wing.

IN
quest of materials for their shel-

ters, all rockworms are not as

fortunate as the opulent individual

whose case is illustrated here ( right )

.

This insectival Croesus constructed

a veritable gem-studded shelter for

itself. In addition to the usual grains

of sand, particles of gravel and woody
elements, its case conspicuously dis-

plays fragments of columbite. a bit of

cassiterite and two gold nuggets.

As pictured, the blue-black, stri-

ated stones lying between the easily

recognized gold nuggets are colum-

bite, the basic ore of columbium
(which, prior to 1957, was known
mostly as a carbide stabilizer in stain-

less steel). Today, columbite — since

it does not suffer radiation damage
and surpasses other metals in resist-

ing heat and corrosion — has become
important in nucleonics, as a fuel-

alloying element and as a fuel clad-

ding in fast reactors.

The brown-flecked, black stone that

touches the upper right corner of the

larger gold nugget is cassiterite I also

referred to as "stream tin" or "tin

stone" ) , the basic ore of tin.

THIS unique caddis case, just one

inch long was made by a larva

of the family Linmephilidae. It was

found in a sluice box by Mr. and Mrs.

Asbury Smith of Hamilton, Montana,

while they were placer-mining on a

creek near their home, and was

brought to my attention by a local

"rock hound," Martin E. Shoffner,

who also identified the ores.

Lest eager fortune-seekers be falsely

encouraged, and to forestall any new
gold rush to old Montana, it is ad-

visable to report that the intrinsic

value of this caddis-fly case is less

than the market cost of one wet fly

simulating it; that the value of gold

taken from the creek where it was
found, during the more than half a

century for which we have records,

is less than $260,000. and that only

now is a columbite operation—of un-

certain future—opening in this part

of the Golden West.

Dr. Brennan is an entomologist who,
after a period of teaching, took up
work with the government. He is now
with the U.S. Public Health Service.
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NOW-NEW DELUXE 4 DYNASCOPE Reflector

with ADVANCED Precision Features Offers

A Truly Professional Telescope COMPLETE

FOR$
ONIY 79

95
F.O.B. Hartford, Conn.

Shipping Wt. 21 lbs.

Express chorges

Compare these advanced features with

any telescope at double the price!

4<inch Parabolic mirror—pyrex, finished to exacting specifications and guaran-

teed to perform to the limit of resolution! Aluminized and zircon quartz overlaid

to insure maximum protection and lasting use I {The 4-inch mirror gathers Va

more light than any comparable SVa inch mirror.)

^^ NEW improved cast iron, true Equatorial and Alt-Azimuth mount with free

moving Polar Axis Rod complete v/ith friction adjustments for any latitude,

declination, and ascension. Rugged, weighs approximately 12 pounds, both

Va inch steel supported on 4 bearing surfaces and guaranteed for vibra<

tion free oction and necessary smoothness.

^J NEW ]Va inch eyepiece mount with exclusive double draw focus and rack

and pinion. Adjustable for 3 inches of travel to accommodate any eyepiece

negative or positive! Built in diagonal mirror accurate to 14 wave tolerance.

KB 3 eyepieces—18MM Huygens, 9MM achromatic Ramsden, 7MM achromatic

Romsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

^% 4-power achromatic finder-scope with crosshairs. Extra large field of view.

^» NEW covers for eyepiece tube and open end!

Q NEW bakelite tube beautifully finished in grey wrinkle enamel!

w^ NE^V improved hardwood folding tripod legs in natural finish. Sturd/^

balanced, perfect portability!

THE ULTIMATE IN 4-INCH TELESCOPES Prove it yourself at NO RISK!

Inquire for details of con-

venient Time-Payment Plan.

Here at lost is the scientific instrument that serious astronomers have been
waiting for— with a full warranty of highest accuracy at lowest cost!

Now you needn't spend $150 and up to be sure of high-precision observa-

tion. Nor do you need go to the time and trouble of building your own
telescope to get the most value for your money. For the dollar-and-cents

facts about the new Deluxe 4-inch Dynoscope are these: The advanced
precision features ore those you would want to select for yourself. But buying

them singly, os on individual, you could never beat our low price. Nor
could you hope to surpass the technical co-ordination and stability that

have been engineered into this superb instrument to meet the most exacting

standards of optical and mechanical superiority!

Fully achromatic, tested and proven by scientists in leading planetaria,

the new Deluxe Dynoscope comes to you complete with every port and fea-

ture exactly as described and illustrated here. Each instrument is carefully

triple-tested before shipment and is accompanied by the Inspector's per-

formance report. Specially packed, it is ready to be set up for observation

within a few seconds. Shipment is F.O.B. Hartford, Conn., express charges

collect (weight 21 pounds). There is nothing else to buy, no added charges,

no extras of any kind.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED-OR MONEY BACK!
Prove to yourself— without risk — how good the new Deluxe Dynoscope

really is. Order it now. Try it at your own pleasure. Compare its performance

with that of any other professionol telescope at double the cost or more.

It will delight you and exceed your every expectation—or simply return it

within 30 days for a full refund. But don't delay. As you know, quality

engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production.

Consequently the supply is limited. To assure yourself of immediate delivery^

send your check or money order today!

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Qualify Optical Insfrumenis

DEPT. NHD-37, 331 CHURCH ST., HARTFORD 1, CONN, TEL CHAPEL 7-1696 -CABLE ADDRESS: CRICO
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Why have hundreds of schools bought CENIAC^

The Electric Brain Construction Kit?

ORDER NOW for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

We think it's because GENIAC is the only kit and text combination that presents

the basic ideas of cybernetics, boolean algebra, symbolic logic and computer

circuitry so simply that a twelve year old can construct what will still fascinate

advanced students.

The partial list of our institutional purchasers below indicates a cross section of our customers.

GENIAC is not only an excellent classroom demonstrator but it provides hours of fun abuilding. As such

it makes a perfect present for the science minded teen-ager. As a father-son project it can't be beaten.

GENIAC is sold to all customers on a one-week return guarantee. You may actually use it in that time,

returning it as is if you decide not to keep it.

Order yours noiv only $19.95

Some of the 125 GENIACS you can build from the completely detailed instruction manual are:

LOGIC MACHINES: Comparing; Reasoning; Syllogism Machine; Intelligence Tester.

GAME PLAYING MACHINES; Tic-Tac-Toe; Nim (Think you can beat the machine?).

ARITHMETICAL MACHINES (Binary and Decimal): Adder; Subtracter; Multiplier; Divider;

Arithmetical Carrying.

CODE MACHINES: Secret Coder; Secret Decoder; Combination Locks.

SIMPLE MACHINES: Burglar Alarm; Automatic Oil Furnace Circuit.

PUZZLE SOLVERS: The Space Ship Airlock; The Fox, the Hen, the Hired Man and the Corn;

The Uranium Shipment and the Space Pirates.

ACTUARIAL: Douglas MacDonald's Will.

SPECIAL: Machine to Compose Music.

GENIAC parts are especially manufactured to high tolerance; they include a special six-deck

switch of unique design and over 400 components plus a book "GENIACS: SIMPLE

ELECTRICAL BRAIN MACHINES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM", plus six other books and

manuals, parts tray and rock, shown in picture above. GENIAC is o remarkable buy for

SOME FIRMS AND INSTITUTIONS

THAT HAVE ORDERED GENIAC:

Allis-Chclmers
Remington-Rond
International Business Machines
Wheeldex Mfg. Co.

Manuel Missionary College

Waiter V. Gierke Associates

Barnard College
Westinghouse Electric

Phillips Laboratories

General Insurance Co. of America

Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.

Southwest Missouri Slate College

Fibreglas Corp.

Stamford Research Institute

The Hecht Co.

American Monagement Assoc.

De Pauw University Hydro Electric Tower
Adams State Teachers College

Abercrombie and Fitch

Kleinschmidt Laboratories

Konsos State Teachers College

Albert Einstein Medical College

Naval Research Laboratories

Board of Education, Tecumsah, Nebraska
Marshfeld Public Schools

Los Angeles Public Schools

Jefferson Union High School

Oklahoma A&M
Kansas City University

Duke University

Coral Gables Senior High School

Courtland Jr. High School

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Lovell Public Schools

Clearwater High School

St. John's Seminory
Orange County Community College

Morningside College

New Hampshire Public School

Kentucky Wesleyan College

University of Ottawa
. . . oncf hundreds of other individuals

only $19.95

Kit and instructions are returnable for full refund in seven days. This is a perfect fathe

son project; your whole family and your friends will enjoy the finished machines. Yo

design new computers from the adaptable parts.

-MAIL THIS COUPON-

SCIENCE RESEARCH KITS, INC., Dept. NH-29, 108 E. 16 St., N. Y. 3, N. Y.

Please send me:

1 GENIAC Electric Brain Construction Kit and Manual.

$19.95 (East of Mississippi)

$20.95 (Elsewhere in United States)

$21.95 (Outside the United States)

Returnable in seven days for full refund if not satisfied. I enclose $

payment. (For delivery in N. Y. City please odd 3% for city sales tax.)

My name and address are attached.
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5536. LOVE fN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Bengt Daniels-

son, anthropologist on the Kon-Tiki voyage. A complete,

ai-nuraie. frankly written account of the family and sex

life of the Tolyneslans, that deals with sex instruction,

marriage eustoms, se.xual freedom and prohibitions, atli-

lude toward nudity, ahortion and virginity, and the basic

concepts of a people to whom the sexual act is as natural

as eating and drinking. Photos. Pub. at $4.00. Only 3.25

BI059. THE ATLANTIC ISLANDS. By Kenneth William-

Hon. First comprehensive book on the unknown Faroe Is-

lands, off the nortli coast of England. Wonderful information

on flora and fauna, folklore and histor>' of the islands,

rub. at S^l jO. Only $2.95

5168. THE BOOK OF THE MOUNTAINS. Ed by A. C
Spectorsky. Here is a n

to those great, ranges o

our globe; a volume

mountain world and mat

coring in every aspect,

beauty of mountains, 1

nearly 100 brealhlakln!

$12.50.

St splendid book, devoted entirely

snow-capped giants that straddle

jveailng the total sense of the

J relation to it. Here is mountain-

s well as the wonder, secrets and

over 80 articles. 4!)0 pages, and

illustrations. 7" x 10". Pub. at

Only 7.95

6135. THE COLUMBUS ATLAS. By John Bartholomew.

Prepared by one of the world's finest cartographers, tills

new regional atlas of the world contains 160 pages of

fully colored maps ajid an index of nearly 50,000 place

names, with populations, keyed to the maps. All the plates

have been handmade by a highly intricate special color

jtroccss. and their clarity, precision and complete accuracy

make this atlas Invaluable for everyone wishing to keep

lip with the complex affairs uf today's world. 8W x 11".

Pub. at $10.00. Only 8.98

BI087. ARCTIC SOLITUDES. By Admiral Lord Mounte-
vans. The story of Eskimo life, sailing, nature, whaling,

and polar life in general. Includes an account of little

known Ilusslan contribution to arctic exploration. Profusely

Illustrated. I'ub. at $4.50. Only $3.20

4786. IN SEARCH OF ADAM. By Herbert Wendt. The
greatest detective story of all time—the search for the truth

about the origins of Man in the mists of the unrecorded

past. Here. In one 550-pago volume. Is everything that is

known about the kinship between humans and apes, the

"missing link." and the mysterious lost races who may
have been mir tirst human ancestors. 48 pages of photos.

Pub. at $C..".0. Only 5.00

5830. IN BALLOON & BATH YSCAPH E. By Prof. Augusle
IMccard. The world-famous scientist-explorer takes the

leader from the stratosphere to the floor of the ocean and
explains In popular terms the difficulties that had to be

surmounted in achieving mobility at fantastic heights and
depths. I'hotos, diagrams and technical appendices.

Special 4.00

BI056. Book of Birds: THE FLAMINGOS OF THE
CAMARGUE. By E. Oallet. Printed on coated paper and
illuslnilod with over 50 photographs of birds of the Fla-

mingo family, this book will be a continual source of inter-

est and pleasure for all bird lovers—child or adult. 7*4 x

!)'/i In size. It makes a beautiful gift. Pub. at $3.50.

Only $1.98

BI050. NATURE ABOUNDING. Edited by E. L. Grant

Watson. A treasury that will delight every reader of Nat-

ural History. Includes writings of Hardy, Hudson. Frazcr.

Turgonev, Tomllnson. Danvln, Melville, Emerson, Conrad,

etc. Profusely illustrated by C. F. Tunnlcllffo. Pub. at

ja.50. Only $r.8B

BI065. EXPLORATIONS IN SCIENCE. By Waldemar

Kaempfl'ert. A real tlnd for everyone with an Interest In

science. Clear but concise explanations of atomic energy for

bombs and fuel space, satellites, the weather, creations of

life, power from the sun, the Cyclopean eye of Palomar, etc.

Indexed. Pub. at $3.J0. Only $3.20

5947. FIELD BOOK OF INSECTS. By Frank E. Lutz.

All of the prliitipal families, many of the genera and

most of the commonly obsened species of insects in the

U.S. and Canada, recorded in a way to make recognition

relatively easy. Much information regarding the habits of

air. water, earth and underground Insects. 100 plates

illustrating almost 800 specimens, many in color. Only 3.49

BI04I. WILD WINGS. By Frank S. Stuart. A tale of Joy-

ous natural existence, this chronicle of the annual migration

of a (lock of wild ducks will appeal to all nature lovers.

As timeless and universal as the blazing skies and lonely

forests that provide its background, the story is rich in

authentic detail and warm poetic insight. Pub. at $3.50.

Only $2.98

5859. THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION. By Theodore

J. Hoover and John C. Lounsbury. Revised edition of a

standard work that explains who is an engineer, defines

engineering, describes the nature and character of the

Held and discusses salaries. "Everybody interested In the

engineering profession should have a copy of this book."

—

The Professional Enclneer. Charts and diagrams, 4S6 pp.

Pub. at $7.50. Only 3.98

6128. THE BLUE CONTINENT. By Folco Quilici. A first-

hand account nf adventure and discovery beneath the Red

Sea. and of the daring men and women who have explored

and expanded the wondrous world of a new continent,

using weapons as old as curare and as new as jet propul-

sion. Illustrated with more than 60 remarkable photo-

graphs. Including 26 in full color. Pub. at $5.00. Only 3.98

6282. New Concepts in Modern Psychology: GESTALT
PSYCHOLOGY. By Dr. Wolfgang Kohler. This important

book, now available in a completely revised edition, ex-

plores the existing schools of psychological thought and

provides a startling new approach to the study of the

mind. Special 3.98

7000. AMERICA'S ARTS AND SKILLS. Now. presented

in one volume, the great history of American skill In

fashioning beautiful and useful things. Over 500 examples

of American craft and design are illustrated. This large

(10^" X 14") book, printed on heavy coated paper, beainl-

fully bound with a gold-stamped cover, contains more than

250 full-color illustrations, plus many in black and white.

An unparalleled collection of truly representative pieces

from all parts and periods of America. Pub. $1.^.95.

Only $7.95

BI003. TRAINING DOGS. By Konrad Most. This famous

work by the internal lonal authority has long been accepted

as standard for both professional trainers and the dog

owner. Deals in detail with Theory of Training, as well as

Practical Training. Covers such aspects as Action. Absten-

tion. Compulsion, Inducements, Down and Recall. Defense,

Water Work etc, Illustrated throughout with photographs

and drawings. Pub. at $5.00. Only 3.49

6153. PREHISTORIC ART. By J. IMuIIk and W. and B.

Formari. 107 gravuro illustrations and 2'2 full-color plates

illustrate this valuable history of prehistoric culture from

the Middle Palaeolithic period to Roman times. A splendid

example of fine hook-making, bound In natural linen and

measuring QM" x 12". Handsomely boxed. Imported. Puh.

at $17.50. Only 9.95

6260. THE CONQUEST OF EVEREST. By Sir John

Hunt. The celebrated account of Man's conquest of the

highest mountain on Earth. Many photographs and draw-

ings. Pub. at SC.OO. Only 3.95

7129. THE MACMILLAN WILD FLOWER BOOK. By
Clarence J. Hylander. A valuable guide to wild Sowers, hero

is an art treasure to cherish through the years. It contains

an outstanding collection of glorious watcrcolor reproduc-

tions of 426 wild flowers wUh concise conmicntary on each

one. Pub. at $15.00. Only $8.95

6139. BIROS' NESTS OF THE WEST: A Field Guide.

By Richard Ileadstrom. This book shows you how to

mateli the nest you find with the bird that built it;

includes over 400 birds of the I'.S. west of Ihc 100th

meridian. Illus. Pub. at $3.00. Only I.9S

5331. PREHISTORIC ANIMALS. By Dr. J. Augusta and

Z. Burlaii. The great and fearsome beasts of prey, extinct

flowers, strange sea creatures—recognizable ancestors of

many of today's animals, birds and Hsh—from earliest plant

life to the emergence of Man—captured in 55 full-cotor

paintings. The extensive text brilliantb' blends the artist's

skill with up-to-date scientlllc knowledge. This unique,

absorbing, imported book served as the basis for a film

that won the Grand Prix at the Venice Film Festival.

lO'/^" X ly'^g". Pub. at $12.50. Only 7.95

6239. NEW WAYS TO BETTER SIGHT. By Dr. Harris

Gruman. Everything you need to know about your eyesight.

its improvement and retention. Latest information on

improving sight after forty, the visual effects of tele-

vision, eye exercises, etc. Illus. Pub. at $3.00. Only I.9S

BI055. THE WORLD OF NIGHT. By Lonis and Margery

Milne. While the rest of the world sleeps, the life of the

night creature begins. Birds, mammals, insects, reptiles

—

enacting the fascinating drama of nature. Pub. at $3.73.

Only $2.98

BI047. FORBIDDEN LANDS. By Gordon Cooper. The
author describes the remote and exotic parts of the world

which h^vc nut been tamed by our civilization. The strange,

wild tribes of North Burma, Formosa, Africa, Australia,

New Guinea, etc. Hlust. with photographs. Pub. at $4.75.

Only $3.68

BI034. THROUGH ARCTIC HURRICANES. By Hans G.

i'rager. A true story of the sea. A newspaperman and cam-

eraman, together, paint this vivid picture of one of the

worst hurricanes ever encountered by the Fishery Protection

Ship. They tell of the fleet doctor's hazardous trips by rub-

ber dinghy to care for the sick; the wonderful Arctic skies

aflame with Northern Lights; of the scientific equipment and

data that make all this possible. Illustrated with photos,

charts and maps. Pub. at $5.00. Only $2.93

6323. INTRODUCING THE CAT FAMILY. By V. J.

Stanek. More than SO beautiful photos, magnitlcentb' repro-

duced In gravure, and an informative, entertaining text

ilevotcd to the family Felldac. from its largest members

down to the smallest and cutest The man>- photos of the

familiar doinesttcflled cat at play are a sheer delight for all

fellno fanciers. 814" x 11 U". Special $2.98

6137. LAND BIRDS OF AMERICA. This superlatlvcb"

heautirul book contains 221 full-color photographs and 50

in black-and-white by 30 of America's top photographers.

Text by Robert Cushman Murphy and Dean Amadon.
9" X 12". Pub. at $12. ."jO. Only 5.95

4563. THE "THINK CLEARLY!" SERIES. A 10-volumo

homo-study course In logic and cicar-thlnkinc showing

how you can utilize Iheso vital mental tools in everyday

life. 10 s<ifibound books cover sclent Iflc and efficient

thinking, keys m rapid Icutnlng, etc. Nearly 500 pp.

Illus. The entire set. special 3.00

; OLIVER GARFIELD Co., Inc., Dept. NH-29, 108 East 16th Street, New York 3, N. Y. .

I

,
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Fabulous Science Materials
THE LIBRARY OF SCIENCE

ANNOUNCES

I

The Science Materials Center |

A central source for re-

liable scientific equipment,
instruments, toys, records,

books for young people
from pre-school to high-

school age. All items are

selected for scientific,

educational and entertain-

ment value in consulta-
tion with practicing scien-

tists and educators.

For Young People of All Ages
SELECTED AND TESTED BY PRACTICING SCIENTISTS AND EDUCATORS

WantScieflce
^#^*1

___*;iat.

PIANT SCIENCE KIT

Age 6-14. Contains all the material
needed for growing plants at home
year-round, on a window sill or under
a desk lamp. Includes pots, growing
medium, plant food, measuring spoon,
three types of seeds, 24-page booklet.

#117 $1.00

LOTTO GAMES
Age 4-8. These games employ cards with
colored pictures of animals or farm
objects. Children learn names, spelling

and appearance as they play.

#519 Zoo Lotto $1.00

#520 Form Lotto $1.00

DINOSAUR MODEL KITS

Age 9-1 3. Plastic models are assembled
from separate parts to make interesting

displays for home or school exhibit.

The assembly techniques are similar to

those used in making airplane models.

#124 Tyrannosaurus Rex $2.00

#125 Stegosaurus $1.80

COLOR SPECTROSCOPE KIT

The first inexpensive hand dif-

fraction grating spectroscope,
permits such experiments as
measurement of color wave-
lengths; continuous spectra;
bright and dark line spectra;

colors by reflection and absorp-
tion, etc. Complete with trans-

parent colored plates, colored
cards, extra slits, and experi-

ment book.

#140 $2.00

ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP
Age 11-15. Hundreds of experi-

ments with electric circuits and
switches are possible with this

set. Includes 2 plastic operating
panels, switches, telegraph keys,

electric motor, bell, tools, bulbs,

wire, 2 batteries and other parts.

#109 $6.00

BASIC KIT OF MATHEMATICS

Age 12 up. A good introductory
kit in mathematics. Contains a
simple drawing set with com-
pass, protractor, triangles, ruler,

box of colored pencils, plus 16
printed forms for folding up
into three dimensional solids.

160-page book describes many
geometrical figures and designs,

and how to make them.

#116 $3.00

MICROSCOPE lOOX, 200X, 300X

Will do the same job as most StIDE-SETS
microscopes costing $20.00. The jr.,^), includes 12
image is good even at the higher prepared slides,

power. Rack and pinion focus- Sl.73 set.

ing. All-metal construction. #216 Textiles
Wooden case included. A real #217 Vegetable
instrument, not a toy. "

M.ittcr

#214 $6.25 #218 Animal
Parts

FREE CATALOG |

Our 48-page Illustrated catalog
|

describes nearly 300 fascinating
|

and approved Items, many of

them designed, manufactured or 1

assembled exclusively for the
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Highlight your correspondence

with distinctive and varied stationery.

Original Indian works of art have

been reproduced in full color by

talented West German artisans. Ten

folded notes per box illustrating nine

different subjects; Hindu Girl, The

Magic Flute, and Mogul Lady are just

3 of the variations. Warm dusty rose

in color with a fluted white border,

each note unfolds to a soft pink and

measures 5I/2" x 6%". $1.35, postpaid

An imported Iranian treasure, this

mother of pearl bracelet reflects the

proud heritage of an ancient Persian

art. Eight hand-painted, moon shaped

crescents, each in itself a unique scene,

are interspersed with round spheres

of white beads. Handsomely finished

with findings and clasp of nickel

plated brass, the bracelet measures

approx. 8 inches in length. A matched

pair of earrings will combine to make

this a splendid gift, combining crafts-

manship and individualistic design.

$5.65 bracelet, incl. tax-postpaid

$1.80 earrings, incl. lax-postpaid

Members are entitled to a

10% discount. Please send

your check or money order to:

(^ke ^luseum Skof
cJne Ofmerican ^yriuseum of 0\aiural utiilonj

CMew IJork S14, CH. y.



Reviews in Brief
Thk Fascinating World ok Butter-

KLli;s. fdited by L. Hiigli Newman.
UanoviT House, $4.95; 92 pp. Thk
World ok Buttkrkliks and Moths.

Iiy .Alexander B. Klots. McGraw-Hill.

SI ',.110; 207 pp.

Two HOOKS covering roiiglily llie same

lenitdry. but of very different qual-

ily. Newman's book, an adaptation from

Charles Ferdinand's Lcs Plus Beaux

I'upillons, consists almost entirely of

pliotips. some of them good, some rou-

tine and all rather poorly reproduced—

ullhough it would he ungracious to criti-

cize the reproduction when it allows us

to get around a hundred large photos for

$4.9.5. But there is almost no text; and

it is hard to understand why publishers

persist in presenting such fascinating

material with little or no explanation of

what it is all about. Inevitably, this lack

of concern is reflected in the i)hoto-

graphs, also, many of which have no

particular story to tell.

The Klots book, on the other hand, is

a model of its kind: the photos are good,

some of them are really extraordinary,

and they are accompanied by a text

which is as thorough as it is readable,

presenting virtually everything of inter-

est to a nonspecialist while incorporat-

ing the results of the most recent scien-

tific study. This is particularly true of

the chapters on Lepidoptera as predators

and prey, and on their senses, habits and
behavior—which will come as a revela-

tion lo many readers. Of course, one has

lo pay for all this, but it is worth it.

A Short Introduction to Archaeol-
OCY. by V. G. Childe. Macmillan, S2.S0;

142 pp., illustrated.

A RATHER more serious book than the

following, more succinct and more
aulhorilative. In ai)proach. it is quite

different: instead of a historical treat-

ment. Childe has grouped his material by

topic and technique (e.g.. stratigraphy,

mounds and flint work). He is thus able

to convey a great deal of fundamental

information in a very meaningful way,

and to give an idea of what archeology

is like, to its practitioners, as a science.

Thk SroHY oj Ahi.haeoloi.v, by Agnes

Allen. Fhilosupliicul Library, $4.75; 245

pp., illustrated.

AQUIKT, if s(miewhat abbreviated, ac-

count of what arclieological inves-

tigation has taught us about mankind,

from "the earliest tixdmakers" to the

high civilizations of Egypt, the Near

East, Greece and Rome. Very little atten-

tion is devoted to Mexico and Central

America, All in all, sketchy, but pleas-

ant enough to read.

The Arctic Year, by Peter Freuchen

and Finn Salomonsen, Putnam, S5.95;

348 pp., illustrated.

Freuchen needs no introduction, ex-

cept perhaps to stress that he was

not only an adventurer and explorer in

the great tradition but a very serious

student of arctic life as well. Finn

Salomonsen is less familiar to a broad

public—which is a pity, for the Danish

zoologist knows as much about the arctic

in general as any man. Between them,

Freuchen and Salomonsen have pro-

duced a first-rate book. Its plan is both

simple and comprehensive: instead of

treating their subject animal by animal

and plant by plant, they follow the

course of the seasons, describing changes

and adaptations as they occur over the

entire range of nature month by month.

The picture of arctic life that this

melhod enables them lo build up is very

complete, and it has much less of a

bookish, artificial quality than a group-

ing by topics would have. This is one of

the rather few recent books to combine

the researches of the modern biologist

with the more casual style of the tradi-

tional naturalist, and it ought to make

fascinating reading for one and all.

Matter. Earth and Sky. by George

Gamow, Prentice Hall, SIO: .593 pp.

George Gamow has had two distin-

' guished careers, as a physicist and

as a writer of science books for the lay-

man. His latest "popularization"' is by

far his most ambitious, for it attempts

nothing less than an integrated survey

of physical science. The book that has

resulted represents a challenge without

compromise to the reader. Written with

sureness and clarity, it is easy to read

but certainly not easy reading. It pre-

supposes a reader intelligent enough to

realize that information can only be ac-

quired through the use of intelligence,

not by being entertained. To anyone

who is willing to apply himself on these

terms. Matter, Earth and Sky offers the

greatest spectacle of the twentieth cen-

tury—a view up the majestic avenue that

runs from the interior of the nucleus to

the ends of a universe thai, it >ciins.

may very well have no end.

Aaimophu.a wasp will] c;iterpi onid «asp. top. arc taken from Klots.

Members may order any of the books mentioned frOm the Museum Shop and receive a 10% discoun t



The stories

behind the

Grecian myths—

Theseus and

the Minotaur

in King Minos'

Palace,

The Troy of

Helen and Homer—

and the stories

of two great

archaeologists:

Sir Arthur Evans

mid Heinrich

Schlietnann

"A highly entertaining introduc-

tion to the archaeology of ancient

cities."—Harper's

THE
BULL
OF

MINOS
BY LEONARD
COTTRELL

author of

LOST CITIES $4.50

MOUNTAINS OF PHARAOH
$5.00

Illustrated • $4.50

ORDER TODAY

RINEHART & CO., INC., Dept. V.T.-2

232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Please send me the following:

n THH BULL OF MINOS (Si S4.50

n LOST CITIES @ S4.50

D THE MOUNTAINS OF PHARAOH @
S5.00

I enclose $

Name

Address..

City
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THEFOSSIL BOOK

by Carroll Lane Fenton & Mildred Adams Fenton ou/hors of THE ROCK BOOK

IVIagnificently illustrated with hundreds of

photographs, drawings and full-color

pages, here is a survey of the animal and

plant life of the past that is as authorita-

tive as it is exciting. The authors first

explain how fossils are preserved, what

they reveal, the types of rocks in which

they are found, and how their ages are

determined. This is followed by a review

of the entire panorama of prehistoric life

— the earliest marine plants, the rise of

the invertebrates, the successive invasions

of the land. In text and pictures the au-

thors recreate the teeming seas of the

Paleozoic era, the explosive proliferation

of insects, the ages of giant reptiles, the

conquest of air by reptiles and birds,

and the rise of mammals.

More, The Fossil Book discusses why
and how extinct species died out — and

provides a practical guide which enables

the reader to discover what specific fossils

are, where they belong in the biological

scheme, and how to recognize their rela-

tives or descendants. This book tells you
what you need to know to collect and

identify your own fossils — and paleon-

tology is one of the few hobbies wherein

the amateur may make important contri-

butions to scientific knowledge. A glossary

of terms is provided, and the index in-

cludes pronunciations of the more com-

monly used generic and specific names.

flmazing/y va/uafc/e fcfrat/ons

ings, °""
. ^,g worth more

fossil Book a
^^^^^^

r:sU"otde.s.ondo.conec,

useful. Corals, r.lobites,

d-,„oso.rs,e,ephons-
h

'^^^^^^

as shown m the .llustm^
^^

V^^^

^^^

:o:id'!VVn3onimoMUe through

the ages.
-"&C~-"

ABOUT THE AUTHORS : Dr. and Mrs. Fenton are well-
known geologists and paleontologists who.se Rock Book is

the standard work in its field. In addition lo holding impor-
tant academic posts, they have been active in field research —
among the specimens discussed and illustrated in the book
are the world's oldest known fossil shells, which the authors
discovered near White Sulphur .Springs, Montana. In addition
to The Rock Book, the authors have written Our Amazing
Earth, Our Living World, Giants of Geology, and Our
Changing Weather.

!USE COUPON TO ORDER FOR TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL

DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, INC.,
DEPT. 9-NH-2
Garden City. New ^'ork

Please send me copies of THE FOSSIL BOOK.
al Si:. 5(1 each for free examination. If satisfied. 1

sh.ill rcmil full paymenl. plus postage, within 10 days;
oilierwise, 1 shall return the books(s) in saleable con-
dition within the same period.

I I SAVE! Check here if paymenl accompanies coupon.
in which case publisher pavs postage. Same return privi-

lege; refund guaranteed.



NATIONAL NETWORK OF

AMERICAN BIRDSONGS!

This complete recorded encyclopedia. NA-
TIONAL NETWORK OF AMERICAN
BIRDSONGS. is now .ivailable as a com-

plete package ... at a worthwhile savings

to you! Imagine . . . 175 species of birds

from all over the United States have con-

tributed 495 Jijfeieiil songs and calls ! This

complete set. Volumes I. II and III of 'Bird

Songi of Dooryard. Field and Forest' is a

wonderful library item, a true network of

national birdsongs! It's an ideal gift for

birdlovers. hi-fi fans, and nature enthusiasts

of all ages!

3 RECORD ALBUM . . .

$19.95 ppd.

EASTER BIRD SONGS, Vols. I & II

each vol. $7.95 ppd.

WESTERN BIRD SONGS, Vol. Ill

$7.95 ppd.

SYMPHONY
of the

BIRDS

Cleverly created by usmg actual bird songs

(from the famous StiUwell collection) just

as a composer selects various instruments

to play certain symphonic passages. Com-
posed and arranged by Jim Fassett, iVtusi-

cal Director of CBS Radio. Side B, A
Reiehtion '- •"'' " "'

_ _> i^aaio. jioc D, ^
Birdsong Patterns, another

itonisning piece of 'musical' magic on the

ing! Long playing, }3'/t rpm, 12" record.

just $5.95 ppd.

$5.95 ppd.

ALEC
TEMPLETON
and his

MUSIC BOXES
On a single long-
playing record, the
delightful music of
Alec Templeton's
famed collection of
rare music boxes!

HEROES,

HEROINES

& MISHAPS

$4.98 ppd.

FICKER RECORDS
229 Arcadia Road, Old Greenwich, Conn.

Money-hack Guarantee . . . In/ruediate Delivery!

of information into a small space. This

is particularly true of the volume on

birds, which manages to provide an ex-

cellent introduction to the whole field

of ornithology in less than 180 pages.

The volume on light tells as much or a

little more than a student might glean

from a college survey course in general

physics, while Ebb and Flow will cer-

tainly answer any questions that a non-

hydrographer is ever apt to ask about

the tides. It is a pity, however, that such

slender volumes could not have been

issued at more moderate prices, perhaps

in a paperback edition.

Getting Acquainted with Minerals,

by George Letchworth English and

David E. Jensen. McGraw-Hill, $6.95;

362 pp., illustrated.

AREVISION and enlargement of a

standard handbook, this bible for

rock hounds and amateur lapidarists

could tempt almost anyone into the

mineral-collecting hobby. The first third

of the book discusses the general charac-

teristics of minerals, with information

about collecting, examining, testing and

displaying specimens. An extensive

group of mineral descriptions follows,

including most of the types the begin-

ning amateur is likely to encounter, as

well as a brief section on rocks. The

final part of the book, a system of min-

eral identification, is practical and well-

adapted to amateur use. As a whole,

from its accurate, well-written text to its

clear photographs and workman-like

design and typography, this manual

could serve as a model and a challenge

to authors and publishers planning a

natural science guide in any field.

Flower Chronicles, by Buckner Hol-

lingsworth. Rutgers University Press,

$5.00; 30'2 pp., illustrated.

MRS. HoLLiNGSWORTH has apparently

done a substantial amount of re-

search for Flower Chronicles, and she

has come up with any amount of inter-

esting lore concerning garden flowers—

the rose, poppy, marigold, iris and lily,

for example. These she discusses in their

real or reputed uses as medicine, poison,

food and love potions, as well as in their

symbolic relation to war and poetry.

The illustrations are handsome.

Georgia Birds, by Thomas D. Burleigh,

illustrated by George Miksch Sutton.

University of Oklahoma Press, $12.50;

746 pp.

THIS BOOK, we are told, has been in

planning and preparation intermit-

tently for over thirty years, but it was

well worth the wait, for the result is one

of the handsomest volumes to have come

along in some time. Two introductory

chapters (a history of Georgian ornithol-

ogy, by William W, Griffin, and a survey

of the state's physiographic and biogeo-

( continued on page 105)

t:
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nr HE MARCH OF
I ARCHAEOLOGY

by C. Ceram. 326 pp.

A magnificent dramatization of the most
exciting archaeological discoveries in the

world. Illustrated with 16 color plates and
310 black and white. A truly superb book.

SI 5.35, postpaid.

iREHISTORIC MAN
IN EUROPE
by F. C. Hibben. 317 pp.

A highly factual account of the beginning

of western civilization. Illustrated in black

and white this book gives an amazingly

complete picture of the prehistory of

Europe. $5.10, postpaid.

HE MONKEY
KINGDOM
by Ivan T. Sanderson. 200 pp.

Interesting facts about those lively, enter-

taining creatures who are the main attrac-

tion at any zoo—monkeys! 78 photos, 35

of which are in color. $7.15, postpaid.

GETTING ACQUAINTED
WITH MINERALS
by G. English & D. Jensen. 362 pp.

This well illustrated publication will give

you the latest information on crystals,

fluorescence and radioactivity in minerals.

Easy to read tables will help you identify

minerals by hardness, color and other

simple methods. $7.15, postpaid.

IVING BIRDS OF
THE WORLD by e. t. Ciiiiard.

A very handsome, comprehensive text de-

scribing birds of the world, their habits,

and habitats. 400 pages covering 1500

species of birds in pictures and text. 217

in four colors. 183 black and white. Excel-

lent for amateur ornithologists. The au-

thor is Associate Curator of Birds at the

AMNH. $12.80, postpaid.

KU-AKU
by Thor Heyerdahl. 384 pp.

Fascinating travel-adventure story. A de-

scription of archaeological methods and

exciting accounts of treasure hunting on

Easter Island in the Pacific by the Nor-

wegian author of Kon-Tiki. 40 pages of

color photographs. Recommended family

reading. $7.15, postpaid.

BLACKFEET, RAIDERS
ON THE NORTH-
WESTERN PLAINS
by J. Ewers. 348 pp.

Dramatizes in text and photographs the

three tribes which composed the Black-

feet. Characterizes the background, per-

sonalities and dangers which influenced

their lives. 21 black and while illustra-

tions. 3 maps. S5.95. postpaid.

Members are entitled to a 10% discount.

Please send your check or money order to:
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NOW-NEW DELUXE 4 DYNASCOPE Reflector

with ADVANCED Precision Features Offers

A Truly Professional Telescope COMPLETE

FOR$
ONLY 79

95
F.O.B.HorHord.Conn.

Shipping Wt. 21 lbs.

Expiei! charges

Compare these advanced features with

any telescope at double the price!

4-inch Parabolic mirror—py rex, finished to exacting specifications and guaran-

teed to perform to the limit of resolution! Aluminized and zircon quartz overlaid

to Insure maximum protection and lasting use! (The 4-inch mirror gathers V3

more light than any comparable 3V2 inch mirror.)

Q NEW improved cost Iron, true Equatorial and Alt-Azimuth mount with free

moving Polar Axis Rod complete with friction adjustments for any latitude,

declination, and ascension. Rugged, weighs approximately 12 pounds, both

axes % inch steel supported on 4 bearing surfoces and guaronteed for vibra-

tion free action and necessary smoothness.

Q NEW l'/4 inch eyepiece mount with exclusive double draw focus and rack

and pinion. Adjustable for 3 inches of travel to accommodate any eyepiece

negative or positive! Built In diagonal mirror accurate to Va wave tolerance.

^k 3 eyepieces—18MM Huygens, 9MM achromatic Ramsden, 7MM achromatic

Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

^n 4-power achromatic finder-scope with crosshairs. Extra large field of view.

3 NEW covers for eyepiece tube and open end!

NEW bokellte tube beautifully finished in grey wrinkle enamel!

3 NEi™ Improved hardwood folcfing trrpocJ Jegs in natural finish. Sturdy,

balanced, perfect portability!

THE ULTIMATE IN 4-INCH TELESCOPES Prove if yoi/rse/f af NO RfSfC;

Here at last is the scientific Instrument that serious astronomers have been
waiting for—with a full warranty of highest accuracy at lowest cost!

Now you needn't spend $150 and up to be sure of high-precision observa-

tion. Nor do you need go to the time and trouble of building your own
telescope to get the most value for your money. For the dollar-and-cents

facts about the new Deluxe 4-Inch Dynascope are these: The advanced
precision features are those you would wanf io select for yourself. But buying
them singly, as on individual, you could never beat our low price. Nor
could you hope to surpass the technical co-ordination ond stability that

have been engineered into this superb instrument to meet the most exacting

stondords of optical and mechanical superiority!

Fully achromatic, tested and proven by scientists in leading planetaria,

the new Deluxe Dynascope comes to you complete with every port and fea-

ture exactly as described ond illustrated here. Each instrument is carefully

triple-tested before shipment and is accompanied by the Inspector's per-

Inquire for details of con-

venient Time-Payment Plan.

formonce report. Specially packed, it is ready to be set up for observation

within a few seconds. Shipment is F.O.B. Hartford, Conn., express charges

collect (weight 21 pounds). There is nothing else to buy, no added charges,

no extras of any kind.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED-OR MONEY BACK!
Prove to yourself — without risk — how good the new Deluxe Dynascopo

really is. Order it now. Try it at your own pleasure. Compare its performance

with that of any other professional telescope at double the cost or more.

It will delight you and exceed your every expectation- or simply return if

within 30 days for a full refund. But don't delay. As you know, quality

engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production.

Consequently the supply is limited. To ossure yourself of immediate delivery,

send your check or money order today!

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Quality Optical Inslruments

DEPT. NHD-38, 331 CHURCH ST., HARTFORD 1, CONN. TEL. CHAPEL 7-1696 -CABLE ADDRESS: CRICO
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POLAR REALM OF
THE EMPERORS
Antarctica's emperor penguins breed

in tlie winter, against frightful odds

By Jean Rivolier

M'
[ANY PEOPLE like to suppose

that Captain Cook discovered

all there was to discover about the

southern hemisphere, so that—by the

time of his final voyage—the civilized

world was fully informed about its

islands, its native population and its

animals. Without examining this con-

venient theory too closely, it certainly

seems that Cook met some emperor

penguins during his second vovage,

iiearlv two hundred years ago.

Forster. the naturalist of the 1775

party, classified all his drawings of

penguins as Aptenodytes patagonica.

Sixty-nine years later, in 1844. Gray

made a study of Forster's penguin

sketches and noticed that one of them.

very like the other sketches in many
respects, betrayed a number of small

distinguishing features. A few weeks

of study and reflection were sufficient

to make ornithologists believe that

Forster "had been the first to see an

emperor—known by then in Europe

from pickled specimens. They felt they

ought to call this new kind of penguin

something, so the\ Latinized the name
of Forster. And since no one was able

to prove that jorsteri was not a pata-

gonica. the second name remained loo.

Still, as late as the end of the nine-

teenth century, no one had discoxered

where or when the emperors laid their

eggs, what their chicks were like or

how lonn; it took them to srow into

Emperors' rookery at Geologie Point

is seen, left, in March, as the antarctic

winter and breeding time begin. Above,

French cameraman films the emperors.
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adults. It was to Dr. E. A. Wilson—the

English naturalist—physician, who died

so tragically with Robert Scott—that

the chance fell of discovering the first

emperor penguin rookery. But not

until he had paid four visits to the

rookery in the course of two years,

during 1902 and 1903, would Wilson

allow himself to accept evidence which

at first seemed incredible. The fact to

which he had to reconcile himself was

that the emperors arrived in autumn,

laid their eggs on a small stretch of

sea ice and reared their young in

the heart of the antarctic winter. Why
was this so hard for him to accept?

Because the rest of the penguin family

—and every other bird in Antarctica-

came and went in the reverse order.

WILSON returned to the Antarctic

with Scott in 1911. This time-

in the middle of winter—he" made a

special journey to the rookery with

two of his colleagues, Cherry-Garrard

and Bowers. Cherry-Garrard has left

us a full account of the terrible jour-

ney. He and his two companions
dragged their heavily laden sledges

completely unaided. They marched in

total darkness, their hands were se-

verely frostbitten and they could not

touch metal without stripping skin

from their fingers. On the march,

their faces were covered with masks

of ice; at night, their sleeping bags

froze over their heads, stifling them.

The temperature was a hundred and

eight below. Their feet could be com-

pletely frostbitten, for all they knew:

there was no feeling left in them. For

more than three weeks, they trudged

through the bleak horror of night, the

monotony of the frozen waste un-

broken by even the slightest gust of

the antarctic wind.

By the time they reached the rook-

ery, they were beginning to get short

spells of daylight. They saw the em-

perors and gathered the reward of

all their pains—five eggs. Then they

turned back, and somehow—fighting

off exhaustion and scrambling free

of the crevasses into which they occa-

sionally fell—they reached their base.

Two of their five eggs had smashed,

but, in spite of everything, they man-
aged to bring three back intact.

ASECOND ROOKERY was discovered

by Mawson, on Haswell Island,

in 1914 and Shackleton found a third

in the Weddell Sea. In 1948, a fourth

rookery was discovered by the British

at Dion Island. And. in October, 1950,

the first French expedition in Adelie

Land found a fifth rookery of emperor

penguins—at Geologic Point, longitude

140° E., fifty miles west of their base

at Port-Martin. Their successors in

1951, took a quick census of the birds

that lived on this firm strip of sea

ice, nestling against the coast. They

counted five thousand. In 1952, the

third French expedition—with which

I had the honor to serve—set up a

base at Geologic, so that for the first

time in history a close and patient

study, lasting ten months, was made
of these fascinating birds. Here is what

we observed during that time.

f
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Emperors arrive by means of two characteristic methods
ci locomotion. Walk is awkward because of short legs and

<» *^

hefty body. In tobogganing method—as fast as man's run-
wings and especially feet are used to push bird along ice.



EARLY in March, at the end of the

short summer, the last birds that

breed in the Antarctic leave the rocks

where they annually build their nests

to fly hastily north. The islands around

Geologic are deserted of wings. The

first winds of winter come sweeping

across the plateau from the Pole. At

this time, the sea still rides clearly as

far as the eye can see. the deepest of

blues, becoming choppy as the wind

grows stronger. But, between Rostand

and Carrel and the coast, a few hun-

dred square feet of shelf ice has stayed

firm all summer. Gradually, this shelf

expands to the north and west, new

ice attaching itself readily to the old,

and soon the whole archipelago lies

locked within its grip.

At this time of uncompromising

weather, in early March, something

extraordinary happens. Suddenly, a

dark, strongly built figure appears out

of the gray swirling mist, followed

by a second and then a third. The

first emperors have just jumped out

of the sea onto what they have come

A Parisian physician-turned explorer.
Dr. Rivolier served with the third
French antarctic expedition in 1932,

as member of special group sent to

study the emperors at Geologic Point.

to regard as "their" ice. Instinct or

a good memory has led the emperor

penguins back to their rookery on the

coast of Adelie Land.

In reflective pose, the emperor cuts

an undistinguished figure. His rather

dumpy body is emphasized by the

rounded back and sloping shoulders,

his long beak points nearly straight

ahead of him. Suddenly he raises his

head: his powerful neck emerges from
his shoulders and extends as though

it could stretch indefinitely. He turns

his beak toward the sky. In a flash,

the bird has grown by nearly a foot,

standing between three feet, seven and
three feet, nine inches.

It is now possible to see that the

bird's "formal dress'' is not entirely

black. His back and wings are mid-

night blue: it is the "skullcap," which

reaches down to the back of the neck

and extends round over the cheeks

and chin, that is black. The wings are

spread, showing an underside that is

as white as the chest and stomach.

Standing with his wings apart like

this, the emperor has a span of just

over a yard. His wings are, more
properly, paddles. They give the im-

pression of having been carved from

wood, so free are they from fat. Here

there is room for nothing except bone,

muscle and sinew.

On the sides of the head and neck,

the plumage runs through all the

shades of gold—from yellow to copper

;

below the beak, on either side, there

is a trimming of rose that sometimes

deepens to violet.

THIS IS THE STANCE—the neck

stretched to its full extent and
wings spread—the emperor adopts im-

mediately before throwing himself flat

on his stomach to make a quick dash

over the ice—a maneuver he accom-

plishes by calling on the full strength

of his wings and clawing the ice with

the nails of his feet. His muscles

are powerfully developed—especially

around the chest, where a quarter of

the bird s total weight is lodged. In

fact the pectorals, which are really

the power box for the wings, grow to

the amazing size of four inches. To
protect him against the cold and to

keep him alive during his long winter

fast, the emperor has a reserve of

about a dozen pounds of fat. dis-

tributed all over the body but lodged

chiefl\ around the stomach.

When the emperor cuts down his

tobogganing speed and slows to a halt,

he uses his wings simply to keep his

balance, relying solely on his feet to

keep him going. With these, he marks

the ice clearly and deeply. Whenever

the direction he has chosen brings

him onto a patch where the surface is

uneven or broken by sastrugi. he pulls

himself to his feet by planting his

beak sharply on the ice and swinging

his wings forward so that for a moment

thev rest there too. Tlien he retracts

his beak, throws back his head and

neck and has returned to an upright

position. He now shakes himself and

Testudo fohimation enables penguins
to pool body heat in fight against cold.
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Emperor's courtship is viewed in two typical situations:

couple standing motionless and face-to-face at left shows
posture usual just after mate has heen chosen; on right,

choice is more complicated as two females vie for one male.

smooths down a iew feathers with his

beak before walking sedately on.

Suddenly, it occurs to him that he

has walked far enough, so he comes
to a standstill and remains almost

motionless for hours on end, amply

supported by his feet and tail. Now
and again, he sways slowly backward
and forward. What happens here is

that the longer he stands, the more
he shifts his weight back to his heels.

He stiffens his tail for added sup-

port and then when he is sloping

backward as far as he can. he swings

gently forward, pendulum-fashion,

comes to rest on his toes and once

again freezes into immobility. Mo-
ments later, imperceptibly, the pen-

dulum motion begins all over again.

THE EMPEROR allows himself plenty

of time to make his toilet. His

beak disappears into his plumage,

looking for trouble spots of dirt or

irritation. His long, agile neck makes
easy work of this preening operation.

Only the head presents a problem.

The emperor solves it, even though
his solution combines a considerable

contortion with the risk of falling

over. Slowly, he shifts all his weight

to one foot, gripping the ice very

tightly with his nails. He needs to : he is

supporting sixty-five pounds on three

toes. As soon as he is sure of his

balance, the emperor bends his neck
down as far as it will reach. Then,
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when his head is practically touching

the ground, he raises the other foot and

scratches the black feathers of his skull-

cap, doing the job as quickly as he can

and tailoring his movements to suit

his precarious position. Sometimes he

falls, but he comes to no harm. Rolling

over onto his stomach, he digs in with

his beak and. using his wings for sup-

port, flips himself back to the vertical;

returning at once to the tricky opera-

tion which brought about his tumble.

When at last he is preened, he once

again strikes his reflective pose. There

is a momentary activity as he spreads

his wings and shakes himself and then,

as though this sudden burst of energy

were too much for him. he lets his

head droop to one side, covers his

beak with his wing and falls asleep.

Sometimes the descent into sleep is

announced less formally. His head

simply falls forward and. for all the

signs of life he shows, he might just

as well be dead.

Immobility is. in fact, the most

characteristic feature of the emperors'

behavior. Except during a few dis-

tinct periods in their lives, the few

walks they allow themselves are very

brief: everything they do on land is

slow and cumbersome. And with good

reason : the emperor takes every con-

ceivable step to keep out the cold and

economy of movement is part of the

plan. He cannot afford to generate heat

simply to waste it.

ON March 10, three of the birds

are there; on March 11. about

ten. A fortnight later the number has

swelled to fifteen hundred. All this

time, the ice is gaining a stronger

hold, putting a girdle round the is-

lands and spreading farther out to-

ward the horizon. The mainland is

already in its grip.

The emperors arrive from the north

in small parties and emerge from the

sea one after the other. The ice is

five or six inches above the level of

the water, but their jumps take them
much higher than that. The great birds

land on their stomachs and hastily

pick themselves up.

Then, one of the penguins starts on

his way and the others at once follow

him, waddling toward the rookery in

single file. New arrivals follow closely

upon one another's heels, and the rate

is accelerating all the time. Gradually,

the special sound of the rookery in-

creases in volume: a sound com-

pounded of thousands of cackling

voices, a sound relieved only by
another, a piercing cry, which is like

the blast of an out-of-tune trumpet but

is in fact produced by a penguin,

standing with his head tipped back

and his beak open to its full extent

to utter this single, terrible note.

By April 11, the population totals

six thousand, but the peak is still to

come. There will be new arrivals

throughout the rest of the month,



their trek from the open sea growing

longer each day as the ice continues

to expand its frontier. Already, it

stretches beyond the horizon. Before

long, the rookery shelters a total of

ten thousand emperors.

Now, eating has become a thing of

the past: the sea is too far off. I he

birds came here so weighted down

with fat that their bellies almost

touched the ice. but now the only thing

they have to eat is snow. They peck

at it with their beaks, throwing their

heads back in order to swallow.

APRIL brings a marked restlessness:

a sudden quickening of tempo

invades the rookery. One emperor

goes up to another and stands facing

him— or her—so that there are only

a few inches between them. He raises

his head and extends his neck as far

as it will go. He rubs his cheek against

the top of first one wing and then the

other: then, still without moving his

feet, he bows his head very slowly,

takes a deep breath, half opens his

beak and starts to sing. At the end of

this musical interlude, he makes no

nio\e for several seconds. FinalK he

straightens up and listens. If he gets

no reaction, he walks a little farther

on, selects another emperor and re-

peats the process.

Far removed from the strident trum-

pet note of other days, he is now giving

voice to a love song. The male starts

off with a series of runs on quite a

low register and then, with as much
strength as he has breath for. his voice

rises through a series of semitones,

growing shriller as they progress, until

the mating song is resolved on one

sustained and vibrant note.

\(it liiat the initiative is always

taken li\ the male. It is considered

quite in order for a female to walk

slowly among the crowd, take her pick,

stand directK in front of him so that

there can be no doubt whom she is

after and offer her proposal.

Sometimes, this first period of court-

ship is soon over. Sometimes, success

comes only after a great deal of effort,

taking four davs or even longer. Some-

times, an emperor never succeeds in

finding a partner. Then, he takes his

place among the bachelors.

When two emperors have, in the

lover s sense, found one another, they

move closer together and stand face

to face, without the slightest move-

ment, for some thirty or forty seconds.

Their feet are ])lanted firmly on the

ice. their bodies tilted slightlv back-

ward, their necks bulging. Suddenly

Emperor couple remains together without any interruption

(luring the twenty-five-day gestation period. During entire

breeding season, however, mates are separated for several

weeks when first female, then male leaves for ocean to feed.

i'^'Tf^rtn^^^x^
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Brooding the egg, female emperor carries it tucked in small

fold of featherless skin at bottom of belly. Twenty-four
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bours at most after laying egg, female passes it to male

and journeys to sea for food, breaking a two months' fast.



one of them lowers its head and breaks

into a new song. The other replies,

and then they touch again, sometimes

with their breasts, and the duet goes

on. They look as though they will

never grow tired of it.

Side by side with such contented

couples who have an assured future

together, there is a fair sprinkling of

quarrelsome trios. It is not uncommon
to find two females competing for

the favors of the same male. Both fol-

low him everywhere he goes and both

are quite prepared to use brute

strength to settle the matter. So they

go to work with beaks and wing tips

while the male watches the bout

with benign detachment, avvaiting a

decision from the females.

In early April, less and less is seen

of the sun: by now. it never rises very

far above the horizon and there are

sixteen hours of darkness to eight

of light. The temperature is falling:

eighteen degrees below freezing dur-

ing the day, at night it reaches twenty-

seven degrees below freezing.

The emperors mold themselves into

densely packed groups to defeat the

night cold. With their wings flat at

their sides and their shoulders press-

ing into one another, they form an

oval-shaped testudo. All that can be

seen from the outside is a row of

dark backs, squeezed so tightlv to-

gether that even the worst blizzard

cannot deliver a deathblow. All the

lovers surrender their privacy for the

night and become simply part of the

testudo's architecture. But next morn-

ing, after shaking themselves and

preening their feathers, the emperor

couples wander oif again.

TilF. SUDDEN SHOW of nervous en-

ergy which marks the emperors'

fortnight of courtship soon fades after

consummation by the couples. The

birds quickly fall back into their old

passive ua) s, awaiting the time of egg-

laying, more than three weeks off.

By now. the nights last eighteen hours,

sentencing every living organism to an

ordeal by ice and, when the brief, dull

day breaks, it is made still darker by

the appearance of the first blizzards.

As soon as the emperors feel such

a storm approaching—and the early

squalls at ground level, lashing their

feet, leave no room for doubt—they
gather in the same testudo formation

that guards them against the cold of

night. Throughout this strategic opera-

ticiii. there is almost complete silence

within the rookery. The penguins move
into formation with their usual slow-

ness and weightiness, but inexorably

and skillfully too, taking the places

they must take if the testudo is to

insure their common safety, thrusting

themselves forward so that their

shoulders are interlocked.

For hours, sometimes days, the bliz-

zard pitches into the living statues,

bringing snow and ice splintering

down from the plateau to lash their

exposed backs. The wind is at full

streneth. But in and around the testudo

Birth of the chick takes place after

about sixly-four days of ini-uhatioii by

male. Female iinist come bark for birth,

since fasting male cajinot feed chick.

there is no letting up: nothing, it

seems, can make the birds relax their

grip. And then it is all over. The
storm drops as suddenly as it started.

Only a few moments ago the wind was

blowing at sixty miles an hour. Now
it is no more than a light breeze. The
sun casts its beams almost horizon-

tally over the ice. producing redec-

tions of a glittering brilliance, so that

now the ice offers a startling image

of the testudo coming to life again.

Some of the emperors have quite a

thick covering of snow and their first

action is to shake themselves and
preen their feathers. For others, the

snow clearly represents a pleasure,

and in next to no time they are rolling

in it and practicing something that

looks like a swimmer's crawl, using

their strong feet to propel themseKes.

The rookery releases a flood of cries

and cackles that seem loud enough
to fill the pale bowl of the skv.

DURING the night of May 5. the

first eggs arrive—the females

laying them directly on the ice. At

daybreak, there is no sign of an egg-
all seem to have vanished. But the

first parents cannot contain their ex-

citement. Each couple sings away at

the top of their voices. Standing with

heads on one side, thev look at one

another and cry aloud. Then the fe-

male bends her neck, draws in her

stomach and discloses the egg—sup-
ported by her feet and tucked away in

a small fold of bare skin at the lower

part of her stomach. The male looks

at it. gestures and breaks into song.

His mate follows his example and then

the egg disappears inside her thick

white plumage. Then she begins the

performance again, the male takes an-

other look, and another song starts up.

The egg itself is white, but at the

larger end it deepens to a light or

dark fawn color. The average length

is just under five inches and. at

its widest point, it measures three.

to three-and-a-half inches. It weighs

approximately one pound.

The female develops a special way

of walking to insure the egg against

damage, taking very small steps and

steering clear of all obstacles. Every

so often, she stops and her mate—who
follows a pace or two behind— is al-

lowed another look. She draws in her

stomach before she tucks the egg

away into the fold again.

A few hours later, the females

actions undergo a complete change.
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Spreading her wings, she tramples

heavily on the ice, s\\a)s from left

to right and nods her head. Her com-

panion watches her; then he leans

forward and touches the egg with his

beak. The female carefully parts her

feet and lets the egg roll onto the ice.

The male stops it from going any

farther. levers it toward him and ma-

neuvers it between his o^vn feet. This

may take him some little time, for

he has not the female's experience of

putting his beak to this use; but in

the end he succeeds. He lifts the egg

off the ice by drawing his feet together

and hides it away in the folds of his

own stomach to incubate.

And now, the female begins to

go for short walks. The male—egg-
hobbled—does his best to keep up

with her, but her walks grow more

ambitious and finally he loses sight

of her. And so, a day at most after

laying the egg and twelve hours after

handing it over to the care of her

mate, the female abandons him and

strikes out purposefully in the direc-

tion of the open sea.

Throughout the month of May the

females will be laying their eggs and

starting the journey north. Two months

will pass before their mates see them

again ; it takes the females all of that

time to cross the miles of ice, enjoy

a spell of filling their stomachs, and

make their way back.

SOMETIMES ALONE, sometimes in

groups of two or three, the females

make for the sea—now a hundred and

twenty-five miles distant—with the sort

of determination which nothing short

of total disaster can defeat. The bergs

cast a chill shadow over their route,

which takes them over dunes and

sastrugi. The way up these obstacles

takes thought and effort, but the way

down is simple—they slide on their

stomachs. If the slope is a steep one.

so much the better : it takes them that

much faster the way they want to go.

This is their life throughout the

weeks their outward journey takes

them: each twenty-four hours sees

a more-or-less set distance traveled

through a labyrinth of ice, its harsh

Sheltering her young, mother bends

down as chick crawls under her belly

head first. Newborn birds stay in fold,

resting their feet on those of mother.

outlines softened only by the darkness

and the heavy mist. The blizzard sel-

dom lets up, but the birds' steady

pace never falters. As they near the

sea, they encounter an increasing num-

ber of "rivers." with irregular "banks"'

of ice, constantly remolded by the

action of melt water. They follow the

course of such streams until they

come to a spot where the banks are

almost touching. Then they lie down

on the ice and use their tobogganing

technique to go on.

Soon, they can detect the sea not

so very far ahead, its vapor partly

obscuring the outlines of the ice pack.

By this time, the surface is getting

harder to negotiate and there are more

"rivers" to cross. There are skuas in

the air and others resting on gigantic

pieces of floe, broken up and tossed

about by the last storm. There are

seals, too, lazing on the ice wherever

there is water close at hand. These

signs of life seem to invigorate the

penguins. They begin to walk much
faster and often toboggan.

The sound of the sea breaking

against the pack grows stronger and

stronger, and at last the moment comes

when the females can satisfy their

hunger. They jump into the open

water without any further delay and

start feeding on shellfish.

Gradually, the females regain their

old strength and put on weight, until

finally they reach the stage where

the food they take is purely a reserve

for the future. Then comes the day

when they start the long journey back.

The last food consumed marks the

beginning of a fast that will last until

spring—and this final meal is destined

to be only partially their own.

BACK AT THE ROOKERY, most of

the males have been devoting

themselves to the task of brooding,

making sure that the egg is at all times

balanced safely between their feet.

They see the sun for the last time on

May 21 : it does not come back until

July 23. Full winter is here.

Each male concerns himself with

his own offspring only; but if he

should lose his own and happen,

shortly afterward, to find another egg

abandoned on the ice, he at once pos-

sesses it and lifts it onto his feet.

Month-old, with gray down and white

face marking, looks quite unlike adult.
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FK^:lll^(. n s vounc, the adult emperor
at left bends down to regurgitate, while

In many cases, this substitute egg has

already frozen and all the long days

of brooding will be in vain.

Another thing that quite often hap-

pens—especially in the early days, be-

fore the male has become used to

having the egg to look after—is that

the emperor throws himself onto his

stomach with the idea of tobogganing.

The egg falls out of its fold and onto

the ice. Sometimes it smashes, but

often it only cracks. The emperor re-

turns it to the shelter in his stomach

where it slowly turns bad.

Still another male may happen to

let go of an egg, and it rolls away from
him. The bird makes no effort to fetch

it back but sets off, instead, in search

of the open sea and food. The ex-

tremes of hunger tempt a few males

to try to journey to the sea and look

after their eggs on the way. Perhaps

they get a few miles without loss, but

they seldom return with their pre-

cious burden. Generally, the egg drops

down the first crevasse they cross.

But most of the males take their

duties very much to heart, and are

prepared to defend their eggs to the

very last against the dangerous curi-

osity of their bachelor neighbors.

And, if, in spite of all precautions, the

chick sticks head into parent's mouth.
Young feed like this for many months.

eggs escape their grasp, they chase

after them as fast as they can. They
remain close to one another in the

testudo formation and, when the cold

reaches its peak, they join into one

large group — six thousand of them,

nearly all with eggs, which may be in-

tact and therefore worth all the trouble

being taken, or which may, on the

other hand, have rotted or frozen.

Throughout these two months of in-

cubation (to be exact, it takes from

sixty-two to sixty-four days), the

males continue to go without food.

May ends and June arrives with its

terrible storms, its solstice, its daily

quota of forty minutes of illumination

no stronger than twilight. The
emperors begin to look thin and their

feathers have a tarnished appearance.

But the end of June sees the return

of the first females. Their appearance

is in sharp contrast with that of their

mates. Their stomachs bulge with food,

and fat is distributed all over their

bodies. The moment they arrive in the

rookery, they start looking for their

respective males. To an untrained eye,

the emperors all look alike in the dead

gray light, but the females' search is

thorough: the scene is a repetition

of the days of courtship. The female

comes to a halt in front of a male,

sings to him and waits for a reply.

Then she takes a few steps to another

and does it all again. There are other

females making the rounds of the rook-

ery, but the male emperor can tell his

mate's voice from any other, and he

takes no notice of songs which are not

hers. By now, the male has not eaten

for a full four months.

FOUR-FIFTHS of the total number of

eggs laid are successfully hatched

by July. The rest have fallen victim to

frost or hard knocks. Hatching takes

forty-eight hours and during these two
days the female emperor—back on the

job—hardly moves. She knows the time

has come by the feeling of life beneath

her—a slight shaking, the chick's first

attempt to break out. Finally the shell

does break and the baby lies across his

mother's feet, under the protective fold

of her warm skin.

At the time of his birth the young
bird is about six inches tall—a small

pyramid of gray, woolly, beautifully

soft down. At first the gray is uniform-

ly light, but it grows gradually darker

at the top and on the back of the head.

Two white circles around the eyes

iiiake him look rather like a young owl.

The chick soon starts to sing—

a

series of weak chirps at first, but his

voice quickly grows stronger. Slowly

he pulls himself into an upright posi-

tion, placing his feet on those of his

mother, so, that, wherever she goes,

he goes too—his gray, fragile little

limbs incongruously trying to keep

pace with his mother's.

When the mother decides they both

need variety, she bends her head and
releases the chick for a few moments
from his warm skin-lined cell. She

watches him for a time. Then, again,

she tucks him away from the cold.

The mother starts to feed her chick

almost as soon as he is hatched. She

has brought back well over two pounds

of food in her stomach, so she opens

her beak wide enough for him to in-

sert the whole of his head, and feeds

him by the simple process of regurgi-

tation. He stretches as far as he can

on his weak legs, anxious not to miss

a scrap, and very soon gathers strength

and gains in weight.

But it often happens that a chick

is born before his mother's return

from the sea. Then, however appeal-

ing his cries, the father has nothing to

give him to eat. So, many newborn

chicks die of starvation annually.
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Maturing emperor is now able to walk about on its o\mi.

Young bird still remains by parents, however, dependent on

llu'iii lor liiod ;iii<l loo weak lo ro])e \silli the nipccd terrain.

Molting has not yet begun— the chick still wears fuzzy down.



THE CHICKS are kept under strict

surveillance—and so they need to

be. Almost as soon as they can walk,

they want to wander about the rookery

and investigate the whole of this strip

of sea ice—the only solid footing, after

all. their feet will ever know. To their

weak cries of hunger and weak cries of

repletion, weak cries of sheer panic

are intermittently added. For, when a

chick does succeed in getting away

from his mother and wandering about

among the other adults, he very soon

finds himself receiving more attention

than he bargained for.

Every emperor in the place who has

failed to find himself a mate comes

chasing after him and tries to adopt

him. In a flash, the chick disappears

beneath a horde of adults, all cack-

ling away fiercely at one another and

trying to beat each other off with their

wings in order to assert their personal

mastery. In the midst of all this scuffle,

the chick can be heard crying for his

mother. If he is lucky enough not to

die from being buffeted from one adult

to another, his most likely method of

escape is to be thrown clear of the

melee when two, much heavier bodies

collide. He rises, badly shaken, his

mother administers a few corrective

nudges with her beak, he climbs back

onto her feet and is soon a Safe dis-

tance from the battlefield.

Later on, the bachelors and spinsters

become resigned to their lonely status

and give up trying to appropriate

stray chicks. They return to their ear-

lier placidity, and the quiet chirping

all round them no longer has the

power to stir their emotions. They turn

from the rookery and head for the

open, antarctic sea.

As the chicks grow bigger and
stronger, they tend to lose their respect

for their mothers' beaks. The urge to

wander is there, and in twos and threes

they do wander, completely at the

mercy of the terrible conditions in

which they were born. All the difiicul-

ties of the terrain are multiplied a

hundred times by their weakness and

inexperience: for them, a small dune

might just as well be the highest moun-

tain in the world and it takes almost

nothing to send them sprawling on

the ice. They are still too young to

walk straight and the imprints they

leave in the snow are reminiscent of

a drunk's journey home. They move
with their bodies hunched forward,

thrusting their heads inquisitively to-

ward anything which confounds or in-
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New phase in young emperors' growth
begins as families break up and chicks

trigues them. Sometimes, other adults

take a poor view of their excursions

and give them a sharp rap on the head

with their beaks. The chicks make
their getaway as best they can, their

necks stiff with fear, stumbling and

quite often falling, their small eyes,

peering out from the absurd white

rims, rarely free of an expression of

something like bewilderment.

IN
September, the male emperors

return from their two months' ab-

sence, and they in their turn make the

rounds of the rookery, going through

the old procedure of singing and lis-

tening to locate their mates and chil-

dren. The chicks regard their plump
and weighty fathers as walking food

cupboards: they at once fasten onto

them with the blatant greed that only

true hunger can excuse.

Soon there is a new social develop-

ment in the life of the rookery. For

the first time since the mating season,

the emperors begin to act as a com-

are grouped into nurseries, supervised

by adult penguins. In the winter storms.

munity and not simply as a number
of individual couples and — later —
families. The chicks are now assem-

bled in a number of "nurseries,"

watched over by a few adults. When a

storm looks to be breaking, the young

birds are quickly surrounded by a

rampart of fully grown bodies which,

if the plan succeeds, will prevent them

from freezing to death. But the chick

who strays from the nursery has no

hope of survival. Bowled along and

buffeted by the wind, he may later be

found half a mile from the place where

he was last seen. He is swept uphill

a great deal faster than he can climb,

bounced down steep slopes until most

of his bones are broken and finally de-

posited somewhere to freeze.

Each storm brings its heavy quota

of dead chicks. Fifty is a fair average;

a hundred is nothing out of the ordi-

nary. If the score is still higher, the

skuas are well content. The annual

sacrifice to the whims of the Antarctic

is a heavy one: if the chicks are not



offspring are shielded by rampart of

adults. Even so, more than a hundred

killed off by hunger, cold or storms,

there is the risk of disease—a particu-

larly terrible one that paralyzes them

before it allows them to die. The odds

are heavy: only a quarter of the num-

ber born live to see the spring.

September gives place to October,

and an increasing number of adults,

both male and female, abandon their

young for the time being and leave

for the sea. Thev do not have so far

to go, now, and the "rivers" in the

ice are broad enough for the seals to

jump in for a swim.

This move of the rookery adults

has a purpose other than feeding. For

the adults will now meet the yearling

emperors—those who were born at the

rookery last year and who now, toward

the end of November, are returning to

the place of their birth.

Back in March, when their parents

came on to Geologic, the yearling em-

perors did not attempt the same full

journey. No one knows for certain

where they have spent the intervening

may die in single storm, and only one-

fourth of newborn survive until spring.

months, but it was probably some-

where much farther north—right at the

other end of the pack, where the cli-

mate is mild. And now thev have come

to the rookery to molt—shedding their

early plumage—and develop the signs

of their maturity, on ice that will give

them a sure footing, hoyvever warm
the spring. When they are molting they

cannot swim: and if they had stayed

on any longer in the north, the ice

might well have broken up and forced

them to attempt the impossible. An-

other consequence of their inability to

swim while molting is that tliey can-

not fish for food, and so thev are faced

with a fast of twenty da\s—an intro-

duction, as it were, to this habit. For.

next year, as breeding adults, they will

have to fast for a far longer period.

But they clearly do not enjoy the ex-

perience: they stand as still as their

shiyering will allow, their bodies too

thin, their plumage looking definitely

moth-eaten, and altogether they show

up poorly compared w ith their seniors.

who have regained their old solidity.

As for this year's chicks, by now
they have grown until they reach their

parent's shoulders, even though they

are still fed by their parents. Their

fleecy, light-gray down has kept pace

with the growth of their bones, but

it has become so dirty and bedraggled

that it has rather the appearance of an

old carpet. The molting of the chicks

begins not long after this. The young-

sters lose their soft down and move
from childhood into adolescence. In

no time at all, it seems, they are wear-

ing the same feathers as their parents,

in the same shades of white, midnight

blue and black. All they lack is that

golden patch on the neck and a greater

precision in the shape of the beak.

Thev are still comparatively small and

their present strength is only a frac-

tion of what it will become, but at

least thev can swim and will soon be

able to try their hand at fishing.

BY L.\TE December, the returning

sea is scarcely twelve miles away.

The ice along the glacier has already

broken up, creating canals that link

lakes of some size to the ocean beyond.

The emperors—adults, yearlings and

chicks—file off to the nearest yvater,

climb to the top of the overhanging

cliffs and dive in, one after another.

The sea is the place where they real-

ly come into their own. Their bodies,

which never seemed anything but big

and awkward when thev were on the

ice. are now light, quick and wonder-

fully maneuverable. They are literally

in their proper element.

Yet the mood is soon broken. They

have an enemy here, too. as deadly as

anv they have faced on the ice. Tliere

is a shark on the prowl and. in a flash,

merriment turns to panic. They swim

back to the bank as fast as they can. use

their wings to jump clear and bellv-flop

o?ito the ice. One of them is missing.

The shark yvas too quick for him and

crushes him in his enormous jaws.

The decision as to whether the birds

should risk diving again is left en-

tirely to the leader, who stands out in

front of the rest. Once he decides to

jump, the others will follow suit. But

his hesitation has to be seen to be

believed. He stands there, nodding

and shaking his head, as though his

thought processes were slowed down

by the knowledge that his followers

are all yvaiting for him to give the

signal. But if one of the others tries to

usurp the leader's position, this hesi-
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tant thinker suddenly becomes a very

angry and very powerful emperor, who
refuses to be supplanted and makes

this clear to the intruder by hitting

out furiously with his wings. Yet, im-

mediately after, he sinks back into his

earlier, apparent indecision.

THE emperors enjoy their spell of

fishing and swimming; and then

the time comes when they leave Geo-

logic for the two summer months, on a

journey that no human has yet traced.

Bv now. the sea has arrived: the waves

lap against the very edge of the rook-

ery. As far as the horizon, blocks of

ice seem to be drifting at will, but in

fact the current is carrying them slow-

ly westward. The rookery ice breaks

up in a series of groans and cracks,

some of the pieces colliding as they

drift away and break once again.

Some of the larger blocks carry a

heavy load of emperors, which are

shipped along by waves. They are

saying goodbye to Geologic until next

year, and the recent time for playing is

over. They have as much water as they

want now, but they are no longer

tempted to jump in. They stand

pressed closely against one another,

not making a movement. It is the end

of the short but welcome holiday which

started only after the chicks had lost

their down and learned to swim.

For most of their ten months' stay,

the Pole has done its best to kill them,

but now it chooses to smile on them.

There is a certain cruelty in the smile,

however, for the emperors will be back

again in March and at the mercy of

the Antarctic for another ten months.

The great birds will again pay the

price—a heavy one, indeed—for this

grim continent's hospitality.

Away they go; their crude rafts of

ice may be taking them temporarily

out of harm's way, but they are only

on parole, for habit and instinct will

bring them back when next the sea

freezes over and the winter storms

come howling across the plateau. Each
year their numbers dwindle.

From the pairs that manage to

breed, there will come only the one

egg each year; a fifth of these eggs do
not survive the rigors of antarctic in-

cubation; finally, the chicks who are

still alive the following spring will

represent only a fifth of all the eggs

laid in the rookery. The emperors are

dying out. Fewer leave and fewer re-

turn each year: finally, it seems plain,

there will be no emperor penguins.
Winter's end is marked by breaking

of sea ice which had covered Geologic

Bay, forming breeding ground
when eggs are hatched, the sea

. In May,
is over a



huiiilreil miles away; by late Decenibor

it laps the rookery. Emperor colony—

aJull.-.. >o.ir-uI,!,-, aii.l no.ltilin^.-. uill

then take to the sea. for a destination

that has still to he iliscovereil. They

will return to breed again next March.
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• JUPITER

SAGITTARIUS

SATURN

The waning moon in the predawn sky. durinp; llii> fir-st

four days of February, serves as a pointer to help locate

two of the four naked eye planets—Saturn and .liqiiter—

that are visible this month. Best time: 5:30 to (i:(Ml v.m.

SKY REPORTER By

Henry M. Neely

FOUR OF THE NAKED EYE PLANETS are available for sky

watchers this month. Mercury is the only one that

will not be visible (see the note in the Sky Schedule.

below, for February 14, which explains the reason).

Venus is conspicuous over the horizon between west

and southwest as the dusk deepens in the evenings. It will

be seen constantly higher and more brilliant until well

into the summer. This month, Venus is passing through

the constellation of Aquarius and into Pisces.

Mars is still a brilliant object as darkness falls. It

is shown on this month's roll-around map. Mars does not

set until well after midnight—about 2:00 a.m. the first

half of the month and about 1:30 toward month's end.

This ruddy planet will again offer visual proof of its

eastward motion against the background of the distant

stars. The map shows that, on February 1. Mars will in-

seen below the Pleiades. During the first week, it will he

passing close to that cluster and, by midmonth. it will

be above the Pleiades. At month's end, it will be almost

exactly as high as the bright star, Aldebaran.

Jupiter and Saturn are now entering our sky pidurr.

but they are for dawn observers who are outdoors lirl\\c(n

5:30 and 6:00 a.m. They are shown in the illustration.

above, \\liich gives their positions among the stars as llic

viewer faces between southeast and south. On llu' hr>t

four mornings of the month, the crescent <if the \\aniiig

moon \\ill help the observer lo identif\ tlicm.

Below, arranged in almanac fashion, is the month s Sky

Schedule, listing the interesting events that are of im-

portance to the confirmed stargazer.

February 1 to 9:

These are the best nights for binocular or telescopic—

or even naked eye—observation of a famous star cluster

called Praesepe. sometimes referred to as The Beehive or

The Manger. This faint, misty spot of light is in Cancer

and can be easily located by its position relative to the

bright stars. Castor and PoLLUX. almost overhead at llic

times for using this month's map. Praesepe is so faiiil

that it cannot be seen if there is a bright moon in the

sky and after first quarter. <in February 15. there will

be too much moonlight until February 21. when the moon

will be too low to interfere.

In ancient days. Praesepe was considered an infallible

\veather indicator. If it could be clearly seen and a|)pcare(l

to sparkle, clear weather was indicated. If it was almost

or entirely invisible, rain was expected.

"Shooting star" enthusiasts have a shower scheduled

from February 5 to 10. with maximum on February 9.

The meteors seem to radiate from around tlie very bril-

liant star Capella in AuRIGA. Roll this monlirs map to

liring the west horizon to the bottom, and AuRICA will be

fnund not far from ONcrliead. This shower usually averages

about twelve meteors an hour. After 2:00 A.M.. At RIGA

will be too far down in the northwest to be seen easily.
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Mr. Neelv. editor of Sky Reporter since 1947, now

prepares this monthly feature for Natural History.

THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon February 7

First Quarter February 15

Full Moon February 23

Last Quarter March 1

On February 9. brilliant Venus and the thin crescent

of the two-dav-old moon make a striking picture over the

horizon between west and southwest about 6:00 P.M. as

dusk deepens. They will also be worth observing on

February 10, when the moon will be directly above Venus

but twice as high over the horizon.

February 10 to 18:

Mercury reaches "superior conjunction" on February

14^which means that it has circled around to the far side i

of the sun and is in line with the sun—out of view.

The moon, in its first quarter, and brilliant Mars will

attract the attention of many casual observers who have

not yet become interested in sky-watching. They will be

quite close together on February 15, almost directly over

the south, as evening twilight ends about 6:30 P.M. Clos-

est approach is a few minutes after midnight (EST) but,

by that time, the two will have moved down the western

sky, to between 15° and 20° above the horizon.

February 19 to 28:

Readers who have not yet located Jupiter and Saturn

by means of the moon in the predawn sky now have an

opportunity to use the moon, nearing last quarter, as a

pointer once again. On February 28, the moon will be

only slightly to the right of the position shown in the

illustration (p. 83) for February 1. On March 1, it will

be slightly to the right of the February 2 position on the

map. The best time for these month-end dates is about

5:15 A.M. Again face between southeast and south.

BEGINNERS who find star maps puzzling, may use the

moon as a helpful guide in the use of the roll-around

map from February 13 to 24, always being careful to

observe the timetable for the map.

For February 13, 14 and 15, roll the map to bring "west"

to the bottom. On February 13 and 14, the fairly bright

stars Hamal and Sheratan, in Aries, will be to the right

of the moon and it should be easy to find the star Menkar,

in Cetus, to the left. Farther to the right of Hamal and

Sheratan, almost southwest, a string of fairly bright

stars leads almost vertically upward through Mirach and

Almach, in Andromeda, to Mirfak, in Perseus, and on

up to brilliant Capella, not far from overhead.

On February 16, 17 and 18, the moon will be bright

enough to dim out the fainter stars around it (bring

"southwest" to the bottom) but the great figure of Orion

will stand out clearly-to the left and lower than the moon.

To the left of Orion, almost directly over the south, gleam-

ing SiRius, the Greater Dog Star, cannot be missed.

February 18, 19 and 20, (map, as printed here, with

"south" at bottom ) the moon observer will be facing SiRiUS

and should look above it, to the left, and find very bright

Procyon, the Lesser Dog Star. Higher than the moon,

almost overhead, will be The Twins, Castor and Pollux.

After February 20, the bright moon (which is full the

morning of February 23) will make stargazing virtually

impossible. By February 24 (bring "east" to the bottom),

the moon will be so low that there should be a chance of

tracing out the famous figure of the Sickle in Leo.
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FEBRUARY TIMETABLE

l-irst week 9:50 to 10.50 p.m.

Second week 9:25 to 10:25 p.m.

Third week 8:55 to 9:55 p.m.

Last week 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
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OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced observer

reads star maps by a dim, red light, since white

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, a

disk of red cellophane may be inserted under the

lens of a flashlight, or the lens may be coated

with red nail polish, or a red bulb may be used.
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NEW LIGHT ON
THE CRUSTACEANS

A tiny creature recently discovered on the bottom of

Long Island Sound, Hutchinsoniella macracantha,

seems to be both "living fossil" and "missing link"

By Howard L. Sanders Drawings by Kenneth Gosner

Arthropod relatives of sea and land

include, on top, from lejt: a horseshoe
crah, centipede, spider and trilobite;

at bottom: wasp, scorpion and lobster.

MOST BIOLOGISTS would agree

that, after almost two hundred

years' systematic collecting of ani-

mals in every imaginable corner of

the earth, very few major morpholog-

ical types can have eluded the taxon-

omists, and that such unknown ma-

jor forms as may exist are to be

discovered, in all probability, among

the inhabitants of the relatively inac-

cessible great depths of the oceans.

This probability has been very re-

cently verified by the discovery of the

new phylum, Pogonophora, and of

Neopilina (Natural History, March,

1958 ) ; but in 1954, another taxonomic

find was made—yet this time, it oc-

curred, not at the great depths of

the open sea, but on the bottom of

the hardly inaccessible waters of Long

Island Sound. This new animal proved

to be a rather peculiar crustacean.

THE Crustaceans — which include

the crabs and lobsters as their

best-known representatives— are often

viewed as the aquatic counterparts

of the terrestrial insects. Both groups,

together ^vith the spiders, millipedes,

centipedes—and the long extinct trilo-

bites and eurypterids of Paleozoic



"HuTCHlNSONiELLA macracantha" is seen here in a greatly

enlarged drawing — it is actually less than a tenth of an

inch long. Subclass name. Cephalocarida. conies from shield-

like head: species mncriicnntha refers to long tail spines.

times—belong to the phylum Arthro-

poda. They are animals with seg-

mented legs and a hard, chitinous

exoskeleton. The single phylum Ar-

thropoda contains more animal spe-

cies than the combined total of the

rest of the animal kingdom.

The class Crustacea, within this

phylum, is divided into six major

categories formally known as sub-

classes. And because each subclass

constitutes a sharply demarked unit

without intermediate forms, the rela-

tionships of these subclasses to one

another and the history of their origin

are poorly understood. For this rea-

son, the theories that have been pro-

posed to explain crustacean evolution

are speculative and controversial.

We are all familiar with crabs and

lobsters, and perhaps less so with

sand fleas and sow bugs. These are

all representatives of a single crus-

tacean subclass, the Malacostraca.

Copepods, those minute organisms

that constitute a large part of the zoo-

plankton found in both fresh and salt

water, form another crustacean sub-

class, called, not surprisingly, the Co-

pepoda. Tlie highly modified bar-

nacles, found encrusted on rocks at

low tide, represent still another group,

the Cirripedia. A fourth category —
the Ostracoda—includes the small,

shelled crustaceans which are remi-

niscent of tiny clams. Tlie brine

shrimp, the fairy shrimp and Dapli-

Ilia, the water flea—often possessing

a large number of body segments-

are members of the fifth subclass, the

Branchiopoda. The sixth subclass, the

Mystacocarida, discovered as recentlv

as 1942, are a small group of crus-

taceans that live in the spaces between

sand grains in intertidal beaches.

IN
the process of analyzing samples

of bottom-dwelling animals from

Long Island Sound in 1954. I came

upon a number of small, elongated,

somewhat transparent crustaceans.

These minute creatures, hardly a

tenth of an inch in length, were

strikingly different from any of the

crustaceans with which I was famil-

iar, for a cursory examination re-

vealed a large number of body seg-

ments whose presence excluded the

animal from all the crustacean sub-

classes except the Branchiopoda. ^ et.

tiie bifurcated (or biramousl trunk

limbs—each with an inner and an

outer branch—were markedly differ-

ent from the leaflike structures char-

acteristic of that group. It seemed

possible, then, that this organism

represented a new taxononiic type.

Subsequently, more detailed studies

of the tiny creature's morphology

have verified this initial conjecture,

leading me to erect a seventh crus-

tacean subclass, the Cephalocarida,

to include this animal—which I have

named Hutchinsoniella macracan/ha.

in honor of Professor G. E. Hutchin-

son, of Yale University. As taxonomic

nomenclature may appear puzzling

to the uninitiated, it should perhaps

lie said that these two terms were not

rliosen at random. The subclass name.

Cephalocarida. stems from the fact

that these animals have a covering

or carapace over the head that is

reminiscent of a shield: hence the

terra "head shield." The word macra-

cantha. in turn, refers to the ex-

tremely "long spines." pointing back-

ward on the animal's tclson. or tail.

Even more exciting than the crea-

ture's uniqueness, however, were indi-

cations that it shared certain morpho-

logical characteristics with the more

primiti\e members of most of liie
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"Missing link" role is seen through

Hutchinsoniella's similarity to other

Crustacea. Above, the number of body

segments and paired ventral nerve cord

relate creature (center) to branchio-

pods (bottom), while the limb form

links it to Malacostraca (top). Naupliar

stage, below, shows likeness between

head and antenna in Hutchinsoniella

(bottom) and in the barnacle (top).

Now at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Dr. Sanders is studying

animals that inhabit the ocean floor.

other crustacean subclasses—for, as it

was pointed out earlier, the absence

of such suggestive, intermediate

forms has in the past been the chief

barrier to fruitful speculation regard-

ing the evolutionary history of the

crustaceans. Now, in Hutchinsoniella.

the trunk limbs seemed most similar

to those found in the Leptostraca, a

primitive order of the subclass Mala-

costraca; yet the head appendages

are almost identical to the same struc-

tures in the more generalized or

larval representatives of the copepods,

barnacles and ostracods. Finally, the

new animal's numerous body seg-

ments and the paired ventral nerve

cord are uniquely shared with bran-

chiopods. What all these resemblances

seem to suggest, then, is that Hutch-

insoniella might be a long-sought-

after "missing link.

'

THERE is circumstantial evidence

for such a surmise in the fact

that the adult Hutchinsoniella has

taxonomic features present only in

the early (or naupliar) stages of

the development of many other crus-

taceans. For example, Hutchinsoni-

ella retains the so-called masticatory

process—a small extension at the base

of the second antenna, used for feed-

ing—until a late juvenile stage. This

same structure is found only in the

naupliar stage of other crustaceans.

Furthermore, the median or so-called

"naupliar" eye in the adult Hutchin-

soniella is on the ventral rather than

dorsal surface, which agrees with

its position as it is found in the

nauplius of other crustaceans.

In fact, it is tempting to regard our

Hutchinsoniella as merely an elon-

gated, adult nauplius. From such "an-

cestral" stock, it would be possible

to derive the other crustacean sub-

classes by the process known as neo-

teny. In this process an organism

becomes sexually mature at an earlier

developmental, or larval, stage — the

later stages are sloughed off and are

forever lost from the genetic consti-

tution of the species. Unencumbered

by the more specialized adult char-

acteristics, the organism becomes

genetically plastic and can respond

readily to its environment.

Such a hypothesis envisions di-



Adult and early, or naupliar, slage in

life of five of the seven crustacean sub-

classes are compared here. Animals,

most of which are microscopic in size,

have not been drawn to their true scale.

BRANCHIOPODA
fairy shrimp



Lah\al s]A(;ks oI' shrimp (top) and of

crab (bottuinj reveal certain features

lacking in adults but found in adult

Hutchinsoniella — which thus seems to

represent ancestral crustacean stock.

verging evolutionary patterns, initi-

ated perhaps several times as a

response to neoteny, eventually re-

sulting in the formation of a number

of the present-day crustacean sub-

classes. The scheme seems to make

sense, since only the early larval or

naupliar stages are common to all the

crustacean subclasses, while there are

few morphological similarities among
them in the later stages, except those

which are shared with the new sub-

class, the Cephalocarida.

WHAT can we learn from the

fossil record to gauge the rela-

tive significance of this new crusta-

cean find? Crustacean remains from

the Paleozoic period—approximately

250—500 million years ago—are few.

Of those fossils that are definitely

demonstrated as crustaceans, none ap-

pears to be as "primitive" as this

small, contemporary cephalocarid

from Long Island Sound. Apparently,

the closest fossil relative of Hutch-

insoniella is the wonderfully preserved

fossil from the Rhynie Chert deposits

of Scotland, known as Lepidocaris

rhyniensis, which lived about 300

million years ago. Yet this mid-

Devonian relation—already an unmis-

takable branchiopod with the reduced

head appendages characteristic of this

subclass—is more specialized than

is our morphologically conservative

Hutchinsoniella. Rather, using the

trunk appendages of the Rhynie

Chert crustacean as an intermediary,

it seems perfectly possible to derive

both types of crustacean trunk limbs

—the biramous and foliaceous—from

the cephalocarid appendage, as we
find it today on Hutchinsoniella.

Thus, the evidence from three

sources—comparative anatomy, em-

bryology and paleontology — points

strongly to the conclusion that Hutch-

insoniella represents a life form with

a history of almost no change over a

period of hundreds of millions of

years. Moreover, when this modern

cephalocarid is compared to various

hypothetical crustacean ancestors that

have been postulated by different

students, it is remarkably similar to

their imagined reconstructions.

Accepting the ample evidence that

Hutchinsoniella is in all probability

the most primitive known crustacean,

what can the animal provide in the

way of clues to the relationship of

the crustaceans to other members of

the phylum Arthropoda?

XIPHOSURA

rRlLOBITA ^k

Family tree of the crustaceans shows

Hutchinsoniella as most primitive of

living examples. Relation of extinct

The most primitive class of arthro-

pods was, undoubtedly, the Paleozoic

trilobites, extinct for at least 200

million years. In the trilobites, the

appendages on both the head and

trunk were, except for the first pair

of limbs, identical. These appendages

were biramous, that is, the leg gave

rise to an inner branch (endopodite)

and an outer one (exopodite). The
endopodite had seven joints, and the

segment making up the base of the

leg had spinous lobes, called gnatho-

bases, on its inner margin, which

were used in feeding. Each of these

limbs was used both for feeding and

locomotion, and no appendage was

specialized for any specific function.

Certain of the same limb components

can be demonstrated for the spiders,

horseshoe crabs and the eurypterids.

and it is now quite widely accepted

that all these groups were derived

from this initial trilobite stock.

Now, there exists a provocative

and remarkable assemblage of

fossils from the mid-Cambrian Bur-

gess Shale deposits of British Co-

lumbia, 450 million years old. The

arthropod fossils of these deposits

are strikingly diverse in appearance.

Some are typical trilobites; others

could be included in the group that

gave rise to the modern Xiphosura,

represented by the horseshoe crab;

while still other individuals are mark-
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MALACOSTRACA

OSTRACODA

BRANCIIIOPODA

trilobites and Crustacea is not clear:

latter may derive from former, or both

may descend from common ancestor.

edly crustacean in appearance. All

the varied forms have one important

feature in common ; they possess the

characteristic trilobite limb and the

trilobite appendage pattern. Pri-

marily for this reason, even the Bur-

gess Shale "pseudocrustaceans" have

been placed within the Class Trilobita.

Crustacean antecedents, however,

are still poorly understood. Until

fairlv recently, it was generally be-

lieved that the trilobites were also

the ancestors of the Crustacea. At

present, the prevailing concept—large-

ly as a result of the detailed studies

of the Norwegian paleontologist,

Stiirmer— is that the crustaceans and

trilobites are not, related.

In fact, some even believe that

both groups were evolved independ-

ently from different non-arthropod

ancestors. They argue that neither

the generalized limb series found in

the trilobites nor the trilobite ap-

pendage can be detected in any

known member of the Crustacea, even

in the Paleozoic forms—although the

gnathobases we see in trilobites do

occur on the trunk limbs of the

braiichiopods. Instead, thev point out.

crustacean limbs are characteristically

specialized for different specific pur-

poses in different regions of the body.

Those on the head have either a feed-

ing or a sensory function, while the

limbs of the trunk region are utilized

exclusively for swinuning or crawlins;.

THE new-found Hutchinsoniella,

however, possesses some remark-

able non-crustacean, trilobite charac-

teristics. All appendages, except the

first, are used both for obtaining food

and for locomotion and, contrary to

all other Crustacea, no Hutchinsoni-

ella limb is specialized for a specific

function. This is precisely the pattern

that was present in the trilobites.

Furthermore, the limbs of Hutchin-

soniella are structurally similar: that

is, no appendage is very markedly

modified from a basic common plan.

In fact, the last head limb (second

maxilla ) is identical to the trunk limb

series. No such clear-cut homology

of parts can be demonstrated among

the appendages in any other crusta-

cean, nor is there a case where a

head limb bears a structural resem-

blance to the trunk appendages.

Finally, Hutchinsoniella, alone among

the Crustacea, retains what seems to

have been universally present in all

trilobites, a seven-jointed endopodite.

ALL this, I feel, shows clearly that

^ the trilobites and the crusta-

ceans must have been related, al-

though it is difficult to determine

whether the crustaceans evolved

from the trilobites or whether both

groups were derived from a common
ancestor. It is just possible that the

Burgess Shale "pseudocrustaceans"

may represent a precrustacean stage

of evolution which could have served

as precursor to the crustacean stock.

In any case, it seeins clear that the

primitive arthropod limb pattern con-

sisted of a series of identical appen-

dages, with each limb serving at least

a dual function. With the evolution of

the Crustacea, there was a specializa-

tion of these appendages, with the

loss, on the head limbs, of the com-

ponent used for locomotion and the

concurrent loss of the feeding parts

of the trunk appendages. Our new

addition to the ranks of the animal

kingdom. Hutchinsoniella, seems to

represent an arrested, early stage in

this ancient line of evolution, since

its limb pattern is intermediate be-

tween the original arthropod plan

and the scheme found in all other

crustaceans. Of course, the phylogeny

of the Crustacea still leaves many and

vast questions to be resolved: but it

would seem to be one of history's

characteristic ironies that so tiny a

creature as Hutchinsoniella has helped

us properly to pose them.

FOSMI. IIMI^ I , [ililiii iin^ nil li>]i.

trilobite below — recall two difTcrrnt

cephaloraritl limbs (center): triloliile,

in endopodite joints: Lepidocnris. in

loafiikc limb wilhout the endopodite.
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PART II

THE NEW STONE AGE
Early Europe's hunters and collectors used new tools and methods

to adapt to the postglacial environment as husbandmen and farmers

By Jacques Bordaz

THE GLACIERS RECEDED from most of Europe

about ten thousand years ago and the vegetation belts

moved northward. Tundras and steppes, with their large

herds of reindeer and horses, were replaced by vast conif-

erous and deciduous forests where elk, deer, aurochs and

boar predominated. These early postglacial times are

called by prehistorians the Mesolithic period.

The Mesolithic was for prehistoric man a period of

drastic adjustment to the new environment. In dense

forests, game is neither so plentiful nor so easily found

and killed as on open plains. The remains of mesolithic

culture reflect this austerity : they are much less spectacu-

lar than those left by upper paleolithic hunters, for meso-

lithic man left us neither cave paintings nor carving in

bone or antler. The greater time he needed merely to ob-

tain the basic necessities of survival left mesolithic man
less leisure. Nonetheless, excavations of mesolithic living

sites have shown that these postglacial inhabitants were

most resourceful in adapting to the new environment.

To augment hunting, the men of the Mesolithic in-

creased their use of other sources of food. Some societies

left huge accumulations of shellfish debris. Archeologists

recovery of fish spears (single or nmltiprongedl . fish-

hooks, traps and nets (with weights and floats I indicates

that mesolithic man was systematically collecting other

sources of protein than the wild game of the forests.

There were also important changes in hunting methods.

Tracking and bringing down game in the forests was made
easier by man's use of the first animal to be domesticated

—the dog. The bow and arrow, more accurate than speai-

throuer and spear, became the principal weapon.

The most characteristic flint implements of the Meso-

lithic are the microliths. the ver^ small flints that first made

their appearance in Magdalenian levels of the I pper

Paleolithic. Varying in size from a half-inch to two inches,

they were designed to form the points or cutting edges of

a number of wooden or bone implements. Arrows, for

e.xample, usually were tipped or barbed with these small

flints. Some archeological evidence indicates that micro-

liths were, on occasion, fixed to the sides of arrow shafts

Miniature size of some niesolithio implements is shown
by comparison with the point of a neolithic dagger, center.

The inch-long core, left, furnished the tiny blades: larger

blade fragments, right, were retouched in geometric shapes.

with a resin, which would melt in a wound. The micro-

liths. thus loosened, caused more bleeding and further

weakened the quarry. A similar device is used by Aus-

tralian aborigines at the present time.

Microliths were manufactured from very small blade

nuclei (see Natural History. January, 19.591, some-

times no more than an inch high, or by fragmenting

larger blades by means of a notching technique. Once

flaked or fragmented, the tiny flints were frequently re-

touched, especially in later mesolithic times, until they

assumed standardized forms such as crescents, triangles

and trapezes I see following page I

.

Microliths were used by all societies of the Mesolithic

period. For some who lived on sandy soils near the sea

or in rocky highlands, they were the principal implement.

But other groups, established in forested areas of north-

ern Europe, had started to develop types of heavy stone

tools for felling and shaping timber. These were the first

heavv stone tools to be made since the flaking of bifaces

was abandoned at the end of the Middle Paleolithic.

THIS ancient technological tradition in all probability

had been lost: in any case, it uas with entirely new

tvpes of tools that the men of the Mesolithic period

worked wood to make staves for skin-covered boats, pad-

dles, sledges, bows and arrows, other wooden artifacts

and the framework of their huts. Among these new tools,

the most remarkable were the heavy stone adzes and axes

—usually made by inserting flint heads into antler sleeves,

which were themselves perforated for the insertion of

wooden shafts. For the first time, certain stone imple-

luenls had edges shaped by grinding, rather than flaking,

and some were perforated so that handles could be in-

serted directlv into the stone blade.

The importance of this new stone technology was to in-

crease greatlv with the introduction into Euro|)e of food-

producing techniques. In the Mesolithic. the felling and

siiaping of timber had been largely limited to the wood

required to make hunting and fishing equipment: and the

European forest cover remained almost unchanged until

about 6.000 years ago. At that time, groups of immigrants

brought to Europe the revolutionary food-producing tech-

niques that had originated in the Middle East: the culti-

vation of wheat and barley and the breeding of cattle and

swine, as well as such new accomplishments as weaving

and pottery-making. Europe's hunting and fishing peoples
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usually had not settled in the most densely forested areas,

but. for these immigrant farmers, dense vegetation was an

indication of soil fertility; so, it was in precisely such

areas that they first settled.

A RCHEOLOGICAL evidence points to a primitive type of

J^\_ cultivation involving constant clearing of patches of

forests by felling and burning. Then, after a few harvests,

the superficial layer of the soil became exhausted and the

farmers moved on to new ground. The communities of

these early cultivators grew rapidly. A typical community
probably numbered between two hundred and six hundred
members. When its population increased beyond this max-
imum, a group would branch off and clear a new area of

its own. Never staying in the same location more than a

few years—during which they enjoyed the initial richness

of the newly cleared soil—these groups diffused rapidly

over most of Europe, deforesting much of the land.

The shifting type of cultivation practiced by these early

settlers did not prevent them from building substantial

wooden houses—which were sometimes reinhabited when
the soil had lain fallow long enough to regain fertility.

Examples of such early neolithic houses, excavated at

Koln-Lindenthal, in Germany, were built of timber and
measured thirty to a hundred feet long by fifteen to twenty
feet in width. These structures, with mud-plastered walls,

probably were used as both granaries and living quarters.

Excavations of one middle neolithic village—on the

shores of the Federsee in South Wiirttemberg. Germany,
uncovered twenty-two rectangular houses, twenty to thirty

feet long by about fifteen feet wide. The main features of

their floor plans are strikingly like the houses occupied
by American farmers on marginal land in the South
today. A wide porch, probably covered by an extension
of the gabled thatch roof, gave onto an anteroom. This
anteroom contained a hearth and a clay oven, and was
separated by a partition from a second room. The walls,

of split timber, were plastered with mud and the plank
floor was covered with a layer of earth.

BOTH the great importance of forest clearance in this

new economy and the extensive use of timber in

building made the adze and axe—and such other carpentry
tools as chisels and gouges—a most important part of the

equipment of these farmers. It will be recalled that some
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Blade fracments were used

for production of microliths.

If notched on opposite sides,

below, blade—when broken-
yielded a chip that could be

flaked into rhomboidal form.
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When notched on same side,

below, broken blade provided

a central fragment that could

be retouched into a variety

of shapes, bottom: a trapeze,

lunate, or a triangular form.

MiCROLiTHS WERE USED in a Variety of ways, by selling

the sharp flints in wood or bone. This bone point is six

inches in length: ils '"barbs" are fixed with resin lenient.

mesolithic "celts" (the term by which prehislorians gen-

erally refer to axe and adze blades I . although shaped by

flaking, had their working edges ground by abrasion. This

technique of shaping stone tools became predominant

among the agriculturalists. They usually employed grind-

ing to shape the entire implement. It was for this that

prehislorians called the new era the age of New [i.e.,

grinding method] Stone, or Neolithic, in contrast to the

age of Old [i.e.. flaking method] Stone, or Paleolithic.

The advantage of a polished celt (polishing refers par-

ticularly to the last and finest grinding) has been demon-

strated experimentally. Wood can be chopped faster with

this type of tool: the smooth head penetrates deeper than

a flaked axe. and the strong, symmetrical edge withstands

the force of the blow much better than a flaked edge,

which, because of unequal distribution of stresses, is more

likely to break or chip. Indeed, polished axes are remark-

ably durable and efficient. Modern experimenters felled a

fir tree more than two feet in diameter in eighteen minutes

with such an axe. while oaks more than a foot in diameter

were cut down in half an hour, without any damage to the

polished stone blade.

To manufacture a polished stone celt, a nodule was first

flaked into a shape approximating that of the desired im-

plement. This "rough blank" was then ground by rubbing

on slabs or outcroppings of gritty rock, such as sandstone.

The finish, or final polish, was usually obtained by rub-

bing the implement with a finer-grained stone, using sand

as an abrasive. Wetting the sand gave a smoother finish.

Portable grinders, presumably used to resharpen the celt's

edges ^^hen necessary, have been found.

THE over-all efficiency of an axe or adze depend? in

large measure on the way it is mounted on a handle.

Most neolithic axe handles were cut from the roots or

branches of oak or ash. Generally, the stone tool was then

mounted in one of two fashions: either the celt was per-

forated, permitting the introduction of a handle, or the

handle was perforated or morticed, so that the celt could

be set into the wooden handle.

The first would seem to he the better method: perfo-

rated tool heads are usual \\ith the axes and hannners of
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Flint "blanks" like the Danish one,

above, were common trade items dur-

ing the Neolithic. They were roughed

into shape by percussion at quarries

Axe head, from a Danish neolithic

site, is seen in front and side view.

Six inches long, tool was brought to

final form by grinding and polishing.
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where superior flint was available and

traded in this unfinished form. Then
they were worked into finished adze

or axe blades by process of grinding.

Carpentry tools, right, from the

Danish Neolithic, are — in order — ;:

hollow-ground gouge and a chisel. The
grinding is limited to working edges.



Mr. Bordaz. of Columbia University, herein concludes lus

history of stone technology in Europe. As with Part I. the

artifacts—photographed by Lee Boltin in monochromatic

light—are all from The American Museum's collection.

today, while some mace heads were mounted in this fash-

ion as long ago as the Mesolithic in northern Europe.

However, this method of mounting was rarely used during

the Neolithic. One probable reason lies in the effort re-

quired to drill through stone without the help of metal

tools. Indeed, consider the steps involved in the earhest

method: first, sink a lead-hole in the tool's side by means

of percussion with a hammerstone. Then, with a round

wooden stick and sand, bore the hole deeper. Because most

of the abrasion is done by the sides of the revolving stick,

and very little by the tip, it is necessary, after a time, to

use percussion on the tool again, pounding a new lead in

the bottom of the cavity-then, back to drilling. However,

after a certain depth is reached, it becomes impossible to

use the hammerstone to sink a new lead in the bottom of

the cavity without widening the entire hole excessively.

The implement is therefore turned over and the same pro-

cedure repeated until the two holes meet at the center.

Even so, the shape of the resulting, biconical perforation

resembles an hourglass.

A great improvement over this laborious method was

the hollow-boring method. A strong, hollow reed is rotated

as a drill, with sand for an abrasive. This cuts a cylin-

drical core, which falls out when the opposite side of the

Antler socket, above, with its base cut to fit a wooden

handle, served as shock absorber for this neolithic celt.
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Axes and adze of the Neolithic

show the development of improved

halting techniques. Direct method,

top, caused handle to split, but

antler "shock-alisorber" helped to

overcome this. Adze, hafled at an

angle, bottom, was for fine work.



Three-and-a-half-inch celt

was set directly in wooden handle.

Seven-and-a-half-inch celt

was set in a perforated handle.



Danish battle-axe, seven inches long, is a meticulous

copy, in ground stone, of an original made out of copper.

tool is reached. Thus, a perfect perforation is obtained,

with far less work involved than in the earlier, biconical

technique. Use of bow drills presumably further reduced

the investment in time.

Despite such improved techniques, few perforated stone

implements have been recovered from the Neolithic. For,

quite aside from the work involved, the shaft hole through

the stone weakened the implement excessively. The shock

of each blow, combined with the strain caused by wedg-

ing of the handle, tended to break the celt in a short time.

Hence, the neolithic preference for the second method of

hafting—perforating or morticing the handle itself. One
means of doing this was to place the celt directly into a

perforation or a mortice in the handle.

The disadvantage of this method was that the shocks of

use drove the celt into the softer, wooden handle, and

eventually split it. But, another means of mounting was

used by the neolithic craftsmen to prevent the handle from

splitting. It consisted of using an antler socket as an inter-

mediate piece. This socket acted as a shock absorber,

while a stop ridge, ground around the socket (or some-

times a thick spur) prevented the celt from being driven

through the handle by use.

Another particularly efficient means of mounting—espe-
cially for adzes—was knee-shaft hafting. For this type of

Jiafting, a short section of a sturdy sapling, with a pro-

jecting branch was selected. The trunk portion was then

split, to accommodate the celt, while the branch served as

a handle. In other cases, the celt was lashed to the side of

the trunk portion. While the latter would not seem to be

as strong as a split mounting, it has the advantage of

allowing the adze blade to strike almost parallel to the

surface of the wood being worked.

Knee-shaft hafting was very popular, and not only in

neolithic times: in later periods, knee-shaft hafting was

used for metal tools in most of northern Europe. Its main

advantages lay in simplicity of manufacture, good balance

and the fact that the blade did not tend to split the handle

(as did the blade set in a perforated handle)

.

INCREASING demands for stone of good quality for heavy,

woodworking tools during this period must have de-

pleted a great number of Europe's most accessible sources

of flint. Neolithic man began to mine extensively for this

material. Shafts as deep as fifty feet—sometimes connected

by radial galleries about six feet high—have been found

at Spiennes in Belgium. At Grimes Graves, in Norfolk, the

mined area covers more than thirty-four acres. Flint of

superior flaking quality was mined there, as well as at

locations in northern and northwestern Europe and we
have reason to believe that the mining was done by local

specialists, who preflaked the nodules into rough shapes

and traded them in this "blank" form.

The shortage in supplies of flint of good quality, and of

other flakable stone, was largely solved by the develop-

ment of still a third technique of stone-shaping—one which

made possible the manufacture of tools from many sorts

of common stone. The new development employed a crum-

bling, battering or pecking method. Mesolithic man had

already used this technique to a limited extent, but it is

only in the Neolithic that the shaping of stone implements

by crumbling found wide use. In combination with grind-

ing, this technique permitted a great number of dense,

fine-grained stones to be used for implements—material

lOO



that could not have been satisfactorily shaped by flaking.

This new process consisted of "hammer-dressing' the

potential tool's surface; by crumbling it away with re-

peated light blows of different-sized hammerstones until

the "blank" attained the required shape. Hammerstones

of flint were especially useful for this repeated pecking.

Not only was flint's superior hardness an asset, but the

repeated blows against the tool detached minute flakes

from the flint hammerstone, leaving hundreds of very

sharp edges, which acted like so many tiny chisels on the

surface of the stone being shaped. Once pecked to rough

shape, the implement was finished by grinding. Still an-

other way to shape implements of non-flakable stone was

by sawing—using retouched flint blades or sand as the

cutting agent, and wood or bone as the "saw."

These new methods—pecking and grinding tools out of

common stone—were, of course, much more time-consum-

ing than the flaking techniques. Contemporary studies of

Australian aborigines have allowed us to break down the

time required to manufacture a stone axe. For example,

a diorite axe about eight inches long, four inches wide and

two inches in thickness can—with luck—be roughed out by

flaking in a few minutes. Pecking the surface of the axe,

to remove the flake scars, takes an additional day or two.

and grinding and polishing the axe to final finish, with

sand and water on a slab of sandstone, consumes a further

two days. The length of time varies, of course, with the

fineness of the stone's grain and the size of the implement

desired. It is noteworthy that contemporary Australian

quarries—like the prehistoric European ones—are littered

with unfinished implements, rejected because of a break

due to an ill-placed blow, or a flaw in the stone.

THE stone equipment of Europe's neolithic farmers

consisted mainly of axes, adzes, gouges and chisels,

reaping implements, querns and hoe blades. The excava-

tion of these neolithic settlements indicates a peaceful life.

But in later times—possibly because the fast-growing pop-

ulation competed for the better agricultural and pasture

lands—one finds these villages protected by moats and

palisades, while stone weapons appear in large numbers.

One look at the stone axes illustrated, lejl and right,

on pages 100-101 will suffice to indicate that their concep-

tion is totally different from that of the stone implements

previously manufactured. For these are careful copies in

stone of metal originals—the, as yet. extremely rare and

precious copper axes that were so admired and envied by

the late neolithic farmers of northern Europe. The

splayed edge of one specimen is reminiscent of the splay-

ing of a repeatedly hammered copper blade; the longi-

tudinal ridge simulates the seam of a metal piece that has

been cast in a closed mold. And. in both, the shaft holes

are features more suited to metal than to stone, for we

have seen that celts are excessively weakened by such holes.

The metal originals that inspired these battle-axes—and

the flint daggers shown here—were first introduced into

Europe about 4.000 years ago by itinerant Aegean smiths,

who had learned metallurgical techniques originating in

the Near East. Early copper and bronze implements were

no sharper than flint implements, but they had a number

of other important advantages. First, metal is not so brit-

tle as stone: where a celt may break or chip, copper or

bronze merely bends. Axes, adzes and saws of metal are

more eflicient than stone for cutting wood, because they
Another stone copy of a metal oriEinal. this neolithic weap-

on from Denmark shows the casting seams of prototype.
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can be made thinner and thus cut deeper. Moreover, by

casting, metal can be formed in a wide variety of shapes

and worn-out tools may be remelted and cast anew.

IN
S|)ite of all these advantages, stone was only slowly

replaced bv metal. At first, use of copper and bronze

was restricted to ornaments and weapons. Only later were

ihese melals used for craft tools, such as axe, adze and

saw. and the use of metal for domestic and agricultural

implements came much later and infrequently. Indeed, it

was not until the last centuries before Christ—with the

introduction of iron, a more abundant metal—that the

Ultimate skill in the art of pressure-flaking is displayed,

above and below, by two Danish late neolithic copies of

metal daggers. The weapon at top is over ten inches long

tradition of stone implements was abandoned in Europe.

In other parts of the world, stone continued to be used.

In the New World, for instance, implements—some as

magnificent as the Danish daggers of the Old World—were

knapped. Indeed, these New World stone tools and weap-

ons brought about De Jussieu's suggestion, in 1723. that

the ceraunias were actually the implements of prehistoric

Europeans. At about the same time, the flintlock firearm

was invented, and for about a century-until the invention

* J>
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but only a ([uarter of an inch thick. Lower one is eight

inches long. The first step was to grind the flint blank

to symmetrical shape, after which the surface was flaked.

of the percussion cap—this new use for flint l)rought about

a renaissance of the art of knapping. At Meusne in France

and at Brandon in England, places where especially good
flint was available, millions of gunflints were produced dur-

ing this period. Indeed, the Brandon knappers are still

exporting gunflints to West Africa.

Today, the half-million-year-old art of knapping (lint—

and similar silicious rocks—is, in the main, known only to

the scholars concerned with prehistory—and to a few

hard-working counterfeiters, here and abroad, who find

it profitable to make replicas of mankind's earliest imple-

ments for the curio trade. Pecking and polishing tech-

niques, in turn, are still used by sculptors, masons and
lapidarists. In a few areas of the world, all these ancient

techniques—percussion-flaking and pressure-flaking, and

pecking and grinding—are still used by a handful of primi-

ti\e peoples. ITiese people are the last to use stone for

tools and weapons—the last heirs to a technological tra-

dition that made it possible for man not only to survive

for millennia, but. also, to establish the base for all man-

kind s further cultural development.



What a wonderful double gift -for

that youngster you love!

Can you remember how - when you were a youngster —

life was one mystery and discovery after another? Those

were, and still are, the important days when growing minds

acquire basic attitudes and interests that last a lifetime.

Because we've had so many requests for it, the Museum

has formed a group especially for 8- to 14-year olds, to

provide exactly the stimulation they need to discover the

world of nature and science all around them. It is called:

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM EXPLORERS

Think how delighted your favorite youngster — boy or girl — wrill be to receive a gift

membership from you. Each new/ Explorer will receive:

1. A year's subscription to JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY, a magazine for young people which

could only be published by the Museum with its vast store of information.

2. An official Membership Card to show he or she is a member.

3. A colorful IVIembership button he'll be proud to wear on his coat.

4. A chance to swap stories with other members about trips, experiments and other activities

in a special Member's Page of JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY.

5. A special Member's discount on EXPLORERS' HANDBOOKS.

Remember, too. a youngster who becomes an EXPLORER is as much a Museum

member as the adult who donates $100,000 and can take the same pride in his

association with one of the world's greatest scientific Institutions.

EXTRA-

FREE

GIFT

This Fascinating Fully-Illustrated Book on

Dinosaurs will be sent each child for whom

you enter a Gift Membership. It tells the com-

plete strange story of these prehistoric giants

who ruled the earth for millions of years. Here

your child will find photos of actual skeletons

. . . life-like drawings showing how dinosaurs

lived . . . exciting tales of the search for fossils.

Printed on fine quality paper, this is a truly

stimulating and informative book.

Give This Exciting Double Gift - Mail Coupon Today!

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York 24, N. Y.

I wish to give Explorer

Memberships for the

coming year to the
youngsters listed here.

Send each child a

Dinosaur Book and a

Gift Announcement Card

inscribed with my name
as donor.

Enclosed find $_

for Explore

Address-

City

inscribe Gift Card: fn

Address-

City

inscribe Gift Card: fron

berships at the annual YOUR NAME_
fee of $2.50 each.

ADDRESS

SflFHRI

If you read NATURAL HiSTORY then

our safari service is designed for you!

We are not hunters. We are expert in

the photography of animals and birds

and we are keenly interested in Afri-

can art and music. Our experienced

guides in their specially built safari

cars can take you to remote regions

rarely seen by tourists. Our safaris

range all over Africa and each one is

planned to suit individual require-

ments. We quote low rates for work

of real scientific interest.

Write for our brochure —

Trans-African Guides, Box 9538
Nairobi, KENYA

NATURALISTS
NATURE LOVERS

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Enjoy a nature vacation in the scenic Elk
Refuge Region near famous Jackson Hole,

Wyoming, — in the beautiful Snake River

Valley.

On foot, or horseback, or "four-wheel-drive",

watch the Elk in spring migration to the

higher mountains from their winter refuge.

See Bear, Moose, Badger, Coyotes, Deer,

active Beaver colonies. Mountain Sheep,

Trumpeter Swans, Sandhill Cranes, Bird life

varied and abundant. Adjacent to Elk and
Bison refuges, and to Grand Teton National

Park.

Open all year, - WINTER SPORTS, and
WINTER ELK. FEEDING ON THE
RANCH.

NEW MODERN CABINS
Excellent Meals — Reasonable Rates.

Best observation season for Elk migration

May first to June fifteenth.

For lalex, and descriplive lileratiire.

Write lo

BEAVER VALLEY RANCH
Frank and Kalherine Foster

Box 489 Jackson. Wyoming
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REVIEWS (continued jrom page 64

J

Desk.n on bowl is taken from The Celts.

graphic regions, by Robert A. Norris )

are followed by an exhaustive catalogue

of the birds of Georgia, with discussion

of breeding, range and distribution. It

should be noted that the book stays very

strictly within the scope indicated by its

title, with the result that there is rela-

tively little behavioral information (this

may be found in more general hand-

books) and that the breeding habits of

species that do not nest in Georgia are

not discussed. The illustrations, done

with taste and accuracy, are a model for

future illustrators to follow.

Bird Wonders of Australia, by A. II.

Chisholni. Michigan State University

Press, $5.00; 243 pp.. illiis.

THIS BOOK, as its title indicates, is not

a comprehensive guide but a selec-

tive treatment—the selection being done
with a taste for the unusual, and the

treatment with the emphasis on behavior.

Thus, one finds chapters on the bower

birds, which paint their nests; those

master singers, the lyre birds; and the

honey-eater with its predilection for

human hair. The author is a writer as

well as an ornithologist, and the book

reads easily. A pleasant excursion into

an interesting region.

The Celts, by T. G. E. Powell. 283 pp.

The Etruscans, by Raymond Bloch. 2(i0

pp. Praeger, $5.00 each.

Here are two new books in the "An-

cient People and Places" series, of

which a previous volume has already

been discussed (Natural History, Oc-

tober. 1957). The series, conceived under

the general direction of Glyn Daniel,

witii each volume written by a distin-

guished specialist, aroused high expecta-

tions and. as the contributions grow in

number, these hopes are fully justified.

Tlie Celts, who survive today only in

a few refuges—Brittany. Cornwall. Ire-

land. Scotland and Wales—were once the

doniinanl people of Europe, inliabiting

Provides a lucid introduction '

to general paleontology ... '

TIME, LIFE

and MAN
The Fossil Record

I

By Ruben Arthur Stirton, L'niieisity oj
,

CaUforiiia, Berkeley. This book provides i

a comprehensive treatment of paleontol-
,

ugy, outlining methods and principles, i

It includes a condensed classification of
,

plants and animals; a discussion of the '

sequence of life and environment; and
,

special sections on selected subjects, such >

as, dinosaurs, horses, ammonites, birds.
,

and man. The author emphasizes: iden- '

tiiication, form and function, associations
,

of plants and animals, evolution in the '

different groups of organisms, and dis-
,

persal and distribution of plants and ani- '

mals through time and space.
,

The book also includes a discussion of '

the history of paleontology, tracing the
,

changes in concepts and the evolution of i

thought on the subject. As a special fea-
,

ture the author examines the methods of '

locating, collecting, and curating speci-
,

mens, as well as preparing them for study. '

19^9. 559 pages, llliis. prob. $9-00. ',

Send for an examination copy. i

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. ',

440-4th Ave. New York 16, N. Y. I

An enthralling book
that opens up a new
perspective on nature

THE LIVING
FOREST

By JACK Mccormick,
American Museum of Natu-
ral History. This book de-

rives from the most compre-
hensive exhibit of its kind in

the world—the new Hall of
North American Forests at

the American Museum, with
whose cooperation The Liv-
ing Forest is published. In

words and pictures it reveals

our forests as the constantly

changing products of many
influences—climate, .soil, ani-

mal activity, natural and
man-made hazards, etc. With
over 40 photographs and 90

drawings and diagrams by
Mathew Kalmenoff.

At all bnok.ttorcs • $3.95

HARPER & BROTHERS, N. Y. 16

Spring Suggestions

OF STARS AND MEN.

Harlow Shapley.

Human response to an expanding universe.

One oj the world's widely known scientists

gives his own beliefs bearing on mankind

in the universe oj physics and sensation.

$3.65 postpaid.

OTHER WORLDS IN SPACE.

Terry Maloney.

Enables you to understand the recent solar

discoveries made during the International

Geophysical Year. Well illustrated. $3.10

postpaid.

THE FACE OF THE SUN.

H. W. Newton.

A newly published account oj our injorma-

tion on the sun from the time of Galileo.

SI.00 postpaid.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MOON.
Dinsmore Alter.

Photographs made at the Cassegrain jocus

of the 60inch telescope at Mt. Wilson, and

jrom the Moore-Chappell series are com-

bined here with rejerence tables of lunar

data, and fascinating subject matter. $1.65

postpaid.

THE TELESCOPE.

Harry Edward Neal.

A complete story of the telescope, how to

select and buy one, and how to track man-

made satellites with one. Excellent illus-

trations. $3.65 postpaid.

EIGHTEEN SCENE VIEWER.

A miniature viewer that gives you chang-

ing pictures of Planets, Stars, iVebula

(Clusters and Meteorites, at the flick of

a button. $1.20 postpaid.

THE STARFINDER
CELESTIAL GLOBE.

.4 deluxe 12 inch Globe ivhich is a star-

finder as ivell as an accurate map of the

heavens. .4 precision instrument, in blue

and chrome, for astronomical calculations.

$20.15 postpaid.

THE BOOK CORNER
.Vnierican Miisiiimllayden Planelarinm

81 SI Street & Central Park West

New York 24, N. Y.

TEL. TRafalsiar 3-1300. Ext. 452

Books and pamphlets on astronomy, star

identification, navigation, meteorology.

Star charts and atlases: cards, prints

and sadgets.

Mail orders filled. \t rile fo ^l.-llofiur

lo.t;



THE PERFECT GIFT

Share the Adventure with Your Friends!

YOURS
FREE

Give them Associate Membership in

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

with all privileges including NATURAL HISTORY magazine

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, many Museum Members mark special

occasions by giving their friends the treasured gift of a year's

Membership in the American Museum of Natural History. Through
this thoughtful gift your friends not only enjoy an appreciation of

Nature's manifold beauties, but also have a Passport to Adventure,

enabling them—through the pages of Natural History Magazine—to

join the Museum scientists in exploring Nature's exciting panorama.

Those whom you remember in this way will receive an attractive card

announcing your gift.

In addition to NATURAL HISTORY, each of your friends will

receive a Membership Card. Membership Certificate inscribed with his

name, and other privileges — including a special 107o discount on all

purchases from the Museum Shop.
There is no more truly distinguished and rewarding gift for the

person with an alert, inquisitive mind. In giving Associate Membership,
you give your friends, young and old, a source of lifelong pleasure and
pride that stems from association with this great institution.

A Beautiful Full-Color Wall Chart of Fresh Water Game Fish of the

United States. When you enter two Gift Memberships (or one Gift plus

your own renewal) you receive — entirely free — this fascinating chart,

capturing the shimmering beauty of 25 species of American fish. A simple

code indicates size and natural habitats of each fish — every detail

checked by Museum experts. Printed on extra heavy stock, the chart

comes ready to frame.

Gift

Membership

Order

American Museum of Natural History
Centrol Park V/est

at 79th St.,

New York 24, N. Y.

I wish to give Asso-
ciate Memberships for

the coming year to the
persons listed below.
Send each recipient a
Gift Announcement
Card inscribed with my

NOTE: If tv,

Gift Membe
listed (one

Game Fish Cho

n Please renew my As-

sociate Membership
for another year at

$5.00

D Enclosed find $

for Associate

Memberships at the

annual fee of $5.00

each.



Spoke-w MEEi.En cliiuiot was used by Celts.

viitiially tlie entire western part of that

continent and much of its central part

as well: it was they whom the Romans
of Caesar's time and later fought against

in what is now France. Spain and Ger-

many. Their civilization formed the soil

in which Roman culture took root, and

innumerable aspects of modern Europe,

even to the shape of the fields and the

boundaries of land holdings, bear the

Celts" mark. The present book discusses

their way of life in as much detail as is

known; but probably of greater interest

to most readers will be the Celts' extra-

ordinarily rich mythology—their attitude

to the supernatural, their rites and the

tradition of oral lore, kept and passed

on by the druids. These things hold our

imagination today as strongly as ever;

and the present book offers the most con-

venient summary available of what we
know about them.

The Etruscans are relative newcomers

to the archeological scene; but. for the

last hundred and fifty-odd years, the

ruins of their civilization have been in-

creasingly admired—they stand majestic

indeed. They also stand mute, however,

holding many secrets, including the

Etruscan language. We have excavated

their sites from Milan down to Naples,

yet the origin of the Etruscans and the

relation of their culture to those of

Greece and Rome remain almost as

obscure as tiiey are endlessly fascinating.

These and many other questions are dis-

cussed by Professor Bloch, who knows

Cast bronze wheel is reconst

BUTTERFLY

' MOUNTING

AND

COLLECTING

KIT

Special

$4.95
pp.

Eflucatlonal and entertaining kit conlaiiis every-

ihiiig ncetssary to collect and mount all cpeclcs
nf butterflies, neioinmended by llie IJulierfly

World Jruseiim and leading educators. A full

$5.95 value for only $4.95.

Tills kit c.iiUiiiiis:

• l.'t iMliirful Iii.lu-Ausiralia tropical liulierllles

• 4 X 12 lOO'/f balsa wood spreading board

• 60 colored-glass headed pins; 100 steel Insect
pins

dtcd relaxing jar (for sotien-

irdboard i

1 chemically tr<

lug dried specii

2 glass strips: '

1 glass-top Rlker display mount

1 pair steel broad-point forceps

Professional triangle envelopes

Nylon butterfly net

booklet
ruci 1(111.';
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: biillernies. itii

Mna butterfly infon

FREE PRICE LIST on Request

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION! Exquisite bracelets,
earrings, necklaces and other jewelry made from
beautiful iridescent Blue Morpha butterfly wings
offered for the tirst lime direct to the public. Full

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.
291 E. 08 St., Dcjjl NH.I4, Bklyn, 12, N. Y.

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST
VERSATILE TELESCOPE
A true research instrument of surpassing
quality, internationally used by a distin-

guished scientific and amateur clientele as a

portable observatory, long-distance micro-
scope or mighty telephoto lens. Superb fur

terrestrial \'iewing, with unequalled power
and sharpness. The first break through in

optical science in 200 years makes this

Questar possible.

Entirely handmade. Ultra-precise optics

in 8-inch barrel, weight 7 pounds. Marvcl-
ously compact, elegant, luxuriously com-
plete. Sold only direct, S99'', in importetl

English leather carrying case.

Lilerjti/re on request

QUESTAR CORPORATSON
Box 60 • New Hope • Pennsylvania

^^». As real as in fhe museum!

^mmmn

ALMOST 2 FEET LONG!
Suddenly it is 1 00 million years ago and there before you stands a perfect,

ivory-boned skeleton of the mighty Tyrannosaurus Rex-the most fear

some animal who ever trod the earth. Down to his last rib, this is an exact

reproduction in scale of the King of Dinosaurs, who stood 50 feet long

and 20 feet high-as high as a two story building. Its unbreakable bones

are as bleached as ivory-exactly as the original bones looked when

science first found them. For children, an authentic bone-skeleton of the

very dinosaur they would see in great museums. For adults, a fascinating

conversatioii piece for den or living room. For anyone, the most exciting

gilt of the year. REf^EIVlBER-AN EXACT

BONE SKELETON REPRODUCTION of the

most savage beast of all time almost 2

feet long. Order several right now. Every

penny back if you don't think this is far'

more than your money's worth.

FEATURES
• Anatomically

perlect

• Made ot unbreak

able plastic bone

• Interlocking lomts

snap together

• Almost 2 feet long

• Stands on own
(eel

• Wonderful gdl for

children and

adults

MONEY BACK GUAR^
MUSEUM PRODUCTS, Dent. H-38
II East 47 St.. N. Y. 17. N. Y.

t posligr ind hjndlmg loi i
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'3HAHTY
BOAT CRUISE5
A NOVEL

HOLIDAY AFLOAT

Make A Real Flower Screen

Room dividers and lamps with coloiful

flowers, leaves, biuterflies and sea sliells

permanently embedded in Castoglas. Yon

can also make lovely glass howls, dishes,

trays, placemats and other fine objects.

Make them for yotn- own home, lor gifts.

or to sell at a nice profit. It is easy to do

and inexpensive. For illustrated booklet

showing how. mail 250 to Department

B-91, The Castolite Company, Woodstock,

Illinois. Order todav!

Wildwood Nature Camp
Operated by
Massachusetts

Audubon Society

Boys and Girls

9-14 years

t>. program o( NATURAL SCIENCE designed
lo stimulate interest and develop skills for

enjoying and understanding our environ-
ment. Wholesome foods and outdoor living

emphasized. David R. Miner, Director

Cooks Canyon Wildlife Sanctuary
Box No. 638B Barre, Mass

4
VALUABLE TRIANGLE COLLECTION

EXPLORE
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GET READY FOR THE SPACE ERA! SEE THE SATELLITES ... THE MOON ROCKETS

t^tKiT
AND OTHER OPTICAL BARGAINS
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IN VERY NEARLY every part of the

world, from the central Sahara to

the luxuriant islands of Polynesia—

and abundantly throughout the west-

ern United States—examples of a uni-

versal occupation of mankind are to

be found. Known collectively (and

imprecisely ) as petroglyphs, these

carvings and paintings—on boulders,

exposed rock faces or the walls of

caves—are at once appealing to the

archeologist's imagination and irritat-

ing to his sense of scientific propriety.

For they can seldom be dated—there

are few clues to the identity of their

creators—and their subjects, in the

main, are more a matter for guesswork

than for scholarly analysis.

The extent of some petroglyph dis-

plays in the United States may be

judged by the photograph, lejt. of a

rock face in eastern Utah. Yet. many
such monuments to man's past have

vanished in recent years, victims of

the elements or acts of vandalism. The

great Painted Rock, in California, is

an example. Once a continual nun;d

that spanned sixty feet—vivid willi

reds and yellows—this monunicnlal

work has been completely obliterated

bv thoughtless souvenir hunters.

ONK MAN who is working toda\ in

an effort to preserve at least some
of these fast-fading legacies is Charles

LaMonk, of Palmdale. California. In

the past twelve years, LaMonk has

traveled widely in that state, makitig

meticulous copies of cave paintings

and rock-cut figures. In the course of

this work, he has developed a number

PETROGLYPHS
IN PERIL

A western artist is busy preserving them

By Ethlyn Gorsline

Searchers may disoover petroglyphs inscribed boulder, aboie. was found at

in many parts of (he western U.S. The Keyhole Canyon, in southwest Nevada.
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Variety of petroglyphs

may be judged from examples,

above, copied by LaMonk
from three California sites.

a^TTTT ^

Mrs. Gorsline, a New Englander by
birth, has resided in California for
many years. In her travels as a free-

lance writer, she met Mr. LaMonk and
prepared this account of his efforts.

of special techniques that allow him
to record not only the color but even

the texture of the original work.

A good eye and a trained hand may
suffice for preservation of the simple

outlines and stick figures that consti-

tute the majority of petroglyphs (ex-

amples, at left). But to capture the

effects, say, of smoke-stained ocher

and white, applied with a brush of

frayed deerskin to a rough stone sur-

face, requires additional craft. vr-.

STARTING with a masonite panel,

LaMonk spreads it with a heavy

coat of white lead. While this coating

is still wet, he covers it with a layer

of rock dust and sand gathered from

around the site of the painting to be

copied. When the panel dries, it is an

almost identical replica of the original

rock. The artist is then ready to paint

on a background that has both the

texture and shading of the original.

When his subject is a true petro-

glyph—that is, an intaglio, pecked into

the stone surface—LaMonk creates a

similar effect by building up layer on

layer of sand-strewn pigment until the

contours of the original rock surface

have been duplicated.

LaMonk's mission has taken him to

many out-of-the-way locales. He has

foimd his originals high on rock ledges

and in caves so small that, lying on

his back, he has copied paintings on

a ceiling less than a foot above his

face. In one such locale, his position

for copying proved identical with that

of the original artist—at exactly the

right angle and distance from his hand

were the rock depressions that his

predecessor had used to hold pigments,

and one of these ancient paint cups

still showed traces of color.

On the opposite page, LaMonk is

shown in the process of copying a

rock painting found in a cave in the

Tehachapi Mountains of California.

The panel, beloiv, is his copy of an

original from the Pinto site, in Inyo

County, that now hangs in the South-

west Museum, Los Angeles. LaMonk
continues this painstaking work today,

determined that as much as possible

of this aboriginal inheritance be pre-

served for modern Americans.
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Two shells, a pair of arrowheads, two carved reindeer . . . what could they possibly have had in

common? It took our Stone Age ancestors untold generations to find the answer: twoness.

Only when he realized that the same numbers could be used to count anything—and everything

—was man ready for mathematics. Keener than a flint knife, more potent than a wizard's

spell, numbers have helped man climb from savagery and master the world about him. Today

the insight of the mathematician contributes to defense, science, business, engineering. Ahead

lies another challenging task; prying loose the secrets of the Universe itself.
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1 HE CORAL POLYPS Seen feeding in the

cover i)hotograph—which was made avail-

able to Natural History by Dr. Thomas
Goieau of the University College of the

West Indies—are one among the thirty-

six species of reef-building corals that

inhabit the tropical waters of the West-

ern Atlantic today. Although these polyps

are being nourished with minced clam in

an aquarium, the corals normally feed on

living prey—for they are active, although

anchored, members of one of the most

unique biotic assemblages in nature.

The reef-building corals, and their vast,

oceanic monuments—especially those in

the Pacific—have caused wonder, as well as

scientific argument, for generations. For a

review of the contesting theories of Darwin

and Daly—and new light on the coral

questions—turn to page 118.
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Reviews THE ECOLOGY OF ANIMALS AND MAN
Reviewed In Marston Bates

The Ecology of Invasions by Animals
AND Plants, by Charles S. Elton. John
IFiley, §5.25; 181 pp., 50 plates, 51 figs.

THE WORD "ECOLOGY" was coined

by Ernst Haeckel in 1870, to cover

the study of the "outer phenomena" of

animals, leaving physiology—in a nar-

row sense— to mean the functioning of

their insides. Tlie division is as logical

as any that can be made among the

sciences: some people are more inter-

ested in taking animals apart to see how
they work; others, in the behavior of

the whole animal in its relations to other

organisms and to the environment. The
two approaches require different kinds

of apparatus, somewhat different sorts

of skills in observation and experimenta-

tion. To be sure, they are interdependent.

It is impossible to understand the be-

havior of an animal without knowing
what is going on inside it; and impossi-

ble to understand the insides of an ani-

mal without knowing something about
the circumstances under v/hich it lives.

But the division into ecology and physi-

ology—into skin-out and skin-in biology

—is recommended by its convenience.

Ecology is based on the same Greek
root as economics {oikos, meaning
household) and, in effect, ecology is the

study of the economics of nature. Ecol-

ogy is also, clearly, a rather new word
for an old subject, natural history. The
value of changing the name is debatable.

Ecology sounds more "scientific." of

course, but science does not depend on

Greek roots, and the coining of erudite-

sounding words can easily become a

vicious habit—has become a habit with

many people who call themselves ecolo-

gists. This leads to a situation that makes
it possible to say, as Charles Elton once
remarked, that "ecology consists in say-

ing what e\eryoiie knows in language
ihat nobody can uiulerstaiid'"; or. to

quote the famous quip of the late Karl
Sclimidt. that "ecology is that science

in which a spade is called a geotome."
This need not be. Ciiarles Elton has

always called himself an ecoiogist. yet

he has always written about the living

world in prose that is beautifully clear

and eminently understaMdai)le— a liltle

book called Animal Ecology ihal Ellon

published in 1927 has become the classic

of the subject. Elton's ideas have ])er-

mealed all of contemporary ecology—
but, unfortunately, his i)rose style has

not diffused nearly as widely.

Ecologists have another characteristic.

It seems to me that many of them are

engaged in an elaborate and imaginative

game of "Let's pretend that man doesn't

exist." This is understandable enough.

Man is always messing up the landscape

and disrupting relations within biologi-

cal communities: the ecoiogist wants to

analyze the forces that molded the

original landscape, that governed the

evolution of community relations. He
searches, consequently, for natural

areas, for undisturbed conditions, for

climax or stable communities. He has a

hard time, because he is apt to live in

Europe or the United States, where the

influence of civilized man has been per-

vasive. But he has to play this game of

"let's pretend'' if he is to achieve any

understanding of the forces that gov-

erned the living world through the vast

span of geological time until man—only

a few minutes ago. as geological time

goes—explosively became a new and
powerful agent of ciiange.

The only trouble with this game is

that it can lead the ecoiogist, consciously

or subconsciously, to view man wholly

as a nuisance—and thus to ignore the

great possibilities for understanding that

lie in the study of the very changes that

man has produced. The accidental or

purposeful modification of biotic com-

munities through human action can be

regarded as a series of gigantic experi-

ments which, through this very dis-

turbance, throw light on the nature of

tile community structure. It is this wider

jjoint of view toward man that Charles

Elton has taken in The Ecology oj Inva-

sions. The result is a book that should be

studied by every ecoiogist. for it enriches

even basic concepts and is full of sug-

gestions for further study. It is also a

book that should be pondered by every

conservationist, for it outlines ways in

which we can achieve a more intelligent

management of our biological resources.

Finally, it is a book that can and should

he read by everyone interested in the

natural world, for it is written with

Elton's usual clarity and simplicity and
deals with topics of direct concern to aU.

ELTON' begins with a discussion of

"The Invaders. " buill around seven

ease histories of organisms that have

explosively invaded new regions when
transported there by human agency.

Anopheles ganibiae (which was acci-

dentally introduced into Brazil from
Dakar and. in its new ecological situa-

tion, caused a fearful malaria epidemic

unlil it was ])resenlly exleruiinated at

(Continued on page 163)

Mammals OK Central Asia arc seen in old :inli-lci|ii-; front left, (lie mole-rat ^'/)n/(I.v,

cngi;i\ ing. Behind, wolves and three saig;i i ighl. :i <h-.in:in. a big water in.^eclivore.
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THE CORAL REEFS
A problem considered by Darwin

more than a century ago is being

resolved by studies in the West

Indies and the Indo -Pacific area

By Norman D. Newell

A1-1ER FINISHING A SURVEY of the Galapagos Islands.

^ on October 20. ia35, H.M.S. "Beagle'" began a long

voyage across the Pacific. Coming, after some weeks. t(j

the "Low or Dangerous Archipelago." the expedition s

young naturalist noted that he saw "several of those most

curious rings of coral land, just rising above the w'ater's

edge, which have been called Lagoon Islands.

"A long and brilliantly- white beach," Charles Darwin

recorded in his Journal, "is capped by a margin of green

\egetation: and the strip, looking either way. rapidly nar-

rows awav in the distance, and sinks beneath the horizon.

From the mast-head, a wide expanse of smooth water can

lie seen \\ithin the ring. These low hollow coral islands bear

no proportion to the vast ocean out of which they abruptly

rise: and it seems wonderful that such weak invaders are

not overwhelmed by the all-powerful and never-tiring

waves of that great sea. miscalled the Pacific.

The scene that young Darwin drew has been a favorite

topic of romantic writing from the time of Melville to the

present. But, while such works have made the South Pacific

legendary, they have also served to obscure the fact that

more accessible coral seas lie near at hand—among the

island archipelagoes and rocky shores of the tropical uesl-

ern Atlantic from Rio de Janiero to Bermuda. Allhough

the living reefs of the West Indies are small. post-Pleisto-

cene newcomers when compared to many of the massive

\eterans of the Pacific, both deep borings and soundings

of recent date indicate that some of the mightiest coral

reefs ever known anywhere came into being in the Tertiary

period, millions of years ago. along the southeast margin

of the North American continent.

I he main architects of coral reefs are tinv colonial ani-

mals of the coelenterate phvlum. related to the sea anem-

ones and jellyfish. They are assisted in their construction

work b\ certain lime-secreting red algae, whose cemented.

calcareous skeletons have accumulated on shallow sea floors

the world round through thousands of \ears to make a firm

but verv porous limestone. In past geologic periods, other

groups—including certain sponges, mollusks. Brvozoa and

blue-green algae—produced great reefs, but these are not

now important as reef architects.

Tins ""Ai.:\iosT-ATOLi." is tiie island of Maiiiiili. no^tllwe^'l of

Tahiti. A protective coral reef arouml tliis sinking island

accords with Darwin's theorj' of growth during subsidence.
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Reef corals and algae require sunlight for growth. Con-

sequently, they push up^vard toward the surface of the

water, crowding together in profusion at low tide level.

Stragglers from these colonies may extend more than two

hundred feet underwater, sparsely inhabiting rock ledges

and talus slopes beyond the edge of the reef.

THERE are many kinds of coral reefs, but the varieties

that have long attracted scientific attention are the

barrier reefs and atolls of the deep-ocean basins. Rising

steeplv to the surface above an ocean floor, thousands of

feet deep, these reefs support rich, isolated communities

of shallow-water organisms—mutually dependent plants

and animals—living, as it were, in biological oases amid a

desert of comparatively sterile, deep waters.

It seems strange that the growth of reef corals is stimu-

lated by strong surf. Yet, the living outer edges of reefs

successfully resist the pounding of all but the most violent

of breakers, even growing forward at times toward the

waves. Indeed, the death and erosion of reef corals are

most rapid in sheltered places: a reef community thrives

best in strongly agitated surface waters.

Because the growing surfaces of mature coral reefs are

essentially at sea level, reefs are sensitive to slight changes

in sea level and resulting shifts in the relative distribution

of land and sea. Fossil reefs are therefore reliable datum

points for ecologic interpretations of the sedimentary rocks

in which they are found. In some places, ancient reefs-

formed by algae, sponges, corals and other organisms.

long buried under accumulations of sediments—contain

large quantities of petroleum: it is becoming evident that

a good proportion of the proved oil reserves of the world

(nearly seven per cent of the total, if we except the non-

reef oil fields of the Middle East ) is contained in the porous

rock of fossil reefs and associated lagoonal deposits.

SCIENTIFIC THEORIES are inherently tentative "progress

statements' about knowledge : they must be overhauled

and modified from time to time as new evidence becomes

available. In the search for knowledge, conflicting and

seemingly contradictory theories, supported by opposing

camps of competent investigators, rarely prove to be

wholly right or wrong. This is true of the main theories

First phase of Darwin's theory assumes a solitary island,

suoh as this one near Tahiti, providing a base for growth

that have been advanced to explain the origin of coral reefs.

Many of the most obvious questions about coral reefs

are not easily answered. For example, is the living reef

only a thin veneer over a platform of eroded older rocks?

Or is it the summit of a pile of skeletons of marine organ-

isms, maintained at sea level by deposition over a subsiding

foundation? These questions—the subject of lively and, at

times, angry debate for nearly a century—formed the basis

of the celebrated "coral reef problem."

These questions now seem irrelevant. All living reefs

are most probably thin growths resting on eroded surfaces

of older rocks, some of which are fossil reefs. The West

Indian reefs are most illuminating in this regard and they

aid in a better understanding of all coral reefs.

In common with many geological processes, the growth

Final phase of classic subsidence theory is demonstrated,

above, by the Tuamotu Archipelago atoll, Raroia, in which
the central, volcanic island that provided a base for the

growing reef has long since vanished, leaving a broad and
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of reef corals in shallow water. Although this volcano is

hundreds of years old, protective reef has not yet formed.

of coral reefs is too slow to be directly observed. Conse-

quentlvt the history of a particular reef must be inferred

from comparisor>s with other reefs in different stages of

development, and from studies of the biology of reef or-

ganisms and the processes of erosion and sedimentation

around reefs. The study method is almost wholly deduc-

tive, rather than experimental, and rests on a basic premise

of historical geology—"the present is the key to the past."

THE principal reef theories advanced by early investiga-

tors were inferences based on scanty biological and

geological evidence. Since many crucial facts were—and,

indeed, still are—lacking, some of these classic theories

were in conflict. However, it is now becoming clear, as is

the case so often in science, not only that the truth about

coral reefs is a synthesis of many ideas once regarded as

irreconcilable, but also that no single explanation can

account for all coral reefs.

Charles Darwin's obserxations of coral ali>ll~. lidth in

the Pacific and tiie Indian Ocean, stimulated him tn formu-

late his "subsidence theorv"—universailv recognized as a

model (jf siinpli(il\—ahjng lines tliat had alreadv occurred

to him from what he had read of atolls. His Slriicliire anil

Distribution oj Coral Reefs, which appeared in l'!42. was

Darwin s first great work.

Reef corals and algae. Dar\sin declaicd. become e.*lab-

lished in tropical seas, in favorable places provided by

shallow, sediment-free, rockx bottoms. frequentK near the

shore. If the sea floor subsides slowly, upward growth of

the reef organisms may maintain the grow ing surface near

sea level—the ceiling of growth for the reef-builders. Be-

cause growth is most rapid along the outer margin of a

reef I and is inhibited along the sliorew ard margin bv quiet

waters, sediments and variable temperatures l . the organ-

isms occupying the inner part are unable to keep pace with

subsidence. Thus, the outer, most rapidly growing part of

the reef e\entuall\ becomes detached from the shore bv a

lagoon too deep or too mudd\ to support reef corals. (Con-

tinued subsidence of a reef-encircled island leads to dis-

appearance of the central island and formation of an atoll

—a narrow ring of reef surrounding a lagoon that may
range in maximum depth from about 30 to 250 feet.

Darwin was acquainted with geological evidence of

uplift in mountain regions, and relative subsidence in

sedimentar\ basins, but the geologists of his day did not

have a satisfactory explanation of these phenomena. It is

now known from studies of \ariations in gravity that the

low areas of the earth's crust, such as the ocean basins, are

undeilain by relatixely dense. hea\\ rucks, whereas the

higher areas, such as mountain ranges and the continents

themselves, are underlain by lighter rocks. Tlie resulting

gravitv equilibrium—or isostatic balance—between high

and low areas is disturbed by erosion and transfer of sedi-

mentarv load from one area to another, and by the growth

of coral reefs and volcanoes, which IcicalK (i\erlnad the

crust and cause isostatic sinking.

Darwin held that a coral reef might maintain its growing

upper surface at sea le\el while the foundation slowly sank

shallow central lagoon. Dotting this lagoon are elliptical

patch reefs, their shapes dictated by the prevailing wind
direction. Seaward, beyond this aloU's quarter-niile-wide

rim. tiie land rapidly disappears into mid-oceanic depths.



to depths of thousands of feet—thus resulting in very thick

reef deposits, even though the reef organisms are limited

to water depths of less than three hundred feet (with an

optimum at about fifteen feet)

.

Darwin's pioneer work on coral reefs quickly found

strong support from a young genius of nineteenth century

American science, James Dwight Dana, who recognized

that the lower parts of the river valleys of many reef-

girdled islands are drowned; that is. they plunge beneath

the sea and the shores are deeply embayed where the val-

leys disappear. This suggested to Dana that the islands had

sunk (or sea level had risen
)

, since the valleys were eroded.

With Dana's endorsement, Darwin's subsidence theory was

accepted and the stage was set for a famous controversy.

D\RWIn's explanation of atolls was incomplete, however,

because it did not take into account the comparatively

recent and great fluctuations in sea level produced by the

waxing and waning of the Pleistocene continental glaciers.

A new principal—that of the glacial control of coral reef

formation—was introduced before the end of the nineteenth

century by the German geologist Albrecht Penck and

was greatly amplified by Professor Reginald Daly of Har-

Ur. Newell is both Curator of Hislorical Geology and Fos-
sil Invertebrates at The American Museum and Professor
of Geology at Columbia University. A synthesis of his ex-

tensive reef studies in the Pacific and the West Indies
is being assisted by American Petroleum Institute funds.

vard University, one of the great figures in American

geology, renowned for his originality.

Daly expressed the view that, at times of maximum
glaciation, sea level must have been appreciably lower than

the greatest depth of the present living reefs; that is, more

than about 100 feet. Glacial cooling—and increased tur-

bidity caused by wave erosion at the lowered sea level-

killed off most of the reefs and deprived shores of the

protection from erosion normally given by living reefs.

He believed that erosion at the low glacial levels completely

cut away small islands to form "banks," and produced

broad erosional platforms around larger islands. As the

glaciers melted and sea level and water temperatures slowly

returned to normal, river valleys were drowned, the most

favorable areas at the exposed edges of the erosional plat-

forms were recolonized by corals, and new reefs grew up-

ward about as rapidly as the rise in sea level. According

to this theory, all living coral reefs are very young—less

than ten thousand years old—and extend no deeper than

the level of the lowest stages of the Pleistocene sea, say

450 feet below present sea level.

Daly's glacial control theory enjoyed great popularity

for many years and the essential importance to coral reefs

of the effects of Pleistocene cooling and fluctuations of

sea level is now well established. His case was weakened,

however, by his insistence that great subsidence has not

been involved in the origins of any living reefs.

During the three decades before World War H, the sub-

sidence theory was vigorously attacked by many leading

authorities on coral reefs, especially Daly, Vaughan and



Gardiner, and a great forward step was made during this

period by William Morris Davis, who stressed a funda-

mental difference between the oceanic reefs of the Indo-

Pacific region, on the one hand, and the marginal belts of

coral seas in the West Indies and elsewhere, on the other.

Davis applied physiographic principles to the coral reef

problem, as had Dana, concentrating his attention not so

much on the reefs themselves as on the comparative differ-

ences between the cliffed shores of reef-free areas and the

much less eroded, reef-protected shores. He demonstrated

that the effects on coral reefs of the sea-level shifts of the

Pleistocene glacial stages were great along the continental

margins, but negligible in the deep-water basins of the

tropical Pacific and Indian oceans.

Dwis showed how slow subsidence and, to a lesser

degree, glacial changes in sea level had affected the

great reefs of mid-ocean. At the same time, he pointed out

that a majority—possibly all—of the pre-Pleistocene coral

reefs in the West Indies and certain other "marginal " areas

had been killed by the onset of the glacial changes. The

living West Indian reefs—cited h\ Agassi/.. Dalv. \aughan
and others as evidence against Darwin's subsidence theorv

—are. in fact, postglacial and so young that for the most

part they have not been involved either in measurable

subsidence or in large changes in sea le\el. Hence. Da\ is

declared, they are not closely comparable to the really old

barrier reefs and atolls of the western Pacific. Davis" may
be termed the "synthetic" theory of coral reefs: it tailors

the explanation to the local situation.

Darwin's chart of the world's coral reefs, copied above,

divided them into three groups: atolls (blue): the barrier

reefs (light blue): and fringing reefs (gray). Black spots

and lines indicated volcanoes then active. Plotting showed

that most atolls and barrier reefs lie outside continental

shelves. West Indian reefs were set down as fringing ones.

"'/m///0"'

A" .•<l..C,'. .A".

I)\K\\[N iini.ii \ \i Ml u lii- ciiiic',-|il ul' rrr( c\(iluliiin. ahiire.

lie lield llial coral groulli k<>iil jlir(\i>l i>t a coriMaiU sea

level as island subsided, to jiroduce a barrier reef and a

lagoon in early phases (top) and finally an atoll (bottom).
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DARWIN EXPLAINED OCEANIC

THE MOST USEFUL SCIENTIFIC THEORIES are simple, but

also adequate, explanations of natural phenomena. As

regards this yardstick, Darwin's explanation of coral reefs

—as stages in a continuous evolirtionary sequence, leading

from fringing reefs to atolls—has long been considered an

outstanding model. Well before Darwin, it was known that

coral reefs are limestone prominences on the sea floor,

built upward by the gradual accumulation of the skeletons

of shallow-water corals and algae. Darwin knew that many
reefs rise to the surface from very deep waters, extending

far below the range where reef organisms can live. He
concluded that the foundations of these reefs must have

been sinking, while the upper portions grew upward-
maintaining a position near sea level. Both the form and

structure of reefs. Darwin held, could best be explained

as a consequence of such upward growth during slow

1. REEFLESS NEW
VOLCANO

3. GROWTH MATCHES
SUBSIDENCE



CORAL REEFS BY SUBSIDENCE

subsidence. As diagrammed, belom. Darwin recognized

four main stages in reef evolution: a reefless, new island:

a fringing reef; a barrier reef; and, finally, an atoll.

COLONIZATION of a new island's shore would be inhib-

ited, at first, by erosion and sediments. But, eventually,

a fringing reef would be established, protecting the shore

from further uave erosioti. Reef corals grou rapidlv under

favorable conditions: this growth keeps them close to sea

level despite the island s persistent sinking. Subsidence,

combined with upward reef growth, brings separation of

the reef from the shore—in barrier form, enclosing a lagoon

—and. finally, complete submergence of the central island,

leaving only lagoon and atoll reef visible. For the more
complex picture of reef growth along continental margins,

where folding and uplift are common, turn the page.

REEF STARTS

TO GROW

4. ATOLL ALONE
REMAINS



DALY STRESSED THE GLACIAL

FORTY YEARS AGO, Reginald Daly pointed out that all

preglacial coral reefs must have been exposed to the

air and killed, as the fluctuating sea level reached new
lows during the times of continental glaciation. In the

tropics, shore lines previously protected by reefs would

thus have been deprived of protection and eroded and

planed by wave action to the new, low levels of the sea.

Tlie submerged terraces and banks over which present

reefs grow. Daly believed, are the eroded stumps of pre-

glacial reefs. William Morris Davis, in turn, demonstrated

that destruction and erosion of the coral reefs during

these times of fluctuating sea level were not particularly

severe in the deepest parts of the tropical oceans, far

removed from the influence of continental climate. Near

the continents, however, as in the case of the West Indies,

Davis found that the destructive effects were marked.

These influences—of changes in sea level and of glacial

cooling—are shown in the Virgin Islands, below.

In this region, subsiding volcanic islands were origi-

nally flanked by protective barrier reefs and shallow

lagoons. With the onset of Pleistocene cooling and with-

drawal of the sea, broad limestone coastal plains—with

1. BARRIER
REEF



FACTORS CONTROLLING GROWTH
successive beach ridges and dunes—were exposed. The old

barrier reefs were exposed and killed and the reef organ-

isms were unable to re-establish a protective cover at these

lower levels because of prevailing low temperatures.

Melting of the continental glaciers and the rise of sea

level to its present position, in turn, left traces of the old.

cemented beach ridges—as rows of bottom prominences.

Subsequent shore erosion of the volcanic islands was re-

tarded b) the establishment of very young, fringing reefs

in shallow waters along the crests of the old. submerged

beach ridges. These new reef growths agree in general

form w ilh barrier reefs. Other new reefs have grown from

the rocky shoals adjacent to the islands' cliffed headlands.

Daly's theory explains the extensive submarine ter-

races found in areas now marked by young and feeble

hinging reefs. But, as Davis has shown, the limestone

Ijanks are, for the most part, ancient, drowned barrier

reefs and lagoons—formed before the Pleistocene glacia-

tion. Thus, a svnthesis of Darwin s subsidence theorv and

Daly's glacial control theorv is required to explain the

features of many coral reefs in the West Indies.

2. SEA LEVEL
DROPS



SINCE World War II. there has been a great revival of

interest in coral reefs, sparked bv the discovery of

independent evidence about reef origins—evidence that

could be obtained only by deep borings completely through

the reefs to their underlying "basement." "I wish," Darwin

had written, in the year preceding his death, to the Ameri-

can oceanographer Alexander Agassiz. "that some doubly

rich millionaire would take it into his head to have borings

made in some of the Pacific and Indian atolls, and bring

back cores for slicing from a depth of 500 or 600 feet."

The wish was realized, many years later, to an extent

beyond Darwin's dreams. Two deep borings, completed

on Eniwetok atoll in 1952. finally reached a volcanic base-

ment below reef limestone, but not until they had reached

a depth of over four thousand feet. Thus Darwin's con-

clusion that atolls of the central basin of the Pacific Ocean

rest on a subsiding foundation was finally confirmed.

Eniwetok has subsided at an average rate of two milli-

meters each century for the past sixty million years.

Fathometer soundings in the Pacific have also revealed

the existence of hundreds of deeply submerged, flat-topped

volcanic mountains, called "guyots," some of which are

crowned by limestones and shallow-water fossils drowned

millions of years ago by too rapid subsidence. The flat

tops are interpreted as wave-eroded platforms, cut across

newly formed volcanoes before they sank under the sea

during Cretaceous and early Tertiary times. Some guyots

have also been identified on the floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

Both these new findings make it clear that Darwin was

basically right about the reefs of the deep oceans, and

that his opponents went too far in denying that subsidence

was an essential factor in the formation of the typical

atolls and barrier reefs in the deep-^^-ater areas of the Indo-

Pacific region. The discoveries of modern geophysics show
that the crust beneath the oceans is relatively heavy, as

compared to the continental areas, and we are no longer

surprised that large areas of the ocean basins should be

characterized by long-continued subsidence. The border

areas between oceans and continents, on the other hand,

are influenced by continental climate and terrigenous sedi-

mentation, and they contain belts of crustal warping and
folding. It is precisely in these areas that many of the coral

reefs do not conform so well to the Darwinian concept of

reef evolution by persistent subsidence.

West Indian reef, typical of bank margins, is shown here

in cross section, sloping seaward at left. Living coral is

Great Barrier Reef of Australia, he found that he could not

touch bottom with two hundred fathoms of line, although

his ship stood within fifty yards of the reef edge. There

are depths of a mile here, within half a mile of the reef.

Large areas of the reef top. emergent or just awash at

low tide, resemble a rough concrete slab, a few hundred

yards wide, that extends as far as the eye can see. Only

the hardiest reef organisms can stand daily exposure to

the sun and air of the reef flat and the first impression,

here, is one of desolation. Toward the seaward edge, where

breaking waves continuously bathe the reef flat, the surface

is covered by low corals and a pinkish, hard crust—formed

by lime-secreting algae of the Lithothamnion group. At

the very edge of the reef, the algal deposits form a low,

hummocky ridge, which is very resistant to wave erosion.

It has long been recognized that the surface of the inner

part of the reef flat is an erosional plain—cut approximatelv

at low tide level in previously elevated reefs and island

deposits. It does not follo^v that all of the erosion is of

recent date. Most probably, the reef flat lies not far from

the normal interglacial level of the sea. The outer part of

the reef flat is not an erosional surface, however: it is built

up by the calcareous secretions of the hardiest species of

corals and algae—organisms that can resist wave shock and

stand exposure a few inches above low tide level, bathed

by the splash of breaking waves. The reef platform is pro-

tected from wave destruction by the algal ridge. Without

it, the flat would be destroyed about as fast as it forms.

BY FAR the greater part of scientific work on coral reefs

has been done in the deeper parts of the Indian and
Pacific Oceans, and this fact has strongly colored our views.

These reefs have many features in common that distinguish

them from West Indian reefs, and a consideration of the

differences between the two areas aids in drawing conclu-

sions about the fundamental nature and genesis of all coral

reefs. Let us briefly compare reefs of the two areas.

The classic reefs of the Indo-Pacific area rise through

thousands of feet of water just to the surface of the sea.

Because they are formed of cemented skeletons, their

upper slopes exceed the angle at which loose gravel or

sand will come to rest, and the outer, advancing rim of the

reef may descend as a sheer cliff for hundreds of feet. An
average slope of 60° or 70° is not uncommon for the upper

part of these coral reefs.

At low tide, on a very quiet day, an observer on the reef

edge can look down into unbelievably transparent, blue

waters with a sensation of height, as though looking down
from a cliff. When Captain Cook was exploring along the

LOW TIDE LEVEL

ELKHORN ZONE

MUSHROOM ZONE

Polynesian reef, typical of the Indo-Pacific region, is shown,

above, for comparison. This is Raroia. Notable features are



only a thin veneer whirh fails to obscure submerged beach

ridges formed during lower stands of sea level associated

with glacial periods. This is Love Hill, at Andros. in the

Bahamas. Vertical scale has been made twice the horizontal.

Small patch reefs commonly occur in the sheltered la-

goons. They possess neither algal ridge nor reef flat. The
upper surface corresponds to the tops of living corals,

growing in water a few feet deep at low tide. L'nlike the

main reefs, many of wliich evidently are being cut down
from higher levels, the solid interior of the patch reefs

does not reach low tide level and there is no indication

that they have been cut down from a higher level. These

facts suggest that the patch reefs may generally be younger

than the large seaward reefs.

WHAT, in contrast to this classic picture, do we see in

the West Indies? By way of preface, it is generally

accepted by geologists that sea level was appreciablv higher

during the last interglacial stage (some 100.000 years ago,

when the polar ice caps apparently lost most of their ice)

than it is today. Many believe that sea level was also higher

three to four thousand ^ears ago. but this contention is not

yet established by unequi\ocal evidence, and is unsup-

ported by observations in the tropical Atlantic.

Fossil coral reefs some five to fifteen feet above present

loAv tide level, are widely distributed in the West Indies

and elsewhere. Radiocarbon analyses of these fossil reefs

in the Bahamas and the Florida Keys indicate that they

are jjrobably all interglacial in age. It is not known that

any of these reefs have been completely planed down by

marine erosion, but it may be assumed that smaller, patch

reefs of the same age were destroyed during fluctuations

of sea le\el. The present patch reefs of the West Indies

are clearly postglacial in age.

Even a casual inspection of West Indian reefs sho\vs that

they are not like the seaward reefs of oceanic barriers and

atolls. They form fringes along shoals, and rocky shores

remote from the outer edges of deeper rock platforms and

they never lie adjacent to deep waters. At their seaward

edge, these reefs rarely extend into water sixty or seventy

feet deep: below sixty feet, the gently sloping |3latforms

bear only scattered heads of massive corals, occasionally

bunched to form low knolls.

A majority of the West Indian reefs are confined to the

^vindward sides of banks and islands and very fe^v are

exposed at low tides. Algal deposits are generalh not im-

portant and considerable damage is done to the reefs

during great storms and horizontal growth toward the

open sea is everywhere greatly retarded. From every indi-

cation, the West Indian reefs were formed at present sea

level and they have not been appreciably affected by either

crustal movements or changes in sea level. Thus, their

maximum probable age caimot be greater than four to five

thousand years, and nian\ of them must be even younger.

T. Wayland Vaughan. the foremost student of West
Indian reefs, showed, in 1916. that the li\ing reefs of this

area are thin incrustations over eroded terraces, in some
cases barely blanketing (but not concealing I old shore

lines, beaches, and aeolian dunes formed at times of lower

sea levels. Some of the reefs superficially resemble barrier

the wide reef flat: the algal ridge at the reef flat's seaward
margin; terraced profile of the whole. Most of the corals

are found on the seaward slope, left. Postglacial deposits of

coral are probably very thin. Scale is same as at Love Hill.
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Atlantic coral reefs' decline during past fifty million

years is indicated by parallel graphs, above: shrinkage of

tropical reef zone; a loss of some coral genera; isotopic

evidence of ocean cooling (data from Wells and Emiliani).

Effective limit for reef corals, north and south of the

equator, is provided by an average water temperature of

21° C, or higher. Thus, the West Indian and Australasian

reefs extend for about the same distance from the equator.

reefs, while others, simulating atolls, form fringes around

circular shoals. But generally they are too thin to mask
the character of the underlying topography or even to

conceal the underlying rocks. Vaughan judged the reefs to

te only a few hundred years old, an estimate based on

present growth rates of reef-forming corals.

The best-developed reefs of the Bahamas, Jamaica and

Florida usually show three principal biotic zones—con-

trolled, apparently, by differing conditions of turbulence

and light at different depths. These are: an outer belt of

massive corals, especially Montastrea annularis, lying at

substrate depths between about thirty and sixty feet; an

intermediate belt of elkhorn corals, Acropora palmala. in

turbulent waters between about five and thirty feet; and

an inner, rocky shoal—rising to the lowest tide level and

characterized by the stinging hydroid. Millepora alcicornis,

incrusting algae, seafans. and small massive corals.

Low islands of the West Indies, like those of the tropical

Indo-Pacific region, are generally formed of limestone,

and a majority of the high islands are volcanic or are com-

posed of folded sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. Both

kinds of islands in the West Indies are commonly sur-

rounded by broad, shallow platforms ( or "banks" ) of

limestone with steep marginal slopes. Shallow banks, with

or without islands, lie near the surface at many places in

the Caribbean, the Bahamas and along the mainland coasts.

They generally rise toward the shore in a series of low

benches or steps from marginal depths of anywhere be-

tween twenty and sixty fathoins. Along reef-free rocky

shores, the bottom lies near the maximum depth of strong

wave abrasion, between about three and six fathoms.

NUMEROUS investigations of the continental shelf have

been made along the north edge of the Gulf of Mexico

since World War II. These have made use of automatically

recording echo-sounding instruments, dredged samples

and sediment cores. It is now known that mysterious pin-

nacles and ridges occur along the edges of submerged

erosional terraces down to about sixty fathoms. These have

been regarded as dead reefs, formed at low levels of the

Pleistocene sea. It was thought that sea level rose so rap-

idly, while the glaciers were melting, that the reef organ-

isms were unable to maintain a growth position near the

surface and the reefs had been drowned.

Dredged samples do not support this interpretation,

however. The rock of the pinnacles and the associated loose

sediment only rarely contain examples of the principal

West Indian reef-forming coral species. It seems probable

that the northern part, at least, of the "West Indian prov-

ince"—as the tropical, western Atlantic is called by bio-

geographers—was too cold for reef corals during these

glacial stages, and that tropical biota did not become re-

established in the Bahamas and in Florida until quite

recently, perhaps only three to four thousand years ago.

A more plausible explanation of the shelf-edge pinnacles

and ridges is suggested by examination of the visible rocks

of the islands of Bermuda, the Bahamas, and many of

the offshore cays of Cuba, Puerto Rico and other areas

throughout the West Indies. A few of these islands are

formed of fossil coral reefs, but the majority are cemented

beach and dune ridges, formed along successive shores of

the fluctuating Pleistocene sea. Some of these old shore

ridges, now submerged below sea level, rarely bearing

scattered, dead, reef corals, may be identical in character

with the exposed ridges.
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THE West Indian province is isolated from other tropi-

cal regions. Because of this isolation, it contains dis-

tinctive animals and plants, and our knowledge of the

manner in which West Indian biota came into existence is

one of the triumphs of paleontology. The fossil record

shows that, before the Miocene epoch, the West Indies sea

was populated by organisms similar to those of the Indo-

Pacific and Mediterranean regions. Gradually, during the

Miocene epoch (some twenty million years ago I , the shal-

low-water forms of the western Atlantic were cut off on

the east by a land barrier between the Mediterranean and

Indian Oceans—and probably by deepening of the central

Atlantic basin. Finally, during the Pliocene epoch (some

six or eight million years ago I , the Central American

isthmus rose above the sea, completely separating the

Caribbean from the Pacific Ocean.

Subsequent history of the West Indies has been charac-

terized by a dwindling in the number of species of marine

organisms. In contrast, the organisms of the much vaster

Indo-Pacific region, with more varied ecologic opportuni-

ties, have become progressively more diversified. The

climax for West Indian corals (and probably the time of

greatest reef-building I was during late Oligocene and

early Miocene times, some twenty to thirty million years

ago. Since those times. Atlantic reef corals have been on

the decline. The northern limit of coral reefs in the whole

Atlantic region has gradually shrunk toward the equator.

Unfavorable changes in climate and sweeping altera-

tions in the physical environment of the region generally

have been deleterious for reef corals. The West Indian

region was disturbed at the beginning of the Tertiary, and

again late in the Miocene, by widespread mountain uplifts

—resulting, both times, in widespread deposition of muddy

sediments in the adjacent seas. These various factors-

restriction of the West Indian area through isolation and

cooling, and regional increase in the turbidity of the waters

—have added up to a general deterioration of the West

Indian reefs as compared to the mid-oceanic reefs of the

Indo-Pacific. far removed from the influence of harsh con-

tinental climate and sedimentation.

It is strange that the ups and downs of Pleistocene gla-

ciation—which, according to Emiliani, may have cooled

the Caribbean surface waters by as much as 5°C. below

present temperatures, causing vast regional contraction of

the area of the West Indian biota—did not cause wholesale

extinctions among the coral species. Instead, the fluctua-

tions of sea level caused by the growth and melting of the

continental glaciers may actually have stimulated the evo-

lution of new coral species. One-third of the species of reef

corals now living in the West Indian region are not known
as fossils. However, this discrepancy may be attributable

to nonpreservation or inadequate search for fossils. While

the Pleistocene climatic changes evidenlh did not deplete

the West Indian reef comnmnitv. the great fluctuations in

sea level—ranging from four hundred and fift\ feet below

to some tens of feet above prescTit sea level—did determine

the sites favorable for reels and greath affected their

modes of growth. (The second part of Dr. Newells article

will appear in Natural History's issue of April, 1959).

Deei' boring at Eniwelok. ri^/if, finally reached volcanic

rocks only after penetrating more than four thousand feet

of reef deposits. Date of origin, established by Foraniini-

fera, inset: in the Eocene, about sixty million years ago.



Thread-waisted sfiiEX. blue or black with orange or reddish

band near middle of abdomen, is among most graceful of all

wasps. Genus is found in all parts of the world; commonest
North American species are procera, urnaria and vulgaris.
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PREDACEOUS
SPHEX

To provide food for its offspring in the nest,

this beautiful solitary wasp paralyzes its prey

THE SPHECIDAE comprise a family of solitary wasps, for the

most part diggers who provision their tubelike nests with a

wide variety of the larvae of other insects for their own larvae

and pupae to feed on. Sphex, the wasp seen here, is among the

best-known members of the family and. as students of this genus

have remarked, this slender creature, blue or black with an

orange or reddish band near the middle of the abdomen, is

among the most graceful of all wasps. The Sphecidae either kill

or paralyze the prey with their sting. If the prey is killed, the

poison must have antiseptic properties too. since the victim's

tissues remain fresh enough to be eaten in the nest for weeks.

Sphex, for its part, merely paralyzes its prey. The victim is stung

repeatedly, but observers' attempts to reduce the stinging actions

to some pattern have not been successful, and it would seem that

the stinging is random. It is often said, also, that the preys nerve

centers specifically are stung, but this is an inference, not fact.

Digging a nest, the female Sphex makes
tunnel ending in a cell for her larva.
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Sphex in action

THE VICTIMS Sphex takes are of the Order

Lepidoptera—butterflies and moths; and,

like the larval wasp they nourish, they are

larvae themselves. In the present case, left,

the prey is a measuring worm. In others, it

may be a cutworm, and this occasions one of

Sphex's most remarkable feats, for nocturnal

cutworms bury themselves in the soil by day;

yet the wasp is able to locate them all the

same. Sphex's own nest—a tunnel which ends in

a single cell— is virtually impossible to detect,

and only when a victim is being dragged to it

or when Sphex is digging can it readily be

found. Usually, Sphex digs her nest and only

then goes in quest of food for her larva, closing

the nest and smoothing the surface soil as she

goes, lower /ig/ii—although the food may be

got before digging. She sometimes uses a pebble

to pound the soil over the mouth into a tight

plug, top right. But whenever she leaves her

nest, inhabited or not, the adult closes it to pre-

vent flies from depositing maggots inside. These

grow faster than Sphex larvae—which they eat.
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Sphex larva is shown, above, with a newly deposited worm bottom, food has l»een largely ealen. Remarkable series of

for it to eat. By the time larva has grown to pupal stage, at photos is work of Swedish nature photographer Nils Gonnert.
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SKY REPORTER
This month ushers in a period when all

five of the naked eye planets will be visible

By Henry M. Neely

SKY WATCHERS who find their great-

est interest in following the planets

will, this month, begin a schedule

which has not been matched in many
years. From now on until the end of

August, there will be some nights of

every month when all five of the

naked eye planets will be visible.

This will be a particularly exciting

experience for owners of small tele-

scopes, for even moderate instruments

will show the phases of Venus, the

ice cap and some of the features of

Mars, and the four largest of Jupiter's

twelve satellites. Better instruments

will reveal the mysterious colored belts

of Jupiter, the great red spot and

other features. Saturn's marvelous

rings and five of its nine satellites also

offer an interesting challenge.

Mercury, which is usually hard to

spot, is less of a problem in March.

With luck, observers should capture

the elusive planet after sunset, from

March 5 until March 16 or 17, par-

ticularly if binoculars are used and

there is an unobstructed western hori-

zon. Northern observers will fare bet-

ter than southerners.

The star plans, right, show Mer-
cury and Venus at four intervals in

the month with the positions for about

7:00 P.M., local time. It will be well

to begin looking about 6:30 as the

twilight deepens. The plan for March
10 shows how the crescent moon can

help locate these planets from March
10 to March 12.

Venus, of course, is always so bril-

liant that it cannot be mistaken for

anything else. As an evening star over

the west at this time, it shows a phase

like the gibbous moon. The observer

with a telescope should use a filter of

some kind to cut down its glare.

Mercury will again be in position

for observation, this time a "morning
star," from mid-April to mid-May.
It will be an "evening star" again in

the first week of July. It will be fairly

good in the dawn tlie last ^veek of

August and once again an evening

object the first week of November.

Venus will continue to be higher

and brighter for some months and, in

the evenings, will be at its best posi-

tion from mid-June to mid-August.

Then we will lose it until it reappears

in the dawn sky from mid-September

until year's end.

Mars is still a bright object in the

night sky and is shown on this month's

"roll around" map. It will gradually

decrease in brightness until we lose it

in early September.

Jupiter and Saturn are neigh-

bors in the sky. The star plan on the

next page shows them among the

backgromid stars, in their best posi-

tions near the meridian this month.

Approximate times for this position

are 5:00 to 5:30 a.m.. during the first

ten days; between 4:15 and 5:00 from

March 10 to 20; and between 3:30 and

4:15 from March 20 until the end of

the month is reached.

Jupiter rises in the southeast some
four hours before these times, while

Saturn follows, about two hours and

forty minutes later than Jupiter.

Uranus is a sixth planet owners of

telescopes can add to their observing

schedule. On this month's map, find

the constellation of Cancer and the

cluster Praesepe. The fourth magni-

tude star below and to the left of

Praesepe, where the dashed lines

branch off, is Delta.

With a watch ready for timing,

set Delta in the center of the field

of view, note the time, lower the

telescope only two-thirds of a degree

and leave it there. In nineteen and

a half minutes, Uranus will drift

into the center of the field. This

distant planet will not show a disk

in instruments smaller than nine-inch

diameter but good color vision will

detect a greenish tint. It is of only

sixth magnitude but no star so bright

as that will be in the field at the time.

Venus and mercury will appear thus

in the west at 7:00 p.m. on March 5.

Waxing moon helps locate planetary

pair at the same hour on these days.

Positions for March 20. above, and
month's end. belotv. Mercury has set.



THE MOON'S PHASES

B

Mr. Neely, editor of Sky Reporter since 1947, now
prepares this monthly feature for Natural History.

ELOW, in calendar form, are the principal astronomi-

cal events of interest this month:

March 1 to 10: The moon enters the area of the Jupiter-

Saturn star plan, beloiv, from March 1 to 4. It will be

above Jupiter on March 1. On March 2, it will be in

Ophiuchus and above the star Antares. Saturn will be

below the moon and to the left on March 3. On March 4,

the moon will have passed over Saturn, to a position on

the left of the planet.

March 10 to 20: There is a chance of seeing an inter-

esting, although not spectacular, meteor shower between

March 10 and 12. These "shooting stars" are known as

the Zeta Bootids and seem to radiate from near the star

just below brilliant Arcturus, shown on this month's map
with "east horizon" at bottom. They are likely to be at

their best about 3:00 a.m. when Bootes is crossing the

meridian. The moon and Mars make a striking picture,

close together on March 16 and 17. Turn the "roll-around"

map to bring "west horizon" to the bottom. On March 18,

Jupiter ends its normal, eastward motion among the stars

and begins its "retrograde" loop.

March 20 to 31: At 3:55 a.m. (EST), on March 21,

the sun reaches the vernal equinox. Spring oflScially be-

gins in the northern hemisphere, while Autumn begins

for lands below the equator.

On certain nights, the moon gives a sure starting point

for sky exploration. Find the moon for the date, and roll

the map to bring that moon vertically above the horizon.

The stars near the moon can now be identified without

trouble or uncertainty.

Last Quarter .

New Moon ...

First Quarter .

Full Moon
Last Quarter .

March 1

March 9

March 17

March 24

March 31

.; '
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OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced observer
reads star mops by a dim, red light, since '

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, i

disk of red cellophane may be inserted under thb
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CHEMISTRY
OF GROWTH
IN PLANTS
Plants, like animals, produce

hormones vital to their growth.

Such a substance is gibberellin

By Anton Lang

Healthy and diseased rice plants show how bakanae-byu
("foolish seedling disease") increases sick plant's height.

PLANTS have two different "mechanisms" of growth.

For one, they produce neiv cells—usually at the utmost
tips of shoots and roots (and in a few other so-called

"meristematic" regions). For the second, these new cells

undergo a considerable increase in size, particularly in

length—a process which takes place somewhat back of

the tip of shoot or root. Botanists speak of these two proc-

esses as cell division and cell elongation.

In the last few years we have witnessed what later, in

all probability, will be considered a milestone on the road
to understanding plant growth, and, particularly, its

regulation by hormone-like chemical compounds.
The first plant-growth substance to be discovered was

"auxin." Its existence was proven some thirty years ago
by Frits Went—who may truly be called the "father" of

plant-hormone science—by a very ingenious series of ex-

periments with oat seedlings.

Went removed the tip of the first, sheathlike leaf (the

"coleoptile") of a dark-grown oat seedling and placed it

on a small block of agar jelly. After two or three hours,
the tip was discarded and the agar block then placed on
one side of the cut surface of the stump of another seedling

whose coleoptile tip had been previously removed. The
seedling then curved "away" from the block, showing
that the flank beneath the block was making growth,
while the opposite flank was growing less or not at

all. A block of plain agar—that is, one on which no coleop-

tile tip had been sitting—caused no such effect. Thus, this

experiment proved that the coleoptile tip produces a sub-
stance which makes the lower part of the coleoptile grow
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and which can be trapped in agar and then released from

the agar back into the living plant.

Went's was not a mere discovery: it was a turning point

in our entire outlook on plant growth. Before Went's

evidence was presented, many botanists felt that hormones

occurred only in animals and did not exist in plants.

Hormones are organic materials which do not serve as

nutrients but perform some regulatory function (such as

regulation of heartbeat in man and animals, of metamor-

phosis in insects or of growth in plants) and which—the

crucial point—are made in one part of the organism,

animal or plant, and function in. another, so that they have

to be moved within the body from the place of their origin

to that of their function. Even after Went's discovery, some
scientists were reluctant to abandon the position that plants

were hormoneless and, for some time, attempted to find

other explanations for Went's observations.

Went's evidence, however, was conclusive, and auxin

soon became generally recognized as the first known
plant hormone. Indeed, auxin came to be regarded as the

plant hormone. Such primacy was quite understandable

when one considers the great variety of functions in the

plant that auxin has been proven to perform. It regulates

the growth of plants, by both cell division and cell enlarge-

ment in length and thickness; it prevents the growth of

lateral buds as long as the main or terminal bud of a shoot

is active; it causes formation of roots in cuttings; it deter-

mines fruit growth and regulates the shedding (or

abscission ) of leaves, flowers and fruits.



V

Crucial experiaiknt lo demonstrate exislenre of auxin was
performed by Frits Went thirty years ago. Went removed tip

of coleoptile of oat seedling grown in water and placed it

on a block of agar jelly. Then, discarding tip and cutting

off tip of another seedling, he laid agar block on portion

of this second secdliiif;- >ltiiu|j. >(vdling ):rew aitay from

agar block, indicating growth look place on side of slump

thai was under the block. But agar block on which tip had

not been placed caused no such effect. ^ ent's conclusion:

coleoptile tip had produced hormone that made plant grow.

H3



Japanese experiment, at right, which

was performed about thirty years ago

but not immediately known by Western

scientists, isolated the first gibberellin

from fungus causing "foolish seedling

disease." Fungus was grown in nutrient

liquid and the resultant mold filtered

off. When nutrient was then applied

to rice seedlings which mold had never

invaded, they showed tall growth that

typified disease— despite absence of the

fungus. Thus, substance distinct from

mold—although produced by it—was

proved to cause plant's growth spurt.

Went's discovery of auxin also resulted in a number of

important measures in horticultural practice—for example,

for rooting of cuttings, prevention of fruit-drop in apples,

etc., and in weed control. It is, therefore, not surprising

that, when botanists and horticulturists spoke of plant

hormones (or plant-growth substances I, they were think-

ing of auxin (and synthetic chemicals with similar ac-

tions) and of little else. Yet, Went himself had been the

first to stress that not aU phenomena of plant growth

could be accounted for by auxin alone and that the dis-

covery of auxin made the existence of other plant-growth

hormones probable. In the last two or three years, this

has become an established fact by the recognition of two

new groups of plant-growth substances.

ONE such substance, "kinetin," was recently discovered

by Folke Skoog, F. M. Strong, C. 0. Miller and co-

workers—a group of botanists and chemists at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin. Among the properties of kinetin is

the ability, in conjunction with auxin, to promote cell

division in plant tissues and to cause the formation of

buds and roots. The Wisconsin investigators have grown

entire new plants from pieces of tissue taken from the

central part (the pith) of the stem of the tobacco plant,

placed in a test tube in the presence of appropriate quan-

tities of kinetin and auxin. Kinetin has also been proven

to have certain effects on seed germination and on the

protein metabolism in leaves.

A group of growth substances isolated from the "milk"

of the coconut (which have been studied by a number of

botanists—particularly by F. C. Steward and co-workers

at Cornell University) are, in all probability, related to

kinetin, at least so far as their effects on plant growth are

concerned. Yet these coconut milk substances seem to be

quite different chemically: the name "kinins" has, there-

fore, been suggested for this combined group.

The second "new" group of plant-growth substances is

not really new at all: the work that initiated their dis-

covery, in fact, somewhat antedates the thirty-year-old

discovery of auxin. But as this work was first reported
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English experiments, beloiv, as well

as some studies by scientists in the U.S.

and in Italy, demonstrated that plants

normally have gibberellins or at least

gibberellin-like substances. Materials

isolated from immature plant parts and

purified, when applied to test plants,

caused same tall growth as did fungus-

derived gibl)erellins ( /. to r. I. But the

gibberellins from these higher plants

seem thus far ( except for single type

present in bean seeds) merely similar

to—but not identical with—the four

types already known from the fungus.

in the Japanese literature—a language that is foreign to

scientists in both America and Europe—and as its general

significance was less obvious, the work on this second

group of substances—the so-called "gibberellins"—failed

for many years to receive the wide attention that the

studies of auxin and kinetin received from the very start.

Let us trace the history of this discovery.

IN
the nineteenth century, a rice disease was described in

Japan I and later in various other countries ) . which was

given the name hakanae-byu, meaning "foolish seedling

disease." The name comes from the fact that the diseased

plants grow markedly taller than healthy ones, although

they are otherwise weaker in development and remain more

or less sterile. The disease was traced to a fungus that

was named Gibberella fiijikvroi. and which is the sexual

stage of the species Fiisariiim monilijorme.

Many molds occur in two different forms, one having

sex organs (the sexual or "perfect" stage! and one lacking

them (the asexual or "imperfect" stage). In many cases,

these two forms have first been described as separate or-

ganisms and have been given different names. 1 luis.

sexual stages of Fitsarium have been described under the

name of GibhereUa. and either name may be used to

designate the mold. However, gibberellin is produced

only by the Fiisariiirn and not by the Gibberella stage of

this mold. The word Gibberella. in Latin, means "little

she-hunchback" (referring to tlie shape of the microscopic

reproductive structures of the mold I . but as we shall see.

gibberellin makes plants grow bigger, so that the name

gibberellin is somewhat of a double misnomer.

The Fusaria are soil-borne parasitic molds, known all

over the world. Tlicy attack a great variety of plants,

althougii each individual strain of the fungus usually

attacks only one or a fe\v plant species. Tlie bahanae effect

is produced only by some strains of Fusariiim. which attack

rice and a few other cereals, such as maize.

About thirty years ago. the Japanese plant palliologist

Kurosawa found that bakanae symptoms could be ob-

tained even in the absence of the fungus. After growing

'4';



Fusarium in a suitable nutrient liquid, he filtered off the

mold. The nutrient, free of the mold, was then applied

to rice seedlings, and these seedlings, which had never

been invaded by the mold itself, exhibited the overgrowth

typical of the bakanae disease. Evidently, the mold pro-

duces some material and releases it into the nutrient or

directly into the host plant, and this material, not the mold
as such, causes the bakanae symptoms.

SOME fifteen years later, a group of Japanese scientists

at the University of Tokyo, headed by T. Yabuta and
T. Hayashi, succeeded in obtaining this material in pure

form. They gave it the name "gibberellin A" (later "Ai")

.

While most Japanese plant pathologists terminated their

studies in this field in the 1940's, work on the biochemistry

and physiology of the gibberellins continued through the

war years at Tokyo University and, to a more limited

extent, at Kyoto and Nagoya Universities.

However, this work remained unnoticed outside of

Japan. It was not until the early 1950's that scientists in

England and the United States became interested in the

gibberellins. By 1954. chemists in England reported the

isolation of a new (and chemically different) gibberellin—

which they named gibberellic acid. Almost simultaneously,

workers in the U.S. Department of Agriculture reported

the isolation of both gibberellin "A" and of a substance

they called gibberellin "X" (the latter proving to be identi-

cal to the gibberellic acid of the British workers.)

Somewhat later, the Japanese group reported the iso-

lation of two more gibberellins. Thus, at the present time,

four different gibberellins are known to be produced by
the fungus: gibberellin A (gibberellin A], C,.|H240,i), gib-

berellic acid (gibberellin A.,, gibberellin X, Ci.)Hn20o),

gibberellin A2 (CioHotAj and gibberellin A4 (CisHooO-,).

A tentative structure for gibberellic acid has been
worked out by the British group. When compared with

the structures of the best-known native auxin (3-indole-

acetic acid), or of kinetin, it is evident that the three

substances are quite unrelated in chemical terms. The
basic structure of gibberellic acid is the compound called
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"fluorene," but the gibberellin molecule also appears to

possess a lactone ring. This feature would make the gib-

berellins at least distant chemical relatives of still another

group of substances, some unsaturated lactones (cou-

marin and some coumarin derivatives, such as scopoletin
)

,

which are believed to play a role in plant growth.

These unsaturated lactones seem to be antigrowth sub-

stances. In growing plant parts, they reduce the rate of

growth and they are found, for example, in those regions

of a root where the growth is becoming slower, about

one-third of an inch back from the growing tip. It seems

possible that these antigrowth substances determine how
long a plant tissue is to grow.

Indeed, the growth of plants may be quite generally a

matter of interplay between growth-promoimg and growth-

inhibiting chemical materials. Although the gibberellins

clearly belong to the growth-promoting materials, their

possession of a lactone ring may have some significance

as yet not fully understood. It must be noted, however,

that some chemists are not yet convinced that the gib-

berellins do possess the lactone configuration.

IF
the growth-promoting effect of the gibberellins were

limited to the rice plant, our interest in these sub-

stances would be modest. However, immediately after they

had isolated gibberellin A, the Japanese scientists demon-

strated that a number of different species of flowering

plants—including maize, wheat, tobacco, tomato and the

cucumber—would likewise respond to gibberellin by in-

creasing their shoot growth. Today, a hundred or more

plant species have been tested for their response to the

gibberellins: all but two or three have been found to re-

spond with an increase in their growth. In 1955, P. W.
Brian, in England, reported that certain so-called "bush"

varieties of peas and beans were more responsive to

gibberellic acid treatment than their tall-growing, or

"pole," counterparts. In 1956, it was reported by B. 0.

Phinney in the United States that certain dwarf mutants

of maize, each of which is caused by the mutation of a

single gene, would respond to minute amounts of gib-



berellins by growing to normal size, while normal maize

showed little or no response to an equivalent dosage.

Now, the known gibberellins have all been isolated

from the one fungus. Fusarium monilijorme. If gibberel-

lins occur naturallv in flowering plants, an interesting

interpretation of the phenomenon of dwarfism can be

suggested. Evidence in the field of biochemical genetics

strongly suggests that a single gene controls a single step

in a particular metabolic pathway. Thus, it is quite pos-

sible that the dw arfing genes in maize ( as well as in other

plants I block specific steps in the production of natural

gibberellins. Such a block, resulting in the absence or

reduction of available gibberellins, could cause dwarfs.

Are we, then, to assume that plants normally possess

gibberellins—or, at least, gibberellin-like, natural growth

Growth-promoting effects of gibberellin are illustratefl

by experiment with pea plant. A comparison between treated

and untreated plants of the Little Marvel variety—a dwarf

form—shows difference in rate of growth. Photographs were
taken over successive days at twenty-four-hour intervals.

Rosette plant, drawn in cross section, shows the effect of

gibberellin dose on cell division ( whose activity is indicated

by dots) over day-long intervals. Gibberellin-induced cell-

division activity may be so great that the stemless rosette

plants prematurely form stems in process called "bolting."
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Response of dwarf varieties to gibberellin is shown in

this experiment with normal maize (two plants at left) and

two dwarf mutants (at right). Treated and untreated normal

forms look alike; treated dwarf form grew to normal height.

substances? This assumption has recently been shown to

be a fact. B. 0. Phinney and C. A. West in the United

States. Margaret Radley in England and F. Lona in Italy

have shown that immature seeds, leaves, stems, roots and

flower buds of plants all contain materials that produce

the same growth efliects as do the fungus-derived gibberel-

lins. And even more recently, British workers have shown
that gibberellin Ai is present in bean seeds—demonstrat-

ing that at least one of the four Fusarium gibberellins is,

at the same time, a native product of higher plants. Except

in this case, however, chemical studies indicate that the

gibberellins isolated from higher plants, while probably

similar to, are not identical with the gibberellins that are

already known from the fungus.

In addition, these higher-plant substances differ chemi-

cally among themselves, depending on the plant source.

Such results suggest that there may be a whole family of

natural gibberellins in flowering plants. But the actual

identity of these substances, and their relation to the

known mold-made gibberellins, must await further work
on the part of biochemists as well as plant physiologists.

ORIGINALLY, it appeared that the action of gibberellin

was concerned only with the second growth-mech-

anism of plants—cell elongation—leaving the number of

cells unchanged. More recently, however, it has become
evident that the gibberellins, in many cases at least, pro-

mote cell division as well as cell elongation. Their effect

on cell division is very clear in the case of so-called

"rosette" plants—plants which, in part of their life, have

no elongate stem at all, the leaves seemingly coming
directly from the upper end of the root.
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Practical application of the gibberellins in agriculture is

suggested by results of experiment with grapes. The grapes



In these rosette plants, treatment with gibberellin re-

sults in the formation of a stem ( a process sometimes

called "bolting") and, as sho^vn by R. M. Sachs and the

author, this effect involves a spectacular boost in the

plants cell-division activity.

ROSETTE plants sho^v another effect of gibberellin

treatment (first demonstrated by the author and since

confirmed by several other investigators I . As long as they

grow in rosette form, many of these plants do not produce

flowers—the flowering depending on some special environ-

mental condition, such as exposure to a period of low

temperature. Thus, the foxglove flowers only after the

plant has passed a winter in the open ground: if one

were to raise foxglove in a moderately warm greenhouse,

the plant would not flower at all. Foxglove is a so-called

"biennial" plant. Other rosette species are "long-day"

plants—that is. they flower only when the day's length

exceeds a certain minimum. If the day's length is main-

tained below this minimum (for example, by covering

the plants with a light-proof box or curtain each day at

5 P.M. and leaving them in total darkness until 8 a.m.),

the plants may fail to flower at all. Many of our summer-

blooming annuals, both ornamentals and wild species,

belong to this class of long-day plants.

Now, gibberellin has been found to overcome both the

cold requirement of foxglove and man\ other biennials,

and the long-da\ requirement in manv long-dav plants-

making the plants flower in conditions under which flow-

ering ordinarily could not take place. Because the chemical

promotion of flowering has been largelv an unsolved

problem of plant science, this effect is of great interest.

Indeed, the giiiberellins are the first chemical products to

cause flowering under strictly nonflowering conditions in

a large nujnber of plants. Moreover, it has been found that

the same effect can be achieved not only with the fungus-

derived substances but also with the newly isolated gibber-

ellins from higher plants. We have reason to feel, therefore,

that gibberellins are true regulators of flowering in plants:

that is. they occur in the plant itself and perform some
essential function in switching the plant's growth from

the production of leaves or the production of vegetative

buds to the formation of flowers.

01 R list of gibberellin actions is not exhausted with

these effects on stem growth and flowering. Seeds

of apples, peaches and some other fruit trees, for example,

do not germinate unless they are "cold-stratified" or

"after-ripened"—that is to say, subjected to the action of

low temperature. If the embryo is removed from a non-

stratified seed, it may germinate, but the resulting seedling

will be a dwarf plant. Gibberellins have been shown to

overcome this dwarfing in apple seedlings grown from

nonstratified seeds.

If a potato were to be planted directlv after harvest,

it would fail to sprout for a period of se\eral weeks to

sexeral months. It is in a state of "rest" or "dormancy,"

which is overcome only with time. Gibberellin has also

?ft renuiin untreated: in tlie center, a solution of twenty

milligrams to the liter has been applied; at the right, fifty

nis; 1. But agricultural research is only starling and most

work is still confined to the laboratory or greenhouse stage.
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Russian-born and German-trained. Dr. Lang came to the
L nited States in 1950. This year, he has returned abroad
to spend a sabbatical leave from UCLA, where he teaches,

in Germany and Israel, continuing studies of plant growth.

been found to break this resting condition, resulting in

immediate growth. Moreover, the substance has been

foimd to break the dormancy of tree buds in winter, to

increase fruit set in tomatoes, and to promote germination

in certain varieties of seed.

All these effects of gibberellin have attracted the atten-

tion of others besides the research botanist. Horticul-

turists, floriculturists and agriculturists are at work, and

a great amount of study is in progress in hope of adapting

gibberellin for the production of bigger and better crops.

Some results are encouraging, but much more work is

needed before we will be able to tell the extent to which

the gibberellins' effects on laboratory- and greenhouse-

grown plants can be translated into the more practical

terms of commercial crop production.

YET, it is not too soon to say a few words regarding

the impact of all this new knowledge about the plant-

growth substances on our thinking about plant growth

in general. We have pointed out that auxin and kinetin

have not a single action, but a series of different actions,

auxin regulating cell division and elongation, the growth

of lateral buds and of fruits, and the abscission of leaves

and other plant parts; kinetin affecting cell division, root

and bud formation, seed germination, etc. The same is

obviously true of the gibberellins. Furthermore, auxin,

kinetin and gibberellin cannot replace each other. For

example, neither gibberellin nor auxin alone will support

cell division in a plant tissue such as tobacco pith—

w here cell division is dependent on the supply of kinetin.

Nor will either auxin or kinetin—alone or in combination
—cause bolting and flowering in a gibberellin-requiring

rosette plant, such as the carrot.

Thus, the three major identified types of growth sub-

stances perform different functions, and all three seem
to be required if a plant tissue is to grow at all. Finally,'

the ratio of the three seems to determine hoiv it will grow.

Skoog and Miller showed that if tobacco pith tissue is

grown in the presence of relatively high quantities of auxin

and low quantities of kinetin, it will form roots. If more
kinetin is supplied, shoots are formed instead. In turn, a

rosette plant seems to need auxin and relatively little

gibberellin for vegetative growth, but more gibberellin

for bolting and flowering.

THIS suggests that plants do not use one special chemical

compound to regulate cell division, another to regulate

stem elongation, and a third to determine root, bud, or

flower formation ; rather, all these processes are regulated

by variations in the levels and ratios of the same com-

pounds. A system of checks and balances appears to be in

operation, by which plants achieve a great many separate

effects using a limited number of materials—but using

them all. or most of. the time. It is. of course, far too soon

to say that all aspects of plant growth will necessarily be

explained in terms of auxin, kinetin and gibberellin. This

is. on the contrary, unlikely. We may well find that the

growth-inhibiting unsaturated lactones are active mem-
bers of the partnership, and we may discover still further

groups of growth-promoting chemicals in plants. But in

trying to understand the chemical regulation of plant

growth, present research is suggestive of one conclusion.

In the future, we may do well to look, not only for new,

specific plant-growth substances, but also for subtle dif-

ferences in quantity and ratio among the plant-growth

substances we already know.

Regulation ok flowering is still another of gibberellin's

effects. Particular conditions of temperature and of light

required for plants to blossom may be overcome by use of

hormone—as in water pimpernel, above, brought to flower

despite short days; and carrot, opposite, flowering after

treatment (center) as after a normal season of cold (right).
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First emperor penguin was sketched, above, by Forster, in

1775, on Cook's second voyage. He believed it to be a king.
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PART II

HISTORY OF

THE PENGUINS
Reduced today to six genera, these birds were once far more numerous

PENGUINS, unlike cranes, falcon?

and other striking and widely dis-

tributed birds, carry no lore from

antiquity. Confined to the Southern

Hemisphere, they were unknown to

European man until the Age of Ex-

ploration. It would have been possible

for Portuguese mariners to sight pen-

guins near the Cape of Good Hope in

the year 1488, but the earliest certain

record seems to be that of Pigafetta.

historian of the first circumnaviga-

tion of the world: in 1520, Magellan's

fleet encountered huge flocks of the

"strange geese," as Pigafetta called

them, on the coast of Patagonia.

Realization that the southern oceans

were inhabited not merely by "the
'

penguin, but by numerous distinct

lands of penguins, came only slowly.

Linnaeus, in 1758, wrote the first

scientific diagnosis and bestowed the

first technical name (Spheniscus de-

mersus) upon the South African jack-

ass penguin. Similar binomial desig-

nation of seventeen additional species

has followed gradually during the

intervening two centuries.

The kinds of penguins earliest de-

scribed were, as might be expected,

those occupying extensive ranges in

the South Temperate Zone. Six of

these, in addition to demeisus. were

made known bv naturalists before the

end of the eighteenth century. But

discovery of the two truly antarctic

species—as well as those of restricted

range at out-of-the-way islands (and

those that had been overlooked be-

cause of close resemblance to kinds

already familiar ) —came only in tlie

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The emperor penguin, the most ex-

clusivelv antarctic of all birds (Nat-

ural History. February. 1959). was

named in lo44. after the south polar

voyage of Sir James Clark Ross, and

one naturalist wrote in 1868. "Thanks

By Robert Cushman Murphy

to the many descriptive documents

furnished by ancient as well as mod-

ern navigators, the natural history of

penguins may be considered com-

plete." Yet the Galapagos penguin,

which lives at the equator, remained

unknown until 1871, the white-flip-

pered penguin (of the Banks Penin-

sula, New Zealand), until 1874, and

the royal penguin, of Macquarie Is-

land, until 1876—while the technical

name of one species, the Snares Is-

lands penguin, dates only from 1953.

The eighteen species of penguins

surviving in the world today are. so

to speak, only the tail of an immenseh

long history. In 1859, the great

Thomas Henrv Huxley described the

first-known extinct penguin—from fos-

sil bones found in New Zealand de-

posits, and now attributed to the

Early Miocene. Since then, a wide

variety of other fossil forms has been

discovered in New Zealand. South

Australia. Patagonia and Seymour

Island in West Antarctica. Thus, the

known distribution of all extinct pen-

guins is whollv included within the

Southern Hemisphere range of li\ ing

\arieties. In recent years, two defini-

tive studies of the fossil forms of

penguins have been published : one by

Simpson of The American Museum
(1946) and another by Marples of tlie

University of Otago, New Zealand

(19521. Both authors show a conser-

vative tendency toward reducing the

number of named fossil penguins, the

uniqueness of some of which had been

Dr. MriUMiv. L;iinoiU t'.uialor Eim-ii-

lus of Birds ;il The A]\ierican Mi-
SEUM. is a recognized expert on pen-

guins. His taxonoiiiie revie\\.here. roiu-

pleles a series begun in February « ilb

tlie account of llie emperor's life cycle.

Mr. TrnoR lias previously provided
illuslratious of tlie nine Tytoiiidae.

based upon inadequate or doubtful

skeletal remains. Even \vith these re-

ductions, however, their researches in-

dicate the existence of eighteen genera

and about twenty-five species of fossil

penguins. It is therefore evident that

the Tertiary penguin fauna was far

richer than the one that has survived

to the present period.

Another fact emerging from recent

fossil studies is the substantial an-

tiquitv of the penguins. Creatures that

were typical penguins in all anatomi-

cal respects walked upright and swam
\\\l\\ nip]3er-like wings as long ago as

the Late Eocene, fifty or more million

\ears behind us. The finding gives us

another link in a long chain of objec-

tive testimony in support of the view-

that the birds, and especially marine

birds, underwent their rapid and pro-

nounced evolution at some period in

the remote past. The rate of evolution-

ary change for the Class Aves since

the early Tertiary has been vastly less

than that sinnvn in most orders and

families of the higher mammals.

THE size range among extinct pen-

guins was greater than is the case

loda). Species of two Miocene genera

attained statures of five feet, m- sliglit-

ly more, and an estimated weight of

between two and three hundred

|)ounds. For comparison, today's em-

peror penguin—the largest species-

stands under three-and-a-half feet tall

and mav weigh u\i to ninety pounds.

Nor is the range in size the only dif-

ference between fossil and living

forms. All fossil penguins differ from

:nodern penguins to a greater extent

tiian the latter do from one another.

Furthermore, although all of the fossil

penguins belong to the same family as

all of the penguins living today, not

one of the extinct forms can be re-

garded as structurally ancestral to any
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% PENGUINS' REALM
The six genera of living penguins occupy a range

confined exclusively to the Southern Hemisphere,

as was the case, also, for the eighteen genera of

fossil penguins that once swam in Tertiary seas.

Within the Hemisphere, however, their range is

wide. In the northernmost extreme, one species of

Spheniscus bestrides the equator in the Galapagos

Islands, while species of three other genera —
Pygoscelis, Eudyptes and Aptenodytes — breed on

the hostile shores of Antarctica.

On this map, breeding ranges of all genera —
many of which overlap—are indicated in color. For

the specific range of each genus, see key at right.

Drawings by GuY TuDOR
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particular modern species. Indeed, we
know neither more nor less about the

progenitors of present-day penguins

than we do about those of the whole

family and order: as to their immedi-

ate ancestors in the Paleocene, or

earlier, we have no clues. The gaps in

the ]jaleontological record allow the

penguins to burst upon us without

antecedents—fully adapted for their

unique manner of life. To date, we
can only postulate from morphological

evidence fand from certain traits of

behavior and life history) some re-

mote affinity with the petrels and alba-

trosses, and perhaps with the pelicans

and their allies. But the evidence as

to when the basal branches of these

birds diverged still remains hidden in

the fossil deposits.

Concerning the probable steps in

156

penguin evolution, Simpson's hypoth-

esis offers a persuasive picture. This

is that primitively flying birds became

oceanic in habitat, adopted submarine

swimming as well as aerial flight in

the food quest, and then abandoned

flight for exclusively submarine loco-

motion. The penguins' efficient and

peculiar pedestrian adaptation, ashore,

was concomitant with the change from

air to water: instead of flying from

feeding to breeding grounds, the pen-

guins had to walk to them. Part of the

appeal of this interpretation is owing

to phases of the same pattern to be

seen in other groups of marine birds.

Among the auks, for example, one

(the great auk) became flightless, pre-

sumably within recent geologic time.

The same is true of one species of cor-

morant (the Galapagos cormorant).

In the family of diving petrels (Pele-

canoididae
)

, molt of the wing quills

periodically reduces the birds to a

flightless stage, during which they can

still "fly" and feed under water in the

manner of penguins. There must have

been a point, not reached by these

birds but reached by the ancestors of

penguins, Simpson postulates, when

the advantage of "flying" underwater

outweighed that of flying in air, as-

suming that the appropriate genetic

variation made its appearance.

SINCE the several recognized sub-

families of fossil penguins all van-

ished without leaving any direct

descendants, we now have for consid-

eration only our own contemporaries

—of the subfamily Spheniscinae, fam-

ily Spheniscidae, order Sphenisci-



FlciRE OF MAN, left, provides scale (6') for this assemblage of

fossil and living penguins. From left, they are: the largest of

the Miocene species, Pachydyptes and Antliropornis (estimated to

weigh about 250 lbs. and stand about five feet in height); other

"giant" Miocene species, such as Palaeeudyptes anlarcticiis ( in

which height-estimates range around four feet); the emperor of

today (largest of the living penguins, over three feet in height);

Miocene species of moderate size, such as Palueosphenisciis pat-

agoniciis; and, finally, one of the small, contemporary penguins,

the Galapagos. Shapes of the fossils are imaginary (after Simpson).

V.

formes. These are arranged in six

genera ( all the names of which are

descriptive—and slightly absurd—ren-

derings from the Greek), as follows:

Genus Eudypltila ("little true div-

er") : this genus includes two s|)ecies.

both of the Australia—New Zealand

area; the blue [minor) and the white-

flippered ialbosi^nala) . smallest

members of the familx.

Genus Megadyptes ("big di\er'"):

lliis genus includes only one species;

the yellow-eyed penguin {antipodes)

of Ne\v Zealand. \vlii(li is not 'big"

as penguins go.

Genus Splieiiisciis (""iitlle wedge '
) :

this genus includes four closelv re-

lated and rather \\ idcly distributed

species: deinersiis. popularh . the jack-

ass ( from the bra\ ing pcTiguin voice,

of course! ; niaiicllanicus, the Magel-

lanic ; hiiinboldli. the Peruvian: and

mendiculus. the Galapagos penguin.

Genus Apteiiodyles ("wingless div-

er" I : this genus includes the two

largest species: palagoiiica, the king;

and jorsteri. the emperor (the latter

being the giant of modern penguins).

Genus Eiidyples ("true diver"):

tliis genus includes six species of

moderate-sized penguins with yelbnv

crests, or pompons ("macaroni"), on

their heads. The specific names of

these six have been much confused

and the |)opular names of several of

them lia\e been legion. Herein. I shall

call jiacliyrliyiiclnis the fiordland. after

the fiiirds of its iiati\c "New Zealand;

sclilegeli the ro\al; cri'slaliis the rock-

hopper; robiistux tiie Snares; chrysol-

oi>hiis llie macaroni: and. finalK.

alraliis the erect-crested penguin. '! lie

members of this genus still need com-

prehensive taxonomic study. Several

of them are closely related, and it is

possible that one or more of the in-

sular (and extremely local) so-called

species will prove to be no more than

geographic races.

Genus Pygoscelis ( "rump-legged" I :

this genus embraces the last three

species of penguins; papiia. the gen-

too; aniarclica, the chin-strap; and

adeliae. the Adelie penguin. Pygoscelis

is not as compact a genus as each of

the other five: the gentoo differs rather

markedly from its two congeners.

Of these eighteen species of pen-

guins, I have had the good fortune to

see live examples of all but two. Six

I have known only as captive birds.

With the ten others, however, I have

dwelt in their own wild homes for

periods ranging from a few days to

as long as five months.

WHAT are the criteria of classifi-

cation for the penguins—or for

any other organisms constituting an

obviously natural assemblage? A tax-

onomist working with collected speci-

mens of birds, for example, makes use

of the plan and details of bodily struc-

ture, the color and pattern of the

plumage and—insofar as field infor-

mation is available—resemblances and

differences in behavior. A\t the same

time, he is aware that he is making

value judgments without benefit of an

actual evolutionary and embryological

record, w ithout know ing the nature of

past genetic mutations or the host of

ecological and phvsiological processes

that enter into the making of what we

regard as "species."

In dealing with several member
species of a single genus, these prob-

lems appear simpler, although still b\

no means simple. But. in estimating

relationships among genera, the miss-

ing evidence cuts down hea\ ilv on

certaintN . We can onl\ make the most

of what we have, and take heart from

the truth that all scictilific coTiclusions

are tentati\ c—destined to be modified

or perhaps abandoned.

Let us consider plumage as a cri-

terion among penguins. That brilliant

naturalist. Dr. Edward Wilson, who
died with Scott on the march from the

South Pole, pointed out in 1<J07 that,

in penguin plumage, nine-tenths of

tile distinguishing characteristics ap-

pear on the head and neck. Kxcept for

size, it would be dinicult— if not impos-

sible—to idi'nlif\ an\ among a dozen

species of decapilalcd penguins. He-
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cause of the low silhouette of penguins

floating in the water, their heads con-

stitute a recognition area— the only

part, it could be said, that is promi-

nently exposed to the view of their

fellows. This may be one explanation

of why strong differences in bill color,

in bold markings of head and throat

and in bright superciliary plumes, ear-

patches and similar ornamentation,

have evolved among the penguins. The
remainder of the penguin's body, even

to the dark soles of the feet, which
are turned up^vard while it is swim-
ming, appear to be colored and count-

ershaded chiefly according to the

canons of low visibility under water.

The most conspicuous distinguishing

features exhibited by penguins center

in the head, as we shall see. Their
skeletal, muscular and visceral charac-

teristics are notably uniform through-

out the subfamily—which is the rea-

son, indeed, that the six genera are

regarded as comprising only a single

subfamily, the Spheniscinae.

Now that W'e have brought the pen-

guin problem to a head, so to

speak, let us attempt to justify the

assumed relationships set forth in our
diagram at right.

The genus Eudyptula. small in size

and devoid of head decoration, has

been widely favored as the most primi-

tive of living penguins. In skeleton

and plumage, it can certainly be con-

sidered the most "larval": the adult

stage of Eudyptula rather closely re-

sembles the youthful stages of pen-

guins belonging to several other
genera. To that extent, this genus is

a reasonable "structurally ancestral"

choice, although its plainness offers

no proof whatsoever of its evolution-

ary history. Both species of Eudyptula
have gray eyes. Both nest in dim
niches or shallow burrows, laying two
eggs. This is the usual complement of

eggs among most penguins, except the

single-egg genus, Aptenodytes. The
gentoo. however, commonly lays three

eggs, of which one is always infertile;

the rockhopper often lays three: the

royal, only one. One of the two Eudyp-
tula—ihc white-flippered penguin—has
a uniquely limited range: it is known
to nest only on the shores of the small

Banks Peninsula, on the eastern coast

of New Zealand's South Island.

Our diagrammatic arrow leads from
Eudyptula to Mngmiyples with good
reason. Megadyptes, the only penguin
with a yellow iris, is the most general-

ized of the five groups that possess

THE EIGHTEEN SPECIES



OF MODERN PENGUINS

rockhoppe

EUDYPTES
fiordland

erecf-crested.

more or less elaborately decorated

heads and necks, eyes of various col-

ors, and pronounced differences in

the build, as well as the color, of the

beak. We might say that, among tiic

four remaining genera of penguins,

Megadyptes represents a sort of "aver-

age." The shape and position of its

diadem resemble the white fillet on

the head of the gentoo jjenguin {Py-

goscelis I : the color of this mark fore-

shadows the yellow or golden plumes

of all the species of Eudyptes: the

green gloss on its crown, due to tiny

specks of orange pigment, approaches

the same condition on the head of the

king penguin {Aptenodyles ] . The bill

of Megadyptes tends in shape toward

the truncated bill found in the genus

Spheniscus. Like all the species of the

latter genus, Megadyptes also some-

times shows a speckling of black

feathers in the white plumage of the

breast. In its habit of nesting in de-

pressions in the ground, sometimes

under stumps, fallen trees and shrub-

bery, Megadyptes suggests the bur-

rowing nesting pattern of both

Eiidyptula and Spheniscus.

The four species of Spheniscus offer

a familiar and natural type of taxo-

nomic and geographic sequence. All

belong to the temperate climatic belt.

Even though one of the species lives

at the equator, in the Galapagos Archi-

pelago, its environment is tempered

by a cool ocean current. The particu-

lar distribution of the other three

species along the continental coasts of

South America and Africa is similarly

current-controlled. The Galapagos

species (the smallest—scarcely larger

than the Eudy-plula penguins I has a

relatively obscure plumage pattern, a

fact more likely to be degenerative

than primitive. In other characters, it

is closest to its nearest neighbor, the

Peruvian penguin, even though the

bars crossing its throat are double-^as

in the Magellanic penguin.

CONTRUn to popular iipiiiion. few

penguins arc anlarclic. The genus

I'ygoscelis. however, has three species

that range progressively from areas

of relativelv moderate climate, such as

the Falkland Islands, to the truly polar

coasts. The gentoo, the chin-strap and

the Adelie sho^v a sequence of adap-

tive modificalions that harmonize with

their respective en\ ironments. In the

Adelie. which nests in a region of se-

vere blizzards, the nostrils are feather-

screened in a way that would kee)!

siibw particles out of- the respirator\

>5^



Penguin subspecies, above, serve as

illustration of Allen's Rule. Typical

gentoo, left, only populates northerly

tract. The chin-strap penguin, of in-

termediate distribution, has this char-

acter less pronounced, whereas the

northerl}' gentoo lacks it altogether.

The gentoo, however, is itself repre-

sented by geographic races associated

with different climatic zones. Well to

the south of the range of the northerly

subspecies iPygoscelis papua papua)

is another race called Pygoscelis papua
ellsivorthi in honor of the late Ameri-

can explorer. In this race, the bill,

wings and feet are smaller, above.

The genus Aptenodytes extends
from the subantarctic range of the

king penguin to the fully antarctic

range of the emperor. The emperor
has twice the bulk of the king, but its

bill, wings and feet are relatively

much smaller than those of the king,

a factor favoring heat retention in this

species' extremities.

HOWEVER much these two largest of

living penguins look alike as

adult birds, their young are strikingly

different. Not only are the chicks to-

tally dissimilar in plumage, but their

rate of growth is also quite unlike. The
king penguin takes nearly a year to

lose its down and acquire its first con-

tour feathers. The young emperor ac-

complishes this change in four to five

months. As readers of Dr. Rivolier's

account (Natural History. Febru-

ary, 19.59) will appreciate, the cli-

matic environment and the annual

breakup of the sea ice would make a

longer downy stage for the emperor
chick impossible. Unless the emperor
penguins had thus adjusted, they

would long ago have ceased to exist.

Roth penguins of this genus lay only

I 60

range. The other subspecies of gentoo,

right, ranges far to polar south. Its

bill, wings and feet are smaller in size.

one egg. make no nest and carry the

egg throughout incubation on top of

their feet, warmed by a feathery fold

of skin on the belly : this is a patent

necessity for the emperor, which

broods only on shore-bound sea ice

in the darkest and coldest season of

antarctic winter. Because of the less

severe life zone in which the king

dwells, this species Avould not be so

bound by external circumstances.

Here is at least a suggestion that the

peculiar method of incubation in

Aptenodytes may be fundamentally

genetic rather than environmental. If

there \vere a tropical species of the

genus, it, also, might habitually carry

its egg on its insteps.

The genus Eudypt.es completes our
|K)stulated circle of radial—certainly

not linear—evolution of the living

penguins from a forebear resembling

Megadyptes. Only one of the six spe-

cies of this genus, the rockhopper, is

of circumpolar. although subpolar,

range—in low latitudes of the west

wind belt. At least, this is true unless

one or more of the insular represen-

tati\'es in the New Zealand area should

prove to be only a subspecies of the

macaroni penguin, which resides in

the American and Indian Ocean quad-

rants of the Far South. The macaroni
is the only one of the group that

ranges far south enough to cross the

south polar circles ( in W. Antarctica)

.

All six species of Eudyptes are of

broadly similar aspect, their departure

one from the other being in the posi-

tion, hue, length, angle and curvature

of the gay plumes worn on the head.

There are additional differences in the

precise shape of the bill, and in the

extent and color of naked skin around
the gape of the mouth. Most of the

Eudyptes penguins have a red or

garnet iris, but the eyes of llie New
Zealand fiordland species (pachy-

rhynchus) are brown. All species of

Eudyptes are surface nesters, as are

those of the genus Pygoscelis.

ALL of the foregoing presents no

^ more than a sketchy outline of

complex evolutionary processes.

Among certain groups of animals-
such as the horses and, still more, the

marsupials—science has uncovered a

reasonably sequential record of de-

scent from the beginning of the Ter-

tiary, or even from levels in the

preceding Age of Reptiles. The cor-

responding history of the penguins is

broken by great gaps, some of which

may be narrowed by future findings

in yet unexplored fossil beds.

In any case, the pattern is even now
consistent, when compared with that

of other animals. We find that, be-

tween the remote period of penguin

origin and the present time, these

birds have always occupied an oceanic

belt in the Southern Hemisphere, and

that biogeographic differentiation has

enabled them to widen their familx

range—to the equator in one direction,

and to coasts of the most frigid earthly

temperatures in the other. A single

type of bodily form and of subsurface

sxvimming has remained common to

all of them. But adaptive radiation has

changed their locomotion on land or

ice so that some penguins walk, some
progress by jumps (whence the name
"rockhopper"), some "toboggan" on

ice or snow, some can climb the faces

of steep cliffs and some can leap like

salmon when they shoot out of the sea

to reach the shore.

Likexvise. their modes of nesting

and of hatching eggs, together with

the number of eggs in a clutch, haxe

come to vary so that each species is

in tolerable harmony with its respec-

tive habitat. And, finally, their food,

which is captured only beneath the

surface of salt water, also varies to

match the resources of the chosen

feeding range. Some species of pen-

guins subsist almost or quite ex-

clusively upon squids, some upon

shrimplike crustaceans, and others

prevailingly upon schooling fish.

Yet. for all this variety, a man who
has ever seen any penguin is not likely

to mistake any other penguin—how-
ever different it may be in small re-

spects—for any other kind of bird.
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REVIEWS (Continued from page 117)

tremendous cost in money and effort) is

one of them. Others are the chestnut

blight, brought from Asia to America on

nursery stock, with consequences that

are well known; the European starling,

which, after several failures, was suc-

cessfully introduced into New York in

1891: and. to balance this, the North

American muskrat, which spread over

Europe from five individuals brought to

Czechoslovakia in 1905. Elton's fifth ex-

ample is Spartina townsendii, a strong-

growing cord grass or rice grass, which

has colonized many stretches of English

tidal mud flats and is a natural hybrid

between a native English plant and an

introduced American species. Elton next

discusses the sea lamprey, which pre-

sumably reached the Great Lakes after

the construction of the Welland Canal

in 1829. but did not explode in the newly

available habitat until a hundred years

later. His final case history concerns the

Chinese mitten crab, which somehow
has reached, and multiplied in, several

European river systems.

TllKSR seven examples illustrate the

kinds of things that happened as a

consequence of deliberate or accidental

introductions through human agency,

and Elton stresses the moral they point:

"Between them all they cover the waters

of sea, estuary, river and lake; the

sliores of sea and estuary; tropical and

temperate forest country, farm land and

towns." Man. with his restless move-

ments from continent to continent, has

broken down zoogeographical barriers

around the world, with all sorts of con-

sequences. "We must make no mistake."'

Elton emphasizes, "we are seeing one

of the great historical convulsions in the

world's fauna and flora."

ELTON puts this present event in geo-

logical perspective in a chapter en-

titled "Wallace's Realms: the Archipel-

ago of Continents." a capsule statement

of the history of animal distribution. He

makes this excursion into the past be-

cause, "if we are to understand what is

likely to happen to ecological balance

in the world, we need to examine the

past as well as the future. If. during the

last 100 million years, the flora and fauna

of the world had been able to develop

in such a way that every organism had

a good chance of spreading to all parts

of the globe that its characteristics could

tolerate, so that there was only one spe-

cies for each kind of ecological situation,

the potentialities for future change

under the impact of man's activities

would be different." But cosmopolitan

distribution has not been easy to achieve,

at least since the Cretaceous era, and

most land organisms have been cooped

up on particular continents or islands

or parts of continents. Human transpor-

tation is now providing a new kind of

connecting system which allows parts of

these separated biotas to mingle.

This new kind of interland access is

limited by the characteristics of man
and his transportati(m system, but it is

not really small— Elton quotes David

Fairciiild to the effect that the United

States Office of Plant Introduction has

introduced nearly 200.000 named species

and varieties of plants into this country.

This, as Elton remarks, ".
. . is a very

solid contribution to the vegetation of na-

tions!" And animals have followed the
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plants. Ehon examines the spread of the

.lapanese beetle, the Argentine aiit. the

Colorado potato beetle and a number of

other plant-eating insects that have
achieved intercontinental dispersal as a
consequence of liuman activities.

Elton then turns froin continents to

"The Fate of Remote Islands."' where
the effect of introductions by man is

most striking. He looks at Easter Island

and at the three remote pinnacles of the

Tristan da Cunha group, but devotes

most of his discussion to Hawaii and
.New Zealand—where both alien and in-

digenous biotas have been best studied.

Yet, after reading Elton's summary, one
is impressed by how much remains to be

learned, and by the potential usefulness

of the knowledge that could be gained

from the vast, unplanned experiments in

these island laboratories.

As Elton remarks, "The fate of re-

mote islands is rather melancholy, even

after one has made allowances for all

the human excellence that has remained

or developed again in some of them
after our invading civilizations settle

down. The reconstitution of their vege-

tation and fauna into a balanced net-

work of species will take a great many
years. So far. no one has even tried to

visualize what the end will be. What is

the full eco-system on a place like

Guam or Kauai or Easter Island? How
many species can get along together in

one place? What is the nature of the

balance amongst them? Can we combine
the simple culture of crops with the

natural complexity of nature, especially

when there is an almost inexhaustible

reservoir of continental species that may
send new colonists to disturb the scene?"

Ecologists. understandably enough, have

scarcely begun to think of these ques-

tions, let alone to look for the answers.

MAN is a land animal, and when we
think of his impact on the rest of

nature, we are apt to consider only his

effect on terrestrial and fresh-water or-

ganisms. So far. man's effect on the seas

—which make up three-fourths of the

surface of our planet—has. in fact, been
relatively trivial. Yet he has effected

some "Changes in the Sea." as Elton

points out in his next chapter—through
the construction of the Suez and Panama
canals, and through the movements of

his ships, which may carry sessile or-

ganisms on their hulls or drifting or-

ganisms in their water ballast. But his

greatest effect, probably, is through a

less obvious activity, oyster culture. This
".

. . involves much greater managed in-

terference with the natural habitat than

any other kind of fishery, and in this

way resembles more the crop or flock

cultivation of agricultural land, while

most other purely sea fisheries stiU re-

main at the hunting stage—depending
on knowledge and on restraint but not
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Prof. Bates, who leaches zoology at

the University of Michigan, devotes

special study to human ecology. His
latest book is entitled Coral Island.

on modification of the habitat in any
elaborate way." Elton discusses the ef-

fect of oyster culture and oyster traffic

at some length. He also discusses

another little-known case of human in-

terference with the marine environment

—the purposeful and accidental intro-

duction of species, sometimes with ex-

plosive results, into the Caspian Sea.

IN these first five chapters of his book,

Elton is mainly concerned with suc-

cessful invasions. "But," he points out,

"there are enormously more invasions

that never happen, or fail quite soon or

even after a good many years (like the

skylark in America). They meet with

resistance." So, in his sixth chapter,

"The Balance between Populations."

Elton turns to the study of this resist-

ance. He discusses direct measures like

quarantine, eradication and control—

this last often achieved through the in-

troduction of counterpests—but he is

mainly concerned with natural resist-

ance, with the difficulty that any alien

finds in penetrating a long-established

and balanced community. "An ecological

system, like an organized human com-
munity, has its separate centres of ac-

tion—such as the soil and the tree

canopy, the marsh and the stream, the

fallen log and the bird's nest—but al-

ways at some point you can find con-

nexions between them, and these may
affect the balance between populations.

The invader is therefore working his

way somehow into a complex system,

rather as an immigrant might try to

find a job and a house and start a

family in a new country. . .
." The aliens

almost always stick to habitats that

have been drastically simplified by man:
the foreigner has great difficulty dis-

placing the established native. Elton

does not quote figures, but H. H. Allan,

in a paper published in 1936 on alien

plants in New Zealand, estimated that

of 60.3 "naturalized" species, only 48

iiad been able to compete seriously with

native plants in undisturbed habitats-

yet isolated New Zealand should be es-

pecially susceptible to invasion by ag-

gressive foreigners.

This is, of course, partly an academic

question, since so much of the earth's

surface is drastically altered and sim-

plified by man and is likely to continue

so. providing ample opportunities for

foreign invasion. But such a situaticm

offers the ecologist excellent opportuni-

ties for studying the subtle problems of

competition among organisms, problems
we are still far from understanding.

Elton moves from his discussion of

ecological resistance, of the complex
and obscure factors governing competi-

tion, to a consideration of "New Food-

chains for Old."' He remarks that "With
land in cultivation, whether pastoral,

ploughed, or gardened, the earnest de-

sire of man has been to shorten food-

chains, reduce their number, and
substitute new ones for old. We want
plants without other herbivorous animals

than ourselves eating them. Or herbi-

vorous animals without other carnivor-

ous animals sharing them. Only in the

sea do we still depend on nearly full,

natural food-chains to supply our wants."

But man is only slowly learning how to

manage his shortened food-chains so as

to prevent overgrazing, erosion, and de-

terioration of the land's productivity.

MAN has manipulated food-chains in

other ways, particularly by wide-

spread, deliberate introduction of coun-

terpests to control introduced pests—

a

subject which Elton discusses in some
detail and with numerous examples, suc-

cessful and otherwise. Increasingly, how-

ever, we have come to depend on

chemical poisons for the control of pests.

We are beginning to find all sorts of

indirect and unexpected consequences;

but here again we need more ecological

study. "No realist would for a moment
suppose that either counterpests or

chemical warfare can be abandoned,

but both can be much modified and

adapted to the equal realities of the eco-

logical scene, and the very delicately

organized and interlocking system of

populations that lies within it."

Wallace's line divides range of animals
moving west from Australian area and east

from Asia. Left, a woodpecker species has
crossed line; cockatoos, at right, have not.
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SUMMING UP, Elton considers "The
Reasons for Conservation." Here, he

finds three different points of view. The
first—tisually given pride of place only

in India—might be called religious, and

concerns the rights of animals. In this

connection, Elton quotes Schweitzer,

who said that "The great fault of all

ethics hitherto has been that they be-

lieved themselves to have to deal only

with the relation of man to man."

The second point of view might be

called esthetic and intellectual. "You
may take the point of view." Elton notes,

"that it is all so interesting and beauti-

ful that it should be preserved, espe-

cially preserved for posterity to enjoy."

The third point of view is practical,

and is concerned with the most efficient

use of biological resources. Elton be-

lieves that there need be no great con-

flict among these different points of

view. He rests his case chiefly on the

evidence that the greater the complexity

of the biological community, the greater

its stability—evidence from laboratory

experiments, mathematical analyses, and

the observation of natural and man-
altered situations.

If. then, we want to promote eco-

logical resistance to invaders and to

prevent damaging explosions in native

populations, our best course is to con-

serve the variety of nature as far as

possible. "Unless one merely thinks man
was intended to be an all-conquering

and sterilizing power in the world, there

must be some general basis for under-

standing what it is best to do. This

means looking for some wise principle

of co-existence between man and nature,

even if it has to be a modified kind of

man and a modified kind of nature.

This." Elton concludes, "is what I un-

derstand by Conservation."

NOTE
The article "Polar Realm of the

Emperors." by Jean Rivolier. which ap-

peared in last month's Natural History,

was a partial digest of Dr. Rivolier's

recent book. Emperor Penguins. The vol-

ume, published in the U. S. by Robert

Speller & Sons. New York, is heartily

recommended to our readers.
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enjoying and understanding our environ-

ment. Wholesome foods and outdoor living

emphasized. David R Miner, Director

Cooks Canyon Wildlife Sanctuary
Box No. 638B Borre, Moss.

i

mmmmtK
34th year. Famous boys' camp near

Old Forge. N. Y. Two lakes, navi-

gable trout stream on private forest

preserve. 5 separate and inter-related

age divisions. Mature councilors. 3

nurses, excellent food. Most all nat-

ural sciences. Noted for course in

r.)icstry. Horsemanship. Rirlery. In-

lii.iii-lnrc, and Nature study. Adiron-
J.nk .ind Canadian canoe trips.

I'nundcd and directed by graduate
l.ircster. Booklet:

I H. ABB
He, N. Y.

Verde Valley School Summer Camp
ARIZONA ADVENTURE for Boys & Girls, 10-15

i-iinil-travel in the unspoiled Southwest. 165
viiiB and sports fafilltics. Field trips to

Grand Canyon. Painted Desert. Petri-

lied Forest. Navalio Ueservalion and
Tiopl Indian vlllaccs (famoiis Ivarldna
and Snako dances). Itidlnc. tcnids.

.fill siipe

iilal)lc Wr
!I5. Sedona

pai:mt .\ivd be ii.^ppy
Learn Secrets of Oil Painting by Mail

Exciting Home-Lessons Simplified & Illustrated

FREE Trial Lesson, specify which Course

n Landscape D Still-life Q Portraiture Q Marine

No salesmen. No contracts. No age limits.

PRICKETT and MONTAGUE
Forestwind Studios, Monterey, Massachusetts

WESTERN STATION WAGON
CAMPING TRIP • JULY-AUGUST

FOR STUDENTS • AGES 15-17 • CO-ED
New York-San Francisco and Return

wciiKlfrs of l^.S.A. \

lldiifo In native li:i<

y Aloiintaln Ranch. I
i

sludents. Careful sii|h

Round Hill Road, Gr
R. Agne

ch. Conn

HARD TO FIND



SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS OF

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
January — December

1958

IHE museum's publications may be classed in three

groups
: NoviTATES - pamphlet-sized publications, uni-

formly priced at $.25; the Bulletin—separate articles,

individually priced: and the Anthropological Papers,
as well as miscellaneous publications—also individually

priced. The following titles have appeared during Jan-
uary—December, 1958:

AuFENBERG, WALTER. A new genus of coliibrid snake from the
Upper Miocene of North America. Novitates, No. 1874, 16 pp.,
3 figs., 2 tables (February 27)

Barnes, Robert D. North American jumping spiders of the sub-
family Marpissinae (Araneae, Salticidae). Novitates, No. 1867,
50 pp., 75 figs. (January 2)

Batten, Roger Lyman. Permian Gastropoda of the southwestern
United States, 2. Pleurotomariacea, Portlockiellidae, Pbymato-
pleuridae and Eotomariidae. Bulletin, Vol. 114, art. 2, pp. 153-246,
figs. 1-17 pis. 32-42, tables 1-29 (March 3)

Bell, A. Weir. The anatomy of the oligochaete Enchytraeus
aibidus, with a key to the species of the genus Enchytraeus. Novi-
tates, No. 1902, 13 pp., 10 figs. (July 22)

Cahn, Phyllis H. Comparative optic development in Astyanax
mexicanus and in two of its blind cave derivatives. Bulletin,
Vol. 115, art. 2, pp. 69-112, pis. 11-27, tables 1-11 (May 5)

Chamberlin. Ralph V.. and Willis J. Gertsch. The Spider
Family Dictynidae in America North of Mexico. Bulletin, Vol. 116,
art. 1, pp. 1-1.52, figs. 1-37, pis. 1-47 (October 20)

Colbert, Edwin H., and Donald Baird. Coelurosaur bone casts
from the Connecticut Valley Triassic. Novitates, No. 1901, 11 pp.
2 figs., 1 table (July 22)

Colbert, Edwin H., and John H. Ostrom. Dinosaur stapes.
Novitates, No. 1900, 20 pp., 11 figs. (July 22)

De Castro, Alceu Lemos. Benthanoscia longicaudata, a new
genus and species of terrestrial isopod of the family Oniscidae
(Isopoda, Oniscoidea). Novitates, No. 1884, 7 pp 14 fii^s

(March 21)

De Castro, Alceu Lemos. On the systematic position of some
American species of Philoscia Latreille (Isopoda, Oniscoidea).
Novitates, No. 1908, 10 pp., 19 figs. (August 13)

DowLiNC, Herndon G. Pleistocene snakes of the Ozark Plateau.
Novitates, No. 1882, 9 pp. (February 28)

DuELLMAN, William E. A monographic study of the colubrid
snake genus Leptodeira. Bulletin, Vol. 114, art. 1, pp. 1-152, figs.

1-25, pis. 1-31, maps. 1-25, tables 1-30 (February 24)

Emerson, William K. Results of the Puritan-American Museum
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of Natural History expedition to ivestern Mexico. 1. General

account. Novitates, No. 1894, 25 pp., 9 figs. (July 22)

Emerson, William K., and Warren O. Addicott. Pleistocene

invertebrates from Punta Baja, Baja California. Mexico. Nomtates,
No. 1909, 11 pp., 2 figs., 2 tables (August 13)

Forster, Raymond R. Spiders of the family Symphtognathidae

from North and South America. Novitates, No. 1885, 14 pp., 27

figs. (March 21)

Gates, G. E. On a hologynous species of the earthworm genus

Diplocardia, with comments on oligochaete hologyny and '"Consec-

utive hermaphroditism." Novitates, No. 1886, 9 pp. (March 21)

Gates, G. E. On some miscellaneous lots of earthworms belong-

ing to The American Museum of Natural History. Novitates,

No. 1887, 11 pp. (March 21)

Gates, G. E. On some species of the Oriental earthworm genus

Pheretima Kinberg, 1867, with key to species reported from the

Americas. Novitates, No. 1888, 33 pp., table 1 (March 21)

Gertsch, Willis J. The spider family Hypochilidae. Novitates,

No. 1912, pp. 1-28, figs. 1-50 (October 6)

Gertsch, Willis J. The spider family Diguetidae. Novitates,

No. 1904, 24 pp., 19 figs. (August 13)

Gertsch, Willis J. Results of the Puritan-American Museum
expedition to western Mexico. 4. The scorpions. Novitates, No.

1903, 20 pp., 6 tables (August 13)

Gertsch, Willis J. The spider genus Loxosceles in North Amer-

ica, Central America and the West Indies. Novitates, No. 1907,

46 pp., 97 figs. (August 13)

Goodwin, George G. Two new mammals from Mexico. Novi-

tates, No. 1871, 3 pp. (February 26)

Goodwin, George G. Three new bats from Trinidad. Novitates,

No. 1877, 6 pp., 2 tables (February 28)

HoFF, C. Clayton. List of the pseudoscorpions of North Amer-
ica north of Mexico. Novitates, No. 1875, 50 pp. (February 28)

HoFF, C. Clayton, and Dwain Parrack. Results of the Archbold

expeditions. No. 77. Two species of Megacliernes (Pseudoscor-

pionida, Chernetidae) . Novitates, No. 1881, 9 pp., 2 figs. (Feb-

ruary 28)

Jacobson, Morris K. Results of the Puritan-American Museum
of Natural History expedition to western Mexico. 3. The terrestrial

mollusks. Novitates, No. 1899, 14 pp., 2 figs., 1 table (July 22)

LaMonte, Francesca and others. On the biology of the Atlantic

mailins, Makaira ampla (Poey) and Makaira albida ( Poey ). Scales



of the Atlantic species of Makaira, by Fraiicc^ca R. LaMonte. Notes

on the alimentary, excretory and reproductive organs of Atlantic

Makaira, by Francesca R. LaMonte. Relative weights of some

viscera in the Atlantic marlins, by Louis A. Krumholz. Some foods

of marlins near Bimini, Bahamas, by Louis A. Krumholz and Donald

P. deSylva. Juvenile blue marlin, MaUaim ami)la iPoeyl. from

Miami, Florida, and West End. Bahamas, by Donald P. deSylva.

Bulletin, Vol. 114, art. 5, pp. 373-116, figs. Ml, jils. 73-82, tables

1-7 (March 2-1

)

Lani;, Fiiedebico. A new Neotropical genus of Ischiolonchini

(Coleoptcra, Lamiidae). Nomtates, No. 1889, 17 pp., 2 figs.

(March 21)

McDiiNNOUCH, James II. A new species of Coleophora belong-

ing to the diipUcis-bidens group. Nomtatks, No. 1905. .i pp., 3

figs. (August 13)

McDuNNOiJCii, James 11. lleretufnre unpublished illu-lralinus uf

coleophorid genitalia, with notes (l.epidnptcra) . iNoMrvrKs, iNo.

1880, 11 pp., 15 figs. (February 28)

McDowell, Samuel Bookeii, in. The Greater Antillean insec-

tivores. Bulletin, Vol. 115, art. 3, pp. 113-214, figs. 1-46, tables

], 2 (May 5)

Makcus, Ernst. On western Atlantic opisthobranchiatc gastro-

pods. Nomtates, No. 1906, 82 pp., Ill figs. (August 13)

Moore, Joseph Curtis. New genera of Ea>t Imlian si|uirrels.

NoviTATES, No. 1914, pp. 1-5 (October 22)

Moore, Joseph C( rtis. A beaked whale from the Bahama Islands

and comments on the distribution of Alesoploilon densiroslris.

NoviTATES, No. 1897, 12 pp., 6 figs., 2 tables (July 22)

Moore, Joseph C( kti... A new species and redefiniliun of ihe

squirrel genus ProsciiiriUus of Celebes. Nomtates, No. 1890, 5 pp.

(March 21)

Moore, Joseph Curtis. New striped tree squirrels from Burma
and Thailand. Nomtates, No. 1879, 6 pp., 2 tables (February 28)

Rindce, Frederick H. Descriptions of and notes on North Ameri-

can Geometridae (Lepidoptera), No. 2. Nomtates, No. 1872, 23 pp.,

29 figs. (February 26j

Ri XKES. 11ei!]u;rt. New gi'nera and species of Neotropical Dis-

cocephaline and halyine panlaomids ( Ileteroplera. Pentalomidae).

Novrr\Ti;s, No. 1868. 27 pp., 4 (Igs. (January 31)

ScmvAicTZ. Alkeht. Four new frogs of the genus EleiilJierudac-

tylus (I.epliidaetylidac) from Cuba. Nomtates, No. 1873, 20 pp.,

3 figs. (February 27)

Snyder, Fred M. .Mu^(idae from the Bahama Islands (Diptera).

Nomtates. No. 1893, 4 pp. (March 26)

S-WDEl!. FitED M. A review iif New 'World \coi!exioi>.sis (Di|ileia.

Muscidae). The Orala Group. Nomtxte-, No. 1892, 27 pp.. 16 (igs

(March 26)

Sqi IKES, Don \Li) F. Stony corals frum the vieinily of Biniiui.

Bahamas. British West Indies. Bulletin. Vol. 115, art. 4, pp.

215-262, figs. 1-4. pU. 28-13. tables 1, 2 (May 19)

Squires, Donald F., Some Upper Creataceous corals from New
Jersey. Nomtates, No. 1911, pp. 1-7, figs. 1-6 (October 6)

S<juiRES, Donald F., and Edward J. Hawkins. Type Specimens

of invertebrate fossils in the collections of the Department of

Geology and Paleontidogy. 1. Porifera. Nomtates, No. 1913, pp
1-22 (October 22)

Stebiiins, RonEHT C. A new alligalnr lizard frum the Panamint

Mountains. Inyo County, California. Nomtates, No. 1883, 27 pp.,

6 figs.. 4 tables (March 21)

Stehbins. Robert C. ami Richard M. Eakin. The role of ihe

"third eye" in reptilian behavior. NoviTATES, No. 1870, 40 pp..

14 figs.. 4 tables (February 26)

Tanner. J\mes T.. and John \\ili.i\m llMinv. Summer birds

of the Chiricahua Mountains, .Arizona. Novitates, No. 1866, 11

pp. (January 2)

Newell, Nor.man D. A note on Permian crassatellid pc lecypods.

Novitates, No. 1878. 6 pp.. 3 figs. (February 28)

Nichols, J. T. A new goby and olher fishes from Formosa.

Novitates, No. 1876, 7 pp.. 1 fig. ( February 28)

NoRRis, Kenneth Stafford. The evolution and systematics of

the iguanid genus Vina and its relation to the evolution of other

North American desert reptiles. But.i.etin. Vnl. Ill, art. 3. pp.

247-326, figs. 1-17, pis. 43-6, tables 1, 2 (March 10)

Pai:m>. Kenneth C. A new nur uf ih,' biui'-headrd fautail

{ Hhifn'Jiif(i ivdiiircps) from lutrlliern l.nzi>n. Pliiliiqiine Island*.

Novitates, No. 1891, 5 pp.. 1 fig. (March 261

Rasqiiin, Priscilla. Ovarian morphology and early embryology

of the pediciilatc fishes Antcnnarius and flislrio. Bl lletin. Vol.

114, art. 4, pp. 327-372, figs. 1, 2. pis. 17-71. table- 1. 2 ( March 17)

RAsguiN, Priscilla. Studies in the control of pigment cells and

light reactions in recent leleost fishes. Part 1: Morphology of the

pineal region. Part II: Reactions of the pigmenlury sysiem to hor-

monal stiinulalion. Bi i.i.KTiN, Vol. 115. art. 1. pp. 1-6H. fig. 1. pi-.

110. lahle> 1-5 (,\piil M)

Rindce, Frederick 11. Descriptions of and notes on North .Ameri-

can Geometridae (Lepidoptera), No. 3. Novitates, No. 1910, pp.

1-24, figs. 1-26 (October 6)

\'mrii:. (!ii\iu.ES. S\-(.]iialic noles on Palearctic birds. No. 32.

Oriolidae. Dicruridae. Bombycillidae. Pycnonotidae. Nectariniidae

ami Zn-tercpidae. Nomt\tes. No. \SM. 28 pp.. 1 table (January 31)

\'aurie. Charles. Systematic notes on Palearctic birds. No. 33.

.A second review of Carpodaitis piiniceiis, with a stmly of its plum-

ages, and a supplemeiilary note on Eniln-'rhn srhcenirhis. Novi-

tates, No. Wm. 10 pp..
3

'figs. (July 221

A'aurie, Patricia. .A revision of the genus Diplotaxis (Coleop-

tera, Scarabaeidae. .Melonthinael . Bulletin. Vol. 11,5, an. 5, pp.

26.3-396. figs. 1-1.58. tables 1-5. (Oclober 15)

ZwEIEEL. Richvud C. Results cd tin- Puritan-.Vmerican .Museum

of Natural History expedition lo western Mexico. 2. Notes on rep-

tiles and amphibians from the Pacific coa-lal islands of Baja Cali-

fornia. NiiMTMi;,-. N.I. 189.5, 17 pp.. 1 fig. ijuly 22)

ZwEIFEL. Rich \ru G. Resulls of ihe .\rehbold expeditions. No. 78.

Frogs of the Papuan hylid gi-nus \yrtimystes. NoMT.\TES, .No.

18%. 51 |.p.. 21 i\-^... 2 lablc-'ijuly 22)

TiiK \viKRi( \N Ml sKt m"s scieiililie puliliealions may ail be

piircliasi>d. in person or li\ mail. Irom liie Museiiin's library.

Order from: .Miss Hazel City. Librarian.

TiiK American Miski^i ok Natiral Hkstory,

Cfiilral I';irk "West :it 79 Street,

New "> ork 21. New "l ,.rk.
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BOOK LOVER'S SALE
5536. LOVE IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Eengt Dan-
ielson. anthropologist on the Kon-Tiki voyage. A com-
plete, accurate, frankly \Yritten account of the family
and sex life of the Polynesians, that deals with sex

instruction, marriage customs, sexual freedom and
prohibitions, attitude toward nudity, abortion and vir-

ginity, and the basic concepts of a people to whom Ilie

sexual act is as natural as eating and drinking, rhotos.

Pub. at $4.00. Only 3.25

6322. INTRODUCING DOGS. By L. E. Naylor and E.

Tvlinek. Man's best friend, shown in a wide range of

breeds. Here are the characteristics and finer points of

each. In over 100 photos, magnificently reproduced in

7929. LAST SECRETS OF THE EARTH. By Bernard
Bosson and Gerard Lerny. Here are the most intriguing

of the Earths unsolved raysleries: the .Abominable Snow-

n. flying

$3.;

6282. New Concepts in Modern Psychology: GESTALT
PSYCHOLOGY. By Dr. Wolfgang ICohler. This important
book, now available in a completely revised edition, ex-

plores the existing schools of psychological thought and
provides a startling new approach to the study of the

mind. Special 3.98

BI040. MISSION ON THE NILE. By ,T. Dempsey. A
complete and fascinating slvidy of the peoples, cultures

and geography of the Nile. Illustrated with photographs

and drawings, the book has the feel of being there."

Pub. at $e.OO. Only ''95

BI077. THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
HYPNOSIS, liy .Stanley 1-. Krebs. Introducliou by

Dr. Jllllon V. KUne. The clearest and most concise

work on hypnosis and hypnotic methods. Pub at

S;3.00.
Only 2.60

Br068. GAS TURBINES AND JET PROPULSION. By
G. Geoffrey Smith. il.B.E. Covering every phase of the

subject, this book describes the adlievernent and problems

of all the major couiuries in Ibis held. Hundreds of

illustrations and charts. Indexed. Pub. at $".50. Only 3.20

BI034. THROUGH ARCTIC HURRICANES. By Hans
G. Prager. A true story of the sea. .-V newspaperman and

a cameraman, together, paint this vivid picture of one of

ihc wiir.st borriranes ever encounteri 1 'v I'l' ri-hrrv Pro-
II of the 11-'

!
'

' - iM/anlous

Xorlhern I i
' : '

i.-nlllic

make all lln- i- ! Illuslratcd

maps. Pub, at .?:. 110. Only 2.95

6467. A COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY OF THE
NEUROSES. By Ludivig Eidelberg. By comparing the

various neuroses, the auliior examines the problem of the

choice of neurosis and the attitude of the total personality

to various formatioiis-neurolic symptoms, character traits,

perversions. Pub. at SJ.50. Only 3.98

BI056. Book of Birds: THE FLAMINGOS OF THE
CAMARGUE. By E. Gallet. Printed on coated paper and
illustrated with over 50 photographs of birds of tile Fla-
mingo family, this book will be a continual source of

interest and pleasure for all bird lovers—cliild or adult.

754 X 9% in size, it makes a beautiful gift. Pub. at $3.50.
Only 1.98

BI063. AIRCRAFT TODAY. Edited by John W. K. Tay-
lor. For the aviation enthusiast. Articles by experts on

every phase of the subject from all over the world. Over
100 illustrations. Pub. at $4.73. Only 3.95

7339. MAN AMONG THE STARS. By Wolfgang D.
Ululler With the coiuiuesl of space, will man find intelli-

gent life on other planets? What will it mean tor man's

BI075. The Book of Mountaineering: WHERE THE
CLOUDS CAN GO. By Conrad Kain. Originally published
ill a limiteil cdtion by the American Alpine Club, this

volume Is the story of mountaineering in the old ivoijd

and the new, as well as the biography of one of llic rimst

famous mountain guides and climbers. With l!!i

graphs. Index, appendix and complete bibllo;

i.on.

Pub.
Only 3.60

BI087. ARCTIC SOLITUDES. By Admiral Lord Mount-
evans. The story of Eskimo life, sailing, nalurc, whaling,
and polar life In general. Includes an account of little

of the commonly observed species of

Inseels In the U.S. and Canada, recorded in a way to

make recognition relatively easy. Jfuch information
regarding the habits of air. water, earth and under-
ground Insects. 100 plates lllualrating almost 800
Bpecimens, many In color, 4,50

BI055. THE WORLD OF NIGHT. By Lotus and Margery
Milne. While the rest of the world sleeps, the life of

the night creature begins. Birds, mammals, insects, rep-
tiles—enacting the fascinating drama of nature. Pub. at

BI080. THE AGE OF PSYCHOLOGY. By Ernest Have-
mann. A guide to the modern science of human behavior

and how its development has entered the fabric of human
life. Pub. at $3.00. Only 1.88

6341. POMPEII. By Amedeo Haturi. 12S masterful photos
and comiirehensive English te^a make this a valued addi-
tion to your library. The story of the famous city which,

after being buried, under volcanic ash for centuries, was
finally disinterred after 200 years of toil by students and
workmen. Imported from It^ly. Hard cover. Pub. at IfO.OO.^

Only 4.98

BI04I. WILD WINGS. By Frank S. Stuart. A tale of

joyous natural existence, this chronicle of the annual

migration of a Hock of wild ducks will appeal to all nature

lovers. As timeless and universal as the blazing skies and
lonely forests that provide its background, the story is

rich in authentic detail and warm poetic insight. Pub. at

$3.50. Only 2.98

6168. THE MIGRATION OF SYMBOLS. By Count
Goblet d'.-ilviella. This classic work, the foundation
of religious archaeology, is the definitive study of how
symbols have influenced different civilizations. 161
Illustrations. Pub. at $5.00. Only 4.35

4850. FIELD BOOK OF NORTH AMERICAN MAM-
MALS, liy 11. v.- .Viilboriv, I'liuii ihc .^uitl iiislil -Miiuieis

that stalk Ibe SLiuuli.niiia I iiiil.i>rliiii-s l„ I lie aiiiinals lliat

fight r<u' lite in our bul dcsi-il -lauds— lliis invaluable book

contains deseripllons of every known mammal north of the

Rio Grande. 32 full-color plates: over I'OII black-and-white
illustrations. 614 pp. Pub. at $6.00 Only 3.95

BI036. REFLECTIONS OF A PHYSICIST. By P. W.
Eridgman, This is the enlarged edition. Contains the
bulk of iion-technical wrillng of Dr. liridgman including
some material published for the first time. Pub. at $6.00.

BI030. JOHANNES KEPLER—Life and Letters. By
Carola Baumgardt. Introduction by Albert Einstein. Here
is the biography of one of the outstanding men of all

time, the father of modern astronomy. Pub. at $3.75,
Only 2.95

BI086. BRITISH PLANTS AND THEIR USES. By H.
L. Ediln. A clear and imeresllng account of 450 distinct

species of plant life lliat are most directly connected with
human life. (Food, drugs, perfumes, dress, decoration,

etc.) Over 120 Ilhislratloiis, frontispiece in color. Indexed.
Pub. at $4,00. Only 3.20

BI064. ATOMS AND PEOPLE. By Balph K. Lapp. A
leading atomic scientist reveals the dramatic past present
and future of the atom—with emphasis on its future role

in peacetime development and its connection with the
development of aircraft and missiles. Pub. at $4.00.

Only 3.20

BI047. FORBIDDEN LANDS. By Gordon Cooper. The
author describes the remote and exotic parts of the world
which have not been tamed by our civilization. The strange,
wild tribes of North Burma, Formosa, Africa, Australia,
New Guinea, etc. Illus, with photographs. Pub. at $4.73.

Only 3.68

BI054. SWIFT IN THE NIGHT. By William Byron
Mowery. From autumn rambliiigs in the Catskills to re-

mote Canadian Northlands reached only by plane, here are

tales of adventure and discovery among the creatures of

the great outdoors. Many illus. Pub. at $3.75. Only 2.98

B1065. EXPLORATIONS IN SCIENCE. By W'aldemar
Kaempffert. A real find for everyone with an interest in

science. Clear but concise explanations of atomic energy
for bombs and fuel, space, satellites, the weather, crea-

4563. THE "THINK CLEARLY!" SERIES. A 10-
vulume home-study course in logic and clear-thinking
showing how you can utilize these vital tools in every-
day life. 10 softbound books cover scientifle and effi-

cient thinking, keys to rapid learning, etc. Nearly
500 pp. Illus. The entire set, special 3.00

BI049. PURSUIT OF AN ISLAND. By .lulian Jlockford.
Lovers of the exotic and esoteric will thrill to the adven-
tures of the author In his search for his "Isle of Happi-
ness." Illustrated with photos. Pub. at $3.00. Only 1.98

their dead females, the wisdom of the elephants,

and the strangeness of the leopards who walk like men.
Pub. at $3.50. Only 2.98

BI028. AN AMERICAN IN EUROPE: THE LIFE OF
BENJAMIN THOMPSON, COUNT RUMFORD, By Kgun
Larsen, Authoritative biography of the spectacular genius
based on original material collected on the scenes of his
activities. 'Mefferson, Franklin and Rumford are the three
greatest minds that Atnerica has produced," F. D. Roose-

BI07I. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY AND OTHER
ESSAYS. j:y Ivan Pctruvuh Pavlov. The basic wrlllngs

id other avenues of psychology
vnrks on



EXTRAORDINARY VALUES 10 to 60% S^Z^
BIIOO, THE ODYSSEY OF AN ANIMAL COLLECTOR.
IJV Cecil S. Wf'l.h. Tllc S|II>CM irin;luleill af llic Dulillli Zoo
Ic'lls nr his oxpcrlciiios wilh animals all over llic world.
.'.1 nllolosraplis, ami 10 llnc-clrawlngs uf the must uiuisual

animals and hlrds juu have ever seen. Indexed. I'ldi. at

$(l..j(l. Only $3.98

Binr? niC-TlnNARY OF PSYCHOLOGY. By P. L.
11.11 ir

, I
( ,l,^ Of entries, coverlns all basic terms

..1,1 : .1
I

.Ndioloy.v, nsyciioanalysis, psychiatry and
,illi. i

I.' M \iit a reprint of oljsoiete material, but
neiilv |.M|UM,I .IrrliiKl.iM,. and explanali.ini. I'uh. at $1.7.-..

Only 3.G0
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biiORTLY BEFORE World War I, the well-

known American arti.st, Vernon Howe
Bailey, was commissioned by The Ameri-

can Museuim to do a few of his celebrated

skelclies of life within its halls.

Bailey, whose career as an artist had

begun in Philadelphia in the 1890's and

did not end until after service with the

U. S. Navy in World War II, picked as

one of his subjects the scene reproduced

on the cover— llie celebrated Museum liall

in wliich the life-size replica of a great

l)liie whale has hung since 1907 (a picture

of the armature on which this model was

constructed is sliown on page 19 1).

April of this year marks ihe ninetieth

anniversary of The American Museuim

OF Natural History. For a review of

ninety years devoted to tlie cause of the

natinal sciences, turn lo page 186.

The American Museum is open lo the Piiljlic every fhiy in tlie year willioitl charge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possible.
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Reviews
LIKE A UNIVERSITY. The American

J Museum functions on many differ-

ent ]&veJs. By way of its exhibits, its

Planetarium, its lectures and publica-

tions (including this one ), it is an educa-

tional institution. Scientifically, through

its study collections, field stations, labo-

ratories and libraries, it is an important

center for research. Paralleling and re-

inforcing these activities, it is also an

environment conducive to the writing of

bofldbs — in which the purposes of tlie

Museum are extended both to the public

as a whole and to other members of the

wide community of natural scientists.

The scope of writing by members of

the Museum staff could scarcely be more
happily illustrated than by the books

reviewed here. Chosen at random—they
represent only a portion of the staff's

publications in book form over the past

eighteen months — their variety is not

only a product of the varied interests

of the men who wrote them but also a

reflieotion of the Museum's own aim of

making knowledge available to everyone.

from scientists to school children.

NOTIIINC could bi-lter exemplify this

width of range than two of the

books, both in the field of ornithology.

One is destined for the reference shelf

and the libraries of specialists: ihe other

for the living room and the bedside table.

For some ten years Charles Vaurie.

an assistant curator at the Museum,
has been working <m The liir(h oj l/ic

I'ulearclic Fauna. A revision of the

classical work, Ilarlert's Die Vogi-l ihT

Palacirklischen Fauna, Dr. Vaurie's vol-

TEN BOOKS BY MUSEUM AUTHORS
By Christopher Gerould

ume (WiTHERBY, $16.00; 762 pp.) de-

votes itself to a systematic li&ting of the

paeserine species in the largest of the

six great faunal areas of the world-
comprising Europe. North Africa and.

very roughly, Asia north of the Tropic

of Cancer. The average amateur orni-

thologist will probably never acquire

Dr. Vaurie's work, although the North
American (Nearctic) fauna has very

much in common with the Palearctic.

Yet, the volume's painstaking lists of

ranges, habitats, subspecies and geo-

graphical variations represent the basic

data from which other writers will shape

popular bird books for decades to come.

Indeed, it is not too nuicli to say that

the whole structure of the natural sci-

ences rests on the foundation afforded

by systematic studies of this kind.

In contrast. Living Birds oj the World,

by E. Thomas Gilliard. associate cura-

tor of birds at the Museum, is addressed

directly to the amateur. This is the

third volume in the "World of Nature
"

series (Doubleday, $12.50; 400 pp.).

Like its predecessors (on reptiles anil

mammals) , it contains extensive descrip-

tions, combined with a profusion of

photographs (more than 200 of them in

color). Covering 1.500 species (of the

some 8.600 species that make up the

world's bird population), the text runs

to 200,000 words and probably conies as

\hi. (,i;fioi ].u. a lej^iilar ciintrlbiilor

of revieiss lo Natihal History, has

reported developments in many fields

iif scifiice for llie past two decades.

close to a one-volume encyclopedia of

ornithology as can ever be expected. One
is particularly struck by the remarkably

high quality of modern bird photogra-

phy. This may be owing partly to im-

provements in photographic equipment

and materials, but it also seems likely

that the photographer's eye and the bird

watcher's have much in common.

SINCE it first o])ened, in 1935, the

Hayilen Planetarium has not only

attracted visitiu's of all ages but has

also served, ex officio, as the Museum's
public relations department for the sci-

ence of astronomy—answering inquiries

from press and public in an increasingly

space-conscious age. Two recent books

by members of the Planetarium staff use-

fully extend this public service.

Franklyn M. Branley. associate as-

tronimier. has compressed the important

facts about the junior members of our

s(dar system into less than 80 pages

in The Nine Planets (Crowell, $3.00).

Size, position, composition, motions and

all the other pertinent data are set down
here in direct, simple prose that will not

confuse the naked eye or first-telescope

amateur. .At the same lime, the book is

mealy enough to be a handy reference

for the more advanced. The illustrations,

by Helmut K. Winimer (arlist of the

Planetarium staff), are handsome and

particularly effective in providing a tri-

dimensioiiality that makes such rela-

tionships as elongation and lunar and

l)lanetary phases obvious at a glance.

Question-and-answer is a common de-

vice in writing popular science texts—

172
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A wonderful double gift -for

that youngster you love!

The American Museum

EXPLORERS

EXTRA-FREE GIFT!

A fascinating Book on
DINOSAURS will be sent

each child for whom you
enter a Gift Membership.
Telling the entire story of

these pre-historic giants,
lusual book is com-

-^ plete with photos of skele-

tons, life-like drawings and exciting
tales of the search for fossils.

Enroll your children or young friends now. Each
new Explorer will receive:

1 10 issues a year of JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY
I . Magazine. Published by the Museum, each issue is

filled with absorbing pictures and stories about na-
ture, quizzes, and other features to stimulate youthful

ard identifying him (or
merican Museum Explon

active Membership button for hi;

her)

coat lapel.

A special page al History devoted to

id nature experiences

The American Museum of Natural Hisfory, Central Park West at 79fh Street, N. Y. 24, N. Y.

Enroll the following children in the American Museum Explorers at S2.50 each per year, to

receive all Membership benefits above, and send each child a Dinosaur Book as a Eree Gift.

Remittance enclosed S (Please send check or money order—not cash.) J-4

Addi

City.

Add

City



ALL ABOUT TREES!
THEIR IDENTIFICATION,
HABITATS, USES, WOODLORE!

Two volume set by American dendrologist
enal)Ies you to identify any tree you are apt to see!

TREES OF THE EASTERN TWIG KEY AND FRUIT KEY

AND CENTRAL UNITED STATES TO TREES AND SHRUBS. $1.25

AND CANADA, $1.35 IIo
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NATIONAL NETWORK OF

AMERICAN BIRDSONGSI

This complete recorded encyclopedia. NA-
TIONAL NETWORK OF AMERICAN
BIRDSONGS. is now available as a com-
plete package ... at a worthwhile savings
to you! Imagine . . . 175 species of birds
from all over the United States have con-
tributed 495 Jiffeieiit songs and calls! This
complete set. Volumes I, II and III of 'Bird
Songs of Dooryaril. Field and Forest' is a
wonderful library item, a true network of

national birdsongs ! It's an ideal gift for

birdlovers, hi-fi tans, and nature enthusiasts
of all ages!

3 RECORD ALBUM . . .

$19.95 ppd.

EASTERN BIRD SONGS,
Vols. I & II each vol. $7.95 ppd.

WESTERN BIRD SONGS, Vol. Ill

$7.95 ppd.

SYMPHONY
of the

BIRDS

ciIleverly created by using actual bird songs
from the famous Stillwell collection) just

js a composer selects various instruments

to play certain symphonic passages. Com-
posed and arranged by Jim Fassett, Musi-
cal Director of CBS Radio. Side B, A
Revelation in Birdsong Patterns, another
astonishing piece of 'musical" magic on the

wing! Long playing, 33'/} rpm, 12" record.

just $5.95 ppd.
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ngle long

$5.95 ppd.

On a si

playing i
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HEROES,

HEROINES

& MISHAPS

folk ballads and songs
from Colonial days to

the Titanic Sinking!

FICKER RECORDS
231 Arcadia Rood, Old Greenwich, Conn.

Mone'j-hack Guarantee . . . Immtdiate Delivery!

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST
VERSATILE TELESCOPE
A true research instrument iif surpassing
quality, internationally used by a distin-

guished scientific and amateur clientele as a
portable observatory, long-distance micro-
scope or mighty telephoto lens. Superb for

terrestrial viewing, with unequalled power
and sharpness. The first break through in

optical science in 200 years makes this

Questar possible.

Entirely handmade. Ultra-precise optics

in 8-inch barrel, weight 7 pounds. Marvel-
ously compact, elegant, luxuriously com-
plete. Sold only direct, $995, in imported
Hnglish leather carrying case.

Lilerntiire on request

QUESTAR CORPORATION
Box 60 • New Hope • Pennsylvania

NATURALISTS
NATURE LOVERS

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Enjoy a nature vacation in the scenic Elk
Kelnge Region near famous .lackson Hole,

Wyoming, — in the beautiful Snake River

Valley.

On foot, or horseback, or "four-wheel-drive",

walch the Elk in spring migration to the

higher mountains from their winter refuge.

See Bear, Moose, Badger, Coyotes, Deer,
active Beaver colonies, Motintain Sheep,

Trtnnpeter Swans, Sandhill Cranes, Bird life

varied and abundant. Adjacent to Elk and
Bison refuges, and to Grand Telon National

Park.

Open all year, - WINTER SPORTS, and
WINTER ELK FEEDING ON THE
RANCH.

NEW MODERN CABINS
Excellent Meals — Reasonable Rates.

Best observation season for Elk migration

May first to June fifteenth.

for rales, mid clescriplive lileraiurc.

Write to

BEAVER VALLEY RANCH
Frank atiil Kalheritte Foster

Box 489-A Jackson, Wyoming

Make A Real Flower Screen
Room dividers and lamps with colorful

Mowers, leaves, butterflies and sea shells

pci iiianently embedded in Castoglas. You
can also make lovely gla.ss bowls, dishes,

trays, placeraats and other fine objects.

Make them for your own home, for gifts,

or to sell at a nice profit. It is easy to do
and inexpensive. For illustrated booklet

showing bow, mail 2r>c to Department
D-91, The Casioliie C:ompany, Woodstock,
Illinois. Order today!

i

^
FOR HUMMINGBIRDS ONLY

This feeder is the only improvement in

design ever made. Neither the bees nor any
other bird can reach the honey water. It

cannot possibly drip. You will love these

tiny jewel-like birds more than ever when
you can watch them feeding unmolested by
the bees. An unusual and heartwarming
gift. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Price $2.95, add
ISf' postage. In Calif, add 12(' extra for
tax. Full instructions included. Design by
E r w i n Brown. HUMMINGBIRD
HEAVEN, Dept. N, G818 APPERSON
STREET, TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA.

RARE INSECT-EATING PLANT

Carnivorous Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch

and eat insects. You can actually see bright-

colored traps seize unwary victims like the

insect above. A fascinating wonder of na-

ture, plants are easily grown from bulbs.

Each bulb sprouts leafy traps within weeks.

Ideal as gifts, six bulbs, sphagnum moss, full

color picture and planting instructions, $4.95

postpaid. (3 bulb package $2.75). Germi-

nation guaranteed. Other carnivorous plants

described in illustrated free brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

12 Rare Jungle BUTTERFLIES
A dozen vivid butterflies from * m fyf\

tropical jungles, ready to mount Jp I UU
or to use InTiandcrafts, decorot- ^ ' P"stp

ing, etc. Fascinating for nature-

lovers and students of all ages.

Beautiful specimens up to 3"

across. Processed to lie flat.

Four sets, $3.00

Clara Housse, Box 514, Westwood, New Jersey
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Conifer is felled in T/ie Living Forest

occiipalion oi Life with hammering home

the fact that biology is fascinating.

THE undeniable fascination of biology

is nowhere more apparent than in

the current tendency for specialists in

widely separated fields of research to

sit down together, compare notes and

learn from each other. Such '"interdis-

ciplinary" meetings sometimes bring to-

gether physical and natural scientists,

but more often explore the common
ground between disciplines within biol-

ogy tliat have become widely separated

in a period demanding specialization.

Ooe of the more interesting and fruit-

ful of these rapprochements has been

between the students of behavior, tiicm-

selves a diverse group, and the students

of evolution. In the last decade it has

been realized that tlie behavior of ani-

mal families and genera often appear

to be as specific and typical as their

physical structures. An obvious possi-

bility is that exploration of comparative

behavior may shed new light on the

mechanisms of evolution. Such was the

seminal idea behind two conferences,

held in 1955 and 1956. which are re-

ported in Behavior and E-volution (Yale,

$10.00; 557 pp.). This volume, edited

by Anne Roe and George Gaylord Simp-

son, collects and comments on a number

of the papers presented at the confer-

ences. No blinding illuminations seem

to have occurred but. as the papers

amply show, psychologists, anthropolo-

gists, geneticists and workers in half a

dozen other specialties are finding their

work much broader in implication than

had appeared earlier.

Amajor objective of the Museum's
. program has been to encourage the

natural interest tiiat most children have

in natural history. Two recent publi-

cations by members of tiie staff are

addressed particularly to this audience.

In The Golden Book of \nturr Crajis

(Simon and Schistkr. $1.95; 68 pp.),

(Continued on page 236)
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COSMIC STEPS

MAN tends to be egocentric: his view of the universe

around him is similarly self-centered—geocentric.

However, in the light of present-day conceptions of the

universe, this perspective is changing rapidly.

Various methods for developing our understanding of

the size of the solar system—and of the way our solar system

fits into our galaxy, the Milky Way and, in turn, into the

universe—have been employed. In 1957, the John Day

Company published Cosmic View, a book by Kees Boeke, a

Dutch schoolteacher, which gave a picture of the universe

in forty steps—from the microscopic through the macro-

scopic. With kind permission of the publisher, Boeke's

plan is modified in this presentation—which begins some

50,000 miles from earth and continues far out into our

galaxy and beyond. Helmut Wimmer, artist of The Ameri-

can Museum-Hayden Planetarium, has done three-dimen-

sional drawings to further dramatize Boeke's conception.

Above, we see the earth and the moon, brightly illumin-

ated by the sun, which is over the left shoulder of the

viewer. The sunlight reaches to the Pole, as it would dur-

ing spring and fall. The moon, earth's natural satellite,

is in the position it occupies during the full-moon phase.



EARTH AND THE MOON
We now move ten times farther into space; and

from some 500,000 miles away, the earth—moon
system is completely visible. Because of our out-

ward jump, the earth—which filled the preced-

ing cube—has here tecome the small, central

dot. The sun, far toward the lower left, lights

both bodies, and both earth and moon cast

shadows out into space. The straight dashed line

represents a portion of the orbit of earth about

the sun. The ellipse shows the orbit of the moon.

EARTH FROM 50,000 MILES
Our own planet, left, is not especially impres-

sive in the family of nine planets which re-

volves about the sun. Four planets are larger

than earth, and four are smaller. The smallest

is Mercury, whose equatorial diameter is 3,100

miles; and the largest, Jupiter with an equa-

torial diameter of 86,850 miles. TTie diameter

of the earth is 7,899 miles from Pole to Pole;

7,926 miles through the equator. Cloud banks,

normally present.have, of course, been omitted.

^••t-Mr/^

EARTH AND ITS NEIGHBOR PLANET
Of the nine planets, Venus can come nearest

earth—at times, it is only 26 million miles away.

Venus is sometimes called our sister planet

because its diameter (7,700 miles) approxi-

mates ours. We have never seen Venus' surface,

for it is covered by dense, opaque clouds in its

atmosphere. Presented here is a portion of the

two planets' orbits as they would appear when

viewed from some 50 million miles away—100
times farther away than in the preceding view.



ORBITS OF THE OUTER PLANETS
We move a hundred times still farther out—to a

point some 5 billion miles away, whence our

solar system can be viewed whole. The dashed

lines represent the orbits of the five outermost

planets—Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and

Pluto. The orbits of the inner planets—Mercury,

Venus, Earth, Mars—are all contained within

the small central dot. The solid line represents

the orbit of Halley's comet, which is now mov-

ing toward us and should be visible in 1985—86.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM ALONE
Here is the solar system as it would appear to

an observer some 500 billion miles away. The
sun, its nine planets, 31 natural satellites, some

1,500 asteroids whose orbits have been deter-

mined, and countless numbers of meteoroids

and comets all become this insignificant speck.

In this drawing, we should also see multitudes

of stars in the background, beyond limits of the

cube. However, these stars have been omitted, to

emphasize our empty immediate surroundings.

<\

OUR NEAREST NEIGHBOR
Our next jump is some 10 light-years into space.

Now we see our solar system, together with tlie

star nearest our sun—some 26 million million

miles away—Alpha Centauri, a bright double

star. To represent such vast distances, astrono-

mers use as a measuring unit the light-year—

the distance light travels in one year. Traveling

186,327 miles a second, Hght requires 4.3 years

to cover the distance separating these two dots,

i.e., from Alpha Centauri to the solar system.



A PORTION OF OUR GALAXY
Continuing our cosmic journey, we see our

solar system from a distance of some 1,000

light-years - or 6,000,000,000,000,000 miles.

The sun and its family are located in one of the

spiral arms of the Milky Way galaxy. We are

surrounded by vast numbers of stars (although

there are less than 10 within 10 light-years)

,

and untold volumes of interstellar gases. All the

stars we see from earth are in our galaxy, the

greatest concentration being seen in summer.

THE MILKY WAY GALAXY
Our solar system is a tiny speck in the array of

about 100 billion stars arranged in a vast disk-

shaped galaxy that extends 100,000 light-years

from edge to e^ge and is 15,000 light-years

thick at its center. The earth is 30,000 light-

years from its center. Our galaxy is in motion,

the region of our solar system making one com-

plete revolution about the galactic center every

200 million years. The small dots, here, repre-

sent globular clusters of thousands of stars.

THE LOCAL GROUP
Finally, we look at our local group of galaxies

as that handful might appear from a distance of

10 million light-years. The Milky Way galaxy,

itself, has become a speck. Close alongside it

are the Magellanic clouds, galaxies about 80,000

light-years away. Still farther out is a flattened

formation, the Andromeda galaxy, some 2 mil-

lion light-years distant from the earth. The

total number of galaxies is not known, but

there must be billions of them in the universe.
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Special nylon rope had to be used to reach the nest, tied in

such a way that Jiisy could grip rock during entire descent.

Banding in

the Alps
A Swiss ranger leads a risky life

BIRD-BANDING, which seems to have begun in Europe

in the late 1800's. is today a world-uide ocnipation.

In North America alone, where upwards of 7.000.000 birds

have been banded, there are over 2.000 acti\e banders: and

activity is continuing at a rate of about 350.000 bird? a \ ear.

The importance of banding is considerable. It enables

us to learn more about the shifts and interrelations of

animal populations, about the routes traveled by migratory

birds and about bird behavior in general. And the longevity

of wild birds may be far better understood if we stud\ wild

birds themselves, not birds in zoos and sanctuaries.

This activity has its inconveniences, but even its most

ardent enthusiast will agree that it usually requires more

patience than heroism. Not so in the Swiss Alps, where

rangers risk their li\es in their efforts to learn more about

the vanishing eagle. One such intrepid mountaineer. Adolph

Jiisy. is seen at work in the photographs on tliese pages.

They were taken with a telescopic lens by .\lbert Winkler.

Sheer precipice of a mountain in central Switzerland is seen

at left as Jiisy begins his perilous descent to eagle's nest.

1-83



Leather cloves are drawn on by Jiisy before he approaches

eagle — the only protection ranger has in case bird attacks.

Eagle spreads wings as intruder Jiisy enters nest. Size of

aroused bird adds to the hazards of risky mountain work.

Eagle's victim — in this case a marmot — is displayed by

Jiisy, who has pulled himself over to nest with his stick.

Eagle is banded easily, having l)ecome calm again after first

moment of excitement. Right, six-foot wingspread is shown.
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as well as for promotions, birthdays and other memorable occasions
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM CELEBRATES AN ANNIVERSARY

By Alden Stevens

IN 1869, the Suez Canal opened and

a golden spike at Promontory
Point linked the oceans of North
America by rail. Woman suffrage was

introduced in Wyoming Territory that

year, and General Ulysses S. Grant

became the eighteenth President.

In this same year. Albert Smith

Bickmore achieved the goal of which

he had vowed that he "would work for

nothing else by day and dream of

nothing else by night." His dream was

The American Museum of Natural

History, of which the Act of Incorpo-

ration appears, opposite.

Rarely has a scientific institution

of a radically new kind been sponsored

and enthusiastically backed by a group

of such distinguished citizens. The

original incorporators were not men
of science, but men of affairs. The list

included Theodore Roosevelt I father

of President T. R. ) : Joseph H. Choate.

lawyer—diplomat; Charles Anderson

Dana, |)ublisher of [he Neiv } ork Sun :

Morris K. Jesup. banker I and later the

Museum's third president) : J. P. Mor-

gan, financier; Robert Colgate, soap

and paint manufacturer: and J. D.

Wolfe, merchant and philanthropist.

Two years after incorporation, the

Museum opened—in the old Arsenal

Building (now part of the Zoo) in

New York's Central Park. Six years

later, it moved to the first unit of its

present home and. on December 22,

1877, opened to resounding oratory

and fashionable acclaim.

wHAT IS "natural HISTORY"? ll

1869 it was taken to mean the

description, study and classification of

natural objects, living and inanimate:

birds, mammals, reptiles and fishes;

rocks and all the other things, great

and small, that make up nature. The

term has gone far beyond that now.

In The American Museum of Natural

History, it means the entire, inter-

related natural world, in all its com-

plexity. Indeed, the term extends to

embrace the universe.

What is a museum? To the Greeks

it was a temple of the Muses, where

art and science—the sublime gifts of

mankind alone — could reach their

highest development. A true museum
is not merelv a building that houses

specimens, for these, without thinking

men and women, are nothing.

THIS Museum is such a group of

men and women — working, ex-

ploring, analyzing and educating. In

the beginning, ninety years ago. it was

two men: Bickmore. the Superintend-

ent (the later title was Director), and

J. B. Holder, his sole assistant. Nou it

is hundreds, attacking problems that

range from insect behavior to the

radio sounds of space, and relating

tiiese things to the evolution of life

and the role of man in nature.

When the Museum was just newlv

opened, well-known New York diarist

George Tenipleton Strong took slick

\ -lliilrnl of till- \in,-.i,-..n >,rii,'. Ml(.

SiKVKNS i-(,'rontl> appeared on tliesc

paces «itli a study of T.R.'s role as

l)ie father of American roii?ervation.

in hand and strolled up to look it over.

"It contains much that is interesting

and new (to me)," he wrote, "but the

cases seem unnecessarily crowded.

Strong was right: the cases were

crowded. Bickmore had much mate-

rial and very little space. He learned

the museum business as he went along.

I.N
tlic nineteenth century, most mu-

seums were simply collections of

things. Today, this Museum is a col-

lection of truths and ideas—drama-

tized and made clear by the display

of things in skillful arrangement.

The original crowded cases soon

gave wav to a startlingly new idea:

the habitat group—of which the first

showed a pair of robins, in lifelike

attitudes over a nest with eggs, built

on apple boughs. Mrs. E. W. Mog-

ridgc. finiii tiif British Museum, con-

structed this in tlie 1880"s. and witii it

started the |)oIic\ of realism in present-

ing nature, most recently exemplified

in llie Hall of North American Forests.

\ii longer were birds and animals

merely stuffed and plants displa>ed as

drv cuttings: natural positions and

colors were re-crcaled. In time, the

Museum's exhibits became unfettered,

natural unities.

Ri:si:\iu:ii led to new concepts of

tiic earth's past. Exploration

])roliiil :dl parts of the world, return-

ing with prizes to be studied and ex-

hibilcd. Here were the facts about the

natural world laid bare for all to see.

The Museum \\as succeeding in a real-

ization of Albert Bickmore's dream.
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Plans were grandiose

Museum's original plan

Harper's Weekly in 1897.

appeared in

The central

tower and full quadrangle have not been

l)uilt- Pl-netarium was later concept.

THE first plan for the Museum was

made by Calvert Vaux. It was to

be a splendid castle in what was then

a wilderness. Only shanties, and two

or three modest houses, were in the

area. Bloomingdale Road (now Broad-

way ) had not been improved this far

north; farms, swamps and herds of

goats were features of the landscape.

Harlem was a tiny settlement to the

north and daily stagecoaches were the

only transportation.

Eighth Avenue, now Central Park

West, was almost unsettled. Central

Park, itself—purchased by the City in

1853 and designed by Calvert Vaux

Carriages brought fashionable group

to a reception at Arsenal (on Fifth Ave-

nue) in 1875. This was the Museum's
first home, held collections until 1877.

President Rutherford B. Hayes and

group of distinguished citizens came



but the start was slow

and Frederick Law Olmsted—had been

started in 1856. but was far from com-
pleted when construction of the Mu-
seum's initial unit was begun.

Such was New York City's West
Side when the Museum was new. As it

grew, the Museum grew with it. By
1892, its second unit was finished.

This contained three large exhibition

halls, a lecture room, six smaller halls

and the library. The latter had actu-

ally come into being in 1870, built

from collections donated by public-

minded citizens who realized such a

library's value. Today, it contains one

hundred and forty thousand volumes. Cornerstone for Museum's first unit

was set by President Grant, above, in

June, 1874. In it were newspapers and
records, but location is now unknown.

to opening ceremonies, December, 1877.

Note overcrowded cases and the scant

attention paid thein. This was a gay
affair, with speeches lauding Museum.

Engraving is from Frank Leslie's Il-

lustrated iSeuspaper, January 5. 1878.
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First unit of museum, center, off Seventy-seventh Street,

was in midst of disorder in 1887. Apartment construction

was booming; the Columbus Avenue elevated, left, had only

recently been extended from its Fifty-ninth Street terminus.

A squatter's shack stood near Columbus and Seventy-ninth
about 1893. "El" is behind. Museum in background, right.

1 90 /

Once begun, growth was steady

IN the generation following construction of the first unit.

The American Museum multiplied its size fourfold.

Exhibited within was the Museum's first major acquisition

— a great collection of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphi-

bians purchased from Prince Maximilian of Weid-Neuwied

in 1869. For study purposes, the renowned fossil collection

of Professor James Hall had been obtained in 1873. P. T.

Barnum had donated an iguana and "one Human Hand."

Museum expeditions had gone to the western United

States, to Mexico, and across the Pacific. By 1900, such dis-

tinguished scientists as Henry Fairfield Osborn, Barnum
Brown, Franz Boas and William K. Gregory were on the

staff. Albert Bickmore's public instruction program was

rapidly extending outward into the public schools, and

classes at the Museum were steadily growing larger.



A. i^

Central Park is barely seen, jar right. The "El" made the

Museum muiii more accessible: attendance taxed the staff.

Manhattan Square, the Museum's 1 lacre locale, orifiina

was considered as a possible spot for a zoological fiarden.

Growing institlition, by 1893. had added its second unit-
facing Seventy-seventh Street—to the original unit of 1877.

m

Imposing facade of Museum, along Seventy-seventh Street,

looked thus in 1900"s. Trolleys ranalong Central Park ^'est.
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Professor Albert S. Bickmore was
Museum's founder and first director

(with title of Superintendent). He is

seen here in his study at Museum.

The museum of today, above, may be

compared with original plan on p. 188.

Open area, at top, was named Theodore
Roosevelt Park in ceremony last year.

Bickmore initiated public instruction

in 1880 by giving lectures illustrated

with lantern slides. Here he uses the

method in dissertation on Lepidoptera.
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Here, imagination was loosed of fetters and has never ceased to grow

SUPERINTKINDKNT BicKMORE studied under Louis Agassiz

at Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology. Later,

he was to travel widely in Asia and Siberia. During these

travels he said "I carried with me everywhere two things,

a Bible and a sketch of a plan for a museum in New York."

LTpon his return from Siberia, he decided the time was

ripe to rally the support he needed and build his museum.

He called upon William E. Dodge. Jr.. the wealth) amateur

conchologist, and was given a letter to the senior Theodore

Roosevelt. Roosevelt, with others, took the lead in bring-

ing Bickmore's project to reality.

From the Museums inception. Bickmore pioneered. The

teaching of natural history had not been thought of much

importance before; now it sprang into demand at an aston-

ishing rate. Bickmore began the educational program in

1880 — with a lantern-slide lecture on coral islands (the

Museum's Department of Public Instruction now reaches

over nine million people each year). Bickmore's visual

method was new, and he used it to the full, beginning an

endeavor that has never ceased to expand. From bringing

living knowledge to teachers, his first goal, he went on to

include "artisans, mechanics and other citizens." Finally,

came direct demonstrations for school children.

Bickmore and his staff fired the public s imaginalion with

exhibits and lectures. B\ the turn of the centurv. rising

interest brought a million visitors to the Museum vcarlv.
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Elephant's skin is cleaned, above, in

preparation for mounting. Now one of

the group in Akeley Memorial African

Hall, this specimen (taken during 1929

expedition) was not mounted until 1935.

Framework for replica of a blue whale
was built by Roy Chapman Andrews and
others in 1906. In life, this mammal
was 76 feet long and weighed 63 tons.

Model still draws admiring spectators.
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New standards of realism helped solve the problem of re-creating nature

WHEN an art museum wants a new exhibit, it buvs

things in finished form and hangs them on its walls.

When a natural history museum wants one, it often must

build it—from a mass of material and evidence brought

together by painstaking search and research. An animal,

for example, must be skinned and its skin prepared. Photo-

graphs and measurements must be used to determine posi-

tion and structure. Muscle forms must be built accurately

of clay, a plaster mold and shoil nuule. and llic skin pulled

over the adhesive-coated shell, as a wet glove is drawn on.

This determination to present the subject as it ap|ieared

in life is followed in many places today. Rut in the Mn-

seums early days, it was a new idea — bold and expensive.

One of many concepts pioneered by the Museum, it opened

new avenues to the creation of exhibits that allowed the

public to see nature untouched by man.
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At first, the Museum

Willamette meteorite came to Mu-
seum on a wagon in 1906. The largest

found in U.S. up to that time, the 15.6

ton object now stands in Planetarium.

A"

lamette, above, to

: in length, six and
one half feet high. Meteorite had been
discovered near Oregon City, Oregon.

SCORE OF YEARS before Mohammed
was born, in A.D. 570. a tree in

California was reaching for the sky.

Anglo-Saxons were still crossing the

channel from the continent to England.
Charlemagne's time lay over two cen-

turies in the future: the Battle of Hast-

ings was half a millennium away. But
in a California mountain valley, what
later came to be known as the Mark
Twain Tree, right, was a sapling

among the giant sequoias.

When cut, in 1891, the Mark Twain
Tree was three hundred thirty-one feet

tall, ninety feet in circumference at

the base, and without limbs for its first

two hundred feet above the ground.
A cross section, weighing nine tons,

was brought to The American Museum
m pie-shaped segments in 1912 and
reassembled there.

Meteorites are our only available

specimens from beyond the earth. No
one can say for certain how they were
formed. Yet their age can be estimated

by their content of radioactive ele-

ments and they contain no unknown
substances. Some are made up of iron

and nickel alloys and some are silicates.

It is generally believed that they origi-

nated in the belt of asteroids—a zone
of fragments, perhaps of an ancient

planet — rounding the sun between
Mars and Jupiter. There are some
50.000 asteroids, the biggest of which
—Ceres— is some five hundred miles in

diameter. The largest known meteor-

ite, which lies where it fell in Africa,

weighs about sixty tons. We can meas-
ure, weigh, analyze and describe these

wanderers from out of the cosmos but,

in truth, we know little about them.

IT
IS, of course, fundamentally a

mechanical problem to collect and
exhibit such things as stone heads,

giant trees and meteorites. But most
of natural history presents more difR-

cult problems. What can be done with

a tropical rainstorm, a stretch of rocky

beach, a bird song, or the colors of

an autumn forest? How can the nature

of a creature, too tiny to be clearly

seen, be demonstrated—a millepede, a

nematode one-eighth of an inch long,

microscopic protozoa, a thrip?

To show virgin nature, as it really

is, new methods had to be devised,

and were. The soimds of a rainstorm

or a bird call can be recorded on
tape, and played to the viewer of a

scene painstakingly constructed to
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sought unique things

show how a rain forest looks and how

man can adapt himself to life \vithin

it. In one Museum hall, the visitor

may hear the sound of rain and the

cries and calls of monkeys, parrots,

toucans, toads and insects—to com-

plete a picture of life in the Peruvian

Montana. Beaches, swamps, and the

magnificence of an autumn forest can

be, and have been, reproduced in

detail in other Museum halls.

What of the flea, the termite and the

ant? Since they are too small to be

seen clearly, they must be enlarged in

models. The Insect and Spider Hall of

The American Museum of Natural

History is the largest and most com-

plete exhibition of its kind in the

country. Here are models of fleas,

houseflies and a myriad other insects

—enlarged up to seventy-four diam-

eters—shoVving their stages of develop-

ment, the differences between male

and female, and the workings of their

ingenious physiology.

IT
IS not enough merely to stuff a

tanned skin. Muscle structure

varies with the position and activity

of the animal. Carl Akeley, sculptor,

inventor, explorer and taxidermist,

early recognized that muscle structure

under the skin must also be correct.

As did S. H. Chubb, he determined to

find what things should actually look

like {see p. 198). Under Akeley 's

leadership, a whole new philosophy of

exhibition was born, in which Museum
preparators presented each animal in

some typical attitude — fighting, rest-

ing, stalking game. They came alive

in the Museum halls — leopards from

India, beaver from the Midwest, bears

from Alaska, elephants from Africa.

This realistic taxidermy is generally

accepted museum practice today, but—

in the beginning—it was an entirely

new frontier.

A realistic habitat group is the per-

fect mating of science and art—which

the Greeks regarded as the true pur-

pose of a museum. The painted back-

grounds of habitat groups are great

examples of purposeful art. The blend-

ing of foreground with the background

often defies detection. Prehistoric ani-

mals, too. known only from their skele-

tal remains, have been reproduced as

in life by the co-operative endeavors

of scientific research and artistic skill.

For a look at scientist and artist at

work, see the next four pages.

A ciANT SEQUOIA SECTION, 1,341 years

old, was brought to Museum in chunks,

above, in 1912. It is on exhibit, still.

in the Hall of North American Forests.
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Chubb's rig. above, suspended all parts of skeleton (here,

a donkey ), was adjustable to obtain the exact action desired.

Famous example of Chubb's work is tbis rearin;; horse ami

man, belotv. Pair has almost become the Museum's emblem.

The knack of achieving realism

THE Ml'SlCUMS eminent comparative anatomist. Samuel

Harmstead Chubb, stopped at nothing to assure that

animals were mounted in natural positions. His studies

were begun in 1907. and led directly to his invention of

the elaborate scaffold, shown above, that made unlimited

re-positioning possible until precisely the correct posture

was reached and then made rigid for exhibit.

These things—scientific observation and interpretation,

combined with the artist's eye for form and color—are

the combination on which the Museum's program of exhi-

bition is based. The work goes on with painstaking exact-

ness, year in and \ear out. in behind-the-scenes laboratories

and workshops within the Museum. For—as with an ice-

berg—only a tenth of the Museum's whole is visible to the

casual observer strollini; lliroueh its hails.

Dangling outside the Museim, left, Chubb made pictures

of a trotting horse, used in the study of natural positions.



Painter Bruce Horsfall and his wife

work on background for bird exhibit in

1907. Bird-hall exhibits were first to

use habitat group approach in display.

Artist F. L. Jaques completes a scene

for Whitney Memorial Hall of Birds.

A historical tradition in art

was the key to imitating nature

THE IDEA of reproducing nature in art is not new, and

few artists have surpassed the frescoes at Pompeii in

freshness and grace, the seventeenth-century Dutch genre

paintings in detail or John Constable for his rendering of

light. Museum background painters have drawn on all

these traditions and others, but their problems are unique.

For one thing, background painting must merge with the

three-dimensional objects in the foreground. For another,

as the backgrounds of habitat groups came to be curved

rather than flat, the painter faced the problem of making

everything in the background seem properly shaped when
viewed from any point in the spectator's arc, which extends

some fifteen or twenty feet.

At first, in the Museum, there was little concern with

such problems of aesthetics or naturalness. As the prep-

arator and taxidermist James L. Clark has said, animals

were then "mounted stiffly erect, often with no hint of

their natural attitudes, and certainly with no appropriate

background surroundings." The already mentioned Mrs.

Mogridge—two of whose exhibits, of passenger pigeons

and Labrador ducks, are still on view—was the first to break

with this habit; and with the encouragement of Curator

Frank M. Chapman, the birds continued to fly ahead.

A bird hall, opened about 1900 and now closed, was

the first to present habitat groups as we know them today.

Gigantic scale of models is seen in a three-dimensional

exhibit in recently opened Hall of North American Forests.

Oak leaf made of cotton and wax, at the left, is twelve feet

long. Resting on it, at right, are three-foot daddy-long-legs.
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Alaskan glacier is painted by Belmore Browne, in 1946, as

background for group in Hall of North American Mammals.

Some of these exhibits, although they had painted back-

grounds, were walled or glassed-in at the sides; but in

most of them, the crucial step was taken : curved back-

grounds gave panoramas of the birds' natural habitats.

Today's background artists, however, face a multitude

of problems which did not exist for the technique's first

pioneers. It was Akeley's technique of mounting animals

with their natural musculature and in postures of action

that enormously complicated the artist's task of making
the exhibit a unified whole. Yet, the background artists

have been equal to diverse challenges, and their roster is

a distinguished one. from Bruce Horsfall and Louis Agassiz

Fuertes through William R. Leigh to Belmore Browne and

James Perry Wilson. Their successors today continue an

authentic, and authentically American, tradition.

Artist-in.FIELD Matthew Kalmenoff. above, sketches scene

for new forest exhibit. In Museum, below, he completes w ork.

five-and-a-half foot millepede made from air hose, and acorn
two feet wide. Magnification is twenty-four times life size.
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THE Vllth International Zoological Congress met in

Boston in August, 1907. After adjournment, many
of the delegates came to The American Museum of Nat-

ural History for a visit. The picture on the preceding

pages, taken that year, shows some of the greatest natural

scientists then alive, including many staff members of

the Museum. A key to the identities of some of the latter

appears at the bottom of this page.

The visitors, of course, had been attracted partly by
the exhibits, which were already recognized as new in

concept and execution; but more than this, the research

done at the Museum commanded respect. In the world
of science, research is the process that is fundamental to

any institution's achievement of prestige.

RESEARCH is one of the means by which man strug-

gles loivard mastery of himself' and his world. It is

far more than the mere observation of facts. It is also

application of these facts to the development of new
concepts and to the correction (or refinement) of con-
cepts previously held valid. This can go a step further,

and practical application is made of research's discov-

eries — in educational methods, inventions and solutions
to a hundred everyday problems.

To be productive, research workers need ideas, tech-
niques and equipment (including a library). In The

=6 15?
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Museum staff, in 1507, stood on 77th Street steps with
delegates to the International Zoological Congress for
the remarltable group portrait on the preceding pages.Among the more than fifty staffers were six biEwics of

vTruoT" •;> F'"""'"
S''^'^'"-"- (2) Henry

Fa rfield Osborn, who became President the next year-
ly; Hermon Bumpus, then the Director; U) Frederick
Lucas; ,5) George Sherwood; and (6) Roy Chapman

Museum. Others identified in this key are- (7) S Harm
stead Chubb; (8) B. Eric Dahlgren.'invertebra'e .ool"

American Museum, all are available. And, whenever

possible, the Museum sends out field parties to acquire

the information and specimens needed to further re-

search programs. In many research problems, consuha-

tion with workers in related fields provides new insight

into work at hand. The various fields of science at the

Museum frequently overlap in this way.

CONSIDER an example. The extinction of the dinosaurs

and some other maj or groups of early reptiles at the

end of the Mesozoic era has long posed a problem. Why
did they die out? The answer to this question — of in-

terest to the paleontologists — is complex. Many causes

may be involved. One possible approach to the problem
is the matter of temperature regulations in the reptiles

that survive today, a field of study for the biologist.

Today, the largest reptiles live in tropical areas, where
the climate is neither too hot nor too cold. Although
these creatures are called "cold blooded," because they
depend on the sun for their body heat, many active

lizards manage to maintain a body temperature warmer
than our own. The desert iguana of our Southwest, for
example, habitually maintains a mean body temperature
of 107°F. On the other hand, the large green iguana of
the American tropics usually has a temperature of about
90°. Because of its size, the green iguana not only needs

gist; ( 9 }
Walter Granger, field paleontologist; (10 ) Frank

Chapman, ornithologist; (11) William Beutenmuller, en-
tomologist;{ 12) James Chapin, ornithologist; ( 13) James
Uark, sculptor; (14) Joel Asaph Allen, mammalogisf
(15) William Morton Wheeler, conchologist; (16) An'
thony Woodward, cartographer; (17) Barnum Brown
vertebrate paleontologist; (18) Roy Waldo Miner in-
vertebrate zoologist; (19) Bashford Dean, ichthvolo'eist-
(20) Ralph W. Tower, physiologist; ,2i) WiUil D
Matthew, vertebrate paleontologist; (22) Robert Cush-man Murphy, assistant; (23) John T. Nichols, assistam.
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The Museum's scientists provide

a basis for its accomplishments

more time to bask, but more time to dissipate excess heat.

Thus, it is able to control its body temperature with much

less precision than can the smaller lizards, which are able

to take advantage of shorter periods of sunlight.

Armed with these facts, we can speculate that dinosaurs,

too, were in large part dependent on the sun for their body

heat. Now, assume that great temperature changes occurred

— changes that caused the temperature of the dinosaurs to

drop even as little as four degrees below the point at which

they could remain active enough to search for food. Simi-

larly, sharp rises in temperature could have drastically

affected the great beasts.

While we have no way of knowing, therefore, to what ex-

tent temperature changes brought about the extinction of

all the many kinds of dinosaurs, contemporary studies of

their remote relatives afford some insight into the role

temperature change may have played in this ancient event.

Thus, the Museum's research programs continuously

overlap and supplement each other. The Museum's three

major fields of research are biology, geology and paleon-

tology, and anthropology, each with its several branches.

And each field depends on every other. Fossil corals - and
fossil dinosaurs — cannot be truly understood without

study of their living relatives. Nor, conversely, could the

modern dog — or dogfish — be completely appreciated if

the long lines of their ancestry were not known.

FossH. STING RAY. ill the paleontological study collection at

the Museum, lived in Wyoming lake sixty million years ago.

^
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Canal Zone army antb march in circles in laboratory test

devised by a Museum scientist working at Barro Colorado.
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Biological stuflies— liolli Limiudmiu ;ui(I liilMxiciral make
lip one of the Museum's lliree major divisions of research.

Longest specimen of Peruvian cloth yet to be discovered.

heloiv, is taken off mummy, nbote, by Museum archeolojiists.



Researches are broken into

Southwestern Research Station, in Arizona, has a wide

range of desert and mountain environments for experiments.

SCIENCES are not only interlocked, as shown on the pre-

vious pages; they are also divided into many segments.

For example, within The American Museum, the biological

sciences, alone, have been divided into six separate depart-

ments : the studv of mammals, birds, amphibians and rep-

tiles, fishes and aquatic biology, insects and spiders, and

the general field of animal behavior. Geology and paleon-

tology are in a single department, yet the interests of its

scientists range from mineralogy to the study of fossil

invertebrates, and a separate department is devoted to the

field of micropaleontology. In the latter, some researchers

specialize wholly in Foraminifera — organisms useful in

identifying strata from drill cores, and therefore helpful

in the hunt for oil. [The Museum publishes a quarterly,

Micropaleontology, dealing in part with these creatures,

often less than one one-hundredth of an inch in size.]

The study of insects and spiders affords another example.

Because of wide variation, specialization in study is a neces-

sity. The beetles (the Museum is now studying the world's

largest, four inches in length ) function quite differently

from such social insects as ants and bees. Spiders (which

are not insects) exist in varieties too numerous to ft)uch

upon, but each variety is a fair subject for research.

It could well be said that, in the natural sciences, the

things to be determined are infinite, and that each discov-

ery brings new problems. The scientific staff of The Ameri-

can Museum pursues such discoveries and wrestles with

such problems. Through the Museum's scientific publica-

tions, they—and their colleagues in other institutions— tell

the world what they have found.

Not all this research is done in New York City. Field

investigations are made in many parts of the world, col-

lections returned for studv and exhibit and observations

published on the findings. Nor is such research all.

Museum scientists already work regularly at the three

field stations pictured here. The Archbold Biological Sta-

tion was established in 1941, the Lerner Marine Laboratory

in 1947 and the Southwestern Research Station in 1955.

Established by Richard Archbold. the first of these three

is located in south central Florida—in an area of cypress

swamps, sand scrub, high pinelands, flatwoods, live oaks,

open marshes, ponds and lakes. Probably no other region

of Florida presents such variety for biological research.

Alligators haunt nearby lakes and streams and there is easy

access to herons, egrets and ibis, dragonflies, butterflies

and a blending of temperate and tropical fauna. Equipped

with excellent laboratories, workshops, cages for large and

small animals, photographic darkroom, boats and diving

equipment, its facilities are open to all qualified investi-

gators approved by the Station's advisory board.

Research on animals carried on here has ranged from

insects to toads, and much botanical work has also been

done. While fresh-water and inland life are most accessible,

the station is conveniently close to both Florida coasts.

THE Lerner Marine Laboratory is at Bimini, in the

Bahamas, some sixty miles east of Miami. Bimini is a

low island of coral sands, on or near which most Caribbean

and West Indian forms of life exist.

As in the case of the Archbold Station, its facilities are

provided to visiting scientists, who have carried on work
in geology, animal behavior, marine ecology, paleoecology,

oceanography and endocrinology. In addition to the Mu-

Archbold Biological Station, in Florida, lies in an area

of cypress swamps, palmetto flats and subtropical climate.
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a myriad of specializations

seum's staff, scientists have gone there from the Sorbonne,

Harvard, Yale. Cornell. Columbia, the New York Zoo-

logical Society, the Geological Survey of Canada, and

more than a dozen other distinguished institutions.

The shallow waters of the Great Bahama Bank are the

home of an extraordinary variety of fishes and marine

invertebrates. The opportunities for studies in marine

biology—and botany and entomology as well—are broad.

The hurricane season makes work impracticable from

September through the end of November each year, and

the laboratory is then closed. During the remaining nine

months of the year, however, the Lerner Laboratory is a

busy place: last year, more than forty visiting scientists

used the facilities of the Laboratory.

THE third major Museum field facility is the South-

western Research Station, on the eastern slope of the

Chiricahua Mountains in Arizona, near the New Mexico

border. Its altitude is 5,400 feet, and the area is conven-

ient to both desert and higher mountain zones.

Oak, juniper, pine. Cottonwood and willow surround the

station, and the available fauna ranges from that of north

central Mexico to that of the Rocky Mountains. There is

probably no area in the United States with a more varied

natural history, including at least nineteen species of bats-

many of them to be found in nearby Crystal Cave.

Geologically, the Chiricahua Mountains offer formations

from pre-Cambrian to Quaternary, all of which may be

Among other iiiitnials. such diverse creatures as allipalors.

pelicans and silkworms have become subjects of study here.

Lerner Marine Laboratory, on Biniini. surrounded by lilo

of tropic waters, is famed for marine biological research.

found within ten miles of the Station. There are also many
\olcanic rocks—basalt, tuff, and the like—of Tertiary and
Cretaceous age. For the paleontologist, a rich fossil fauna
is available in an LIpper Mississippian formation.

There are also archeological remains in the vicinity. One
stage of the "'Cochise Culture." a pre-pottery culture in the

Southwest, has been identified in middens and hearths in

the foothills of the Chiricahuas. This '"Chiricahua stage"

dates from SOOO to 3000 B.C. As with the other field sta-

tions, visiting scientists come from an\ where in the world.

Over three hundred have worked here thus far.

EACH of these field stations is strategically located, has

a completely different surrounding area, and offers

its (iwn opportunities for field research in natural history.

The purpose served by these facilities is useful and sim|)le:

to provide a locale where specific problems may be attacked

at modest expense under ideal laboratory conditions. Each
field station is a happy compromise between work in the

city-bound Museum and the unattractive alternative of

hast} field work—which often affords insufiicient chances
li> make prolonged studies of materials in situ. The wide
range of projects carried on in these field stations— includ-

ing man) that originated outside the Museum staff—has

proved the stations" value to science.

Diverse as the locations of today's field stations are,

they are too few in number to take full advantage of the

jiotential implicit in the field station method. These three—
and the newly established Kalbfleisch Field Station on Long
Island—are. in a way. pilot projects. In the world, today,

there are more than three hundred field stations, under
\arious sponsorships, yet there remain unexploited areas

that would serve the purposes of natural history equally

well, or perhaps better. But further expansion of the

Museum's field station program must wait a later time.
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Mauled in encounter with elephant in

1909, Carl Akeley, above, was badly in-

jured. He is shown, below, in 1916, with
panoramic cine camera that he invented.

'c^^a/n^

The explorers bring

THE museum's first official expedi-

tion, in 1887, went to the Bad
Lands of Montana for bison. Thus
began a record— it now totals almost

a thousand—of exploring parties that

have left the Museum in search of

exhibit and research materials and

information. The Museum's largest

was the Third Asiatic Expedition, in

1923, led by Roy Chapman Andrews.

With forty men, over a hundred

camels, five cars and two trucks, he

traversed 2,200 miles of hitherto un-

explored wastes in the Gobi Desert.

One of the Museum's best-known ven-

tures, it returned with invaluable in-

formation and material, including the

celebrated fossil dinosaur eggs, with

which Dr. Andrews is shown below.

THERE were other expeditions al-

most as big—the Eastman-Pom-

eroy-Akeley, in Africa from 1925 to

1929. and the Jesup, on both coasts of

the North Pacific from 1897 to 1902,

are two. But most of the Museum's
field parties have been much smaller.

In many cases, one durable scientist

has gone into the bush, alone, to search

out birds, mammals, fossils or strata.

In Gobi, in 1923, Roy Chapman Andrews
takes picture of fossil dinosaur eggs.



new knowledge home

The "Golden Age of Exploration,"

as it has been called, took place during

the 1920''s. This was the period of

large, lengthy—and extremely produc-

tive—expeditions. The market crash of

1929 greatly curtailed grants of funds

to the Museum, yet the 19.30's saw the

greatest number of field parties—over

two hundred. In 1930 alone, thirty-

five parties went out and that same

year, the famous ornithologist Robert

Cushman Murphy, in Natural
History, wrote this epitaph for the

Golden Age: ".
. . the haphazard age

of discovery is over, and exploration

is no longer an end. but a means."

THE contributions of exploration

to knowledge have been most im-

pressive, and the methods developed

for work in the field are hardly less

important. Franz Boas' work on the

Jesup North Pacific Expedition, for

example, became a model for future

ethnographic surveys. And on the

level of field techniques, the motion

picture camera was an ungainly tool

until Carl Akeley invented a camera

(opposite) that aimed as easily as a

pistol and svviveled in any direction.

Pamir snows are background for James
L. Clark and fallen Ovis poll, in 1926.

Posing with gorilla, above, in 1929,

W. K. Gregory, right, seems triumphant.

In 1951, beloiv, he lectures on gorilla

anatomy with aid of mounted specimen.



Teddy Roosevelt, with the Museum's George Cherrie and

Leo Miller, explored a Brazilian river in 1914 expedition.

Koryak warriors, in Siberia, donned armor—hide plates

tied with thongs—for Jesup Expedition photograph in 1901.
Portable blind, shaped like an ostrich, was pictured by

Carl Akeley in early 1900'^. Man inside could observe and

THE American Museum's location made exploration

in the Western Hemisphere a logical first choice, and

this is the area in which most early parties worked. The

interdependence of natural history's many parts, however,

means that no part of the world stands alone. When
chance for wider travel arose, the Museum seized it.

Korea—then a land of mystery, known in the West as

the "Hermit Kingdom" — saw Roy Chapman Andrews

travel hundreds of miles on the Yalu River in 1911.

By 1912, the Museum had thirty-five expeditions in the

field and every continent except Australia had been visited.

Greenland Eskimos, in 1913, reacted variously to foreign

phonograph music of Museum's Crocker Land Expedition.



Raft on Kolyma River. ;ii luni dl

ethnologist Jochelsoii in imi-uil ol

cfiitury, carried darinp

SiliiTian Irilial i;riniii^.

{jhotograpli animals, for they pay little heed to ostriches

African natives have long used such disguises for hunting

Large fruit bats, called "flying foxes." are captured in

flight hy camera of 1936 Archhold New Guinea Expedition.

With the American Geographical Society, Yale. Harvard

and other institutions, a party was sent to Greenland in

1913. As the years passed, seas and islands round the world

yielded their secrets. The Museum was soon not just

American, it was an international institution.

These world-girdling expeditions developed a science

of exploration. Early explorers often went out only to see

what could be found. But Museum parlies, such as the later

Archhold New Guinea Expeditions, could travel by air, and

even have supplies air-dropped at predetermined points.

They knew what they wanted and where to go to find it.

In the Bahamas, in 1902. the ornithologist-artist. Louis

Agassiz Fuertes, made field sketches from fresh specimens.



This is a dominant objective of the Museum

FROM the time of Albeit Bickmore's

first lectures—in fact, in Bick-

more's mind long before then—public
instruction has been a vital part of

the Museum's work, perhaps the most

important of any. The Museum's ex-

hibits themselves are, of course, the

most complete demonstrations of the

way our world works that a visitor

can find. Yet even the synthesis of

an exhibit can be multiplied in effec-

tiveness by the stimulating comment
of intelligent teachers, who add em-

phasis to the content of the Museum's
displays. And. any weekday, elemen-

tary school classes may be seen in

the halls, benefiting from the com-

mentary of their own teachers.

But such use of the Museum is only

a part of its educational mission.

Consider the "World We Live In"

program, which gives some 85,000

school children each year a four-hour

session in the Museum. Lessons in

the exhibit halls, the opportunity to

handle natural science specimens, films

and demonstrations of fact and prin-

ciple help to bring nature to life.

Nor does the Department of Public

Instruction confine its attentions to

school children. A special program
exists for adults. There are field trips

to nearby points that lead the city-

dweller to a closer understanding of

nature. Many, each year, travel the

nature trail, founded by the Museum,
at Bear Mountain, forty miles from
the city. The teaching of teachers is

another mission. Each year, a dozen

Museum courses—for which academic

credits are granted — are oversub-

scribed by student educators. Camp
counsellors come to learn how best

to teach natural history in the field.

Nurses -in -training at sixteen New
York hospitals attend lectures and
demonstrations in a variety of bio-

logical subjects.

ALMOST from the earliest days, the

Museum was prepared to carry

its message outside its own walls.

There is a substantial circulating col-

lection of portable exhibits, which
city schools may borrow for classroom

and other uses. And the Museum is

During World War II, the Planetarium
helped to train navigators for military

services. The time needed to acquire

skill was cut by simplified procedures.

Less than two weeks after Sputnik Fs
launching, in October, 195 7, the Hayden

always glad to help educational groups

set up their own exhibits and programs

to suit their own needs.

A vital element in the Museum's
mission of general education is

a relative newcomer to the grounds—
the Hayden Planetarium. Since it

opened in October, 1935, this show-

place of the heavens has captured the

imagination of more than ten million

persons. And each year several hun-

dred young people and adults enroll

in Planetarium courses that include

various phases of astronomy, naviga-

tion and meteorology.

The heart of this institution, dedi-

cated to the natural history of the

heavens, is a Zeiss projector, which

was donated to the Museum in 1934

by the New York philanthropist,

Charles Hayden. By next year, a new
(and improved) Zeiss projector, a

gift of the Hayden Foundation, will
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Planetarium offered lectures on space,

man-made satellites. The crowd, above.

take the place of the original instru-

ment. These dumbbell-shaped, optical

machines, weighing two tons, have

become familiar to all star enthusi-

asts in recent years. Turning inde-

pendently on any of three axes, they

project—on a hemispherical dome—
the stars of either hemisphere as they

appear at any time, demonstrating

the changes in the night sky that occur

with a change in latitude, as well as

the movements of the moon and

our neighboring planets.

While this great instrument is the

heart of the Planetarium, it is oidy

one of its features. The massive Willa-

mette meteorite, {page 196) . the Wom-
an, a small one of three tons, and an-

other, the Ahnighito— largest lthirl\-

four tons) on exhibit in the world-
stand in its halls. And an enormous

orrery—a Copernican model of the

entire solar system, also the gift of

Charles Hayden—occupies one floor.

lined up following Sputnik II. 85,000

srhool children attendc<l the sntcllilp

lectures last year, wiiirh may i)e(ome a

permanent part of astronomy prof;rani.

Nati'RE walk tlirough Central Park is

led by Farida Wiley (pointing, above).

Pui)lic Inslruclion veteran. Many of

tlie education programs are for adults.
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Indian Elephant, in 1910, dominated "Children's Room,"
which opened the previous year. Today's equivalent, the

Natural Science Center, is host to 50,000 children a year.

Five bird.s in a box are typical of the pioneer circulating

collections that went out to city schools in early 1900's.

2l6

Museum messenger of the same period leaves the building

with boxes of specimens to be shown during school lecture.



^

Early habitat group was a center of

interest for school children in I'Jll,

above. Museinii in-Irurii^r i~ Iccluriii!:.

The group sliowed young and mature elk.

Within the busy city, the world of nature

IN
the urban areas of ever) nation,

young and old alike have little

chance to learn, firsthand, of woods

and streams and open fields. In sprawl-

ing New York, the Museum's halls—

froin the earliest days — have given

city children the next best thing—

a

look at the workings of soil and sun,

plants and animals, and the changes

that come with the seasons.

From the beginning, the children

ha\e lo\ed it. The lifelike exhibits,

the films and lectures, the glimpses

of bright, exotic corners of the earth

—all give the young visitor a realiza-

tion that the whole world is not like

New York. For city youngsters, these

things are unforgettable, and the

passionate interest thus kindled has

regularly led many children to further

exploration and closer study of the

great world of nature around them.

An electric trick, above, carried collections in 1")08. By
1935, right, exhibits traveled in this shiny panel truck.
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Akeley's bust of gorilla regularly receives a thorough
examination—and polish—by such young visitors as this.

This i.im ii niii., in ihr Nulurul Science Center, with its

retractahlc licud and led, proves a fascinating spectacle.

2l8

The young are always welcomed

To TOUCH a bronze gorilla's nostril, to see a wolf pack

loping over moonlit snow or a leopard bent over its

prey, to peer at the ceiling-high bones of a dinosaur or

the great bulk of a whale out of water—these are experi-

ences children love, and what they love, they remember.

When a snake wriggles through a child's hands, "snake" is

no longer a word in a book—and no longer a thing to fear.

When any part of nature becomes familiar through per-

sonal encounter, the whole of nature seems more inviting.

A trip through the Museum is, for a child, the next best

thing to traveling round the world in the company of an

omniscient guide, friendly and informative. This is why
children come to this house of the world in ever-increasing

numbers. This is why the Museum is geared so closely

to schooling—reaching out for the thoughts of those who
come to know that they are, now and forever, truly world

citizens, fellow members in the community of nature.

A RELIEF GLOBE, right, helped these blind children to grasp

for the first time a conception of their world as a whole.
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SOME HAADS may be quicker than the eye, but the mind
is always faster than the quickest hand. In a natural

history museum, our thoughts race so far ahead of the

painstaking work of creating what our minds have already

seen, that the long wait between dream and reality often

seems a frustrating burden. But, if we look back to see how
far we have come since our start ninety years ago. that pros-

pect should renew our confidence in where we are going.

When The American Museum's newest exhibit— the Hall

of North American Forests — was opened to the public last

year, it brought us a second step forward in a new exhibi-

tion program that was first announced over a

decade ago, in 1947. We are about ready for

the third step — the installation of the Hall of

the Biology of Man. When a baby takes a sin-

gle stride, it may still be a premature accident.

When it lifts its foot for the third step, you
know that the youngster is walking. And we
know' today that our "new" program is slowly,

but surely, on its way. Let us retrace its

course from the past toward the future.

Through more than half a century. The
American Museum of Natural History has held a position of

leadership in the presentation of nature — nature as it exists

on its own, undisturbed by man. We speak of it as "virgin

natuie,' in frank, though unconscious, self-appraisal of

our human species as the only beast in nature with our

ability and inclination to violate all we touch. Over the

years, the generosity of our friends and the artistry of

our staff — as the preceding pages demonstrate — have

brought our presentation of virgin nature to a level of

perfection perhaps never likely to be surpassed. Our "new"
program, which is now more than ten years old, is in no
way a replacement but rather a supplementation of the pro-

gram that existed previously.

THE TRADITION most perfectly embodied in the habitat

group — with its inspiring presentation of the beauty

and the fascinating interrelationships of undisturbed na-

ture — must be supplemented for several reasons. In some
respects, the habitat group — when offered by itself —
places too great a demand upon our public, for the educa-

tional method of the habitat group is indirect. One of the

outstanding virtues of this form of presentation is that it

does not predigest the evidence. Instead, it makes a total

reconstruction of a scene or event in nature, in which the

effects of many natural laws and scientific principles are

implicit, and from which a penetrating mind may draw
many conclusions and gain many new insights.

By the same token, the habitat group also offers abun-

dant opportunities for those not versed in scientific deduc-

tion to overlook or misunderstand these implicit messages.

In fact, a habitat group sometimes seems to challenge the

casual visitor to draw — from replicas of the same kind

of evidence — the same conclusions that it may have taken

science decades to reach from study of the originals in

nature. A label in the case — or a lecture — has, therefore.

always been an essential adjunct of the habitat group,

relied upon in an exceptional degree to bring out all the

lessons implicit in such an exhibit.

But the virtues and opportunities — and, therefore, the

duty — of a museum lie in the use of the third dimen-

sion for visual demonstrations that no other type or

medium of education is equipped to offer. The American

Museum's new program, therefore, calls for an increased

emphasis upon displays of objects or segments of nature

removed from their natural surroundings and placed in an

artificial arrangement derived from a consideration of some

particular natural law, so as to present an

explicit visual demonstration of the law's

meaning and significance.

Generally speaking, the explanatory exhibit

can never have the dramatic impact of that

which carries its message implicitly in a "total

recall" of nature. But the explanatory exhibit

can have great aesthetic, as well as intellec-

tual, appeal in a more quiet key, and it will

always be infinitely more dramatic than the

labels that try to make explicit that which is

only implied in the visual contents of other displays.

For it is actually the label, and not the informative ex-

hibit, that our new program proposed to replace — to

the extent possible with explanatory demonstrations in

three dimensions. The aim, in its simplest terms, is ex-

hibits explained by exhibits in interrelated series, rather

than exhibits explained by labels. Both the Warburg Memo-
rial Hall (Natural History, June, 1951) and the Hall of

North American Forests (Natural History, June, 19581

provide illustrations of this blending of informative habitat

groups with explanatory exhibits in the over-all presenta-

tion of their subjects.

But this increased use of the explicit method of visual

demonstration is only a minor feature of the new program.

Its major point of departure lies in the injection of man
and his works into our presentation of nature. Man is here

to stay, at least as long as museums do, and the impact of

man upon his environment throughout our world has be-

come so powerful and all-pervading that it can no longer be

disregarded by any individual or institution undertaking to

teach a knowledge of nature.

THE TRADITIONAL, and separate, exhibits of undisturbed

nature on the one hand and of human life on the other

— illustrated chiefly by the finer artifacts of different

material cultures — have an important function to perform.

But the story such exhibits tell is not complete, for it fails

to bring man and nature together — omitting all mention

of what lies between the two. It is the chief purpose of

our new program to supply this missing chapter of an

otherwise well-told tale.

Witliin our museum premises, the new program has its

center and starting point at the Seventy-seventh Street

lobby on the first floor. To the west of this lobby will be

spread the record of the biological and cultural history



of man — and of his adjustment to the opportunities, con-

ditions and limitations of his environment. To the east,

we shall ideal with nature as the environment of man,

whether marked or unmarked by his influence.

Of this series to the east, the Hall of North American

Forests — as I have already mentioned — is the second unit

to attain completion. The Felix M. Warburg Memorial Hall

of Ecology, which was opened in 19.51, was the first.

Therein, we introduce the concept of nature as a whole

functioning as the environment of man — influencing man's

activities and modified by man's actions.

The new Hall of North American Forests continues the

story of the Warburg Hall, illustrating the more important

types of forests by habitat groups, with explanatory ex-

hibits demonstrating both the principles governing the life

of the forests and the relationships of forests to man. For

example, both cutting bv man and harvesting by nature,

reforestation and natural propagation, natural enemies and

friendly denizens, food cycles, and relationships to soils

and to climates are touched upon.

FROM a presentation of the forests, it is logical to pro-

ceed to a Hall of General Botany. Any visitor to our

museum will know what extensive use we must make of

botanical material and knowledge in order to create a

natural habitat setting for our zoological exhibits. Indeed,

it might be said that our animal groups are more botanical

than zoological. But. since these exhibits are primarily de-

signed to illustrate other subjects, they do not, by them-

selves, create an understanding of nature as a whole.

The proposed Botany Hall may therefore be viewed as a

centralized explanatory exhibit that will supplement and

make more useful the numerous informative displays of

botany that are alreadv dispersed through our exhibits.

Various means by which plants adapt themselves to differ-

ent environments will be explained. Their methods of repro-

duction and dispersal, and their relationships to the animal

world, will be illustrated. These relationships are strongly

focused upon insects, as destructive enemies, as helpful

aids of pollination, and in other associations.

Before we come to the end of the Hall of

General Botany, therefore, we will have had

to take up the subject of entomology as it

relates to the life of the plants. We propose,

in the next hall, to continue the presenta-

tion — with the insects themselves as the

chief objects of our attention.

BY this time, we have probably looked far

enough into the future to the east. Let

us therefore return to the west, where the new Hall of the

Biology of Man will form the first link in a future chain

of exhibits trying to build a foundation for an understand-

ing of man. both by himself and as a product of his environ-

ment. The entire concept of this series was first developed

by Harry L. Shapiro, Chairman of the Department of

Anthropology, more than a decade ago.

The Hall of the Biology of Man is now nearing comple-

tion. It will start with a brief exposition of man's evolution

and of the physical characteristics that distinguish him from

all other living beings. The form and functions of the

human bod\ \\\\\ be anah zed and explained, as will be the

biological problems and conditions created by the fact

that man is a social, and not a solitary, organism — pre-

ferring to live in crowds instead of roaming alone.

WK HOPE to continue u ith a series of additional new-

Halls pursuing the subject of man. as follows. First,

the fundamentals of human behavior and their relationship

to glands, sensory organs, nervous system, and external

conditions: next, an analysis of the basic principles in-

volved in the process of learning. By our treatment of

these subjects we will have set the stage for an exposition

of man as a social being in which we shall take up such

subjects as the methods and paraphernalia used by various

civilizations in order to develop, in the young, the mental

attitudes and physical responses required of adult mem-

bers of the particular type of society to which they belong.

An attempt will be made to explain the different prestige

patterns characteristic of different cultural traditions or

different stages in cultural development according to the

relative respect and powers which society confers upon

such groups as its warriors, its scholars, or its traders;

upon the aged and the wise, or the young and inventive,

upon male or female; and upon other classifications of

the individuals that compose the group.

Such a treatment of man as a social being will be fol-

lowed by another new hall — dealing with the origins and

spread of material culture: that is. of tools and technolo-

gies, housing, clothing, transportation, agriculture and

animal husbandry, language and writing, ornamentation,

ceremonial practices, and art. Through such lessons on

the universality of the basic building stones of any modern

material culture, however different the social structure in

Avhich they are used, we shall also help to create an

appreciation of the contributions made bv the entire world

to the things enjoyed in any part of the world today.

These general principles — governing man's evolution

and existence as a social being and a bearer of culture —
will then be applied to an exposition of the origins and

evolution of our ow n nation. Our nation grew by w hat it did

to the nature of the continent. Forests were cleared for

fields: prairies were plowed for crops: game
was hunted for meat and for fur: minerals

were mined for our industries. We should

like to show- the nature of our continent as it

was before the white man arrived, and the

resources it held in stock for his arrival. We
would show how tiie American Indian had

adjusted his wa)s of life to the environment

and we would remind our visitors that the

new- settlers did not only suffer the antago-

nism of those whose territory they invaded,

but also benefited from the experiences of those who were

here alreadv. in ways that were often essential to the sur-

vival of the newcomers. We would trace the cultural and

biological origins of the American people, and show- the

contributions that divers traditions, attitudes, and skills

have made toward the development of our nation. We
would show how- the country was changed by human activ-

ity, and how the nature of the land, in its turn, influenced

the direction of human effort at various times. In short,

we would try to explain to ourselves our own culture and

our ow n counlrv as the\ are today. And beyond our horizon

of today we will find other goals for our efforts of tomorrow.

A. E. Parr. Director
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The UNITRON Catalog of

STROKOMICAL TELESCOPES

including the

OBSERVERS GUIDE

The sample pages shown here in miniature

only begin to hint at the wealth of facts

and figures included in UNITRON's color-

ful, 38-page Catalog and Observer's Guide.

The full-page illustrated articles on astron-

omy are crammed with helpful information
— not readily available elsewhere — on

observing the heavens, telescopes and their

mountings, accessories, amateur clubs, as-

trophotography, and the like. There is even

a glossary of telescope and observing

terms. Whether you are a beginner or an

advanced amateur you will certainly want
a copy of this remarkable publication for

your bookshelf. Use the handy coupon, a

postcard, or letter to request your free

copy of this valuable guide.

Those who are considering the purchase of

a telescope will find it especially worth
while to learn more about the distinguished

line of UNITRON Refractors and Acces-
sories which play so important a role in

astronomy today. For only by a careful

comparison of the features, quality, and
performance of different instruments can
the prospective buyer insure that his tele-

scope will be worthy of his investment and
of the time he will devote to observing.

It's truly easy to own a UNITRON. A down
payment of only 10% puts you at the con-

trols and you have 12 months to pay the

balance. Full information is included in the

UNITRON Catalog. Send today for your
free copy.
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SKY REPORTER
By Henry M. Neely

THE approximate positions of the earth and the naked

eye planets this month, as they might be seen by an

observer high up in space, are shown, above. The planets'

size and distances are. of course, out of scale.

All planetar) motions would appear to be counterclock-

wise and. if the observer were to time the planets and

measure their paths, he would see an interesting proof of

one of Kepler's laws, which tells us that the closer a

planet approaches the sun, in pursuing its elliptical orbit,

the faster will be the speed at which it travels.

Mkkcury. this month, is rounding the arc of its orbit

farthest from the sun (reaching aphelion) and it is there-

fore traveling at less than its normal speed. Venus, on the

other hand, (and especially after midmonllil is in its arc

closest to the sun (reaching perihelion) and the velocity

of this planet is therefore greater than average.

The earth gi\es an interesting contrast. On April 3. it

is at e.xactly its mean distance from the smi. so that it is

then circling at average speed. But after that date, it

draws constantly farther away and begins to slow down.

Early in the month, an imaginary line from the earth

through Mercury would pass close to the sun and the

little planet would be hidden in the glare of the sunlight.

For a few mornings, aromid April 26. such a line would

pass much farther from the sun and. for observers on

earth who have unobstructed eastern horizons, there may
be a chance of seeing Mercury in the dawn. Mercury
is not very favorably placed, however. In mid-latitudes,

the planet rises only about fifty-two minutes before the sun.

Watching Venus, and again using an imaginary line

connecting with the earth, the observer iu space w ould find

that the line, this month, never falls close enough to the sun

to interfere with a good view of this brilliant planet from

the earth. As April progresses, the line falls constaiitly

farther from the sun, and sky watchers with a planetary

bent will see Venus each evening a little higher abo\e

the horizon and growing gradually more brilliant.

Earlv in the month, the time schedule for our map is

too late to catch Venus above the horizon but, after

April 15. it will be seen shining brightly among the stars

of Taurus, between west and northwest, at map times.

Speeding Ve.\us will pass between the sun and the earth

on September 1 (inferior conjunction). Meanwhile, it will

outshine e\ervthing in the dark sky except the moon. It

will reach almost its maxinmm possible brilliance in July.

It can be seen that the earth is now leaving Mars far

behind in their race around the sun I Ke|)ler's laws, again i

.

The ruddy planet, whicii was so conspicuous only a siiort

time ago. now looks (|uite undistinguished among (lie

stars of Taurus and nearbv constellations (seen on the

map with the bottom turned between west and northwest i.

The earth, as can be seen, is getting closer to Juimter.

and the giant planet is coming into our premidnight sky

as a brilliant object, growing brighter as the speeding

earth nears it. Jupiter rises only a few minutes after

the end of the times for using the map and. an hour

later, will be unmistakable over the southeast horizon.

.\dd about two and a half hours to what has been said

about Jupiter and it will apply to Saturn, which follows

Jupiter up from the southeast. Saturn will then be found

close to the familiar star formation known as the "Teapot

in the famous constellation of Sagittarius, the .\rcher.
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Mr. Neely. editor of Sky Reporter since 1947. now
prepares this nionlhly fe.Tture for Natural History.

ABOUT half an hour before the indicated times for use

of this month's map. opposite, a sky watcher at mid-

U.S. latitudes can see eleven stars of first magnitude or

brighter. This is the greatest number that he can ever

see at one time. The sky itself wWl show when the ten

or fifteen minutes available for observation have arrived.

The time is marked by bright RiGEL, in Orion. sinking

to only about 5° above the horizon, between west and
southwest, and the simultaneous climb of brilliant Vega
to the same height over the horizon, almost due northeast.

This situation first occurs just before dawn in December,

then gradually earlier through January. February and
March, to the more convenient evening hours this month.

After April 10, Venus can be added to the list, and,

while M.\RS will also be in the sky, it fades during the

month from magnitude 1.3 to 1.6 so it is classed as first

magnitude only during the first half of the month.

Beginning northwest, and going around the horizon

through south and then east, the 11 stars are:

Capella (mag. 0.21 ;
39° high; NW

Aldebaran (mag. 1.1); 17° high; W
Pollux (mag. 1.2) ; 59° high; WSW
Betelgeuse (mag. 0.1-1.2) ;

26° high; WSW
RiGEL (mag. 0.3) ;

5° high; WSW
Procyon (mag. 0.5) ;

43° high; SW
SiRiUS (mag. 1.6) ;

17° high: SW
Regulus (mag. 1.3) ;

62° high; S

Spica (mag. 1.2) ;
21° high; SE

Arcturus (mag. 0.2) ;
33° high; E

Vega (mag. 0.1) ; 5° high; NE

IN calendar form, the events of interest this month begin

April 8, when an annular eclipse of the sun will be

visible over the southern Indian Ocean. Australia and the

southern Pacific (but not in the United States or Europe).

April 1 to 10: It will be worthwhile to be out between

7:00 and 8:00 p.m. as the dusk deepens on April 10. Look
almost due west to see Venus close by the crescent moon.
April 11 to 20: The waxing moon helps isolate Mars

from the stars around it on April 13 and 14. Roll the map
to bring west to the bottom to locate the two.

Saturn ends its eastward motion on April 16, and will

now begin to make an apparent westward loop.

April 21 to 30: The meteors known as the Lyrids are

due now, reaching maximum April 22. The moon is now
almost full, but, about 3:30 a.m.. it will be low in the

southwest. At that hour, the observer can turn his back to

the moon and, facing east, watch for a display around

Vega, in Lyra, almost overhead.

After 10:00 P.M. on April 24, brilliant Jupiter will be

the only object bright enough to be seen near the full moon.
Daylight Saving Time begins on April 26 in many areas.

THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon ...April 7

First Quarter April 16
Ful] Moon April 22-23

Last Quarter April 29

Beginners who feel uncertain aboul the part of the sky

to search for stars may use the moon as a pointer on

the map. Find the moon for the desired date, roll the map
to bring that moon^image vertically above the horizon, face

the compass direction shown on the bottom of the map and

identify as many stars as possible from their relation to

the moon for that night. After April 19. the moon will be so

bright that only the most brilliant stars will be seen.
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APRIL TIMETABLE
First weel< 9:45 to 10:45 p.^

Second week 9:15 to 10:15 p.t

Tliird week 8:35 to 9:35 p.m.

Fourtfi week 7:55 to 8:55 p.»

Last week dark to 8:35 p.k..
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OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced obs

reads star maps by a dim, red light, since white

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, a

disk of red cellophane may be inserted under the

lens of a flashlight, or the lens may be coated

with red nail polish, or a red bulb may be used.
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THIS "ROLL-AROUND" MAP shows the entire

night sky during the hours noted. Its center is

<e zenith (the point directly overhead), while

its circumference covers the whole horizon. The

user, facing in any direction, "rolls" the map
round until that printed direction lies at the

bottom. As printed, the observer faces the south.
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THE CORAL REEFS
Part II

BIOLOGY OF THE CORALS
The community of reef organisms has had a long evolutionary history

By Norman D. Newell

A MONG ALL THE SEa's COMMLWITIES. the organisms of

jTx the coral reef habitat are remaricable both for their

diversity and for their beauty of form and color. The

biological exuberance of a flourishing coral reef, with its

innumerable ecologic niches and many hundreds of species,

is at least suggestive of the tropical rain forest ashore.

The analogy is heightened by manv corals' similaritx in

form to terrestrial jilants and the plantlike responses of

the growth in some coral zones to light and shade, shelter

and exposure. The cominunit\' as a whole, including rep-

resentatives of everv phvlum of the animal kingdom and

several primiti\e forms of the plant kingdom, forms a

balanced, mutually dependent association of organisms.

Such a reef community mav exceed 3.000 species in num-

ber, each with its own particular ecological requirements.

Recent work on the organic productivity of coral reefs,

conducted at Bikini and Eniwetok. indicates that the at-

tached reef algae form the base of the food chain, drawing

their energy from sunlight and their nourishment from

dissolved phosphates and nitrates brought to the reef by

ocean currents. It appears that these low forms of plants

synthesize virtually all of the food needed by the herbiv-

orous reef animals. But the key animal in this environ-

ment—the reef coral—does not feed on plants. Corals are

carnivores that possess a central mouth surrounded by

circles of tentacles, armed wilh stinging cells and cilia.

used in the capture of small animals of the plankton.

A majorit) of reef corals feed at night, when the herbiv-

orous planktonic animals are most actively grazing on the

reef algae. While feeding, the coral polyps expand, with

tentacles extended in a manner resembling small flower

blossoms. Because of their attached condition, food sup-

plies must be brought to the polyps by water circulation,

which also flushes harmful sediments from the surfaces of

the living animals. Some reef corals form branching.

shrublike, or treelike colonies; others form rounded or

incrusting masses of hundreds of thousands of individual

polyps, organically joined together. Such a colony is \ir-

tually a single animal, with its many mouths directed

upward and oulward into the surrounding water.

The corals are coeleriterales—as we have seen, tloselv

related to the sea anemones from which thev differ in

possessing a calcareous base, or corallum. secreted li\

specialized cells of the basal epidermis. The main func-

tion of this calcareous supi)ort is to provide the living

animals with a suitable altachment to the substrate.

1 he corals reproduce themselves both sexually—by eggs

and sperm—and b\ budding. The eggs and sperm, wiiicii

are produced b) each polyp, rareh ripen sinniltanciiM-K

in a single indix iiliial. F<'rlili/ali<iri usualiv occuis b\ spenii

Flower-like POI.YI-s of corul (<ili>iiy arc really iiiiliviihial

animals that act as one unit. Left, they retract from touch.

drift into the body of a "mother" polyp—an individual

possessing ripe eggs. From this polyp's mouth, trans-

parent, ciliated larvae emerge in due course—to float for

da\s or weeks with the oceanic currents. In this way, each

species of coral becomes widely distributed wherever

conditions permit colonization. These larvae—each less

than a tenth of an inch in size—settle to the bottom and

begin to secrete the characteristic calcareous pedestal.

All reef corals are colonial (organisms: that is. after the

metamorphosis of the free-floating larva, the coral grows

by a process of budding whereby daughter individuals

remain organically attached to the mother. This multipli-

cation of individuals continues until the cluster attains

an optimum size for the species under existing conditions.

Some very large colonies measure eight or ten feet in dia-

meter and contain thousands of individual animals, each

assimilating food and oxygen from the surrounding waters

and reproducing itself in larvae or buds.

Not all corals, however, are reef corals. Some species

occur at great depths and in quite cold waters. From these,

the true reef corals differ mainly in the possession of

symbiotic algae, the zooxanthellae that are directly cm-

bedded within them—for the most part in the coraFs endo-

derm. Many reef animals beside the corals also possess

symbiotic zooxanthellae. These algae obtain their food

and carbon dioxide from the animal metabolism of the

host: the coral, in turn, receives oxygen, and possibly

carbohydrates, from the plants.

The simple structure and globular form of the zooxan-

liiellae make them difficult to classify, but it has been

suggested bv several investigators that they may be dino-

flagellates in disguise. Recently, scientists at the Haskins

Laboratories extracted zooxanthellae from jellyfish, anem-

ones and corals and placed them in suitable media. After

a few days, the simple cells developed flagclla and began

to swim. In this form, they had already been described as

ihe dinoflagellate, Gymnodinium adiiaticum.

These one-celled s\nibionl? grow best in warm tropical

waters (2.5° to 29° C.I of normal salinity (3.6 to 3.0 per

cent I, and they require sunlight to effect photosynthesis,

tainseiiucnlh . the host corals, which survive s) mbiolically

w ith the microscopic algae, are restricted to shallow waters

\\\\\\ an optimum depth of twelve to fifteen feet.

The limestone skeleton. o\er and williln wliidi each

coral polyp lies, is a white, hard form of aragcuiitc. a rela-

li\cl\ soluble kind of calcium carbonate. In addition to

till- poKp's basic limestone plate of attachment, there may
lie a cu|). or a calyx, containing radial blades (or septa I

mnnbering six or some multiple of six. The spaces between

liic septa are large enough to contain much of the polyp

wiien it is contracted. The structure and form of tlie

skeleton is highly characteristic for each species of coral.

F.xperimental work has shown that the calcium carbon-

ale that makes up the skeletons of marine organisms is
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Stony skeleton on which polyps live, above, is made up of

calcium carbonate, with each polyp lying in a shallow cup.

As the colony grows, skeleton expands upward and outward.

Knobby growth forms characteristic of many reef corals

(those below are from Great Barrier Reef) enable colony to

expand without excessive crowding of the individual polyps.

^- #^





Stachorn corals, a6o^•e, belong to common genus Acropora.

Fast-growing, branching Acropora is found the world over;

staghorn inhabits waters of moderate depths and turbulence.

Elkhorn species, also of the genus Acropora, forms treelike

colonies often many feet in height. It is characteristic of the

shallow, very turbulent waters of coral reef's outer margin.

"Brain corals," so called because of meandering furrows,

have solid, mushroom-like form common to organisms of

many reef coral species, found in quiet and turbulent seas.

Different shapes are found in corals of same species as

result of variations in slope, turbulence and light. Above,

Montastrea annularis is shingle-like; at right, it is lobed.
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Curator of Historical Geology and Fossil Invertebrates at

The American Museum. Dr. Newell is also Professor of

Geology at Columbia University. Tlie first half of liis

review of the coral reef questions appeared last month.

which may float for long periods with the ocean currents

before setthng on favorable shoal areas exposed to the

beneficial action of the waves. Representatives of the Coral-

linaceae are widely distributed in all tropical seas but—
for reasons not yet understood—they do not now form pro-

tective, marginal deposits on West Indian reefs. It is this

deficiency in protective deposition that is responsible for

many of the characteristics of these reefs.

IN
Part I of our coral study (Natural History,

March, 1959) we reviewed the competing theories that

account for the growth of coral reefs. We concluded that

new information, derived from studies during and follow-

ing World War II. had demonstrated elements of correct-

ness in both the major competing theories—Darwin's (and

others') "submergence" view and Daly's (and others')

alternative of "variable sea level." Further, we noted the

marked contrasts between the massive, oceanic coral

growths of the Pacific and those comparative newcomers

among coral reefs that are characteristic of the West
Indian province. In particular, we cited the work of W. M.
Davis as first making clear the strong differences between

West Indian and Pacific formations. In completing this

study, it is fitting that we should note the effects of recent

research on Davis' hypothesis.

One of the most stimulating of Davis' deductions about

the West Indies was his view that many of the great sub-

marine terraces and banks of the region represented pre-

glacial barrier reefs around broad, flat lagoon deposits

that had been modified somewhat by low level wave abra-

sion after the corals were killed by glacial cooling. Evi-

dence bearing on his conclusion is still limited mainly to

submarine topography of the limestone platforms, and
there are all too few precise surveys of the bottom

topography in the West Indian province. Nevertheless,

converging lines of evidence tend to support Davis' thesis

that the banks overlie great Cretaceous and Tertiary reef

and lagoon deposits that are totally unrelated to the small

living reefs found in the region today.

Daly, in contrast, believed that these submerged plat-

forms might be entirely the product of Pleistocene low-

level erosion and, therefore, that they should be quite

unrelated topographically to the character of pre-Pleisto-

cene rocks. That Daly's belief cannot be true is demon-
strated in the Bahama Islands, where the present surfaces

of all but the margins of the banks are depositional. and
not erosional, plains. Furthermore, as Davis has convinc-

ingly shown, the volcanic islands of the Lesser Antilles

are not simply erosional remnants, rising above surround-

ing wave-cut platforms of the same material. Instead, they

are the nuclei around which limestone platforms were

deposited, and their present form has been only partly

modified by the low-level erosion of the Pleistocene period.

The exceptionally widespread distribution of certain

Cretaceous and early Tertiary limestones throughout the

West Indian region indicates generally clear waters, favor-

able for reef corals, at those times. The fossil record of

the West Indian corals shows that they were more varied
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in early Tertiary times than now and that the climate was

appreciabl) warmer and more favorable for reef growth.

Vaughan (1919) found that fossil reefs of Oligocene age

are very widely distributed in the Caribbean area. Since

his studies, reefs of this age have been recognized in

deep borings far below sea level around the Gulf of

Mexico, where the adjacent sea is now too cool and loo

muddy to support living reefs.

Recent deep borings in Florida and the Bahamas, sup-

plemented by geophysical soundings over the adjacent sea

floor, show that more than two and a half miles of cal-

careous rocks—similar to lagoon and reef deposits of the

South Pacific—underlie the continental shelf. This evi-

dence dramatically confirms Davis' belief that the sub-

merged platforms of the West Indies Avere in many cases

formed of calcareous sediments laid down on a subsiding

floor. Did this West Indian combination of calcium car-

bonate deposition and slow subsidence produce great

oceanic reefs in the Dar'\\'inian manner?

THE edge of the continental shelf of North America,

between about 32° and 20° north latitude, is one of

the most remarkable physiographic features on earth. The

true edge of the continent, along the outer margin of the

Bahama Islands, rises precipitously — two and a half miles

out of the depths of the ocean—in an escarpment as abrupt

and impressive as any in the world. In the area of the

Bahamas, the continental shelf is flat and generally less

than ten fathoms deep, interrupted here and there by deep,

canyon-like trenches that divide the shelf into separate

platforms, similar to sediment-filled oceanic atolls. These

platforms are bounded by marginal cliffs and slopes too

Coral reef associations may vary greatly, since differences

in shade and sliellcr produce the so-called reef niches, or



steep to have been formed from unconsolidated materials.

The Bahama area is the more remarkable because the

record of a deep petroleum test, and many deep-sea cores

and geophysical soundings taken by scientists o[ the

Lamont Geological Observatory of Columbia Uni\ersity,

indicate that most of the continental shelf here—as under-

neath Florida— is composed of nearly flat-lying limestone,

dolomite and anhydrite beds that have accumulated since

the Jurassic period, a hundred and thirty million years

ago. These rocks must have been deposited in shallow

waters behind an outer reef barrier. The marginal escarp-

ments around the banks and at the edge of the contincjilal

shelf do not have the form of faults, and geophysical c\ i-

dence from seismic and gravity surveys indicates that

these features are not earth fractures.

The shelf edge resembles the Great Barrier Reef of

Australia in dimensions and form, and the isolated banks

of the Bahamas are similar to certain Pacific atolls in most

respects, excepting that the living Bahamian reefs—like

all West Indian reefs—are restricted to very shallow waters

well inside platform margins. The most probable explana-

tion of the steepness of the marginal escarpment which,

along the Blake Plateau north of the Bahamas, averages

as much as 60° for thousands of fc?t ana is vertical for

short intervals is that it is formed of dead coral reefs.

IN
this view, the reefs were first established around a

volcanic arc like the Lesser Antilles and for a long time

maintained a position near sea level by upward growth

during subsidence, in exactly the manner suggested by

Darwin for Indo-Pacific reefs. Evidently, reef growth and
accumulation of calcareous sediments terminated first in

the north, on the Bhike Plateau opposite the Florida-

Georgia boundary. This limestone plain, now submeiged

imder half a mile of water, has yielded Miocene fossils to

the Lamont scientists. Death of the barrier reef must have

occurred in the Miocene—probably caused by increasing

coolness and turbidity of the surface waters.

Upbuilding of the Bahamian and Floridian reefs con-

tinued, however, until they were killed by the onset of

glacial climate during the Pleistocene epoch. The reef

communities of this area have only recently been re-

established—with the gradual warming of post-Pleistocene

climate—on the shallowest parts of the eroded surfaces of

Tertiary reefs and other rocks.

Other great, steep-walled limestone shelves—similar to

the Bahama banks and the Blake Plateau—occur along the

west side of Florida, north of Yucatan (the Campeche

Bank I and east of Honduras (the Moscjuito Bank I. The

island of Cuba is also bordered by limestone banks, while

others lie between Jamaica and Central America.

To sunmiarize this review, we now know that such con-

troversies as subsidence versus shifting sea levels are not

necessarily resolved by mutually exclusive answers. It

seems probable—in the light of evidence that was unavail-

able when the controversy originated—that living reefs,

generally, are comparatively thin growths over the

weathered and eroded surfaces of older rocks. Some of

these older rocks, in turn, are fossil reefs that were dead

before the present reefs started their growth. The study

of the West Indian coral reefs is most illuminating in

this regard, and the knowledge gained from such studies

aids in understanding the origin and history of coral reefs

everywhere in the world.

microhahitals. occupied by organisms specially adapted to

them, liclou. iniislirooiii iiiid I'lkliorn corMK of :i Hidianiian

reef are found in association with slender, flexible stalks of

corfinnians. disliuil ciii'li'iih'rali' n'hiliscs of the stony corals.
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AMERICAN FOSSIL BARRIER REEFS
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THE WARM, CLEAR, SHELF SEAS of southeastern North

America, above, and eastern Australia, below, support

many living coral reefs—of which the best examples lie

along the shelf rims, where they are exposed to the bene-

ficial effect of brisk trade winds. The most luxuriant

reefs in the world, including the Great Barrier Reef, lie

along the Australian shelf edge for some twelve hundred

miles, forming a sea-level rim that obstructs navigation.

Several hundred species of reef-forming corals are found

in these reefs. In contrast, the continental shelf of south-

eastern North America—although climatically and geo-

logically similar to that of eastern Australia—supports only

small, scattered reefs and only thirty-five species of coral.

The shelves of the two regions are similar in many
ways and they are geologically unusual. Why, then, are

their coral reefs different? The differences clearly are not

a result of unlike climates, because they occur within the

same belts of latitude, north and south of the equator.

Temperatures and other environmental characteristics are

similar in the two areas. The differences stem from unlike

histories of the Australian and American reefs.

Since about the middle of the Miocene epoch, the

western Atlantic reef province has been isolated from

other coral reef areas. West Indian coral reefs have

gradually become more restricted geographically and the

varieties of coral have dwindled. During the Pleistocene

epoch, tropical America was affected by cooling from the

continental glaciers, and many of the Atlantic coral reefs

of preglacial times were killed. The living reefs of the

West Indies, today, are thus very young, dating from the

last few millennia of the postglacial interval, and they

occupy sites near shore in very shallow waters. The east-

ern Australian reefs, and many others of the Indo-Pacific

region, were more remote from glacial centers. There-

AUSTRALIAN GREAT BARRIER REEF
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fore, they were not so much affecled b\ adverse tempera-

tures and growth probably was not greatly retarded.

THE great physiographer. W. M. Da\is. had suggested

that many of the submerged limestone platforms of

the West Indian region might be ancient coral reefs of

pre-Pleistocene age, eroded to low levels during the

glacial stages. Deep borings in the Bahamas now reveal

an astounding thickness—two and one-half to three miles

—of shallow-water limestone and anhydrite, accumulated

in sheltered lagoons behind shelf-edge barrier reefs that

nmst have been vastly greater than any now li\ ing in the

region, comparable to Australia's Great Barrier Reef.

The most probable explaiiation of the remarkable

marginal escarpment along the Blake Plateau and the

Bahamas, above, is that it is the front of a drowned

barrier reef comparable to the Great Barrier Reef. Like

that reef, it must ha\e been built upward—during millions

of years of slow- subsidence—by the growth acti\ ities of

reef-buikling organisms. In tropical America, reef growth

and accumulation of calcareous sediments e\identlv ter-

minated first in the north over the Blake Plateau, an area

that is now drowned under more than half a mile of the

Atlantic. The death of the reefs here may have resulted

from increasing coolness and muddiness of the water

during the Miocene epoch. Lpbuilding of the Floridian

and Bahamian reefs continued, however, until they were

killed by glacial cooling some 600.000 years ago. In the

\varmer areas to the south, the reef communities sur\i\ed

during successi\e glacial stages. There was limited reef

grovsth during interglacial stages but the present reefs

did not become established until wanning of the post-

Pleistocene climate again provided tiie water tempera-

tures required b\ the coral animals.
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Naturalist's Notebook

TlCKSEED BLOSSOMS surround solitary Joshua tree (;in arliort's( eiil Miical. lorininf; a brillianl yi-llow carpet o\cr the desert.

FLOWERING DESERT
By Jack McCormick

THE DESERTS OF CALIFORNIA,
far from being barren wastes,

boast more than seven hundred species

of flowering plants. A number of these

are shrubs that dot the landscape year

round, but many are herbaceous

plants that rise from the sandy and

rocky soils and bloom for a brief

period during the late winter and

spring. Almost every year, the blos-

soms of such perennial plants as the

desert lily, and of a few annuals like

the desert sand verbena and dune

primrose, soften the austere beauty

of southern California's Colorado

Desert. But periodically, after par-

ticularly wet winters, billions of an-

nuals blanket the desert with a rain-

bow-hued "floor show" more lavish

than any yet planned by man. as the

photographs seen on these pages —

taken by a Los Angeles landscape

Plant eeologijt on llie staff of Tini

American Musklm. Uii. McCok.mkk
is in charge oi vegetation studies.

architect, Ralph D. Cornell — show.

Through the long dry season, many
desert perennials persist as roots,

bulbs or underground steins, with

few or no leaves exposed to the sun

and wind. The ephemeral annual

plants, on the other hand, produce

their seeds in the moist season, before

withering and dying at the onset of

summer. The seeds lie dormant until

watered by seasonal cloudbursts, then

germinate and pass their brief time

as flowers in the sun.

Through the dry summer, the Coa-

chella Valley, in the desert near Palm

Springs, is a barren, sandy waste

studded with scraggly creosote bushes

and salt bushes. But the moist spring

transforms the area into a supreme

garden of \sildflowers draped with

the hairy, sticky stems and purplish-

red flowers of the desert sand ver-

bena and coarse, green stems and

large white flowers of the dune prim-

rose, photo at right. The cool, snow-

covered peaks of San Gorgonio, in

the San Bernardino mountains, form

in the distance a contrasting back-

drop for this desert spectacular.

Desert i.ily from the Borrego Valley, at

Icjt, i s one of the desert's perennials that

i flower in spring after spending winter

-J as a bulb shehered beneath the ground.
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Cactus flowers at Big Bend National Park, Texas

For Instant Beauty, Just Add Water
It happens every spring. A little rain falls on the dry desert sands of Big Bend
National Park and the land blazes with color, fulfilling Isaiah's prophecy
".

. . the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose."

Come see the miracle of the flowers, and all the wonders of Big Bend. In the

Dawn Age, this was dinosaur country. Strange fossils are here — a three-toed ancestor

of the horse and clam shells four feet long. It's wonderful territory for the explorer,

archeologist and camper. In this volcanic land you can see arrowheads and

other relics of an unknown, prehistoric "cave people," as well as of the Apaches

and Comanches who fought the Spanish Conquistadores. In the Chisos — the

"ghost mountains," where Western outlaws had their "owl hoot" hideouts —
are the burro trails old prospectors followed vainly hunting a lost gold mine.

You'll enjoy Big Bend's exotic desert beauty. And seeing how Nature struggles to

do so much with so little moisture, you'll see the dramatic proof that water, flowing

in our arterial rivers and streams, is the blood that gives our land its strength.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

for advocating the highest

principles of political re-

sponsibility, and for its

concerted eflfort to estab-

lish a comprehensive
water conservation policy

—specifically to safeguard,

control and wisely use the

water resources of the

whole nation.

FREE TOUR INFORMATION If you would like to drive to Big Bend National Park, or anywhere
in the U.S.A., write Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Building, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.

Ask for oar colorful National Parks Map.

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES

SINCLAIR
y^ GreatName in Oil
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FIELD BOOKS FOR NATURE LOVERS
FBI. FIELD BOOK OF WILD BIRDS AND THEIR
MUSrC. By F. Sch-iyler Mathews. Identities birds by llieir
sonys. color, and eharacteristits. Details regarding appear-
ance, life, and habits of each bird, with songs reproduced
in musical notation. With numerous reproductions of water
color and monotone studies of birds. 390 pages. 25 color
plates. 46 black & white illustrations. $4.50

FB2. FIELD BOOK OF EASTERN BIRDS. By Leon
A. Hausman. A simplified yet complete book on Eastern
birds. Worked out for easy identification. Drawings by
Jacob Bates Abbott, famous bird artist. 675 pages. G color
plates. Hundreds of black & white illustrations. $4.50

FB3. BrRDS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. By Willard
Ayres Eliot. A brief account of the distribution and habitat
of 118 birds common to the Public Coast states and British
Columbia. 285 pages. 56 color plates. $5.50

FB4. BIRDS OF THE OCEAN. By W. B. Alexander.
A handbook of all the seabirds of the worhl. with notes on
their habits and guides to their identification. New revised
edition. 140 illustrations. 16 mo. 420 pp. $7.50

FB5. FIELD BOOK OF AMERICAN WILD FLOWERS
—revised edition. By F. Schuyler Mathews. The must
popular, dependable, and cunvenieiil guide In tlit wild
flowers and shrubs east of the Mississippi. With special

identifying the native trees and shrubs throughout the
United States. This is an ideal book to enhance your nature
enjoyment. 554 pages. 16 color plates. 130 line drawings.

FB8. FOREST TREES OF THE PACIFIC COAST. By
Willard Ayres Eliot. A brief account of the charailers,
disirlliotiuri and habitat of the trees native to Alaska,
British Columbia, Washington. Oregon, Idaho, northern

FBg. FIELD BOOK OF COMMON MUSHROOMS. By
William S. Thomas. 164 species of mushrooms described
and illustrated. Instructions on collecting and examining,
propagation, structure, cooking, etc. 384 pages. 16 color
plates, 24 photographs. 52 line cuts. $5-00

FBIO. FIELD BOOK OF COMMON FERNS. By Her-
bert Durand. Detailed, concise descriptions of the fifty

fern species of eastern America with directions for their

FBII. Olcolfs FIELD BOOK OF THE SKIES. Cou
pletely revised and edited by 11. Xewton and Marjiiir*

Mayall, November, 1954. A presentation of the main fact

FBI2. FIELD BOOK OF COMMON ROCKS AND MIN-
ERALS. By Frederick B. Loomis. Fur identifying the
rocks and minerals of the L'nitcd States and inlerpi eling
their origins and meanings. 370 pages. 50 color illiisini-

study, and a wealili of
hobby. It is extensively

AS and diagrams, and is

FBI 5. FIELD BOOK OF ANIMALS IN WINTER.
By Ann Haven Morgan... A book that really tells what
happens to animals when winter comes. Authoritative but
nun-technical and rcadal)le. 542 pages. 257 line cuts. 4 color

and animals that live in fresh water—their appear;
life and habits. Suggestions are made on the finding and
collecting of water animals, and their care in aquaria. 404
pages. 23 color plates. 314 line cuts. 42 photograpiis. $5.00

FBI8. FIELD BOOK OF SNAKES OF THE U.S. AND
CANADA. i:.v K;irl 1'. Si hmidt and D. Dwiglit ]i,i\i-

By rfs|n-rii\rl\ rtir riiirt (ui.iiiirs of Zoology and Ari.ihi(ii\

at Fu-U\ .MiiM'urii uf Niiiuial History. _ Chicago. DImu-m-

preserving, treatment of snake bite, and place of sniikes
in nature. Gives systematic account of all Xorth American
and Canadian snakes, 378 pages. 4 color plates. SO photo-
graphs. 103 line drawings. $3.50

FBI9. FIELD BOOK OF MARINE FISHES OF THE
ATLANTIC COAST. Uy tlL.irles M. Breder. Jr. General
habits, range, iunl iiin-^i iiHiijiiiifiit features of each species

FB20. FIELD BOOK OF GIANT FISHES, WHALES
AND DOLPHINS. By J. R. Norman and F. C. Fraser.
In non-technical language covers the appearance, structures,
iiabitat, diet and breeding habits. 398 pages, 8 color plates.
128 line cuts. $5.00

FB2I. FIELD BOOK OF SEASHORE LIFE. By Hoy
Waldo Miner, A compact manual of all the invertebrate
animals inhabiting the shallow oceanic waters of the Atlantic
Coast. Superbly illustrated with 24 color plates and over 200
line cuts covering approximately 1300 species. The classic
has been twenty years in preparation. 630 pages. $7.00

FB22. SHELL COLLECTOR'S HANDBOOK. By A. Hyatt
ilerrill. A guide and handy book containing ail the infor-
mation reouired by anyone who collects shells or who

a collection. Also describes

graphs. Approx.

FB23. FIELD BOOK OF THE STARS. By W. T. Olcott.
AH matters of technical or theoretical nature are omitted
and only what can be observed with the naked eye is
iiichtdcd. 176 pages. 40 diagrams. $3.00

li.-ld ;-;nidr In «ild flowers,
^^irll an irulivtdual illustr
rtuwfi. ;iS4 Dages. 1080 Hi

FB25. A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE STARS. By
Kelvin McKready. A guide to help beginners in their
very earliest steps toward recognizing the stars and planeis.

found between the tide
L»n (he beach and shallows of the seashore. Over 250 black
^nd white illustrations. 128 pages. $2.25

FB27. BEGINNERS GUIDE TO FRESH-WATER LIFE.
Ity Leon A. Hausman. An informal guide to over 250 of

il life found in swamps.

FB29. THE BOOK OF BIRDS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
By F. Schuyler Mathews. Tiie text in this nature study
book is in narrative form and the volume is beautifully
illustrated in color, Index. IIIus. large 12mo. 323 pages.

FB30. THE BOOK OF WILD FLOWERS FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE. By F. Schuyler Jfathews. Studies from nature
written in narrative form, beautifully illustrated in color.
Index. Illus. large 12mo. 397 pages. Grade seven. $3.95

FB3I. EXPLORING THE DISTANT STARS. Bv Clyde
B. Classon. A book for the large number of people who
want to know more about astronomy—written in terms that
anyone can understand, line drawings and charts. 384
pages. $5.00

FOR THE SCIENTIST'S BOOK SHELF
5536. LOVE IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Bengt Dan-
ielson, anthropoioyist on the Kon-Tiki voyage. A com-
plete, accurate, frankly written account of the family
and se.\ life of the Polynesians, that deals svith sex

instruction, marriage customs, sexual freedom and
prohibitions, attitude toward nudity, abortion and vir-

ginity, and the basic concepts of a people to whom the

se.\ual act is as natural as eating and drinking. Photos.
Pub. at $4.00. Only 3.25

6322. INTRODUCING DOGS. By L. E. Xaylor and E.

Tylinek. Mans best friend, shown in a wide range of

breeds. Here are the characteristics and finer points of

each. In over 100 photos, magnitieently rtproduced_ iti

nd esplanal. 11' Special 2.!

6282. New Concepts in Modern Psycholooy: GESTALT
PSYCHOLOGY. By Dr. WolfKan;; K. .1,1.1 '11,1 iniiiortaiit

book, now available in a connil iii"n. ex-

plores the existing schools nl |. ; 1. ..^ht and
provides a startling new apiii.,.i.(

mind. Spe. al 3.;

BI040. MISSION ON THE NILE. By .1. Deinpsey. A
complete and fascinaling study of the peoples, cultures

and geography of the Nile. Illustrated with photographs

and drawings, the book has the feel of "being there."

Pub. at $6.00. Only 4.95

subject, this book describes the achievement and problems
of all the major countries In this Meld. Hundreds of

iliustrations and charts. Indexed. Pub. at $7.50. Only 3.20

BI034. THROUGH ARCTIC HURRICANES. By Hans

50 photographs of birds of the Pla
oily, this book will be a continual source of
od pleasure for all bird lovers—child or adult.
in size, it makes a beautiful gift. Pub. at $3,50.

Only 1.98

llh Pub. . $4.!.

rs Ui these
vone today.
Only 3.50

BI075. The Book of Mountaineering: WHERE THE
CLOUDS CAN GO. By Conrad Ivain. Originally inildisbed
in a liniiled cdtion by the American Alpine Club, tills

MiliiiiLc is Ihe story of mountaineering in the old world
and ibe new. as well as the biography of one of tlie most
famous mountain guides and climbers. With iO photo-
graphs, hide:

"

BI087. ARCTIC SOLITUDES. By Admiral Lord -Moinit-

evans. The story of Kskimo life, sailing, nalure. whaling,
and polar life in general. Includes an account of little

known Russian eontrlbntion to arctic exploration. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Pub. at $4.50. Only 3.20

5947.



REDUCTION ON ALL

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES up to 60% SriVs
4563. THE "THINK CLEARLY
volume home-study
showing how you ca

(lay life. 10 softljounil huoks
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BI049. PURSUIT OF AN ISLAND. By .Julian Jlocktord.

Lovers of the exotic and esoteric will thrill to the adven-

tures of the author in his search for his "Isle of Happi-
ness." Illustrated with photos. Pub. at S3.00. Only 1.08

BI053. ELEPHANTS AND IVORY. By Joiin Alfred

.lordun. Tnie talc.^ of huntine and adventure in Africa.

Thrill to the danger of hunting elephants, lions, butralo.

hippos, crocodiles. Read the stories of the gorillas who
wept over their dead females, the wisdom of tlie elephants,

and the strangeness of the leopards who walk like nien.

Pub. at $3.50. Only 2.08

BI028. AN AMERICAN IN EUROPE: THE LIFE OF
BENJAMIN THOIVtPSON. COUNT RUMFORD. By Egon
Larsen. Authoritative biography of the spectacular genius

based on original material collected on the scenes of his

activities. Jefferson, Franklin and Eumford aro the throe

greatest minds that America has produced." F. D. Iloose-

velt. Pub. at $'1.75. Only 3.95

7334. CURIOUS CUSTOMS OF SEX AND MARRIAGE.
];, , Kihv Scott, F.Ph.S. A factual resume of sex

;;i,il is also an Intimate history of peoples

ti, ,ii,i familiar. Here are records carefully

^.niMj.i n;iriy years, all of them interesting and
h,.o,i ..1 iltcUi .i^iounding—practices obscured in tlie mists

of antiquity or the darkness of ignorance, and enually

fascinating ones that come to light Irenuentls' in our

present society. Illus. 312 pp. Pub. at $7.on. Only 5.98

BI058. DEAD TOWNS AND LIVING MEN. By Sir

Leonard Woolley. .\ u-tM i.m. 'i- .iihi-il- ii .iiid dls-

the 1

Dead Cities of i')
;

the mysteries of .\; .

like T. E. Lawrcim.
26 photographs. Pub

BI078. The Book of

itlC!

Only 3.95

_ s and Birds: THE LAKE
AND THE WOODS. By Mikhail Prlshvin. A study of

bird and animal life will) special emphasis on how they

aro affected by each change in the season. Illustrated

throughout with beautiful wood engravings. Pub. at $4.50
Only 3.60

BI08I. THE USE OF HYPNOSIS IN PSYCHOPATHIA
SEXUALIS. By A. von .Schrenck-Not7,lg. M.D. A fasci-

nating and scientific examination of the use of liypnotism

in relation to congenital and environmental abnormalities

and sexual disorders. Pub. at $0.00. Only 4.95

7129. THE MACMILLAN WILD FLOWER BOOK.
By Clarence .1. Hylander. A valuable guide to wild

flowers, here is an art treasure to cherish through the

It contains an outstanding collection of glo

6133. UNDERSTANDING SURGERY. Ed. and com-

piled by Robert E. Rothenbcrg, M.D. Tills book explains

to the lay reader clearly and in nonteciinical terms the

nature of many different kinds of surgical operations. It

takes surgery out of the unknown and gives to tho reader

all tho information he warns lo know before undergoing
er 100 Illustrations. Pub. at $1.0.1. Only 4.50

BI002. THE INVISIBLE CURTAIN. By .Toscph Anthony.

BI035. WHERE WINTER NEVER COMES. By
JIarston Bates. The autlior of 'The Nature of Natural
llistory^^ tells aliout tlie beauty of life in the Iropics as

well as the possilile didlculties. He dcscrilies places,

climate, customs, food and social background. 35 illus-

trations. Pul). at $3.50 Only 2.95
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1 HE marvelously sculptured landscapes

of southern Utah—and. particularly, the

area which has been preserved as Arches

National Monument—are a spectacle that

fascinates tourist and geologist alike. Seen

on the cover, this month, is one of the

natural arches that are to be found in

profusion in the vicinity of the Salt Valley

anticline. It is called Musselman Bridge

and has a span of 175 feet.

In most areas where the endless works

of erosion are prominently displayed, it

is commonly believed that a substantial

part of the sculpturing is the work of

the wind as it whips the exposed rocks

with fine, air-borne particles. In point

of fact, wind erosion plays only a small

role—though an important one—in the

shaping of most landscapes. For a report

on this subject, see pages 254-63.

The American Museum is open to the Piihlic every day in the year without charge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possible.



4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE
$3995

Complete for

only

f.o.b. Hartford

Shipping wt. 26 lb

DYN-O-MATIC
Electric Drive

f.o.b. Hartford
Shipping wt.

33 lbs.

Model K-2A

These superb 4-inch

DYNASCOPES
\

put a new meaning
|

in the word deluxe! I

L J
In these days, when "deluxe" is often only a common

cliche, it's refreshing to find a product that so

genuinely deserves the name.

One look at these magnificent Dynascopes tells you

that they are truly precision-made instruments, with the

careful craftsmanship and extra finishing touches

that quickly set them apart from ordinary telescopes.

And your first thrilling experience with their supe-

rior optical systems will convince you, as no words can,

that the rich appearance of these reflectors is even

surpassed by their amazing performance.

More than that, each is backed by the kind of guar-

antee that only Criterion, with its meticulous

quality control, could offer. Whichever model you

select, you must be completely delighted with

both performance and construction or your

money will be cheerfully refunded.

Here are the professional-type

features you'll find in both these fine instruments

EXQUISITE 4-INCH PftRABOLIC PYREX MIRROR accurate to Vs wave. For famed Dynascope optical

superiority.

TRUE EQUATORIAL AND ALTAZIMUTH HEAVY-DUTY MOUNT with complete friction adjustments for any

latitude, declination, and right ascension. Rugged cast-iron construction. Weighs over 12 lbs.

ROTATING RINGS ~ Saddle has felt-lined rotation rings that permit tube to be quickly positioned (or

accessories or to bring eyepiece into more comfortable viewing position.

3 STANDARD IV4" EYEPIECES: 18.mm. Huygens, 9-mm. Achromatic Ramsden. 7-mm. Achromatic

Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 157X.

4X ACHROMATIC CROSSHAIR FINDERSCOPE; Crosshair, usually found only in much more expensive

scopes, assures greater accuracy, easier spotting. Coated achromatic lenses. Screw-type micrometer locus.

Extra-large field of view. Double-posted bracket with collimation adjustments.

• RACK-AND-PINION DOUBLE-DRAW EYEPIECE holder for easy, exact adjustments. Accommodates any

eyepiece, negative or positive.

• PROFESSIONAL-TYPE STEEL TRIPOD with fast-fold legs for easy portability. Designed to solve all

stability problems. The result of hundreds of field tests and consultation with many authorities. Steadier

support eliminates vibration. No canting, wobble, or sideplay. Special position locks prevent collapse.

Cornpletely portable. Sets up instantly on uneven terrain. Folds up quickly, without disassembly, for

full portability.

Add Dyn-O-Matic Electric Drive to your present telescope!

Designed to fit all previous Dynascopes and most other 4-incin and 6-inch telescopes, this precision-

made drive brings you all the advantages of smooth, effortless automatic tracking at remarkably

low cost. Plugs into any household n0,'120-volf A.C. circuit. Only S29.95 postpaid. Model ED-460.

OTHER DYNASCOPES AVAILABLE IN 3 INCH TO 16 INCH MODELS

Quality engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production. Consequently supply

is limited. For early delivery send your check or money order today. •ite for fr brochur

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO
Manufacturers of Quality Optical Instnnuoits and Equipment

Dept. SND-41, 331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.



Reviews By Alvin Novick

HOW BATS FIND THEIR WAY ABOUT

LISTENING IN THE DARK, by Don-
ald R. Griffin. Yale University Press,

$7.50; 413 pp., illustrated.

AFEW YEARS BACK, a novel ap-

peared with an albino bat as its

heroine. Until now, this unusual book

and a number of Charles Addams" bril-

liant cartoons have made up the bulk

of the sympathetic American literature

dealing with bats. In Chinese art and

folklore, the bat has come to be syn-

onymous with good luck, long life, and
happiness; while among the Mexican

and Central American Indians the bat

played an important part in providing

motifs for art—although even there it

sometimes took a role that would seem

less alien to the American mind, sym-

bolizing death. Our culture, aside from

refraining from dealing with bats artist-

ically, insists that one pursue indi-

vidual, live, intruding bats in a manner

calculated to destroy not only the bat

and the pursuer's shins but frequently

the classic weapons of the chase as

well—tennis racket, broom, or baseball

bat. In short, bats share the bottom of

the animal popularity poll with spiders

and snakes. Although they have re-

cently appeared with considerable dra-

matic effect in The Bridge on the River

Kwai and as part of the decor of a

witch's living room in Bell, Book, and

Candle, most people continue to regard

their dislike and distrust of bats as

"instinctive," and perhaps mutual. Few
of us can experience the personal evo-

lution from bat-hater to bat-lover that

many of Griffin's students (including

myself) have enjoyed; but everyone

can avail himself of the opportunity to

meet bats on their own ground through

the eyes and mind of the world's lead-

ing student of bats and their sonar.

Griffin is a remarkable man. and in

Listening in the Dark he has produced

a remarkable document. In general, re-

ports of current scientific work are pub-

lished in one of two forms—the formal,

professional paper in a specialty jour-

nal, or the all-too-often sensationalized,

anecdotal, or cute "humanized" reports

in the lay press or magazines. There

are, to be sure, a few highly trained

science newswriters who report the

facts from time to time, but in a man-
ner usually lacking in personal involve-

ment and understanding, one that sub-

verts the living, dynamic quality of

science. As a result, the public remains

singularly ill-informed about science

and scientists, what they do and how,

why, where, and when they do it; and
celebrates only the occasional great dis-

covery or breakthrough that catches its

fancy. At other times, the scientist is

patronized. He is fed, clothed, and hu-

mored; but. he remains, in general, like

the bats—mysterious and odd.

GRIFFIN, currently Professor of Zoo-

logy at Harvard University, is a
physiologist who studies the manner in

which animals receive, through their

senses, information about the environ-

ment. During his career, he has studied

homing and migration in birds; but, in

Listening in the Dark, he describes his

discovery and subsequent pursuit of the

mechanisms and significance of echo-

location in bats. He gives us a personal

record of twenty years' work observing

bats, caring for them, designing, con-

ducting, and interpreting experiments

dealing with their orientation and be-

havior, and designing and building (or

looking forward to building ) electronic

devices to permit further observations

and experiments. But. above all. he

gives a brilliantly lucid account of his

results to date, as well as a survey of

future prospects at the level of pure

investigation and general applicability.

As a senior at Harvard. Griffin, al-

ready a veteran observer of the natural

history of bats and the holder of the

world record for bat-banding, first

chanced to listen to bats with an in-

strument built by Professor Pierce for

studying insect songs. This fruitful co-

incidence of Griffin, bats, and Pierce's

black box, before long, cleared up one

of the perennial mysteries of natural

history—how bats find their way around

—and eventually led to such anomalies

as Griffin's touring the streams of the

Panama jungle in a dugout canoe

loaded with electronic equipment in

pursuit of a fishing bat called Noctilio.

IN folklore, for centuries bats have

been thought to be blind. Although
this is not, strictly speaking, so, there

is no evidence that most bats use their

eyes for more than perhaps telling

night from day. The great Italian physi-

ologist and naturalist, Lazaro Spallan-

zani, in the 1790's, and his contem-

porary. Charles Jurine, showed quite

clearly that bats' flight and orientation

were independent of vision and touch.

Though Spallanzani had in fact gath-

ered sufficient data to demonstrate that

bats oriented by hearing, this hypothe-

sis eluded him. He clearly and cogently

associated bats' ears with orientation—

"the ear of the bat serves more effi-

ciently for seeing . . . than do its

eyes . . ."—but he failed to recognize

that the ears were functioning not in a

novel manner but essentially as all

mammalian ears do. To conceive of in-

audible sound, endowing animals with

a sense which could not, at that time,

be directly tested or observed, was too

great a gap for Spallanzani to span or,

perhaps, to dare span. In the nineteenth

century, armchair and field naturalists

largely ridiculed, ignored, forgot, or did

not know of Spallanzani's experiments.

Among them, two hypotheses were fa-

vored, both wrong—that bats oriented

by sensitive touch organs in the wings,

nose-leaves, and external ears, or that

they possessed a sixth sense. Some may
argue that sensitivity to inaudible sound
is actually a "sixth" sense, but we or-

dinarily understand this term to be lim-

ited to indefinable, nonphysical, mys-

terious phenomena not amenable to sci-

entific investigation, such as extrasen-

sory perception or psychokinesis. One
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An Asiatic fruit bat, from GrifTin

unfortunate scientist singularly dis-

tinguished himself in a negative way by

saying of J urine's experiments. "Since

bats see with their ears, do they hear

with their eyes?"

The problem was resolved when Grif-

fin and a colleague, Robert Galambos.

while still graduate students, demon-

strated that bats orient by echolocation.

The proof involved these main features.

Bats were disoriented in flight if their

ears were plugged or if their mouths

were sealed, but their orientation was

not affected by blinding. Sealing their

mouths prevented emission of sounds;

plugging their ears prevented the recep-

tion of sound. Griffin and Galambos
were, furthermore, able to pick up and

record, for the first time, the high fre-

quency pulses of sound that the bats

emitted during flight and upon the

echoes of which they depended for in-

formation about their environment. Fi-

nally, they showed that the bats were

capable of perceiving the frequency

range of the sound pulses emitted and

thus, presumably, able to respond to

them. For the general public, this dis-

covery of echolocation or acoustic ori-

entation in bats has become almost his-

torical and surprise is often expressed

that investigation should still continue.

Griffin deals exhaustively with the na-

ture and purpose of these follow-up

studies and. I believe, conveys to the

reader the excitement, pleasure, and

satisfaction he has gained in bringing

forth the complex and beautiful pattern

of acoustic orientation in hats.

WHAT are the essentials of echolo-

cation as practiced by bats? By
vibrating two pairs of drumhead-like

membranes in its larynx, a bat produces

a series of ultrasonic pulses of sound

which are emitted, depending upon the

species, by mouth or nostril. While man
hears very little of sound frequencies

above eighteen or twenty kilocycles per

second—or somewhat more than six oc-

taves above middle C—bats, in general,

produce sounds of frequencies largely

above twenty kilocycles per second.

With some exceptions, these are there-

fore inaudible to us. In some cases,

children, whose ears may be sensitive to

frequencies as high as twenty-five kc.

hear bats quite plainly (though even

they hear only a portion of tiie nuances

present). Several species of bats, on

the other hand, routinely produce ori-

entation pulses containing audible fre-

quencies, but the bulk of the sound

energy even in these cases appears to

be in higher, inaudible, harmonics.

Sucii audible bats, wiiile flying, may
sound like a ratchet toy or a high-

pitclied whistle. Not surprisingly, some

mammals, including dogs, have a higher

range of frequency sensitivity than we

do and may reveal their ability to hear

bats' sounds by a visible reaction.

These orientation sounds are of very

brief duration, some as short as one-

third of a millisecond; the longest are
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. . . discover whether it is

fact or fiction in this fascinating,
incredibly documented book.
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charming and truly interesting . . .

above or beyond criticism.*^
— IVAN SANDERSON

Written with skill, scientific detach-
ment, and without sensationalism, this

definitive work is sure to provide you
with many hours of fascinating read-
ing and speculation. Gerald Durrell,
one of England's foremost naturalists,
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creatures." 558 pp.
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illustrations, each gemstone species

—where and under what circum-

stances it is found.

Serious collectors can use this

book as a guide during their field

trips in search of gems, for there is

complete and detailed infonnation

on localities for each species. For

those interested in undiscovered

sources, the geology and mineralogy

of deposits are discussed, making
possible a better vmderstanding of

the circumstances under which
gemstones are found. A tabular re-

view of gemstones deposits, a help-

ful geographical index, and an
exceptionally complete listing of

books and articles for additional

background reading roimd out this
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gemstones.

800 pages; about $15.00

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
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no more than 100 milliseconds or one-

tenth of a second. They may be re-

peated at a rate of perhaps twenty per

second, or for brief periods, as high

as 250 per second or more. The fre-

quency or frequencies, furthermore,

may be varied within individual pulses

and successive pulses, and may occur

Trachyops cirrhosus

in a variety of frequency and amplitude

modulated forms, as well as in har-

monic combinations. Depending upon

the flight conditions the bat faces, the

duration, repetition rate, and rhythm

are. indeed, also varied. These sounds,

also variable in intensity, are, at least

in some cases, directionally beamed.

The pulses of sound, having been

emitted, pass through the air in the

usual manner of sound at a speed of

about 1,100 feet per second and en-

counter obstructing surfaces in the en-

vironment. These surfaces may be, for

example, obstacles such as trees or

buildings, the ground, flying insect

prey, or raindrops. Any such encounter

of sound with a surface results in the

reflection or scatter of the sound in

a manner that depends upon the size,

shape, texture, and orientation of the

object relative to the sound waves.

Some of these reflections or echoes are

picked up by the bat's ears, which are

frequently large and mobile or of bi-

zarre shape. The signals are then or-

ganized and acted upon by the bat's

brain, which is largely devoted to areas

dealing with acoustic integration.

GRii'FiN deals with additional ques-

tions, not necessarily solved as of

1959. When do bats echolocate if, in-

deed, they do not always do so? Do
they avoid obstacles thus, hunt their

prey, find their homes and their hunt-

ing grounds, migrate thus in fall and

spring? What can they measure by

echolocation—size, shape, distance, di-

rection, velocity—and how finely and

at what range? Can they recognize the

total nature of an object? Can they
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map or recognize a landscape? Granted

that they measure some of these things.

how do they do so—by the pitch or

pitch pattern, timing, loudness, and/or

the direction of the echoes, or by yet

other qualities or combinations of quali-

ties? Do they integrate successive

pulses? How are these sounds designed

—in frequency, frequency pattern, in-

tensity, duration, repetition rate.

rhythm, and directionality—to suit eacli

particular species? How are they pro-

duced, how emitted, how received, how
interpreted to maintain the efficiency

that the bats display?

BATS, for example, will, with fair

success, avoid wires as fine as one-

tenth of a millimeter in diameter in a

laboratory obstacle course, and some

are capable of i)ursuing and capturing

such small insects as fruit flies at a

rate of perhaps twenty-five per minute.

The statistics representing their best

performance are in each case truly as-

tonishing. In producing their sounds.

their laryngeal muscles, involved in

tensing the -vibrating membranes, must

presumably contract at a rate of at least

2.50 times per second in some cases.

Yet, such a rate of contraction for

mammalian muscle was previously un-

known. And in the reception of these

sounds. Griffin has siiown that the big-

eared bat Plecolus apparently iierceives

and respimds to echoes of its pulses in

a sound field when the echoes or sig-

SAVE THE CHILDREN

Phylloflonuis

nals are thirty lo forty decibels iiehiw

the noise level. This has proved fasci-

nating and puzzling to radar engineers,

who apparently have not yet achieved

an equal performance.

Many of the questions mentioned

above have been answered in the past

for vision, the sense which we humans
so largely depend upon for orientation.

but in studying vision we are iielped

by our personal knowledge of wluit we

see and how we do .so; we can experi-

ment with intelligent and verbal human

FEDERATION

A CRY IN THE NIGHT
Lieutenant Jackson shivered. The harsh

Korean winter wind penetrated the

thickness of his army overcoat. He
held up his hand to protect his face

from the biting cold and made a dash

for the protection of a wall at the side

of the road. As he felt his way along

the wall in the darkness, he stumbled

over a soft bundle. The bundle moved
and a little voice cried out in the night,

"Hey, watch out, Mister!"

The bundle that spoke turned out to

be a little Korean boy, about 7, who
explained that his name was Ho Song
and he was huddled against the wall

because it was the warmest place he

knew in Seoul.

Lieutenant Jackson picked up the

youngster and carried him to the camp
kitchen. The cook gave him a cup of

hot soup and thick slices of bread

which the little fellow devoured like

a starved animal.

That night, the cook and the Lieu-

tenant put a cot behind the kitchen

stove where for the first time in his life.

Ho Song slept within warm walls.

In the days that followed, the Lieu-

tenant became fast friends with Ho
Song and his little Korean playmates.

Inevitably, however, it came time for

Lieutenant Jackson to leave Seoul and
return to the U.S.A. But his departure

did not mean the end of his friendship

with Korean children.

A friend across the sea

Homein the U.S.A. .Lieutenant Jackson

and his fiancee arranged to sponsor a

Korean child through Save the Chil-

dren Federation. They found that a

little child across the sea would receixe

supplementary food, warm clothing,

new shoes, household articles and some
cash through an SCF Sponsorship. And
correspondence with the child through

SCF meant hope and encouragement.

The Lieutenant who was on the

scene in Korea and knows the needs of

so many, many little children says,

"Every American who possibly can

should give a helping hand. Our spon-

sorship through SCF has given a

Korean child an added chance in this

world, and we have made a lifelong

friend not only for ourselves but for

the democratic way of life."

Won't you join the Lieutenant and

the thousands of other SCF Sponsors

who bring hope and help to children in

destitute areas of the free world?

Registered witn the U. S. Slate Deparlment Advisory Commillee on Voluntary foreign Aid

"SERVING CHILDREN FOR 27 YEARS"

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Botto I Rd., Norwalk, Connecllcut

I want to sponsor a child for one year in: Korea . . . Greece . . . France . . . West Germany
. . . Finland . . . Italy . . . Austria . . . Lebanon ... or where need is greatest. . . . Enclosed

is SI 20 for 1 year. . S30lbr 1st quarter . . . SlOI'or I si month ... 1 cannot be a sponsor but

enclosed is my gill of S

Please send me my sponsored child's name, story and picture.
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fact-packed description of all bird

families of the world. A repre-
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nized bird family is illustrated in

a series of 168 original pen and

ink sketches made by George M.

Sutton specifically for this book.

With emphasis in each chapter

on presenting comparative data,

the book discusses and illustrates

the anatomical features used in

the classification of birds. Also
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ences between birds and other

vertebrates.
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to-date treatment of breeding bi-

ology of birds; review of theories

of bird behavior; discussion of

plumage of birds; most complete
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since publication of Newton's

Dictionary of Birds, published in
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Now an instructor in zoology at

Yale, Dr. Novick has journeyed
round the world in quest of bats.

subjects and our language is fully ex-

pressive in this area. This is not so for

sound and especially not so for inaud-

ible sound, where we have no personal

capacity and where the available vo-

cabulary is almost trivial.

Griffin has overcome many of these

obstacles with specially designed or re-

oriented microphones, loudspeakers,

electronic filters, amplifiers, oscillo-

graphs and tape recorders with which
he has listened to and recorded bat

orientation sounds, produced not only

in the laboratory but in the field, while

the bats were pursuing and capturing

their insect prey in full flight. Some of

us, in fact, have had memorable experi-

ences when we joined him on his night

forays. Several years ago, he was study-

ing red bats as they hunted insects in

the course of their August migration

south. Griffin's favorite site was adja-

cent to a miniature golf course in Fal-

mouth, Massachusetts, where we would

spend the late evening accoutered with

giant pickup horns and all the other

paraphernalia associated with our call-

ing. The proprietor of the golf course,

who did not mind our taking advantage

of his strong lights—which not only at-

tracted insects but permitted us to see

the bats as they hunted—asked only that

we refrain from telling people what we
were doing lest awareness of bats in

such close proximity hurt his business.

I still treasure the experience of seeing

Griffin overcome the obstacle of being

accused by various passers-by and golf-

ers and one unusually astute teen-ager

of being in turn a flying saucer ob-

server, a Russian spy. an eavesdropper

on family secrets, and finally, of all

things, a bat man.

GRIFFIN and his students and a hand-

ful of European scientists have

spread out over the globe to see

whether all bats behave similarly. Of

the seventeeen recognized families of

bats, thirteen have now been studied,

representing bats of Egypt, Ceylon, the

Belgian Congo, Kenya, Mexico, the

Philippines, and Panama, in addition

to those of Europe and the United

States. While most bats feed on flying

insects, a number of specialized species

have turned to roosting insects, fruit,

the pollen, nectar, or petals of flowers,

mammalian or avian blood (the true

vampires of tropical America), small

vertebrates, or fish. For each of these

species, the problem of finding and

catching its prey is somewhat different.

(continued on page 287)
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Floating eggs, buoyed tip by tiny oil

drops in the yolks, are but a few days

old. Prolarvae, near top, can seldom be

identified — specialization comes with

feeding, as shown in angler fish, left,

filefish, center, and mackerel, right.

Wanderers of
' «*»!|



the Ocean
Known collectively as plankton,

they range from plants to fish

By William N. Tavolga

Illustrations by Kenneth Gosner

PLANKTON is the collective term (from the Greek

planhtos: wandering) that marine biologists use for

the minute, often microscopic, plant and animal life that

floats and swims throughout the marvelously complex,

salty soup that makes up our oceans. The plant portion of

this mixture—or the phvtoplankton— is composed mostly

of single-celled algae and bacteria. The animal fraction—

the zooplankton—consists primarily of protozoa, of tiny,

insect-like Crustacea and. finally, of fish in their early,

developmental stages. This last component, the fish larvae,

is the only one to represent the higher, vertebrate forms

of life. It is also in many ways the most remarkable.

Although these larval fishes spend only a brief portion of

their life as members of the planktonic community, they

are—during this short chapter of their lives—as highly

specialized in form and behavior as they are destined to be-

come, in adult form, for their adult, pelagic environment.

The vast majoritv of salt-water fishes pass through a

planktonic. floating, larval stage. In terms of survival of

the species, the advantage of such a life-stage is that the

great multitudes produced not only enhance survival

chances by sheer weight of numbers but also favor an

ever-widening dispersal of the species. Planktonic fish

larvae are small and delicate. Some few reach an inch or

two in size, but most are less than a quarter of an inch in

length: all are thin, and so transparent as to seem ethereal.

Not all the planktonic fishes join the community as

larvae: many also spend their embryonic life afloat. Small,

transparent, fish eggs form a significant portion of the

zooplankton. floating upward to the surface from point of

deposition with the aid of a drop of light oil within each

egg. Such eggs develop rapidlv and manv will hatch within

a few da)s or a week of release and fertilization. These

newlv hatched larvae, often called "prolarvae," are fre-

quentlv nothing more than advanced embryos: each

possesses a small head with primordial eyes, a bluntly

rounded tail capable only of slow twitching, and a large

sac of glassv-clear volk. still containing its buoyant drop

of oil. At the prolarva stage, there is very little diversity

among man\ s|)ecies of fishes—even between distantly

related fish. The differences that can be seen are of a super-

ficial nature: i.e.. relative length of tail, size of eye. size

cif volk. distribution of starlike pigment cells, number of

nuiscle segments, and a few \ariations in proportions.

SrcH basic similarities in prolar\ae make it diflicult to

discriminate between species and. in many cases,

identifications are matters of guesswork. These similari-

ties also indicate the fundamental relationship of all the

bony fishes (teleostsl and are evidence of their descent

from a conmion ancestral form. The comparative ana-

tomists and embryologists of the nineteenth century ad-
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hered closely to a biological principle known variously as

Haeckel's Law (after Ernst Haeckel. 1834-1919). the

biogenetic law. or the law of recapitulation. This stated

that all organisms recapitulate their evolutionary ancestry

during the course of their embryonic development. Thus,

at various points along the continuum of growth from egg

to maturity, according to Haeckel's Law, the organism

shows resemblances to ancestral, extinct forms—running

the gamut from the most ancient and primitive to the

recent and advanced. In a very broad sense, this principle

is well supported by evidence—such as a tadpole's resem-

blance to the fishlike ancestors of frogs; the gill slits pos-

sessed by mammalian embryos at certain stages; the tails

displayed by human embryos: and the similarity of the

embryos and pelagic prolarval stages of the marine fishes.

LTpon closer scrutiny, however, Haeckel's Law begins to

break down. There is not now, nor has there ever been

an amphibian ancestor that looked exactly like a tadpole:

nor are the gill slits of a mammalian embryo ever func-

tional; they are quite different in form from those of their

fishlike predecessors. Similarly, the prolarva stage of fishes

is not represented in the ancestral record as the specific

form from which all modern bony fishes have arisen. This

does not mean, of course, that the biogenetic law has no

validity : the principle remains a useful guide to the study

of evolutionary relationships.

But it must be remembered that, during the course of

e\ olutionary progress, there have been specializations and

changes at all time levels of the organism. Developmental

short cuts have appeared to mask and alter the ancestral

forms. Embryos may be just as highly specialized for their

environment as are adults. A prime example of such em-

bryonic specialization is to be found among viviparous

animals. Both the guppy and man are liveborn, and each

shows specific adaptations for a parasitic survival within

the mother by drawing nourishment froin her blood fluids.

The prolarva itself shows some specializations for sur-

vival as a planktonic organism. Its very small size and its

physiological adaptation to sea water enables it to live

through the critical transition—from the depletion of its

nourishing yolk to the stage at which it begins to catch its

own food. The metamorphosis of the prolarva begins with

the acquisition of a mouth, which starts to function about

the time the yolk supply is exhausted. The larva is now
entirely on its own: equipped with large, well-functioning

jaws, set with microscopic teeth, but it is not particularly



mobile. At this stage, most larvae are voracious predators,

however: they snap energetically, albeit often ineffectually,

at any floating object in their vicinity. Should the object

prove to be of the right size, digestible and nutritious—

and if it does not get away—then the larva will have gained

enough food to keep it growing until its next lucky snap.

Few larvae are good swimmers, and many simply float

passively in the water. Their small size and unsubstantial

construction tend to keep them afloat. Small drops of oil

and trapped bubbles of air assist their upward drift. It is

at this stage that the greatest diversity of forms exists. The
larvae of different species are as unlike each other as are

the adults, and each species has its unique adaptations for

survival as part of the plankton.

MANY SPECIES possess long streaming extensions of the

fins and other body parts. Such prolongations in-

crease the total effective surface area of the animal and

greatly enhance its buoyancy and response to the slightest

movement of the water. The long threadlike appendages of

the angler fish larva, and some of the deep-sea types, are

good examples of such specializations.

Some species actually pass through a sequence of several

larval stages, with a new form and specialization at each

successive stage. Newly hatched eel prolarvae are less than

ten millimeters in length: quite narrow in proportion, but

otherwise like the majority of primitive, floating embryos.

With little change in total length, their jaws develop first

into a pair of fierce-looking toothed pincers. Next, these

change into something resembling a pair of hay rakes.

Such structures are obviously specialized for some par-

ticular type of planktonic food, but the exact nature of the

eel larva's food and feeding habits is completely unknown.

As the eel larva grows larger, the head begins to take

on a more familiar and usual appearance, but a remarkable

change occurs in the body form. By the time it has attained

a length of about five inches, its body is compressed into

a thin ribbon with the transparency of cellophane. In

normal light, all that one can see of this leptocephalus

larva are a pair of small black eyes—the body is quite

invisible. By careful manipulation of light beams, it is

possible to see occasional flashes of iridescence: these iri-

descent reflections come from the edges of the V-shaped

bands of muscles that comprise the body. The next meta-

morphosis brings a decrease in length but. this time, the

animal takes on the final form of an eel. It retains its glassy

transparency, however, for some time longer. An even more

Development of eel shows progression of a larva through

leptocephalus stage to glass eel. Five-inch form at far right

has an eel's normal shape, although it remains transparent.
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remarkable feature of eel development is the fact that this

metamorphosis from prolarva. through leptocephalus, to

glass eel, takes place en route from the spawning areas.

Both the American and European populations of

Atlantic eels spawn in that vague portion of the Atlantic

Ocean known as the Sargasso Sea. As adults, however,

/they spend their lives in estuaries, rivers, and other inland,

fresh-water areas. After sexual maturity, they migrate back

to their mid-Atlantic place of origin to reproduce. Until

the early 1900's, the spawning areas of eels were a complete

mystery but, by patient collecting and research, the various

stages were pieced together. Today, problems still remain.

How do the larval forms find their way through hundreds

of miles of ocean to fresh water? How do they find their

way back as adults? Why do not the American and Euro-

pean populations get mixed? Do they follow deep ocean

currents? What sensory cues direct their journey? Calling

this migratory movement "instinctive"' simply begs the

question. Continuing studies of the structural and physio-

logical development of the eel larvae may someday provide

answers, but, as we shall see here, there are many more

problems associated with larval growth of bony fishes.

How are such virtually transparent—as well as extremely

small—life-forms obtained lor study? Planktonic fish larvae

are collected with a long, conical net of extremely fine, silk

mesh. This net, fitted with a small jar at its apex, is usually

dragged slowly through the water behind a boat at various

depths. The size of the nets and the fineness of their mesh

vary with the type of organisms sought. The majority of

planktonic organisms—and especially larval fishes—are ex-

tremely delicate and fragile: most of them are dead by the

time the contents of the collecting jar are examined. The

few specimens that remain alive after the rigors of collec-

tion rarely survive under laboratory conditions for more
than a few hours. All the metamorphoses, related here,

therefore, have not been observed directly but pieced to-

gether through the painstaking accumulation and study of

series of specimens at different stages. In some cases, it

has taken many years and thousands of collections to

reconstruct the developmental sequence of a single species

of fish. For example, that commonplace of the textbooks—

the metamorphosis of the flounder and the wav in which

one eye migrates from one side of the head to the other-

has never actually been seen as a complete process in a

single specimen. But the changes have been assembled in

so step-by-step a fashion that a motion picture could be

made by using different specimens for each frame.

AREMARKABLE instance of this sort of reconstruction-

including the hypothetical deduction of missing ele-

ments—involves the life history of a deep-sea fish known as

the "gleaming-tailed sea dragon" (Idiacanlhus) . About

sixty years ago. some collectioTis of plankton—from depths

of about a hundred fathoms in the North Atlantic—brought

to light a most unusual kind of fish larva. The specimens

were about 25 millimeters long and eel-like in body form,

with a large duckbill snout. But the eyes were set out at

the ends of long, thin stalks. The eye-stalks were almost

half as long as the larva's body and possessed a core of

flexible cartilage for support. The specimens were obviously

Game fish developments are seen in snout and fin changes

of a sailfish, above, and in a striped hass. below. The bass

shows a much less striking and specialized metamorphosis.

larval forms, but the adult of this species could not even

be imagined. They were formally given the scientific name,

Stylophthalmus. which means "eyes like pillars.
'

In 1934. the explorer-naturalist William Beebe demon-

strated that the stalk-eyed monstrosit)- was in reality the

lar\al form of a deep-sea fish known as Idiacanthus. The

adults of Idiacanthus. although rare, have been known for

over a hundred years. Small, snakelike fish, rarely over

eight inches in length, they are characterized by tremen-

dously enlarged jaws. They also possess some luminous

organs on the body, but their large eyes are set in sockets

in the normal manner. In a collection of plankton taken at

depths of from 500 to 1,000 fathoms in the vicinity of

Bermuda. Dr. Beebe found not only Idiacanthus adults,

but also intermediate larval stages—going back in develop-

ment to the stalk-eved form. He found that, during develop-

ment, the optic nerves shorten and pull the eyes back into

their sockets. The cartilaginous stalk gradually becomes

jammed into a twisted coil and e\enlually atrophies.

THE complete life histories of many marine fishes re-

main unknown. In an average collection of plankton,

one can usually find a number of eggs and larvae whose

later developmental fate is a complete mystery. This is

particularly true for the very young prolarvae in which

few or no differences between species land even between

families and orders of fishes) are detectable. There are

also many fishes, well known as adults, whose larval life

history is unknown. The famous game fish, the tarpon, is

one of these: until recently, the youngest known tarpon

were slightly under two inches in length—at that stage,

their general body shape and proportions are much like

those of an adult. This stage, then, is postlarval.

In February of last year. Dr. Robert Harrington, work-

ing with the Florida State Board of Health, described

tarpon larvae of about three-quarters of an inch in length.

This discovery has cut down the extent of the tarpon

mystery substantially. However, while it is thought that

the tarpon passes through a leptocephalus stage, this form

has not vet been identified and the tarpon's earlier larval

history is still unknown.

One obvious approach to closing these gaps in our

knowledge would be to raise marine fish eggs and larvae

to maturity, or at least to a postlar\al state, in the aquar-

ium, where changes could be continuously observed. The

obvious, however, is fraught with difficulties. In recent

years. Dr. Robert W. Morris, of the Hopkins Marine Sta-

tion in California, has made some distinct advances in

rearing marine fishes. There is a critical period in the life

of the larva — when its yolk begins to be used up and it

switches to feeding by mouth. The greatest mortality

appears to occur at this point. But this is not the only

hazard that must be surmounted. The larva is unable to

withstand the smallest en\ ironmental changes—changes in

temperature, salinity, acidity, aeration and light. Tlie

larva's tolerance to different types of food and various

bacterial invasions is also very low: although a variety of

materials will actually be ingested, most prove to be toxic

or. at best, indigestible. The abundance, as well as the

quality, of food must be controlled: oversuppiv can be

just as fatal as undernourishment. Physical conditions ap-

proximating a planktonic environment are essential: a

certain amount of water movement must be maintained—

but not too much, for bumping into solid objects or over-
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crowding must be avoided. Minute traces of foreign sub-

stances from aquarium walls may prove poisonous; on

the other hand, certain trace chemicals turn out to be

essential for gro^vth and survival. To magnify the problem

still more, the requirements of each species are often

slightly different. One ^vonders how any fish larvae survive.

SUCH STUDIES as Dr. Morris' make it increasingly clear

tliat the sea is not simply, as first described, a salty soup

:

it contains as many or more localized micro-environments

as does the forest ashore, with its variety of environmental

niches. Each fish species finds its own niche—not by seek-

ing it, but by tumbling into it by chance. The narrow

limits within which fish larvae survive means, of course,

that vast numbers die. But vaster numbers, of course, are^

born. And the unsuccessful serve their own role.

An average female goby (see "A Tidal Zone Resident,"

Natural History, March, 1958) will produce up to

200,000 eggs a year. This is probably about average for

the output of most marine fishes, but it pales in compari-

son to even the common codfish, whose offspring number

in the millions. Obviously, in order to be so prolific, the

structure of the individual egg and larva must be as simple

as possible, provided with the minimum of stored food,

and the minimum of defensive mechanisms. The very sim-

plicity of structure cuts the chances of survival for any

one larva to a low probability : one in a hundred thousand,

or even as little as one in a million.

For those that survive, there is a gradual growth in

size and a change in the larva's form. Slowly, the larva

loses its planktonic morphology and assumes the shape

of the adult fish in miniature. Eventually, the particular

environmental niche of the species is found and the larva

now becomes a small fish, called a postlarva or "fry."

The element of chance plays a great role in the success-

ful survival of a given individual. The delicate and help-

less larvae are completely at the mercy of water currents

and chance encounters with larger predators possessing

bigger jaws. Even getting the proper food is largely a

matter of luck. Plankton as a whole, including the fish

larvae, forms the basic food for all the oceans' inhabitants.

The smallest and the largest of the marine vertebrates feed

directly upon the microscopic particles of life. The main

food of larval fishes consists of other larval forms and of

microscopic algae : on a larger scale, the giant whale shark,

the manta ray, and the baleen whale act as great floating

sieves, straining the living plankton from the sea.

The abundance of planktonic fishes far exceeds the

demand, and it is probable that only a small fraction of

the total is actually eaten directly by predators or plankton-

grazers. The majority who do not survive contribute to

the life of the oceans' organisms of decomposition and

decay—the bacteria. The cycle of reincarnation is con-

tinuous, and the bacteria can become part of a fish again,

which, when it dies, can return its organic components to

other forms of life. Through all this re-cycling, the algal

component of the plankton keeps replenishing the supply

of organic materials in the sea by its unique ability for

photosynthesis. Thus, while the whale eats the larvae, the

larvae also eat the whale.

Food fish metamorphosis is shown as codfish, above, grows

from prolarval to juvenile stage. Below, a flounder flattens

laterally, while right eye migrates to left side of its head.
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Devil's Garden, a feature of Arches National Monument in
Utah, above, is the striated, diagonal zone in the aerial
photograph, opposite. This prominent joint pattern guides
the erosion and arch development in the massive formation.

THE WIND
AT WORK
The powers of wind erosion are

less than is commonly supposed

By Richard L. Threet

EVERYWHERE ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH,
the wind blows almost incessantly, sweeping loose

objects along and hurling sand or dust violently against
anything in its path. Perhaps by analogy to artificial

sandblasting, the uind has sometimes been given credit
as a major agent in the erosional shaping of landscapes.
Various natural arch formations, pedestal rocks, honey-
comb fretwork, balanced rocks, pinnacles, and even vast
desert basins have been ascribed to the erosional work
of abrasive-laden winds.

Lnlike this questionable erosional power, the deposi-
lional activities of the wind are well known. Thev are
often responsible for spectacular landscapes of shifting
sand dunes, and even the strange dunelike mounds o"f

curled clay flakes, derived from desiccated flood-plain
lakes of the lower Rio Grande. Much has been written
on the aerodynamics of dune formation and transporta-
tion of sand, but little is known about the wavs in which
« inds work to erode solid rock.

These erosional processes seem to be of two tvpes: ( 1

1
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Wind-scoured trough, in the Mojave Desert of California,

is flanked at left and right by a pair of yardangs, sharp

formations carved I)y ihi' abrasion of wind-borne particles

from the ancient clavs and sihs of tlie former lake bottom.

abrasion, a scouring and polishing of solid rock by grit-

laden wind; and (2) deflation, the blowing away of loose

rock and soil particles which lie at the earth's surface.

There can be no doubt that the former of these processes,

wind abrasion, is effective—at least on a small scale.

Telephone poles have been sawed off at ground level by

blowing sand in desert regions, and automobile windows

have become completely frosted during a single sand-

storm. Grooves and pits have been cut into boulders ex-

posed to blowing sand; Dreikanler (German for "three-

edges," see illustrations, right), and polished pebbles

faceted like Brazil nuts attest to the cutting power of

abrasive-laden wind in the desert, along beaches, or on

Professor Tiireet, a geologist at the University of Utah,

here applies his special interest in the development of land-

scapes to the formations in Arches National Monument. WlND-CARVED PEBBLE, next to hammer head, was buried in

Cambrian beach sands about four hundred million years ago.
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sand bars. The curiously grooved and fluted banks of

clay—known as yardangs, a name given them in Chinese

Turkestan—found in the Middle East and other desert

areas have surely been carved by swirling sand and dust.

Whether such natural sandblast has played an important

part in producing large features—like pedestal rocks and

arches—in consolidated rock, however, is another matter.

AS the wind streams over the landscape, it is generally

^ at a serious disadvantage in abrasion of hard, rocky

surfaces, because the strongest winds are usually found

high above the ground. Only where the air is funneled

through local constrictions will the velocity of wind-

driven particles be high enough for significant abrasion.

On the other hand, the flow of air at the earth's sur-

face is generally turbulent, sucking up loose particles of

rock into the stronger currents and carrying them for

considerable distances. Because large and heavy rock

fragments settle rapidly, usually only fine sand and dust

rise more than a few inches off the ground, even in very

severe windstorms. Rock fragments more than one or

two inches in diameter are seldom moved by wind but

often are left behind as a "desert pavement"—which

armors and temporarily protects the underlying stones

and soil from further removal. This cover may be fur-

ther strengthened, temporarily, by the deposition of thin

films of "desert varnish"—minute quantities of manga-

nese and iron oxides, literally "sweated" out of the soil

and pebbles and left behind as the moisture evaporates

into the dry air. No rocks, however, are capable of long

withstanding the onslaught of physical and chemical

weathering. The finer, fragmental products of weather-

ing, as well as the salty, crystalline residues of chemical

alteration, may be carried away easily by wind action,

or by rainwash and other gravity-induced movements.

THE deflational capabilities of the wind are truly

phenomenal. It has been estimated that the transport-

ing capacity of the atmosphere moving above the Missis-

sippi Valley is a thousand times as great as that of the

rivers below. During the drought years of the 1930's, the

winds picked up vast clouds of loose and unprotected

topsoil from the western Great Plains and sifted a gritty

film of dust over most of the eastern United States.

One severe dust storm — in May, 1935 — dumped an

estimated 101 tons of dust per square mile, on areas as

distant as Washington, D. C. (with the dust content of

only the lower one mile of atmosphere considered in the

calculation I . In the eastern Great Plains, nearer the

source, the dust clouds extended to altitudes of two miles

and more, plunging the area into total darkness at mid-

day. At the University of Nebraska, Professor .\. L. Lugn
caught samples of the settled dust on strategically located

sheets of paper; from the average weight of these aliquot

portions, he computed that the equivalent of forty train

carloads of dust— or some 1,600 tons—fell per square mile.

IN
the source areas, wind deflation may lower the land

surface by a matter of several inches or even a few-

feet in a comparatively short time. On the Nile Delta, it is

estimated that deflation has lowered the surface as much
as seven feet in the past 2,600 years. Professor Eliot

Blackwelder, of Stanford University, described evidence

that the gypsum-capped clay floor of a large alkali flat

(Danby playa) in the Mojave Desert was similarly low-

ered more than ten feet in only a few thousand years.

While the activities of winds, streams, landslides, waves

and glaciers are all undoubtedly important in removal

and transportation of rock fragments, these geologic

agents of gradation co-operate so intimately, at various

rates and degrees of emphasis in various environments,

that it is difficult to rank them in order of relative im-

portance. Where hard rock ledges can be undermined by

the crumbling of soft strata, or where natural soft spots

or zones of weakness are present in otherwise massive

formations, various kinds of overhangs, caves and arches

may be developed by any or all of these geologic agents.

Where the crumbling surfaces are sheltered from mov-

ing streams or films of water, and where there is no

suitable slope for the dislodged particles of rock to have

been rolled away by gravity, it is obvious that the wind,

alone, has been responsible for enlargement of hollows

and caves in chemically insoluble rocks. Yet, such cavities

-definitely attributable to Avork of the wind—are small

Removed from matrix, wind-carved Cambrian pebbles were
found by Professor James Fisher in Bighorn Mountains.

Rf.centlv shaped by wind, tliese pebbles are nonetheless

indistinguishable from iheir ancient Cambrian counterparts.
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First step in development of landscape at Devil's Garden
came as overlying formations of the Salt Valley anticline

were stripped down, by process of erosion, to the level of

Entrada sandstone (upper dark layer in the block diagram).

in size and uncommon in occurrence. Usually rainwash

and gravity have played a supporting, if not the major,

role in the development of overhangs and cavities of all

sizes. Of course, the various powers of all these agents

of transportation are rendered relatively ineffective until

the ubiquitous operations of weathering have weakened
the rocks and made material available for removal.

PEDESTAL ROCKS, pinnacles and arches may develop

in humid regions, but they are most conspicuous in

desert regions, where winds rip across the barren land-

scape. Hence the common misconception that wind abra-

sion has been the chief process in shaping these bizarre

forms. Although this idea has been a matter of consider-

able controversy among geologists, the final word in the

dispute belongs to the late Professor Kirk Bryan of Har-

vard University. Bryan concluded: "If the upper block of

a rock formation is porous . . . and absorbs part or all

of the rain that falls on it, the circulation of water within

the mass of the rock promotes weathering by solution.

Sandstone is particularly susceptible to attack by water

absorbed from rain. Generally, the water dissolves the

cement and, traveling on original lines of easiest passage,

emerges at the sides or base of the rock, where it runs

out or is evaporated. At or near the point of emergence,

the rock crumbles into its original sand grains, which

fall away or are carried away by rainwash. The intrica-

cies produced by this process are truly marvelous. In

general, an excavation or eating back of the original

mass takes place, and the process may be called differen-

tial sapping." The same sort of process, extended in

time and space, results in the crumbling of cliffs and

the stripping of countless plateaus and mesas, as in the

distinctive landscapes of the colorful Colorado Plateau.

In the specific case of Arches National Monument
(note block diagrams here), it is this differential sapping

—and the accompanying processes of waste removal—that

have resulted in a magnificent display of geological

scenery, through a rare combination of rock types, color,

prominent sets of parallel joints to guide erosion, and a

Closer view shows the alternating buttresses and alcoves

in the Entrada formation, as springs and seeps, checked by
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ledges. Fracture pattern acts as a guide for this erosion.



Next step was the uniform breaching of the anticline, by

erosional hollowing-out of the weak Carniel siltstone (next

layer in diagram), where extensive fractures of overlying

sandstone were parallel to the axis of the anticline's fold.

lack of vegetation to hamper erosion. The stage was set

for the development of the arches and related features,

many millions of years ago, when the rocks of Arches

Monument and thousands of feet of overlying strata

were slowly buckled upward in the Salt Valley anticline.

Long continued erosion stripped awav the covering lay-

ers, gradually uncovering the massive Entrada sandstone

formation in which a prominent fracture pattern had

been developed to perfection under the strain of the

earlier deformation. As continued erosion breached the

vulnerable crest of the Salt Valley anticline, the weak

siltstone strata of the Carmel formation were exposed,

contributing to extensive sapping at the base of the En-

trada sandstone cliffs. Erosional widening of the fractures

has permitted sapping to attack the rocks from all sides

and to develop an endless variety of weird forms, as

irregular zones of weaker rock are etched out.

According to the National Park Service brochure on

Arches Monument: "It is in the fins (joint blocks form-

ing vertical slabsj that the arches form. . . . Under the

influence of freezing and thawing and the pull of gravitv,

blocks break away, leaving holes or windows perforating

the fins. The pressure at the base of these fins is so great

from the overl) ing weight, and the rock so weak, that

great chunks break awav and roll down the slopes. Such

crumbling and spalling of rock at the base of the fins aie

similar to the failure of high masonry walls unsupported

by buttresses."

MORE recently, the idea of failure of massive rocks

under compression or release from compression,

with spalling toward unconflned surfaces, has been cited

as an important aspect of cave and arch formation. Dr.

William Bradley, a brilliant young professor of geology

at the University of Colorado, explains the process thus:

as a sheet of massive rock, once formerly compressed under

the burden of overlying strata, is gradually stripped

by erosion, the portions of the elastic rock mass near

the surface slowly rebound most readily toward free sur-

faces of canyon walls, giving rise to release fractures,

Final closei'p shows vulnerability of isolated buttresses

to erosion. Spring-sapped caves, on opposite faces of fin,

center, may expand anil intersect to produce

or sapping from all sides may combine to prod

natural arcli,

uce pinnacle.
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Differential weathering, at work on pair of weak spots

in Entrada sandstone, above, is responsible for Twin Arch.

Sapping from opposite sides of joint block, below, caused

two wide-spaced perforations in fin: thus. The Spectacles.

Climax of cycle in arch development is epitomized by the

sliver-like span of Landscape Arch, above. Both buttresses
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and the arch itself are extensively undermined as a result

of steady weathering, crumbling of soft Entrada sandstone.

CmsTER OF BUTTES in background, beloic. preserves a single

formation. Turret Arch, in array of decapitated buttresses.



Eroded hoodoo, above, is the crumbled remnant of a small

joint block, known at Arches Monument as Balanced Rock.

which are vertical or very steeply inclined. At greater

depth, the tension of release is affected less by the local

relief than by the general free surface of the earth; and

the successively deeper fractures tend to be more gently

inclined. As a result, the release fractures converge to-

ward the lower parts of the canyon walls or cliff faces,

giving rise to huge wedges which are thinnest and weak-

est in their lower parts and crumble or collapse there to

initiate cave or arch development. The major crack or

joint at the rear of the newly formed cave promotes

further weathering and enlargement of the cave.

CONSIDER, in conclusion, additional evidence that casts

doubt on wind abrasion as a significant factor in

producing arches and similar features. First, leeward and

windward surfaces are usually carved and smoothed

alike. Second, the necks of pedestal rocks and the sur-

faces of arches are usually soft and powdery (wind-

abraded surfaces are hard and polished I . Finally, many
arches and other overhangs are found high above the

level at which winds should ordinarily carry the gritty

particles that are required for abrasion.

The late Dr. H. E. Gregory, Professor of Geology at

Yale University, geologist with the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, and a lifetime student of the Colorado Plateaus and

their magnificent arches and other land forms, placed

the question of wind erosion in its proper perspective.

"In general," Gregory summarized, "it may be said

that direct abrasive work of the wind is not a prominent

feature, but as an agent that removes the products of de-

composition . . . the wind has high value."

JtviiiLtu I'l.N.NACLES of Devil's Garden, above, show how the

erosion has followed the sandstone's closely spaced joints.

Si'KCTACi'i.AK cm rE in Fiery Furnace, right, is product of

slight displacement, faster erosion of the inclined block.





The Ma'dan:

Marsh Dwellers of Iraq
By Gavin Maxwell

A little -known group of tribes, living under incredible hardships,

depends for existence on their boats, their water buffalo, and reeds



Moving day comes at floodtinie for a

marsh dweller. Matting is stripped off.

heaped on boats, taken to dry ground.

To rebuild, the Ma'dan cut new reeds.

Sheik's guesthouse, or mudhif, wails

out flood in marshland. Made entirely

of reeds, a mudhif may be about forty

yards long. Its door always faces Mecca.

-V'Wfll^ -=0.

UNTIL A FEW YEARS AGO it

was commonly held that, as re-

cently as Biblical times, the Persian

Gulf stretched far up the country now

known as Iraq, and that the great

rivers Tigris and Euphrates flowed

separately into the sea (not, as they

do now, through the common conduit

of the Shatt al Arab I . Illustrated Bi-

bles often contained maps showing

the recession of the sea at various

dates. It was thought that as the sea

receded it left behind it a country of

marshes, creeks, and lagoons, which

were settled in early times by immi-

grants from the Persian and Turkish

highland regions.

Recent research. ho\ve\er. has

thrown much doubt upon that ac-

cepted theory. It is now believed that

these great stretches of marshland-

divided into areas of seasonal flood-

ing, semipermanent marsh, and. at the

heart of the many distributaries of

the two great rivers, a central area of

permanent marsh—have been created

by subsidence corresponding to up-

ward inovement among the mountains

farther to the east. Thus, it seems

probable that the huge marshes of the

Tigris and Euphrates have never been

greath different from what they are

today, and the origins of the peoitle

who live there, leading a strange life

adapted to their unusual surround-

ings, remain obscure.

The permanent marshes lie low be-

tween the courses of the two great

rivers, and extend east of the Tigris

over the Iranian frontier. They are

one of the almost unexplored terri-

tories near to civilization, for they

are within a day's journey of great

oil fields. Transport difficulties, the

lack of solid ground on which to pitch

a camp, and the primitive living con-

ditions of the marsh Arabs have dis-

couraged most travelers from pene-

trating beyond the fringes of the per-

manent marsh. Whereas both the

areas of seasonal flooding and the

great rivers themselves have been vis-

ited by travelers, as well as by sol-

diers in wars of European origin, the

heart of the swamps remained little

known and imperfectly explored until

Major Wilfred Thesiger began to visit

it some six years ago. Since then,

until the time of the Iraqi revolution,

he has spent a number of luontlis of

each year in the marshlands, and

among its peoples. Thesiger has done

much for them, tirelessly doctoring

« ith modern drugs the many ailments

to which they are subject, and to be

his companion was a passport to their

good will. In the winter of 19.55-56,

I accepted an invitation to accompany

liini into the marshes the next spring.

THIS is a tribal area, inhabited by

some half-dozen tribes whose

frontiers extend arbitrarily outside

llic marshes. Some of them claim to

be of Aral) descent, and contain a

liberal sprinkling of sayids. or de-

scendants of the I'ropiiet. while others

denv Arab blood and say that they

lived there long before the Arab in-

vasion in the Dark Ages. In the days

before World Vi'ar I. when the whole

of Iraq was part of the Ottoman Em-

pire, the Turks encouraged intertribal

warfare, hoping thus to keep the peo-
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pie in a state too weak and divided

for combined revolt against their

overlords. By 1956, although there

was from time to time a little local

scrapping, fights rarely reached a

stage at which the intervention of

government troops became necessary.

WHILE the land of Iraq belonged

nominally to the State, sheiks

held land under the government in a

type of perpetual fief, and were respon-

sible to the Crown for the good order

and discipline of the territory they oc-

cupied—not always, it must be admit-

ted, to the benefit of their people. These

"lando^\Tiins" sheiks did not live in

from \vherever they may have come,

were faced with the problem of wrest-

ing a livelihood from a country in

which there was little solid ground,

except for an occasional small tumu-

lus island of mud, and which con-

tained few materials either for shelter

or for food. Probably they were, as

they are now, dependent for certain

necessities upon the cultivators who
live outside the perimeter of the true

marsh ( which can grow no crop of any

kind), exchanging their own prod-

ucts, notably reed matting, for rice

and other foodstuffs. For building

material they had nothing to use but

the giant reed Phragniites communis,

with short stiff bundles of reed and

then fill in the enclosed area with

vegetation, until a little island is

formed just above the surface of the

water. Then bundles of the full-length

reeds are cut, bound together, and

stuck in the "ground" to a depth of

some three feet; they are bent over

and their tops tied together to form

a succession of arches, which then be-

come the main bones, so to speak, of

a marshman's house (see illustra-

tions) . After the horizontal bundles

of reeds have been added, there is an

integrated structure not unlike the

skeleton of any Quonset hut, which is

then covered with reed matting. It

First step in house construction is bundling reeds into

tapered columns, which are set into parallel holes and are

then angled out at about 70°. Framework is next covered by

overlapping mats, made of reeds, as shown in background.

the marshes themselves, but usually

in stone fortresses on the dry banks

of the rivers. They kept agents in the

various marsh villages, whose duty

it was to levy taxes and maintain or-

der. Many of these sheiks were re-

lated to each other by marriage, and

occasionally family disputes would

lead to one sheik going to war against

another. Their men were usually well-

equipped v/ith rifles, but had no heav-

ier weapons than light machine guns.

The earliest settlers in the marshes,
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growing twenty-five feet high, which

is the chief vegetation of a large part

of the area. This reed became the

mainstay of the people, and remains

so, even to this day.

THE marshmen like to build their

houses in the more open water,

away from the denser reed beds, so as

to avoid the worst of the mosquitoes

in summer. In water, which is some

two or three feet deep, they stake out

the perimeter of the proposed house

has been suggested that such reed

arches were in all likelihood the pred-

ecessors of all arch formation in

architecture, for the making of an

arch is clearly more convenient in

such a plastic material than in stone

or brick. The structures vary greatly

in their degree of pretension and or-

namentation; the usual marshman's

house, whether built on an island or

in the water, is small and generally

rather untidy, but the perfection to

which this tradition of reed architec-
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Ends of columns are bent together and tied with sedge

leaves, above. Tripod is "stepladder,' made of bundles of

marsh reed, and is strong enough to su]>porl a man, below.

Three men can construrt a marsh house in about two hours.

ture can be brought is ilhislialed by

the guesthouses or miidhijs of the

sheiks who live on the |)ci'iineter.

TllKSK arc of most iiitiicato ccui-

structioii and considerable size.

often ornamented with lattice win-

dows at the ends, and they are solid

structures that may take hundreds of

men several weeks to build. By con-

trast, the simple niarshman's house

can be ]iut up by niendjers of the

faniih in l\\o or three lioins.
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While building material was thus

readily available to an inventive

mind, there was originally no form of

livestock in Mesoi^otamia that was
suited to this aquatic life, and it is

not surprising to find that a people

who had already displayed so much
ingenuity were quick to set this right

by the introduction of the water buf-

falo, now a key element in the marsh-

man's economic system.
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THESE animals are so essential a

part of the marshman's life that

the routine of the family may be said

to revolve about them. They provide

both milk and cheese, and, most im-

portant of all, they provide the only

safe fuel available in the marshes—
their dung. Reeds are an unsuitable

and dangerous fuel to burn in a low

reed house and a fire of reeds re-

quires constant tending. Thus, buffalo

dung is the staple fuel in every house-

hold. It is collected—by children or

women, who are always responsible

for such "unclean" tasks—made into

platelike patties, dried, and finally

stacked into beehive-shaped structures

of great intricacy. Buffalo dung is also

used as cement, a function scarcely

less important than its role as fuel:

grain stores of reed matting are

sealed and waterproofed with buffalo
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Impressive interior of mudhif shows

details of arch construction—a style

so old that it is possible many later

architectural forms derived from it.

and dun-colored cows. These latter

remain for all their lives upon the

buffalo platform that projects from

every house, and when the buffaloes

leave the platform at dawn, to forage

in the reed beds, the cattle must stay,

dependent upon the green shoots

which their owners cut for them.

THE ingenuity displayed in the ex-

ploitation of the natural reed

growth, together with the introduc-

tion of water-loving livestock, sug-

gests that the early settlers would also

have been quick to exploit the very

numerous fish inhabiting the marsh

waters. Thus, it remains an unan-

swered puzzle that the true marsh-

men look upon fishing with nets as

something caste-losing and almost un-

clean. Although a net-fishing com-

munity—called the Berbera—lives in

their midst and makes larger sums of

money than would ever come a

marshman's way, the marshman re-

gards the Berbera as inferior people,

\vith whom, for example, he would

not dream of intermarrying.

The marshman confines himself to

the grotesquely inefficient method of

fishing with a five-pointed spear. He

will wade about for hours in the

reeds, thrusting this clumsy but for-

midable weapon at random among

the reed roots. At the end of it all he

will, by luck rather than by skill,

bring home three or four fish.

Thus, the marshmen never "export"'

fish in exchange for the goods they

require, and their exportable produce

is limited to reed matting. The mal-

ting is collected by trading boats that

move from village to village, and is

thereafter often taken to Basra and

sent not only to other parts of Iraq

but also to countries overseas.

dung, which sets as hard as a rock.

Because of their indispensability.

the buffaloes have become to the

marshmen almost a unit of currency,

and each beast is worth some seventy-

five dollars. A man purchases his

bride for three buffaloes or an equiv-

alent cash payment. The settled people

of the marshes may- own from two to

a half-dozen buffaloes per family, but

at the fringes of the marshlands no-

madic peoples are to be found, ^\ho

herd great numbers of the buffaloes,

moving as the grazing may dictate.

There, a single family may own a

hundred or more animals.

Besides his buffaloes, the settled

marshman usually keeps a few chick-

ens and one or more savage dogs who
guard his house from the ever-pres-

ent menace of theft. More occasion-

ally, he may own one or two sheep

BKSIDKS grain in one form or

anoliier I the staple food is rice I

.

there is one other commodity which

the marshmen are unable to produce

themseK es. As there is no solid land

in their territory—or at best a few

nuid islands barely large enough for

a few families to build their houses

upon—the people are dependent upon

canoes or boats of one form or an-

other for all movement. These canoes
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Poised precariously in a canoe prow,
this Ma'di prepares to spear for fish.

Because spear method is so inefficient,

Ma'dan do not get enough fish to sell.

—varying in type from broad-beamed

transport boats to the graceful high-

prowed taradas, which were the tribal

war canoes—must be built outside the

marshes, upon the great rivers or

their distributaries, and must be

bought by the marshmen in return for

their staple product—reed matting.

A child learns to paddle a canoe as

soon as he or she can walk. One ma

.

see little children who are still un-

steady on their feet practicing pad-

dling a small raft of reeds in prepara-

tion for the great skill—characteristic

of all the adults—in the handling of

the marshmen's unstable craft.

THE commonest type of weapon in

the marshes is the muzzle-loading

shotgun. These are made locally, and
look it; the barrel may be any old

piece of metal tubing, and several

that 1 saw had quite plainly been

constructed from old iron bedsteads,

of which some enterprising peddler

had perhaps carried a load to one of

the river towns surrounding the

marshes. The crude forestock is at-

tached to the barrel by encircling

strips of raw aluminum or brass, and
sometimes the owner decorates his

weapon by nailing a coin or two on to

the stock. The ammunition for these

perilous-looking contrivances can be

bought at most of the larger villages

outside the permanent marsh. The

Fish nets, tabooed by the Ma'dan, are

employed by the low-caste Berbera—
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strange, seminomadic people with whom
Ma'dan will not eat or intermarry.



Lifeline for every Ma'di is his canoe. visits the outside world. Here, bottom

In it he fishes, hunts, gathers reeds, of boat is waterproofed with hot tar.

Mats. lejt. woven by Ma'dan. are sohl Keffia. a cross-wrapped headdress, is

widely in Iraq and beyond its frontiers. worn by Ma'di. working at his loom.



Gavin Maxwell grew up in Scotland,

studied at Oxford before World War
II, and now lives alternately in Skye
and London. His interests: '"natural
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charge is black powder. Flat sheets of

lead pellets, joined together—from

which one maj' break off as many or as

tew as one likes—provide the load.

The pellets are not round but neither,

for that matter, are many of the gun

barrels. When the owner is unable to

afford the lead, he will load it with

what scraps he can find, although

metal of any kind is scarce.

Although the impact of the West

_/-\_ has yet to penetrate the perma-

nent marshes, dependence upon the

people who live on the dry land out-

side has resulted in the introduction

of a number of Western commodities

during the past few years. Thus the

peddling boats that tour the marsh

villages have now begun to sell such

innovations as safety pins, plastic

belts and bandoleers, and bales of

cheap, brightly patterned cloth from

India and Japan. These peddling

boats, too, supply the village shops,

which are indistinguishable from any

other reed house but for the fact that

they fly a small white flag. In some of

them there are a surprising variety

of goods, and, in addition to the plas-

tic belts and cloth, they stock rice,

sugar, and cigarettes. Tobacco is ex-

traordinarily cheap in all Iraq, and

twenty well-packed cigarettes cost no

more than five cents. Almost all marsh

Arabs smoke, many of them starting

when they are five years old, and they

economize still further by buying

their tobacco loose and rolling their

own cigarettes, thereby cutting the

expenditure practically in half.

VARIOUS clothing can be bought at

these shops, but the marshmen's

requirements in this direction are

few. The basic garment is the dish-

dosha, a single shirt reaching from

throat to ankle. When it rains, the

marshman does not put on more—he
takes off what he has, to keep it dry.

Of recent years many men, particu-

larly of the seasonal marshes, have

taken to wearing over this garment

a European-style jacket (these are

imported into Iraq in bulk from

America), but they never wear shoes

or any form of underclothing. On his
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head, the marshman wears a head-

cloth and a head rope to keep it in

position — called respectively keffia

and agal—and sometimes, especially

among children who have not yet

adopted adult dress, a woollen skull-

cap of bright colors. Men shave their

heads; women plait their hair into

an elaboration of short pony-tails.

The marshmen are riddled with

disease. Dysentery is endemic: yaws

afflict a large part of the population;

ringworm may be expected among the

greater number of children ; hook-

worm spreads rapidly and bilharzia is

inescapable for those who spend so

much of their time naked in the

water. This last, perhaps, may be de-

scribed as the disease par excellence

of the marshmen, for no cure can

prevent immediate reinfection.

The marsh Arabs are a primitive

people, and in the main, despite their

living conditions, are a happy and con-

tented one. So far, they have little

knowledge that the culture of the West

brings with it more than a few amus-

ing new toys. They are not jealous of

the sheiks' Cadillacs or of what they

know of civilization, simply because

these things seem as yet to bear no

relation to them. Their interest in

new objects is confined to the things

that they consider useful to their

own way of life. Our guns, field

glasses and medicine chests, for exam-

ple, were jealously admired, but talk

of automobiles would leave them cold

because clearly one could not use an

automobile in the marshes.

At present, the marshmen are lead-

_/-\^ ing much the same life as their

ancestors did some three thousand

years ago, but their dissolution under

the ever-increasing proximity of West-

ern culture must now- be a foregone

conclusion. There is talk of draining

the marshes—and oil is suspected be-

low them—but such a program would

in all probability take so long that the

culture of the marsh people will dis-

appear under the blandishments of

civilization long before the marshes

themselves are no more. When it does

so, it is to be hoped that this very

likable people will find the benefits

of this century, into which they will

emerge like Rip Van Winkle, rather

than the problems that it has brought

to us who have grown up in it. To me
it was a privilege to pay this visit to

them in their remote and watery Eden

before they had eaten of the apple.

Market village, above, is

gossip and of trade, where
a scene

safety pi
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plastic belts, and Western clothes are

exchanged for famed Ma'dan reed mats.

Watfr BiFFVLO. belou, are Ma'dan's

most prized possession. Dung is used

for fuel and caulking, it? hide makes

leather, and its milk is a diet staple.
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INVADER OF THE
Helped by a genetic mutation, the population of the

fire ant has "exploded," and now infests a wide area

By Edward O. Wilson

FIFTY YEARS AGO. the chief

problem besetting southern agri-

culture was the presence of the boll

weevil, an insect Avhich was then in

the process of moving eastward from

Texas. Today, equal anxiety is being

caused by the imported fire ant,

which is spreading in all directions

from its point of introduction at Mo-
bile, Alabama. Fire ants receive their

common name from the mildly burn-

ing sensation caused by their sting.

Actually, the sting of the worker ant

is much less severe than that of a

bee or wasp, but this is more than

made up for by the size and ferocity

of the colonies—the slightest disturb-

ance of a nest brings out hundreds or

even thousands of workers, which at-

tack any moving object within reach.

Most persons are not seriously hurt

by fire ant stings, but a few are espe-

cially sensitive. At least two children

are reported to have died from large

doses of the venom after an attack.

Aside from causing considerable

nuisance, the imported fire ant species

has developed into a remarkable, ver-

satile and destructive agricultural

pest; for as the populations become

denser and the nests more crowded,

many colonies enlarge their diet—

which normally consists mostly of

small insects—to include the seedlings

of plants. In Alabama and Missis-

sippi, sections of fields of newly

sprouted corn, beans, and other prin-

cipal crops have been cut down by

the marauding worker ants: one picks

up crumpled plants only to find their

stems and roots riddled by feeding

ants. It is a rare thing for any ant

sjjecies to feed directly on plant tis-

sues in this way.

The fire ants are also avid attend-

ants of plant lice and scale insects,

which they solicit for the secretion

knoAvn as honeydew, and they un-

doubtedly contribute to some crop

damage in this indirect fashion. Their

large nests, sometimes occurring as

many as fifty to an acre, slow farm

machinery and hamper sowing and

harvesting operations. Farm workers

frequently refuse to work in infested

fields for fear of being stung.

But of all the damage fire ants are

reputed to do perhaps the most spec-

tacular is the destruction of barnyard

animals. Newly hatched fowl are par-

ticularly susceptible. Whole broods of

chickens and turkeys have been said

to be destroyed by the ants within a

few hours, when left unguarded.

There have even been reports of new-

ly born pigs and calves being killed.

THE size of fire ant colonies is sur-

prisingly large. No accurate

counts have ever been made of the

population of a single nest, but one

estimate I made using statistical meth-

Worker's STiNC, above, plays a crucial

role in the ants' foraging. When worker
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finds food that proves too heavy for it

to carry alone, it goes back to the nest

dragging the tip of its sting along the

ground. This emits minute amounts of



SOUTH
Dr. Wilson began to observe the fire

ant while studying at the University

of Alabama. He then went to Harvard,

where he won a junior fellowship and
has now become associate professor.

ods yielded the figure of approxi-

mately 250,000 workers. If this esti-

mate is correct—and I believe that, in

fact, it is on the conservative side-

then it is probably true that the most

heavily infested farm land can sup-

port as many as 10,000,000 adult

worker ants per acre! It is not hard

to see why these ants have acquired

such omnivorous feeding habits.

Externally, their nests are marked

by a mound of excavated soil, which

is usually about three feet in diameter

and varies between several inches and

one foot in height. Beneath the surface

of the mound, the earth is honey-

combed for a depth of as much as five

feet. Innumerable galleries and cham-

bers are filled with ants and their soft.

white brood. Yet. despite the great

size of the colonies, there appears to

be only one mother queen in each nest.

In order to determine what kind of

control was exercised by the colonv

scented substance, forming a trail that

other workers smell and follow to food.

Fierce mandibles show why fire ant is

such a voracious predator, eating not

to limit the number of queens. I once

performed a laboratory experiment in

which several queens were mixed with

a group of workers that had gone

without queens for a while. Because

fire ants from different colonies are

highl) antagonistic to each other and

ordinarily fight to the death when

confined together, it was necessary to

chill both the queens and workers in

a refrigerator before mixing them.

When they recovered, they accepted

one another and went about their nor-

mal functions in apparent harmon\.

But after several days, the workers

began executing queens systematic-

ally, until only a single one was left,

(bus restoring the normal balance.

THE coiNTROL of queens is just one

aspect of the tightly knit social

organization that characterizes fire

ants and undoubtedly contributes to

only plants and crops, but even certain

small animals, like newly hatched fowl.

their success. Another, most interest-

ing kind of behavior can be seen

when the ants go foraging. The work-

ers patrol singly, during both day

and night, with the result that a sub-

stantial area around the nest is kept

under constant surveillance. When a

worker finds food that proves too

heavv for it to carrv alone, such as a

large insect, it leaves the food source

and runs directly homeward, drag-

ging the tip of its sting along the

ground and emitting through the

sting an odor trail, which consists of

a substance originating in one of the

\cnom glands in the rear part of tlie

ants bod\. Only microscopic amounts

of this odoriferous substance are re-

leased at a time, so that the trail, even

when examined under considerable

magnification, is invisible to the hu-

man eye. But the trail is very obvious

to the olfactory sense of worker ants.

V/



Young queen is seen with larval ants and worker in nest's

galleries. Wings will be lost after the mating flight. Despite

colonies' great size—there are perhaps 250,000 workers in

a single nest—only one mother queen is found to a colony.

for when the foraging worker reaches

home, other workers meeting it im-

mediately begin running out along

the trail, and, providing the food

source is not more than a )'ard or two

from the nest, they soon find it.

Workers subsequently arriving at the

scene perform looping movements of

their own and also carve off bits of

the food to carry back into the nest.

As a result of this cumulative activity,

the number of workers venturing out

to the food source now mounts ex-

ponentially, until in a few minutes

the spot is swarming with ants. Clear-

ly, the chief advantage of this pattern

of behavior is that a relatively small

number of foraging workers in the

field can, on short notice, bring out

the right number of helpers to cope

with prey or large food particles.

The imported fire ants spread them-

selves in two fashions. The largest

jumps are made by colonies unvvit-
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tingly carried by man in the soil of

nursery stock. From these secondary

foci, new populations spread out rap-

idly. A slower, more natural dispersal

is achieved by the nuptial flights of the

winged queens and males. At various

times of the year, but especially dur-

ing the summer, swarms of these

winged "sexual" forms emerge from

the nests and fly high into the air,

where they mate. The fertilized queen

then drops to the ground and follows

a sequence of nest-founding behavior

of the sort typical for most ant spe-

cies. First shedding her wings, she

then digs a short vertical gallery in

the soil, settles herself in the bottom,

and finally (within a few days) lays

approximately a hundred eggs. De-

velopment of the eggs and of subse-

quent larval and pupal stages takes

place rapidly. Within five weeks, the

young adult workers have emerged

and begun foraging for food above

ground. The growth of the young col-

ony that follows is also astonishingly

rapid. Within a year, it contains thou-

sands of workers and has begun to

produce winged queens and males,

thus completing the social life cycle

of the species.

IMPORTED fire ants were first discov-

ered in the U.S. by H. P. Loding.

a distinguished amateur entomologist

from Alabama. He made his dis-

covery in the port city of Mobile

shortly after the First World War. It

is typical of introduced pests that at

first the ants seemed relatively harm-

less—indeed, they were limited to a

precarious "beachhead" within the

city itself; and during the 1920's,

Loding observed how another species

of ant. the famed "Argentine" ant

(Iridomyrmex humilis) , nearly elim-

inated the fire ant altogether in the

course of a fierce competition.



Carinc for young, workers move larvae, above, and both

larvae and pupae, below, in nest galleries. When a nest is

broken open, workers move young deeper into tunnel? that

may honeycomb the earth for a depth of as much as five feet.
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Spread of fire ants from about 1918,

when they were first seen in Mobile, is

In 1928, another entomologist, Wil-

liam S. Creighton, visited Mobile and

made some interesting observations of

his own about the struggling popula-

tion. He found that the ants were still

limited to Mobile but had, in a few

years, spread from the center of the

city to the suburban community of

Spring Hill. Creighton, an outstand-

ing authority on North American ants

with a special interest in fire ants,

quickly grasped the significance of

the situation, and warned that the im-

ported ants appeared by now to be

well established and might eventually

spread to pest proportions. Had his

shown by solid lines. The broken lines

trace limits of secondary populations.

advice been heeded in time, the South

could have been saved millions of dol-

lars in agricultural damage, for early

in the 1930's, the Mobile population

"exploded." Today, dense and grow-

ing populations reach from Texas to

North Carolina.

WHERE did the imported fire ant

come from? Creighton was the

first to identify it correctly as Solen-

opsis saevissima, a species native to

South America. On its native conti-

nent, it occupies a vast range extend-

ing from the Guianas to Argentina,

and within this area, it shows exten-

FiRE ANT MOUNDS, which may occur as

many as fifty to an acre, are seen in a

Mississippi field. Mounds reach about

three feet in diameter, a foot in height.

sive racial variation in color, size, and

other external features. Since the pop-

ulation introduced into the United

States has features typical of native

populations in Argentina and Uru-

guay in size, color, and other external

characteristics, it has been concluded

that the original importation was

from Buenos Aires or Montevideo.

The nature and control of biolog-

ical invasions, of which the fire ant

invasion forms a classic example, is

today considered one of the outstand-

ing problems of evolutionary biology.

Why do some species of plants and

animals flourish in new environments,

while others quickly die out in these

same places? And why do successful

imports frequently build up huge

populations exceeding those of the

native species, and then, with the

passage of time, deflate to more nor-

mal proportions? Biologists have

been able to supply only partial an-

swers to these questions, and often

they are forced to rely on guesswork

more than on fact—which is why such

cases as that of the imported fire ant

deserve careful study.

There are several clues as to why
the introduced fire ant population

has behaved in the way described. It

is an interesting fact that in its South

American homeland, the ant is not

abundant enough to be a serious pest,

and no special efforts are expended

to control it. Exactly the same situa-

tion holds for the three fire ant spe-

cies that are native to the southern

United States {Solenopsis aurea, S.

geminata, and 5. xyloni) , which can

occasionally become minor pests but

at the present time are completely

overshadowed by the invaders.

It is usual to explain S. saevissimd's

"exotic pest" effect by pointing out

that when a species such as the im-

ported fire ant is introduced into a

new country, it leaves behind, at least

for a while, its natural predators,

parasites, and competitors. If, there-

fore, the invader proves superior in

competition with native species of its

new environment, it can be expected

to enter a period of rapid growth, as it

makes maximum use of its resources.

In short, its population "explodes."

This process can be expected to

continue until the invader exhausts its

resources, whether these involve food

or merely living space, or until the

native fauna and flora "adjust" by

genetic adaptation to the competitive

strain imposed by the invader.



Ideally, the invader is eventually fit-

ted into the natural communities by

a continuing mutual adjustment be-

tween it and the native species. In the

process, the inflated populations of

the invader are reduced until, from

the human point of view, they are no

longer serious pests.

THE imported fire ant is evidently

a long way from this theoretical

adjustment level. On the contrary,

population growth still seems to be

accelerating; and it would appear that

the population explosion starting in

the 1930's was brought about by an

important genetic change which con-

tinues to exercise a dominant influ-

ence. When Loding and Creighton

first observed the imported fire ant

in the 1920's, the population consisted

entirely of a dark brown form that

was easy to match with a common
racial variant found in Argentina and

Uruguay. At about the time of the

population explosion, a second form,

reddish brown in color and smaller

in size, made its appearance. It cor-

responded closely to a racial variant

found in northern Argentina and

southern Bolivia and very likely was

introduced into the United States (in-

dependently of the dark form) from

that part of the population range. By

1949, when I first studied the species,

the light form was clearly outproduc-

ing the dark form and replacing it

over most of its range. Because of

this fact, I have presented the hypo-

thesis that the appearance of the light

form was necessary to achieve the

population explosion: for some rea-

son that is not yet entirely clear, the

light form is well adapted to the en-

vironment of the southern United

States, while the dark form is not.

THE FUTURE of this remarkable

pest in the United States is un-

certain. If left to spread unhampered,

it will probably come to occupy most

of the southeastern United States.

Since it is a species adapted primarily

to tropical and warm temperate

conditions, it is not likely to spread

north much beyond its present limits

in Tennessee and North Carolina.

Furthermore, it is not apt to press

westward much beyond the humid

coastland of Texas. It could, however,

become settled in parts of California,

and quarantine regulations are clearly

needed to prevent its being carried bv

highway traffic to this Pacific state.

Crop damage caused by fire ants may Shown above is damaged okra. Seed

already exceed several million dollars. corn, below, was also attacked by ants.

Ruined cabbage stems are seen below. small insects, but population crowding

The fire ants' diet typically consists of forces them to turn to crops for food.
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SKY REPORTER

THREE OF THE FIVE naked eye planets—Venus, Mars
and Jupiter—may be found on the star map this month.

Saturn rises an hour and a quarter past map-time.

These planets' approximate positions relative to the

earth and the sun are shown in the diagram, above, in

which sizes and distances are, of course, not to scale.

Noting their relative positions for the first of May, one

might assume that Mercury was far enough away from

the sun to be clearly visible from the earth before sunrise.

That is true—but not in the Northern Hemisphere. If we

could look at the whole solar system edgewise, instead of

from above, we would see that Mercury, during the first

week of May, is quite far south of the line from the earth

to the sun. For observers at about latitude 40° N., Mer-

cury^ will rise only about forty-eight minutes before sun-

rise and the dawn sky will be too bright for us to see it.

But at latitude 40° S.. where autumn is ending and the

long nights of winter are approaching, the sun rises nearlv

two hours later and Mercury, rising more than two hours

before sunrise, will be observable.

Venus remains well clear of the sun as seen from the

earth all this month. It is now a brilliant object over the

horizon, between west and northwest, as the evening dusk

deepens. Venus' position is shown for May I.t on the star

map on the following jiages.

Mars will also be found on the star map. to the left of

Venus, near the position of the moon for May 12. Tiie

diagram, above, shows that the earth is leaving slower

Mars far behind: the ruddy planet is no longer very bright.

Great Jupiter—much more brilliant than any star—now
dominates our night skv. It appears over the horizon on

the star map when southeast is turned to the bottom. Dur-

ing the month, the earth passes between JupiTER and the

sun. The three objects will be in line on May IS, with the

sun and the great planet on exactly opposite sides of the

earth. Astronomers call this an "opposition."

The earth, traveling in its orbit more rapidlv than

Jupiter and Saturn, passes Jupiter this month and

Saturn late next month. Although both of these outer

planets continually move eastward around the sun. there

is a period of time, before and after the earth passes them,

\\hen it appears that they move westward, opposite to the

direction of their real motion, against the background of

the distant stars. The effect is an illusion, of course, and

the westward motion of JuPiTER and Saturn is apparent,

not real. Since it is opposite to their real eastward motion,

it is described as "retrograde "—backward.

The earth passes Jupiter on May 18; the planet's retro-

grade motion began on March lo and will continue to

July 20. For Saturn, which the earth will pass on June 2.i.

the westward—retrograde—motion began on April 16 and

\sill continue until September 4. During the rest of the

\ ear, the two planets will be seen to move eastward across

the celestial backdrop—the direction of their real molinn.

DIRING Mav. VemiS and M VRS are well abo\e the hori-

zi>n in the west as darkness falls. Thev nnist. of course.

be obser\ed before they set. Jl PITER and Saturn rise

southeast later in the night. A timetable for these e\enls

throughout the month is given on the follow ing page. Dates

of the month are at the lop: times, in ten-minute intervals.

are at the left side. Locate the chosen date at the top. come

down that vertical line until you meet the line for the

planet. This w ill give ) ou the hour in Day light Saving Time.
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Mr. Neely. editor of Sky Reporter since 1947, now
prepares this monthly feature for Natural History.

THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon May 7

First Quarter May 15

Full Moon May 22

Last Quarter May 29

THIS month's map presents two features that are of

special interest to the confirmed stargazer. First; the

Milky Way is virtually out of the sky at map-time. Its

winter branch is setting along the western horizon, while

the summer branch is just beginning to emerge in the east.

The second feature challenges dedicated sky watchers,

for the long, straggling and faint constellation of Hydra is

high enough above the horizon to be traced in its entirety

by observers in our mid-latitudes. An hour before map-

time, the dim stars of the monster's tail will be too low to

see: an hour after map-time, the stars that form its head,

in turn, are too near the horizon to be easily viewed.

The position of Hydra shown on the map is first reached

just before dawn in early January. Then it is reached at

progressively earlier hours until the more convenient times

this month. But do not try to trace dim Hydra if there is

much moonlight. The Big Dipper will always tell when

Hydra is best. Roll the map to bring the north horizon to

the bottom. Find the bright star, Alioth, in the Dipper.

Whenever Alioth is directly above the North Star, Hydra

will be in the position shown on the map.

This mythological creature figures in the famous tale

of the twelve labors of Hercules. Hydra, according to the

myth, had nine heads, only one of which was immortal. If

any of the others was cut off, two new ones at once grew

in its place. But Hercules and his companion, lolas, solved

the problem: when Hercules struck off a head, lolas

promptly used a firebrand to burn out the roots. And so

the fearsome Hydra was finally slain.

Abrief calendar of events for this month follows.

May 1 to 10: The meteors known as the Eta Aqua-

rids are due now, with a maximum on May 4. About 4:30

A.M., watch the sky 20° high between east and southeast.

May 11 to 20: An interesting stream of meteors radiates

from near the star Zeta, at the top of the kite-shaped figure

in Hercules, throughout this period and for some days

after. Locate Zeta over the east on the map.

May 21 to 31 : Let the moon introduce you to Saturn

on May 24. About midnight, the two will be side by side,

10° high in the southeast.

Predawn observers, on May 30, may look for meteors

that radiate from above the Great Square of Pegasus, half-

way up the sky over the eastern horizon.

/ '^.z

Hours in may during which Jupiter and Saturn rise, while

Mars and Venus set, may be computed from the chart, above.
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MAY TIMETABLE
First week 10:30 to 11.30 p.m.

Second week 10:05 to 11:05 p.m.

Third week 9:20 to 10:20 p.m.

Final week dark to 9:45 p.m.

(times are Daylighf Saving)



OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced obs

reads star mops by a dim, red light, since white

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, a
iW^» disk of red cellophane may be inserted under the

lens of a flashlight, or the lens may be coated

with red nail polish, or a red bulb may be used.

'>^^%. '\
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What a wonderful double gift -for

that youngster you love!

Can you remember how — when you were a youngster -

life was one mystery and discovery after another? Those

were, and still are, the important days when growing minds

acquire basic attitudes and interests that last a lifetime.

Because we've had so many requests for it, the Museum

has formed a group especially for 8- to 14-year olds, to

provide exactly the stimulation they need to discover the

world of nature and science all around them. It is called:

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM EXPLORERS

Think how delighted your favorite youngster — boy or girl — will be to receive a gift

membership from you. Each new Explorer will receive:

1. A year's subscription to JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY, a magazine for young people which

could only be published by the Museum with its vast store of information.

Z. An official Membership Card to show he or she is a member.

O. A colorful Membership button he'll be proud to wear on his coat.

4. A chance to swap stories with other members about trips, experiments and other activities

in a special Member's Page of JUNIOR NATURAL HISTORY.

5. A special Member's discount on EXPLORERS' HANDBOOKS.

Remember, too, a youngster who becomes an EXPLORER is as much a Museum
member as the adult who donates $100,000 and can take the same pride in his

association with one of the world's greatest scientific institutions.

EXTRA-

FREE

GIFT

This Fascinating Fully-Illustrated Book on

Dinosaurs will be sent each child for whom
you enter a Gift Membership. It tells the com-

plete strange story of these prehistoric giants

who ruled the earth for millions of years. Here

your child will find photos of actual skeletons

. . . life-like drawings showing how dinosaurs

lived . . . exciting tales of the search for fossils.

Printed on fine quality paper, this is a truly

stimulating and informative book.

Give This Exciting Double Gift — Mail Coupon Today!

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York 24, N. Y.

I wish to give Explorer

Memberships for the

coming year to the
youngsters listed here.

Send each child a

Dinosaur Book and a

Gift Announcement Card

inscribed with my name
as donor.

Enclosed find $

Address_

City

scribe Gift Card: fn

Address-

City

Gift Card: from_

berships at the a

fee of $2.50 each.

YOUR NAME-

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST
VERSATILE TELESCOPE
A true research instrument of surpassing

quality, internationally used by a distin-

guished scientific and amateur clientele as a

portable observatory, long-distance micro-

scope or mighty telephoto lens. Superb for

terrestrial viewing, with unequalled power
and sharpness. The first break through in

optical science in 200 years makes this

Questar possible.

Entirely handmade. Ultra-precise optics

in 8-inch barrel, weight 7 pounds. Marvel-
ously compact, elegant, luxuriously com-
plete. Sold only direct, $995, in imported
English leather carrying case.

Literaliire on request

QUESTAR CORPORATION
Box 60 * New Hope * Pennsylvania

Deep-sea island

Ten miles off the coast of Maine

... the sound ol surf and ships,

the sight of stars ond sunset al sea

. . . the warm fragrance of pines,

the cool tang of solt-oir . . . marine

life in tidal pools, land and sea

birds, flora opproaching a botan-

ist's treasure chest. Write for

descriptive booklet H.

The Island Inn

Monhegan Island, Maine

12 Rare Jungle BUTTERFLIES
A dozen vivid butterflies from

tropical jungles, reody to mount
or to use in handcrafts, decorot-
in9, etc. Fascinating for nature-
lovers and students of all ages.
Beautiful specimens up to 3" j, _ -»,.
across. Processed to lie flat. S 1 00
Four sets, $3.00 Postpaitl

Clara Housse, Box 514, Westwood, New Jersey

i NATURE COUNSELOR |

? To head creative nature program in private
|

I co-ed camp in Massachusetts. i

I
Season: July and August. I

! Must be ever 21 and available for New
J

j York interviev*. Write to: |

I
CAMP ROBINSON CRUSOE

|

I 302 West 86th Street, New York 24, N. Y. !



REVIEW^S (continued from page 246)

Their lives differ in other ways, as

well. Some roost in caves, others in the

open, in hollow trees, or buildings, or

in boulder heaps; some hunt in open

fields, others in jungles; some fly a few

feet from the ground, others at one

hundred feet or more; a few have

adapted to cold climates, most live in

the tropics. They vary anatomically,

also. Many bats have external nasal ap-

pendages, called nose-leaves, which

may serve as beaming devices. The

shape and size of their external ears

vary markedly, as do wing shape and

use, eye size and retinal anatomy. Many
of these factors—differences in feeding

and flight habits and in anatomy— in-

teract with the practice of echolocation

and have apparently altered its design.

Grififin also surveys echolocation as

it is now known to occur in other ver-

tebrates, including whales and two

birds: the oil bird, Steatornis, a noc-

turnal, cave-dwelling bird of tropical

America; and the cave swiftlet, Collo-

calia, a cave-nesting bird of Southeast

Asia, one species of which produces the

edible nest used in soup. The manner

in which the blind now utilize sound

for orientation, often unknowingly, is

discussed by Griffin, as well as the

probable future production of artificial

devices for the blind that will utilize

pulsed sound for obstacle detection.

All in all. this book provides an un-

usual opportunity. An outstanding sci-

entist has here presented a record of

his work in a field which combines the

appeals of natural history, experimental

biology, sensory physiology, and the

physics of sound, in a manner which

makes it rewarding reading for the lay-

man, certain inspiration for the student,

a permanent reference for the biologist,

and a landmark for the sensory physi-

ologist and mammalogist. Here is mod-

ern science at its best, impeccably and

professionally presented, yet so clearly

done that any intelligent reader will

understand it. At the same time, we see

a fusion of the descriptive and the ex-

perimental, the biological and the phys-

ical, the human and the electronic into

a whole of very considerable beauty.

If anyone is still ignorant of the aesthet-

ic side of science, let him read Griffin's

Listening in the Dark.

Nycleris mucrotis

SEA SHELLS OF TROPICAL WEST
AMERICA, by A. Myra Keen. Stanford

University Press, $12.50; 624 pp., illus.

THE Mexican shell-collecting grounds

at Puerto Peiiasco. San Felipe, Guay-
mas. Mazatlan and other points on the

shores of the Gulf of California have

long yielded bountiful conchological

treasures. Although this fauna rivals the

better-known fauna of tropical Florida

and the West Indies in both richness

and the number of colorful species, an

illustrated handbook had not previously

been available to students of the tropical

west American shells. Dr. Keen's book
meets this need at last.

Most of the larger marine shells oc-

curring from the Gulf of California to

Colombia—the Panamic faunal province

—are briefly described and are figured

in nearly 3.000 illustrations, including

ten handsome color plates. Notes on the

geographic ranges of the species sug-

gest where the collector might expect

to find specimens. The use of nontech-

nical language, together with the inclu-

sion of keys for identification, as well as

a glossary, are intended to assist the ama-

teur, while the more advanced student

will find the extensive bibliography ex-

tremely useful. Students of American
sea shells need no longer consider the

tropical species of our Atlantic coast

to be pre-eminent.

William K. Emerson
The American Museum

THE MOUNTAIN WORLD, edited by

Malcolm Barnes. Harper, $6.00; 208

pp.. 52 plates.

THIS splendidly illustrated book is

one of a series produced under the

direction of the Swiss Foundation for

Alpine Research, the volumes of which

are to appear every other year. It is a

fine book and it deserves readers: but

since it will have successors, perhaps

there is particular usefulness in point-

ing out some flaws in the volume's plan-

ning and execution.

For one thing, its aim. we are told,

is to present "the world's major moun-
taineering expeditions during recent

Bh(l«9j ALASKA

THE BOBCAT of North America
by Stanley P. Young

A complete study of • the Bobcat,
spiced with anecdotes from the author's
rich experience. Presents a wealth of
Information from U.S. Fish and Wild-
life. Service flies. Illustrated. $7.50.

PRAIRIE DUCKS
A Wildlife Society Literary Award

winner. By Dr. Lyle K. Sowls. of the
famed Delta Waterfowl Research Sta-
tion. 47 plates, 30 line drawings. ?4.75.

As big .ind exciting .is our .49th St.itc! An epic, 14-

ycar research undertaking b)' Dr. Ira N. Gabriclson,

Prcs., Wildlife Management Institute and Dr. Fred-

erick C. Lincoln, biologist, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. Detailed descriptions, haunts and habits of

more than 400 birds. Fascinating sections on migra-

tion, etc. Full color plates. 9.^4 pages. S13.00.

PHEASANTS in North America
A comprehensive treatise on one of

the most popular game birds In North
America. Written by leading experts
from all parts of Us present range,
and edited by Durward L. Allen. Lav-
ishly Illustrated. 576 pages. S7.50.

THE DUCKS, GEESE and SWANS
OF NORTH AMERICA

by F. H. Korlrlght

8th Printing! Scientifically accurate
and beautifully Illustrated treatise on
North American waterfowl. Awarded the
Brewster Memorial Medal by the
American Ornithologists' Unloii. 484
pages. 36 full color plates, 200 line
drawings. $6.50; foreign, 57.00. De luxe
ed., $15.00.

THE DEER of North America
Results of years of stvidy by leading

experts In one comprehensive volume
edited by Walter P. Tavlor. 696 pages.
S12.50. De luxe ed., $25.00.

HAWKS, OWLS and WILDLIFE
An exhaustive study dispelling many

of the myths and half-truths surround-
ing these much-maligned birds and
showing them in their true role In the
world of nature. Bv Frank and John
Craighead. 468 pages. 68 plates. 100
tables, 22 maps. $7.50.

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER NOW!

THE STACKPOLE COMPANY ;:'„.:'"::.
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THE PERFECT GIFT

Share the Adventure with Your Friends!

YOURS
FREE

Give them Associate Membership in

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

with all privileges including NATURAL HISTORY magazine

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, many Museum Members mark special

occasions by giving their friends tlie treasured gift of a year's

Membersliip in tlie American Museum of Natural History. Through
tliis thoughtful gift your friends not only enjoy an appreciation of

Nature's manifold beauties, but also have a Passport to Adventure,
enabling them—through the pages of Natural History Magazine—to

join the Museum scientists in exploring Nature's exciting panorama.
Those whom you remember in this viay will receive an attractive card
announcing your gift.

In addition to NATURAL HISTORY, each of your friends will

receive a Membership Card, Membership Certificate inscribed with his

name, and other privileges — including a special 10% discount on all

purchases from the Museum Shop.
There is no more truly distinguished and rewarding gift for the
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months," yet this plan is not followed:

some expeditions, like that of the Jap-

anese Alpine Club to Manaslu, are long-

term ventures extending over several

years; and there is a chapter on the

Eiger dealing largely with a series of

stupid and disastrous attempts to con-

quer the peak in the late 1930's. But

perhaps, in a book which appears only

every other year, still less of an eiTort

should be made to restrict the scope to

recent events—especially since the feats

in this period are of unequal caliber: it

might have been better to abandon any

attempt at topicality. In any case, con-

sistency would be a merit. Then, too.

some chapters are written in very awk-

ward English ; and in others, the struc-

ture is confused and the sequence of

events unclear. Still in all. this is. to re-

peat, a fine hook: the particular fusion

of mysticism and very hard-headed,

technical know-how one finds in the best

climbing comes through. And the pho-

tographs are stunning. One wishes a

somewhat revised "format," but one also

wishes it success.

PETER FREUCHEN'S BOOK OF THE
SEVEN SEAS, by Peter Freuchen with

David Loth. Julian. Messner, $7.50; 512

pp., illiis.

THE seas not only make up some two-

thirds of the earth's surface. They

are also deeper than is the late Peter

Freuchen's book, but hardly more capa-

cious. He has produced an album of

lore, authentic history, and speculation

on almost everything that has to do with

oceans. One might object to a few half-

facts and unfinished explanations, but

it does not matter: the book offers itself

to all readers. There is a kind of open-

handedness about it; and it is romantic

and adventurous in a real sense. The

clouds keep scudding ahead, and the

reader follows with great pleasure.

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page.
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ERRATA: in credits for "Chemistry of Plant Growth,"
March, 1959, the photo across the bottom of pp.
148-49 should have been credited to R. J. Weaver.
The photo by 8. 0. Phinney, listed for p. 152, actu-

ally appeared at the top of p. 148.
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Dry-land nesting ground of western grebes, on Isle of Bays, in Saskatchewan, is shared with gulls, ducks, and other birds.

WESTERN GREBE COLONY
Found nesting on land, these water birds could be closely watched

By Robert W. Nero Photographs by Fred W. Lahrman

THE ISLE OF BAYS is a small

island in the shallow, alkaline

waters of Old Wives Lake, near Moose
Jaw, in southern Saskatchewan. It

was here that, recently, we came upon

a colony of western grebes that, in

variance with their usual habit, were

nesting on dry land—either on the

open ground or beneath rosebushes.

This island offers a natural haven for

nesting birds—thousands of ring-billed

gulls, common terns, white pelicans,

double-crested cormorants and ducks

of several species nest in large num-
bers on the open areas or in the

tangled vegetation that covers most

of the island. But why should grebes,

which are normally water birds, do so?

Tradition is a strong factor in the

lives of birds. Old Wives Lake is

subject to great fluctuations in water

level. In earlier years, numerous west-

ern grebes nested, under usual condi-

tions, in extensive bulrush beds which

fringed the lake's shore. But in 1950-

51, heavy runoffs brought the lake

level up. flooding out the emergent

vegetation and destro\ ing the nestinc:

Dr. Nero, a Vi'iscoiisin native, holds
the position of Assistant Director of

the Saskatchewan Museum of Natural
Hislorv. Mr. IjAhr:man is an artist

and laxideriiiisl at llie same nui,-eum.

habitat of hundreds of grebes. The

same high waters covered the shores

of the islands, partly submerging

rosebushes and other land plants. The

plants protruding above the water

evidently offered a substitute nesting

site, for grebes were observed nesting

in this area in 1953. Although, in

subsequent years, the water level in

the lake went down, the grebes re-

turned to the island's shores to nest,

the bulrush beds not yet having re-

appeared. And. since it will probably

be several years before the bulrush

conies back, the grebes will likely re-

turn to the island each vear until then.

We camped on the edge of one of
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Grebes' coirtship. preluding actual building of the nest,

mating, and egg-laying, is the striking ceremony seen above
from left to right, and called mutual presentation. Pair of

birds, each holding beakful of water weeds (from which nest

the many bays from which the island

draws its name for two weeks in July

and August, 1957, and employed the

greater part of each day observing

grebes in action—grebes fishing, loaf-

ing, courting and "dancing" on the

offshore waters. Since our blinds were

set near the nesting colony and close

to the shoreline, we could watch them

both in the water and in their nests,

as well as coming and going overland.

At close range, we noticed these

adept swimmers approach the edge of

the beach, lurch to their feet and,

after a moment's hesitation, walk, or

sometimes run, across several yards

of sand and gravel beach to their

respective nests. Their adroitness on

land was a continual wonder to us—
though awkward in gait, they ap-

peared agile and capable. The long

feet, with their flattened, leaflike toes,

are placed far back on their bodies

for efficien,cy in swimming; yet at

times these birds even stood upright

and niotiohless for a few itiiriutes.

Nevertheless, they were obviously en-

during considerable discomfort as a

result of a life on land and in the hot

sun—some of the grebes we captured

had dry, cracked and scaly toes, prob-

ably from being so long out of water.

They were also frequently attacked by
common terns while crossing the

beach to reach their nests. Sometimes,

the grebes were actually knocked

sprawling by the aggressive assaults

of these sharp-billed tyrants.

Although there were sometimes

J^\_ hundreds of grebes swimming
offshore, the associative behavior of

many couples revealed them to be

"paired" birds. Physically, too, the sex-

es were readily distinguishable, males

Grebes' mating begins, in this case, as one male threatens

unotliiT si'fii (left, rear 1 heliind female, (irelies were forced

to mate on dry land when rising water submerged bulrushes

aloiif; lake's shore, which liad provided usikiI nialiiif; ;;rouiiil.



is made), draw near each other; then, in silence and face to

face, they rise higher and higher above lake's surface, until

at last their breasts and beaks touch in a majestic display.

After this, the grebes sink back and resume iheir swimming.

being larger than females, and with a

heavier and stouter beak. Frequently,

couples simply swam along or rested

side by side; often, the male emerged

from below the water with a fish held

in his beak and offered it to the

female, which took it from him. Such

"courtship feeding" is common to

many species during the early part

of the breeding period.

A gesture of preening the plumage

was also commonly seen. This. too.

appeared as a ritual display, given in

very stereotyped fashion. Comfort

preening became "mutual bob-preen-

ing," both birds holding their heads

high and reaching back to pluck at

their back or wing feathers, then im-

mediately returning to the head-high

position. This would be repeated sev-

eral times and was frequently seen

to occur among couples.

OFTEN', a pair would swim along

with the male in the lead in

"high-arch," holding his head up

high with beak pointing downward.

Lpon occasion, thev approached the

shore and indulged in ritual display

evidently associated with selection of

a nest site and high sexual excite-

ment: the male usually—but some-

times the female—dipping his beak in

the water up to the nostrils and then

holding it rather stiffly in that posi-

tion for several seconds while the

other member of the pair looked on.

When the female performed thus, her

back feathers were usuall) held erect.

On other occasions, one bird would

dive, emerge with a mass of water

weeds in its beak and swim about

holding this sodden load aloft as if

with great pride. This often led to

a mutual presentation of nest-material

The pair of grebes is finally left alone before mating. Firm
fooling of land sccnicd to offer suitable substitute for the

elevated platform of nests usually built in reeds, although

birds are gradually returning to their old nesting habitat.

'---"""^^MM
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Aggressive display between two males

begins grebes' "water dance," or "run."

\

I f

Wings outspread, grebes pound water

wth feet as they break into the "run."

After a "run," birds settle back into

water and preen feathers or turn heads.

(for of such is the nest usually made)

,

both members of a pair holding a

beakful of weeds while rapidly ap-

proaching each other, then silently,

while facing each other, rising higher

and higher out of the water; finally,

in a strikingly impressive ceremony,

they touch breasts and bring their

beaks together, for several seconds

resting against each other, while lit-

erally standing on top of the water.

Then they gradually sink down and

resume swimming or loafing together.

This unusual behavior is apparently

the "true courtship" of the western

grebe, leading to actual nest-building,

mating and egg-laying.

The nest is built by both sexes, al-

though the female plays the larger

role in arrangement of the material

at the nest. We noticed attempts to

add material to the nest after incuba-

tion had begun; presumably, this is

necessary in the case of nests built in

^vater in order to maintain the height

of the platform, but this would not

be the same for nests on land. Never-

theless, habit persists, and our land-

nesting grebes were frequently ob-

served vainl)' attempting to pull loose

a branch from a rosebush. Both sexes

also take turns incubating the eggs

—

with the female again seeming to

spend the most time on the eggs. The
"brood-patch." an area on the abdo-

men from which feathers are re-

moved, thus permitting closer contact

between body and eggs, is conspicuous

in both sexes in the western grebe.

THE western grebe's spectacular

"water dance," "race," or "run"

seems to be less directly related to

courtship than to a kind of social

ceremony arising from and permit-

ting the release of nervous energy.

The grebes we watched appeared

recklessly aggressive, stabbing at every

species of duck encountered and fre-

quently going beneath the water to

pull or pluck at the feet of the passing

parade of waterfowl; a sudden fit of

energetic splashing by a previously

drowsing canvasback was usually the

signal for a grebe to bob up suddenly

nearby. Similarly, grebes frequently

made aggressive gestures to other

grebes, but we never saw any direct

contact of an aggressive nature be-

tween them. Such bouts of aggressive

display of a clearly ritualistic nature

invariably preceded their "runs."

( Usually, only two grebes faced each

other in this manner, but sometimes

others became involved. Most often,

the couples were of mixed sex, but

about a third of the more than eighty

"runs" we recorded consisted of

male-male couples. About half of the

male-female couples which we ob-

served running were actually paired

birds, that is, sexual mates.

At any rate, the grebes then swam

±\. rapidly toward each other with

throats distended, eyes bulging, crests

erect, meanwhile emitting a harsh

clicking or buzzing sound. This

"menacing" behavior was alternated

with "mutual dip-shaking," whereby

the beak was dipped into the water

and then the head quickly raised and

the beak flipped from side to side.

"Threat-pointing" and "dip-shaking"

continue until the birds are nearly

touching beaks, then they suddenly

go directly into the "run," both birds

turning at a right angle and dashing

off side by side. The wings are held

partly outspread while they run; the

pounding feet produce a roar like a

motor. Sometimes the grebes run for

fifty to one hundred feet, in the end

suddenly diving into the water. Invari-

ably, they emerged after the dive with

heads held high and stiff, approaching

each other and rising higher and

higher in the water, or else "tread-

ing," turning sideways to each other

and, when close, beginning to stiffly

turn their heads and beaks toward

each other and then abruptly away

and then back again, meanwhile giving

a most peculiar high-pitched and

plaintive, long-drawn-out whistle like

that of a boiling teakettle.

Gradually, all this subsides and fi-

nally the two birds drift apart or,

if a pair, slowly swim along together.

The entire sequence of the "run ' has

been observed throughout the breed-

ing period; some observers have even

seen as many as seven birds partici-

pating! No matter how many times

Vie saw it happen, each new occur-

rence excited us; the sudden, harsh

clicking call of a pair suddenly

"threat-pointing" brought about a

frantic effort to focus our "glasses."

At such moments the observer is mag-

ically transported from the dark con-

fines of the hot and humid blind to

far out on the cool water with the

wild, dashing western grebes.

Climax of "run" shows birds skimming

lake. "Run" may extend a hundred feet.
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Aiuhew Jackson s spiiit h\es on at "The Hcimiiaqe," neai NathtiUe, Tenn.

Andrew Jackson Requests the Pleasure of Your Company

You see his picture on $20 bills, looking as stern and unbending as the hickory

for which they nicknamed him. But Andy Jackson was a warm-hearted man who
liked folks, and loved to have them visit him. So he took the profits of three good

cotton years and built "The Hermitage" where he'd have more room to entertain.

Today, "The Hermitage" has been preserved in every detail. You'll see the

furniture arranged just as it was when Davy Crockett was a guest, and the

old-fashioned garden looking as lovely as when General Jackson walked arm-

in-arm with old soldier friends. You'll see the servants' log cabins as they

were— and the stage-coach that took "Old Hickory" to Washington as President.

In the surrounding Tennessee countryside are otiier interesting places to see —
great National Parks and Forests, and historic battlegrounds.

Like Andrew Jackson, our country has grown far beyond its frontier

beginnings. And it has cherished the pioneer spirit and strength that is forever

seeking new frontiers.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE

NATIONAL EDUCATION

ASSOCIATION

for 102 years of service to

the youth of America. On
the principle of individual

worth of each child, the

Association seeks a fair

start in life for all. By
advancing teaching and
educational standards, the

Association helps to make
secure the principles of

democracy and stimulates

appreciation of our na-

tural and historic heritage.

FREE TOUR INFORMATION If you would like to visit The Hermitage, or drive anywhere in the

U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Building,

600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. — also ask for our colorful National Parks map.

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES

SINCLAIR
^ GreatName in Oil
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By George Riley Scott, F.Ph.S. A factual resume of sex
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BI08I. THE USE OF HYPNOSIS IN PSYCHOPATHIA
SEXUALIS. By A. von Schrenck-Notzig. M.D. A fasci-
nating and scientific examination of the use of hypnotism
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and sexual disorders. Pub. at $6.00. Only 4.95
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By Clarence J. Hylander. A valuable guide to wild
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Calllurnia, and eastward to the Western Slopes of the
Itiiikles. 505 pages. 248 photographs, 13 line cuts, large

anil illii..ilialeii. Iiislniellons iin collecting anil esanilning.
pnipagallnn, sliuctnre, conking, elc. :).SJ pages. 10 color

plalcs. -.'l photographs, .12 line ciin, $5.00

FBIO. FIELD BOOK OF COMMON FERNS. ]lv ]Ur
licit IHinind. Detailed, c.inci»c dcsciiiH ii.ii.< ..f llic lifl.v

fern species of eastern America with dirccu.nis for their

culture. 219 pages. .j6 photographs. .j2 line draivings. $3.50

Of COMMON ROCKS .

e study, and
re hohliy. It ii

iigs and dlagri

$5.00

J D M I N •

r comes. Authiirltallio hut
IJ pages. 257 line cuts. 4 color

l-hr. $5.00

IF PONDS AND STREAMS

FBI8. FIELD BOOK OF SNAKES OF THE U.S. AND
CANADA. l:.\ Kail r. Siliiiiidl and I). Divighl Davis.
l;\ n- ]u-,-. h .h- ihi- I'hiit i tw-ihr nf Z'uilogy and .\iiatoiny

I I' II ^ I \ li '. .> Chicago, Discusses
ilicaiion, collecting,

I itid place of snakes
1. I .liii'i lii I. .i.."i, ,1,. ,11,1 i iill North American
UKl i:inailhin -nalics. :i;s pages. 1 color plates. SO photo-
glalilis. 111.) line drawings. $3.50

FBIO. FIELD BOOK OF MARINE FISHES OF THE
ATLANTIC COAST. Hy Charles i[. lireder. .Ir. General
haiiits. range, and most prominent features of each species
found in the walcrs of Labrador to Te.\as. 370 pages.
3;i."> line cuts. 10 photographs. $5.00

FB20. FIELD BOOK OF GIANT FISHES. WHALES
AND DOLPHINS. By ,7. R. Xorman and F. C. Fraser.
In non-lechnleal language covers the appearance, structures,
hahltat, iliet and breeding habits. 398 pages. 8 color plates.
128 line cms. $5.00

SHORE IFE

has been twenty years in preparation. 030 pag

Koy

$7.00

FB22. SHELL COLLECTORS HANDBOOK. Uv A, II:

-Miiiill -\ _ii I.- ,111.1 II..II.I-, k c.intulnlng all Ihc i-

iuaii..n K. lull. I
I.:. .iir,-ii. '.liin collects Shells !

. .ml. mill, 111 • i.riiii- .i . Miin i i.ni. Also describes m'
ihc ni.ii.il .1.1 liilni-liii- -li.ll,< of the world ami ••

u.Li Hill line dritwiiigs and li

aphs Api

FB23. FIELD BOOK OF THE STARS. I!y W. T. Oi™tl.
.\ll matters of technical or theoretical iiulurc are otiiilted

and only what can be oiiserved with the naked rye Is

included. 170 pages. 10 diagrams. S3.00

FB24. BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WILD FLOWERS. Ity
Kthel Hinckley llansimui. This Is by far the most complcle
Held guide to wild lluv.ers, eoverliis over a thousand species

FB25. A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE STARS. By
Kelvin Mclvready, A guide to help beginners In their

iicsl steps toward recognizinB the stars and piancls
I lln nd charts. $2.00

FB2r, BEGINNER S GUIDE TO SEASHORE LIFE.
I I \ II .\ handy reference hu'ik fur all

I '
ii-c objects found between the tides
iM.s of the seashore. Over 2.50 black

v.Mii III,, :i,..| I, 12S pages. $2.25

FB27. BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO FRESH-WATER LIFE.
ity Leon A. llausmaii. An Informal guide to over 2,'i0 of
the most common forms of animal life found in swamps,
pools, ponds, lakes, and streams of the t^S. and Canada.
Over 250 black and white illustrations. 128 pages. $2.50

FB30. THE BOOK OF WILD FLOWERS FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE. ]iy F. Schuyler Mathews. Studies from nature
written in narrative I'urm. beautifully Illustrated in color.
Inde.\. IIIus. large 12mo. 307 pages. Grade seven. $3.95

FB31. EXPLORING THE DISTANT STARS. By Clyde
B. Classon. A book for the large number of people who
want to know more about astronomy—writteti in terms that
anyone can underslan-I, line drawings and charts. 381

FOR THE SCIENTIST'S BOOK SHELF
BI077. THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
HYPNOSIS, liy Slaiilcy I„ Krclis, liilrinliicl iiiii liv

llr, Sliitiiii V. KIliic. Tlic clearest and inusl concise

iMiik on hypiiiisis and li.ipiiollc uicliiiiiis. I'nb at

Bi034. THROUGH ARCTIC HURRICANES. I'.y llii

81050. Book of Birds: THE FLAMINGOS OF THE
CAMARGUE. l)y i:. Callct. Printed on coated pmicr and

'
.raplis of birds of Ilic Kla-

anil oilier iiiicsliims ut grcil signlllcaiicc fur cMiymic I111I/..1

liius. I'lili. at *l.!l.".. Only 3.50

B1075. The Book of Mountainoerlnq : WHERE THE
CLOUDS CAN CO 1;. r 1 1 1 I 1; ,|.i iii 1 |.,.iu in <1

In a lllllllrl ' ": •
I • \- \'- 1 ';' 'i 1-

V.lh is : M

at J.I.IMI. Only 3.60

Bi087. ARCTIC SOLITUDES. By Admiral Lnnl .Mniiiu-

eviins. The sliuv of iOskimo life, salllilg, nature, wluilliig,

ami lii.liir life in iicn.ral. Inchules un account of little

kn.iwu Hiis.siaii ciiiniiiiuliiii to arellc c\pluralhin. I'm-
fusciy llluslnilcd, I'lili. at S1.,'.0. Only 3,20

BI030. JOHANNES KEPLER—Life and Letters. By
CiitnIa llniiinjiiirdl. liiiin,iii,iii,ii l,v .Mliert Kliistelu. Here
Is liic liingniiih.v lit line nf ilic milM andliig men of ail

time, lllc father of mndeni nslioii.im.v. I'nb. at $3,7.-|.

Only 2,93
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The cover for this issue was especially

painted for Natural History by the art-

ist Hans Guggenheim, who traveled widely

in Anatolia and became particularly inter-

ested in the ruins of Hattusha, ancient

capital of the Hittites. Owing to the hos-

pitality of the Turkish government, more

and more is becoming known about this

remarkably sophisticated culture that

flourished in Anatolia between the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries B.C. Studies

of the records found in the royal archives

of the Hittites have revealed intimate de-

tails of their daily life, their rituals, and

even their court gossip, as well as their

legal concepts and their broad political in-

fluence. For an account of these hetero-

geneous and influential peoples, who left

their mark on early culture throughout all

the Middle East, turn to page 308.

The American Museum is open to the Public every day in the year without charge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possible.
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Cross section of the earth, witli cenlral fire, was concept of the seventeenth-century scholar Kircher. Illustration from Adams.

Reviews PAPERBACK BOOKS WITH A PURPOSE

Reviewed by Christopher Gerould

THE PRISMATIC DISPLAY of flesh

on newsstands and in drugstores

often obscures the fact that the paper-

hack book trade, today, has a lot more to

offer than excursions in applied sadism

or quick trips to the asteroid belt.

With the phenomenal success of their

fiction titles over the last twenty years,

many of the paperbook publishers have

been encouraged to add nonfiction titles

to their lists; and the popular success

of these "unpopular" items has, in turn,

stimulated other publishers to venture

into the paperbound field with an extra-

ordinary variety of serious books, both

in reprint and as originals.

The average reader, as a result, has

in many ways never had it ."^o good. For

if he wants to pass by the Spillanes and

tlie Erie Stanley Gardners, he can find

solid titles for his personal library —
all the way from Plato to Darwin — at a

half to a twentieth of the prire of the

same titles in hard covers.

One could wish that all paperbacks

cosi a quarter, but failing that impossi-

iiilily. one can be more than grateful

lor the many paperbacks that cost more

tlian a quarter—but are still compara-

tively inexpensive and have good print-

ing and bookmaking to offer, as well as

good texts inside their paper covers.

According to the latest issue of tlie

useful survey Paperbound Books in

Print (R. R. BowKKR. $2.00; also avail-

able, as a subject index alone, for 2Sit )

,

some 6.000 paperbacks are now in print.

Many of these shoidd he of interest to

readers of Natural History. This ar-

ticle is limited to only sixty-nine titles

and is frankly intended as hors d'ceuvres.

Readers can then go on to choose their

own main dishes and desserts from the

Bowker index.

IF
there is a standard of quality in

paperbacks, it would almost certainly

be the British Penguins. The Pelican

series, published by Penguin, probably

contains more natural history than any

other series on publisher's list.

Typical is Watching Birds, by James
Fisher (Pflican. f).')^'). Here a profes-

sional ornithologist treats bird watch-

ing less as a hobby in itself than as a

first step into a field of science where

amateurs can make and have made valu-

able contributions. Mr. Fisher's book is

written, natinaliy. about birds that can

be watched in the British Isles, but much
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author of
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Here's a marvelous tour
of one of America's last

unspoiled streams—Cur-
rent River in the heart
of the Ozarks. The au-
thor, an ardent natural-
ist, writes movingly
about the mountain for-

ests, hill farms, and
wildlife of his favorite
region.

"Len Hall's writing of
Ozark field and stream
and sky makes you think
of Audubon, Gilbert
White and Jean Henri
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Burroughs and David
Grayson A new book
by Len is a blessing for
us all."—IRVING DILLIARD,
Editorial Writer, St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.
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and RAY HYMAN

ists give i

t of a figiir

lly on th

with the forked stick, on
whose "powers" many a
farmer has relied. TemperinK
sympathy with skepticism,
they explore the whole phe-
nomenon of water witchinc.

lUus. .'{4.95

Through your bookseller
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Chicago ;i7, Illinois

In Canada: The Univensity of
Toronto Press,

Toronto 6, Ontario

Mr. Gerould, who reviews regularly

for Natural History, reports here

on a speci.ilized field of publishing.

of his material on bird anatomy, classifi-

cation, and behavior is applicable any-

where, while his general program and
specific tips for the bird watcher point

the way to intelligent and productive

observation, based on the knowledge of

what is important to watch.

The result of this kind of observation

is contained in The Life of the Robin, by

David Lack (Pelican, 65<i^), where the

author has gathered together virtually

all the known data on "Britain's most
popular bird" into what amounts to a

complete natural history of the genus.

Here again, the book has much to in-

terest American bird lovers, though

Erithacus rubecula melophilus never

visits this continent.

Another peculiarly British animal is

the subject of The Badger, by Ernest

Neal (Pelican. 85if-). Mr. Neal's study

is based very largely on his own years

of observation of this shy and fascinating

subject, and his memories of nights in

the woods watching badger sets or dens

effectively communicate his enthusiasm.

The Ant World, by Derek Wragge
Morley (Pelican, 65«*), covers once

again one of the most written-up groups

in the animal kingdom. Ants are peren-

nially interesting, and new and extra-

ordinary patterns of life and behavior

are still being discovered among the

15.000-odd species, to which this book

is a good introduction.

The Darwin centennial has brought

a flood of books about Darwin and about

evolution. The Theory of Evolution, by

John Maynard Smith (Pelican, 85o'), is

a popularization in the best sense, bring-

ing evolutionary theory up to the present

day. and showing the mass of scientific

evidence that has accumulated to re-

inforce and extend Darwin's original

theory. This book puts demands on the

reader's powers of concentration, as

does any adult and thorough treatment

of a complex subject.

Two reference works, both for begin-

ners, are of another type, and good

value for the money. These are A Dic-

tionary of Biology, by M. Abercrombie,

C. J. Hickman, and M. L. .Johnson (Pen-

guin, 65<;''), and A Dictionary of Science,

by E. B. Ubarov and D. R. Chapman
(Penguin, 65<f). Covering approximately

1,500 technical terms each, both diction-

aries can be very helpful to the layman

brought up abruptly by some important

but arcane technical term. He will some-

times have to chase the meaning back

through several interlocking definitions,

but he will ultimately get there.

THE last decades have seen an extraor-

dinary growth of interest in a pre-

viously neglected field — the history of

science. To the layman, the better books

in the field offer a particular attraction

since they enable him to approach and
appreciate the complexities of modern
science by gaining an understanding of

the foundations that underlie it and see-

ing how these foundations were built.

Among a number of good paperbacks in

the general field. Medieval and Early

Modern Science, by A. C. Crombie
(Doubleday, 2 vols., 11.90) , is one of the

more readable and interesting. Covering

the fifth to the seventeenth centuries, it

throws much light on the indirect trans-

mission of Greek science to Western

Europe via the Arab world, and inci-

dentally shows how much of the ground-

work was laid in the supposedly dark

ages for the shining accomplishments of

Likeness of aconite root to Arlhropoda.

Galileo. Copernicus, and their contem-

poraries of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Then, as later, the scientific

discoverer "stood on the shoulders of

giants." Crombie's work covers virtually

the whole of science from mathematics

to medicine, and is particularly inter-

esting in its accounts of the abilities

of medieval physicians, and surgeons.

Two specialized histories, both classics

of scholarship, are far more entertain-

ing than their titles might indicate. The

Birth and Development of the Geologi-

cal Sciences, by Frank Dawson Adams
(Dover, $2.00). starts with the very

earliest notions of the Greeks and carries

the development of the earth sciences up

to modern times. Well-illustrated and

witii an ample text, the book discusses

in detail the work of more than three

iiundred individual geologists. J. L. E.

Dreyer's A History of Astronomy from

Thales to Kepler (Dover, $1,981 leads

from the Greeks to the beginnings of

modern astronomy, with particular em-

phasis on the problem of understanding

our own planetary system.

(Continued on page 354)
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The Timely Grunion
This fish's spawning follows tidal cycles with uncanny precision

THE LIVES of many animals re-

veal a spectacular, and spectacu-

larly precise, timing: certain actions

are performed and certain cycles

completed according to a rigid peri-

odicity, regulated by a mechanism we

do not fully understand.

The grunion. a small, pelagic fish,

is one such creature. On most beaches

of southern California, between March
and August, at each full or new moon
as the high spring tides occur, the

grunion can be seen running on the

beaches where they spa\vn. Within

approximately thirty minutes of the

highest tide, they deposit their eggs

and return to sea with the receding

waves. The fertilized eggs develop in

the sand, and when the waters of the

next spring tide again submerge the

beach, the newlv hatched grunion

swim out to sea.

Grunion were reported on southern

California beaches as far back as 1860,

but were neither rare enough to ex-

cite collectors nor numerous enough

By Boyd W. Walker

to be commercialU valuable. 1 he first

accounts of grunion sjxiwning were

so cluttered with theories on the effects

of moon, tide, "race suicide" and

other factors that they w^ere generally

dismissed as fishermen's yarns.

It was not until 1919, when Dr.

Will F. Thompson, assisted by J. B.

Thompson, published in the California

Fish and Game Commission Bulletin.

a fine account of the spawning of

grunion, that their life story was

clearly set forth. Subsequent research

by Dr. Frances N. Clark and myself

has provided additional information,

and the delicate adjustment between

the life cycle of these fish and the

action of the tides now attracts much
scientific speculation.

The erunion is slender and sardine-

Dr. Walker, an associate professor

of zoology at UCLA, has long been a

student of Leitresthes tenuis. He has

puhlislied Iiis grunion findings in the

journal Calijorn'ui Fish and Game.

sized, averaging five to six inches in

length, with a bluish-green back and

bright siKery sides and belly. Its sci-

entific name is Leuresthes leniiis, and

it belongs to the family Atherinidae—

the atherines, or silversides, are pri-

marily fishes of tropical and temperate

seas. The grunion's nearest relatives

on the Pacific Coast are the jack smelt

and top smelt, two important market

fish caught in California waters.

GRUNION are found nowhere else

in the world. Their principal

range is between Point Conception

(just above Santa Barbara! to Punta

Abreojos in Baja California—a coastal

stretch of approximately 300 miles.

Small populations of the fish do, how-

ever, exist north and south of this

range—for example, occasional grun-

ion have been found even as far north

as Monterev Bay.

To a zoologist, the most interesting

thing about the grunion is not the

sport they have created on southern

Spawning on the beach, these grunion. lejt, form vast sheet

of silver in the night. Above, female, surrounded by three

males, is seen in center of the photo with her head slicking

out of the sand, into which she has dug herself w ilh her tail.



Deep in sand, female lays her eggs as

males discharge milt on beach around

California beaches, but the unusual

spawning habits already mentioned.

THE California grunion spa\vniBg

season, then, lasts six months—

from early March to August, its length

varying slightly from year to year.

Early in January, the gonads, or re-

productive organs, of the fishes start

to swell, and by early March the first

batch of eggs is matured, their time

of maturing being somehow adjusted

so that the eggs are ready to be

spawned just at the time of the high

tide series. For the remainder of the

spawning season, the female ripens

successive batches of eggs at intervals

of about two weeks. Actual spawning

is restricted to a relatively few hours

on three or four nights following each

full moon or new moon, and then only

for a one- to three-hour period imme-

diately after high tide.

The spawning run is heralded by

a few lone scouts (usually males) that

swim in with a wave. Occasionally,

one is left on the beach after the wave

retreats. Gradually, more and more

fish come in and, by swimming against

the outflowing water, strand them-

selves on the beach until another wave

washes over them. Spawning usually

starts about twenty minutes after the

first fish arrive, reaching a peak of

activity about an hour after the start

of the run and lasting from thirty to

sixty minutes, on the average.

During a good run, thousands of

fish may be flopping on the wet sand

at one time, turning it into a vast

sheet of shimmering silver. While the

run usually lasts from one to three

hours, the number of fish on the beach

her. If no males are about, the female

will return to sea with outgoing wave.

at any instant varies from none to

multitudes. Finally, when the tide has

dropped a foot or more, the run

slackens and then stops as suddenly

as it started. No more fish will be

seen that night, and they will not ap-

pear again until the next night or the

next series of runs.

The actual mating of the grunion is

rapid. The female swims onto the

beach accompanied by one or more

males: as many as eight males have

been observed mating—or attempting

to mate—with one female. If, on the

other hand, no males are present, the

female will return to the ocean with

the outflowing wave; but if they are

present, she swims as far up on the

beach as possible, where she digs her-

self into the sand as the wave recedes.

This is accomplished by arching the

body with the head up, and at the

same time vigorously wriggling the

tail back and forth.

As her tail sinks into the semifluid

sand, the female twists her body and

literally drills herself downward until

she is buried up to the pectoral fins.

She may even bury herself completely.

The male, or males, curve around

her as they lie horizontally on top of

the sand, with their vents close to or

touching her body. The female, con-

tinuing her twisting, emits her eggs

two or three inches below the surface

of the sand. The males discharge their

milt on the sand near the female, and

then immediately start to wriggle

toward the water. The milt flows down

Brief mating, at right, may last only

thirty seconds, including the digging-in.
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Spawning records on the grunion are

kept by team of UCLA biologists, above.

around the body of the female, ferti-

lizing the eggs in the sand.

The spent and tired female then

frees herself from the sand and re-

turns to the sea ^^'ith the next Avave

that reaches her. The actual process

of digging-in and egg-laying may take

only about thirty seconds, but indi-

vidual fish may stay on the beach for

as long as several minutes.

THE females spawn four to eight

times during the season, on con-

secutive runs. The number of their

eggs varies with the size of the fish:

large females produce about 3,000 eggs

every two weeks, small fish produce

about 1,000. During the early part of

the season, only the older females

spa^vn, but gradually the fish born the

previous year come into breeding con-

dition, and during April and May fish

of all ages spawn. After these two

months, spawning diminishes.

The eggs, which are deposited about

two inches belo\v the surface of the

beach by the female grunion, are

buried still deeper under sand depos-

ited by the outgoing tide. Succeeding

lower tides leave the eggs covered by

eight to sixteen inches of sand. Here

they remain—out of water but in moist

sand—for about ten days, until the

next series of high tides erodes the

beach and washes them out of the

sand. Two or three minutes after the

eggs are freed, the baby grunion hatch

and are washed (^ut to sea.

THE habits and timing of the grun-

ion are adapted to the tidal cycles

in a wonderfully precise manner,

involving several complicating factors.

For one thing, the heights of the tides

vary according to the position of the

moon—the highest tides occurring

when the moon is new or full. Also,

along the Pacific Coast, the heights

of the two daily high tides vary, with

the higher tides occurring, during

the spring and summer months, at

night. The grunion spa\vii only on

these higher tides, and after the tide

has started to recede.

Then, too, since the waves tend to

erode sand from the beach as the

tide rises, and deposit sand as the tide

falls, it is obvious that if the grunion

spawned on a rising tide the eggs

would be washed out by succeeding

waves. This danger is averted by the

fact that spawning is usually confined

to the falling tide.

Furthermore, the grunion almost

ahvays spawn on a descending tide

series, when succeeding tides are

lower than those of the previous

night—tlie eggs would be washed out

if spawned on the ascending series.

Finally, the spawning must take

place soon after the highest tides, if

the eggs are to have sufficient time

to develop before the next series of

high tides \vashes them free.

From all this, we can see that there

are only three or foiu' nights each

month w'hen conditions are right for

spawning. It is these that the grunion

utilize. How is this timing controlled

so exactly? As yet, we have no firm

theories as to how such precision is

achie+ed. The best guess is that it is

caused by a combination of the tidal

cycle and the diurnal cycle, which, in

turn, produce an observed lunar cycle.

The mechanism used by the fish to

sense this cycle is not known at

present, but apparently it is some

kind of a tidal response.

The hatching of grunion eggs also

shows a remarkable adaptation to the

environment. They will not hatch until

they are uncovered and agitated by

the surf, but after such a stimulus,

the process takes only a few minutes.

Thus, the eggs cannot hatch prema-

turely in the sand, where the young

fish would die. Upon reaching the

surf, however, they hatch rapidly-

reducing the time the fry must spend

in this rough and dangerous area,

n the eggs fail to be washed free,

they can remain in the sand for

another two weeks — they will still

hatch if they are washed free in the

following series of high tides.

The young fish grow rapidly and

are about five inches long by the time

they are one year old and ready to

spawn. The normal life span of a

grunion is two to three years—with

an occasional individual Hying to the

age of four. Growth is much slower

after the first spawning in the grun-

ion's life, and stops during the spawn-

ing period. This cessation causes a

mark to form on each scale. By
counting these marks, the age of the

fish can be determined.

Some laboratory work has been

done on the hatching of the grunion

and a motion picture on the subject

has been made. Here again, we do not

know precisely ^vhat the mechanism
is, but it is safe to assume that

hatching is caused by a "hatching

enzyme" released by agitation. I have

kept eggs in containers where there

was no agitation, with the result that

no hatching occurred; similar con-

tainers, where agitation took place,

produced normal hatching. It is even

possible to see marked changes in the

egg shell occurring during such agi-

tation: at the beginning, the eggs are

very tough, but within two to three

minutes they become friable.

THE development and hatching of

grunion eggs can, incidentally, be

induced artificially. One collects fer-

tilized eggs by digging them out of

the beach ivhere spai\ming has been

observed, or even stripping them from

live fish and artificially fertilizing

them. Eggs that have been spawned

in the sand may be recognized because

they are in salmon-pink clusters about

five-eighths of an inch in diameter.

Fish ripe for stripping, on the

other hand, are easily selected, since

a light pressure on their sides causes

eggs or milt to be extruded. The best

method seems to be to strip the eggs

into a dry dish or saucer, and then

immediately strip the milt from sev-

eral males in with them—mixing eggs

and milt thoroughly. Then the eggs

collected by either method should be

buried in sand to a depth of about

three inches. If the sand is kept moist

with sea water, the eggs should be

ready to hatch within ten days to two

weeks. When they are placed in sea

water and agitated, young grunion

pop out within a few minutes. But

raising the fry is difficult and prob-
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ably doomed to failure unless a

continuous supply of sea water is

available. Even under these ideal con-

ditions, they have never been kept

alive longer than one month.

Three other fish have spawning

habits that, in some respects at least,

are similar to that of ihe grunion.

One of these is Hiibbsiella saidina, a

closely related species which occurs

in the upper part of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. Except for the fact that its

spawning often takes place during

the daylight hours, its reproductive

habits are almost identical with those

of the grunion. Observations by this

author and reports from fishermen

indicate that the Hiibbsiella run on

about the same dales as do the grun-

ion. They also run at about the same

time relative to high tide, though the

times of high tides vary markedly

between the two fishes' spawning

areas. Many persons have observed

the daylight spaw ning runs of Hiibbsi-

ella, since the beaches of Baja Cali-

fornia can be easily reached from

San Diego; but it is probable that

night runs occur with more regularity

than daytime runs. I myself have

observed good night runs at Guaymas,

Sonora. Mexico, in January. 19.50.

There were no daylight runs during

the period studied.

A member of the true smelt family,

the surf smelt ( Hypomesiis preliosus),

which ranges northward from Cali-

fornia, comes to the beaches to spawn,

but does not actually leave the water

to lay its eggs. The eggs are merely

broadcast in the very shallow water

of the wave wash; and unlike the

grunion. there is no well-marked

rhythm to its spawnings.

Finally, an Australian fish, Gala.xias

attenuatus. most closely approaches

the grunion in its adjustment of

spawning times to the moon phases—

although it does not spawn on the

beach. It seems to show about the

same rhythm and regularity as does

the grunion. even though its actual

spawning habits are quite different.

DESPITE local concentrations dur-

ing the spawning season, the

grunion is not an abundant fish.

Definite signs of depletion in numbers

were evident as early as 1926. In

that year, a closed season was put

into effect, protecting these fish during

April, May, and June. This legal

protection, plus efforts to overcome

pollution in southern California

waters, appears to have been success-

ful: good runs apj^eared once again,

and by 1948 the population was

judged large enough to allow for a

longer open season, w ith June added to

the list of open months. At present,

there are no signs that this additional

open month is causing any depletion,

and it is probable that the grunion

population can maintain itself at a

high level under these rules.

Author and sibjects are shown here. To grunion students,

as well as to grunion hunters, a flashlight is often useful;

but it should be turned on only when waves have receded:

if flashed on the water, light lends to frighten the flsh away.
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ANCIENT
HATTI

The Hittites' way of life is now

slowly being pieced together

By Edith Porada

THE HITTITES are well known to any reader of the

Old Testament. Abraham purchased the burying place

for his family—the cave of Machpelah, in Hebron—from
Ephron, the Hittite (Gen. 23); the Hittites were also

among the people who would be driven out by hornets

from the land that the Lord had promised to the children

of Israel (Exod. 23:28) ; and the memory of the Hittites

was still alive in the time of the Babylonian Exile, when

the prophet Ezekiel hurled at Jerusalem the abomination

that her father was an Amorite, her mother a Hittite

(Ezek. 16:3). The Hittites were therefore assumed to

have been an important people in Canaan, in ancient

times. When stones, covered with illegible, non-Egyptian

hieroglyphs, were found in the northern Syrian town of

Hama on the Orontes in the lo70's, they were soon called

Hittite and associated with the victims of the Egyptian

pharaohs, Seti I (ca. 1318-1298 B.C.) and Rameses H
(ca. 1298-1232 B.C.), depicted in the reliefs of the Egyp-
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Detailed layout of ancient Hittite city of

Hattusha and its royal citadel, Biiyiikkale,

has been re-created by work of archeologists.

Hittite warriors, armed with battle-axes,

spears, and shields, fight outside the walls

of Hattusha, defending their city by sorties

down narrow staircase from one of the main

gates. Sorties could also be made through

underground tunnels built beneatli ranipiirts.

tian temples of Luxor, Karnak, Thebes and Abu-Simbel.

Today we know that the hieroglyphic inscriptions of

Hama and other northern Syrian excavations were carved

at the order of princelings who ruled a mixed population,

primarily Aramaean, between 900 and 700 B.C. and merely

attempted to continue the glorious tradition of the Hittite

Empire of earlier times. The circumstances that connect

these later principalities, of the first millennium B.C., with

the great Hittite Empire that flourished in Anatolia and

northern Syria during the fourteenth and thirteenth cen-

turies B.C. are only gradually being revealed. Equallv

recent is the evidence that draws the story of Abraham
and the Hittite Ephron into the realm of probabilities.

Not only has it been suggested that the actions of Ephron
reflect Hittite legal concepts— in that he attempted to

induce Abraham to buy the whole field, to rid himself of

the feudal duties attached to that field, while Abraham
for the same reasons tried hard to avoid buying more than

the end of the field in which the cave was situated—but

also the political importance of the Hittites in Nurth Syria

in the eighteenth century B.C. seems to have been con-

siderabh greater than was assumed by most scholars

before the discoveries of the last few years.

WiiKTiiER or not the age of the patriarchs can be

correlated with the expansion of the Hittites into

S\ria depends on the dates assigned to both. L nlike recent

European history, in which the years of Columbus" dis-

coveries, for example, are uneciuivocally known, the days

of Abraham vary—with different scholars" interpretations

—anywhere from ca. 1900 to 1750 B.C. Likewise, tiie dates

of the Hittites are not certainly fixed. A correlation is

therefore still tenuous at best, even without cmisidcring

the fact that no historical texts place the Hittites at any

time as far soulli as Hebron. The nationality of AbrahanVs

real estate opponent therefore remains speculative.
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HITTITE history has been divided by modern scholars

into an "Old Kingdom," which probably began

before ISOO B.C. and had its apogee in the seventeenth

century B.C., and a "New Empire," in the fourteenth and

thirteenth centuries B.C. Between these two major periods,

fall two centuries of which very little is known. Until

recently it was assumed that the Old Kingdom could not

have been very extensive and that such campaigns as

were conducted by Hittite kings into North Syria and even

into Babylonia were merely unconnected raids (although

the latter exploit was of major historical significance,

since it put an end to the dynasty of the great Babylonian

lawgiver, Hammurabi ) . Recent evidence, however, shows

that these military campaigns were connected and caused

a major break in the ruling dynasties (and the "old order")

not onlv in Babylonia but also in Syria. The Hittite kings

of the middle or end of the seventeenth century B.C.

(depending on whether the Fall of Babylon is dated ca.

1650 or 1600 B.C.), therefore, seem to have been more

important in the East than was previously believed.

That we are able to argue thus concerning events that

lie three thousand years or more in the past is due in

large part to the hospitality and generosity of the Turks,

who, as the present inhabitants of Anatolia, have opened

the peninsula's ancient sites to investigators. Scholars from

abroad have thereby been able to share in the decipher-

ment of the Hittites' written records, to the body of which

new material is added with each season's excavations.

The largest number of these records was discovered in

the ruins of the ancient city of Hattusha. which was the

capital of the Hittites from the seventeenth to the thir-

teenth centuries B.C. This site—called Boghazkoy today,

after the modern Turkish village that lies at the foot of

the ancient town—can be reached by car in four hours'

drive over good roads from the Turkish capital city of

Ankara. Here, at Hattusha. and at the nearby rock sanc-

tuary of Yazilikaya, the German archeologist Kurt Bittel

and his associates have continued since 1931 the excava-

tions begun by Hugo Winckler in 1906, and are still pur-

suing their work under the sponsorship of the German

Oriental Society and Archaeological Institute. Numerous

volumes detailing this work have already appeared and

yearly preliminary reports follow each season's efforts.

The present article relies most heavily on Bittel's reports.

Among all the capitals of the ancient world, Hattusha

_/-\_ —as it once was—can be most easily conjured up be-

fore the eye of the modern visitor. The ancient builders

used a terrain so obviously suited to the creation of a

fortified town that one can mentally reconstruct much of

its original, gigantic layout merely by viewing the wide,

fertile valley of the Budak Ozii, where the ground rises

in a triangle between two converging mountain ranges.

Furthermore, the German excavators have so minutely

examined the remains of walls and the traces of founda-

tions cut into bedrock that they have been able to re-create

on paper a detailed plan of much of the ancient town and

its citadel. But most important of all are the texts discov-

ered in Hattusha's royal and temple archives, which reveal

to us the human beings who peopled these ancient struc-

tures—their fears and ambitions, their military achieve-

ments and reverses, their religious and legal practices.

The royal archives—which were discovered on the cita-

del, Biiykiikkale, which dominates the ancient city—con-

sisted of several thousand clay tablets, varying in length

from eight to twelve inches, rectangular in shape and
slightly curved on the front. These tablets, placed on

wooden shelves along the walls, were well catalogued for

easy reference. Small, identifying, clay labels further facili-

tated the location of the texts.

The signs of the script were pressed with a small wooden
stylus into the clay while it was still soft. Later, the clay

dried and hardened and— if fired—became virtually inde-

structible. The marks of the stylus are wedge-shaped, or

cuneiform—a legacy from Assyria and Babylonia, although

it is not yet certain when this cuneiform script was actually

taken over by the indigenous Anatolian population.

From the texts of the tablets, one fact has become clear:

Pre-Hittite, Hattic cultural achievements were remarkably

high, and are demonstrated by finds made in "Royal Tombs."

the very name, "Hittite," covers a multitude of languages

of the heterogeneous peoples who spoke them. Not only

are there tablets in the royal archives written in obviously

foreign languages—such as Sumerian and Akkadian—but

also in the Hattic language of the region's original popula-

tion; in the Hurrian of northern Mesopotamia; in Palaic,

an Indo-European language spoken in the far north of

the Anatolian plateau; in Luwian, a language written with

Hittite hieroglyphs; and finally, in the Indo-European

language which we call "cuneiform Hittite" and which

was called "Nesian" by the people themselves.

In part, at least, these different languages correspond

to the different levels of population that archeological

research has revealed to us. Hattic, for example, was surely

the most important language in Asia Minor in the Early

Bronze Age (and probably even earlier, in the Chalcolithic

period) . But, by the time of the Hittite Empire, the tablets
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reveal that it was so little kno^m that priests reciting

ancient Hattic rituals had to have Hittite interlinear

translations inserted in the texts.

SOME scholars believe that the high material achieve-

ments of the pre-Hittite. Hattic culture are manifested

in the finds made in the "Royal Tombs" of Ala(;a Hiiyiik,

some fifteen miles north of Boghazkoy. The most striking

objects in these tombs, which are dated in the late third

millennium B.C.. are standards—in the shape of stylized

stag or bull statuettes, made of copper and often including

inlays and sheathing of silver and electruni. There are also

variously elaborated copper disks and, in some cases, a

Standards in the shape of animals and elaborate sun disks

of copper or bronze are most striking objects in the tombs.

combination of animal statuette with disk. These objects

presumably had religious significance and it is interesting

to note that stag and bull still played an important role

in religious representations of the Hittite Empire, some
thousand years after the time of the Alaca tombs.

TIID: uncertainty which surrounds the people who shaped

Anatolian history in the third niilleimiuni B.C. is re-

placed, at the begiiming of the secniid. by the records of

the able Assyrian nieiclianls ulio eslalilished trading posts

in many Anatolian localities and had their largest colony

outside liie town of Kanesli. next to the modern Anatolian

\ illage of Kiiltcpe. Siuldenlv. in tlieir texts, we are faced

witli close-u])s of businessmen of the nineteenth centurv

B.C.; their dealings with each other, with the heads of

firms back in the capital city of Assur and with the local

Anatolian authorities. Most of the merchants' purchases

consisted of copper, while the "home office" exports to

Anatolia were largely tin and textiles.

The great merchants of Kanesh kept their records in

their o\\ti archives, whence they have been brought to light

by excavators during the past decade, together with the

houses, pottery, seals and other objects used bv the colo-

nists. One might have thought that the colony would have

made an attempt to re-create, in the beautifullv situated

site of Kanesh. much of their own home atmosphere but.

curiously enough, most of the Assyrian excavated material

is indistinguishable from contemporary Anatolian forms.

After three generations, the settlement at Kanesh was

destroyed. A second occupation of the Assyrian colonv in

the early eighteenth century B.C. was smaller than the

first. However, it was at this very time that an Assyrian

merchant colonv also came into being at Hattusha—in the

lower town, just above the present village of Boghazk6\.

The latter settlement, as well as the citadel, was destroved

in a terrible conflagration. This destruction mav be related

to the accounts of cities conquered by King yVnilla of

Kushar, predecessor of the Hittite Old Kingdom dvnast\.

whose text— although preser\ed onlv in a later copv— is

nevertheless the oldest Hittite document now known. \'i'hile

Kushar. Anitta's residence, cannot be located as yet. we

have known since 1954 that Anitta had an administrative

building at Kanesh-Kiiltepe, since a dagger, or spearhead,

was found there, bearing the inscription, "palace of Anitta

the king." The dagger was not discovered in the settlement

of the Assyrian traders mentioned before, but on the cit\

mound where a palace or temple was excavated.

IN
his text, Anitta tells of the bitter resistance offered 1)\

Hattush (not Hattusha. as it was later called in Hittite

times) , and of the fact that he cursed it. never to rise again.

Yet Anitta's successors, the later Hittite kings, complete!)

disregarded his curse upon Hattush. They not only made
the city their capital not more than a century or two later

but also called their country Hatti. Perhaps it seemed

natural to them to retain the name of the once most power-

ful element in the population, and to locate their capital

both near the important trade route that connected tiie

regions of the Black Sea with the Mediterranean coast, and

in extraordinarily defensible terrain, which the Hittitcs.

^vho were brilliant militar\ engineers, were capable of

exploiting for their fortifications.

The town of Hattusha extended upward along a gentle

incline between two streams that had cut deepK into the

mountain, isolating between them a pointed ridge with

steep, rocky slopes. The convergence of these streams forms

the Budak Ozii. a tributary of the Delice Irmak. which, in

turn, flows into the Kizil Irmak. the Halys of the Greeks.

In the area between the two streams extended the old

tomi. crowned by the royal citadel on the highest point of

the ridge. Much terracing must have been done on this hilly

terrain to level the ground for building, and a view of

tlie modern \ illage of Boghazkoy gives some idea of the

position the ancient. \ anished houses occupied on the rockv

slopes. The construction of tlicse ordinary dwellings ])rob-

ablv did not difTer mu<h from modern Anatolian practice.

Limestone and mud. and \\oi>dcn beams for a Hat roof,

most likely served then, as now. for connnon building mate-

lials. However, the public Imildings—such as the great tem-

ple in the lower city, called the Temple of the W eather Cutd

of Hatti by its excavators—had a socle of magnificent stone

masonry for its superstructure of nnid brick and wuod.
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THE largest of the building blocks used in the temple

weighs some thirty -six tons and its transportation must

have been an extraordinary feat. Such tremendous boulders

were probably moved on a sledgelike conveyance, which,

as shown by an Assyrian relief of the seventh century B.C.,

was pulled by long columns of men. The lesser blocks, how-

ever, were probably brought to the site on the kind of two-

wheeled carts, drawn by oxen or water buffaloes, which

continue to be the most common vehicle for the transporta-

tion of heavy loads in the Anatolia of today.

Some time after 1600 B.C., the entire city of Hattusha

was surrounded by a fortified circuit, some four miles in

length, consisting of a high main wall and a lower outer

wall. While the latter had a massive ashlar socle, the main

uall was built according to the Hittite "box" system—in

which separate outer and inner walls were connected bv

cross-walls and the resulting "boxes" filled with a rubble

of earth and stones. This construction provided a solid

foundation for the superstructure of battlements and para-

pet I which is nowhere preserved today, but which prob-

Relicious procession, led by a priestess with a libation

vessel, winds toward rock sanctuary at Yazilikaya. King is

next, wearing cap and carrying a sword. The Queen follows,

ably consisted of mud brick with a wooden framework)

.

Along the main wall, at fairly regular intervals of

seventy-five feet or so. stood towers that projected beyond

the face of the wall to a distance of fourteen to twenty

feet. Although only the foundations of these towers have

been preserved, ^ve may assume them to have been fairlv

high, since they allowed the defenders of Hattusha to

overlook the terrain beyond both wall systems.

The southernmost point of the wall system around

Hattusha— at the so-called "Yerkapu"— was particularly

strongly fortified. In this location, there was no natural pro-

tection for the town, since the site rises up to the mountain

behind it. Here, the tremendous size of Hittite planning

becomes most evident: a deep cut was made through the

mountain shoulder, to sever it from the town site. The earth

fill gained thereb\ was used to form a high rampart, paved

with great stone slabs, and a gate, decorated with sphinxes,
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holding a small god. Other celebrants hold up silver animal

heads, as musicians play flutes, strings, and drums. At left,

is artist's reconstruction of the temple in the sanctuary.

led through a mighty tower into the open space between

the outer and main walls. From this gate, and from gates

in the outer wall, the defenders could rush down the ram-

part by way of two narrow and rather steep sets of steps,

meeting the enemy in the area outside the walls. To judge

from Homer's account of the Trojan War. it was in this

area that most of the fighting over fortified sites in Asia

Minor seems to have taken place.

In addition, an underground tunnel, or postern, over

seventy-five yards long, was built under the walls and the

rampart at this point. The postern could also be used for

sorties and could be easih defended bv a few people. This

tunnel can still be traversed for its entire length, and

even the watchman's seat at its exit has been preserved.

If an enemy, despite these defenses, nonetheless forced

an entry to the city, resistance could still be offered.

Entire quarters within the to^vn could be sealed off by

transverse walls and defended by the small fortresses

erected on the rocky plateaus that rise from the earth

within Hattusha's bounds. The largest, though nut the

highest, of these bare rocks is Bii\iikkale. the roval citadel.

ADDED to its natural defensibility. Bii\iikkale has the

most carefully constructed and grandiose fortifica-

tions. Its northern and eastern slopes are almost unscalable

cliffs, and this natural advantage was almost equaled on its

western and southern slopes by a facing of stone slabs. The

ascent to the citadel leads up the western slope, under the

protection of an upper and lower wall, to a monumental

gate in the southwest corner of the plateau. Another means

of entrance to the citadel is provided by one of the under-

ground posterns favored b\ the Hittites. the tunnel's en-

trance 1\ ing in back of the eastern gate tower, and its

exit at the foot of the citadel hill. Two large cisterns for

water were hollowed out in the northwest corner of the

citadel. From there, the water was distributed by pipelines

to the different rooms of the royal buildings, of which only



Modern peasants' house in Turkey is constructed in much
the same manner as ancient Hittite dwellings. Wooden fence

around the roof helps store snow, which is used for water.

the foundations and substructures are preserved toda)'.

The largest of these, with a leng-th of about fifty yards

and a central position in the front wall of the citadel, must

have been visible from the town below. This building was
probably the royal audience hall. Other foundations may
be identified with some probability as archives, and one

as the base of a cultic building.

So MUCH for the bare stones. What of the life of Hat-

tusha? Between the Old Empire and the New, historical

documents cease for two hundred years. This is a period

which is equally undocumented in upper Mesopotamia and

northern Syria, a fact which may be due to the expansion

of the Hurrians—a people whose language has been com-

pared to Basque and to some of the languages of the

Caucasus. Leaders of one group of Hurrians were what

seems to have been a small group of Indo-European chariot

warriors, called Mitannians. During the dark centuries in

which Mitannian power appears to have been dominant,

much Hurrian influence penetrated Hittite culture, prob-

ably even cuneiform writing— which the Hurrians had

adopted in the course of their century-long contact with

the Mesopotamian peoples.

Records set in again about 1430 B.C., at the beginning

of the New Empire—which reached its greatest extension

under King .Shuppiluliuma (ca. 13o.5-1345 B.C.). Before

his ascent to the throne, the Hittite nation had been hard

pressed, with at least seven different groups of enemies

threatening from all sides. Most dangerous for Hattusha

were some northern tribes which once even burnt and
pillaged the capital. To avoid repetition of such a disaster,

the defensive circuit of Hattusha, just described, may have

been built in the time of the great Shuppiluliuma.

We are afforded an extraordinary insight into the life

of a royal family of the fourteenth century B.C. by the

survival of accusations of Shuppiluliimia's son. Murshili,

Dr. Pokada. a member ol Columbia Lniversily's Uejjarl-

ment of I'ine Arts and Archeology, has written several
books on tlie ancient, engraved seal stones of the Near East.

against his stepmother, Shuppiluliuma's widow. Murshili

presents the dowager queen as the proverbial wicked step-

mother, accusing her of having caused his own wife's death

by a curse, of having caused him a speech impediment, of

having solicited and received money from improper sources

and of having introduced reprehensible foreign customs.

The old queen was a Babylonian (Kassite) princess.

Probably it was not difficult to arouse suspicions and ill

will against a foreigner at the Hittite court, although

marriages with foreign ))rincesses were, of course, an

accepted tool of ancient diplomacy. In fact, no less an

Egyptian queen than the widow of Tutankhamen tried

desperately to obtain a Hittite prince as a second husband.

Again, the archives present a fascinating and detailed story.

Not having had an ans^^'er from Shuppiluliuma to her first

request, the Egyptian queen sent envoys a few months later,

from whose interview with the suspicious Hittite we quote

Two Turkish women stand under a tree at the entrance to

the rock sanctuary at Yazilikaya. Here the walls were first

cut back, then a seemingly endless procession of gods and
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llic fiillduing (in the translation of H. G. Giiterbock) :

"You keep asking me for a son of mine (as if il were my
duty). He will in some \say become a hostage, but (king)

you uill not make him." The Egyptian envoy replies:

"Nibhurya (Tutankhamen) who was our lord, died; a

son he has not. Our lord s wife is solitary. We are seeking a

son of ( Shuppiluliunia ) for the kingship in Eg\ ])t, and for

the woman, our lady, we seek him as her husband ! Further-

more, we went to no other country, only here did we come."

During the following century, the Hittites and the

Egyptians were the two greatest powers in the Near I'last.

The ine\itable clash over which em|)ire would |)rcdomi-

nate in S\ ria and Lebanon was fougiit between Muwalalli

and Rameses II at the battle of Qadesh. in the hill country

of the upper Orontes River (ca. 1294 B.C.) . The outstanding

events in this battle ^vere a ruse of the Hittites, by which

the Egyptian king and jiart of his armed forces were lured

into a dangerous position; a great Hillile attack on

Rameses' camp; and the extraordinary Eg\ptian break-

through to the river. Indisciplined Hiltite plundering of

the captured camp enabled Rameses to call reinforcements,

with which he was able to break through the Hittite lines,

although he did not take Qadesh and the battle was ne\er

the great victory it is represented to be in Egyptian reliefs.

Indeed, it was followed by a treaty between the second

successor of Muwatalli and Rameses II, concluding peace

and recognizing Hittite domination of northern S) ria.

AS long as the Hittite Emjjire suryivcd, religious life

pla\cd a predominant role. The great temples had

parks, fields, and herds: textiles, treasures of metal and

provisions were heaped up in their storerooms. The num-
ber of priests attached to one of these sanctuaries must

have been large; in addition, there were craftsmen and

'jyMaaaz'^,^.
-'- .J' ^'^fVr"'-

goddesses engraved in the rook. Teshub, the Weather God,
heads the male deities. He is greeted by Hebat, leader of

the female deities, who is riding on a panther. Other gods

and goddesses follow Hebat and Teshub. and hieroglyphics

explain the scene, ^azilikuvu is the modern Turkish word
for "inscribed rork." Sanctuary faces the former temple site.
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J
Warrior cods with scimitars, above, form the reliefs in a

smaller sanctuary branching from the first. King Tudhaliya
(ca. 1260-1240 B.C.) is shown in the embrace of a god, below.

Twelve-foot relief, right, was found in southeastern
Anatolia and probably dates to about the 8th century B.C.

This huge figure is now in the museum at Ankara, Turkey.

workers for the maintenance of the buildings, and singers

who performed in the rituals. Supervision over all aspects

of the work was exercised by the king.

THERE were daily sacrifices to the gods according to

carefully prescribed rules, in which cleanliness played
a considerable role. On special days, however, the king-
in his function as high priest—performed the sacrifice

himself. The following account of such a ritual has been
reconstructed from several Hittite texts by Albrecht Goetze
of Yale University, dean of Hittitologists, from whose
writings much of the historical and literary information in

this account has been derived.

The usual royal festival begins in the morning with the

opening of a building (possibly called House of Rest) in

which the king appears to have slept. The king first goes
to a washhouse for his ablutions and the donning of his

robes. The procession to the temple starts at the House of

Rest, and passes through the gate into the temple court,

where further cleansing ceremonies take place. Then the

king enters the temple, where he throws himself to the

ground and. after additional rites, assumes his seat on the

throne. His insignia of office are brought in and set in place.

The main part of the festivity consists in a ritual repast.

While the dignitaries are assigned their places, the king
breaks a loaf of bread with a lance, after which the assem-
bled group receives bread and drink. The king unveils the

table placed before him by pulling away the covering cloth,

which he throws among the retinue. The meal is terminated





by sweeping the room. Just such ceremonies as this must
have been seen in the above-mentioned temple of the

Weather God of Hatti. In an annex at the back of the temple

building, in the middle of the rear wall, a square cavitv

remains—probably the emplacement for the statue of the

principal deity. Some idea of the appearance of this statue

(of which no trace remains) mav be formed from the re-

liefs of deities at \azilikaya (the name is modern Turkish

for ''inscribed rock" I . This rock sanctuary is situated in

the hills over a mile away from Hattusha. from whence

processions must have been made on festive occasions.

IN
the first chamber opposite the entrance to the sanc-

tuary, there is a seemingly endless procession of gods.

In the center, the largest goddess is represented, astride

a panther or lion that is standing on mountains. The
goddess wears a robe girded at the waist and a tall, cylin-

drical headgear, marked by vertical ridges and crenelations

—a mural crown. Over her extended hand, ivhich forms a

fist with tlie thumb pointing forward, appear hieroglyphs

denoting her Hurrian name, Hebat; her other hand is

raised, perhaps in a gesture of greeting toward the god who
faces her. The latter wears a short-sleeved garment reach-

ing above the knees, his waist is circled by a broad belt into

which a dagger is stuck. He carries a mace and extends his

hand under the hieroglyphs that identify him with the

Weather God Teshub, the chief deity of the Hurrian pan-

theon. His feet rest on the necks of two smaller mountain

gods whose heads are bowed.

Between these two great deities appear the foreparts of

two divine bulls. Behind the goddess Hebat comes her son,

also standing on a panther or lion; then there are two god-

desses, on a double-headed eagle, in the same posture as

Hebat. Other female deities follow behind them, while male

gods form a similar procession behind their leader Teshub.

The entrance from the large to the small chamber at

Yazilikaya is guarded against intruders by two lion-headed

demons. In the small chamber, the reliefs are much better

preserved, especially a row of twelve running warriors,

armed with scimitars—presumably a detachment of mili-

tant gods. Perhaps the most expressive of these reliefs is

one showing a king—recognizable by his tight-fitting cap,

heavy mantle and curved staff, or lituus— in the gentle

and protective embrace of a tall god. The trust which the

Hittite put in their deities could not be more tellingly

portrayed. The hieroglyphs of this king are read Tudhaliya

—identified by many scholars with the fourth ruler of that

name (ca. 1260-1240 B.C.) . The reliefs in the main cham-

ber, where the gods bear Hurrian names, are ascribed to

the influence of Tudhaliya's mother, a princess from the

strongly Hurrian region of southeastern Anatolia.

SHORTLY after the reign of Tudhaliya IV, the great

Hittite Empire was submerged in the invasion of bar-

barian tribes which moved into the eastern Mediterranean

regions. Hittite refugees appear to have sought new homes
in northern Syria (which the Assyrian kings of the ninth

and eight centuries B.C. still called Hatti and whose numer-

ous princelings are also mentioned in the Old Testament).

Names recalling those of the great Hittite Empire were

borne by many of these rulers, who commissioned hier-

oglyphic inscriptions such as those, from Hama. mentioned

at the beginning of this article. The gulf which separates

these "Neo-Hittite" kingdoms of Syria from the great Hit-

tite Empire, however, is best illustrated by the difference

which exists bet^veen the stiff and stocky figures of these

later. Neo-Hittite works and the tall and elegant gods

and kings who freely stride over the rocks of Yazilikaya.

Stone blocks, some weighing as much as 36 tons, probably

were moved by sledges with ropes attached. Tablets tell of
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MAY WE TELL YOU ABOUT QUESTAR?
This beautiful instrument is the result of

thirteen years of single-minded devotion

to the idea of creating the finest and most
versatile small telescope in the world.

Questar is the successor to the old-

fashioned single-purpose telescope. No
telescope since Galileo so frees you from
the fetters of tradition in so many ways.

Gone are the great long tubes, the heavy
mountings and the counterweights of 18th

century instruments. No longer need you
assemble, from coffin-like wooden chests,

a 7-foot contraption that trembles at your
every touch and requires that you observe
from several acrobatic postures. This little

fellow weighs but 7 pounds, its case but
4 pounds more. It is the one you should
consider owning, because it is the one you
can take with you, the one you will use

and most frequently enjoy.

The secret of this delightful portability

is the stubby 8-inch barrel into which 4

to SO feet of effective focal length are

optically folded. Questar's superfine opti-

cal system represents the first basic dis-

covery in telescope optics in 200 years.

Questar is not one instrument, but five.

Superb for terrestrial viewing, it will reach

out and bring the world to you with
simple ease and convenience, its great

power under fingertip control. It will read
this page at 100 yards, resolve leaf stems
a mile away, and bring to your delighted

eyes a host of distant things you did not

know were there. With Questar you sit

in the center of a circle 2 miles in diameter,

where nothing seems to be more than 3.^

feet away— the distant bird almost within
your grasp.

But Questar, too, is something wholly
new — the first long-distance microscope.
Incredibly enough, its great magnifying

powers may be focused on things but 10

feet from it, indoors or out. A whole new
world awaits your exploration, where ants

are big as horses.

For celestial use, Questar's patented

convertible mounting assumes the full

polar equatorial form. It has every refine-

ment of large observatory instruments:

continuous 360° slow motions, electric

drive, circles, sidereal clock, clamp and
safety clutches. Its deep blue sapphire-

plated perpetual star chart has 340 prin-

cipal stars upon its grid, and rotates with

the seasons. It pulls forward to become a

dewcap, revealing a large moon map en-

graved upon the barrel sheath. Built-in

power changes and a wide-field finder view

are yours at finger flick—you need not even

move your head. The eyepiece is inclinable

to save your neck, while the total comfort

of your observing position is apt to spoil

you for all other telescopes.

By day your Questar becomes the safest

of all solar observatories, using the pat-

ented Questar sun filter that keeps the

.sun's injurious light and heat outside the

instrument where they belong.

Finally, Questar is a magnificent tele-

photo lens, optically perfect; for every set

of optics is an individual triumph of the

optician's art. You can photograph almost
everything you see, in black and white or

flawless color, without the use of filters.

Many 35 mm. cameras are suitable for such

use.

We will be glad to send you the Questar
booklet, which has 13 examples of grain-

less high-resolution photograph). These
will speak far more eloquently of

Questar's sensational performance than

anything we say here. The booklet touches

briefly on our distinguished clientele, and

in its 32 pages we have tried to tell you

something of the care and skill and stub-

born conscience that goes into every star-

tested instrument.

To permit this shortest of high-power
compound telescopes to work at all, its

optics have to be several times finer than

those of simple long-tubes ones. No one
but ourselves attempts the job, so there is

nothing like a Questar.

Each Questar is made by hand, of stain-

less steel and aluminum alloys. Each part

is the best procurable. Questar has been

called by many the most beautiful instru-

ment thev have ever seen.

Qiit'Shir riitiy be sttii hi the iLiii/iiii;

exhibition Ciilled

"20th CENTURY DESIGN: U.S.A.
"

Albright Art Gallery
Buffalo Fine Arts Academy

May 3 to June U, 19S9

Cleveland Museum of Art

July 8 to August I, 19S9

City Art Museum of St. Louis

September \.4 to October 2S, l'>^')

Questar costs only S99S, complete with

accessories in a velvet-lined English fitted

leather case. We only sell direct, at factor;

net wholesale price. Booklet on request.

Terms available.

truestar
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THE CAMERA AS A
RESEARCH TOOL

IN his efforts to understand complex phenomena, the

scientist must first isolate and examine single aspects

of the natural world. Only as these are understood can

their relation to one another, and to the whole of which

they are a part, be clearly grasped. In this task, the human
eye and even the microscope and telescope—which are only

devices to extend the power of sight—are often far less

useful than the camera. For one thing, the camera provides

a record for study that even the most perfect visual memory
could not reproduce—the phenomena are both too complex

and too fleeting. Then, too, the camera is essential in

recording events that occur very rarely—because they are

either simply infrequent in nature or expensive to repro-

duce in the laboratory. Finally, some phenomena cannot be

transmitted by the light rays of the visible si>ectruni, and

other wave lengths must be used instead. Whatever the case,

the results of this research through photography can be

startlingly beautiful—as the pictures on these pages show.

They are taken from a portfolio called Scientists' Choice,

selected by specialists in several fields, edited by Franklin

M. Branley of the staff of The American Mlselm-
Hayden Planetarium, and pubHshed by Basic Books.

BACTERIOPHAGES
Tlie viruses seen at left are lalled Ijacterioiiiiages because

they destroy bacteria ( from Greek p/iogeiri. to eat), to which
they attach themselves with their tails. They are seen here

through an electron microscope. niagiiifie(] 500,000 times.

CHROMOSOMES
Tile fruit i\\. Drosopliiln iiieliinopiister. is very often used

in genetics experiments because of its short life and great

fertility. In the oiice-in-a-niillion photo above, the genes com-

posing the ciiroinosomes appear clearly as separate bands.
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SINGLE ICE CRYSTAL
The symmetry of this ice crystal was photographed on X-ray film in a one-hour

exposure. In taking the picture, many attempts with distilled, double-distilled,

and even triple-distilled water all yielded twinned crystals; and only when, after

ninety hours of failure, impure water was used did this single ice crystal result.

PENTOLITE
The photo, left, is not of a flower, hut

of the substance pentolile exploding. It

was made aliout 15 microseconds after

detonation. Exposure: 1 microsecond.
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GAS FLAMES SURFACE
Noniially. a {las llaine inrhulos lliree coiuiionenls: a stream

of uiiluinieil gas: a narrow, siiioolli surface of flame: and an

emerging stream of l>urne(l gas. But the interaction of these

components can cause a peculiar inslal)ilily, and then the

flame surface is not smooth, hut shows cell-like wrinkles.

To study these cells, the lilm for this jiicture was moved

from bottom to top during exposure. Thus, the slope of the

dark traces gives information about the speed of the cells.



THE CRAB NEBULA
Two pictures of the same object show importance of photo

techniques in modern astronomy. Smooth outline, above,

was recorded by plate sensitive to light just beyond visible

red; below, crimson light shows complex hydrogen structure.



THE HORSEHEAD NEBULA
This configuration, so named because of the shape seen at

its center, is made of a vast cloud of dust and gas. Such

clouds, called nebulae, are found in the interstellar spaces,

and though their density is almost unimaginably low, their

size enables them to be seen ivith modern instruments. The

presence of nearby stars illumines them, as with ihe Crab

nebula shown at left. If no stars are nearby and the cloud's

density is relatively high, the darkness shown here results.



Force of moon's gravitation on earth is calculated from

center to center of each body. But force on earth's surface

is stronger nearest the moon, weaker, farther away (arrows )

.

S^;S

FoK SURFACE PARTICLES, analysis of moon's gravitational

forces idemtifies components acting along earth's surface:

toward the moon on near side, but away from it on far side.

These surface components of m')on'8 gravitational pull,

shown as arrows, are the forces that produce earth's two

tidal bulges: one toward the moon and the other opposite.



PAKT I

THE TIDES
One of mankind's earliest scientific observations linked the

moon with the tides, but the relationship is far from simple

By Thomas D. Nicholson

AGOOD MANY YEARS AGO. during my seafaring

days, I had occasion to check the tide tables for the

Society Islands in the Pacific. We were headed for Bora-

Bora, near Tahiti, and I was Cadet aboard a troop trans-

port en route to the Far East, early in World War II.

My watch officer had assigned me to check the stage of

the tide before we made our entrance into the lagoon.

I was surprised to learn that in contrast to the rest of

the world, where the tides are governed principally by the

moon, the tides at Tahiti—and in the whole Society Group

—are predominantly solar tides. The Coast and Geodetic

Survey Tide Tables footnoted the information: "Except

near times of the moon's quadrature, when the range of

tide is negligible, the high waters usually occur about noon

and midnight and the low waters about 6 a.m. and 6 p.m."

Now, ignoring "quadrature" for the present, this is in-

deed strange to anyone who knows the tides. One of the

most obvious facts is that high tides—or low tides, for that

matter—do not occur at the same time every day. Day by

day, they come an average of fifty minutes later. Thus,

the tidal "day" is about tw enty-four hours and fifty minutes

long—the same length of time as our o^vn day would be if

it were measured by the motion of the moon across the sky.

This fact has been known for thousands of years: indeed,

it was the first clue to the association of the moon with

the tides, although the nature of that association has come

to be understood only in recent centuries.

Along the shores of the world, the tides follow a gener-

ally consistent pattern; two high tides and two low tides

occur each day. The two high tides come about twelve

hours and twenty-five minutes apart, while the low tides

fall between. The time of high tide, anywhere in the world,

follows the time the moon passes over the meridian of that

particular place I or over the matching meridian on the

opposite side of the earth) by an interval that shows re-

markably little variation (illustrations, pp. 328-29. lop).

BUT the Society Islands seem to be excused from this

general tidal "law." Manv vears after I first became

aware of this Pacific tidal anomalv. I tried to searcii out

its possible causes. I found many interesting anomalies in

the field of tidal theory. In fact, tidal theory, itself, is a

fascinating study. Most people know the basic facts about

tides—there are usually two per day, the times and range

of which \ar)' from da\ to da\ . \ et. an understanding

Mil. Niciiiu.soN. an astronomer of TiiK \:mkuii \> l\Il>.Kl M-

H VMiKN l'i.AM;rAHUM. luicl become a Chief Ofliier alioard

mereliaiUmen l)('foi'e lie reached voliiig aj;e. He lias th'awii

on hoth these hackgi-oiiniis in |)reparinj; thi> tiiscussion.

of e\en these basic facts involves principles from two quite

separate fields—astronomy and hydrodynamics.

Astronomically, two facts illustrate that the tides are

dominated by the movement of the moon. First, the times

when high tides occur are linked to the daily motion of

the inoon. Second, certain features of the tide are governed

by the moon's phases and the varying distance from the

moon to the earth. It is also clear, from variations in the

times and heights of tides, that the sun plays its part.

However, gravitation cannot be the specific cause of

tides. If it were the major factor, then solar tides would

predominate. For it can be shown that, on the earth, the

force of gravitation from the sun is some 167 times greater

ihan the force of gravitation from the moon. Although the

moon is a close neighbor—indeed, a satellite of the earth—

the tremendous mass of the sun, even at its vastly greater

distance from the earth, produces the dominant gra\ita-

tional force. But. paradoxically, the tides produced by the

moon are more than twice the range of the solar tides.

The cause of this seeming paradox, actually, is the dif-

ference in the nearby moon's gravitational attraction for

different parts of the earth. That part of the earth lying

directly under the moon at any time is some four thousand

miles closer to the moon than is the earth's center, and the

earth's center, in turn, is some four thousand miles closer

than the earth's surface on the opposite side.

GRAVITATION acts on our solid planet as though all of

the earth's mass were concentrated at its center. But

the particles that comprise the water shell upon the earth's

surface—the oceans, principally, which cover over seventy

per cent of the area—react to these differences in the moon's

relati\elv weak gravitational force. The free-moving water

molecules of the oceans on the side of the earth closest to

the moon pile up, so to speak, in a "bulge"' under our

satellite. And another "bulge" is produced on the side of

the earth opposite to the moon I illustration, left i . One

might say that, on the tuoon's side, the ocean is "pulled

awav from the solid earth, while, on the opposite side, the

earth is in turn "pulled " away from the ocean.

As the moon revolves around the earth each month, these

two moon-induced bulges follow it. If we imagine the earth

to be stationary, there would be only two high tides in

each lutiar month. But, the earth is also rotating — once

round each day. Now, each place on the earth's surface

should pass through the pair of moon-induced bulges ever\

twentv-four hours. But the bulges are also carried forward

a certain amount each day by the daily progress of the

moon's revolution I illustrations, pp. 328-29. topi. Because

the moon is leading the pair of bulges roiuid the earth
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once a month, in the same direction as the earth's rotation,

it takes more than twenty-four hours for each place on

earth to pass through the pair. As we have seen, twenty-four

hours and fifty minutes is the average time.

The dailv rotation of the earth has another effect. This

movement displaces the bulges forward of their "normal"

position, ^\'hich should be in line with the moon. The earth

is rotating at a far faster rate than the moon is moving

tidal bulges across the surface. Thus, the tides are carried

forward in the direction of the earth's rotation. High tides

do not occur, in consequence, for several hours after the

moon appears over a particular point on the earth's surface.

This difference in time between the moon's passage over-

head and the high tide's appearance (known as the high-

water lunitidal interval ) varies widely from place to place

on earth, although it does not change much from day to

day at any given location.

THE weaker tides on the earth produced by the sun are

similar to the lunar tides. The bulges are formed in

the oceans, one directly under the sun and one on the oppo-

site side of the earth. The effect of these solar bulges may
be superimposed on the lunar tides, but the two are usually

out of phase, because the sun and the moon generally stand

in different directions from the earth.

Twice each month, however, the sun and moon stand

either in the same direction (at new moon I or in opposite

directions (at full moon). At these times, the lunar high

tides coincide with the solar high tides : the resultant high

tide is some twenty per cent greater than usual. These "in

phase" tides, known as the "spring tides," occur at inter-

vals of about two weeks (in spite of their name, the "spring

tides" have nothing to do with the spring season)

.

At Uvo other times during the month, the tides of the

sun and moon are exactly "out of phase" : that is, lunar

With a motionless moon, earth's rotation would bring

high tides at the same hour each day, above. But moon's

high tide coincides with solar low tide. This happens when

the sun and moon are 90° apart in the sky (the time when

the moon is at first or last quarter, and the quadrature

of our Tahitian example ) . Tides are then less than normal,

with lower high tides and higher lo^v tides. These twice

monthly "out of phase" occurrences, in turn, are known

as the "neap" tides (see illustrations, p. 330).

The cycle of the moon's phases, therefore, is accom-

panied by a cycle in the range of tides. At new moon, spring

tides are greater than normal. About a week later, at first

If frictionless earth rotated

inside perfect shell of water,

tidal bulges would always stay

in line with moon: high tides

would come at moon's passage.



advance in orbit, above, shifts bulges eastward each day

and earth must rotate an extra fifty minutes to catch up.

quarter moon, the neap tides are lower. Another week

brings full moon and another spring tide. Again about a

week later, last quarter moon brings another neap tide, and

the cycle begins again in a week with the next new moon.

Between the alternating cycle of spring and neap tides,

the principal effect of solar gravitation is to "prime" or

"lag" the tides. This is to say that the sun's action causes

high tides to come earlier or later than they would nor-

mally, so that the actual tidal day varies somewhat from

its average twenty-four hours and fifty minutes.

THE orbit of the moon around the earth, of course, is

elliptical rather than circular. Thus, the moon con-

stantly varies in position from being closest to the earth—

the point called "perigee"—and farthest away—the point

called "apogee." The average distance is about 239,000

miles: at perigee, the moon is nearly 1.5,000 miles closer

and, at apogee, 15.000 miles farther away. These varia-

tions in lunar distance also have their effects on the tides.

At perigee, the tides are about twenty per cent greater

than usual: at apogee some twenty per cent less.

But perigee and apogee occur about two weeks apart,

and are usually out of phase with new moon and full moon

(that is, as we ha\e seen, the times when lunar and solar

tides are in phase I . At the same time, perigee very nearly

coincides with either new moon or full moon at least twice

each year, and this coincidence brings about even greater

tides. When the moon is at perigee at the same time that

its phase is new or full, the perigee tides are added to

the spring tides, and high water can be about forty per

cent higher than normal. If severe storms or winds from

adverse directions should occur at the same time, the

piling-up of waters, added to the unusually great tide, can

often result in damaging flood conditions along low-lying

coastal areas. This has happened several times in recent

years along the Northeast Coast of the United States.

Perigee spring tides can be forecast long in advance-

years if necessary—from the known motions of the sun and

moon. The winds are not so certain, of course, but these

are times for cautious watching along the coast. Perigee

spring tides occurred on May 22 this year and can be

forecast for December 29, 1959. and for July 8. in 1960.

The varying distances from the sun to the earth also pro-

duce small differences in the solar tides. The earth is closest

to the sun in early January—about a million and a half

miles closer than the average. Although the effect is small,

Ignohing the moon, but tak-

ing friction as infinite, a tidal

bulge would be dragged to the

east by the rotation of earth

at an identical rate of speed.

In actuality, the tidal bulge

reaches an equilibrium, below,

between these opposing fore

Spot on earth first passes

moon, then has its high tide.



Spring tides, with greater than normal range, occur when
moon and sun are in the same, above, or opposite direction

from earth, and lunar and solar tidal forces thus coincide.

Neap tides, with less than normal range, are a result of

lunar and solar forces working at right angles, below. In

this event, a solar low modifies lunar high, and vice versa.

the greatest range of tides can occur when perigee spring

tides coincide with maximum solar tides.

IN most of the tide waters of the earth, there are two
high tides per day. nearly equal in height: such tides

are called "semidiurnal." Some places experience only one
high tide per day, however, and have what are called

"diurnal" tides. In many places, tides are "mixed," semi-

diurnal for part of the month and diurnal for part of the

month. But e\en in places that always have two high tides

per day, there are times during the month «'hen the heights

of the two tides are considerablv different. These tidal

variations can be attributed to what is known as the "semi-

diurnal inequality" of the tides.

The orbit of the moon around the earth is inclined bv
about .5° to the plane of the earth's orbit around the sun.

The earth's orbit, in turn, is inclined by about 23y2^ to

the plane of the equator. Twice a month, the moon is over

the equator, but its orbit takes it. at other times, as much
as 28y2° above or below the equator. When the moon is

near its greatest distance above or below the equator, it

is said to be "in its tropics"—a reference to the fact that

it is near the Tropic of Cancer, north, or the Tropic of

Capricorn, south of the equator. At such times as this, the

two tidal bulges produced by the moon are not symmetrical

with the equator: instead, the axis between the two passes

considerably north and south. This displacement of the

tidal bulges above or below the equator produces the varia-

tion—or semidiurnal inequality—in the heights of the two

daily high tides I illustrations, right )

.

This inequality is most pronounced in high latitudes at

the times, each month, when the moon reaches its greatest

distance north or south of the equator. For some points

the inequality becomes so great that one of the high tides

practically disappears and becomes, at most, onlv a slight

fluctuation in the low tide. The tide then becomes diurnal—

that is. only one high tide each day. The diurnal type of

tide is a regular feature twice each month along the Gulf

Coast and West Coast of the United States.

TIDES are most often considered to be the rise and fall

of the earth's waters. Actually they are far more; the

effect of tidal forces is felt on the entire earth. And there

is a secondary feature of the tides even in the oceans.

There are horizontal movements of the water—tidal cur-

rents—which accompany the rise and fall.

The currents that accompany tides are most pronounced

in inlets from the oceans—such as bays or gulfs—and in

channels between larger bodies of ^^-ater. They are present

—though relatively weak—along straight coast lines, but

they are not detectable in the open oceans. Along the

shore, flood currents are associated with a rising tide, and

ebb currents accompany a falling tide. There are usuallv

slack periods of no current about the time when the tides

change, but these slack periods may not coincide exactlv

^v'ith the times of high or low water. Tidal currents can

reach considerable velocities in areas where the tides are

also great, as for example in Pentland Firth, north of

Scotland, where tidal currents can reach a velocity of

more than nine miles per hour.

There are tides in the solid earth, and in the earth's

atmosphere as uell. Atmospheric tides ha\e been detected

through careful analysis of changes in the barometer.

yVnd earth tides have heen measured bv experiments ivith

tidal forces in completel) enclosed, long, water-filled pipes.



It is estimated that the level of the solid earth fluctuates

as much as nine inches during times of spring tides.

The most evident tidal effect, though, and the one that

influences civilization far more than the others, is the

vertical tide in the oceans and their adjacent Avaterways.

Although astronomical explanations account nicely for

the basic mechanics of tides-and also for some of their

variations—they cannot hope to account for the wide range

of tidal conditions that exist in the earth's oceans. If the

earth were a perfect sphere, covered with an ocean of

uniform depth, the tides might take place in exact accord

with astronomical principles. But the earth, of course,

is no such thing. Its oceans are irregular in shape, depth,

and extent. Great undersea mountain ranges, deep basins,

partly landlocked bays and seas, narrow channels be-

tween large bodies of water, and irregular coast lines-

some shoaling gradually and others steeply—modify the

progression of normal tides from ideal, wavelike forma-

tions round a perfect water-world.

No purely astronomical theory of the tides, for example,

could ever explain why high tides in the Societies

follow the sun every day. coming at noon and midnight.

Local tidal conditions, even in such vast ocean areas as

the Pacific, can be explained— if. in the present state of our

knowledge, thev can be explained at all-oidy in terms of

the science of hxdrodynamics.

Some unusual tides are produced by a rapidly building

water supply, undergoing forced restriction by the shape

of adjacent land features. The strange tidal bores (walls

of water that progress up some river deltas), the unusual

range of tides in the Bay of Fundy area (up to fifty feet

between high and low), the great tides and tidal currents

around England and the channel ports of Europe (where

very narrow channels connect the shallow North Sea with

the open Atlantic), all these phenomena simply represent

a flow of water under the force of hydraulic pressure.

Two basic theories, in accord with hydrodynamic i)rin-

ciples. have been presented to explain the wide range of

tidal conditions observed throughout the world. These are

the progressive wave and tiie stationary wave theories.

In both it is assumed that the tidal forces of the sun and

moon set up wave conditions in the open areas of the

oceans. Progressive waves are those that travel through

the water, like ripples in a pond. Stationary waves are

those that osciUate. rising at one end while falling at the

other, like the oscillation that can be produced in a pan

of water bv alternately raising and lowering one end.

The tides that occur in the two major basins of the

Atlantic Ocean suggest that progressive waves are gener-

ated in the southern area and mo\e northward—tlirough

both the South and the North Atlantic. Cotidal lines-join-

ing those places where high tides occur at ihe same time-

indicate, progressivelv later tides northward from the

southern ocean. But certain secondary features of the tide

—such as the \ariations at perigee and apogee moon, or

with spring and neap tides—occur almost simultaneously

throughout the Atlantic. In a simple progressi\e wave

action, these features should also appear at later intervals

as the wave in which they were generated traveled along

the coasts. Thus, the progressive wa\e llicorx almosl. Init

does not quite, explain the Atlantic tides.

Tiie progressive wave theory roiihl aicoimt for the

unusual tides in the Society Islands. Tw.i siicli waves,

coniins from diflerent directions, could ha\c lunar con-



Procrkssivk wave tiikory is illustraled, in minialure, by
tides in Chesapeake Bay. Here, tide is high near mouth and
at head, low at Easton. Ships can ride Hood up whole Bay.

stituents (of approximately equal range but exactly six

hours apart in phase) so that, at Tahiti, the high tide of

one would coincide with the low tide of the other. Only the

solar tide, under these circumstances, would show a rise

and fall, and the time of these tides would follow the sun's

transits at regular twelve-hour intervals. But no apparent

cause for such a pair of progressive waves can be shown,
nor is there any apparent physical reason to explain why
such hypothetical progressive waves should meet near the

Society Islands rather than at other places in the Pacific.

Although some local tidal phenomena can still be ex-

plained by assuining progressive wave action, this view has
largely been discarded as a general theory accounting for

tidal features on a broad scale. Considerably more evi-

dence can be brought to support a theory based on the

existence of large, stationary waves in the ocean basins.

IN
a stationary wave, the two ends of a body of water

oscillate in exact phase opposition: when one end is

high, the other is low; there is a line approximately in

the center—the node—where no change takes place. Once
such waves are set in motion, it takes very little force-
synchronized with the natural period of vibration for the

size of the water body—to sustain the action.

It is quite possible that such resonant oscillations can
be sustained in large, oceanic bodies of water by a very
small periodic force, provided that the period of the force

and the natural, resonant period of the water-body are

fairly close, and also provided that the water-body is

sufficiently confined so that no great amount of energy
is carried away by progressive waves. The oceans, by
reason of their depths and the configurations of their coast

lines and subsurface contours, contain areas where such
dynamic systems could have periods of resonance nearly

equal to the periods of the gravitational forces.

In a classic docuinent—the "Manual of Tides," presented

as part of the Report of the Superintendent of the U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey for the years 1897-1904—Dr.
R. A. Harris divided the oceans of the world into oscil-

lating areas, in which the periods of free oscillation would
be about equal to the periods of the diurnal or semidiurnal

tide-producing forces of the sun and moon. Harris' areas

were selected so that the observed differences in the time

of high water at both ends of an area would be approxi-

mately six or twelve hours. This half-century-old division

of the oceans into "oscillating systems," while not a

perfect explanation for all observed tides, brought a

surprising degree of consistency in an otherwise confused
picture of the tides, and helped to explain many apparently

paradoxical tidal phenomena.

THE identification of an ocean basin as an oscillating

system is based partly on the observed physical fea-

tures of the basin, such as depth, length, and shape, and
partly on an observation of tidal data consistent with the

features of a stationary wave. The greatest range of tides

should be observed at the extremes of the wave, with very
little or no range near the node (the line about which
the system oscillates ) . On one side of the node, high tides

should come at nearly the same time, while low tides would
occur simultaneously on the other side.

For different components of the tide-producing forces,

the oceans would oscillate differently, since these com-
ponents would have different periods. Some such systems



would oscillate in the period of the lunar semidiurnal

tide, others in the period of the solar semidiurnal tide.

Still other basins, with suitable features and natural

resonant periods, would oscillate instead with the periods

of the lunar or solar diurnal tides.

The stationary wave theory—perhaps better than its pro-

gressive wave counterpart—accounts for the peculiar tides

of Tahiti by assuming that the Society Islands lie on or

close to the node of a stationary wave that has a period

equal to the semidiurnal tidal force of the moon. There

is evidence that such a wave exists in the area and that

the node, extending in a gradual curve with the general

direction ENE and WSW, does lie close to the Societies.

It can be shown that the tides to the northwest and south-

east have greater ranges than those at the Society Islands,

and that they are out of phase, high tides in one direc-

tion corresponding to low tides in the other.

Positions close to the node of a stationary wave should

not experience a rise and fall of any significant amount.

Thus, the absence of a lunar semidiurnal feature in the

tides at Tahiti would be normal. On the other hand. Tahiti

is remote from the node of the assumed wave responding

to the solar semidiurnal component. Therefore, the tidal

rise and fall at the island should take place principally

in response to solar tidal force.

SUCH oscillating svstems belong to the open oceans.

Islands like Tahiti, far distant from any great irregu-

larity in ocean shape, should illustrate the effect of such

a tidal theory more closely than would other, less open

positions, where secondary, progressive waves are most

likely to affect the observed data.

Elsewhere in the world, the ocean tides continue to

reflect the daily retardation impressed by the moon's

motion. Thus, in tidal phenomena, the Society Islands

stand—as they have, since discovery—for a romantic escape

from realism, although much of their tidal romanticism

has been stripped awav by the logic of science.

(A discussion of terrestrial elements affecting the tides

will soon appear in Natural History.)

Standing wave theory is seen here for the Piicitic Basin.

Dashed lines represent "nodes" of fi\e different standing

waves. Dark areas represent low tides on one side of each

nodid hue. matched in eacli rase liy n-ciprocal high lidcs

(hrigiil areas I on opposite side. Society Islands idol) lie

adjacent to the node of one such postulated standing wave.
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Rookery islet, in Prince William Sound, Alaska, is home
for almost 2,000 Steller sea lions. Except for this short
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stretch of rocky beach, which is common ground, rookery
is sharply subdivided into many harem and pupping areas.



ALASKAN
CHALLENGERS

OF THE SEA
The highly specialized Steller sea lion must

compete with his neighbor, weather, and man

By G. M. Daetz

THE NUMBERS of sea lions living

today, of course, are only a frac-

tion of what the offshore islands of

North America and Asia once held.

The smaller, southern one. the Cali-

fornia sea lion. Zaiophus calijorni-

anus, survives in greatly reduced num-

bers. The Steller. or Northern sea lion.

Eumetopias jiibata, is one of the larger

carnivores in the Avorld (the bulls

weigh an average of 1.200 pounds and

the cows. 500). These giants are also

steadily diminishing.

With all the great ocean for the

Stellers to live in. one would think

they could live, increasing and mul-

tiplying, anywhere there were fish.

Actually, they have so many limiting

specializations that it is somewhat

surprising they have held out — big

animals in competition with civiliza-

tion—as well as they have. Although

they concentrate in offshor»'Tookeries

— to be found from St. Lawrence

Island, off the Alaska coast, to the

southern waters of the state of Cali-

fornia—very little was known of their

life history until recently.

Now, in Alaska — their major le-

maining stronghold — the Stellers are

unprotected. Fishing and cannery

groups include the sea lions among
the many wildlife competitors for the

reduced number of salmon left in

these overfished waters. Thus, the

recluse Steller finds himself in com-

petition with civilization. ^lean while,

zoological researchers — in Alaska.

Canada, the Soviet Union, and the

Lnited States—are descending upon

the more accessible rookeries to learn

about sea lions.

In the summer of 1957, I had the

privilege of serving, as a very small

cog in one of these wheels of research,

as a field assistant to Dr. James W.
Brooks, the senior biologist of the

Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

Dr. Brooks's studies are continuing

and. from this Alaskan work — and

other studies in North America and

the U.S.S.R. -the factual basis for

civilization's possible coexistence with

the Steller sea lion, rather than for

the animal's ruthless extinction by

mankind, is perhaps being laid.

ON' the day that Dr. Brooks com-

pleted his studies at the five-acre

Rookery Islet, off Montague Island,

Prince William Sound. I like to imag-

ine that a windy sigh of relief went

up from two thousand sea-lion throats.

It would have been justified, for our

summer's work disturbed tliem a lot.

These big, northern predators start

life in the month of June, weighing

about forty pounds at birth. The
Steller pup has a thick, slate-gray coat

Mk. U.vetz spent llii- MiniiiiiT of 1957
as field .issistant to Ur. .). W . Hrooks.
senior biologist of llie .Maska Fisli

and (^anic Department. \\]]o is engaged
in iiiruinnini: -ludies of sea lions.

Slate gray at birth, pups are brown at

seven months, gold-brown wlien adults.

that happens to blend excellently with

the rocks on which it is whelped. This

color changes to dark brown in six

months and—by the end of its second

year—lightens to the yellow-gold back

and red-brown belly usually seen in

adults. Color, of course, is a variable

characteristic — some big adolescents

still are brown.

A yearling Steller is active, pesky,

likable, and still nursing. These 175-

to 210-pound youngsters evidently

still live almost exclusively on their

mothers' milk. No yearling's stomach

that we examined had a?i\ \arictv of

food other than milk in it.

On the rookery, we noliLcd one

yearling, orphaned by gunfiie. In two

weeks, he was easily identifiable by

his emaciated appearance. One \\ould

think diat. w ith his normal size —
an estimated 170 pounds — and his

miquestionable swimming ability, he

would ha\e caught fish. And fish were

easily available: shoals of herring

swept through the rookery area, and

we caught greenling and black rock

fish in shallow water (three to four

fathoms I offshore as fast as a hook

could be bailed. But from him we

learned that even yearlings must nurse

to survive. He was an aggressive

youngster, and his himgry ai)|)roaciies

to lactating cows would be met sav-

agel\. Tlie co\vs seized and shook

him if he |>ersisted. But he would not

give up. Howling from hunger and

marked bv uglv bite wounds, he tried
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posse;

!^KA LION has found a bare, unguarded rock and lakcii

sion of it. From this eminence, he repeats his low-

pitched bellow to attract a female. Here, one

and her emergence from the water marks start

answers him,

of his harem.

to nurse one lactating female and

then another— without success.

The young Steller's lengthy nursing

period must serve to give it a healthy,

running start in life. For its first

bite of fish is likely to contain the

tapeworm larvae or roundworms that

will begin the sea lion s permanent

parasitization. A mature Steller's

small intestine usually has tapeworms

along its full length. Sometimes the

intestine is cranuned with them. The

stomach is almost invariably well

populated by clusters of roimdworms.

FOR the tapeworms, the cycle is a

simple one. In the rock pools of

every rookery, tapeworm proglottids

are thickly strewn. Waves come up

and wash them into the sea, where

they are eaten by crustaceans and

fish (their hosts in the larval stage).

Eventually, as the sea lions feed on

the fish, the cycle is completed and

the parasites become energy-draining

adults within the sea lion's intestinal

tract. At first glance, this inevitable,

heavy parasitization makes one \\(jn-

der how the sea lions can survive.

But after dissecting bulls in the height

of good health — and finding them

heavily infested — the observer must

conclude that it is a mighty poor sea

lion that cannot support a few dozen

eight-foot tapeworms, plus the usual

ascarid population.

In spite of their heavy parasitiza-

tion, the Steller sea lions possess a

good insulating layer of subcutane-

ous fat : it lies one-quarter to three-

quarters of an inch thick in the

summertime. Their robust physiques

and excellent co-ordination make
amazing athletic feats look easy.

Diving from great heights into the

water is elementary. A Steller can

also plunge its half-ton of weight

on to unyielding rock from a height

of as much as twenty feet. The stout-

boned front flippers take much of the

shock, and the springy, cartilaginous

ribs bend like thick rubber: these

ribs contain so little ossified material

that an ordinary knife can cut cleanly

and easily through them.

AS one measure of the sea lion's

^ fitness in its environment, con-

sider that a mother can catch fish

enough to feed herself, nurse her

young, nourish her parasites and re-

main in fat layer and splendid coat—

and still spend all but two or three

hours a day lying sleepily on the

rocks or arguing with her neighbors.

Deliberate and slow-moving on

land, if not in a hurry, and with an

underwater speed of only seventeen

to eighteen miles per hour, the sea

lion's qualification as an expert fish-

erman is due in part to its incredibly

swift strike. On land, fighting among

themselves, a sea lion's neck and head

will flash forward and back so quickly

that the strike appears to have been

perhaps no more than a threatening

gesture — until blood begins to flow

from an opened slash in the thick

hide of the adversary.

In picking up two-week-old pups

by the hind flippers to weigh them,

we found even these young could de-

liver a solid, swift blow. The pups

were very^ friendly if not alarmed,

but we did not always have time to

reassure them. There would be a

quick strike and the feeling of having

been touched. The handler would say,

"That was close!" then look in sur-

prise at a blood blister forming where



Bachelor bill, above, challenging rock's defender, meets

fierce roar, hisses, and lightning slashes of powerful incisors.

Sea lion family, below, huddles precariously on a rock.

An average bull weighs around 1.200 Ihs.. a cow about 500.

the pup's nip had pinched his skin.

Although size and shape differen-

tiate the sexes easily, both male and

female are beautifully adapted to give

a minimal resistance to water flow.

The bulls massive shoulders form the

wide part of a teardrop form. He
tapers down to a thin pelvis and flat

hind-flippers. There are no external

genitalia to break his smooth surface-

contour ventrally: in the posterior

abdominal area, a slit in the skin,

as neat as a zipper, serves as the

opening for the genitalia.

IN the cow, both vaginal and rectal

' openings lie beneath the four-inch

tail stub between the hind flippers.

Nor is it possible to tell at a glance

whether or not a female is lactating.

The nipples of the mammary glands

are completely retractable : they show

only as small, hairless spots on either

side of the abdomen. Only under the

stimulus of the calf's nuzzling do

they evert to something over an inch

in length. The milk-producing tissue

locally replaces the usual subcutane-

ous fat layer in lactating females,

covering the abdomen as a thick layer.
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Some females have four functioning

teats; some have six—and it is not

unusual to find five. The pup or year-

ling ( no t^\ ins were seen ( ^\ orks up

and doMTi the system, hiting and pes-

tering his sleepy mother until she

assumes a suitable nursing posilion.

Some adult Stellar feeding habits

are surprising, but the animal's

lengthy small intestine ( 200 feet)

gives ingested food a long trip, dur-

ing which it can be assimilated. The
most readily available shallow-water

fish were found in the stomachs ^ve

examined but one would not have

predicted the discovery of Avhole

clams (as others have reported! or

ordinary beach stones—from one to

three inches in diameter—of ivhich

we found a few in almost half the

stomachs we examined that summer.

Such stones are known to have one

useful purpose—to provide subjects

for biological speculation.

ONE would expect the Stellers at

Prince William Sound to dis-

turb the extensive halibut fishing op-

erations, which are carried on as little

as half a mile a^^"ay from the popula-

tion of two thousand sea lions at

Rookery Islet. Yet not a fisherman

near the rookery lust anv halibut to

the Stellers: the sea around the rook-

ery, during breeding season, is also

alive with herring, greenling, and

black rock fish. These were the fish

in the Stellers' stomachs.

Coming in from feeding, the sea

lions flip out of the salt water onto the

rock ledges and dry off. They visibly

change color and form—from a wet,

slim, slick tan to a thicker, furry, yel-

low-gold color. And they dry easily

on damp days or in a drizzle. When
our own clothing became wet. coming

in through the surf, we were lucky to

have it dry by the end of the day : the

sea lions dried off in less than an

hour. A close inspection of the Stel-

ler's pelt shows how this is possible.

The hair on a ten-foot, adult bull will

vary from one and a half inches in

length (at the coarse mane of his

neck I to finer, half-inch hair near the

tail. When wet. the hair lies flat in the

direction of the water flow past the

body. But, as soon as drying begins,

the hair tips curve forward. At the

slightest drying, each hair stands in-

dividually erect. Unscientificallv. we
may call this the "crew-cut effect''

:

combined with the sea lions' bodv
heat, it dries their coats in a half-

hour, even during a light drizzle.

THE question of how often a Stel-

ler female bears young—and how
manv in a lifetime — is still being

studied by Dr. Brooks. What is known
from his past observations is this:

those females that are nursing year-

lings at pupping time (the month of

June) are not carrying a fetus. Thus,

they definitely do not whelp every

year. It may even prove that Steller

females nurse longer than one year

and do not mate for two consecutive

j'ears after whelping. It is also pos-

sible, ho^vever, that the females ive

saw nursing vearlings in June will

have weaned them before autumn and

be free to mate in October. Soviet re-

search indicates that the fertilized sea

lion egg implants in the uterus in

October. Delayed implantation of fer-

tilized eggs is not uncommon in sea

mammals, so that—roughly—a nine-

month gestation period appears in

A Steller, traveling at a high speed,

thrusts its head briefly above water to

inhale and exhale. Sea lions seldom
stay submerged more than five minutes.

order, whether mating is in June or

later in the season.

Like many other large, predatory

animals, the sea lion—competent in

his natural role—has not adjusted to

being the hunted, rather than the

hunter. Pitted against man, the sea

lion s sight, hearing, sense of smell

and alertness to danger on land all

fall short of the survival level for a

lone individual. Still, the Steller's

gregarious habits help somewhat in

protecting the group—usually, some
alert sea lion will warn the sleepers.

THE sea lion's eyes, being adapted

to underwater use. are myopic in

air. I have found them unaware of

my presence, although I was sitting

openly on rocks quite near them, as

long as 1 stayed still. When I moved,

enabling them to spot me. the half-ton

Stellers fled in panic. Their eyes have

no protecting bony, supraorbital ridge

such as we have. Blindness—evidenced

by opacity of the eye— is not uncom-

mon among them. The contentions

among adult sea lions—with attendant

snapping and biting—are a source of

much eye and other bodily injury.

Although the Stellers have not pro-

gressed in their smooth contouring to

the point of having the whole ear in-

ternal, as do the hair seals, their

external ears are very small Yet, they

depend on their hearing, on land as

well as in the water: mother and pup

call to each other, and the colony as a

whole apparently utilizes a variety of

roars, barks, and grunts. The animals

also react to such sounds as the rat-

tle of a dislodged stone, motor ex-

haust, or rifle shot.

THE Stellers are gregarious ani-

mals. In early summer, especially,

they congregate by the hundreds, and

even thousands, on their select rock

ledges. At a casual glance, the big

rookery where we studied the Stellers

looked something like a church picnic,

complete with portly, dignified males,

frolicking youngsters and watchful

mothers. Watching the sea lions for a

while, ho^vever, we soon realized that

the gathering was, far from a general

fraternization. Except for a short

gravel beach, that we named "The

Storm's approach, above, finds bull

and harem still safe above the waves,

but rising seas, below, force harem to

leave rookery despite bull's protests.
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Commons." the rookery area was

strictly divided into mating and pup-

ping areas. The mating areas, in turn,

were subdivided into small plots, each

dominated by a harem bull.

THE Commons was public. Any
age and sex of animal, excepting

newborn, could be found on that

beach: cows and their yearlings, just

in from the Pacific; young bulls-

three, four, and five years old and not

yet strong enough to fight for a harem
territory; and, sitting out the sum-

mer, old bulls, macerated and driven

from their harems by young rivals.

Around the greater circumference

of the rookery island, table-like rocks

held the usual adult harems—com-
prised of six to a dozen cows, their

yearlings (and possibly some two-

year-olds belonging to some of the

cows) , and a single, adult bull. The
size of the harem each bull could

gather about him varied inversely to

the harem's degree of accessibility.

On a ten-by-twenty-foot, sheer-sided

rock, we have seen a bull hold as

many as fourteen covvs-because of the

area's easy defensibility. More often,

a bull's original claim of territory

would prove too big, or too accessible,

to prevent rivals from gaining good

fighting position. In such cases, the

rock would be subdivided into several

harem territories, each bull defending

a segment of the rock both from his

neighbors on land and, more impor-

tantly, from infiltration by sea.

For, lying out at a respectful dis-

tance in the water, or cruising stealth-

ily to the edge of the rock harems, were

always a number of bachelor bulls-

graduates of The Commons—waiting

their chance. A harem bull would take

his daytime naps, but during the sun-

rise and sunset hours—when all the sea

lions were most active — he watched

continually. When a bachelor swam
close in, the harem bull would shift in-

to position to dive down, and the in-

truder would speed off like a torpedo.

WE seldom saw an older harem
bull give underwater chase to

the young intruders. It was far more
usual to deal with challengers as they

tried to scale the rock. With the ad-

vantage of height, it did not take an

especially vigorous bull to drive off

contenders. But young harem bulls

would often launch out in a mighty

dive to deal with cruising bachelors—

especially if the strange bull was pur-

suing a swimming cow. The risk in-

TiDE AND WAVES become higher. Upper
rocks become crowded with evacuees as

volved in this defense by attack was

that the harem bull might return to

find another stranger already ashore

in his territory.

The small communities on the off-

shore rocks were remarkably stable. If

a female newcomer appeared, it caused

a commotion among the established

each bull struggles to keep his harem
comnmnity intact. At nightfall, above,

cows until the new female found a spot

suitably distant from them—about four

feet. And the bull stepped in immedi-

ately to break up any actual fights be-

tween cows—nodding and giving short,

low, conciliatory grunts, such as sea

lions use with their young. If a new"

bull climbed surreptitiously onto the
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the storm still rages. Of the animals

seen on the previous page only the old

rock, the cows were not disturbed-

providing he showed some care in the

way he placed his flippers amidst the

crowd. But the intruder would be lucky

to get that far: the harem hull had a

different attitude. Usually before the

newcomer could gain a level spot from

which to fight, tlie harem bull, with a

bull holds his ground until he, too, is

finally swept off by the waves. After

loud roar and hiss, would undertake a

heavy rolling-shouldered charge. The

cows would scatter or be trampled.

Even the most eager young bachelor

would usually swirl off underwater.

The cows have little loyalty to tlie

harem. It is the bulFs problem to keep

as man\ potential mates as possible.

the storm has abated he will ha\e to

fight to regain his previous position.

He inspects each female \\ho conies

aboard his rock territory—and is usu-

ally rewarded with a snap of the cow's

teeth, the severity of which may indi-

cate the degree to which she wishes to

be left alone, for sometimes she only

tugs plavfuUy at his massive neck.

Mating usually takes place in the harem



Restless, but still sleepy. Stellar did

not hear alarm given by more alert

sea lion at author's approach. Myopic
eyes search for the source of danger.

Recognizing a potential enemy, the

sea lion pulls himself upright, shows

areas, but ^^e have seen mating com-

pleted in the ^vater.

The major pupping area at Rookery

Islet is a great shelf of boulder-strewn

rock on the landward side : the mighty

seas sweeping in from the Gulf of

Alaska cannot climb up onto this shelf

in full fury. It gives shelter above

high tide to almost eight hundred sea

lions during the pupping and mating

season in June. On this rock shelf, no

more than two acres in area, ninety per

cent of all the Steller pups were born.

When a vicious storm swept in—espe-
cially if it coincided with the highest

tides for the month—this was the only

dry, reasonably level place accessible

to sea lions on Rookery Islet. Even so,

each heavy storm took its toll of the

newborn, often not so much by its own
violence as by the chaos and crowding

it induced as animals were forced from

outlying rocks into the pupping area.

HEAVY storms usually brought a

temporary breakdown of the

Steller communities. On the seaward

side of Rookery Islet, such a storm

would send the waves crashing high in

the air. High tide could give the water

fifteen feet more reach. With the first

spray whipping over the mating areas,

the cows moved restlessly. When the

tide reached its full height, the seas

would crash over the sea lions. After

taking a few waves, most cows dived

off into the churning surf—over the

protest of the bull who tried to keep

them—and swam to the leeward side of

the islet. The harem bulls would hold

their territory against the seas until

literally swept off. In all likelihood,

they would have to fight for the same

position when the storm receded.

MOTHERS with newborn worried

over their youngsters. The pups

—unable to climb the higher boulders

and rock shelves to safety—w^ould try

to crawl under the shelter of house-

sized boulders, but the seas washed in

behind them. It was then the mothers

picked up their young by their furry

hides, as a cat does her kittens, and

carried them to higher ground. This

carrying of pups, never recorded

The ears of the hair seals are internal,

and only the aural openings are visible.

Hair seals have furred flippers, and
claws appear at tips of the phalanges.
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his bulging shoulder and neck muscles

as he throws his head back in warning.

Growling and tossing head, the sea

lion discourages author's advance. If

beast had charged, he could have been

outmaneuvered on the dry, smooth rock.

among the hair seals, gives the young

sea lions a better survival chance in

unusually bad weather. Yet the great

press of sea lions in the pupping area

during a storm—with the bulls lunging

heedlessly as they tried to maintain

something of their harems in the chaos

—meant that some pups were trampled

to death in spite of the mothers' best

defenses. When such a storm ends, the

animals go into the sea to feed: upon

returning, they again populate the

storm-cleared seaward rocks.

AFTER the June-born Steller pups

gain enough strength to flap

about on the rocks, they tend to gather

in groups of their own in the highest,

flattest locations. In their second week,

they will take to the sea to avoid cap-

ture bv a boat. Seeing the pups swim-

ming for the first time, it is plain that

^^l^^ji^^V—^ 3r



Alaska's Department of Fish and Game made daily counts

of the sexes in the harem areas, and regular observations

of the behavior patterns of Steller sea lions within their

own domain. Russia and Canada are also conducting studies.

Newborn's malformed nose and mouth
doom him to lose battle for survival.

only—the long hind flippers driving

the sea lion as it undulates the rear

portion of its body.

I
SAW maximum escape effort dem-

onstrated best by a bull I chal-

lenged on our own boat-landing beach.

While I was seated there, a bull (it

must have been a newcomer ) surfaced

and then sat in the surf. Then, with

much caution and looking about, he

hauled out completely onto the beach.

I remained quietly on my rock and his

eyes did not separate me from the scen-

ery. After we had both rested together

for ten minutes, I charged him at my
top speed, expecting him to be pan-

icked by the sight of a creature arising

from nowhere and hurtling down the

beach incline at "unsealionlike" speed.

Even so, I admit I slowed down during

the last fifteen feet. He had not moved
at all, and I was not sure but that I

might have to reverse and move back

at the same speed with which I had

descended—even faster, perhaps. But

with a scant ten feet of distance be-

tween us, my bluff proved successful

and he turned and hurled himself back

toward the surf, while I almost trod

on his hind flippers.

In the shallow, boulder-strewn

water, he could not risk swift under-

water flight. Instead, he leaped over

the surface with great butterfly strokes

from his front flippers, while his hind

flippers beat the water behind him to

foam. Once in deeper water he was off

imder the surface in curving, evasive,

speedy flight. Sensing there was no pur-

suit, he surfaced to survey the beach,

snort, and continue slowly on his way.

S
TELLERS are extremely vocal, per-

haps because they are extremelv

gregarious. The Steller's "roar" ( which

can j ustifiably be so called when heard

as the unified voice of hundreds of ani-

mals) is actually a very low-pitched

bellow. The pitch of the call varies
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Fungus skin infections that plague the Steller sea Hon

are nearly circular, slightly raised, and purple in color

when wet. In addition lo his hodily ailments, the sea lion

must also compete with the encroachments of civilization.

with the size of the animal. The new-

born yell "A-a-a-a"' for their mothers:

the yearlings. "Ah-ah-ah"' ; the mothers

answer "Oh-o-o-o '; and the bulls say

"Uh-uh-uh!" At a rookery, all these

calls go on continuously, sometimes

more loudly than others. There is also

a rare, bugling call, the significance of

which we were unable to determine. It

was always given by a cow on the

rocks in an undisturbed group: other

sea lions showed no reaction to it.

For all their sameness, the Stellers

can get a lot of expression in their

calls, varying them in frequency and

intensity. One call alw ays embarrassed

me. At intervals, we weighed marked

pups to determine the weight gains

with growth. When we arrived to do

this, the adult sea lions left their rocks

but did not abandon the young entire-

h: they remained in the water, jusi

offshore, watching. As I caught a

squirming pup by the hind flippers

and put it into a stout net to be
Parasites, which include roundworms,

here shown in a stomach lining, infest

yomig sea lions with

of fish. Tapew^ornis are

their first bite

also a scourge.
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weighed, the dispossessed mothers and

the harem bulls reared high as they

could out of the water. The mothers

craned their necks, as if asking . . . what

were we doing with that pup?. . . was it

hers? And then, from all the open

mouths, would come a long, sustained

moan. It alwavs sounded to me as if

they had all cried. "Sha-a-a-ame!' One

could not help looking around at them

nervouslv, wishing to reassure them.

TODAY, the larger Steller rookeries

are found where the sea is un-

friendly to fishermen. In thinly popu-

lated Alaska, a good number of loca-

tions so qualify. In the largest Steller

rookery in the ivorld—the Barren

Islands—photographic surveys of pop-

ulation run as high as 15.000 animals.

There are smaller Steller rookeries on

Bogoslof, Amak, and other islands of

the Aleutians, and many tiny groups

(under twenty animals) scattered on

small rock-tables along the northern

coast. Stellers also congregate on the

Pribilof Islands, but at different shore

locations than those dominated by

their more famous cousins, the Pribilof

fur seals. Only one mainland rookery

exists in North America, about two hun-

dred animals near Florence, Oregon.

Anthropomorphically speaking, the

Steller sea lions' policy regarding the

other inhabitants of its environment

could be phrased "peace, brothers: we

have enough fighting among our-

selves." The Steller will come ashore

Sea lions and fur seals belong to

the family Olariidae, so named be-

cause of their external ears. Well-

developed flippers, on which they

are able to walk, are another distin-

guishing feature of the family. The

seal family proper, Phocidae, have

no visible ears, the flippers are not

well developed, and they move by

humping in caterpillar-like fashion.

among fur seals without looking for

trouble, while hair seals are allowed to

share the rocks off Stellar rookeries

with the harem bulls and cows. Killer

whales are big enough to cause a soli-

tary sea lion some worry, but the

killers avoid the rookery areas. Stellers

have been observed initiating group

forays toward distant killer whales,

but the killer whales showed no desire

to meet such irate groups.

IN all. it may well be said that the

Steller has adjusted perfectly to his

niche — except, as we have seen, for

man. The studies in progress, today,

may help convince fishermen and legis-

lators alike that the sea lion is not a

significant predator on commercial

fish. Although conservation measures

are often slow to come in virgin coun-

try, every year, a more enlightened

approach is being accepted. If there is

any frontier left, the Steller sea lions

deserve a place on it. Only along the

most savage parts of ice-free coast and

ocean can they congregate and hold

their population numbers. And that is

where the Steller appears at his best:

on the rocks above the crashing surf,

the air heavy with the cries of thou-

sands of his kind—above him, bright

wings of gulls, and the thick, sundown

flight of puffins from their burrows.

Then the Stellers sit above the living

sea, well able to take care of them-

selves—if they are left alone.

Protesting cows and bulls gather close to edge of rookery

as scientists on the shore catch the pups and weigh them.

Threats from man and storm temporarily over, Steller on

his rock, right, looks out to sea and scratches contentedly.
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Spectacular clouds of dust, gas, and stars in the suniiiR-r

Milky Way are seen in this mosaic photograph. Saturn (here

iiiilicated by a symbol) is flanked by Horseshoe Nebula at

upper left and Lagoon and Trifid Nebula at lower right.



JULY
July 5: This morning the earth is at the aphelion point

of its orbit, the greatest distance (94.5 million miles)

from the sun this year.

July 7: Shortly after 9:00 a.m., EDT. the planet Venus

will pass directly in front of the brightest star in Leo,

Regulus. This is a very unusual event, but it will be very

difficult to observe. One must use a telescope in order to

discern Regulus, because the occultation, lasting less

than ten minutes, will take place in daylight and quite low

in the eastern sky for those watchers on the East Coast.

July 8: Look in the west near the horizon just after sun-

set. The bright object you may find is fleeting Mercury,

at its greatest easterly distance from the sun this summer.

July 8-15: During this approximate time, every major

object of the solar system will be above the horizon just

before sunset. This includes the sun and crescent moon,

each of the planets ( except the earth, which is the horizon I

,

and the four asteroids—Ceres, Juno, Pallas, and Vesta.

These minor planets and Uranus. Neptune, and Pluto

can be observed only with the aid of suitable telescopes.

July 9: Venus and the crescent moon will be in close

company near Regulus in the western sky this evening.

July 14: The moon will approach Jupiter to within about

four lunar diameters by midnight.

July 20-August 7: Celestial interest on these eve-

nings will be sparked by the appearance of meteors

belonging to the stream seeming to radiate from the

star Delta Aquaril An observer may be able to

count as many as twenty per hour on the night of

July 29 when the Delta Aquarids reach their peak.

July 26: Venus, 42 million miles away, will be its bright-

est as an evening object,

AUGUST
August 5 : Mercury, 55 million miles away, is at injerior

conjunction—thai is, between the earth and the sun.

August 10: Venus and Mars are nearly 7° apart tonight

in the constellation of Leo.

August 10-15: The meteor shower called the Perseids

will reach a maximum of about fifty per hour on the night

of the twelfth.

August 23: Mercury may be found in the east just before

dawn, but look sharp!

August 26: The moon is at last quarter at 4:03 a.m.,

EDT, and is at apogee at 2:00 A.M.. EDT-251,400 miles

away. This combination results in a minimum range

between high and low tides on the night of August 25, 26.

SEPTEMBER
Septeimber 1: Venus is between the earth and the sun (at

inferior conjunction) . 27 million miles from the earth.

Venus comes closer to the earth than any other planet in

the solar s\stem. the closest such approach coming when-

ever an inferior conjunction occurs in Januar\

.

September 17: Mercury is now at superior conjunciion,

128 million miles away, on the other side of the sun.

September 22 : About midnight tonight, the moon passes

Dr. Franklin, of The American Mlseum-Hayden
Pi.ANETARiiM, prepares this summary each six months.

in front of the brightest star in Taurus. Aldebaran. This

spectacular occultation w ill not be seen from the West Coast.

Watch especially for the abrupt emergence of the star.

September 23: The sun crosses the equator at 3:09 P.M.,

EDT, into the Southern Hemisphere. Autumn begins.

OCTOBER
October 2: Eastern Massachusetts, just north of Boston,

will receive the shadow of the moon this morning, as the

sun rises during a total eclipse. The entire eastern sea-

board and part of the Great Lakes can view some partial

eclipse phenomenon at sunrise. The path of the moon s

shadow will sweep across the Atlantic to the Canary

Islands, across the Sahara Desert, and will end in the

Indian Ocean off the coast of Somalia.

October 8: Venus is at its brightest this year in the

morning sky. It is 40 million miles from the earth.

October 9/10: Ardent meteor observers, and anyone

else interested in a spectacular meteor display, should

begin watching before midnight and maintain the vigil

until sunrise. This date in 1933 and 1946 saw the occur-

rence of the Gl4C0BINID shower—several thousand meteors

per hour. The earth crosses the orbit of Comet Giacobini-

Zinner just twenty-two days before the comet, probably

not visible to the naked eye. crosses the earths orbit. It is

not certain if a shower will actually be seen in the Western

Hemisphere, but if it occurs, the sky will be very busy

for little more than one hour. Do not fall asleep!

October 20: The moon occults Aldebaran shortly after

10:00 a.m., EDT, but is best observed from the West Coast.

October 20-22: The Orionid meteor shower reaches a

peak of about twenty-five per hour in the morning hours

of October 21.

October 25: Daylight Saving Time ends for many areas

of the country. 2:00 A.M., EDT, becomes 1:00 A.M.. EST.

October 28: Venus and the moon will be very close in

the sky at 8:40 a.al, EST. This is still dark for much of

the country, and is well worth attempting to see. Some
observers in the Southern Hemisphere may be able to see

Venus occulted by the moon.

NOVEMBER
November 24: Mercury is 63 million miles from the earth

at inferior conjunction—between the earth and the sun.

Noveaiber 30: New moon occurs at perigee (221.600

miles from the earth), a combination which will produce

a high range between high and low tides for about a day.

DECEMBER
December 11-15: The Ce;minid meteor shower will reach

its maximum of about fifty per hour for a single obser\er

on the evening of the thirteenth.

December 13: The western United States can see an

occultation of Aldebaran about sunset or shortly after.

December 22: The sun is at its most southerK point in

the sky at 9:35 a.al, EST. Winter begins.
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Those who are considering the purchase of

a telescope will find it especially worth
while to learn more about the distinguished

line of UNITRON Refractors and Acces-
sories which play so important a role in

astronomy today. For only by a careful

comparison of the features, quality, and
performance of different instruments can
the prospective buyer insure that his tele-

scope will be worthy of his investment and
of the time he will devote to observing.

It's truly easy to own a UNITRON. A down
payment of only 10% puts you at the con-

trols and you have 12 months to pay the
balance. Full information is included in the

UNITRON Catalog. Send today for your
free copy.
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Please rush to me at no cost or obligation a copy of the
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SKY REPORTER
June and July offer a dramatic picture in the Summer Triangle area

By IIenky M. Neely

THE NIGHTS OF JUNE AND JULY bring into good

position for viewing one of the most dramatic areas

to be found in the entire sky. This is the area in and

around the familiar figure known as the Summer Triangle

-and. particularly, the part within the boundaries of the

constellation CvCNUS. This area is seen on the June map

(page 352) above the horizon, between east and north-

east, and on the July map (page 3.53) directly above

the east, at the indicated hours.

To the naked eye observer, free from the distractions

of artificial lights and moonlight, the zone is immersed

in one of the most striking parts of the Milky Way. Here,

the luminous band seems to divide into two branches,

separated by a great dark streak, which observers of old

named the Great Rift, because they believed it to be a vast

opening in the shining clouds-through which they were

looking out into the supposed darkness of infinite space.

Today, astronomers know that, instead of being void,

the Great Rift is itself a gigantic cloud of tenuous gas

and dust, so vast in its dimensions that it totally obscures

the light from the unknown millions of stars that lie

beyond it. Throughout this area, photographs made by

the great observatories show streaks and patches of cloud;

some dark, others made luminous by the radiation from

the myriad stars imbedded in them or quite close to them.

AMONG the most striking of these

features are the North America

nebula and the bright streamers of

llie Filimentary (or Network) nebula,

which suggest the tattered outline of

an immense circle of material— pos-

sibly hurled outward many millions

of years ago by a supernova.

From Cygnus, too. come some of

the strongest signals known to the

specialists who are working in the

new science of radio astronomy. There

is now a widely accepted theory that

these bursts of radio noise come from

two great galaxies in the process of

colliding with each other—at a dis-

tance froTu us that is so vast as to be

almost inconceivable.

THE name Cygnus means a swan

and the figure of the imaginary

l)ird is easy to trace on the maps. The

star Deneb is the tail; Sadr is the b(ul\

stretches out to Albirko. \\hi(li represents tlie l)eak. The

outspread wings are formed by the tuo bending lines of

stars branching out on both sides from S.vtiK. A part of

this figure is even belter known as the Northern Cross.

Deneb, S\dr, and Ai-bireo form the long arm of the cross.

while tiie short arin runs from S\dr to the nearest bright

star on cither side of it. Albireo is one of the favorite

Invisible in June, Mercury reappears on

July 8, to be seen on western horizon.

,1 the I,. uvk

double stars for owners of small telescopes. One of the pair

is gold : the other, violet. They present one of the best color

contrasts to be found in the sky and they are easily

"split." even with an instrument of only moderate power.

IN
some ways, one of the least conspicuous stars in

Cygnus is the most exciting. This star has no name

but has been given the number "61" in star catalogues.

This was the first star the distance of which was suc-

cessfully found by the surveyors' method of triangulation.

The feat was accomplished lay Bessel in lo3o. This star—

61 Cygni-is so distant that its light-speeding at some

eleven million miles each minute—requires nearly eleven

years to reach us. Yet there are only fourteen stars closer

to our solar system than that.

But it has remained for contemporary astronomy to lend

the greatest excitement to 61 Cygni. Not long after Bes-

sel's work, it was discovered that 61 Cygni is actually a

system of two stars—revolving around a common center of

gravity. Long observation revealed irregularities in the

motion of the brighter star and study of these irregulari-

ties indicated that this star was. itself, a double system.

Then, as more evidence was accumulated, astronomers

were faced with a startling question—was this double

system another double star or was it a star and a planet?

The unseen companion apparently

is only about one-sixtieth of the mass

of our sun—or about sixteen times as

massive as Jupiter—not nearly large

enough to be considered of stellar

dimensions. Consequently, many ex-

perts wonder whether, in 61 Cygni, we

see another example of a solar system

like our own—not identical, of course,

but dvnamicallx similar to our sun and

its family of planets. This is entirely

speculative at present and a definite

answer must await the development of

instruments and techniques of obser-

\ation not noxv available.

COMING closer to home than tin-

stars, the months of June and

Julv will offer many interesting c\e-

nings to observers who like to study

the motions of the |)lanets.

Mercury will not be seen in June

luit. on JuK !>. when it is farthest east

of the sun. vvatchers with unoljstructed western horizons

nuiN see il together with the moon. Mars, and \ KM s as

llie evening dusk deepens (illustration, /e// )

.

This will be an excellent "elongation" of Ml.Rcl R^ for

observers in the south, but not so good for those above

latitude 40' North, with late sunnner sunsets.

J I PITER and Saturn, on both star maps, will be con-

.spicuous objects in our night sky until autumn.
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WITH the coming of June and July, thousands of en-

diusiastic amateurs who observe and record meteors

I "shooting stars'" I begin their busiest season of the year,

leading into the spectacular displays of August. From July

onward a persistent obser^'er will see from ten to fifteen

meteors per hour after midnight and will see twice as many
then as before that hour.

The nights from June 2 to 17 bring us a shower radiating

from near the bright star Antares, in Scorpius, with maxi-

mum due about June 14. The moon will set early enough to

make conditions favorable. About 1 :00 a.m., Antares will

be seen almost due south (as on the July map).

From June 27 to 30, meteors kno«Ti as the Iota Dra-

conids are due. radiating from near the star Thuban, in

Draco, not far from the Big Dipper. The last quarter-moon

will not rise until about 1 :00 a.m. and there is a chance of

seeing an average of twelve an hour until the moon is

well up in the late night sky.

Throughout July, few nights are without "shooting

stars." This year, however, the July moon will not co-

operate. The first of the famous Perseids may be seen after

July 15. as the moon sets before dawn, but the full moon-
on July 20— will interfere with predawn observing until the

end of the month. However, the Perseids continue well into

August, as do the Alpha Capricornids (which come from

near the star Algiedi. in Capricornus I —seen on the roll-

around map for July above the southeast horizon.

Another famous shower, beginning July 22, comes from
Aquarius, shown just rising near the east on the July map.

This is usually a fine display but, this month, the moon
will be too near until after July 27, when the radiant will

be well up over the southeast before moonrise.

JUNE TIMETABLE

3k 10:25 to 11 :25 p.m.

Second week 9:55 to 10:55 p.m.

Third week 9:25 to 10:25 p.m.

Fourth week dork to 10:00 p.m.
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THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon June 6

First Quarter June 14

Full Moon June 2
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BEGINNERS in star identification will find the moon help-

ful in using the maps. Find the moon for the chosen

date, "roll" the map to iDring that moon vertically above

the horizon and the relative positions of the brighter stars

can then be seen and the map compared to the sky.

It is always interesting to see the moon quite close to

a brilliant star or planet.

On the June map. the moon for June 11 is just under

bright Regulus. and the figure of the Sickle in Leo.

On June 15, identify first magnitude Spica to the left

of the moon : on June 16, SpiCA will be to the moon's right.

Another well-known star, brilliant Arcturus. can readily

be identified by following straight up above Spica.

On June 17, great Jupiter will be to the left of the

moon; on July 18, Jupiter will be to the right. Antares,

in Scorpius, will be found below JuPITER.

The full moon of June 20 will blot out all of the stars

near it but keen eyes may discern Saturn just under it.

As dusk deepens on the evening of July 8, we get the pic-

ture shown in the illustration on page .351.

Readers who missed the June moon as a star pointer

may make use of the July moon in the same fashion.

Bright Spica can be found near the moon on July 12 and

13, with brilliant Arcturus almost straight above it.

Again the moon will introduce readers to great JuPITER

on July 14 and 15, with first magnitude Antares below.

On July 17 and 18, Saturn can easily be found—with the

familiar figure of the Teapot, in Sagittarius, below.

Mr. Neely. editor of Sky Reporter since 1947. now
prepares this regular feature for NATrRAi. History.

>^-.

JULY TIMETABLE

First week 1 0:20 to 1 1 :20 f.M.

Second week 9:50 to 10:50 r.M.

Third week 9:25 to 1 0:25 ^m.

Fourth week dark to 10:00 p.m.
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THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon * July 5
First Quarter .....July 13

Full Moon July 19

last Quarter July 27



An outstanding

ochievement in optical

design. Results in utmost light

transmission; bright, sharp view. Light

weight, slender form; easy to carry and hold.

Models of 8 to 16x. At leading dealers.

Write lor Hertsoldl Binocular folder

Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth Ave., New York 17

Stvid-y at laom.e
w-itli tue
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CURIOUS? Share the resources of the University,

WHEREVER YOU ARE, ,to satisfy your intellectual

curiosity . . . whatever its direction; modern poetry

or General Semantics, Toynbee's philosophy or

Freud's psychology, how to invest your savings or

to understand your adolescent offspring.

FOR THE MATURE MIND ... use your leisure

creatively, for a lifelong investment in Intellectual

self-improvement, through our unique Home-Study
curriculum FOR ADULTS - 150 courses In Creative

V^riting, Philosophy, Psychology, Vtforld Affairs, In-

vestments, Mathematics, Geography, Pharmacology,

and other fields.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION . . . enjoy a conversation-

by-mail with a University instructor in the subject

of your choice. NO DEGREE REQUIREMENTS ... be-

gin at any time . . . study at your convenience, AT
HOME. Earn academic credit, too. For full informa-

tion, write for the Home-Study ANNOUNCEMENTS;
no obligation, of course.

The Home-Study Department

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Box NH-69, Chicago 37, III.

A fascinating close-up of

the astonishing kingdom of

the insects

Over 225 photographs, 52 in stunning full

color, and an authoritative text re\'eal the

amazing \'ariety, color and strange beauty

of THE WORLD OF INSECTS. In this big,

handsome volume, Paul Pesson, a distin-

guished entomologist, describes the habits,

habitats, mating customs and ways of sur-

\ival of all the leading members of the in-

sect group. 8'/2 X 11. $15.00, now at your

bookstore.

' *«^a dcfinirivc ,o» by a

'McGRAW-HILL

REVIEWS ( Coulimu'd from paar 100)

Tlie^e two Ixioks. incidentally, are

typical of this publisher, who has pio-

neered in paperbound reprints of scien-

tific and technical classics that stu-

dents could otherwise find only on the

shelves of a good library.

ANOTHER kind of classic, one of a

handful to span the gap between

scientific writing and pure literature, is

Kaniongo or The Lungfish and the Padre,

by Homer W. Smith (Viking, 9^('-). The
similarities and divergencies of science

and religion have never been more
tellingly discussed than in this long,

Socratic dialogue, held in the Conradian

setting of a ship in the tropics.

The Immense Journey, by Loren Eise-

ley (Random Housf., 95«S), is also philo-

sophical in tone—a naturalist's musings
about the long road of evolution that the

animal kingdom has traveled. Eiseley's

essays do not have the sweep or finish

of Kamongo, but are full of interesting

ideas and insights.

There are plenty of ideas, too, in The
Social Life oj Animals, by W. C. Allee

(Beacon, $1.45). Before his death, this

veteran biologist reviewed in detail ex-

periments (by himself and others) that

went to prove that community activ-

ity and co-operation are a far more
'natural" way of life in most species

than the dog-eat-dog concept of the early

evolutionists. He carried his inescapable

conclusion into human affairs with a rea-

soned and experimentally documented

plea for international co-operation.

The History oj Nature, by C. F. von

Weizsacker (Univ. of Chicago, $1.25),

is an ambitious attempt to relate man
to the universe by tracing his and the

universe's history, and, again — as in

Kamongo — to achieve some sort of work-

able synthesis between the scientific and

the religious attitude. The author writes

as a physicist and as a Cliristian. and if

his synthesis may not seem entirely suc-

cessful, he fails only where none of the

greatest philosophers has succeeded and

in the meanwhile does a memorable job

of physically pinpointing the position of

mankind on the vast stage of existence.

Scientific speculation of another kind

is represented by two very different

books on the same subject—the origin of

the people of Polynesia. Kon-Tiki, by

Thor Heyerdahl (Pocket Books, 35<'),

is the familiar, muscular best seller,

wbose author drifted a balsa raft west-

ward from Peru to prove that this was

a feasible route of migration. Whatever

it proves, it is grand reading.

In Vikings of the Pacific (Univ. of

Chicago, $1.95). the late Peter H. Buck

marshaled an impressive dossier of evi-

dence from tradition and folklore to

prove that the ancieni Polynesians came

from Asia and, voyaging eastward in
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arynckciir trav^zlcr

who dreamt

oj erotic Undid..*

We present this satiny smooth fin-

ished pair of Rosewood Elephant

book-ends artistically and skillfully

handcarved by native craftsmen.

The warmth of the natural Rosewood and the vary-

ing strains of coloration superbly blend to form an

arresting work of art. Individually executed from

the tip of the ivory tusks to the bottom of the ele-

phants' toes, this attractive and strikingly different

set will be a truly outstanding addition to any decor.

61/2" high X dy-i" long. $17.50, postpaid.

s^cilarl ol Ou#ttfMer entertainfn&nt

.
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Journey into the past splendor of Central America and Southern Mexico, the age of the

monster dinosaur, and thrill to the natural coloring of the worlds most heautiful hirds:

The Ancient IMaya

The Maya story has been of intrigue

to scholars for many centuries. This

is a great book, authentic in de-

scription and detail, profusely illus-

trated, historically exciting. 102

plates plus a list of 57 figures. "The
Ancient Maya"' thoroughly explores

the mystery of America's most bril-

liant Tiative civilization in pre-

Columbian times. By Sylvanus
Morle\. rev. 3rd ed. by George W.
Brainard. .507 pp. .$10.25, jjostpaid.

Members are entitled to a 10''r

discount. Please do not send cash.

Send your check or money order to:

Tlje Fossil Book

A practical guide to animal and
plant life during the past two billion

years. Well illustrated with hun-

dreds of photographs, full-color

pages, and drawings. Paleontolo-

gists. no\ice and expert, will find

this a useful and informati\e aid.

By Carroll Lane Fenton and
Mildred Adams Fenton. 4S2 pp.

.S12.75, postpaid.

The Beauty of Birds

This book travels far and wide

spaiming many lands in compiling

illustrations of the most colorful

birds of the world. 102 photo-

graphs. 30 in full color. Pink-

Headed Fruit Do\e. Cock-of-tbe-

lu)ck. Arctic Tern are just a few

depicted in this handsome pictorial

surve\. Bv Cyril .\e\\ berry. 102 pp.

S5.20, postj)aid.



^fHAKTY
BOAT CRUISES
A NOVEL

HOLIDAY AFLOAT

One week Cruises

thru Ftorida's tropical

Inland Wate

Bausch & Lomb I

Bushnell I

Cadillac I

Kern Swiss )

Swift
I

and others |

FINEST BINOCULARS
|

AND TELESCOPES |

Postpaid by a Museum Curator, an active,!

experienced field ornithologist. *

ALL TYPES & PRICES • FREE TRIAL j

Liberal trade-ins on your old glasses |

}^artlett Mettdricks \

Binocular Headquarters I

PITTSFIELD 50-Y, MASS. j

Phone HI 7-9748 t

Explore The Summer Skies

With Hecammended Guides

THE STARS BY CLOCK AND FIST
By Henry M. Neely. Read the instruc-

tions and then go out into the night and
identify the stars in the northern sky. Mr.
Neely, Editor oj THE SKY REPORTER,
steers you on a method both original and
different. S4.15 ppd.

THE BOY'S BOOK OF ASTRONOMY
By Patrick Moore. A well known author
devotes attention to young astronomers.

He leads them through the history and
development of astronomy, to how astron-

omers work today, probes the future of

space flight, and includes 150 diagrams,
charts, drawings, photographs. $3.15 ppd.

STAR EXPLORER
By Dr. H. S. Rice. A revolving chart show-
ing the constellations visible at lat., 40°

north with planet positions. $.50 ppd.

THE BOOK CORNER
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
81st Street & Central Park West
New York 24, N. Y.

Books and pamphlets on astronomy, star

identification, navigation, meteorology.

.Star charts, atlases, cards and prints.

Mail orders filled. Write for catalogue.

FOR HUMMINGBIRDS ONLY
This feeder is the only improvement in
desig"n ever made. Neither the bees nor any
other bird can reach the hone.v water. It
cannot possibly drip. You will love these
tiny jewel-like bii'ds more than ever wlien
you can watch them feeding- unmolested by
the bees. An unusual and heartwarming-
gift. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Price $2.95, add
18<- postage. In Calif, add 12«' extra for
tax. Pull instructions included. Design by
Erwin Brown. HUMiVIINGBIRD
HEAVEN, Dept. N, R818 APPERSON
STREET, TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA.

Sanctuary

(or the quiet modes of former

yeors ... on isiond in Time, wfiere

the days are measured by the ebb

and flood of the tides. Explore . . .

and discover the marine life in

tidof pools, flora approximating a

botanist's treasure-chest, fond and

Write for descriptive booklet H.

The Island Inn

Monhegan Island, Maine

Make A Real Flower Screen
Room ilividei.s ami lamps willi coloihil

flowei-s, leaves, biuteidies and sea shells

permanently embedded in Casloglas. You
can also make lovely glass bowls, dishes,

trays, placemals and other fine objects.

Make them for your own home, lor gilts,

or lo .sell at a nice profit. It is easy to do
and inexpensive. For illustrated booklet

showing how, mail 2.5c to Department
F-91 , The Castolite Company, Woodstock,
Illinois. Older loday!

Out of the Past
ARROWHEAD JEWELRY!
EARRINGS:

I.iirKC, small $2.00 pr.

LARIAT TIE
I.i'i;. Arrowhead $l..'iO ca

Stotie Arrowhead Making In

their frail canoes, eventually peopled

most of the widely separated island

groups of the Pacific. Sir Peter -wove

songs and myths and information from
other sources into a narrative quite as

exciting in its own way as the Kon-Tiki
voyage — and a good deal closer to

probability than Heyerdahl's hypothesis.

MOST people who enjoy the ceaseless

play of light and color in .sky,

sea. and landscape know and appreciate

what they see without more than a very

general idea about why they see it. The
Nature of Light and Color in the Open
Air, by M. Minnaert (Dover, $1.95),

is a Dutch physicist's account of the

causes of every sort of visual phenome-
non from sun halos and variations in

sky color to mirages and the phospho-
rescence of fungi. To anyone who has

ever tried to find a satisfactory printed

explanation for some of these effects, this

is a uniquely valuable reference book—
and one that can be read simply for the

pleasure of sharpening one's own aware-

ness of light.

In closing, two quarterly "magazines"

in paperback form are of particular in-

terest to amateurs of natural science.

Science News (Penguin, 65^) covers all

of the sciences and always has articles

on the biological and earth sciences;

New Biology (Penguin, 65^) is, as its

name indicates, entirely devoted to biol-

ogy. All articles in both publications are

written by authorities and the standards

of clarity and interest are very high.

The check list that follows is neither

exhaustive nor, strictly, critical. It has

been prepared chiefly to show the extraor-

dinary range of paperbacks now avail-

able in the fields covered by Natural
History. A visit to one of the "paper-

backs-only" bookstores, which have

sprung up in many cities, or a look

through the Bowker catalogue, will

uncover many worthwhile titles not

listed here — and new ones are being

added weekly.

HISTORY OF SCIENCE

The World of Copernicus: Angus
Armitage; Neiv American Library of

World Literature, 50<}

Plato's Cosmology: Francis M. Corn-

ford; Liberal Arts Press, Inc., $L75

Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo:

Doubleday & Co., $1.25

Pliny's Natural History: (Lloyd Ha-

berley, ed.); Frederick Ungar, $1.50

From the Closed World to the Infi-

PAIIVT .^IVn BE HAPPY
Learn Secrets of Oil Painting by Mail

Exciting Home-Lessons Simplified & Illustrated

FREE Trial Lesson, specify which Course

Landscape Q Still-Life Q Portraiture Q Marine

No salesmen. No contracts. No age limiis

PRICKETT and MONTAGUE
Forestwind Studios, Monterey, Massachusetts
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4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE"^
$8995 These superb 4-inch

DYNASCOPES
put a new meaning

in the word deluxe!

J
In these days, when "deluxe" is often only a common

cliche, it's refreshing to find a product that so

genuinely deserves the name.
One look at these magnificent Dynascopes tells you

that they are truly precision-made instruments, with the
careful craftsmanship and extra finishing touches

that quickly set them apart from ordinary telescopes.
And your first thrilling experience with their supe-

rior optical systems will convince you, as no words can,
that the rich appearance of these reflectors is even

surpassed by their amazing performance.
More than that, each is backed by the kind of guar-

antee that only Criterion, with its meticulous
quality control, could offer. Whichever model you

select, you must be completely delighted with
both performance and construction or your

money will be cheerfully refunded.

Here are the professional-type

features you'll find in both these fine instruments

EXaUISITE 4-mCH PARABOLIC PYREX MIRROR accurate to '/s wave. For famed Dynascope optical
superiority,

TRUE EQUATORIAL AND ALTAZIMUTH HEAVY-DUTY MOUNT witli complete friction adjustments for any
latitude, declination, and right ascension. Rugged cast-iron construction. Weighs over 12 lbs.

ROTATING RINGS - Saddle has felt-lined rotation rings that permit tube to be quickly positioned for
accessories or to bring eyepiece into more comfortable viewing position.

3 STANDARO 1'/4" EYEPIECES: 18-mm. Huygens, 9-mm. Achromatic Ramsden, 7-mm. Achromatic
Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

4X ACHROMATIC CROSSHAIR FINDERSCOPE: Crosshair, usually found only in much more expensive
scopes, assures greater accuracy, easier spotting. Coated achromatic lenses. Screw-type micrometer focus.
Extra-large field of view. Doubleposted bracket with collimation adjustments.

RACK-AND-PINION DOUBLE-DRAW EYEPIECE holder for easy, exact adjustments. Accommodates any
eyepiece, negative or positive.

PROFESSIONAL-TYPE STEEL TRIPOD with fast-fold legs for easy portability. Designed to solve all

stability problems. The result of hundreds of field tests and consultation with many authorities. Steadier
support eliminates vibration. No canting, wobble, or sideplay. Special position locks prevent collapse.
Completely portable. Sets up instantly on uneven terrain. Folds up quicidy, without disassembly, for

full portability.

4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE
with new

DYN-O-MATIC
Electric Drive

i
SI 0995

fob, Hartford
Shipping wt.

33 lbs.

Model K-2A

Add Dyn-O-Matic Electric Drive to your present telescope!

igned to fit all previous Dynascopes and most other 4-inch and 6-inch telescopes, this precision-

de drive brings you all the advantages of smooth, effortless automatic tracking at remarkably

cost. Plugs into any household nO/120-volt A.C. circuit. Only S29.95 postpaid. Model ED-460.

OTHER DYNASCOPES AVAILABLE IN 3 INCH TO 16 INCH MODELS

Quality engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production. Consequently supply

is limited. For early delivery send your check or money order today, or write for free brochure.

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO
Alaiiiifavfurcfs of Qiialifii Optical Iiisfnn)U)its and E(i/np»ic)it

Dept. NHD-42, 331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.



NATIONAL NETWORK OF

AMERICAN BIRDSONGS!

Tliis complete recorded encyclopedia. NA-
TIONAL NETWORK OF AMERICAN
BIRDSONGS, is now available as a com-

plete package ... at a worthwhile savings

to you! Imagine ... 175 species of birds

from all over the United States have con-

tributed 495 differeiil songs and calls! This

complete set, Volumes I, II and III of 'Bird

Songs of Dooryard. Field and Forest' is a

wonderful library item, a true network of

national birdsongs ! It's an ideal gift for

birdlovers, hi-fi fans, and nature enthusiasts

of all ages

!

3 RECORD ALBUM . . .

$19.95 ppd.

EASTERN BIRD SONGS,
Vols. I & II each vol. $7.95 ppd.

WESTERN BIRD SONGS, Vol. Ill

$7.95 ppd.

SYMPHONY
of the

BIRDS

Cleverly created by using aclnal bird songs

(from the famous Stillwell collection) just

as a composer selects various instruments

to play certain symphonic passages. Com-
posed and arranged by Jim Fassctt, Musi-

cal Director of CBS Radio. Side B, A
Keielalion in Birdsong Pallerns, another

astonishing piece of 'musical' magic on the

wing! Long playing, 33 '/s rP". ^-" record.

just $5.95 ppd.

$5.95 ppd.

ALEC
TEMPLETON
and his

MUSIC BOXES
glc lon;;-

•cord, the
music of

Tenipleton's

On

Ale
famed collectii

$4.98 ppd.

HEROES,

HEROINES

& MISHAPS

folk ballads and songs
from Colonial days to

the Titanic Sinking!

FICKER RECORDS
233 Arcodia Road, Old Greenwich, Conn.

M„Hcy-hack Cnaianlcc . . . Immcdiitlc Dclivcryl

NiTE Universe. Alexandre Koyre; Har-

per Torchbooks, $1.60

The Scientific Revolution : A. R. Hall

;

Beacon Press, $1.75

Science and Imagination: Marjorie

Nicholson; Cornell Univ. Press, §1.75

The Study of the History of Mathe-

matics AND The Study of the History

OF Science: George Sarton; Dover Pub-

lications, Inc., $1.25

Lives in Science: Scientific American

Editors; Simon & Schuster, $1.00

ASTRONOMY

The Stars: Irving Adler; Neiv Ameri-

can Library of World Literature, 35<!:

The Restless Universe: Max Born;

Dover Publications, Inc., $2.00

The Expanding Universe: Sir Arthur

Eddington; University of Michigan

Press, $1.45

Birth and Death of the Sun: George

Gamow; Neiv American Library of

World Literature, Inc., 504

The Creation of the Universe: George

Gamovsr; Viking Press, $1.25

The Mysterious Universe: Sir James

Jeans; E. P. Dutton & Co., $1.35

Life on Other Worlds: H. S. Jones;

Neiv American Library of World Litera-

ture, Inc., 50<i:

The Origin of the Earth: W. M.

Smart; Penguin Books, Inc., 654

"HOW TO" BOOKS

Introducing Sea Shells: R. Tucker

Abbott; D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., $2.00

Attracting Birds to Your Backyard:

Dr. Wm. J. Beecher; All-Pets Books,

Inc., $1.00

How to Know and Predict the
Weather: Robert Moore Fisher; New
American Library of World Literature,

Inc., 50<f

Hunting with the Microscope: John-

son & Bleifeld; Sentinel Books, 95'/

How to Know the Birds: Roger Tory

Peterson; New American Library of

World Literature, Inc., SOif

How to Know the American Mam-

mals: Ivan T. Sanderson; Neiv Ameri-

can Library of World Literature, 504

How TO Know the Wild Flowers:

Alfred Steflerud; Neiv American Library

of World Literature, Inc., 354

PEOPLES

Indians of the Americas: John Collier;

New American Library of World Litera-

ture, Inc., 504

Growing Up in New Guinea: Margaret

Mead; New American Library of World

Literature, Inc., 354

Coming of Age in Samoa: Margaret

Mead; New American Library of World

Literature, Inc., 504

The Aztecs of Mexico: G. C. Vaillant;

Penguin Books, 954

The Aztec: Man and Tribe: Victor W.
von Hagen; New American Library of

IVorld Literature, Inc., 504

PLACES

Travels: W. Bartram; Dover Publica-

tions, Inc., $2.00

The Voyage of the Beagle: Charles

Darwin; Bantam Books, Inc., 504

Travels in Arabia Deserta: Charles

M. Doughty; Doubleday & Co., $1.25

Scott's Last Expedition: R. F. Scott;

Beacon Press, $1.95

Sailing Alone Around the World:
Joshua Slocuin; Dover Publications,

Inc., $1.00

Perseus in the Wind: Freya Stark;

Beacon Press, $1.25

GENERAL
The Living Tide: N. J. Berrill; Fawcett

Publications, Inc., 354

The Sea Around Us: Rachel Carson;

New American Library of World Litera-

ture, Inc., 354

The Origin of Species: Charles Dar-

win ; Frederick Ungar, 954

One Two Three . . . Infinity: George

Gamow; New American Library of

World Literature, Inc., 504

Fads and Fallacies: Martin Gardner;

Dover Publications, Inc., $1.50

Evolution in Action: J. Huxley; New
American Library of World Literature,

Inc., 504

Elements of Physical Biology: Alfred

J. Lotka; Dover Publications, Inc., $2.45

Man—His First Million Years: Ashley

Montagu; New American Library of

World Literature, Inc., 504

Plant Life: Scientific American Edi-

tors; Simon & Schuster, Inc., $1.00

Twentieth Century Bestiary: Scien-

tific American Editors; Simon & Schus-

ter, Inc., $1.00

The Meaning of Evolution: George

Gaylord Simpson ; New American Li-

brary of World Literature, Inc., 504

The Biology of the Spirit: Edmund
W. Sinnott; Viking Press, 954

Common Wild Animals and Their

Young: William and Rita Vandivert;

Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 504

Bees: Their Vision, Chemical Sense

AND Language: Karl von Frisch; Cor-

nell University Press, $1.45

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Hans Guggen- 310-18~Hans Guggen-
heim.
320-25-©Basic Books.
326-33-Helmut Wimmer.

heim
298-Do»er Publications ,„^ ,, ,, , . ,.,

300 Dover Publications.
llli^-^.'^ Z^^l

302-3--Lamar Boren. Mg'SrNational
304-5 -Joseph Brauner. Geographic Society-
306-Lamar Boren. Palomar Observatory
307-Joseph Brauner. sky Survey.
308-9-Hans Guggen- 351--Helmut Wimmer
heim; except top, right, 352-53-star map by

Maria Wimmer, AMNH. Henry M. Neely.
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GET READY FOR THE SPACE ERA! SEE THE SATELLITES ... THE MOON ROCKETS

lUltWi 'I
AND OTHER OPTICAL BARGAINS

See the Stars, Moon, Planets Close Up!

3" ASTRONOMICAL

REFLECTING TELESCOPE
Mt. Palomar Type)

60 to 1 60 Power

An Unusual BUY!

niziMl iiiul (MiTniatetl
3" diameter lilKh-sneed f/10 mirror. Telescope comes
equipped witli a OOX eyepiece :irid a mounted Barloiv I,ens,

Eltlng you 60 to 100 power. An Optical Finder Telescope,

always so essential, is also included. Sturdy, hardwood,
portable tripod. Free wllli scope: Valuahle STAll CHAUT
and 272-nase "Hand Emit; of Heavens."

Stock No. e5.050-E

Send Ciiecl< or M.O.— Salisfaclii

.$29.05 Postpaid
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KNOW THE TRUTH ABOUT POWER.
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viewing dim dllllcult and un;

illicatlon—make
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i %ij value Due to .lapanese competition
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REPIICA GRATING LOW COST!
Take I I . I I ' I. I'li.ilos at Night!

ir- 'I
: : ! I. '.idcs of elTort.

any

lug spectroscopes, for expcrjnn : ,i ; i, i , i i Mrlty
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i^tock No, ,-,n.jnj !: includes 2 pieces S" x ,-,'/,"—

1 transmis^ im'.' i i,IU,.,tlng type S 2.00 Pstpd.
Send Check or ftl.O,—Satisfaction Guaranteed!

No, 70,I2!1-E

WAR SURPLUS American-Mode 7x50 Binocul

Slock No. 1533-E only $35,00 nstnd,
(lax liicludcdl

INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS
Easy to folluw—accurate S'/s x U page size—many Illustra-
tions. Do-ll-yiiurself—Savel and have fuiil

Slock No. Price Pslpd.
II"" 1

' l-:il 1 l'i,ji.iui.< 9014.

E
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II '',

1 li.s 9006-E 40c
III ,

i • .. 9056-E 15c
.\ii V- III I, M 1, l..nscs 903C-E 60c
ll„u i„ I „i„iii„., ,,.ij rnijccl I.lglu

Willi Louses 9044-E 75c
Time In Astronomy , 9054-

E

GOc
lull with Optics 9050-E 50c

Terrific Buy! American Made!
OPAQUE PROJECTOR

I lllusi 3 3" X 3 1'

and enlarges them to 4 ft. wide.

Idea! for sales meetings, designers,

artists, schools, elubs. scout niecl-

Ings, parties, "show-and-tell," etc.

\'i tllrii nr negatives needed, Fro-
jrri^ iliaiis, diagrams, pictures.

nii.i,. Inuring In full color nr

-uliiu,. li|i,iairh ,in li:, i.ilt, A,C, current. Bulb
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le. Weight 1 lb., 2 oz. Plastic carrying case with
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SI 2,95 Postpaid

Send Check or M,0,— Money-back Guarantee

BUILD A SOLAR ENERGY FURNACE
Wonderful Science School Project
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Satisfaction Gtinranteed!
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3 Acromatlc Objective Lenses on

Revolving Turret

[nipurted: Tlie color - corrected, cemented
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far siiperiur results to ihe single lenses found
In the microscopes sellinR for $9.9">: Itesults
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pinion focusing.

Stock No. 70.008-E SI4.95 Pstod.
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Wet a hook in Bcai Lake, Rocky Mountain National Park, Coloiado

Come Ride the Warriors' Trail Across the Great Divide

Most roads are laid out for traveling ease, but when the Utes and the Arapahoes
wanted to trade across the Great Divide, the warriors chose a path to match their

bravery. They walked on the very peaks. Their squaws, woman-practical,

traveled through Fall River valley.

Today, both roads are yours to ride in Rocky Mountain National Park, where so

much primitive beauty has been preserved. Trail Ridge Road, generally following

the warriors' trail, is the highest continuous road in America. From its eleven

thousand feet, you see the snow-capped peaks of the "Never Summer" range, and

where the rigid glaciers of the Ice Age carved the living rock. This is the roof-tree

of America, the Great Divide where you can see the waters split — some to

flow east to the Great Plains, others west to the Pacific.

There's sport here, too: trout-fishing in the snow-fed lakes and streams, bighorn

sheep to watch on the ridges, skiing in the eternal snow, and mountain-climbing

in the country so rugged that alpine fir can grow only a few feet in its long lifetime.

These firs remind you of the never-say-die spirit of the pioneers. They, too, hung
on in the face of adversity until they had given root to the greatest nation on earth.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE

NATURAL RESOURCES

COUNCIL OF AMERICA

as a major force in bring-

ing about cooperation
among the nation's scien-

tific, educational and civic

organizations working in

the cause of conservation

of soil, water, forests,

grasslands and wildlife.

By encouraging the scien-

tific management of re-

newable natural resources,

the Council ensures for

future generations the
continuous use and full

enjoyment of our natural

heritage.

FREE TOUR INFORMATION If you would like to visit Rocky Mountain National Park, or drive

anywhere in the U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Building,

600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y- also ask for our colorful National Parks map.

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES

SINCLAIR
yi GreatName in Oil
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REDUCTION ON ALL

FOR THE SCIENTIST'S BOOKSHELF 10 to 60% scSicLks
5336. LOVE IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Bengt Dan-
ielson, anthropologist on the Kon-Tiki voyage. A com-
plete, accurate, frankly written account of the family
and sex life of the Polynesians, that deals with sex
instruction, marriage customs, sexual freedom and
prohibitions, attitude toward nudity, abortion and vir-

ginity, and the basic concepts of a people to whom the

FBr. FIELD BOOK OF WILD BIRDS AND THEIR
MUSIC. By F. Schuyler Mathews. Identifles birds by their

songs, color, and characteristics. Details regarding appear-
ance, life, and habits of each bird, with songs reproduced
in musical notation. With numerous reproductions of water
color and monotone studies of birds. 390 pages. 25 color

plates. 46 black & white illustrations. $4.50

4563



For Problem-Solving... Experimentation.. leaching... or Just Fun

BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRIC

BRAIN MACHINE FiVSolits!
Remarkable 400-Component Construction Kit Enables You To Create

Any of 125 Brain Machines! Build LOGIC MACHINES That Compare,
Reason, Test Intelligence; ARITHMETICAL MACHINES (Binary & Decimal);

GAME-PLAYING MACHINES (Tic-Tac-Toe, Nim, etc.)

Teachers and Scientists: Design Your Own Machinesl

GENIAC'

1959 GENIAC KIT CONTAINS (1) "How to Construct Electrical Brains at Home"
— a fully illustrated text book on boslc computer design theory and circuits

with specific instructions for building 125 circuits. (2) "DESIGN-O-MAT," ""^

special booklet with instructions for designing your own computers. (3) Wiring

Diagrom Manual. A special booklet with full scale diagrams. (4) Beginners'

Manual — fifteen extra experiments to teach the basic symbols of electric circuits.

(5) Over 400 components and parts.

SOME INSTITUTIONS AND FIRMS NOW
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1 o the red-shirted young man on the

cover, every day at the shore is a journey

of discovery. At low tide he can explore

among the weeds and damp rocks in search

of barnacles and crabs or examine the

jellyfish that lie invitingly on the mud
flats. Like the tides, themselves, the young
are seldom still. In August, as the specter

of winter's confinement begins to loom
over the long summer days, there comes a

particular urge to look (and perhaps to

learn) every moment of every hour. John
Hay, whose notes on this subject begin on
page 370, is President of The Cape Cod
Junior Museum, and has a strong sympathy
both for the sea and for the children who
explore its shores. Mrs. Strong's pictures

speak for themselves — of summer and
of the young investigators to whom this

season of the year particularly belongs.

The American Museum is open to the Public every day in the year without charge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possible.



NEW
DIRECTOR

APPOINTED
THE appointment of Dr. James A. Oliver as

Director of The American Museum of Natural

History was announced on June 3 by Alexander M.

White, President of the Museum. Dr. Oliver, at pres-

ent the Director of the New York Zoological Park,

will assume his new post on September 15, 1959.

Upon receiving his Ph.D. from the University of

Michigan in 1942, Dr. Oliver, who is a specialist in

herpetology, joined the staff of The American Museum
as an assistant curator in the Department of Amphib-

ians and Reptiles. Following wartime leave, during

which he served with the U. S. Navy, Dr. Oliver

returned to the Museum staff in 1947 as an associate

curator. In 1948. he went to the University of Florida

as Assistant Professor in the Department of Biology.

Dr. Oliver joined the New York Zoological Society

in 1951 as Curator of Reptiles. He became Assistant

Director of the New York Zoological Park ( more
familiarly known as the Bronx Zoo ) in April, 1958,

and Director in June of that year. His research in-

Albert E. Parr

James A. Oliver

vestigations there include the first detailed observa-

tions of the breeding of king cobras in captivity, and

of the courtship of this species, which had never

before bred in confinement. In addition to his sci-

entific publications. Dr. Oliver's popular writings

include two books. The Natural History of North

American Amphibians and Reptiles, and Snakes in

Fact and Fiction.

THIS new appointment will permit the first imple-

mentation of a policy recently established by the

Museum's Board of Trustees, whereby a director may
relinquish his post after fifteen years of service to

assume the newly established position of Senior Sci-

entist until the time of his retirement. Tlius, the

present Director. Dr. Albert E. Parr, will be able this

autumji to resume those research activities that he

gave up to a large degree upon assuming that post

more than a decade ago.

Dr. Parr served with the Bergen Museum and the

Norwegian Bureau of Fisheries before leaving Nor-

way for the United States in 1926. When the Bingham
Oceanographic Collection, of which he had become

Curator, was transferred to Yale University's Peabody

Museum of Natural Historv. Dr. Parr joined the

Peabody staff as an assistant curator of zoology.

While at Yale, he served successivelv as Professor of

Oceanographv, Director of Oceanic Exp»editions. and

Director of Marine Research. He became Director of

the Peabody Museum in 1938. where he remained

until 1942. when he accepted the directorship of

The American Museum of Natural History.

The author of manv studies in marine biologv. Dr.

Parr has also published a number of articles on

museum administration. In his laboratorv at the

Museum, he has found time to work on classifying

a group of deep sea fish. Alepocephalids. A past presi-

dent of the American Association of Museums. Dr.

Parr has served as a member of the United States

National Commission for UNESCO, and was Chair-

man of the 1958 International Desisn Conference.
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Reviews
MAN IS A NOISY ANIMAL. Pur-

posely or otherwise, he has suc-

ceeded in making more and louder, if

not always better, sounds than any of his

predecessors or contemporaries. Further-

more, he contrives ways to preserve and
disseminate almost every sound he makes
or hears. Eighty-three years ago, Edison

could scarcely have foreseen the conse-

quences when he rigged a needle to a

diaphragm, wrapped some foil around

a cylinder, and demonstrated that sounds

need not be born only to die away. Once
the phonograph was perfected, man set

out to store up enough sounds to last him
until doomsday.

The evolution of the phonograph
record, from cylinders of foil, wax, and
celluloid to the various modifications of

the disc, is only part of this story. When
radio came into the picture, loudspeakers
— accompanied by microphones and
amplifiers—replaced simple horns. When
electronic equipment superseded the rel-

atively simple mechanical gadgetry of

the recording studios, many of us thought

perfection had arrived. But wire re-

corders were still to come, with tape not

far in the future. Before we could find

space in our attics to store additional

outmoded phonographic equipment, hi-

fi was upon us. And stereophonic record-

ing remained in the offing as a final sales

gimmick. Beyond this, at the moment,
there is nothing — nothing, that is, but

sound. Today the auditory barrage de-

scending on us is unlike anything man
has ever before experienced.
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RECORDING THE SOUNDS OF NATURE
Reviewed by Charles M. Bogert

The time, thought, and ingenuity spent

on improving our techniques for record-

ing and reproducing sound are testimony

to the importance we attach to preserv-

ing the sounds we ourselves make. We
have devoted much less attention to

sounds made by other animals—but for

technical reasons, rather than because

of any lack of interest. Concerted effort

to understand the biological significance

of the frog's croaks, the bird's song, or

the bat's high-pitched squeaks necessar-

ily awaited the advent of electronics. Few
of these animals could be counted on to

perform in the studio, much less direct

their vocalizations into the horn required

for early recordings. Instead, the record-

ing equipment must be taken to the field,

where animals call under natural condi-

tions, and this was an almost impossible

task until the biologist was provided with

an instrument he could carry—a battery-

operated, tape recorder. Today, with

relative ease, he can record and repro-

duce whistles, growls, grunts, thumps,

drones, hisses, and cries—the indescrib-

able, if not infinite, variety of sounds

made by animals, regardless of their en-

vironment. The "silent depths of the sea,"

for one example, have proven to be an

aquatic bedlam of snapping shrimps,

drumming and croaking fishes, and
squeaking sea mammals.

Dr. Peter Paul Kellogg, who started

Mr. Bocert is Chairman and Curator
of the Department of Amphibians and
Reptiles at The American Museum.

recording animal sounds at Cornell Uni-

versity over thirty years ago, looks back
with not even a tinge of nostalgia to

1935—when he and his colleagues re-

quired a wagon and four mules to lug

nearly a ton of equipment into the

swamps for a recording of the ivory-

billed woodpecker. Today, Kellogg could

obtain an even better recording of the

bird by sneaking quietly into the swamp
with thirty pounds of equipment, includ-

ing a supply of extra tape, on his back.

Tape recorders—weighing less than fif-

teen pounds but with a frequency re-

sponse of 30 to 15,000 cycles per second

—are adequate for most of the sounds

audible to human beings. The biologist,

who used to shy away from problems in-

volving sound as something better left to

the physicist, now finds ready-made,

sound equipment nearly as easy to obtain

as a new typewriter. Not only can he

record and play back sounds, but he

can (if he has two or three thousand dol-

lars) analyze them in terms of pitch,

duration, and intensity.

HOWEVER, biologists have been itching

to get into the fray since the earliest

days of the phonograph. P. P. Kellogg

notes that a gramophone reproduction of

the song of the brown thrasher was fea-

tured at the 1898 meeting of the Ameri-

can Ornithologists' Union. Two years

later, a biologist used a phonograph to

try to find out whether the vocalizations

of capuchin monkeys represented com-

munication or merely a racket. Hi-fi was,
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volimies from every area of the world

of contemporary science— and always

at substantially reduced Member's

Prices.

To join this select group of readers,

simply choose your first Selection from

among those listed below. As a mem-
ber, you need piurchase as few as 5

more Selections in the next 24 months
from the 75 or more fine volumes
available at reduced Member's Prices.
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A HISTORY

OF TECHNOLOGY
Volumes 1 and 2. Edited
by Charles Singer, others.

A truly encyclopedic rec-

ord of the early develop-

ment of the sciences. 1666
pages and over 1400 illus-

trations, covering chemis-
try, engineering, math-
ematics and many more.
"Embraces all of science...

in a setting that will inter-

est the working scientist."

—Henry Afargenati.

Retail Value $53.80

MATHEMATICS IN

WESTERN CULTURE
By Morris Kline

"A stimulating and read-
able book. ..unfalteringly

clear in explaining math-
ematical ideas."— Scicn-
tific American,

LIST PRICE S8.00
Member's Price $5.75

FRONTIERS IN SCIENCE
Edited by

Edward Hutchings, Jr.
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porary research—Pauling,
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SOVIET SPACE SCIENCE
By An Shtcrnfeld
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ficial satellites, by a lead-
ing Soviet space scientist.

Illustrated, official U.S.
Air Force translation.
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Member's Price $4.95

LOGIC MACHINES
AND DIAGRAMS

Bi/ Martin Gardner
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field. "Informative, non-
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C. Berkeley.
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Member's Price $3.95
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of course, not even an expression then,

much less a reality, but the dubious qual-

ity of the reproduction inhibited neither

the monkeys nor the investigator. He
was convinced that the animals attached

special meaning to at least thirty differ-

ent varieties of sound.

WHILE the phonograph at the turn of

the century opened a door to experi-
ment, it did not pave the way to success.
The road was rougher than it looked and
many obstructions remained. Frank E.
Lutz, who recorded and studied crickets
over a forty-year period, asks rather
plaintively (in A Lot of Insects, G. P.
Putnam, 1941

) , '"Why must all sounds
made by insects be 'useful'?" In his re-

cent book. Listening in the Dark (see
Natural History, May. 1959), Donald
R. Griffin describes the pitfalls and ob-
stacles encountered in his studies of
hearing, sound production, and echo-
location in bats, to which he has devoted
much of his career.

The myth of the "silent sea" might still

be perpetuated but for the wartime de-
velopment and use of devices for the
detection of submarines or. as it turned
out, a wealth of other underwater sounds.
A microphone for underwater use, the
hydrophone, led to all sorts of discov-
eries. Investigators found porpoises
emitting sounds comparable to those of
bats. Like bats, porpoises depend on
echolocation - the reflection of high-
frequency sounds, which permits them to
locate objects by auditory cues.

Many sounds emitted by animals were
undetectable until recently. Where the
phonograph of fifty years ago covered
frequencies ranging roughly from 200 to

5,000 c.p.s.. hydrophones sensitive to fre-

quencies above 200,000 cycles have been
devised. Few adult human beings ordi-
narily hear sounds as high in pitch as
15,000 c.p.s., although under suitable
conditions some children are aware of
sounds up to 25,000 c.p.s. But the best
of us are easily outclassed by the lowly
katydid-which responds to sounds rang-
ing up to at least 45,000 c.p.s. W. N.
Kellogg's investigation of hearing in

porpoises discloses their reaction to

vibrations of 80.000 c.p.s.

The latter's work with porpoises exem-
plifies a new trend in the growing field

of biological acoustics. It is no longer

necessary for the scientist to speculate

in vague terms or try to describe sounds
by comparing them with creaking doors

or other familiar noises. Electronic de-

vices enable him to describe sounds with

precision and supply aural documenta-
tion as well. This holds true of ultrasonic

sounds, those of higher pitch than we
can hear, that can be brought within our
range by reducing the playback speed

of the recording tape. The underwater
clicks of porpoises recorded by W. N.

Kellogg can be heard on Sounds of Sea

Animals, No. 2 (Folkways. FX 6125),

at six speeds, ranging from normal to

1/64. Each successive reduction in speed

discloses peculiarities present on the

original tape in the ultrasonic frequen-

cies previously undetectable to human
ears. The listener can even hear the

echoes, as the sounds bounce back from

objects and provide the porpoise with a

means of locating its position.

Thus scientists can share their discov-

eries with anyone owning a modern
phonograph. Many of the records on the

market are by-products of scientific in-

vestigations, ranging from the Navy's

work to ascertain the source of the clicks,

groans, hums, or grunts interfering with

its sonar to studies more directly con-

cerned with the reactions of animals,

their behavior, and their senses. The
crustaceans and fishes heard on Sounds

of Sea Animals, No. I (Folkways,
FX 6121) were recorded by the Naval
Research Laboratory at varying depths

in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans or in

tanks where the creatures could be iso-

lated and sound sources pinpointed. An-
other long-playing record. Sounds of

North American Frogs (Folkways,
FX 6166)—for which this reviewer is

responsible—stems from an investigation

of the role of mating calls, warning
croaks, distress signals, and other sounds
intimately related to reproduction and
survival among amphibians. The start-

ling vocalizations of several animals in

the zoo fill one side of Sounds of Animals
(Folkways, FX 6124), while the other

side documents a scientific study of

sound signals and their significance in

the lives of various domestic animals.

THE mating call of the frog entices the

gravid female to the breeding pond:

the hen emits sounds that bring her

chicks to her side. There is no intel-

lectual motivation for such sounds, for

animals have no language in the proper

sense. They do not converse, even though

they employ sound as a means of com-

munication. So much has been learned

about auditory communication in ani-

mals within the last decade that the

American Institute of Biological Sciences

is sponsoring a book dealing with the

subject. Plans are under way to have

the text supplemented with recordings.

Several investigators have studied com-

munication among birds. Although some
birds are far from being pleasingly vocif-

erous, there is no denying that others

produce some of the more melodious
sounds in nature. Ornithologists are

understandably anxious to share their

auditory experiences, as P. P. Kellogg

and A. A. Allen demonstrate in the series

of records issued by the Albert R. Brand
Bird Song Foundation of Cornell Uni-

versity. The prevalence of bird watchers

is attributable as much to the vocal abil-

ities of birds as to their profusion of

plumage. Kellogg and Allen manage to

deal with both in Songbirds of America
in Color, Sound, and Story, which con-

sists of an informative twenty-seven-page

booklet, handsomely illustrated with col-

or photographs of the twenty-four birds

whose voices are heard on an accom-
panying ten-inch, long-playing record.

THE long-play records issued by Cor-

nell University—as Vols. 1 and 2 of

American Bird Songs—coyer the distinc-

tive, if not always melodious, calls of

more than a hundred species found with-

in the borders of the United States. Indi-

vidual bands on these records roughly

group the subjects by habitat, with such

titles as "birds of the north woods," or

"birds of the lakes and marshes," and
there are also bands devoted to game
birds, and North American warblers.

Those who want more restricted regional

coverage have little choice at present, but

Western Bird Songs and Florida Bird
Soragi-issued by Cornell on ten-inch.

78 rpm records—each include ten out-

standing vocalists (strictly songsters for

the West, but with such fancy noise-

makers as the barred owl and the sand-

hill crane for Florida).

Most of us are familiar with the vocal-

dexterity of the mockingbird, which,

with its ability to imitate other birds,

makes it a natural target for sound-

hunters. When a technician and an orni-

thologist get together and aim a micro-

phone at a particularly talented bird (in

this case, near Weston, Massachusetts),

they wind up with something eminently

worthwhile—as shown in another Cornell

ten-inch, 78 rpm. record. The Mocking-
bird Sings. Here we have documentary

evidence of the bird's astonishing ability

to mimic more than thirty other birds.

Equally interesting (but unfortunately

not so readily obtainable) is an Aus-

tralian recording {The Superb Lyrebird:

Columbia; SEGO 70006, 45 rpm.), of

another accomplished vocalist and
mimic. Noted abroad more for its plum-

age, the male lyrebird has a voice quite

as spectacular as its tail feathers. This

forest singer imitates the weird call of

the kookaburra or the notes of the intro-

duced blackbird with the ease of a mock-

ingbird mimicking a whippoorvriU.
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The United States has no monopoly on

avian coloraturas, mimics, or fancy

racket-makers. Tropical forests often re-

verberate with whistles, cries, or calls

emanating from birds. South of our bor-

der, one may hear the haunting notes of

the quetzal, the maniacal cry of the

laughing falcon, or the clacking of the

chachalaca. These and the calls of some

seventy other birds, recorded by Irby

Davis, may be heard on a Cornell record

called Mexican Bird Songs. If you pre-

fer something farther afield, try Voices

of African Birds, also produced at Cor-

nell but recorded and narrated by Miles

North, whose British accent adds a fur-

ther toucli of the exotic.

Throughout a career as a technical

editor in the petroleum industry, Jerry

Stillwell pursued ornithology as an avo-

cation. Upon his retirement, he knew
precisely what he wanted to do. With a

house trailer, recording equipment, a

wife, and abounding patience, he set out

to be on hand wherever and whenever

birds were to be heard. Working as a

team in the field, the Stillwells also co-

ordinate their efforts in narration—with

Jerry, the birds, and his wife. Norma,

taking turns at the microphone. Their

bag, to date, totals 495 songs and calls

(of 164 species), neatly packaged in an

album of three long-playing records

called National Network of American

Bird Songs (Ficker). Or the records

may be purchased separately, with two

"volumes" of Eastern Bird Songs and

one of Western Bird Songs.

THUS, cooped-up urbanites, armchair

naturalists, and amateur bird watch-

ers have a rather wide choice of records.

Cricket watchers are far less fortunate,

although Cornell has issued one record,

Songs of Insects, that offers the sounds

of crickets, more crickets, and a few

katydids, grasshoppers, and cicadas.

Crickets sneak into the background of

many recordings, and if there is less

diversity in chirps than in true vocaliza-

tions, it is nevertheless amazing that such

small creatures produce such loud noises.

A cacophonous concert of katydids,

cicadas, or crickets may be monotonous,

but, as Hollywood realizes, it is often an

integral part of the environment. Cricket

chirps dubbed in the sound track lend an

air of authenticity to night scenes. If

the setting is along a river or a swamp,
the voice is that of the Pacific treefrog.

At least it was—and those responsible

for sound effects evidently believed the

creature to be world-wide in distribution.

This situation has improved, however. In

The Bridge on the River Kwai, the night

sounds along the river include a trill

suspiciously similar to the mating call of

the giant toad of the American tropics.

Indeed, it could be that same species, for

the giant toad has been introduced in

many Pacific islands (to aid in control-

ling insect pests in the cane fields) and

has been reported from Ceylon, where

the picture was filmed.

The bird voices on the Kwai sound

track may or may not represent species

from the region, but they do provide an

appropriate effect. This was the idea be-

hind Harry Tschopik's use of the sounds

made by rain, insects, frogs, birds, and

such animals as howler monkeys as a

background for the Museum exhibit

concerning the Indians who inhabit the

Upper Amazon. Called "Men of the

Montana," it opened at The American

Museum of Natural History in 1951 and

iswer to a growing number of requests

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
announces

A NEW PROGRAM OF

EVENING COURSES

IN THE NATURAL S

SOCIAL SCIENCES
beginning

OCTOBER 195 9

Six different eight-week courses to choose from

DANCES AROUND THE WORLD
guest performers: Tachibana, Jean Leon Destine, Bhaskar

Delza, Fibich and others

PATTERNS OF JAPANESE LIFE

being presented in cooperation with the Japan Society

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF SHELLS
guest lecturer: Morris K. Jacobson, former President

New York Shell Club

THE EARTH'S CRUST
an introduction to geology with a look at its economic

implications

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH INSECTS
lecturer: John C. Pallister, Research Associate,

The American Museum of Natural History

CONTEMPORARY INDIAN LIFE

life in a small Mexican village of today as experienced

by an American anthropologist

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION SEND FOR

Booklet "M" EVENING SCHOOL FOR ADULTS
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York 24, New York
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Every reader of outdoor books
who mails the coupon below
will receive this ^12^^ volume

YES, as a joining member of the Outdoor Life

Book Club, you will receive the splendid lux-

ury book, Gallery of North American Game,
entirely without cost. This newly-printed volume

will appeal to you as sportsman, hunter, wildlife

enthusiast. It contains thirty-one full-color, full-

page paintings of game animals and birds by re-

nowned game artist, Francis Lee Jaques. Each print

glows with the natural splendor of pintail duck,

mountain lion, greenwing teal, red fox, whitetail

deer, canvasback, antelope, caribou, and many oth-

ers. Here indeed is a gallery of game pictures unique

in the outdoor field.

Accompanying these full-color reproductions are

field descriptions of the animals and birds written

by Ben East, Charles Elliott, P. A. Parsons, Jack

O'Connor, Archibald Rutledge and other distin-

guished wildlife authorities. These detailed and
informative essays, filled with practical, how-to

hunting facts, perfectly complement the gorgeous

full-page paintings.

Gallery of North American Game is hand-
somely bound in durable linen, stamped in gold.

This volume sells for $12.50 in bookstores, but a

limited number of copies has been set aside for

sportsmen joining the Outdoor Life Book Club.

Your first selection is a marvelous outdoor reference book!

OUTDOOR LIFE'S

GALLERY OF jNoitll

American Game

A Home Library Treasure!

Yes, Palmer's Fieldbook Of Mammals
covers over 300 animals in detail—brings you
hundreds of facts on range, habitat, ways of

life, mating and reproduction, much more.

Animals include deer, bear, rabbit, opossum,

OLBC MEMBERSHIP BUILDS

YOUR FAMILY LIBRARY!

After this first big two-book shipment,
you'll be offered a book a month from
today's best books on hunting, on world-
wide exploration, on the marvels of na-
ture, on new fishing techniques, on the
animal kingdom— and you need accept
only one more selection in the next 12
months to retain all membership bene-
fits. You'll share in savings resulting from
large Club printings by receiving big
discounts on every book you accept.

EXTRA—with every future selection you
purchase, youll receive a new and dif-

ferent free surprise gift— a. practical item
every member of your family will enjoy.

woodchuck, rhino, elephant, etc. You and
your family will enjoy this picture-packed

Fieldbook for many years. Palmer's
Fieldbook Of Mammals sells in bookstores

for $3.75; you pay only $2.95 as a member.

MAIL THIS

. COUPON TODAY
TO JOIN THE
OUTDOOR LIFE

BOOK CLUB

Outdoor Life Book Club, 355 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please enroll me in the Outdoor Life Book Club and send my bonus book,

Gallery of North American Game and my first monthly selection, Palmer's
Fieldbook Of Mammals (combined bookstore price, $16.25). Bill me later

for only $2.95, plus postage, as payment in full. From the monthly advance
descriptions I will receive, I need select only one additional book in the next

12 months. I need pay only Club members' special reduced price and you
will include my free gift with each book I purchase.

NAME-

ADDRESS-

CITY. ZONE STATE-
*Avoid post office delay. Include your zone number, if any

Note to C.mndian resi-

dents: Membership
available in Canada at
slightly higher prices.
Please mail coupon to:

Outdoor Life Book
Club. 811 Chatham
Street, Montreal 3,
Quebec, Cinada.



Tschopik's exliibit proved to be of excep-

tional interest. To obtain suitable sounds,

Tschopik enlisted the aid of Moses Asch,

of Folkways Records and Service Cor-

poration and Asch. in turn, got the full

co-operation of such phonophiles as

Kellogg and Allen of Cornell and Her-

bert Knobloch at the Bronx Zoo. The

track that resulted from this combined

effort lias been released in record form as

Sounds of a Tropical Rain Forest in

America (Folkways, FX 6120).

This effort marked the beginning of a

series of releases providing aural docu-

mentation of regions or environments,

rather than of individual groups of ani-

mals. A Cornell record. Jungle Sounds,

was made from taped voices of various

animals inhabiting Barro Colorado

Island and the adjacent jungles of Pan-

ama. In turn, the flutter of humming-

bird wings, the purring of a puma, the

sizzling sound made by the rattlesnake,

the hooting of a horned owl. and the

racket accompanying a ripsnorting

thunderstorm (followed by a flash flood

and choruses of spadefoot toads) are ar-

ranged in a sequence of time and season

on Sounds of the American Southiuest

(Folkways, FX 6122).

WHAT people like to hear may be

largely a matter of taste, but taste

is conditioned by past experience. A

drab, intrinsically uninteresting bird call

may excite the ornithologist who has

heard the sound in the field. The same

ornithologist may be bored listening to

the excellent reproductions of the calls of

thirty-four frogs and toads on Voices of

the Night (Cornell) , unless one or two

of them take him back to pleasant mem-
ories of a childhood summer. The aver-

age person who listens to Sounds of a

South African Homestead (Folkways.

FX-6151 ) may not accurately visualize

the land of the Zulu, where Raymond B.

Cowles recorded the great variety of

sounds incorporated therein. But the

record conveys a comprehensive auditory

impression, which should have meaning

to anyone who ever lived on a farm in his

own country. There are the birds, the

amphibians, the insects, the counterparts

of the creatures inhabiting homesteads

throughout the world, along with the

human inhabitants, the Zulus, whose

wedding music, horn-blowing, and ox

wagons rumbling across the land, com-

plete the aural documentation of an en-

vironment that is at once distinctive and

yet reminiscent of many others.

Somewhat the same idea was employed

by Kellogg and Allen when they pro-

duced An Evening in Sapsucker {floods

(Cornell). The sounds, all recorded in

a wildlife sanctuary in central New York,

start in the late afternoon, when most of

Dinosaurs .,,
These metal figures of dinosaurs represent some of the fearsome and tremendous

creatures that roamed the earth millions of years ago. Perfect in scale to each

other, they range in size from the 8 inch Brontosaurus, commonly called the

"Thunder Lizard", to the small 3 inch model of Corythosaurus, a swimming
dinosaur. They have a bronze finish and a descriptive card comes with each,

giving some pertinent facts about the creature. Dr. Edwin H. Colbert, Chairman

and Curator of Fossil Reptiles and Amphibians at this museum, has approved

these models. Please specify which dinosaurs you prefer.

Brontosaurus—8 inches—$4.00 postpaid

Corythosaurus—3 inches—$1.25 postpaid

Trachodon—3 inches—$1.25 postpaid

Tyrannosaurus—4 inches—$2.50 postpaid

Members are entitled to a 10% discount.

Please send your check or money order to:

the birds are singing, and go on until

dark—when only frogs, owls, and other

nocturnal animals are heard. The result

is satisfyingly effective.

OTHER ways have been used to explain

or enhance the meaning of sounds

on records. James H. Fassett, the super-

visor of music on a radio network and

an old hand with recorders, is described

as knowing "his sounds, speeds, and

splices." His commentary and analysis

of Music and Bird Songs (Cornell),

taped originally for a radio program,

deals with the sounds as such, rather

than with their biological significance.

The voices of six frogs and ten birds are

contained on the record. They are all

heard, first, at normal speeds. Then.

Fassett explains what happens when

some of the songs are heard at reduced

speeds. Slowing down the fast, high-

pitched twittering of small birds has the

effect of magnifying the structure of the

sound. At lower frequencies, changes in

pilch and quality become emphasized

and readily detectable. Twittering comes

to resemble the warbling of larger birds.

The success of this first effort may
have inspired Fassett's Symphony of the

Birds (Ficker, C-1002), produced by

combining and playing the songs of

twenty birds at a variety of speeds. Some
are reproduced normally, but others are

(continued on page 416)

Prehistoric life in

North America is ac-

curately and excitingly

described for young-
sters 10-14 by Dr.
E. H. Colbert. Tells

how fossil hunters
search, find and inter-

pret their treasures.

Black and white illus-

trations by Margaret
M. Colbert add to this

well detailed book.
$2.90 postpaid



MAY WE TELL YOU ABOUT QUESTAR?
This beautiful instrument is the result of

thirteen years of single-minded devotion

to the idea of creating the finest and most
versatile small telescope in the world.

Questar is the successor to the old-

fashioned single-purpose telescope. No
telescope since Galileo so frees you from

the fetters of tradition in so many ways.

Gone are the great long tubes, the heavy

mountings and the counterweights of 18th

century instruments. No longer need you
assemble, from coffin-like wooden chests,

a 7-foot contraption that trembles at your

every touch and requires that you observe

from several acrobatic postures. This little

fellow weighs but 7 pounds, its case but

4 pounds more. It is the one you should

consider owning, because it is the one you
can take with you, the one you will use

and most frequently enjoy.

The secret of this delightful portability

is the stubby 8-inch barrel into which 4

to 50 feet of effective focal length are

optically folded. Questar's superfine opti-

cal system represents the first basic dis-

covery in telescope optics in 200 years.

Questar is not one instrument, but five.

Superb for terrestrial viewing, it will reach

out and bring the world to you with
simple ease and convenience, its great

power under fingertip control. It will read

this page at 100 yards, re.solve leaf stems

a mile away, and bring to your delighted

eyes a host of distant things >ou did not

know were there. With Questar \ou sit

in the center of a cirtle 2 miles in diameter,

where nothing seems to be more than .^.i

feet away—the distant bird almost within

your grasp.

But Questar, too, is something wholly
new — the first long-distance microscope.
Incredibly enough, its great magnifying
powers may be focused on things but 10

feet from it, indoors or out. A whole new
world awaits your exploration, where ants

are big as horses.

For celestial use, Questar's patented
convertible mounting assumes the full

polar equatorial form. It has every refine-

ment of large observatory instruments:

continuous 360° slow motions, electric

drive, circles, sidereal clock, clamp and
safety clutches. Its deep blue sapphire-

plated perpetual star chart has .340 prin-

cipal stars upon its grid, and rotates with
the seasons. It pulls forward to become a

dewcap, revealing a large moon map en-

graved upon the barrel sheath. Built-in

power changes and a wide-field finder view
are yours at finger flick—you need not even

move your head. The eyepiece is inclinable

to save your neck, while the total comfort
of >our observing position is apt to spoil

you for all other telescopes.

By day your Questar becomes the safest

of all solar observatories, using the pat-

ented Questar sun filter that keeps the

sun's injurious light and heat outside the

instrument where they belong.

Finally, Questar is a magnificent tele-

photo lens, optically perfect; for ever\ set

of optics is an individual triumph of the

optician's art. \'ou can photograph almost
everything you see, in black and white or

flawless color, without the use of filters.

Many 35 mm. single-lens reflex cameras
are suitable for such use.

We will be glad to send \ou the Questar
booklet, which has 13 examples of grain-

less high-resolution photograph\. These
will speak far more eloquently of

Questar's sensational performance than

anything we say here. The booklet touches

briefly on our distinguished clientele, and
in its 32 pages we have tried to tell you
something of the care and skill and stub-

born conscience that goes into every star-

tested instrument.

To permit this shortest of high-power
compound telescopes to work at all. its

optics have to be several times finer than

those of simple long-tubed ones. No one
but ourselves attempts the job, so there is

nothing like a Questar.

Questar nuy be seen hi the

exhibition called

elii

I'.S.A."

September 14 to October 25, 1959

"20th CENTLIRV DESIGN:

Citv Art Museum of St. Lou

Questar costs only S995, complete with

accessories in a velvet-lined English fitted

leather case. We only sell direct, at factory

net wholesale price. Booklet on request.

Terms available.

truestar
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'Let me see what he's found. The clam dieeer at his work.

A Summer ^s Learning
Treasures from the sea may open a child's eyes to all of nature

By John Hay Photographs by Arline Strong

EXPLORATION begins in child-

hood, part of the natural game

of "find-out"—of touching, hearing,

seeing for the first time. Children

are greedy for what is ahead, and

anxious to hang on to what they find.

"Finders, keepers. Losers, weepers,"

is an old and honorable saying that

may apply to a seashell. or a shellfish,

as well as a coin or a marble. The

field of valuable goods is as wide as

the natural world. In any case, the

feeling of first possession is impor-

tant: it is good to have things in the

pocket. And. as the pictures on these

pages amply testify, to share things

is of equal value: "Come and see!"

Then, with average luck, one may

start upon a lifetime of seeing. Na-

ture's riches are found evervwhere,

but perhaps the Atlantic Coast, espe-

cially in the rocky, tidal area of the

north, is one of the higher on the list

of hunting grounds for young ex-

plorers. There is an immense amount

of invisible life—in mud or sand, in

the perpetually moving ocean waters

—but also much to be found on the

surface, especially at low tide, and to

be uncovered and dug out. In Maine,

where Arline Strong made the pic-

Mr. Hay, of Cape Cod. here provides
iiimmentary on a summer's porlfolio

liy Mns. Strong, a talented New York
|iliiitcij;rapher of nature and children.

tures on these and the fallowing

pages, a boy may wake up on a sum-

mer morning to the musical call of

herring gulls across the water of one

of the innumerable coves and inlets

along the coast, or to hear a flock of

crows communicating loudly in the

spruce trees overhead or a white-

throated sparrow lancing his sweet,

clear song out from the shadows. Salt

water runs and stirs along the cove's

edge, lapping at the rocks or the

wharf pilings below the house. He
hears and absorbs these sounds with-

out attention, since there is a day to

discover. It may begin with a swim in

the sometimes shockinglv cold water,

or a brief rowing expedition in a dorv.
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THEN the tide begins to turn and

its waters move down the sides

of the rocks, revealing great stream-

ing covers of weed and uncountable

populations of dog whelks and peri-

winkles. The water eases back from

the cove. Perhaps a thick morning

fog begins to clear up after lying low
— almost impenetrable — across the

water. Hot sun begins to make itself

felt and, on the ebb tide, mud flats

start to shine between the rocks. The
landscape is filled with tumbled stone

and massive rock—very slippery, even

with sneakers. Fall, and you may
scrape your hand or arm on the sharp

white shells of barnacles or the rough,

rotting surface of the roc^ itself,

where it is not covered with algae.

Crevasses open up between the rocks,

sometimes narrow, deep, and inviting.

Tide pools, colorful with algae, shine

like gardens and hermit crabs scuttle

across them, their Arousing on their

Hunting in a rock crevasse.



backs. If a boy is interested in putting

pressure on the family to dine on

clam chowder again, he takes a pail

and clam rake along, and digs in the

mud for a harvest that is usually

plentiful. The softshell clams come

out covered with black mud—intact,

if he has some experience in the art,

otherwise in bits and pieces. They

are, as their name indicates, fragile,

and may break when jabbed by the

prongs of a clam rake. Low-tide agri-

culture is one temporary way of life

for a boy. Or he can be a collector,

with some of the rudiments of science

in his head. But it's just as good to be

an open-eyed beginner. The watchful,

careful walker can always find some-

thing in these fertile regions. Deep

under the brown rockweed he may
come upon green sea urchins and

prickly starfish or seek out the elu-

sive crabs that may be hiding along

the edges of the shining tide pools.

Investigator studies the edge of a tide pool.

riant uiKU'i' sr ruliiiv i? .Lscopliyllinii nodosum.
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The soft-shelled clam, Mya arenaria.

THERE are northern rock crabs

and green crabs, very often

young ones at this time of year, that

a boy can find sidHng across the bot-

tom of a pool, or in the weeds. He
can watch hermit crabs, sometimes

in an exchange of houses or fighting

for the possession of a new one. He

Sweeping the water with a sieve.

can even stop for a minute and look

at his own reflection in the water,

out of a beginner's curiosity.

Everything he finds is food for

speculation, present or eventual. How
long does the jellyfish—now stranded

in the mud—live? Does it have chil-

dren? How does it eat? And what?
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The white sea jelly, Aurelia aurita.
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To EXAMINE the feet of a star-

fish, the spines of a sea urchin,

the beard of a blue mussel, to learn

how to pick up a crab without being

pinched, to tug at the slippery rock

weed and find out how firmly it is

anchored . . . these are some of the

ways to learning. Everything suggests

unfinished business. Each life in this

world of the shore, co-ordinated in

some way with all the other life

around it. is rich with untold fact and

circumstance. Getting some of them

in hand—and mind—may be the first

step in a long journey of discovery.

The rock crab, Cancer borealis.

A starfish, bottom side up.

Exploring the depths of a still, tide pool.

Hermit crab in periwinkle shell.
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A boy's perch confronts

the island's roaming water.

'^^^

"Those gulls certainly don't

worry about table manners!'

Late afternoon : nice, warm mud —
and a pail full of trophies.
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Closiin(; hek nest, female Bembix pruinosa bends forelegs backward beneath the body. Since adult opens nest entrance
inward so that the long spines on the tarsi scrape the sand only to enter or to leave, parasites cannot attack the larva.
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SAND WASP
By Howard E. Evans

THERE IS SCARCELY a place on

the face of the earth more sterile

and uninviting than the central part

of an active sand dune. Tlie slightest

wind picks up handfuls of sand par-

ticles and drives them along. The sun

pours down torrents of heat and the

bright surface hurls it harshly hack.

Any rain that falls percolates so

rapidly through the sand that it leaves

no impression at all. Temperatures

often rise to 90-100° F. by day, and

the sand surface commonly measures

as much as 125° P., or even more.

Studies have shown that physical con-

ditions in sand dunes are very much
the same the world over, whether it

be in the Sahara or in Aweme, Mani-

toba. Even a plant sturdy enough to

withstand the heat and dryness soon

has the sand blown out from under

its roots or piled in drifts over its

branches. Little wonder that such

places are so devoid of life!

But visit a sand dune—not in the

cool of evening or of winter or spring,

but in the hottest part of the day and

in the hottest part of the year—and

you may find it teeming with a par-

ticular insect, which, in fact, occurs

nowhere else. This is the sand wasp

Bembix pruinosa, an insect that is

over half an inch in length and is

brightly patterned with pale, yellow-

green markings. At the proper sea-

son, one rarely finds a sand dune

east of the Rocky Mountains that

lacks a thriving colony of these wasps.

Along with the wasps often occur

some of their parasites—certain spe-

cies of flies and hairy, wingless wasps

known as velvet ants. But that is

very nearly all; the wasps and their

parasites make up almost the entire

diurnal fauna of the dunes.

ONLY a remarkable insect can

thrive in this habitat. It must be

able to adjust to or avoid the ex-

tremes of temperature and aridity,

not only for itself, but also for its

more delicate eggs and larvae. It

must be able to rear its progeny

where they will not be exposed or

buried deeply by blowing sand. It

must be able, without fail, to find its

nest in a vast expanse of shifting

sand. And it must be able to survive

in spite of numerous parasites. It so

happens that many of the parasites

of sand wasps are not host-specific—

they are not restricted to one host,

but attack a variety of different wasps

in different situations. Here Bembix
pruinosa is at a distinct disadvan-

tage: the parasites are wide-ranging

and ever-present, but the wasps are

restricted to suitable parts of active

sand dunes. Ordinarily, when para-

sites cause the decline of a popula-

PvRALVZED HORSEFLY is Carried into the

nest as food for larval Bembix. When
larva is young, three flies a day may
suffice; later, twenty may be needed.

Digging with forelegs, Bembix raises

its abdomen to allow a passage for sand.

tion, they bring about their own
decline, too. since they create a short-

age of suitable hosts. But not so here:

if Bembix declines, the parasites con-

tinue to live on other hosts in sur-

rounding areas, areas that Bembix is

unable to invade. Only by "outwit-

ting" its parasites can this species

maintain its numbers.

By various and often unique be-

havioral devices, the pruinose Bembix

is able to accomplish all these things.

It is interesting, for purposes of com-

parison, to note that there are many
other species of Bembix besides prui-

nosa—n^ost of them living in more
congenial situations and not nearly

so restricted to one particular eco-

logical niche. The behavior of many
of these more "ordinary" sand wasps

is simplicity itself. For example, Bem-

bix spinolae, which occurs all over

eastern North America, digs its bur-

row in sandy gardens, waste places,

sand pits, beaches, and the periphery

of dunes. At the end of this simple

burrow, the bottom of which is only

three to six inches deep, the egg is

laid in a small, oval cell. In a day or

two, after the egg hatches, the wasp

captures and stings a number of flies

and presents them to the larva. When
the larva is small, two or three flies

a day suffice, but after a few days the

larva requires manv more flies a day.

as many as twenty. The larva feeds

only upon the soft parts of these

flies, leaving a mass of wings and hol-

lowed-out bodies, which eventually

form a mat on the bottom of the cell.

After about six days the larva begins

to spin its cocoon, and the female

wasp fills up the burrow and begins

a new one nearbv.

Bembix spinolae lias many para-

sites. Some of them attack the larva

directly—such as the bee flics, which

drop their eggs into the nest entrance.

and the velvet ants, which enter the
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cell and lay their eggs through the

wall of the cocoon. Others live upon
the bodies of the flies in the cell,

forcing the mother wasp to bring in

a great many additional flies and
often causing the ^vasp larva, in spite

of this increment, to die of starvation.

This type of parasitism is exhibited

by quite a number of small flies that

deposit small, live-born maggots in

the cell or on the body of a fly as

it is brought into the nest. These

larvae grow rapidly into ravenous

maggots, as many as a dozen or more
of which may inhabit a single cell.

Bembix spinolae seems to have few

means of avoiding these parasites.

The wasps do remove the telltale

pile of sand at the entrance to the

burrow, and they do keep the burrow
closed at the entrance nearly all the

time—mechanisms doubtless function-

ing to make the nest as inconspicuous

as possible to parasites—but appar-

ently the species thrives mainly be-

cause it is ecologically so versatile.

That is, if parasites become overly

abundant, individuals radiate out into

neighboring habitats and establish

new colonies — something a species

like pruinosa is unable to do.

THE nesting behavior of pruinosa

is very much more elaborate than

that of spinolae. As might be guessed,

the nests are very much deeper than

spinolae s,. The top layers of sand, in

a dune, are dry and exceedingly hot;

but a foot or two down, the sand is

much cooler and more moist. Also,

in a shallow nest the cell might soon

be exposed to the deadly heat of the

An associate professor of entomology
at Cornell, Dr. Evans has studied
solitary wasps from coast to coast.

He is now spending a year in Mexico.

surface by the action of the wind. In

small, sheltered dimes I have found

the average depth of the cell to be

only about eight inches. In larger

dunes the depth of the cell varies

from ten to twelve inches, and in one

very large dune system along the

banks of the Red River in Texas, I

foimd the cells to be nearly two feet

beneath the- surface. Apparently, iso-

lated colonies of the wasp become

adapted to conditions in their area:

the more blowing sand, the deeper

the nests. It would be interesting to

transplant wasps from a colony in a

sinall, protected dune to a very large

dune and study their survival.

Not only is pruinosa's nest deeper

than spinolae^s, it is considerably

more complex. When the female is

about to start a nest, she digs a bit

in one spot, then backs up an inch

or two, digs again, backs up again

and so on. The result is a series of

little pits connected by a straight

line. If the texture of the sand is

suitable, she then digs down an inch

or two and prepares a broad, hori-

zontal tunnel below the sand surface—

and just beneath her line of little pits,

which clearly function to insure that

no serious cave-ins would occur here.

This "preliminary burrow" may be

as much as twenty inches long. After

it is finished, the wasp returns to the

entrance, levels off the pile of sand

that has accumulated, then enters the

Cross section of cell shows pruinosa

larva with flies arranged in a row to be
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eaten. Method contrasts with spinolae's,

where food is packed in cell at random.

Burrows of B. spinolae, shown above,

and B. pruinosa, seen in two stages at

right, illustrate complexity and size of

burrow and closes it from the inside.

She then goes to the far end of the

preliminary burrow and begins to dig

obliquely down into the sand, pushing

the soil from this "true burrow" into

the preliminary burrow, which is soon

completely filled up. At the bottom

of the true burrow, which may also

be twenty inches long, she then con-

structs a cell—not a simple, oval cell

as in spinolae, but a slender chamber
averaging eight inches in length.

Thus, the total length of the nest

excavated by the half-inch pruinosa,

including preliminary burrow, true

burrow and cell, may be as much as

a yard and a half. Yet this nest is

used for rearing only a single larva,

and a new one is constructed for each

successive offspring.

After finishing her nest, the female

wasp lays her egg at the far end of

the cell and proceeds to wait inside

the nest imtil the egg is nearly ready

to hatch, a matter of about two days.

Then she leaves the nest, going out

this time not by way of the pre-

liminary burrow, which has been

filled with sand and abandoned, but

directly up the true burrow and out

to the surface. This involves prepar-

ing a new nest entrance, which is

first cleared out by digging and then

filled in briefly to make a temporary

closure while the wasp goes off to

catch a fly for her larva. Each day,

the larva receives a few freshly para-

lyzed flies. But these are not merely

packed into the cell as in the case

of spinolae; they are lined up in

single file along the very long brood

chamber. The larva moves down the

chamber as it feeds, consuming the

flies one after another and leaving

their remains behind. It is a tempta-

tion to say that the pruinosa larva

is fed cafeteria-style!

If you examine a nest after the
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pruinosa's burrow. Spinolae''s is only

a shallow tube ending in an oval cell.

Pruinosah is twice as deep, including

larva is three or four days old, you

find that the larva has moved the

greater part of the length of the cell.

A short row of fresh flies, recently

added by the mother, still confronts

it. Behind it ought to lie the loose

wings and hollowed-out carcasses of

flies that have been devoured: but

where are they? Does this larva eat

the entire fly? A little further study

shows that the cell is considerably

shorter than it ought to be, and some

further digging reveals the fly rem-

nants in a compacted mass at the end

of the original cell, walled off by a

barrier of sand. Apparently, the

mother wasp has raked all the debris

into the end of the cell and then

thrown up a barrier of sand to seal

it off from the larva and the fresh

flies. At about this time, the wasp

closes up her burrow completely,

leaving the larva to finish its groirth

on the remaining flies and to spin its

cocoon. If, for some reason, the final

closure of the nest is delayed a day.

the wasp may prepare a second cache

of fly remains and thereby shorten

the cell still further.

preliminary burrow and long, thin cell

for larva. Half-inch-long pruinosa may
dig a yard and a half in building nest.

overcoming them—for as a result of

its practice, any small, developing

maggots would soon find themselves

segregated from the main part of

the cell. It may be that pruinosa long

ago, through mutation and natural

selection, acquired the abilitv to

sweep fly bodies into the tip of the

cell. Once this was achieved, natural

selection doubtless favored any

elongation of the cell, so that this

sweeping behavior could be per-

formed more effectively. The remark-

ably long cell of the pruinose Bembix

may have evolved in such a way.

At least, this seems the most plausi-

ble hypothesis for the strange nesting

behavior of pruinosa. It seems prob-

able, too, that the long, complex bur-

row has evolved as a means of

deterring parasitism by flies and vel-

vet ants. The closures of the nest,

both temporary and permanent, are

so thorough that the nest entrance is

at all times quite invisible to a human
observer, unless he sees the wasp en-

tering or leaving. And perhaps it is

as confusing to a parasite as it long

was to me, to have the nest entrance

shift as much as twenty inches be-

tween the start of the preliminary

burrow and the completion of the nest!

CONCEALING the nest so thoroughly,

and living as it does in broad

areas of uninterrupted shifting sand.

this wasp must have remarkable

powers of orientation. I have often

sat in the midst of a great colony of

pruinosa. watching females return

again and again to nest entrances that

were completely invisible to me. All

the while, the breeze blows lightly,

and swirls of sand continually change

the contours of the dune. The nearest

tree is several rods away and the

nearest tufts of grass lie well outside

the wasp colony. And yet the wasps

go back and forth without error,

finding their own nest among the

hundreds of seemingly identical nests

scattered over the dmie.

How do they do it? What land-

marks can possibly be used? Much
has been learned about animal orien-

tation in recent years, but it would

seem that Bembix is confronted with

a far more difficult situation than, for

example, the honeybee. Yet somehow

it has solved this problem, too, just

as it has solved the problem of rear-

ing its offspring under seemingly im-

possible physical conditions and in

the face of seemingly inescapable

attacks by wide-ranging parasites.

Bembix pruinosa is a remarkable

animal—and probably even more so

than we can yet appreciate.

FOR a long while, I was at a loss

to explain this odd behavior.

What possible difference could it

make whether or not the larva lives

in a clean cell or in a cell glutted

with the remains of consumed flies

(as in spinolae and most other spe-

cies) ? After digging out over eighty

nests of pruinosa, 1 remarked upon

one fact: this species is apparently

never successfully attacked by the in-

quilinous, or commensal, maggots,

which commonly infest the nests of

other species. Such maggots live pri-

marily in the fly debris, but when
they are large they compete with the

wasp larva for fresh flies, too. Per-

haps pruinosa has found a way of

m
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WORK ANIMALS
OF THE ORIENT
Indian elephants are trained from youth

for exacting labor in the teak industry

By Christopher Rand
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Exliaiisletl at the eiiil of his fust Jay of training.

a ihiec-\car-old elephant sags against his log cage.

Here he uill stay until he learns discipline.



Trainer squats on shackled bull's head, above,

accustoms him to man. Recalcitrant young hull, right,

is efficiently boosted into cage by seasoned adult.

NOT LONG AGO, near Chieng-

mai in northern Siam, I caught

up with an old ambition—to see ele-

phants at work and learn something

of this art. I arranged my study

through the Borneo Company, a

British firm that operates in the North

Siam teak forests, and my first visit

was to two little Borneo Company
elephants—calves—that were being

trained outside Chiengmai by a native

professional. My companions and I

walked the three miles from town to

the elephants' training area on a

jungle path. Being winter, it was cool

in the shade, which was nevertheless

broken by sun splashes. The jungle

was not darkly roofed-over like those
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nearer the Equator, to the south. It

was looser and more like our hard-

wood forests, although the trees were

more exotic than ours: the scattered

teaks, themselves, looked a bit like

some nut trees, but with huge leaves,

larger than fans. We w^alked on the

dark smooth path, carrying dainties

brought for the elephants—bananas

and seed pods of the tamarind tree,

which looked like brown string beans

and were tart. As we neared our goal

we heard a roar ahead. "It is the little

male," I was told. "They must be

punishing him." We went on, across

a sparkling brook and a rise, rounded

a bend and found the elephant camp

below us, in a clearing.

Two elephant calves were penned

in "crushes"—log cages built to fit and

hold them tight. The two cages stood

together at the clearing's far side. At

the near side was a hut, thatched in

leaves, for the trainer and his crew.

Each crush was a corral in miniature:

four posts, a foot thick, were set in

the ground to form a truncated V. The

elephant calf's head was in the narrow

end of the V and its rear in the broad

one. The four posts were joined by

logs, mortised into them and lashed

with creepers—three logs to a side,

one low, one high, and one between,

where the elephant's gray body was

widest. Smaller logs were tied on top.

THE crushes looked solid, but much
of their strength was in their

closeness. The male elephant — the

larger of the two, although it turned

out, the younger—was bound fast in

his. At the hump of his back, he was



tall as a man, and he stood huddled—

sulky-looking—with his head down.

His trunk fell straight to the ground,

where its end was tightly coiled, and

the ground itself was muddy from his

standing there. Each front ankle had

a rope round it; the right one had a

chain, as well, which went up past his

shoulder to the crush's top. His back

ankles were hobbled and hitched to a

post. Round his neck, behind the big

ears, was tied a rope that led to a post

in front of the crush, apart from the

main structure: under him was

stretched a girthlike sling. He could

not kneel, or pull back or really move

at all. although he tried to now and

then, shaking the posts of the crush.

The female, smaller, had been taken

out of her crush when we arrived. She

stood beside it. her neck in a stanchion

made by sinking a fifth post next one

of the others, and her midriff tied by

a woven girth to the crush's side. She,

too, was hobbled. She had more lee-

way than the male, but used it less.

She stood quietly while one of the

trainer's helpers stepped on and off

her neck from the top of the crush,

getting her used to this action.

DESPITE his more confined bond-

age, the male looked better than

the female—his dark little eyes were

brighter and he seemed more spirited.

The trainer came over to him now: a

man of the slight South Asian build-

long, delicate hands and long eyes, a

brown skin and full lips we might call

sensuous. He wore lose cotton clothes,

and a towel round his head like a

turban. He climbed the crush and put

a foot on the male's head, right at the

crown. He pressed his foot down a

few times, and the elephant strained

against the crush, but fruitlesslv. Then

the trainer moved onto the male's head

and neck and stayed there, squatting

on his heels. He squatted, eyes half-

shut, as if settled for the day.

We seated ourselves on the ground

nearby, and began talking. I learned

that the trainer was almost forty, al-

though he looked younger. One of my
companions held a banana toward the

caged male and his trunk snaked out

and seized it neatly, coiling back at

once to stuff it in his mouth. We went

on talking with the trainer. Both ele-

phants, we learned, had been put in

their crushes a week earlier—the fe-

male had been coaxed in easily, but

the male had fought and. in the end,

a big tusker had been brought up to

push him. The little male had been

standing there, facing the broad, open

end of the crush, and balking. The
big one had put his tusks under the

calf's rear end and shoved him in be-

fore he knew it: the men had quickly

fixed logs across the opening.

This initial struaarle had set the tone



Illustrations by Matthew Kalmenoff

Tearful baby elephant splashes across a stream,

tries frantically to reach its hard-working mother.

Despite beatings, it refuses to be driven off.

of the young male's training: "He
fought back," my companions said,

"so the trainers have been rougher

with him: and so he keeps fighting,

and he may never really be gentle."

The trainer told us the male was three-

and-a-half years old and the female

four. They were both offspring of

working mothers of the Borneo Com-
pany. The female calf was learning

much the faster—she had been out of

her crush for a day, having been in it,

during lessons, for six days before.

SUDDENLY, as we talked, the little

male threw the trainer off. I did

not see it but, all at once, the trainer

was sitting on the ground. He got up

and took a metal hook that lay there,

with roughhewn handle, and with its

point he struck the base of the ele-
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phant's trunk—once, twice, three times

—quietly and seemingly without emo-

tion. The elephant pulled back and

roared, and again he sounded like a

tiger, but also like a squealing pig.

He roared and roared, and he pulled

so hard that he uprooted the post his

neck-rope was tied to. He tired of the

struggle and calmed down, and a

helper cut some lengths of vine and

patched the crush. There was no lack

of vines here, or of other jungle ma-

terials; ahnost the whole establish-

ment had been hacked out from them,

and spare parts were cut as needed.

Little had come from the outside

but chains, rope, and tool blades.

The trainer had three or four such

helpers. They brought green forage

from the jungle and taught the ele-

phants minor things, like raising their

feet for hobbling. One would put a

creeper hoop next to a foot and say

"yoke," meaning "lift." If nothing

happened, another helper would prod

the foot with a goad; up it would go,

and the hoop would be slipped on the

ankle. The elephant could not see the

hoop, which made it hard. The helpers

worked away at one thing after

another, keeping up the pressure.

They had two goads—sharp nails in

the ends of poles—and one real spear,

and they used the goads now and then,

sometimes producing roars from the

calves. The elephants bore marks from

this, and marks on their legs as well,

from the hobbles.

The helpers were plainly just man-

power, however. The trainer himself

was the expert. He had learned the art

from his father, he told us, and I



gathered there was magic in it, along

with the obvious things—magic, for in-

stance, in parting mother and calf.

There was tradition, as well. When
the male had been put in the crush,

for example, his tusks had been sawed

off near their points—losing two

inches, say. from eight or ten—so that

they now were blunt. I learned later

there are good reasons for this prac-

tice—the cutting makes the tusks grow
stronger, as pruning does the tree,

and also lessens the risk of damage in

the crush. But when we asked the

trainer about it. he merely said it was

the custom, and I felt he meant this,

and was not just showing impatience

with my questions.

The clearing was as big as a tennis

court, but irregular and shady. The
path ran by its edge. People came

along, and stopped and squatted to

watch, and then went on. At one time

there were a dozen there. One was

playing a flute. Two others were

Buddhist monks, dressed in gold-

orange robes and holding parasols of

a peculiar red, leaning to caramel.

THE time wore on to noon, and the

trainer spoke to his helpers. '"They

will take the elephants out now." my
companions said. "The day"s lesson is

over.'" The helpers untied tlie female

and led her. hobbled, to a stake in the

clearing. They moored her there and

put a big stack of leafy branches be-

fore her. She stood quietly, picking

the branches up. stuffing them in her

mouth, and munching them. She

could devour an inch-thick branch

with ease and apparent pleasure.

Tliey began untying the male and

letting him out slowly, tightly hobbled.

The trainer guided him w itli the spear,

while one helper paid out the neck-

rope and another got the chain round

a stake. They inched him along. Then

suddenly the calf sat down—whether
from intent I could not tell—and stayed

there still struggling, altliough looking

solemn, and rumbling gaseously at

botli ends. He went o\er flat on his

side, like a horse when cast, and the

trainer and a helper went to his back

and pushed him. saying "/ooA-"—"get

up." And get up he did. for all his

bonds, and was edged over to his

stake, and fed. He. too. stood there

quietly, but pegged down tight from

two directions, while the crew lighted

a fire and began cooking lunch.

Two weeks later. 1 visited the same
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elephants with Dick Wood, the Borneo

Company head for North Siam, who

went to inspect them. A well-set-up

man, heavyish, with sandy hair. Wood
had entered the teak business in

Burma when he left the University.

Now he had switched to Siam because,

as he said. Burma was in a mess. He
wore khakis and heivy boots, and car-

ried a cane. We did not have so far

to go as on my firEt visit, for the ele-

phants had been moved closer to

Chiengmai—the crushes left behind.

WE came on the pair just beyond a

village. The male was tied to a

tree and to a stake behind, and hob-

bled. He had grown noticeably, I

thought, and Wood did, too. "He is

very big for his age," he added. "He
will probably go eight feet and more,

though you never can quite tell." He
looked him over, and said his front

feet seemed infected. "They had to

keep him in the crush a long time," he

explained. "It looks as if his feet were

septic from standing there." But he

thought the back legs were all right,

despite some chafing. "It could be

worse," he said. "You often find

grown elephants with great white scars

on their back legs. You cannot do

much about it if they struggle in the

crush." He lighted his pipe. "We will

have him off and watch him walk."

He spoke to the trainer, and the

elephant was untied and led along-

hobbled and guarded with the spear.

Wood thought him a bit sore. A helper

climbed up astride the elephant's neck,

but backward, clasping a girth of

cane round his middle. The elephant

roared, and buckled clumsily in his

hobbles, and the helper got down fast.

"He's still too wild for that," Wood
said. "But they can make him go

where they want. He's got to the stage

where, without actually being stuck

by spears, each stick is a spear. He's

got his reflexes straightened out."

He turned to the female while the

male was tethered again. I saw she

wore a bell now, a hollow cylinder of

teak, as big as a quart can, with two

teak clappers at the sides— it made a

tocking sound when she moved. She

had a swelling on her trunk, which

Wood thought might be emotional,

but she walked out easily and gave no

trouble when ridden. I felt the trainer

must be nearly through with her, and

I asked Wood about this. "No," he

said, "she hasn't got the tricks yet."

But she was docile as they tied her up.

She stood on short green grass, while

two red-and-black gamecocks from the

village picked about nearby.

The trainer sot after the male's leg

sores. "Absolute rogue, this trainer,"

Wood said to me. "He's been with us

for years. He's one of the few left

who've got the sort of elephant lore to

them. It's half rather good, and half

sort of mumbo-jumbo. He knows

things no European will ever know."

A helper brought a kerosene tin filled

with pieces of red bark in a liquid,

and the trainer sloshed this on the

legs with a cloth on a bamboo handle.

"That's as good as any modern anti-

septic," Wood said. "But then, half

their things are old wives' tales. They

think spiders and ground glass are

good for the eye— if there is some-

thing in the eye, they reason, you make
it w'ater and wash it out. But then

you've got an inflamed eye."

THE bark solution was red, and

warm when I put my finger in it:

and they smeared on a red paste too,

from a bamboo tube, which I gathered

^vas from the same tree. The elephant

leaned forward when he felt this,

straining against his bonds. "I suspect

it stings, ' Wood said. He asked me
to remind him about sending out an

ointment to help keep the flies off. and

I asked if newer Western methods had

changed the handling of elephants

much. "Yes, it has." he answered.

"Take this elephant. You have to say.

Mahouts take charges to river, left,

slosh them clean every dawn.

Elephants have spent the night

foraging through the jungle.

Antiseptic is applied to leg sores

on young bull elephant, right.

They were caused by the chafing

of tight, training hobbles.



'don't leave him in the same place

every day, or he'll get sore feet.' This

chap might think every one gets sore

feet and gets over it."

WOOD told me that using elephants

in work—as in war and cere-

mony—was largely an Asian art, begun

in India and brought to Siam through

Burma. The words of command
spoken to elephants round Chiengmai

were chiefly Burmese words. When
the British had taken Burma, they had

taken over the elephant business, too.

They financed big companies, organ-

ized a world teak market and applied

their ideas of maintenance to the ele-

phants themselves—insisting they be

not overworked, or worked at all when

young. If these two calves could stay

in British hands, he said, they would

have fifteen years of idleness ahead:

following older elephants round, and

being ridden a little and taught things.

Then, near the end of the apprentice-

ship, they would carry light baggage

on trips—elephants do some ten miles

daily when used as pack animals. But

the Borneo Company would let them

go, for the future was too unsure for

long investments. When trained, both

would be swapped to a Siamese for a

grown tusker, usable at once. The

training itself. Wood said, was costing

a thousand Siamese ticals—fifty Amer-

ican dollars—for the pair.

I asked about the elephants' confor-

mation as they stood there munching

leaves—thanks to their trunks, of

course, they ate without the distortion

of lowering their heads. Wood liked

the male a lot, and spoke of his mas-

sive backside and little short back

legs, a good setup for pulling, I

gathered. "Back straight," he said.

"Trunk thick. He's got a heavy head,

too, not one of those lizard heads."

The elephant's forehead bulged out

strongly before the eyes, and the line

dropped straight from there down the

trunk. "Then he has a long tail and

good brush," Wood added, pointing to

a fringe of black hairs round the tail's

flat end. "ITiey seem to think it's a

good thing. I don't know about that.

It seems to me absurd, but there you

are." Wood did not care much for the

female—he thought her head too long

and her back legs the same. "She must

have some fault," he said. "Her an-

cestry is not all that good." Elephants

mated at night, in secret, he explained,

but they went through enough pre-

liminary courtship so that the ma-

houts could usually keep track of

pairs. In the old days, Wood told me
as we walked back, one could follow

them from generation to generation,

as well as from babyhood to prime, but

this was true no longer. "I'd like to

see this male when grown," Wood said,

"but I doubt if I shall."

Some time later, I visited a Borneo

Company station at a place called Fai

Lor, where great teak logs were being

hauled out of the river, to avoid hurt-

ing a set of dams, and trucked over-

land a few score miles to be put into

the river again downstream. Teak is

a hard wood, and durable. It has a

grain and a natural smoothness that

make it desirable for furniture. But

the teak business is slow. Each log

takes years in the journey from for-

est to market. Two years are needed

before a log will float at all. Then it is

slipped, with the owner's marks on it,

into a small stream, and finds its way,

perhaps years later, to a river. There,

it will be rafted with others to a port.

The streams have to be policed, of

course, or the logs would be stolen:

Burma was not doing this policing

then, so Siam had the business. Siam

had shipped two hundred thousand

teak logs in a recent year, each log

averaging nearly a ton, and these

were boom figures for her.

THE elephants working at Fai Lor

were off the job when I arrived

about sunset—they had been turned

loose at noon, as is the custom, to

forage in the jungle until the next

morning. The headman, a Chinese

named Tong Yin, gave me a shelter

for my cot and mosquito net—a palm-

leaf hut with raised bamboo floor.

The jungle was still during the

night, the hoots and cackles not be-

ginning until near dawn, which came

just after six. I was up then, and went

to some outlying camps on the river-

side, where the mahouts lived and

kept the elephant harnesses. I stood

on the bank in the half-dark, and soon

a mahout rode out of the jungle across

the river, his elephant's bell locking.

He rode into the water. The elephant

lay down, and another man came with

Trunk and tusks together move one-ton

teak log. In this maneuver, called "aung," elephant uses foot

to prevent the log jrom rolling backward again.
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a pail; the two began sloshing water

all over the elephant, turning its color

from pale to dark in the dawn light.

Other mahouts rode up as I stood

there—having tracked and caught their

elephants—and they began washing

them too. It was chiUy and I was glad

to wear a sweater, but the elephants

seemed to enjoy themselves.

There were eight of them now, in

the stream on both sides. The first one

rose and crossed to a tree beside me
that held harnesses in its branches—

about eight feet above the ground. Its

mahouts began putting one on. There

were six or eight pads, made from

sheets of brown bark-lining—the size

of an opened newspaper, perhaps—and

he stacked these on the elephant's

back where a saddle would go, mak-

ing a pile several inches thick. Next,

he took two chunks of wood—as big

as fireplace logs—tied parallel, a foot

apart. He put these on the pads, so

they lay on either side of the spine,

and fastened them down with a girth

that the elephant stepped into, at his

command, when he took it from the

tree and dropped it to the ground.

He stood on the blocks of wood and

tightened the girth, making a pack-

saddle from which he hung breast-

plate and traces, so these bore not on

the spine but on the wood blocks and,

through them, on the bark. Thus, the

weight was padded against rubbing.

IT
was seven now, and full daylight.

The mahout got down and went

into his hut for breakfast. I went for

breakfast too and, when I came back,

the elephants were working. A tusker

and a cow were stacking logs so they

could be loaded on trucks and trailers

by a small derrick. They made neat

piles of six logs—three at the bottom,

then two on these, then one at the top.

They seemed to know what they were

about. One elephant would get under

each end of the log, and then the pair

would shove upward—a movement

that needed teamwork, because no log

would go evenly. One end would al-

ways get ahead, and have to be held

while the other caught up. Then, too,

most of the logs were irregular and

awkward to handle. When the ele-

phants began putting the top log on a

pile they almost knelt to get under it

and get a proper start. When each log

was in place, the tusker would nudge

it lengthwise until the pile's ends were

trim. The mahouts bossed the work,

but the elephants understood it.

Other elephants—half a dozen of

them—were pulling logs from the

waterside to this pair of loaders. Two
of the pullers were hitched in tandem,

and they had teamwork also. The
mahouts would urge them on, bounc-

ing on necks and scratching ears with

toes, but the two elephants would dis-

regard these directions until ready by

some timing of their own. Then, they

would hit their traces together, and

Packsaddles are made of sheets of bark

lining and two blocks of wood fastened doivn with a girth

Thus, strain does not fall on I'lie elephant's spine.



they moved big logs—a ton or more in

weight—that way.

The elephants differed much in size

and capacity. Some were small cows,

used only on the spindlier logs. One

was a big tusker. He seemed well

built: short hind legs and massive

bulk; the crown of his head came for-

ward, the line dropping straight down

his trunk from there except for the

bulge near his eyes. He moved the

biggest logs without complaint and

helped when other elephants got stuck.

While standing there, I heard bel-

lows from the jungle across the

stream, and one elephant near me bel-

lowed in return. Soon, a calf appeared

on the facing bank, smaller than the

two I had watched in the crushes,

and it bellowed with amazing deep-

ness. The elephant near me—I saw

now it was the mother—bellow^ed

back. The little one roared and

squealed, and ran back and forth on

the bank with its trunk extended

straight ahead. The mother turned

toward it from her work, distracted.

Then the baby splashed across to our

side, and some men on foot—there

were a number of them about, hitch-



Elephants, once trained, need little guidance. Mahout,

above, sits casually, sings and talks to mount, and,

right, grips saddle rope to keep from sliding off.

ing chains to logs—threw stones and
drove it off. It kept returning. Once,

a man jabbed a stick in its rump: it

cried "YURP!" and jumped away.

But it did not go far. It hung about

all morning, getting underfoot and
trying to nurse its mother.

THE mahouts jiggled a lot as they

sat on the elephants' necks. That

was one way to egg their charges on,

along with words and digging toes

in ears. Each mahout sat on the neck,

the elephant's shoulders and the log

saddle behind him. He could sit cross-

legged—tailor-fashion—or sidewise or

astride, or he could recline against

the saddle. A frequent pose was to

hang one leg down by the elephant's

neck and double the other up for-

ward, hooking the knee on the crown.

When an elephant put its head down
to push a log on the ground—a man-
euver called "aung" — the mahout
would hold on to a rope anchored to

the saddle to keep from sliding off.

The mahouts were all slight, bare-

foot, and dressed in the casual, pa-

jama style of these hills. They were

idle much of the time: they smoked

cheroots, spat, sang and talked to

their elephants. One leaned forward

and lay on his elephant's head, reach-

ing down with a stick and playing

with its tusks while he chatted to it

in falsetto. The elephants snatched

branches and ate when they could,

and they walked back and forth

peacefully, bending their front legs

at their low knees—like the knees of

hopelessly baggy trousers — and put-

ting their feet down softly.

At midmorning, the elephants

moved into the water and began haul-

ing more logs ashore from a point



upstream. They were in above their

knees, and the water gurgled and

washed as they moved through it.

They kept the ends of their trunks

out of the water, I noticed, holding

them in their mouths or draping

them over their tusks, as a woman
might drape her shawl over an arm.

The current was fast in one place,

and some elephants trotted there to

keep ahead of the logs they pulled.

They dragged them ashore and then

up the bank, straining against the

obstructing mud.

THE sun grew brighter and the

tusks flashed white in it, and at

half-past eleven they were ridden

ashore, unharnessed and belled again,

the mahouts getting down. Then each

elephant raised a front leg and the

mahouts climbed up, and rode off

bareback into the jungle, to leave

them there. I watched three broad-

beamed elephants walk away together,

ears flapping, tails swinging, and bells

locking. It was noon by then, and

the light was glary and tiresome.

I also had occasion to see the re-

turn of teak logs to the river after a

trip by truck—and to view a "prob-

lem" elephant at work. This was at

Tah Tarn, a Borneo Company station

below Chiengmai. The man in charge

there, Mr. St. Amory, led me to where

the "bad character" was at his work,

pushing logs off a truck and trailer

that had come to the station the pre-

vious evening. The massive bull

butted the logs with his head or,

sometimes, his tusks and trunk. Pretty

soon, he had them on the ground. A
spearman stood by him as he worked,

and another was in the offing. St.

Amory told me that this same bull had

killed five men in the past. Only a

few weeks earlier, he had smashed

up a boat and his mahout was the

highest-paid hand on the place.

The elephant was in his prime—his

middle thirties—and he looked eight

feet tall to me, and strong. The river

bank where the trucks drove up was

flat and dusty, and he walked on

it silently but for the clinking of his

chains. He raised his feet only three

inches off the ground and put them

down softly. His tracks were bigger

than pies; the front ones broad and

the hind ones, placed on them, nar-

rower. Round about the unloading

area was a sea of teak logs, pale

grayish-tan. stripped of their bark

and beveled at the ends for dragging.

The elephant was tidying these, clear-

ing a way through them and pushing

some to the bank's edge.

AT times he got his tusks under a

log. with his trunk coiled out of

the way—tight, like a snail. Or, he

pushed with the trunk itself. Or, if

the log was small, he might roll it

with trunk and tusks both, using a

front foot as well, to steady it from

rolling back between shoves. The log

would spin along merrily. The mahout

sat on the elephants neck, guiding it

by words and by poking the backs of

its ears with his toes. But the elephant

himself figured out much of the work.

With small logs, he used his body

but little—slipping his tusks under

them and tossing his neck. With big

ones, he threw in everything. I saw

him roll, without much trouble, a

log that St. Amory said would go a



ton and a half. And it was awkward,

more flat than round. Several were

that waV: or were curved, so that the

bull needed trunk, tusks, and front

foot to keep them from rolling back.

He managed deftly and quietly, and

could skid a big log endwise by nudg-

ing his tusks against its base.

IN
time, the new-brought logs were

pushed aside. The mahout got

do^vTi, the spearmen closing in as he

did so. The mahout took the elephant

to a big, rather orderly stack of logs

and began the work of dragging these

to the edge of the river bank, hitching

the elephant's chain traces through

a hole that had been cut in each log's

end. The elephant was hitched to a

medium-sized log and he dragged it

briskly across the dust—so fast and

freely that a few onlookers, lounging

nearby, got up and ran away, know-

ing his record. Then he was hitched

to a bigger log, and he plodded along

more slowly, shaking his head. When
he got a log to the brink, he was

unhitched and then he pushed it off

so that it rolled down toward the

water. Often, he pushed with his

trunk and a front foot together, kick-

ing them up, in following-through,

like chorus girls' legs. The later logs

resounded as they hit the earlier ones.

After each log was pushed off, the

elephant turned and followed the men
back to the pile. He was ponderous,

deliberate, silent. From the rear, he

looked wide and bulgy, with a huge,

thick spine: from the front, he looked

more vertical, chiefly because of his

trunk, which hung straight to the

ground, with half a foot to spare,

curled up like the end of a vine. Once
the men hitched him to a big log

that was under others in the pilc-

hard to start—and he roared and

squealed. But he squatted and heaved

into the traces, and got it going. I

saw what Wood had meant about

short legs and massive backside.

Soon the bull had moved half the

stack of teak logs over and shoved

the logs over the edge of the bank,

where they lay higgledy-piggledy in

the shallows. The mahout mounted

him again, climbing up by the breast-

plate, and rode slowly down the bank.

The elephant slid part way, with front

feet set together, then stepped into

the river and began spraying water

on his chest and sides, using his

trunk like an atomizer. Then he

sprayed his belly. He drank, looping

his trunk back to his mouth. He went

in deeper and stayed there awhile,

snorting and splashing. Then he

moved gingerly up from the deeper

water to the log pile, and began tak-

ing it apart, pawing the logs and

nosing them with his trunk. Out in

the stream a long boom had been

rigged—a floating fence of logs—for

many logs were being gathered and

held there, to be sent down river

when the rains came. They lay rafted
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loosely offshore, with a stretch of

mud-brown water between, and the

elephant scooted the fresh logs out to

join them, kicking them as a boy
might kick toy boats out into a pond.

He took his time, while the mahout
sat on his neck and the spearmen
stood idly by. Once the men spied a

lizard on a log, drifting in the river.

One of the spearmen tried several

times to hit it with a slingshot. All

hands stopped to watch him, en-

grossed, but he kept missing, and
the lizard passed from range. The
problem elephant worked on till noon,

when it was hot and glaring, and then

he was ridden away.

Mv elephant study ended with

another session with Dick

Wood. He took me for a picnic lunch

one day. while he looked at teak near

Chiengmai. It was cool weather, sunny

and bright. We sat by a path on a

hill and were eating our sandwiches

when a long file of elephants came

past, dragging logs up the slope. They

belonged to a local contractor, and

Wood frowned on the way the man
was working them. Wood pointed out

that rollers should be put under the



logs on the grade and that the path

should be banked, so the logs would

not slide off on the curves.

"It's bad work," he said. "They're

making money, but they've got no

long-term thing at all." Half the ele-

phants were too young for use, he

thought. "Wretched little tusks," he

said of one. "Spots on his belly. Prob-

ably eighteen. Been working for ten

years, I should guess." But others he

thought all right. "A danm nice ele-

phant," he said as a big cow walked

by. "She's about forty, in her prime.

Look at the height of her."

"How can you tell she is forty?"

I asked. "She is forty, that's all,"

Wood replied: "bet you she's be-

tween forty and forty-five," I did not

take him up. I watched the elephants

come past, the hard logs singing a

bit on the hard ground. I asked about

the basic things elephants were taught,

and Wood said these were dragging,

pushing or aungiiig, kneeling, pick-

ing up things, and pulling branches

out of a rider's way when traveling.

He said they were clever at this last,

and in Burma in the old days, on a

cool evening, they would pick up dry

branches and lay a fire for you. I

spoke of how neatly the two elephants

had stacked the logs at Fai Lor, and

asked if they all knew about sliding

them that way, to Ime the ends up.

"Yes, they do, after a while," he said.

"They're far from stupid. They know

just what, after a bit." He ate a sand-

wich. "They're unlike mules in that

they don't forget." he went on. "I

don't mean 'an elephant never forgets'

in the usual sense. But if you teach a

mule something, you are supposed to

have to teach him again the next day.

That isn't true with elephants."

TASKED what an elephant's most

striking talents were. He said that

walking on slippery ground was one,

the kind of ground where a man could

barely move with hobnailed boots-

elephants gripped on to such places

like an octopus. Then, they were good

at untangling log jams. They would

go out into a stream, groping along

the bottom with their trunks, and

would sense what log was holding the

jam up. "You find the elephant fid-

dling around," he said, "and suddenly

the whole stack begins to move. A
human can't do that, but an elephant

knows just how to go about it. And
it's a dangerous job."

The elephants walked slowly by on

the hill path before us. each with a

mahout on its neck, killing time or

jiggling. "They love their elephants."

Wood said. "They live with them all

their life. But they don't know how

to treat them. Their minds are primi-

tive or single-track. So they don't put

rollers on the drag paths, and they

work their elephants too young."

Wood believed that Siamese from

the towns could be taught better ele-

phant management, but they wouldn't

stick the jungle life. It was the same

with machinery. Much of the teak

logging could be done with tractors,

but the Karens—who were adjusted

to jungle living—couldnt be taught to

keep the machines up. You could

bring Siamese mechanics in to do the

maintenance, but they would take

one look at the jungle and go home.

Wood talked on about the Karens

and Siamese, and about the Burmese,

among whom he had lived for years.

He thought the Siamese were "gray"

in character compared to the Bur-

mese, who were either "black" or

"white." "H they've got a bad char-

acter, the Burmese, they've got a pile

of it." he said. But he said it with

no distaste, and he spoke at length

of the Burmese and their country. I

felt he applied the same detached in-

telligence to Burmese, Siamese.

Karens and elephants alike, and I re-

flected that his nation as a whole had

done this, and fruitfully, for no one

else in historv had ordered teak.

Asiatics, and elephants to such effect.

I didn't speak of this, though, or of

whether that period was finished.

I watched the end of the parade go

by. The last elephant was a big one.

and its tail kept swinging as it walked

away. "That's a good sign," Wood
said. "If their ears flap, tails switch

and trunks keep moving, it means

they're in good condition. ' Tail a-

swing. the elephant vanished among

the trees and we packed up and left.

Bells locking, ears flapping, and tails swinging,

unharnessed elephants head for jungle at day's end,

their mahouts riding bareback—cross-legged, or astride.
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SKY
REPORTER

By Henry M. Neely

AN ALMOST CONTINUOUS DISPLAY of meteors

_£\_ appears in August's night sky. This year, the moon
will not interfere — during the first half of the month —
with those who watch for meteors between midnight and

dawn. Most brilliant and reliable of these meteor displays

are the Perseids. The first stragglers will have appeared

in late July: the shower reaches its maximum between

August 10 and 13. The Perseids' radiant — or point of

origin in the sky — is shown on the chart, right. Face a

little north of east and the brilliant star, Capella, cannot

be missed. The radiant is just above that star.

The Delta Aquarids constitute another display that be-

gan in July and will continue until August 7. The next

chart, beloiv, shows their radiant. Again, there is a first-

magnitude star, Fomalhaut, to help locate the area. Nearby

in the sky are the fairly bright, stars Algiedi and Dabih

in the constellation Capricornus, which mark the radiant

of a third shower, the Capricornids. This also began in

July and will continue until August 22.

From August 10 to 20. a mild but interesting shower

comes from the region of the star Kappa, in Cygnus,

(shown on the August roll-around map, next page, near

bright Eltanin — almost overhead when facing north).

Brilliant Vega marks this area unmistakably. At the time

the moon permits viewing — 4:30 a.m. — Vega will have

moved more than halfway down the sky, over the north-

west. The radiant for the Kappa Cygnids is above Vega.

OUR neighboring planets will undergo a decided shift

in their positions during August and September.

Mercury appears as a morning star in the east as dawn

begins on August 23. Observers along the Canadian border

and northward will have a good chance to see it. Venus

and Mars both set as dusk deepens during the first days

of August. Venus reappears as a morning star about

September 10: from then on, Venus will be continually

higher and brighter, reaching almost its greatest possible

brilliance and rising two hours before dawn by the end of

the month. Jupiter is in the constellation Libra, low over

the southwest horizon. It sets about half an hour after the

times for using the September roll-around map. It remains

very brilliant but continues to fade gradually. Saturn is

quite bright. During August, it continues its "retrograde"

(westward) apparent motion. On September 4. Saturn

seems to turn and resume its normal, eastward course.

The planet is easily found above the "teapot" in Sagittarius,

which is low over the south on the August map and betuccn

south and southwest on September.

NOTE: Natural History for October, which will reach

its subscribers in late September, will contain suggestions

for viewers of the solar eclipse at dawn on October 2.

... -5 . PERSEUS



ACALENDAR OF EVENTS during August and

September is arranged here in almanac fashion.

August 5: Littie Mercury is in "inferior conjunction"

— that is. it has been swinging round to come between the

earth and the sun. On this date. Mercury reaches and passes

the imaginary line joining the two.

August 10-13: It will be worthwhile to go out before

dawn these mornings to watch for displays of Perseids

(see chart and comments on the preceding page)

.

August 11: The first quarter moon and Jupiter make a

striking display over the southwest horizon between 9:00

and 10:00 P.M. (see the August map, below).

August 13: About 1:00 a.m., the moon and Saturn will

be almost side by side over the southwest, with Saturn

only slightly higher and a little to the left of the moon.

August 15: Venus is at "aphelion" — the point in its

orbit most distant from the sun — but the planet is too

nearly in line with the sun for us to be able to see it.

August 23: This is the morning for those in northern

latitudes to be out before dawn for a look at Mercury in

the east (see planetary notes on the preceding page).

September 1 : Today, Venus swings in between sun and

earth — "inferior conjunction." The planet will now appear

farther and farther to the west of the sun. After mid-month,

it will be a brilliant morning star in the east.

September 4: The planet Saturn ends its illusion of west-

ward motion: we will now see it move eastward again.

September 10: This is the best night to let the moon

introduce you to Saturn. About 9:30 p.m., roll September

map around with the bottom between south and southwest.

The two will be nearly the same height above the horizon,

with Saturn the bright object to the right of the moon.

AUGUST TIMETABLE

First week 9:45 to 10:45 f.m.

Second week 9:15 to 10:15 p.m.

eek 8:45 to 9:45 p.m.

eek 8:15 to 9:15 p.m.
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THE MOON'S PHASES

New Moon August 4

First Quarter August 1

1

Full Moon August 18

Lost Quarter August 26



September 15-19.-This is the period of the Harvest Moon.

Full moon is on September 16. The moon rises some forty

to fifty minutes later each succeeding night, but at Harvest

Moon time this interval is much less. For our mid-latitudes,

the interval between moonrise on September 15, 16 and 17

will be thirty-three minutes. The interval between Septem-

ber 17 and 18 is only thirty-one minutes: between Septem-

ber 18 and 19, thirty-two minutes. Contrast this with the

start and end of the month. On September 2, the moon
rises an hour and three minutes later than the night before:

on September 30, it rises an hour and four minutes later.

September 22: At about midnight, tonight, w'atchers in

the eastern part of the country may see the moon pass

before — and "occult" — the first magnitude star, Alde-

baran, in Taurus. The times will be different for different

locations. For Washington, D.C., the occultation will begin

at fourteen minutes past midnight, EDT, and the star will

not emerge until nearly an hour later. The moon, nineteen

days old and nearing last quarter, will have a leading edge

so brilliant that it will be difficult to see Aldebaran at the

moment of occultation. But the following edge of the moon
will be dark: this will help dramatize the sudden reappear-

ance of the star when the moon has passed.

September 23: Autumn officially begins at 3:09 P.M.,

EDT. Since late last June, the sun has been moving farther

south each day. At this minute — the Autumnal Equinox —
the sun will cross the earth's equator on its way to its far

south position (winter in the Northern Hemisphere).

Mr. Neely, editor of Sky Reporter since 1947. now

prepares this regular feature for Natural History.

SEPTEMBER TIMETABLE
=:„. ..,eek 9:40 to 10:40 p.m.

Second week 9:10 to 10:10 p.m.

Third week 8:45 to 9:45 p.m.

Lost week 8:20 to 9:20 p.m.
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THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon September 2

First Quarter September 9

Full Moon: "Harvest". September 16

Last Quarter September 24



ARCTIC
In the North, maturation is
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By John J. Koranda

FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS, it

has been my privilege to spend

part of my time working in northern

—or arctic—Alaska on various biologi-

cal projects. The main object of my at-

tention has always been some form

of the region's plant life. Now the

tundra of northern Alaska, except for

a few elevated areas, presents one

outstanding characteristic to the

botanist—the vegetation, in its en-

tirety, is spread out at his feet. The
tundra's general appearance is similar

to a prairie's—one can observe many
interesting details merely by looking

down. In fact, the field-worker on the

tundra, finds himself kneeling a good
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deal of the time to look at a lemming

burrow, to collect a plant, or to count

the eggs in a bird's nest. In this two-

dimensional world, all life lies ex-

posed on the ground before an

attentive observer's eyes.

The bird life of the tundra is in

essentially the same attitude—right at

one's feet. This is especially true at

nesting time, and such a happy acci-

dent of the environment cannot help

but delight those whose avocation is

"birding." There are no trees and

only a few bluffs; the majority of the

birds that one encounters will, then,

be in the open. There is no need to

spend hours gazing into the foliage

of trees to catch a glimpse of an

elusive warbler, or to climb thirty

feet into the branches of an oak to

look into a hawk's nest—this type of

birding is left behind, with the tem-

perate zone. If one approaches slowly

and cautiously on the tundra, many
close-up pictures can be taken: I have

photographed a male red phalarope

and female old squaw^ duck with a

normal fifty millimeter lens, at a

distance of little more than three feet.

THE arctic spring comes simulta-

neously with the strange, twenty-

four-hour daylight of the high

latitudes. Its swift arrival seems to

set the tempo of arctic biology: the

nesting cycles of the birds, the growth

periods of the plants, and the repro-

ductive activity of the arctic mammals



SUMMER
a breakneck race against time

^ "%

are all compressed into the three

ephemeral months of summer. Yet

the temperatures, during this period,

are seldom very far above freezing,

especially in coastal areas ( where

most of mv observations have been

made). 1 he snowv owl. for example,

incubates and hatches its eggs from

mid-May to mid-July and completes

its nesting cycle by the end of August

or early September. The young must

grow fast to be strong enough to with-

stand the rigorous weather of late

August—for freezing rain and snow

may fall as early as August twentieth.

Birds that are not fully fledged do

not have much of a chance. Thus, a

late spring and an early fall may
considerably shorten the arctic sum-

mer, and it is very possible that some

species may completely fail to raise

their young during a short season.

SOME weeks before the spring thaw,

the eider ducks — Pacific, king,

Steller. and spectacled—have alreadv

passed tiorlli and east along the coast,

over the open leads in the ocean ice

and the snowbound tundra. The
snowy owls have mated, and their

nests, located in slight depressions on

mounds or other high spots that may
still be covered with snow, usuallv

hold six or seven eggs—with the clutch

size going as high as eleven eggs in

record years. It is not uncommon, at

this time, to find a snowy owl's nest

with a small snowdrift around it.

Eider ducks come north in May. when
lundra near Barrow is still under snow.

and the edge of the nest showing an

icy rim—snow' having been melted by

the warmth of the incubating female s

bod\ and then re-frozen.

The melt-off of the tundras snow

cover occurs with amazing speed, and

soon manv bare spots are visible. At

this time of year, one can almost hear

the tundra hum with awakened life

processes—although the sound may be

only an early bumblebee droning by

in quest of the first Pedirularis. or

lousewort (called the bumblebee

])lant by tlie Eskimos I.

Some mammalian activity may also

be seen at this time. A least weasel

may furtively poke its head out of a
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Spring melt-off on tundra near Uniiat,

abetted by twenty-four-hour daylight of

mid-May, comes suddenly. Sedges are

in bloom, and many birds have arrived.

OWL is held by member
group. By August, when

photo was taken, birds must already

be big enough to resist frigid weather.

snow tunnel to look about impudently

and then dodge back into the snow,

only to appear a few feet away for

another quick look. These smallest

of weasels are, like the snowy owl,

predators of the lemming and are

small enough to enter the lemming's

l)urrow in their hunt.

ALTHOUGH this article is mainly

concerned with the birds of the

arctic summer, some remarks on the

lemming are appropriate, for this

rodent plays so important a role in

the life histories of several arctic

birds that the birds' story is other-

wise incomplete.

These bobtailed creatures, then,

are common to the circumpolar areas

of the Northern Hemisphere. Two
kinds are present in northern Alaska

—the brown and the collared lem-

ming. The collared, or varying lem-

ming, changes the color of its pelage
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from a variegated brown and black

to a winter white. It is found on the

higher, often wind-swept ground, and

its habitat is not completely snow-

covered—as b the brown lemming's—

during winter. The brown lemming is

the more numerous of the two, and

forms the main diet of the snowy owl,

the pomarine jaeger, and, very likely,

the weasels. In addition, several other

animals—such as foxes, both red and

arctic, and the short-eared owl, when
it is present—prey upon the lemming.

During the melt-off period, the

lemmings will scurry from one snow

patch to another, in a brown blur of

anxiety—for, on the snow-free areas,

the sedge grass vegetation is extend-

ing green, growing points and the

cotton grass may be in flower, while

a few feet away, there is still a fool

or two of snow. In these open areas

the busy lemmings seek and find their

first green forage of the summer.

Edged in ice, a snowy owl's nest holds was formed when warmth of incubating

a clutch of eggs during arctic May. Ice female melted snow, which froze again.

ISest in ju]se, complete with lemming,

is finally free of ice. Since lemmings
form owls" main diet, nesting activity

parallels size of lemming populations.
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RouCH-LEGGED HAWK nestling is shown
at left. Above, a soientist inspects nest

Alemming's evidences of anxiety,

while on the patches of open

timdra, are j ustified—there is a good

possibility of its being scooj>ed up

in the efficient bill of a hunting

jaeger. The pomarine jaegers may
arrive on the tundra near Point Bar-

row in late May or early Jime and

begin foraging successfully over the

tundra while the snow cover is still

complete. Tiny tracks on the snow

leading to the disemboweled body of a

lemming, surrounded by wing marks

and the impressions of webbed feet,

give mute testimony to the drama that

has taken place. Glaucous gulls may
also join their jaeger brethren in the

hunt for lemmings early in the spring.

The interrelationships of these

arctic animals—especially the snowy

owls, lemmings, and jaegers—as stud-

ied by Frank A. Pitelka and his asso-

ciates, is one of the most fascinating

ecological histories that has been writ-

ten. The lemming populations in

arctic areas have long been consid-

ered classical examples of fluctuating,
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or cyclic, animal populations. Such

is the intimate relationship of prey

and predator that the phases of a

lemming cycle cause corresponding

effects in the populations of animals

that prey upon them.

THIS principle is seen very graphi-

cally in the nesting of snowy owls

in the Point Barrow area. During

years when the lemming population

is low, nesting pairs of snowy owls

may be wholly absent; or one may
find only from two to five pairs

present, and these may not nest. But

when the lemmings are abundant, as

many as twenty nesting pairs of

owls can be found in the same area.

The number in the clutch of eggs

laid by snowy owls also apparently

increases during the lemming popu-

lations' "highs."

An interesting feature of the story

is that the snowy owls become abun-

dant and begin their nesting long

before the tundra is free of snow and

the lemmings become more accessible.

!r'^''^55^"'SiSfr'



PoMARlNE JAEGER was pliotograplicil as

it harassed biologists venturing into

its nesting territory. Snowy owls and

even golden eagles give way before it.

Long-tailed jaeger at the left, like its

poniarine cousin, is quick to attack all

intruders violating its territory—such

as this scientist, photographing its nest.
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The jaeger populations, especially

those of the pomarine, apparently ex-

hibit a similar relationship.

THE snow bunting and the Alaskan

longspur are also present on the

tundra at the outset of summer. The
snow bunting may arrive on the Arc-

tic Coast as early as April, and its

presence is taken by the Eskimos as

a sure sign of the end of winter. The
snow buntings sing relentlessly "all

night," and so do many of the arctic

birds. I say this from experience, for

field observations are often carried

on late into the twenty-four-hour day,

and scientists working in the Arctic

may find themselves living on an

inverted schedule—that is, sleeping

half the day and working late into

the night. All through the night, the

phalaropes wheel and dip on the

ponds, the pectoral sandpipers make
their curious territorial flights, and

the hunt for seeds, insects, and food

goes on. One might say these arctic

animals seem to realize that their task

of reproduction must be accomplished

in this incredibly short time, and so

utilize all the hours of the twenty-four.

The passerine species are not abun-

dant in this region, although an

eastern robin was once found several

miles out on the ocean ice, and there

are occasional records of Asiatic spe-

cies in this area. The snow bunting

will utilize any crevice or cavity for

its nest-building and readily make

use of artifacts for nest sites. Once,

while eating lunch on the long gravel

spit that extends into the Arctic

Ocean from Point Barrow, I saw a

female snow bunting dodge quietly

into an abandoned cooking pot. Look-

ing inside, I found a nest and four

hungry nestlings. Old Eskimo sod

houses are also used by the snow

buntings, and they will even use lem-

ming burrows for nest sites.

About the time that pools of melt-

water form on the tundra, a small

shorebird—the red phalarope—may be

seen bobbing and dipping on them.

The red phalarope arrives along with

several sandpipers—the least, pectoral,

red-backed, and Baird's, and perhaps

the ruddy turnstones. Soon the tundra
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is alive with avian activity. The
jaegers—pomarine, parasitic, and per-

haps the long-tailed—have begun to

establish nesting territories and are

very insistent upon respect for these

areas from both man and animal.

The pugnacious pomarine jaegers have

even been seen to dive at vehicles.

Apair of jaegers will defend a

well-defined plot of tundra, in

the center of which is located their

nest. When a person walks across the

tundra and passes from one jaeger

territory to another, successive har-

assment by first one pair of jaegers

and then another will occur as he

comes within critical distance of their

nests. Other jaegers, snowy owls, and

Aerial view looking south shows face

of Franklin Bluffs and Sagavanirktok

even the golden eagle will retreat

before the attacks of a defending

jaeger. And, I might say. quite a few

humans also retreat, for these birds

liave the unnerving habit of flying

directly at one's head, checking their

swoop only at the last moment. Sev-

eral times their feet or wings have

struck my head.

The snowy owls now have fluffy,

white nestlings and may ring their

nests with as many as eighty slain

lemmings, apparently assuring that

young and brooding mate are well-

fed. From information obtained by

keeping young owls in captivitv. it

seems that four to si.\ lemniiuiis per

River. Arctic Research Laboratory team

studied this region in summer of 1958.

day are required for each young owl

in the nest. Sometimes the lemming

is swallowed whole—which is quite a

task, for some lemmings weigh well

over a hundred grams. The snowy

owls will seldom defend their nest

when humans approach: usually, the

birds retreat silently to a nearby

hummock. But whenever an animal

approaches, the owl will protect its

nest very vigorously. I have seen

Eskimo dogs harassed so effectively

that they soon left the area.

Eider ducks and other ducks also

nest in the Barrow area. The pintail

and the old squaw ducks commonly

nest on the tundra. The arctic tern
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Peregrine falcons and nest are insiietted in early August

by biologist looking for pellets, which give clues to bird's

diet. Falcon aeries are found inland, on the bluffs that line

some of major rivers. The scene above is at Franklin Bluffs.

will also nest in the Barrow area, on

the shores of inland lakes and ponds.

Loons — Pacific and red-throated —
may be seen flying toward the ocean

for their feeding. Some of the inland

lakes in the Barrow area have stickle-

backs in them (and one is known to

contain whitefish), but the loons

probably have to visit the ocean for

a sure catch. The nasal cry of the

loon has an almost ventriloquistic

quality on a still, cold night on the

tundra; one may turn several times,

vainly trying to locate the calling

bird in the sky.

THIS, then, is the tundra scene

along the Arctic Ocean in June

and July. Other species of birds are

present, of course, but the ones I
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have mentioned will surely be seen.

The young birds and animals seem

to grow with incredible speed. It

seems that the snow has been gone

only a week or so when the precocial

young of some shorebird can be

found skittering through the sedge

and grass. The young lemmings pro-

duced during the summer make their

appearance in mid-July: the rodents

are sexually mature before growth is

complete. By August, in consequence,

the lemming population is composed

mainly of young that are the litters

of late-winter young that are now
adults themselves. The young owls re-

main in the nests into August, chang-

ing gradually from downy, awkward,

sprawling nestlings into large, yellow-

eyed, dignified-looking birds, with

white feathers appearing in their dark

gray, juvenile plumage.

Farther inland, where bluffs occur

along some of the major rivers, the

falcons and their aeries will be found.

The shrill cry of the rough-legged

hawk is heard long before one reaches

the nest. Gyrfalcons and peregrine

falcons are also energetic in defense

of their nests and give many an

anxious moment to those who observe

or photograph their nestlings.

Long-billed dowitchers are seen in-

land along the rivers, while the yellow

wagtail is found in some of the shel-

tered ravines that support a shrubby

willow growth. And the male willow

ptarmigan will attempt to lure an in-

truder from its nest and chicks in the

best broken-winff fashion. The in-



cubating female ptarmigans, by con-

trast, will hold to the nest, permitting

very close inspection. The female

ptarmigan is well camouflaged at this

time of the year, and one may look

directly at a female on the nest for

several minutes before detecting the

bird in the vegetation.

One interesting example of this de-

fense of the young was observed by

several of us in 19.57. The jaeger's

usual diet is the brown lemming, but

occasionally it will take small birds.

A pair of ptarmigan, raising a brood

of chicks on the tundra—rather than

in the willows, which would have

offered some protection — were ap-

proached by two long-tailed jaegers

that began to dive repeatedly on the

chicks. At each dive, the adults rose

and met the swoop of the jaeger be-

fore the attacker could strike the

young. At last, the predators departed.

The jaegers are not always so easily

dissuaded,, however. On the Saga-

vanirkok River, I watched a pair of

parasitic jaegers chase a small shore-

bird, about the size of a Baird's sand-

piper, for at least five minutes without

stopping. The sandpiper used the

most erratic flight possible, but the

jaegers—working as a team and dupli-

cating every movement of the sand-

piper—finally caught the bird.

At Point Barrow, the summer that

_[\_ would climax the nesting season

may sometimes fail to come. By the

middle of July, the young snowy owls

are ten inches high and have lost

some of their juvenile do^n. If the

food supply—the brown lemming— is

abundant, perhaps a third or a half

of the clutch will be developed

enough to flv before the arrival of

cold weather in late August and Sep-

tember. The young owls grow fast,

and there are white feathers in their

plumage by the middle of August.

Soon they are as big as the adults

and ready to set off on their own.

The jaegers have zealously guarded

their nesting territories and their

"ugly duckling'' young can be found

by late July, flapping about on the

tundra and flying for short distances.

The parent birds attend them for a

while during this period. One young

jaeger, under studv in our lab. would

wander up and down the hallway,

scolding and looking for something—

anything—to eat. It would even peck

at the lolling tongue of our pet dog.

Soon the young jaegers are on the

wing, gathering in small flocks along

the coast with the mature birds, ready

to assume their part-raptorial, part-

gull-like, adult role.

WITH luck, an observer niav come
across the downy, daintily

marked young of the golden plo\er.

Being precocial, these young birds

leave the nest soon after hatching

and skitter about on the tundra —
their coloring as their only defense.

The adult golden plover is one of the

handsomest birds to be seen in the

Arctic. It is an upland bird; its plain-

tive cry is a familiar sound through-

out the inland tundra.

The red phalarope, which occurs

at Barrow in large numbers, is com-

monly seen wheeling and dipping in

the tundra pools. The phalarope pad-

dles with one foot and stabs into the

water with its bill at the same time;

the objective of this "whirling der-

vish" attack is the myriad Crustacea

to be found in the tundra pools. The

male phalarope incubates the eggs,

developing four brood patches on his

breast. By now. the snow buntings and

longspurs have all succeeded in raising

their broods. The local eider ducks

with their young are to be seen on

the tundra lakes near the coast.

Of all the tundra's bird life, the

Pacific loon is difficult to surpass for

sheer delicacy of coloring and grace-

fulness of form. One of these striking

birds, serenely sitting on its nest by a

small lake, is a sight not soon to be

forgotten. The young are a uniform

gray, and will often flatten themselves

out on the water or attempt to hide

in the grass when one approaches.

By late August, the weather at Bar-

Perecrine nestling was photographed

early in June at the Ikpikpuk River.

Like the jaegers, the peregrine falcon

adults defend their nestlings fiercely.
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Pacific loon was photographed on nest

near a small lake. Although some inland

lakes have an abundance of sticklebacks,

loons must go to ocean for sure catch.

Red I'HALAROPE swims in a small pool

near Barrow. Phalaropes have habit of

whirling about, paddling with one foot

while jabbing water with bill for prey.

A botanist who summers in Alaska,
Mr. Koranda has been aided in his

Arctic Research Laboratory work by
a contract between the ONR and the
Arctic Institute of North America.

row may turn bitterly cold: snow and

sleet are known as early as the middle

of the month. Often, the young of

such birds as the phalarope are not

strong enough to leave with the adults

when they move south: they die dur-

ing the first cold spell. The snowbirds

now gather in flocks along the coast

and gradually drift southward. The
eider ducks have been flying south in

large numbers since the middle of the

month or earlier, usually following

the coastline very closely.

THESE are the signs of the coming

arctic winter: a change in the

color of the tundra—especially in the

aquatic grass, which becomes a bril-

liant red—and the passage of the eider

ducks down the coast to the south-

west. The gradual disappearance of

the summer resident birds is another

sign, for few birds winter in northern

Alaska, although the golden eagle, the

gyrfalcon, the ptarmigans, and the

snowy owl are residents that seem to

be able to survive in the austere en-

vironment of an arctic winter. Some
of the summer birds migrate as far

south as the southern United States

and even to South America (the

golden plover and arctic tern). Late

in the fall, one may see an immature

and inquisitive arctic fox loping across

the tundra. Later still, the collared

lemming and the least weasel will molt

into their white, winter pelage.

As the lakes freeze over, a thin

mantle of snow covers the sedge tus-

socks, and the observer sees little acti-

vity on the tundra. Perpetuation of the

life of this region, the tundra's plants

and animals, has been accomplished

within a very brief span—from about

ten weeks to three months.

During the first week of August,

the sun dips below the horizon for the

first time since May, reminding one

that the sun usually sets although it

has not done so all summer in the

Arctic. Gold and purple sunsets color

the subfreezing w^ater of the Arctic

Ocean. By the end of September or

early October, when the eastern

United States experiences the brilliant

coloring of autumn trees, winter has

taken hold of the tundra for another

long nine months.
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Hungry' redpoll nestlings open mouths wide for food in

home ill willow tree. Such shrubs, rare on the arctic tundra,

are found only in hollows. Small finches, the redpolls take

their name from the red crown that adult males often have.
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the nature of the sounds, whether they

represent flight calls, alarm calls, or any

of several others. On the records, them-

selves, only the vernacular name of each

species identifies its call, and there is no

additional narration beyond an introduc-

tory message. The Sound-Guide manages

to supply information for an impressive

total of one hundred and ninety-five

species. This required careful editing,

with each species represented by no more
sound than is needed for comparison,

recognition, or appreciation. However,

bird-watching is a serious business with

the British, who offer no encouragement

to dilettantes. The. booklet contains the

suggestion that the records be taken into

the field and played on a portable gramo-

phone: the Sound-Guide is avowedly for

"identification rather than enjoyment."

The Yankee producer of a purely utili-

tarian record called Echoes of the Pied

Pipers of Hamlin (Pied Piper Sales) is

equally frank. In his introduction, he

makes it plain that "this is not a pretty

record," but one designed to get rid of

rats. A leaflet, accompanying the record.

explains that ".
. . rats are wise, but they

are the spookiest rodent on earth. Once
frightened by something they don't un-

derstand, they leave in one bunch with a

leader, and they won't come back." What
rats "don't understand" in this case is

the screeching of a frightened rat, and
the record becomes a "rat eradicator"

if these sounds are reproduced where all

rats in any building will hear it. At least,

that is what the producer says.

SUCH uses of sound recordings deserve

more investigation. Broadcasts of

starling distress signals met with tempo-

rary success in discouraging these birds

from roosting on buildings. Attempts

have been made to use sound in devising

ways to exterminate mosquitoes, but no

records have been issued for such pur-

poses. There is, of course, no reason for

restricting records to sound with esthetic

appeal. Yet, it is also possible to combine

the useful with the esthetic. Nor need the

British feel conscience stricken if enjoy-

ment is gained from records made pri-

marily for the identification of bird calls.

INSECTS

The Songs of Insects, Cornell Univ.,
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FROGS

Sounds of North American Frogs,

Folkways, FX-6166, 12", $5.95

Voices of the Night, Cornell Univ.,
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BIRDS
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Forest (Eastern), Picker, 101, Vol. 1,

12", $7.95

Bird Songs of Dooryard, Field, and

Forest (Eastern), Picker, 107, Vol. 2,

12", $7.95

Bird Songs of Dooryard, Field, and

Forest (Western), Picker, 109, Vol. 3,

12", $7.95

(The above three are available in 3-

record album: The National Network
OF American Birdsongs, $19.95)

American Bird Songs, Cornell Univ.,

Vol. 1, 12", $7.75

American Bird Songs, Cornell Univ.,

Vol. 2, 12", $7.75

Songbirds of America in Color, Sound

AND Story, Book Record, 10", $4.95

Florida Bird Songs, Cornell Univ., 10",

78 rpm, $2.50

Western Bird Songs, Cornell Univ.,

10", 78 rpm, $2.50

The Mockingbird Sings, Cornell Univ.,

10", 78 rpm, $2.50

The Superb Lyrebird, Columbia, SEGO-
70006, 45 rpm. Obtainable in Australia.

Mexican Bird Songs, Cornell Univ.,

12", $7.75

Voices of African Birds, Cornell Univ.,

12", $7.75

Warblers, Federation of Oatario Natu-

ralists, 12", $5.95

Witherby's Sound-Guide to British

Birds. Part I, Non-Passerines, the

Larger Birds, 14 sides: Part II, Passer-

ines, THE Smaller Birds, 12 sides, H. P.

and G. Witherby, Ltd., 10", 78 rpm,

about $32.00 in England

MISCELLANEOUS
Music and Bird Songs, Cornell Univ.,

10", $5.00

Symphony of the Birds, Picker, C-1002,

12", $5.95

Sounds of Animals: Zoo and Farm,

Folkways, FX-6124, 12", $5.95

Sounds of Sea Animals, No. 1: At-

lantic AND Pacific, Folkways, PX-6121,

12", $5.95

Sounds of Sea Animals, No. 2: Flor-

ida, Folkways, FX-6125, 12", $5.95

Sounds of a South African Home-
stead, Folkways, PX-6151, 12", $5.95

Sounds of a Tropical Rain Forest,

Folkways, PX-6120, i2" , $5.95

Sounds of the American Southwest,

Folkways, FX-6122, 12", $5.95

Jungle Sounds, Cornell Univ., 12", 78

rpm, $5.00

An Evening in Sapsucker Woods, Cor-

nell Univ., 10", $4.95

Music in Nature, 7 sides. Cooper Orni-

thol. Soc, 12", 78 rpm, $7.50

Echoes of the Pied Pipers of Hamlin,

Pied Piper Sales, Waterbury Center,

Vermont, $2.98

Don Charles Presents the Singing

Dogs, Victor, 47-6344, 45 rpm, $.98
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Wild mutant red sunflower was found
in a lot in Boulder, Colorado, in 1910.

IN THE SUMMER OF 1910, in a

vacant lot at Tenth Street and

Aurora, in Boulder, Colorado, a

single prairie sunflower plant with

red "petals" appeared among a stand

of a hundred or more wild sunflower

plants with normal, orange "petals."

By happy chance, the vacant lot was

on a route occasionally traveled by

Mrs. Wilmatte Cockerell, wife of Dr.

T.D.A. Cockerell, then Professor of

Zoology in the University of Colorado

at Boulder. Mrs. Cockerell, an alert

amateur naturalist, noticed the pecu-

liar coloration of the sunflower and

told her husband of her discovery.

Together, they carefully dug up the

plant, which Dr. Cockerell recognized

as a mutant. They transferred it to

their own garden, and there the sun-

flower continued to bloom.
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THE RED PRAIRIE

SUNFLOWER
A classic experiment with a plant mutation

By Jack McCormick

A few days later, Dr. Cockerell re-

visited the vacant lot with the hope of

finding other mutant plants. Instead,

he found that a tidy city oSicial had

scythed away the stand of wild sun-

flowers, which he termed "unsightly

weeds." The prairie sunflower is an

annual; that is, it blooms but a single

year. Since the wild stand had been

mowed before its seeds had ripened,

it was thus eliminated forever. But

for the accident of Mrs. Cockerell's

visit, the mutant, red sunflower would

have perished, too.

The prairie sunflower is common
to Boulder. Its relatively small

"blooms" are actually bouquets—com-

posed of a fringe of normally orange-

colored, petal-like "ray flowers,"

which surround smaller, tightly clus-

tered, dark-colored "disc flowers."

The colors of the sunflower, like those

of other plants, are produced by sev-

eral pigments. Its leaves and stem

are colored green by chlorophylls,

the compounds that enable plants to

manufacture food. Its orange and yel-

low colors are produced by pigments

of the carotinoid group, also seen in

the carrot root and in the autumnal

yellows of many leaves.

Both the chlorophylls and the caro-

tinoids are contained in minute, usu-

ally disc-shaped bodies, known as

plastids. The darker colors of its disc

flowers, of the bracts mixed with the

flowers, and the speckles on the stem

of the plant are produced by antho-

cyanin pigments. These anthocyanins,

which range from scarlet to blue in

various species and under various

conditions, are dissolved in the sap

of the cells.

In the red sunflower, a mutant re-

ported once before—in South Dakota

in 1892—but never before cultivated,

the dark anthocyanin pigments had

increased in quantity, invaded the

rays and, in mixture with the caro-

tinoid plastids already present, had
produced a chestnut-red color.

Although we still know relatively

little about the causes of mutations,

these heritable changes occur rather

frequently among both wild and cul-

tivated plants. Such mutations may
result in greater production, of ob-

vious value in the grain crops. Or
they may offer greater cold hardiness,

resistance to diseases or insects, or

ability to withstand drought. Among
ornamental plants, there may be a

change in fragrance or, more fre-

quently, changes in color of the leaves

or of the flowers. But to be of value,

mutants must be found and nurtured.

After the red sunflower was estab-

lished in their backyard garden, the

Cockerells attempted to perpetuate

their short-lived find. Their first prob-

lem was that a single sunflower is not

fertile with its own pollen. In order



to obtain seeds, it was necessary to

breed (or "cross") the single, red

sunflower with a normal-colored plant.

When the next summer's blossoms

opened, about half of the plants were

red-rayed and half were orange-rayed.

The nearly even balance in numbers

between the two colors indicated that

the red color was produced by the

presence, in the mutant, of a dominant

red gene and a recessive orange gene.

In human families, a similar situa-

tion often occurs when a brown-eyed

parent and a blue-eyed parent pro-

duce a brown-eyed child. Although

each parent (and this is true in all

plants and animals I generally has two

genes for a given characteristic, only

one gene of the pair is passed by

each parent to the ofi'spring. Blue is

a recessive color for eyes, while brown

is a dominant color: hence, a blue-

eyed parent is "pure blue" and has to

pass a recessive, blue-color gene to

his or her offspring. The brown-eyed

parent, however, passes a dominant

(brown-color) gene to the offspring,

and the child shows this dominant

eye-color. If such a child, who is

"mixed" or heterozygous for eye

color, marries a blue-eyed mate, ap-

proximately half of the next genera-

tion will be brov\Ti-eyed and half blue-

eyed, because the heterozygous,

brown-eyed parent will provide a

dominant, brown-color gene about as

often as a non-brown, or blue-color.

The laws of chance operate under

such conditions in much the same way
as when a coin is flipped—"heads"

will show about as often as "tails."

The wild red sunflower's dominant

genes, crossbred to the normal orange,

were governed by these same laws.

THE next objective of the Cock-

erells was to interbreed the red

offspring of the first season, in an

attempt to obtain plants that were

pure, or homozygous, for red colora-

tion. According to the laws of hered-

ity established almost half a century

earlier by Gregor Mendel, the Cock-

erells expected to obtain twenty-five

per cent pure-bred, homozygous red

sunflowers: fifty per cent would be

heterozygous red and the remaining

twenty-five per cent would be homo-

zygous orange. This cross can be

illustrated by a formula in which "R"
is the dominant red gene and "r"' is

the recessive non-red or orange gene.

By crossing Rr with Rr, the possible

combinations are: RR. Rr, rR. and rr.

In this experiment, the flowers had

to be protected against accidental

fertilization by pollen from orange-

rayed sunflowers. This was done by

covering each flower head with a

paper bag before the fertile disc

flowers opened. The flowers then were

dusted by hand with pollen from

other red-rayed sunflowers.

First cross-pollination was made
in 1912 between the chestnut-red and a

pale yellow, or primrose, sunflower.

Offspring of this cross were all

chestnut-red. left, indicating that the red

gene was dominant, yellow recessive.

Next generation, above, verified that the mutant

bred true in 9:3:3:1 ratio of Mendel's law.

The sixteen gene combinations produced four colors.
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Disc floret, above, shows purple in

bract that "escaped" into ray florets.

AFTER they had obtained pure-bred

^ red sunflowers, the Cockerells

searched for a way to produce some

new and striking floral combination.

They had found that the anthocyanin

pigment in their red sunflower was

really a wine-red color, but it was

combined in the rays with an orange

background and thus appeared chest-

nut-red. They learned of a pale yellow,

or "prinirose"-rayed. mutant sun-

flower. They reasoned that if their

wine-red pigment could be placed on

the pale yellow rays, a new effect

would result. They grew both types

and cross-pollinated them. The off-

spring were ordinary looking, hetero-

zygous chestnut-red sunflowers.

Now, in the Cockerells' previous

crosses, all of the plants had been pure-

bred for the orange background col-

ors. However, the primrose sunflowers

possessed neither red nor orange. Since

the offspring were all chestnut-red

sunflowers, the primrose character-

istics must have been recessive. This

can be expressed in a formula that

utilizes R for red, r for absence of

red, for orange background, and

o for absence of orange, or the pres-

ence of primrose: Parents: RROO
(red) X rroo (primrose) = RrOo
(heterozygous chestnut-red offspring).

The offspring of this crossing were

kno\\Ti to differ from all previous red

sunflowers in that they were hetero-

zygous for the background orange

color. When these offspring were in-

terbred, there were two pairs of genes

to be considered and the possible

combination of genes were more

numerous. There are sixteen possible

combinations, although these sixteen

will produce only four colors: chest-

nut-red (RROO, RrOO, RROo,
RrOo), orange (rrOO, rrOo), wine-red

(RRoo, Rroo) and primrose (rroo).

Of the 123 plants produced by this

crossing, seventy-one were chestnut,

nineteen were orange, twenty-five

were wine-red, and eight were prim-

rose-rayed. According to Mendelian
laws, the theoretical expected ratio

would be 9:3:3:1, or—for this num-
ber—sixty-nine chestnut, twenty-three

orange, twenty-three wine-red, and

eight primrose-rayed plants. Thus, the

experiment verified the Cockerells'

hypothesis that the mechanisms of

inheritance of flower color in the sim-

flower follow Mendel's law.

In addition to variations in color of

the rays, the Cockerells were surprised

to find that there were also variations

in color patterns: the rays were some-

times entirely red; sometimes their

tips were yellow or orange. In others,

the red was confined to the middle

of the ray, and presented an effect of

a red ring enclosed by inner and

outer rings of orange. These patterns

were found to be inherited indepen-

dently of the color, but became evi-

dent only when the dark pigments

were present.

Many variations in form also ap-

peared during the Cockerells' experi-

ments. For example, the ends of the

rays were twisted tortuously in some

plants. In others, normal disc flowers

did not develop, but were replaced

Dr. McCormick, who is in charge of

vegetation studies at The American
Museum, often contributes articles

on the Plant Kingdom to these pages.

by ray flowers (such flower heads are

termed "double-flowered"). Some
heads had two or three rows of ray

flowers: others had the rays deeply

cleft at their ends. Another variation

was the "collarette," in which a nar-

row, curled lobe was developed from

the base of each ray flower.

THESE many variations created a

widespread horticultural interest

in the sunflowers developed from

Mrs. CockerelFs original discovery.

An English firm, Sutton and Sons,

marketed seeds to all parts of the

world. But the plant had a significant

weakness that hampered its horticul-

tural success. An annual, it lives only

a single season. No roots, bulbs,

tubers, or cuttings can be used to

propagate choice varieties and pre-

serve their characteristics. Since it is

propagated only by seed, any variety

of the sunflower can be kept constant

only if it is homozygous, or "pure-

bred." It is economically impossible

to maintain the great number of pure

strains that might represent all the

possible sunflower varieties. In addi-

tion, the anthocyanin-induced, red col-

ors tend to fade in hot weather and

may be affected by soil conditions.

The Cockerells' adventure in plant

breeding is but a sample of the fas-

cinating possibilities open to anyone

with a few square yards of garden

ground and a desire to follow the

pathways of experimentation.

The picture of the first red sun-

flower (p. 420) was drawn by one

of Dr. CockerelFs students in 1910.

The other illustrations are the work

of the noted botanical artist Anne

Ophelia Todd. Opposite are some of

the varieties derived from the Cock-

erelFs painstaking excursion into

applied genetics.

Ever-present patterns, never visible

in ordinary sunflowers, appeared when
red settled in the rays. Some of these

varieties are shown in color at right.
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Aiiu-iutii! Lt i;i(>n spunsnred Sea Scouts at Perry Victory Monument, Put-In-Bay, Ohio

Lake Erie-where history was written on an old envelope...

On September 10, 1813, fiery, hard-driving Oliver Perry sailed out of

Put-In-Bay on Lake Erie and into tlie pages of history.

In a bloody three-hour engagement with the British fleet the 28-year-old
Commodore won a victory that set a young nation on fire and quenched forever

an old nation's dream of conquest in the New World.

And then this man who hated to write, took an old envelope and wrote the

words that have a hallowed place in the story of America: We have met
the enemy and they are ours.

When you vacation in the historic Ohio countryside, with its Indian mounds
and natural caves, it'll do your legs good to climb the 352 foot monument
built to honor Perry. And it'll do your heart good to read the inscription

dedicating it — not to war, or victory, or conquest — but to international peace.

From it, you can see part of a 3,800 mile border that has been at peace since

Perry's time. Perhaps this is Perry's true glory — a shining example to the

world that through friendship and understanding, peace between nations can
be more than a dream.

k * *
FREE TOUR INFORMATION If you would like to visit Perry's Victory and International
Peace Memorial, or drive anywliere in the U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write: Tour
Bureau, Sinclair Oil Building, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y-
also ask for our colorful National Parks map.

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES

SINCLAIR SALUTES

THE AMERICAN LEGION

With nearly 3 million members, the

Legion has long been a zealous

guardian of America's heritage. In

this its 40th anniversary year the

Legion continues to be a vital force

in the making of our country's his-

tory, dedicated to the perpetuation

of freedom and justice and the prer

ervation of peace among nations

Sinclair
A Great Name in Oil

^ST CENTL JG FOR PROGRESS
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REDUCTION ON ALL

FOR THE SCIENTIST'S BOOKSHELF Up to 60% ="," Lks

5536. LOVE IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Eengt Dan-
"elsen, anthropologist on the Kon-Tiki voyage. A coni-

e, frankly written account of the fainiiy

of the Polynesians, that deals with sex

nairiage customs, sexual freedom and
proiiibilions. altitiule toward nudity, abortion and vir-

ginitv. and the basic concepts of a people to whom the

sexual act is as natural as eating and drinking. Photos.

Pub. at ?-l.iHi. Only 3.25

HI52. MAN AND HIS PHYSICAL WORLD. T.y D. E
Gray. Non-technical, inr r

efforts—from Neolithic tn.

the world's natural rescii;' i;

omy, chemistry. geolog.\ , .
i

i
I::-

.

-

najor contributors: Galilfi, Wuidii, K
the

Pub. Sale 3.20

4563. THE 'THINK CLEARLY!" SERIES. A 10-

voUinie home-study course in logic and clear-thinking
showing huw you can utilize these vital tools in every-

day life, m saftbound books cover scientilic and effi-

cient thinking, keys to vapid learning, etc. Nearly
50n pp. Illiis. The entire set, special 3.00

323. THE



JUST IMPORTED

FROM ITALY!

WORLD'S FIRST
PERSONAL SIZE

DESK ADDING MACHINE!
Amazing Little Machine Witli Spinning

Meclianism Adds Up To 9,999,999, .

Not flat. Test pocket adder-;-not
fadeet—no bewilderinj: instruction* to
oUow. Here for the first time iB a real
desk-type adding machine that works on
the same scientific principle as electric
oQlce computinK machines . . . but with-
out electricity [ It adda up bank state-
ments, sales slips, inventories, expense
accounts, super-market tapes, buagets,
any adding jobs you hare . . . within
seconds of even $200.00 ofQce adding
machines 1 And then, this amazing ma-
chine clears itself with just a flick of
your finger on the clearing bar. Yes I

Instantly all the wheels Inside spin back
to normal—7 zeros flash into the easy-
to-read answer windows—and it ia ready
for the next time saving, money aaving
adding job I

END MENTAL ADDING

—

FOREVER
No more adding figures in your bead
. . . scribbling nunibera on paper . . .

making mistakes that cost you time . . .

and cost you money! Simply press the
numbers down on this wonder-working
little machine. The automatic trip wheel
mechanism never makes a mistake. The
total appears in big, clear, easy to read

the ndowfr IN-
STANTLY and AUTOMATICALLY I

It keeps you within your budget . . .

keeps you from overspending , . . pro-
tects you from the mistakes companies—even banks . , . often make . . . adds
all the figures for your income tax . . .

adds up stock dividends . . . checks ex-
pense accounts . . . plus a thousand
other adding chores . . . and pays for
itself a hundred times over in the money
>ou save.

AN ITALIAN INVENTION
An eminent inventor In Italy discovered
the secret of the fool-proof, non-elec-
tric, spinningwheel adding mechaniam
inside this machine. Ue had been trying
for years to develop a real adding ma-
chine at a price for everyone . . . even
in war-poor Europe. NOT another flat
pocket adder that requires you to read
long instructions before you can begin
to operate it. Instead ... he wanted a
real, desk type adding machine . . . that
anyone could operate, even a child . . .

that would be automatic . . . fool proof
. . . and. above all, within the pocket-
book of everyone I

He found the answer after studying the
Bpinnlng wheels inside electric comput-
ing machines. He came upon a way to
let a person's hand supply the 'power'
to the wheels . . . instead of electricity I

Just imaginel He invented an adding
machine designed so that the gentlest
touch makes the wheels Inside turn I

After one complete turn . . .tthe first

wheel automatically trips the next wheel
. . . just Uke $200.00 electric ma-
chines I Nothing to remember. Nothing
to do but press down the numbers to be
added. Everything else automatic I

When the Italians . . . famoua for
smaller automobiles and smaller motor-
cycles . . . started manufacturing this
revolutionary new smaUer. non-electric
adding macnir
in Rome, V)
WHAT ACCLAIM IT MET WITH I

Everywhere it added the longest columns
of figures within seconds of the speed of
electric machines. Giant companiee gave
it to secretaries . . . officers, saleemen.
Efliciency of entire companies improved.
Mistakes were cut down.
And from individuals came even more
glowing stories. Instantly adding became
a pleasure instead of an aggravating
chore. Households became better man-
aged . . . budgets stuck to . . . bills
checked . . . mountains of figures added
in no time . . . mistakes a tning of the

And when this remarkable adding ma-
chine was imported to this country, the
acclaim was just aa greati For here at
last was what every home . . . every
oflice . . . every store has been waiting
for. The perfect, small, easy to use,
automatic, desk model adding machine
... in beautiful silver tone and blue
finish, with big, ea.sy to read numbers
. . . and at a price so incredibly low
that not a family or store or office can
afford to be without iti

W/ieels and Trip

. Automatically!

tories, budgets, reports . . . eai

FREE TRIAL OFFER
jld you like to try this amazing

new gleaming metal adding machine in
your home, your office or your store en-
tirely without risking a penny?
We want you to actually test it against
automatic, electric adding machines.
Compare it for speed, ease of use and
accuracy. You must agree that it ia al-
most aa fast . . . and just as easy to
use . . . you must agree that it will
save you endless time, trouble, mistakes
and money every week ... or it won't
cost you a penny.
Just push the numbers down. See how
the most gentle pressure of your band
turns the wheels inside. See how it adds
up to 9,099.999 automatically. And
see how just a flick of the clearing bar
on the side makes the numbers inside
the answer window all whirl back to
seven zeros . . . instantly 1

Put this amazing adding machine on
your desk. See how instead of being too
busy to add ... or in too much of a
hurry to be bothered with a complicated
pocket adder . . . from now on you will
check every calculation . . . check all
your bills, statements, estimates, invcn-

mistakes again I

If you are in business, see how this
precision adding machine will aave you
its unbelievable low price a hundred
times over. Give one to every secretary,
every clerk, every person who ever adds.
See bow it cuts out trips to your book-
keeper, saves time, improves the effi-

ciency of your entire company.
You must be convinced that ADDI-
PRESTO is one of the most valuable
ind useful inventions you ever used or
it won't cost you a penny.

TODAY
Yea, it is impossible for you to appre-
ciate the beauty, speed and efficiency of
ADDIPRESTO unUl you actually see it

and use it. Let us send it to you for
one week's completely free trial.

S200.00 office computing machines. But
ADDIPRESTO works from the pressure
of your hand without eleotrlcityl It will
save you its remarkable low cost many
times over. Because you will USE it

. . . over and over . . . day after day.
Don't confuse it with flat, hard to use,
complicated pocket adders.

However, the supply of genuine ADDI-
PRESTO machines is strictly limited.
The factory in Europe cannot meet the
demand. \ou must mail the free trial
coupon below at once. ADDIPRESTO
is not yet sold in stores. Act now and
get yours by mail.

ADDIPRESTO Is ihlpped with

FOR THE FIRST TIME
—Your Own Personal
Desk Model Automatic
Adding Machine!
Now you can keep ADDIPRESTO
on your desk at home or office and
never add anything in your head
again. In SECONDS . . . perform
almost any adding chore. No more
costly misUkes. ADDIPRESTO'b
spinning wheels and computer type
mechanism do the 'figuring' auCo-

..|.,.,...1V,...|...|...|...|V|.,.|. ivivr.-ivr.-iviviv i'

GUARANTEE
This original ADDIPRES-
TO is precision-made from
the finest quality msterials,
and will give you a lifetime
of accurate, effective per-
formance. Unconditionally
Guaranteed against defects
in material or workmanship.

PROVEN IN USE

offices, storee, institutions,
for adding jobs that demana
true speed and accuracy.
Used by giant corporations.
Saves time, saves mental
work, oaves money. A real
adding machine.

MAIL THIS NO-RISK TRIAL COUPON

AGENTS! SALESMEN!
THE BIGGEST MONEY-
MAKER YOU HAVE
EVER KNOWN!
ADDIPRESTO is the Breatmt lold-
mine you ever saw. Simply show
this beautiful, fleamine metal add-
ing maciiine with spinnine wheelB
and automatio trip mechanism . . .

the same type a» j;200,00 electric
nputers. Tnen make this eye open-

can't keep people from buying! It'a
true. 8 out of 8 sale3 Li nothing.
Every home, every oiBce. every .tore

like ADDIPRESTO.

MAIL COUPON NOW.

I
OLIVER GARFIELD CO., INC.,

I
108 E. 16th St., Dept. NH-109

I New York 3, N. Y.

Yes. I want to try ADDIPRESTO. the now Italian Office Tjpe Adding Slachinc.
I will use the machine for one week without ri.sk to me. It must be everything
you say it is or 1 may return it and you will refund my money at once, no
Questions asked, and I will have used tlie machine entirely free.

D I enclose $14.95 (check or money order) as payment in fulL This w.iy I

save over 51.00 in postage and handling charges. Same guarantee . . . same
"day FREE trial.

j NAME.

I

AODRE

CITY ZONE .

2 Machines ooly tl3.0S each,

nly $12.95 each.
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On page 434 begins a description of

experiments conducted by Dr. Max Renner

and his associates al the Zoologisches In-

stitut in Munich. Germany, on "time sense"

in bees. Among the tools the scientists

used in their study were the bees, a hive,

a feeding station, a series of pigments,

and a brusli. Some of this curious equip-

ment is symbolized in the cover picture,

especially photographed by Lee Bollin.

At the right is a flower-decorated box

with a practical purpose. The center of

the flower is a hole; beneath it was placed

a dish of sugar water from which the bees

fed. The pigments sliown below were

mixed with shellac, and tiny dots of color

were painted on the backs of the bees w iih

a fine brush. This color.dot code enabled

Dr. Renner and his observers to identify

individual bees as they came to feed.

The American Musenin is open lo the Pnhlic every day in the year wilhout cliarge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possililc.



Introducing the YoiiJig Adidts' Division, a program of imiqiie firsthand,

experiences in science for gifted young people, aged 12-16
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your child
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Free
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either of these

valuable science materials

MICROSCOPE KIT

This imported micro-
scope, available nowhere
else, is accompanied by
a lucid, highly illus-

trated, 32-page manual
on Yotiy Microscope
and How to Use It Ten
other essential accessor-
ies include eyepieces
for total magnification
range of 25-300x, elec-

tric illuminator, 12 pre-

pared and 25 blank
slides. Sturdy wooden
case. Ages 12-16.

RETAIL PRICE $19.95

BRAINIAC K-30 KIT
The basic principles of

computers and automa-
tion are demonstrated
by this exclusive new
version of the famous
"electric brain" con-
struction kit—with illus-

trated 64-page manual.
Solves problems in rea-

soning, logic, mathemat-
ics, scientific puzzles.
Easily assembled without
solder, batterv-powered.
Ages 12-16.
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scientists and educators enrolled in The Library of
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Reviews
IN 1822, Gideon Mantell. a physician

and amateur paleontologist who is

famed as the discoverer of the first

English dinosaur, published a sizable

volume on the geology and fossils of

the South Downs in Sussex. Tlie fossils.

including a variety of invertebrates and

fishes, were mostly collected by Mantell

himself in the chalk cliffs—of Cretaceous

age—along the Channel. They were il-

lustrated in quaint wash drawings, pre-

pared by Mrs. Mantell. One of the

fishes described and figured in this

work he named Amia lewesiensis.

Although Mantell had no way of

knowing it. he thereby—and acciden-

tally—provided the first published re-

port of a coelacanth. Amia is not a

coelacanth, but a rather primitive, ray-

finned fish (commonly called the bow-

fin), which is to be found living today

only in the fresh waters of central and

eastern North America. Fossil remains

of the bowfin occur in Tertiary de-

posits in this country and also in

Europe, and Mantell based the identi-

fication of his specimen on a fossil

Amia described by Cuvier from France.

Since few fossil fishes had been de-

scribed by 1822, and their affinities were

poorly understood, MantelFs mistaken

identification is easy to understand.

The ne.xt important step in the his-

tory of the coelacanths was taken by

the father of paleoichthyology, Louis

Agassiz. In the second volume of his

famous Recherches sur les poissons

jossiles, published in 1843, Agassiz

set up a new family of fishes, includ-

A STUDY OF LATIMERIA CHALUMNAE
Reviewed by Bobb Schaeffer

ing forms in which the neural arches

and spines appear to be hollow in the

fossil state. The name he gave this

family was Coelacanthidae, meaning

"hollow spine." Therein, Agassiz placed

several genuine coelacanths—as well as

some quite unrelated fishes. In the

process, Mantell's Amia lewesiensis was

renamed Macropoma mantelli (after

its discoverer)

.

Paleontologists continued to have a

rather vague and indefinite understand-

ing of the coelacanths until the group

was studied by Thomas Henry Huxley,

one generation later. In 1861 and again

in 1866. Huxley provided the first

really scientific definition of the group.

But it was an American paleontologist,

Edward Drinker Cope, who, in 1871,

provided the basis for the proper classi-

fication of the coelacanths. Cope pro-

posed a threefold division of the higher

bony fishes, partly on the basis of fin

structure. He called these divisions the

Actinopterygii. Crossopterygii. and
Dipnoi, which, in the vernacular, are

the ray-finned fishes, the lobe-finned

fishes, and the lungfishes. The ray-

finned fishes have a much reduced, in-

ternal skeleton in the paired fins, and

the muscles moving the rays are re-

stricted to the fin base. The lobe-finned

fishes and the lungfishes have a some-

what different segmented internal skele-

ton that extends into the paired fins

from which the rays radiate. The fin

musculature, attached to this skeleton,

forms a fleshy, scale-covered lobe on

the proximal part of these fins.

Dr. Schaeffer is The American
Museum's Curator of Fossil Fishes.

THE coelacanths, both fossil and re-

cent, are obviously lobe-finned fishes.

Indeed, along with one other kind of

lobe-finned fishes, called the rhipidis-

tians, they are the only groups in the

category Crossopterygii. These techni-

calities are being reviewed here for good
reason: since the discovery of the first

living coelacanth, Latimeria, in 1938,

many people—including some science

reporters—have been under the impres-

sion that the coelacanths gave rise to

the first vertebrates with true legs—the

amphibians. Paleontologists have known
for nearly fifty years that it is the

rhipidistians—and not the coelacanths—

that hold the distinction of being the

ancestors of all four-legged vertebrates.

When the higher bony fishes evolved

from their bony, jawed forerunners, the

placoderms—probably about 350 mil-

lion years ago—they soon separated into

two of the groups we have defined:

ray-fins and lobe-fins. The lobe-fins,

with their very characteristic skull

and fin structure, were in turn sub-

divided into the rhipidistians and the

coelacanths, at least by the middle of

the Devonian Period, about 300 million

years ago. Whether the coelacanths

arose from primitive rhipidistians, or

both evolved from some common an-

cestor, is not known. At any rate, the

brain case of a Devonian coelacanth is

Reconstructed skeleton of fossil coelacanth of Triassic date.
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almost identical with that of a rhipi-

distian, demonstrating close kinship.

FOR the specialist and the amateur

paleontologist alike, the coelacanth

skeleton has distinctive features that

make it rather easy to recognize—even

as a fragmentary fossil. The skull

usually has a sort of "Roman nose"

profile. The skull roof is divided into

front and rear parts by a wide suture.

An important tooth-bearing bone of the

upper jaw (called the maxilla), which

is present in the rhipidistians and all

higher vertebrates, is absent in the

coelacanths. The gill region is covered

by a large, nearly triangular, opercular

bone. There is never any ossification

in the region of the notochord. and

since the notochord readily decays, it

is represented in the fossils by a space

between the bony neural arches above

and the haemal arches below. The
posterior dorsal fin and the anal fin

are lobed like the paired fins. Only

the triangular anterior dorsal fin has

no bones or cartilages extending into

it to form an internal skeleton. The
pectoral and pelvic girdles and the

other fin supports have vei'y ciiarac-

teristic shapes.

The most obvious coelacanth hall-

mark is the tail. At the end of the

notochord. which extends beyond the

nearly identical upper and lower tail

lobes, there is always a fanlike tuft of

short rays. This particular tail pattern

occurs in no other group of fishes, liv-

ing or fossil. Even the scales of a

coelacanth have a distinctive structure.

These characters are common to all

coelacanths. and they have not changed

in 300 million years. Their tendency

to remain static during this almost

incomprehensible span of time is their

most remarkable feature. Before con-

sidering the meaning of this phenom-

enon, let us briefly review certain

aspects of this lengthy history.

THE first coelacanths. from late De-

vonian deposits, were typical in all

respects except for a rhipidistian-like

brain case. By Carboniferous time, there

was a marked reduction in the ossifi-

cation of the brain case. The rest of

the story is mainly one of minor change

in the skull and the fins. Most coela-

canths were either predators (as is

Latimeria) or possibly plankton feed-

ers, but some Triassic forms developed

crushing dentitions. The known fossil

genera, about twenty-eight in all, are

widely distributed. The pre-Jurassic

forms lived in a variety of environments,

including fresh-water swamps and
lakes as well as the sea. From the

Jurassic to the present, these fish ap-

parently were exclusively marine. Speci-

mens have been found on all the con-

tinents except Antarctica. The Lower

Triassic of Spitzbergen has yielded a

number of genera, some of which also

occur in rocks of the same age in east

Greenland and Madagascar. One Tri-

assic form from Greenland, with the

pelvic fins situated forward under the

pectoral fins as in the perch, has

counterparts in the Triassic of Mada-
gascar and Idaho. The coelacanths were

thus world-wide throughout much of

their history, and the record suggests

that they were most diversified during

the Triassic Period.

No fossil coelacanths have ever been

discovered in Tertiary rocks, and paleon-

tologists hmg assumed that they be-

came extinct at the end of the

Cretaceous Period. The capture of a

living representative in 1938 raised

scientific eyebrows all over tlie world.

Where were the coelacanths during the

Age of Mammals? A probable explana-

tion is that tiiey were restricted to tiie

permanent ocean basins when the great

epicontinental seas withdrew at the

close of the Cretaceous. Organisms

preserved as fossils in the sediments of

the continental shelves or in the bottom

sediments of the ocean basins are only

occasionally recovered by dredging.

The chances of obtaining Tertiary coela-

canth remains in this way are remote.

To complicate the problem still more,

some time after the Cretaceous—we
have no idea when or why—the last

representatives of this ancient group

apparently were confined to the area

around the Comoro Islands, northeast

of Madagascar. Since the first speci-

men of Latimeria was captured near

the tip of South Africa, it may be sur-

mised that these fishes occasionally

move southward along the East African

Coast. There is as yet no evidence that

tliey are distributed more widely in

the Indian Ocean or that they occur in

any other part of tiie world.

THE term "living fossil" has be-

come a trite way of saying that

organisms like Latimeria. the lung-

fishes, the tuatara. and the opossum

have been around for a long time with

very little change. Probably all. or

nearly all. of the land animals in this

category are well known (there may
be a few undiscovered examples among
the insects). The discovery of Lati-

meria demonstrates that there are still

possibilities in the sea. Within the last

few years, a mollusk {\eopilina) be-

longing to a group previously regarded

as extinct for about 280 million years

was dredged up from the depths of

For comparison: skeleton of Lalimerin, from Millol .mil .\ntliony.
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Fos.siL RECORD shows both coelacanth and
dipnoan genera to have existed from the

the Pacific (Natural History, March,

1958) and a crustacean {Hutchinson-

iella macracantha) discovered in the

shallow waters of Long Island Sound

(Natural History, February, 1959).

Why have a few kinds of plants and

animals persisted relatively unchanged

for millions of years? For some, like

the lungfishes and Neopilina, the ex-

planation is probably that they became

well adapted to a particular way of

life or to a particular ecologic niche

that has also remained unchanged for

many millions of years. The lungfishes

have been fresh-water bottom feeders

since the Devonian, and Neopilina^s

ancestors apparently found a constant

environment in the depths of the ocean.

Devonian (Paleozoic) to the present. No
coelacanth fossils are known in Tertiary.

During the Cretaceous, lungfishes ex-

isted all over the world: they are now
restricted to three areas where there is

presumably little or no competition

with other types of fishes having simi-

lar habits. This inability to meet com-

petition is probably why most relic

organisms have restricted distributions.

For millions of years, however, the

coelacanths—unlike the lungfishes—in-

habited a wide range of fresh-water

and marine environments. The physiol-

ogy and feeding habits of these fishes

must have varied considerably, although,

aside from minor specializations, these

differences are not reflected in the

skeleton. In general, the feeding mech-

anism in fishes is highly adaptive.



Body form and mode of locomotion are

related to the feeding habits and are

modified accordingly. The great diver-

sity in the structure of the teleost—the

most advanced ray-finned fishes—skele-

tons is clear evidence of this adaptability.

A good explanation for the extreme

conservatism of the coelacanth skele-

ton, in contrast with the teleost. is not

easy to provide. One possibility is that

this skeleton and its associated muscula-

ture (or. to put it another way. the

basic feeding and locomotor mechan-

isms ) have always been plastic and

generalized enough to meet without

major changes the requirements of any

environment that the coelacanths suc-

cessjuUy invaded. The common opos-

sum is a good contemporary example

of a highly successful and widely dis-

persed animal that has remained essen-

tially unchanged since the Cretaceous.

Perhaps the coelacanths were unable

to meet the competition of the ubiqui-

tous teleosts. which had their great

expansion during the same period.

This could account for the near extinc-

tion of the coelacanths and for the re-

stricted occurrence of Latimeria at the

present time.

THE capture of the first two speci-

mens of Latimeria will always be an

exciting chapter in the annals of nat-

ural history. Professor J. L. B. Smith's

ten-year search for the habitat of this

most elusive creature is vividly de-

scribed in his book Search Beneath

the Sea. With the quest finally concen-

trated around the Comoro Islands.

Professor ,1. Millot. Director of the Re-

search Institute in Madagascar, ob-

tained ten more adult specimens,

including three females. These have

been tiie subjects of an extensive and

detailed anatomical investigation at the

Laboratory of Comparative Anatomy of

the Paris Natural History Museum by

Professor .1. Millot and Dr. J. Antliony.

In 1954, Millot published an album of

magnificent photographs of the ex-

ternal features of Latimeria. entitled

Le Troisieme Coelacaiithe. This volume

also includes remarks about the his-

tory of the captures, the habitat and

diet, and the external morphology.

The skeleton and musculature of

Latimeria have now been described in

a sumi)tuous volume i)y Millot and

Anthony. Anatoinie de Latimeria

Chalitmnae. Timie I (Editions du Cen-

tre National de la Recherche Scien-

tifique. Paris), first of a series in

jireparalion on the anatomy of Lati-

meria. Now. for tlie first time, it is

])ossible to make a detailed comparison

of the skeh-lon of Latimeria with ihf

fossil coelacanths. Tiie close reseni-

blance of the individual bones with

their ancient counterparts is striking.

The description and figures of the
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MID-ECLIPSE
BEGINS
AFTER SUNRISE

Solar eclipse may be seen in pnrlial phase over wide area

of eastern U.S., as shown on map, above. Throughout zone at

left, from the Great Lakes to Long Island, the moon will be

passing from the sun's face at sunrise. In the zone to the

right, sun's maximum obscuration will occur at or following

sunrise. Dark band, to north, is the path of total eclipse.

OCTOBER ECLIPSE
At sunrise on October 2, the eastern United States will witness

a solar eclipse: herewith, some advice on how to view the event

By Thomas D. Nicholson

SHORTLY BEFORE THE AUTUMN SUNRISE takes

place along the eastern portion of the United States

on October 2, 1959, a total eclipse of the sun will have

begun. The shadow of the moon, as it begins to pass

between the earth and the sun, will first touch the earth's

surface at a point in the Atlantic Ocean about 800 miles

east of Cape Hatteras. There, sunrise will just be taking

place: the rising sun will proceed westward, toward the

east coast, at the rate of 15 degrees of longitude per

hour. By sunrise along the east coast, the October

eclipse will be well under way. The eclipse will have

ended before the hour of sunrise at Chicago and other

places more westerly in longitude. Nonetheless, the event

should provide some interesting observations in most of

our eastern states (see map, at left, above). And those

fortunate enough to live or to be visiting in parts of

Massachusetts and New Hampshire may see the cream

of the event—the sun in total eclipse.

IT
has been more than five years since a solar eclipse

was visible in any part of the United States. The latest

one occurred on June 30, 1954, when a total eclipse

began in the north central U.S., pjissed over part of

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, and then pro-

ceeded over the Great Lakes, eastern Canada, and out

into the Atlantic Ocean. Like this October's eclipse, only

a small part of the 1954 zone of totality, just after sun-

rise, fell within the LInited States. This year, the zone

of totality in the United States will be even smaller: an

area about 65 x 35 miles (see map, at right, above)

.
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artist, the photographer, or the lover of natural beauty-

can be far more attractive than the high, long eclipse

more desirable to the astronomer.

THE maps on pp. 430-31 show the areas in the United

States where the eclipse can be observed. It will be

\isible in some degree in the entire shaded portion of

the eastern United States, and in totality in the area of

New England shown on the detailed map. Along a north-

south line running nearly along meridian 72° W., the sun

will rise at almost exactly the moment of mid-eclipse:

the greatest extent to which the sun will be covered by

the moon will occur at that time. To the west of this

line, the sun will not rise until after mid-eclipse; it will

already be emerging from behind the moon as sunrise

occurs. To the east of this line, while the eclipse will

already be in progress at sunrise, mid-eclipse, the moment
of greatest obscuration, will occur after the sun has

risen above the horizon.

Both the extent of the sun's obscuration and the length

of time the eclipse will last vary from place to place

within the area. New York City is just west of the line

where mid-eclipse occurs at sunrise. For New York, and

its surroundings, therefore, the eclipse will have begun

over an hour before sunrise. Nevertheless, the rising sun

at New York will appear almost completely covered by

the moon, except for a slim crescent of brightness, and

it will be about an hour before the sun emerges fully

from behind the moon. In general, cities south of New
York will see less of the sun covered by the moon as it

rises, and the duration of the event after sunrise will be

slightly less. West of New York, where the sun is rising

later and the eclipse will have progressed further, both

the portion of the sun covered and the duration of the

S ',;-''.V^^^^H



Mr. Nicholson, staff member ol The Ahierican Museum—
Hayden Planetarium, is a regular contributor to Natural
History on astronomical subjects. Last June, he wrote an
account of the celestial influences that affect the tides.

such film should be placed together at first to test effec-

tiveness: they can be discarded one by one until a com-

fortable and safe filter is obtained. Again, it is wise to

do this the day before the event, to be sure your filter is

adequate: if it is satisfactory with the naked sun, it will

also be satisfactory during the eclipse.

The filter should be put aside during totality, of course.

When the sun is completely covered by the moon, only

the faint light of the corona — the sun's thin, outer

atmosphere — is visible to the naked eye. If conditions

are favorable, the observer may also be able to see the

red-colored prominences that occur at the edge of the

sun, quite close to the dark, obscuring disk of the moon.

Use of a telescope enhances this spectacle considerably,

allowing the observer to trace delicate detail in the sun's

corona and to see more clearly any prominences that

may lie along the edge of the sun. Even binoculars will

increase the observer's opportunities. But such optical

aids must be used with extreme caution. Under no cir-

cumstances should telescope or binoculars — or even opera

glasses — be used to watch the partial phases of the

eclipse, unless adequate protection is provided by the

application of pretested filters.

Many observers will, of course, wish to photograph the

eclipse. A few general guides may be useful. For one.

the camera lens — like the eye — must be filtered to obtain

a clear image of the partially eclipsed sun. There is too

much light from any portion of the sun for film as well

as for eyes. Neutral density filters, such as Kodak Wrat-

ten, with densities of 3.0 to 5.0, are effective. Again, it

is well to make test photographs of the unobscured sun

on an earlier day — trying various exposures with filter,

film, and camera — to achieve the desired results. But

again remember that, during totality, no filter is needed
and none should be used.

To capture the image of the fully eclipsed sun. the lens

should be wide open. Various exposure times will give

various results. In general, the longer the exposure time,

the greater will be the extent of the corona ca|)tured by

the film. Short exposures will show only the bright, inner

corona; long ones will show the fainter streamers, farther

out from the sun's edge. For exposures longer than 1 23

s., tripod or other mounting is mandatory. /\nd. since ihr

sun is in motion, exposures longer than one second slioiild

be avoided unless the camera mount is guided.

During totality, there is insufficient light to obtain a

photographic image of the foreground along with the

obscured sun. The best opportunities for honest pictures

combining landscape and the sun come during the minute
before totality begins and the minute after it ends. Wide-
open exposures at these times should catch the landsca|)e

and a reasonabK good image of the sun as well.

With a normal lens, the size of the sun's image on the

film will be disappointingly small. Generallv speaking,

the image will be only 1, 100 of the focal length. Thus
n 5-inch lens will produce a sun about 0.05 inches in

tlianieter on the film. If this image is sharp, of course.

it can be enlarged considerablv . But lenses of good qual-

ity, with greater focal length, are preferable for pictures

aiming to show the structure of the corona when the

eclipse is at its total phase.

One intriguing project for the ambitious ph(jtographer

is to make a sequence record of the progress of the

eclipse. This can be done, whether the observer is in the

zone of totalitv or only in an area of partial eclipse, by

exposing a single film at periodic intervals throughout

the time of the eclijjse. The camera must be sighted ex-

actl\ toward the position of sunrise, and mounted firmly.

The lens — appropriate!) filtered — should then be opened

briefly every five minutes from sunrise until the eclipse

has ended. But no filter should be used at totality. Again,

such a sequence should be tested before the event on the

naked sun so that both camera position and exposure

times will be known on eclipse day.

One other precaution, especially important for a sun-

rise eclipse. Be sure to set the alarm clock correctly, and

answ er its call promptly ! More than one eager w ould-be

observer has slept through the event for which he planned

so carefully. Many events can be postponed but not an

eclipse. The sun and the moon move on.

BRIEF though the October eclipse will be. it is our last

opportunity within the I niled States to observe any

solar eclipse at all before 1963. And even this date is an

accident of history. A few months ago, "before 1963"

would have read "'before 1970." the year in which a total

eclipse of the sun will pass through central Florida. But

with the addition of fMaska. as our 49th state. July 20,

1963. becomes our next solar eclipse date. On that day. a

total eclipse of the sun will pass right through the center

of the largest — and next to nevvest — of the L nited States.

^'lF:^Vl^c the eci.H'SE requires eye protection. Sun glasses,

above, are inadequate: sheets of exposed film are superior.
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THE CLOCK

OF THE BEES
The time sense of these insects

proves to be internally controlled

By Max Renner

NOWADAYS, if we resolve to do something at a certain

time, we seldom rely on our time sense. One glance at

a clock or watch suffices to tell us how many hours of the

current day have already become part of the past. Or, if

we know the compass and something about astronomy, we
can orient ourselves in time without a watch by looking at

the sun by day or the moon by night. Assume we know that

the sun stands in the east at 6 a.m., in the south at noon, and

in the west at 6 P.M. Then, when we see the sun in the

southeast, we know the time must be about 9 A.M., or about

.5 P.M. if the sun's position is west-southwest.

If we want to wake up during the night at a predetermined

hour, without the help of an alarm clock, it is more diffi-

cult. Many people cannot do this with any reliability. But

the number of those who can do so with precision is not

so small as one might assume. Before going to bed, these

people simply resolve to wake at a certain hour. Seldom
does their "internal clock"' deceive them by more than a

quarter of an hour. Today, few persons depend upon this

mysterious ability, since alarm clocks are common. But

until late in the past century many farmers, hunters, and
fishermen depended upon such internal clocks.

It has been known for a long time that not all men are

equally endowed with this ability to wake up at a predeter-

mined time. It has also been known that a certain concen-

tration of mind is required if the determination to waken
is to be successful. The various methods developed by
different peoples indicate the extent to which mankind has

been occupied with this problem. Take a few examples from
Germany. In the Spreewald. a man would grasp his big toe

after going to bed, concentrate on the predetermined hour,

and repeat to himself: "I want to wake up at [such and such

an hour]." In the Rhineland and Westphalia, he who
wanted to awake at four o'clock stamped four times under
the bedstead. The farmer in central Germany knocked the

number of the hour against the wall of his bedroom: the

Bavarian farmer rapped it out against his bed-post.

Naturalists know that animals divide their days, too.

In their habits they are, of course, bound to the changes

of night and day. During daylight, the "day animals," such

Dr. RliNNER, a studenl of llie eininenl Karl von Frisdi, is

on the staff of the Zoologisches Institul in Munich, where
his research centers on the hehavior and hiology of bees.
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as our songbirds, are active, while during the hours of

darkness the "night animals. " such as owls and many
rodents, go about their business. When the one group is

active, the other rests. Yet. it is a mistake to attribute this

rhythmic behavior exclusively to the rhythm of day and

night; that is, the presence or absence of light. Such

animals will also maintain their characteristic rhythm under

continuous artificial light or in continuous darkness.

How is this possible? Does the animal orient itself in

time through external influences that are perceivable even

in illuminated or darkened rooms? Or does the animal pos-

sess something like man's internal clock? In what follows,

we will not attempt a broad discussion of this intriguing

problem, for this would demand a recitation of all that we
know about diurnal rhythms and orientation in time of

many different animals. Instead, we shall limit our exami-

nation to the behavior in the honeybee that is especially



relaled to our problem. The bees ability to orient itself in

time has been thoroughly investigated because it was the

observation of its behavior that first gave rise to an exact

examination of this whole problem.

SOME fifty years ago. the Swiss physician and scientist

August Forel observed that the bees that frequented his

porch every morning, to nibble from the sweets on his

breakfast table, would appear at the usual time looking for

the coveted food, even when there was none. Forel con-

cluded that the alluring effect of the smell of the sweel.s ( or

an\ other stimulus emanating from them) could not have

been the cause for the timely visit of the bees. Some simple

experiments confiiined his conjecture. "The bees remem-

bered." Forel concluded, "the hours at which they had

usually found sweets. . . . They have a memory for time."

A few years later, another scientist. \(in Bullel-Iveepcn.

Bees in traimm; arc IV<I. dhoti

Food is abseni in lest, below, h

M >;iini' niiur>

bees return on dule.
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called this remarkable ability "time sense." He observed

that the fragrant, richly colored buckwheat fields were

only frequented by bees until about 10 o'clock in the morn-

ing — the same hours during which the buckwheat flowers

secrete nectar. Even though smell and color were the same

in the afternoon, no bees ivere then to be seen. Yet. at an

early hour the next day, hundreds of thousands of these

industrious insects turned up again to collect the buckwheat

nectar for as long as the sources flowed.

Evidentlv. the bees had quickly learned that the buck-

wheat flo^vers secrete nectar only at certain hours. There-

fore, they did not start out on what would have been vain

flights during the nectaries? hours. Only the assumption

that the bees possessed a time sense could, in Buttel-

Reepen's opinion, explain this highly practical behavior.

TOD.4Y we know that the conclusions of both scientists

were correct, although their evidence was not compel-

ling. The work of the zoologist Karl von Frisch has

familiarized us with the "language" of the bees. He has

shown that worker bees, having found a rich source of

nectar, can by means of their dances induce many of their

hive-fellows to join them in a collective flight to the source.

If only a few scouts, which could well escape the eve of

even the most careful observer, had reconnoitered Buttel-

Reepen's buckwheat fields from time to time during the

nectarless hours, for example, they could have alerted their

hive-mates quickly as soon as the nectar flowed again.

Forel's experimental arrangement, to be sure, excluded

such a possibility. He could overlook his porch: if even a

few bees had come there except at breakfast time, they

would have been noticed. There is. however, an explana-

tion other than time sense for their punctuality. It is pos-

sible that Forel's bees connected the position of the sun —
or some other phenomenon of the daytime hours — with the

experience of a rich food source, and thus oriented them-

selves in time. In other words, they would have flown to

Forel's porch when the sun's position was the same as at

breakfast time the preceding day. Such behavior would not

demonstrate a true time sense. Rather, it would prove the

bees' ability to connect — for the purpose of their orienta-

tion in time — certain experiences with events recurring

periodically each day. We could speak of a true time sense

only if their orientation in time would function after all

such possible factors of daily rhythm had been excluded.

Single bee colony lived in a special room for five years.

To control local environment, neon ceiling lights, covered

WHETHER bees have such an internal time sense (that

is, an "internal clock"
)

, or whether they find out

about time by events recurring periodically each day (that

is, by an "external clock" I , has occupied a number of

research workers since 1929. In that year. Ingeborg Beling,

a student of von Frisch. subjected the ability of bees to

orient themselves in time to an exact analysis.

For a proper understanding of what follows, it is neces-

sary to acquaint the reader with the method worked out by

Miss Beling, a method that has been adopted by all later

researchers. Twenty to thirty nectar-collecting bees, num-

bered individually by dots of color, are fed sugar water

at an artificial feeding place for several days — each day

from about 10 A.M. to noon. For the rest of each day, the

bowl containing sugar water is empty. Bees looking for

food before 10 a.m. or after noon return unsuccessful to

their hive. After six or eight such "training" days, the

feeding station, while otherwise unchanged, is left empty

all day long. On this "test" day, an observer, sitting next

to the station, notes both the time of visit and the identity

of each bee that comes to the bowl.

It is surprising to see how exactly the bees have learned

the training hours — not only the start of the feeding period

but also, and even more exactly, its end. Almost precisely

at the appointed time, they appear at the feeding station

to search persistently and intensively for the coveted sugar

water. On a test day, the observer might judge by their

behavior that the bees cannot "believe'" that the table has

not been laid for them as usual. Over and over again, they

come flying, run round searchingly. stretch out their pro-

boscises into the bowl to reassure themselves that there

is really nothing sweet in it. The most industrious ones

among them extend their searches after a while to the wider

environment and lick all glittering objects — such as the

watch and the pencil case of the observer — and some espe-

cially audacious ones wiU even poke their proboscises into
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l)y transparent paper, were kept constantly lit, temperature

was maintained thermostatically. Hive is at rear, feeding

station at lower right, pollen tub on the left wall. Drawings

on walls and hive entrance aided hees' orientation in room.

the wrinkles of the note-taking observer's bent hand. When
the usual time of feeding conies lo an end. the bees" visits

become rarer: hardl\ lialf an hour later, the feeding station

is deserted and quiet.

At the beginning of the training period, the bees are

less punctual. Frequently they arrive a little beforehajid

— a behavior that has yet to be cleared up. In its effect,

however, this behavior appears to be expedient, for "early

bird" collectors can start to work quickly and in full

strength as soon as the source of food begins to (low.

THE next step in these studies was to eliminate tiie

effect of those environmental phenomena that recur

periodically during the da\ — for example, the position

of the sun or temperature variations — that might function

as time indicators. To accomplish this, a bee colony was

placed for its training period in a speciallv de\ ised room.

This experimental room « as kept at a constant tem[)eralure.

and its illumination was constant both day and night.

A man would ver\ soon lose anv orientation in time

under such circumstances: the bees, however, appeared

punctually at the feeding place. They were not reading llie

time from the position of the sun or the brightness of the

dav. As subsequent studies established, neither the elec-

trical conductivity of the air nor cosmic radiation (which

both show- a daily rhythm I served them as an external

clock. In the gallerv of a salt mine, some six hundred feet

below^ the surface of the earth, where neither of these

factors is effecti\e. training was successful. Thus, it ap-

pears that the clock of the bees works independently of

periodically recurring influences of the day.

There is. however, one problem. Can we be sure that all

external factors, which might function as time indicators,

have been eliminated in these "bee room" tests? Before

attempting an answer to this question, we should acquaint

the reader with the results of some other experiments.
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them drugs to accelerate their metabolism — have had no

success. Yet, the experiments with cold proved the depend-

ence of the bees' time orientation upon organic factors.

To believe that this finding is conclusive proof of the

existence of an internal clock, however, is to forget that

the cold could have done no more than paralyze the bees'

ability to perceive an external time indicator. Indeed, until

recently, the possibility could not be excluded that some

external factors not yet taken into account — such as the

gravitational force of the sun and the moon, recurring

periodically each day, or even some factor completely

unknown to us — play a role in the bees' time orientation.

The problem seemed insoluble. How could factors that

were unknown be positively eliminated?

Still, there was a solution. It was pointed out by von

Frisch as early as 1937. His considerations were the fol-

lowing: all environmental phenomena that show a daily

rhythm derive their periodicity, directly or indirectly, from

the rotation of the earth. These phenomena, including the

elevation of the sun, occur at places of different longitude

on the earth at different times, corresponding to the local

time zones of each area.

This being known, the following exjjeriment would pro-

vide a definite answer to the question concerning the nature

of the time sense in bees: they would be trained in one local

time zone for a period and then tested in another local

time zone. If environmental phenomena are decisive, they

would come to the test dish either before or after the

twenty-four-hour period — that is, twenty-four hours minus

or plus the difference in time between the two local zones.

If, on the other hand, their time sense does not depend

upon external factors but is governed by an internal clock,

which maintains its twenty-four-hour rhythm, they would

come to feed as usual — exactly twenty-four hours after

their last training. The following description of such a

relocation experiment, conducted in the summer of 1955,

illustrates these theoretical considerations.

IN
this age of air travel, it is possible to transport a bee

colony a great distance in a short time. Because of their

favorable air connection. Paris and New York were selected

as the two local areas: the bees could be trained in a bee

room on one side of the Atlantic and tested on the other.

The difference in time between New York and Paris is

large enough to make for an indisputable result. Two
identical — and portable — experimental rooms, were built

in Munich and one sent to Paris and the other to New York.

Forty bees were trained in the Paris bee room under con-

ditions of constant illumination for the period of 8:15 to

10:15 P.M.. French Summer Time. After a last training,

the hive was packed into a box and flown to New York on

June 13/14. Not quite twenty hours later, the hive was

set up in an identical New York bee room.

The observer sat expectantly next to the feeding table.

When would the bees come to the bowl? TuentN -four hours

after their last training I which would be between 3:15 and

5:15 P.M.. Eastern Daylight Timel. or at the local New
York time corresponding environmentally to the time of

training in Paris — between 8:15 and 10:15 p.m.. I'lyi':

that is 24 + 5 = 29 hours after their last training? Would
they come at all, or had the long air journey from one con-

tinent to the other disturbed them so much that their

memory for time and locations had suffered?

Tlie bees did not take long to answer these questions,

Identical bee rooms were built in Munich. One was sent

to Paris, where bees were trained, the other to New York.

Interior of room, with side wall removed, shows beehive on

small table, right, and training area near observer, leji.

Trai.ned liEES were flown to identiral New York room, and

began feeding twenty-four hours after last Paris training.
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and they answered in the clearest possible ^\'a)% At 3:15

P.M., EDT, the first bees came out of the hive and started

flying about the room, as if their location had never

changed. And the ensuing visits to the feeding place were

so numerous and thorough that it was difficult for the

observer to note down each visitor correctly.

The result of this experiment, as well as the reverse one

(training in New York and testing in Paris), has clearly

answered the question as to the nature of the bees' orienta-

tion in time : the trained collector bees maintained their

twenty-four-hour rhythm, independently of external influ-

ences that periodically recur during the day. Bees have

an internal clock, governed by their organism.

IT
may be asked what purpose the time sense of the bees

fulfills? Even if some plants, such as buckwheat, secrete

nectar only in the morning, there are certainly others that

secrete nectar during the noon hour or in the afternoon.

True: bees could certainly collect nectar without their time

sense. But with it, their daily activities become easier and

more rational and, as we know, everything in the bee

colony is organized rationally.

The collector bees, which have been exploiting one
source of nectar for hours, do not at once desert it when it

becomes temporarily exhausted. They make good use of the

rest period and retire to a quiet corner of the hive. Far
away from the busy intercourse in the area of the front

comb alleys, they take a rest from their strenuous work.

Only when the hour approaches at which "their" flowers

secrete nectar, do they resume their collecting. It would be

a waste of honey and energy if they had to fly out for

reconnaissance every twenty minutes or so to ensure their

arrival at the very time the source would flow again.

Even so, the bees' time sense might stifl be dispensed

with, were it not that the sense is absolutely necessary for

the bees' orientation in space — for which they use the sun

as a compass. The solar compass, as we saw in our initial

examples, can function only if the time of day is taken into

consideration. And, finally, when the collector bee returns

to the hive from a nectar reconnaissance, the direction and

the distance of the source is communicated to other workers

by means of a dance. For the correct execution and com-

prehension of this dance, a time sense that works exactly

is also an absolute requirement.

Time-zone shift from Paris lo New York, with accompany-
ing; change in possible celestial influences, did not upset the

bees' twenty-four-hour feeding rhythm. Thus, time sense of

the bees was conclusively proved to be of internal origin.
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GOLDENROD GALL
A common autumn flower offers a study in plant— insect relations

By Jack McCormick

WHEN THE GOLDENROD
blooms in the fall across our

middle uesteni and eastern states and

in southern Canada, even the most

casual observer will notice the prev-

alence of conspicuous galls, some as

large as ping-pong balls, on the plants"

stems. These curious growths are

caused by a Ry—Eiirosta soUdaginis—

one of the many gallflies of the fam-

ily Trupaneidae. This family includes

the Mediterranean fruit fly. the fruit

maggots, and other serious pests.

In early summer, the female E. soU-

daginis lays its minute eggs on a ten-

der goldenrod stem. About two weeks

later, in mid-June, the tiny, wormlike

larvae hatch from these eggs and bore

shallow tunnels through the outer skin

of the plant stem with their digging-

hammer jaws. Some of these tunnels

are short, but others are of a consid-

erable length. Many end abruptly, an

indication that the larva met an un-

timely death, but some terminate in

a minute hole where the larva has

turned inward and bored into the

center of the stem.

The exact cause of the subsequent

formation of a gall is unknown. It is

assumed that the excessive growth of

the plant stem in the area occupied

by the larva is initiated either by the

mechanical irritation caused by its

presence and activity or by some

growth substance it may secrete. In

either case, the infested section of the

stem grows rapidly from late June to

late August. It expands to several

times its normal diameter, thus form-

ing the familiar gall, which, however,

does not injure the plant. Another

insect, a tiny moth larva, also pro-

duces stem galls on goldenrods, but

these galls are always elongate rather

Dr. McCormick is a plant ecologist

who has written widely on hotaniral

and allied subjects. His article is

illustrated hy pliotograpiis taken by
Gordon .Smith, a photographer and
engineer, who lives in Buffalo. N. V. Round galls occur on stems of many

species of the familiar golttenrod, left.

CoALESCENCF. of two Stem galls, above,

Tias resulted in a spindle-sliajied mass.
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Bladder-like riiLiNUM on fly's head inflates and deflates,

breaking shell of gall. Fly, above, has nearly freed itself.

Opened gall, above, is shown to be formed by extra growth

of goldenrod stem. Outside is hard, smooth, and pale yellow-

TlNY EXIT HOLE is visible in empty gall

shell after its resident has departed.

than spheroidal. Thus, a given species

of insect invariably produces a char-

acteristic gall, and in some instances

mav be identified by the gall it causes.

THE larvae begin to mature in the

autumn, but most do not reach

full size until the following spring.

Soon after it matures, the larva be-

comes an immobile pupa—a non-

feeding form, in which the insect

passes the period of internal and ex-

ternal development during which it

completes its transformation from

wormlike larva into winged fly. While

the fly develops, the skin of the pupa

becomes a puparium. or saclike cover-

ing over the young adult.

In different parts of their range, the

adult flies appear from mid-April to

early June. At the time of emergence

from the confines of its puparium, the

fly inflates a large, balloon-like blad-

der that emerges through a slit in its

head immediately above the antennae.

This bladder, known as the ptilinum.

covers the entire top of the head and

extends laterally over both eyes like

a pompadour. Its inflation forces off

the top of the puparium and makes

an opening large enough for the fly

to escape. It then crawls through the

tunnel that it excavated through the

spongy part of the gall while still a

larva. When it reaches the gall's hard

outer surface, the fly rhythmically

inflates and deflates its ptilinum in an

effort to break through.

Several fascinating descriptions of

the flies' exit have been written. In

1914, a student at Cornell University

noted that, at first, a tiny section of the

gall's hard shell was broken off by a

push from the inside. This was fol-
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By Al and Lotte Blaustein

Visit To A
Congo

Jamboree
Pleasure is the aim of this jungle dance drama.
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Many aborigines dance only ritually. The Bapende also dance for fun.

THE BAPENDE TRIBE of the Belgian Congo live in

that eastern portion of the province of Leopoldville,

which extends roughly from Kikwit, past Gungu and

Kilembe, to the Loange River. Like other aboriginals, the

Bapende use music and dance as essential corollaries to

the important events in their tribal life—birth, death, the

hunt, and celebrations of victory. Boys are initiated into

manhood and guests are greeted with a ngoma, or dance.

But the Bapende differ in one marked respect from most

of their fellows—they are among the few peoples of Central

Africa who also dance sheerly for their own entertainment.

They have, in fact, a traditional and varied dance theater,

which consists of a series of improvised pantomimes, each

with its set cast of from ten to thirty-two individual per-

formers. The characters seldom vary—the Witch Doctor,

Ganga-Ngomho; the Clown, Tundu; the figures symbolical

of Prosperity and of Evil; and the dread Migangi, who

guards the secret circumcision ceremonies against intrusion

by women and children. Each character is instantly recog-

nized by his audience. As in our own melodramas, the hero

is applauded, the clown is cheered, the villain is hissed.

And, as in much make-believe, the evil spirit inspires gen-

uine terror among the young, even though they know that

behind the frightening mask is. in truth, a familiar face.

THE performance takes place in the clearing that forms

the center of most Bapende villages. Palm trees shade

the duellings from the broiling heat of day and act as back-

drops for the dance drama. From behind bamboo fences,

which protect homes and granaries from marauding ani-

mals, women and small children watch, listening impa-

tiently for the drum that will signal the entrance of the first

figure of the drama. A fire is built and smoke drifts up.

curtaining the palm grove with a blue scrim. The drum-

mers, wearing bright cotton skirts and raffia bracelets, pass

their cylindrical drums slowly over the heat of the flames

to tighten the skins to a desired pitch. Then, all the young

boys of the tribe are herded into one spot under a tree,

where they settle down to perform their function of chorus

and vocal orchestra. As they become quiet, the chief, coated

Drummers heal out accelerating tempo as "Miiyemhe."

the human top, at lejt, spins wildly until he is exhausted.
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Nonritualisdc "Mbuya" dancers dramatize facets

of everyday life: good and evil, comedy and tragedy.

from loincloth to chin with red ngiila clay, and tsreartag

a horned headdress, arrives. Playing attendance to the chief

are the village judge and the tribal elders.

Suddenly a shout goes up from some sharp-eyed children.

Stragglers squeal and run to join the safety of the ohorus.

The shout can mean only that someone has spied Migangi,

his huge, empty, eye sockets set in a round, wooden face,

peering from a bush. Once he has been spotted, his frail,

striped body, topped by the burden of the great platter

face, emerges from the jungle. With a tail of feathers

whipping in his wake, he turns, twists, wields a menacing

stick, and makes straight for the children. The bravest of

them stay huddled together on the ground, arms raised to

ward off his blows. The less intrepid run into the dwellings,

stumbling over their own thin legs in fright.

THE drums begin pounding, accompanied by a high

falsetto recitation by the head drummer, and Muyembe,

the human spinning top, whirls out into the sun. Everything

about his costume suggests bristling motion : the multi-

layered skirt made of strips of animal skins, the fiber ruffle

around his shoulders and chest, the red tassels on his

upper arms. His small, vermilion mask has a bulky grass

beard at one end, a fountain of feathers on the other, and

is worn on top of his head like a huge hat. For the mask
to be visible, therefore, Muyembe must dance with his

head lowered and his chin almost touching his chest. He
turns slowly at first. The head drummer approaches him
from the orchestra, calling the dance movements. Muyembe
picks up speed and moves in toward the drummer, arms

Black bull, propelled by two human legs, is part

of secret dance that acts out man's triumph over environment.
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flailing alternately close to the ground and above his head.

The bushy dancing-whisks he holds in his hands act as

propellers in his spins. As his nionientum increases, so

does the delight of his vociferous audience.

When the human top retires exhausted, the character

known as the Cripple hobbles into the clearing. Staggering

under the burden of a great sack, he braces himself on a

stick. The cause of his disability is represented by a white

bundle of cloth sewed onto one stiffly held leg. His drab,

brownish costume is relieved by a flaming-orange wig

and by white teeth set in a dead-black mask. The audience

greets with howls of laughter his expert mimicry of limps,

falls, and pathetic struggles to regain his feet. His physical

plight is of small concern to these Congo people, who live

with hardship all their days.

The umbrella is the mark of the next dancer's prestige.

As Witch Doctor, Ganga-Ngombo is a much feared meml)er

of the tribe, with power even over the spirit world. He may
bless and cure, or curse—and is therefore greeted with a

show of approval. Kambanda, the Prostitute, w ears the only

white mask in the dance drama, possibly signifying that

prostitution was introduced with the arrival of Europeans.

The Clown teases both audience and dancers as he darts in

and out among them, pulling skirts, slapping heads with his

dancing-whisks, and waggling the four horns on his head.

The dance is at its peak. As each new dancer appears

from behind the proscenium arch of foliage, he may be

joined by one or another of the previous performers.

Women's voices, from behind the fences of the dwellings,

join in with those of the boys and men. As soon as a new

While traveling ihrougli Ccnlriil Afriia. At Blalstein, an

artist, sketched the dancers of Bapende at first hand. His
wife, LoTTE. provided this eyewitness account of the event.

mask is seen behind some bush, the word travels quickly

through the crowd and everyone demands that the dancer

make a solo appearance. The drama has no set ending: its

duration depends on the stamina of the performers, the

enthusiasm of the crowd, or the command of the chief.

ON some special occasions an intermission is called,

during which only the men and honored guests are

allowed to witness a "'secret ' pageant in the palm forest.

Single file, they wind their way through the high grass

into the sun-flecked shadow of the woods. In a small clear-

ing, dark, animal-like shapes stand crowded together. The

eye gradually separates these individual allegorical figures

from the surrounding gloom. There is a great black body,

supported by two stick legs and two human ones, topped

by a horned bull-mask that wags up and down. There is a

wildly decorated, crocodile-like creature, its body, except

for head and scrawny tail, completely covered with circles,

zigzags, and fanciful geometric shapes. Crouching low,

it scrapes its belly back and forth along the ground. There

is a monstrous Royal Couple, mounted on a wooden plat-

form, attended by a red-faced, masked figure that stands

motionless. As King and Queen of the assembled group,

they are elegantly dressed in brilliant cotton skirts and red

Mbuya masks. The King's breastplate is a mirror. The

fei^.-j.:::.

Crocodile is another fierce lif:iirc ui secret drama. Object

of the pantomime is to frighten or lure him anay.
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White mask, worn by man playing "Kambanda,"

the Prostitute, above, may reflect on European morals.

Man-Who-Told-a-Lie, right, wears twisted mask

of shame, dances object lesson for boys in the tribe.

"Tuiidu," the Cloivn, below, performs in classic

tradition by teasing both audience and other dancers.

Queen is decorated with strings of beads across her burlap

chest. At a signal from the village judge, all these figures

move or are carried in procession toward the village.

Several men are in charge of chasing away curious women
and children. The small, privileged audience then gathers

in a hot, grassy field near the village's edge.

Soon the Royal Couple sways into view, carried on the

shoulders of the singing elders. A form of court etiquette

requires each spectator to salute the King who, in turn,

slaps one arm against his hollow head in acknowledgment.

Royalty is followed by the Bull. With much flexing of mus-

cles and shaking of mud-clotted heads, two expert dancers

persuade the beast to return to its hiding place. The Croco-

dile requires more appeasement. It advances on the viewers,

snapping its jaws. One tribesman suspends an animal

tail from a fishing rod and dangles it before the animal.

Another tickles its painted back with a palm branch. Then,

the powerful spell of the Belgian flag, flourished like a

magic wand above the beast, is invoked, also to no avail. At

last, a handful of grass, offered with a show of superhuman

courage by one of the men, apparently satisfies the beast's

hunger. As the Crocodile slinks peacefully away, the men
return to the village with shouts of satisfaction, to tell

of their victorious encounter with the secret creatures.
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SKY REPORTER By

Henry M. Neely

THE MOST IMPORTANT ASTRONOMICAL EVENT
this month is. of course, the total eclipse of the sun

on October 2 (see the article, beginning on page 430. for

general information and advice to prospective viewers)

.

For observers who will not be able to see any phase of

the eclipse, however, the October sky still brings many

objects of interest. Of these, the planets will continue the

effective display they have been making for many months,

although two of them—Mercury and Mars—will be absent

from our night skies this month.

Mercurv circled to the far side of the sun (superior con-

junction) on September 17 and it has still not swung far

enough around to be free of the sun's glare.

Mars is also apparently close to the sun, and will be in

line with it—as seen from the earth—on October 29.

But Jupiter and Saturn are still with us in the early

evenings and Venus is a brilliant object in the sky, be-

tween east and southeast, as dawn begins.

Jupiter is not shown on this month's "roll-around"

map, because it is just setting at the times for using the

map. Incidentally, it should be noted that all times here

are Standard Time, therefore, all readers who live in

New York and other localities that continue Davlight Sav-

ing Time through October must remember to add an hour.

Although not on the map. Jupiter will be easily seen

low over the southwest as full darkness comes on. This

great planet and the three-day-old moon make an effective

picture shortly after 6:00 P.M. on October 5—with Jupiter

a little lower and somewhat to the left of the moon.

Saturn is on the map. over the southwest. It is brighter

than anv nearbv star: the close approach of the moon,

about 6:30 p.m. on October 7. will be worth seeing.

Most brilliant of all, however, will be ^'enus. which, on

October 8, reaches almost its maximum possible bright-

ness. The special map. above, shows its position at about

5:00 A.M. The dwindling wisp of the old moon on October

26. 27. and 28 will add to the beauty of the predawn sky.

This form of map is often called a "rocker." Just as

the standard roll-around map is to be turned to bring

the compass direction you are facing to the bottom, so

this rocker map should be tilted a little to the right if

facing southeast, or to the left if facing east. Objects can

be located vertically upward from the horizon.

Venus is here seen among the stars that \vill dominate

our sky in the evenings of spring and the fact that they

can be seen before dawn in October emphasizes a state-

ment often made in these articles—that the stars rise and

set about four minutes earlier each succeeding day.

Four minutes a day means about two hours earlier each

month. Thus, six months from now—say. April 27—these

stars (but not Venus) will be in this same position twelve

hours earlier, which means 5:00 p.m. instead of 5:00 a.m.

But, in April, darkness does not come until about 8:00

P.M. and. by the time most people do their observing, these

stars will be crossing the meridian.

Two famous star figures can be located with the moon's

help on this month's map: the Teapot on October 7. and

the Great Square of Pegasus, on October 13 and 14.
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Mr. IVeely. editor of 5% Reporter since 1947. now
prepares this regular feature for Natlral History.

October's evekts of interest to sky watchers are ar-

ranged in calendar form, below:

October 2: Total eclipse of the sun (see page 430).
October 4: The moon reaches perigee—closest to the

earth-at 4:00 p.m. Its distance will be 226.000 miles. For
this month, it will be most distant—252.100 miles—on
October 20, a difference for this month of 26,100 miles.

But perigee distances and apogee distances themselves

show^ great fluctuations. This October perigee, for in-

stance, is 3.200 miles closer than the perigee of last

August, but the November perigee will be 4,400 miles

closer than October's. In other words, the year's variation

in perigee distances has a range of 7,600 miles. Oddly
enough, the apogees show much less range. The December
apogee will be 500 miles more distant than this month's.

On the other hand, this month's apogee is 1.000 miles more
distant than the one in August. The range between the

year's most distant apogee (December) and closest perigee

(November I is 31.000 miles and that distance varies from
year to year.

October 5: Jupiter and the young, crescent moon will

present an attractive picture over the southwest horizon

as full darkness comes on, about 6:30 p.m.

October 7: Saturn and the five-day-old moon can be
observed about 6:30 p.m.. over the southwest. The moon
will be about 3' higher than the planet and to its right.

October 8: Venus reaches greatest brilliancy and will

be a dazzling object, well up over the east, as dawn begins.

October 9: The Giacobinids (meteors) are due. The
moon will set before midnight, giving observers a chance
to watch for these "shooting stars" while the radiant is

still well up above the horizon over the northwest. These
meteors seem to come from the "head" of Draco, seen at

this time just to the right of brilliant Vega. An hour or so

after midnight, the radiant will be too low for good seeing.

October 16: Tonight's full moon is known in England
as the Hunter's Moon because it brings three nights of

practically full moonlight during the hunting season.

Ordinarily, the moon rises about 50 minutes later each

succeeding night but the September Harvest Moon and
the October Hunter's Moon have the least "retardations"

of the year. This month, the period will be only 32 min-
utes between October 13 and 14; 31 minutes between
October 14 and 15; 32 minutes for 15—16 and 33 min-

utes for 16—17. These figures are for the mid-latitudes of

the United States. For anyone at 70° N., the retardation

would be only three or four minutes. After these dates, the

retardation gradually increases and gets back to normal.

October 20: This is the night for maximum of one of

the best of the annual meteor showers—the Orionids—but
the moon, midway between full and last quarter, will be
so close to the radiant that the display will not be at its

best. This shower lasts from October 16 to October 24
but the moon is full on October 16 and on October 21

and 22 it passes directly across the radiant.

October 29: Mars is in "conjunction," which means
that, on this date, the ruddy planet and the earth are in

line on exactly opposite sides of the sun.

October 31: The meteors known as the Taurids appear
and may be looked for through most of next month.
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THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon ...

First Quarter
Full Moon
Last Quarter .

New Moon ...

..October 2

..October 9

..October 16

..October 24
• October 31

N \ /

OCTOBER TIMETABLE
First week 7:20 to 8:20 p.m.

Second week 6:50 to 7:50 p.m.

Third week 6:20 to 7:20 p.m.

Last week dork to 6:50 p.m.

(N.B., Standard Time)



OUTDOORS, AT NIGHT, the experienced observer
reads star maps by a dim, red light, since white

light dulls night vision. To make a red light, a
disk of red cellophane may be inserted under the

lens of a flashlight, or the lens may be coated
with red noil polish, or a red bulb may be used.
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THIS "ROLL-AROUND" MAP shows the entire

night sky during the hours noted. Its center is

the zenith (the point directly overhead), while

its circumference covers the whole horizon. The
user, facing in any direction, "rolls" the map
around until that printed direction lies at the

bottom. As printed, the observer faces the south.

south
horizon



Route of the "Beagle" around South
America touched tropical forests, fossil

beds of Patagonia, and such anomalies

as fresh beaches raised far above shore

and great earthquake — indicating that

major geologic changes still take place.

Drawings by Kenneth Gosner



DARWIN AND THE
FOSSIL RECORD
In the century since Darwin's controversial theory first appeared,

paleontologists have established a solid foundation for evolution

By Alfred S. Romer

WHILE ON BOARD H.M.S.
"Beagle," as naturalist, I was

much struck with certain facts in the

distribution of the organic beings in-

habiting South America, and in the

geological relations of the present to

the past inhabitants of that continent.

These facts, as will be seen in the lat-

ter chapters of this volume, seemed to

throw some light on the origin of

species—that mystery of mysteries, as

it has been called by one of our great-

est philosophers." Thus, the opening

sentences of Charles Darwin's im-

mortal work. The Origin of Species

In part, it was his exposure to living

animals and plants—of life in the trop-

ical jungles, of the sharp contrast of

the animal population of South Amer-
ica to that of his English homeland, of

the curious character of island faunas

—that turned Darwin's thoughts toward

the problem of evolution.

But equally important in arousing

Darwin's interest and stimulating his

thought was the acquaintance he

gained during the voyage with the geo-

logical past of South America—and the

strange nature of its paleontological

record, which he was among the first

scientists to explore.

During his Edinburgh student days,

Darwin had studied geology. At Cam-
bridge, he undertook stratigraphic

fieldwork in Shropshire and, with

Sedgwick, in North Wales (Natural
History, June-July, 1958 ) . Under the

essentially stable conditions of the ma-

ture topography of Great Britain, how-

ever, geological processes tended to be

thought of as events of the past, whicii

had little to do with tlie settled world

as we find it today.

Far different was the picture pre-

sented along the coasts of Chile and
Patagonia, where several years of this

"Beagle" voyage were spent. The rise

of the great chain of the Andes is,

geologically, a relatively recent occur-

rence. Time after time, Darwin notes

in his diary the presence of raised

beaches—far above the present ocean

level, but so fresh in appearance that

the time since their formation can be

estimated, at most, in thousands rather

than millions of years. Here is a major

geological event that is not, so to speak,

dead and buried, but belongs to the

present as much as to the past. That

this active mountain-building is still

going on was impressed on Darwin's

mind by a major earthquake, which

took place in southern Chile during the

presence of the "Beagle" in 1934—one
of the series of major earthquakes to

which that region had been, and still

is. subjected, and which is part of the

process of Andean elevation. Obvious-

ly such revolutionary changes in the

terrain must have a pronounced effect

on the fauna and flora of the continent.

Consideration of these effects leads in-

evitably to consideration of the possi-

bility that evolutionary processes were

involved in their coming to pass.

Today we are reasonably familiar

with the general outlines of the faunal

history of South America during tiie

course of the Cenozoic Era. Almost at

its beginning—some sixty to seventy

million years ago. when the evolution

of higher mammals was in its infancy

—that continent was cut off from the

rest of the world. It remained in isola-

tion until probably not more than a

million or so years ago, when connec-

tions with the northern continent were

finally re-established by way of the

Isthmus of Panama.

RKLATIVKI.V few kinds of mammals
were present in South America

at the time when communications were

broken. During the long course of

Tertiary times, when there e\ol\ed—

in tiio iKirtherii runtinents— the niajur-

ity of the mammal types familiar to

us, there took place in the south a vast

radiation of forms of a distinctive na-

ture. Descendants of certain of these

"natives" still survive. They include

the opossums, primitive pouched mam-
mals, little changed from their ancestor

of Cretaceous times, at the end of the

Mesozoic Era. Numerous and varied

rodents are also found, belonging to a

suborder quite distinct from those

common on other continents. The

monkeys of South America are of a

type very different from those of the

Old World tropics. And. most distinc-

tive of all. South America is the home
of armadillo, tree sloth, and anteater—

sometimes grouped together in the

order Edentata.

EVEN more striking were numerous

other forms, now extinct but

abounding in South America during

mid-Tertiary times and often surviving

into the Pleistocene, which is. geo-

logically speaking, only yesterday. No
carnivores of the kinds familiar in the

Old World and North America had

reached South America before the

time of isolation, and—much as in

Australia—pouched manmials. related

to the opossum, developed into flesh-

eaters, with forms comparable to the

wolves and felids of northern conti-

nents. One such marsupial even devel-

oped parallel to the sabertooth "tigers'

from the north.

Lacking, too. in South America's

original fauna were any representa-

ti\es of the orders to which the hoofed

mammals of northern continents be-

long. A few primitive ungulates were

present, however, and from them arose

a spectacular arra\ of hoofed forms,

quite unlike those of any other region.

Toxodon, for example, was a large and

heavy beast, to some extent analogous

to a hornless rhinoceros or a hippn-
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potamus: Macrauchenia had the ap-

pearance of an ungainly camel: other

forms had a superficial resemblance to

horses and proboscidians; still others

could be compared to nothing imagin-

able short of the creatures of night-

mares. Adding to this grotesque array,

the edentate order produced giant

types in the glyptodonts—large rela-

tives of the armadillo, the body cov-

ered by an arched carapace of bony

armor — and numerous large and

clumsy ground sloths, such as the

giant creature Megatherium.

At the end of the Tertiary, connec-

£\_ tions with North America were

re-established, and the downfall of

South America's curious and isolated

fauna began. A few southern forms

ventm-ed northward. Several sort of

ground sloths and even glyptodonts

invaded North America—to meet with

temporary success but, in the end. to

perish there as in their ancestral home,

by the end of the Pleistocene glacia-

tion. Of the adventurers to the north,

only the North American porcupine,

armadillo, and opossum (apparent-

ly a re-immigrant ) have persisted.

Actually, movement along the isth-

mian land bridge between North and

South America was mostly in the op-

posite direction—with catastrophic re-

sults for the native types. Progressive

ungulates—llamas, deer, peccaries, and

even proboscidians—entered from the

north to compete with the primitive,

native South American ungulates. Still

more disastrous was the entry of ad-

vanced carnivores of the dog and cat

tribes. These supplanted the carnivor-

ous South American marsupials as

predators, and obviously found the

native herbivores an easy prey, al-

though some of the latter lingered on

through the Pleistocene. But, before

modern times, all the more spectacular

native mammals—the larger marsu-

pials, the ground sloths, the glypto-

donts, and every one of the numerous

and varied ungulates—had vanished.

At the time the "Beagle" sailed,

almost nothing was known of this

story. A Megatherium skeleton had

been found in the Argentine and sent

to Madrid half a century before; mas-

todon teeth had been found by Von
Humboldt and other travelers; several

writers had mentioned the presence

here and there of fossil bones, but had

not described them. Nothing more.

Darwin was thus one of the pioneers

in studying the vertebrate paleontol-

ogy of South America.

Unthinkingly, it might be assumed

that Darwin s scientific work on the

"Beagle" voyage was done on the ship.

This would be, of course, almost ex-

actly the reverse of the true situation.

To be Sure, he made some observations

on marine life, and employed some
time on the ship in working up his

collections. But, as reference to his

original diary will show, his principal

occupation aboard was the "enjoy-

ment" of seasickness. "I am now writ-

ing the memoranda of my misery for

the last week . . .
." ".

. . wretchedly

out of spirits and very sick . . . ," and
".

. . the misery is excessive . . . ," are

characteristic entries. The "Beagle"

was for Darwin essentially a means,

although an uncomfortable one, of

getting from one interesting region to

another, and it was mainly on the occa-

sions when he could leave the ship and

spend some time ashore that his scien-

tific work was really done.

Fortunately the nature of the

"Beagle" mission — that of making

coastal charts—made such opportuni-

ties of frequent occurrence, for the

ship often tarried for considerable

periods in a given region, sailing back

and forth along the shores from port

to port. The "Beagle" arrived at

Montevideo in July, 1832; she passed

the Straits of Magellan, bound for

Chile, in June, 1834. Thus, nearly two

years were spent off the coasts of

Argentina and particularly Patagonia.

Darwin had ample opportunity to ex-

plore the countryside. Fortunately for

paleontology, although he was as much
or more concerned with observation of

living animals and plants, Darwin on

a number of occasions came upon

fossil-bearing beds.

IN
geological summary, the core of

South America's Andes—and the

regions adajcent to this mountain

chain — are formed of igneous and

metamorphic rocks and pre-Tertiary

geological formations. Much of Pata-

gonia, however, is composed of Ter-

tiary beds that contain fossils in vari-

ous areas. In northern Patagonia—and

stretching as far to the north as Uru-

guay—lie the pampas, vast and nearly

Modern South American Mammals
seen in forest habitat first encountered

by Darwin are drawn here. Le/t, from

top to bottom, are the spider monkey,
taniandua (tree anteater), agouti, and

armadillo; right, three-toed tree sloth,

opossum, and capybara. These animals,

flat plains. These plains, as well as

scattered areas farther south in Pata-

gonia, are underlain by the so-called

"Pampas Formation," relatively re-

cent beds contemporary with the

Pleistocene in the northern continents.

Over these plains exposures are few,

and mainly limited to bluffs along river

channels and the coast, but the

deposits, when they are found, are

generally fossil-bearing.

DARWIN found fossils in the pampas

beds on a number of occasions.

Most of September and October of

1832 were spent by the "Beagle" in

Bahia Blanca in northern Patagonia,

and Darwin was ashore for much of

the period. Here, let Darwin speak:

"September 23 ... I walked to Punta

Alta to look after fossils; and to my
great joy, I found the head of some
large animal, imbedded in a soft rock.

It took me nearly three hours to get it

out. As far as I am able to judge, it is

allied to the Rhinoceros." Darwin

visited Punta Alta again on a number
of occasions: this locality proved to be

the most profitable one he discovered.

The animal he thought to be like a

rhinoceros turned out, on later study,

to be one of the large ground sloths

(Sceliodotherium ] : much of its body

skeleton, too, was unearthed at Punta

Alta and—in addition to other giant

sloth remains—a fossil horse tooth and

a fragmentary lower jaw of Toxodon;

the first discovery, I believe, of any

member of the native ungulate groups.

Just before leaving Bahia Blanca, a

brief stop was made at Monte Hermoso,

farther up the bay, and some fossil

rodent remains were found. The hori-

zon here is a late Tertiary one, slightly

older than the pampas beds from which

all his other material was derived. The

only other Patagonia locality from

which Darwin recovered fossil verte-

brates was at Port Saint Julien, far to

the south, which was visited a year and

a half later. Here, in an outlying patch

of the Pampas Formation, he found a

partial skeleton, lacking the skull, of

Macrauchenia— a. second, but very dif-

ferent, native ungulate.

Darwin was able to take several ex-

shown here in imaginary grouping, are

distinctive South American types and

developed during the continent's long

isolation, which began in Cenozoic Era

and lasted until a million years ago.

Most unusual are tree sloth, tamandua,

and armadillo, of the edentate order.





Extinct South American Mammals, all found by young
Darwin in Patagonian fossil beds, were still more striking

than modern relatives. Left, are mother and young Toxodon,
primitive ungulate unique in South America; to their right.

tensive overland trips across the

pampas—notably across the wild region

from northern Patagonia to Buenos
Aires; from that city upriver to Santa
Fe and Parana; and, in Uruguay, from
Montevideo northwest to Mercedes on
the Rio Negro, near the Rio Uruguay.
On each of these journeys, some fossil

material was obtained, despite the

paucity of exposures : some glyptodont

arbior was discovered south of Buenos
Aires; the cliffs of the Parana yielded

further glyptodont armor, another

horse tooth and one Toxodon, and
some poor remains of a mastodon.

STILL other fossils were gathered

from the Rio Negro region of

Uruguay, including mastodon, sloth,

and glyptodont specimens. Most not-

able was a skull of Toxodon, from the

Sarandis River. This, although far

from complete, was justifiably de-

scribed in detail by Owen as the first-

known cranial material of its order.

Darwin's note about this specimen
illustrates the vicissitudes to which
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such a fossil may be subject: "The
head had been kept for a short time in

a neighbouring farm house as a curi-

osity," he wrote, "but when I arrived

it was lying in the yard. I bought it for

the value of eighteen-pence. The peo-

ple informed me that when first dis-

covered, about two years previously,

it was quite perfect, but that the boys
had since knocked out the teeth and
had put it on a post as a mark to throw
stones at."

IT
is amusing to reflect that Owen's
work on Darwin's fossils, and the

light they shed on the extinct fauna of

South America, appears to have been

one of the two main sources from
which Darwin, once a firm believer in

special creation, derived his final be-

lief in evolution. In his diary for 1837,

Darwin writes: "In July opened first

notebook on 'Transmutation of Spe-

cies.' Had been greatly struck from
about month of previous March on
character of S. American fossil—and
species on Galapagos Archipelago.

These facts origin (especially latter)

of all my views."

Today, in any elementary book de-

voted to the topic of evolution, a sub-

stantial section is usually devoted to

proofs of the reality of the evolution-

ary process, derived from a considera-

tion of the fossil record, particularly

that of the vertebrates. Not so in Dar-

win's classic. The treatment of the sub-

ject is essentially a negative one. For
the most part, Darwin's argument is

not that paleontology supports the evo-

lutionary theory but, rather, that it

need not be regarded as opposing it.

To understand this approach, it is

necessary to recall the history of pale-

ontological work. Today, evolution

and paleontology march hand-in-hand.

Paleontology supports evolution; the

truth of evolution is a basic assump-

tion underlying all paleontological

work. This, however, was not the case

in earlier days.

THE paleontologists of Darwin's

day not only lacked interest in
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two Macrauchenia, another ungulate. Behind them is a giant

ground sloth of the edentate order. Mylodon, another ground

sloth, is seen at far right and, beside it, another variety

of edentate. Glyptodon, a relative of the modern armadillo.

evolutionary ideas, but were inclined

to view them with suspicion as detri-

mental to their work. For clear-cut

stratigraphic work, the species in a

given formation should be stable

entities, clearly distinguishable from

those in the strata above and below.

The idea of gradual change and of

transitional forms was abhorrent.With

this to contend with, it is apparent why
Darwin was thrown on the defensive

in his treatment of the fossil record.

Far from calling on the paleontologists

for support, the most he could do was

to show that it was at least possible to

interpret the geological story in evolu-

tionary terms, and that there were no

insuperable objections.

PALEONTOLOCICAL data are cited in

a variety of places in the Origin—

for example, in the chapters on geo-

graphical distribution. Darwin's gen-

eral argument on the fossil story is,

however, concentrated in two chap-

ters: "On the interpretation of the

geological record" and "On the geo-

logical succession of organic beings."

Of these two chapters the first is by

far the more important. In it he dis-

cusses some of the arguments which

might be—and were—brought against

an evolutionary interpretation of the

geological record, and answers most

of them in a convincing fashion.

THE major objections, some of

which continued (although with

diminishing force I to be brought

against evolutionary beliefs long after

the time of the first publication of Dar-

win's work, may be stated as follows:

First, if the evolutionary theory

\vere true, we should expect to find

many fossil species or varieties of in-

termediate nature — "missing links.

"

that is, in popular terminology. This,

said opponents, was not the case.

Second, the extent of geological

time is too brief for major evolution-

ary changes to have occurred.

Third, known fossils from the vari-

ous periods and formations do not

show a well-arranged phyletic pattern

—as would be expected on evolutionary

grounds—but a scattered, seemingly

random, distribution of forms.

Fourth, if the history of life has

been a gradual, evolutionary progres-

sion, we would expect to find gradual

changes between forms in the lower

and upper parts of geological forma-

tions. This is not the case.

Fifth, whole groups of species ap-

pear suddenly, in an abrupt manner,

in certain formations, contrary to what

line would expect if evolutionary de-

velopment had occurred.

Sixth, a related and more serious

problem is the sudden appearance,

without known antecedents, in the

lowest-known, fossiliferous strata—the

Cambrian—of a whole series of ani-

mals that belong to a variety of major

animal types.

DARWIN discusses these objections

seriatim and is able, for the most

|iart. to give convincing answers. As

to the absence of intermediate vari-

eties, the "missing links.' in an earlier
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section of the Origin . he had given quite

satisfactory reasons for the rarity, at

the present day, of types intermediate

between living forms. The same situa-

tion should hold for any given geo-

logical formation. Further, he points

out, if one is looking in the fossil record

for "intermediates." what should they

be intermediate between? For exam-

ple, says Darivin, should we look-

today or in any older formation—for

an intermediate between a horse and a

tapir—a form which "splits the differ-

ence" between the two? It is, he says,

highly improbable that either has de-

scended from the other. Rather, the

two have presumably descended from

a remote common ancestor; and we

would be unable to recognize this re-

mote ancestor—the true intermediate-

without knowledge of the lines of

descent of horse and tapir from it.

DARWIN could not have hit upon a

happier illustration. Owen had

recently described the skull of a small

browsing animal from the English

Eocene—which he named Hyracotheri-

um because of the resemblance of its

teeth to those of the living conies, or

hyraxes, of Africa and Syria. Consid-

erably later, with the discovery—in the

American West—of linking types, it

became apparent that Hyracoiherium

was an ancestral equid. and in recent

decades it has been demonstrated that

Hyracotherium and the widely known
Eohippus, the "dawn horse," are gen-

erically identical. But Hyracotherium

is not merely a direct horse ancestor;

it is at least very close to the ancestor

of the tapirs and other odd-toed un-

gulates. It is thus one of the "inter-

mediates." the supposed absence of

which was argued as an objection to

evolution. But, just as Darwin pointed

out would be the case, its nature was

not recognized until further connect-

ing links were discovered.

SECOND is the question whether geo-

logical time is insufficient. Our
Christian ancestors were in general

habituated to a chronology of the type

promulgated by the learned Bishop

Ussher, according to whose computa-

tions—from Old Testament data—the
world was rather under 6,000 years of

age. Even those who were willing to

grant that the Biblical seven days of

creation need not be taken literally

still tended to regard the lapse of time

since the earth began as a relatively

short period.

Darwin presents the concept of a

longer span of geological time most

persuasively. He cites an estimate of

the thickness of sediments, laid down
since the beginning of the Paleozoic in

one area or another of England, as

having a total thickness of over 72,000

feet—nearly fourteen miles of accumu-

lation. A vast amount of time was

surely needed to form these deposits;

and since there are many gaps in the

English sequence, further major addi-

tions must be added to give the total

time since the fossil sequence became

established in Cambrian days at the

opening of the Paleozoic Era.

How long in terms of years have the

various eras and periods covered? In

his first edition, Darwin estimates that

the minimum time needed during the

Tertiary to remove once overlying

sediments—about 1,100 feet of them

—from the Weald of Southern England

must have been over three hundred

million years, and that—since the proc-

ess of denudation was presumably in-

termittent — the actual elapsed time

would have been far longer.

Darwin's figure here, it would seem,

is very far above any acceptable

to his contemporaries. In later editions

Role of "missing links" in evolution is shown here for two
ungulates, the horse and rhinoceros, which had a dissimilar
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said fossils were lacking that might link divergent forms.



of his work, this calculation is omitted,

and the only estimate of any sort for

which figures in years are given is one

cited from CroU—to the effect that a

thousand feet of sediments might be

removed in about six million years.

On this basis (although Darwin does

not say this I the estimate for the Weal-

den degradation during the Tertiary

might have been rather less than seven

million years. This is on an order of

magnitude that was more palatable, it

would seem, to the geologists of the

last century. Darwin even offers a

further sop to the hesitant conserva-

tive by saying of the Croll estimate

that "some considerations lead to the

suspicion that it may be too large," and

that it might be halved or quartered.

Up
to the early decades of the pres-

ent century, figures on the order

of magnitude of the Croll calculations

were those generally accepted. The

time from the beginning of theTertiary

was frequently cited as about five mil-

lion years, and from the beginning of

the Paleozoic as about fifty million.

Such figures were based on estimates

of the minimum time needed to lay

down the known series of sediments.

It was agreed that, in all probability,

some increase ( although perhaps a

modest one ) might be needed to ac-

count for gaps that were observed

in the sedimentary record.

During the past twenty-five years,

there has been a massive upward re-

vision of such figures due to study of

radioactive rocks present at a number

of levels in the geological column. The

new figures have increased over the

old by a factor of ten; the Tertiary is

now commonly cited as having a dura-

lion of fifty to seventy million years,

and the time elapsed since the begin-

ning of the Paleozoic calculated to be

five hundred million years or so. This

is indeed a sharp jump but, even so. it

falls far short of Darwin's original

estimates. But whatever estimate one

then accepted, or accepts now—the

"short count," current figures, or

Darwin's original long one—the span

of geological time is certainly ade-

quate for a very considerable amount

of evolutionary change to have oc-

curred within it.

THIRD, there is the asserlinn tluil

known fossils do not form a pli\ -

letic pattern, as would be expected cm

an evolutionary hypotiiesis. At the time

of the first publication of the Oiis:iii—
and, to a somewhat lesser degree, at

Patterns of phyla, litt'e known in

Darwin's time, also support his views.

Shown is the evolution from amphibian

the time of publication of later edi-

tions—this objection was one of seem-

ingly great validity. The known record

of past life was a very "spotty" one;

to some extent the later formations in

the sedimentary sequence showed the

presence of "higher" forms of life, but

this sequence could be explaitied on

the basis of separate, successive crea-

tions—with "improved" forms being

brought fnrth de novo in the later ones.

BEYOND this single general trend,

there was no evidence of any

phylogenetic "family tree." Even

among the vertebrates, in which hard

internal skeletal parts favor preserva-

tion as fossils, there was little indica-

tion at the time of any e\olutionary

arrangement of the animals then

known. A fair assortment of fossil

fishes had been described but. as Agas-

si/, observed (even as late as in a post-

humous paper in the UlTO s I . forms of

;i presumed advanced type had been

fdimd in older strata than those con-

laining any fishes of a supposeilK

more primitive nature—the reverse df

an evolutionary sequence. Intermedi-

ates between fishes and land verte-

Ichthyostega. at bottom, via Seymouria
— a half-amphibian half-reptile — to the

mammal-like reptile Lycaenops, at top.

brates were practically unknown.

Plesiosaurs and ichthyosaurs. the only

reptiles than adequately described,

were isolated — if spectacular — types

that shed no light on the possible evo-

lution of reptiles. Nothing was known

to connect either birds or rnannnals

with lowei' groups.

WHY this seeming contradiction

between the known fossil record

and that expected on the evolutionary

hypothesis? Darwin attributes it to the

poorness of paleontological collections

in his day. Only a small portion of the

earth had then been geologically ex-

plored, and no part had been explored

thoroughh . Of the fossil species then

described, very many were known and

named from single (and often broken

or fragmenlarv I specimens, rendering

interpretation difficult. In addition li>

ihe inadeipiacies of our knowledge of

fossils due to insuflicient exploration.

lliiMi' \MN(- other gaps due to imperfec-

liiMis of (be geological record. I nless

dcposid'il ill ail area where sediments

.lie liciiii; laiil down, shells and bones

dccax (|uickl\. It seems clear that, at

anv past lime (.as is true today I . sedi-
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Thickness of sediment above Weald in

southern England was used by Darwin
to answer critics' charge that time did

mentation was taking place over only

a very small portion of the earth's

surface, leaving great gaps in the pre-

served record of life in any given area.

Further, the fact that an animal was

fossilized is no guarantee that it would

be preserved down to modern times—

for degradation, of necessity, goes

hand-in-hand with sedimentation.

OUR knowledge of terrestrial for-

mations in the earlier geological

periods, Darwin points out, is hence

extremely meager. There are vast areas

of the earth (the Canadian Shield, for

not allow for slowness of evolution. He
first estimated interval since the start of

the Tertiary as over 300 million years.

example I in which no unaltered sedi-

ments at all are present today: "pri-

mordial" rocks form the surface. In

consequence, we shall never obtain a

record of any former inhabitant of the

region. And—discouragingly—many of

the connecting links between major

animal phyla, according to the evolu-

tionary hypothesis, would have been

soft-bodied animals. Although Dar-

win's statement that "no organism

wholly soft can be preserved as a fos-

sil" is too extreme, identifiable re-

mains of such forms have, indeed,

proven to be all too rare.

Many of the reasons advanced by
Darwin for the imperfections of the

fossil record are just as valid today as

they were a century ago. It is certain

that we shall never be able to find and
describe more than a very small frac-

tion of the former inhabitants of the

earth. But wider exploration and fur-

ther exploitation of fossiliferous de-

posits already known have added
vastly, over the intervening decades,

to the number and variety of known
forms. And it is of major importance

that, although no "family tree," even

that of the vertebrates, is fully docu-

mented, nearly every new discovery

fits into once hypothetical phylog-

enies. There are still, among the

vertebrates, areas in which there are

major lacunae—for example, the evo-

lution of the earliest fishes, the origin

of the modern amphibian orders and
of certain reptile groups—but, in many
portions of the "tree," the phyletic

pattern is becoming increasingly clear.

BEYOND the Middle Devonian, the

general pattern of fish evolution

is demonstrable. The gap between

fishes and land vertebrates is gradu-

ally closing, through such discoveries

as that of the Late Devonian amphib-

ians of Greenland. Connections be-

tween early amphibians and the rep-

tiles are so well documented that—

in the case of such an animal as

Seymouria, of the early Texas Per-

mian—it is difficult to reach a firm

Gradual Ai'pEAKANCE ok species was propounded byDurwin
against opponents, who said process was abrupt. Example
here is the coelacanth (solid forms), dominant in Paleozoic,
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left, and once thought to have died out in Mesozoic, center,

but of which a few have lately been found alive. Inversely,

the teleost fishes (outlined forms) have gradually emerged.



decision concerning the precise class

to which it should be assigned.

Only a few years after the publica-

tion of Darwin's first edition there

came the discovery of Archaeopteryx,

filling a half«ay position on the brandi

of the vertebrate tree leading from

reptiles to advanced birds. Discoveries,

first in South Africa and later in other

regions, have closed much of the gap

between reptiles and mammals. It is

still necessary, today, to call attention

to the obvious imperfections of the

paleontological record, but the need is

much less than in the last century and

the approach to the fossil story can

be a positive rather than the negative

one that was once followed.

THE fourth objection was the ab-

sence of intermediate varieties in

single formations. If, as assumed by

Darwin, evolution had occurred in a

slow but constant fashion, we should

find, in any formation, a gradual

transition between species present at

the time of its commencement and the

differing varieties or species presum-

ably descended from them and present

at its close. This did not appear in

Darwin's day to be generally the case,

although much invertebrate fossil ma-

terial was known from a number of

formations of marine origin.

DARWIN admitted the strength of

this argument, but gave a num-

ber of suggestions which lessen its

force. It is difficult to determine how
long a term of years is necessary to

effect an evolutionary change from

one species to a derived one; possibly

many formations did not persist for a

sufficient length of time for noticeable

evolutionary changes to have taken

place in them. Again, to witness evo-

lutionary progress within a formation,

it is necessary that the populations

present at its close be descended from

those found there at its initiation. But

it is not at all unlikely that there may
have been considerable immigration

from other areas, accompanied by

extinction or emigration of old resi-

dents. Darwin believed (and many
geneticists today are in agreement

with this conclusion ) that the devel-

opment of a new variety or species,

which may eventually supplant the

parent type, generally takes place in a

rather restricted area, and perhaps in

a relatively short time. The chance of

finding a formation in which the sup-

planting type developed is small.

CoNTiNiious EVOLUTION of One species Above, t^^e sea-urchin, Miora

within single geological formation was in the chalk cliffs of Britain,

also debated as test of Darwin's view. unbroken fossil record of dev

ster. found

, is case of

elopnient.
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Diversity of forms coming from one

ancestor in isolated area is shown by

THE situation may be further ob-

scured by a factor of quite an-

other sort—a man-made one. There is

no golden rule by which a paleontolo-

gist may distinguish varieties and

species. Species are founded by some

workers on the basis of excessively

slight differences; by others only

when obvious major differences are

visible. Whether or not specific

changes are thought to have occurred

within the limits of a formation may
depend as much on the working meth-

three Australian kangaroos: from top,

Dendrolagus, Macropus, and Potorous.

ods of the paleontologist describing

the material as on the nature of the

fossils themselves.

Now, as in Darwin's day, there is

still often no evidence of progressive

evolutionary change within a single

formation. But, over the course of the

intervening century, a number of de-

tailed studies of formations have been

made, ranging from the Devonian to

the Tertiary, in which careful work

has revealed series of finely graded

changes in forms from successive

levels. Some of this work was done

during Darwin's lifetime. As a result,

instead of being forced to state, as he

did in 1859, that "Geological research

. . . has done scarcely anything in

breaking down the distinction between

species, by connecting them together

by numerous, fine, intermediate varie-

ties . . .," he could in later editions say

instead: "It has been asserted over

and over again, by writers who believe

in the immutability of species, that

geology yields no linking forms. This

assertion ... is certainly erroneous."

THE fifth difficulty is the sudden

appearance of groups of allied

species. "The abrupt manner in which

whole groups of species suddenly ap-

pear in certain formations," Darwin

wrote, "has been urged by several

paleontologists—for instance, by Agas-

siz, Pictet and Sedgwick—as a fatal

objection to the belief in the trans-

mutation of species."

Were this phenomenon a reality,

Darwin declared, the objection

would be serious. But the objection is

based merely on negative evidence,

which experience often shows to be

worthless. He points out that, for ex-

ample, Agassiz had maintained that

teleost fishes first appeared—and ap-

peared then in abundance—only in the

Upper Cretaceous, but that he had

later discovered teleosts, in lesser va-

riety, in the earlier Jurassic and even

Triassic. Since Darwin's day, many
further supposed examples of the sud-

den appearance—full-fledged—of ani-

mal and plant groups have been found

to be equally illusory. The weakness

of negative evidence can be further

illustrated today by cases of supposed

extinction. The most familiar example

is the recent discovery in the sea off

the Comoro Islands of a living coela-

canth fish, Latimeria, belonging to a

group of which no fossils are known

in beds later than the Cretaceous; this

group had therefore been confidently

stated to have been extinct for seventy

million years. Still more striking is the

very recent discovery by the "Gala-

thea" expedition, off the west coast

of Mexico, of an archaic, segmented

mollusk type—long supposed (because

of negative evidence ) to have been ex-

tinct since the Ordovician, a period of

perhaps four hundred million years.

FINALLY, we have the sudden ap-

pearance of groups of allied spe-

cies in the lowest-known fossiliferous

strata. This situation is a special case
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of the last, and one admitted by Dar-

win to be a serious difficulty for his

theory. From the beginning of the

Cambrian up through the rest of the

geological sequence, we have an abun-

dant representation of animal life at

every stage; even in Lower Cambrian

formations, marine invertebrates are

numerous and varied. Below this,

there are vast thicknesses of sediments

in which the progenitors of the Cam-

brian forms would be expected. But

we do not find them; these older beds

are almost barren of evidence of life,

and the general picture could reason-

ably be said to be consistent with the

idea of a special creation at the be-

ginning of Cambrian times.

TO the question why we do not

find rich fossiliferous deposits

belonging to these assumed earliest

periods prior to the Cambrian sys-

tem," said Darwin, "I can give no

satisfactory answer." Nor can we to-

day, although some signs of pre-Cam-

brian life unknown to Darwin have

since been discovered and a number

of paleontologists have devoted much
thought to the question. Darwin ad-

vanced a hypothesis that, in pre-Cam-

brian days, the world ".
. . may have

presented a different aspect, and that

the older continents, formed of for-

mations older than any known to us,

exist now only as remnants in a meta-

morphosed condition, or lie still

buried under the ocean." This hypoth-

esis is none too convincing. Later

workers have made various additional

suggestions toward a solution of the

problem. But even today, we have not

completely solved this greatest of re-

maining paleontological puzzles.

IN
the part of his work that we have

reviewed here, Darwin was strictly

on the defensive, parrying objections,

based on paleontology, to the theory

of evolution. In the second of his two

chapters dealing with the history of

life, "On the geological succession of

organic beings," he advances from a

negative position toward a positive

one. He attempts to demonstrate that

even if, in his day, the fossil record

could hardly be used as strong proof

that evolution had occurred, it could

at least be interpreted as satisfactor-

ily, or even more satisfactoril), in

evolutionary terms than under the

hypothesis of special creations. But

while his refutation of paleontological

objections to his theory was very ably

done—particularly in view of the in-

adequate fossil record of his day—this

second chapter dealing with paleontol-

ogy is far from convincing.

Lnder the Darwinian theory, one

would expect to find that new species

would come in slowly and successive-

ly; that species of different classes

would not necessarily change together,

or at the same rate, or in the same

degree, but that, in the long run, all

would undergo modification to some

extent. In agreement, says Darwin, are

the known facts of the fossil record.

The older picture of the past historv

of life (a few major faunas and floras,

following one another in time and

each separated from its successor by

a major revolution, with complete ex-

tinction and appearance of a total new

creation I had of necessity been aban-

doned—with increased knowledge of

stratigraphy—by even the most conser-

vatively minded among geologists and

paleontologists.

BY Darwin's day, it was seen that

there had been a long succession

of faunas and floras. The content of

each differed from those preceding

and following, but in some cases the

differences were not major. Man)
types continue through a series of for-

mations, their later representatives

ditjTering in a progressive fashion,

though to a variable degree, from the

earlier ones as we pass upward. In

general, animal and plant groups are

Isolation of South America early in Tertiary, some sixty to

seventy million years ago. allowing unique fauna to evolve.

is shown by shaded area. ^ hile area gives the present-day

configuration, with link restored alioul a niiliion years ago.



In addition to directing the Museum
of Comparative Zoology at Harvard,
Alfred S. Romer is the Alexander
Agassiz Professor of Zoology at the
same university. Among his numer-
ous writings, two books may be men-
tioned: Vertebrate Pnleoiitoloay and.
more recently. The J'erlehrale Story.
The present article is adapted from
his chapter in A Century of Dnruin,
from the Harvard Univcrsitv Press.

of a modest and restricted nature
when they first appear, later become
more varied, frequently diminish in

abundance thereafter—rapidly or
slowly—and finally may become ex-

tinct. Species or groups once extinct

never reappear subsequently; this is,

of course, the only result to be ex-

pected under the evolutionary hypoth-
esis, but would not necessarily be
expected on the theory of special crea-

tion. The whole picture presented is,

as Darwin says, in harmony with his

ideas of evolutionary progression, and
is much more difficult to interpret on
the basis of special creation.

As already noted, the idea of ca-

tastrophic extinction had been aban-
doned by Darwin's day, but the rea-

sons for the extinction of species, or

groups of animals and plants, were
obscure (and, to a very considerable

extent, are still obscure today) . Dar-
win points out that acceptance of the

evolutionary doctrine gives at least a

partial explanation. The evolution of

new forms can hardly be accomplished
without the extinction of older ones.

If a new species had evolved from an
older one, the more successful charac-

teristics, which have been responsible

for its origin through natural selec-

tion, may lead to its dominance over
the parent type and to that form's ex-

tinction. Further, its new and advan-

tageous characteristics may enable it

to compete successfully not merely
with its own close relatives but also

with members of other groups that

lead similar lives, and thus cause the

extinction of a quite unrelated form.

RELATED to this question of extinc-

tion is a phenomenon noted in

the marine Tertiary record by a num-
ber of invertebrate paleontologists—

the fact that successive faunal changes
appear to take place simultaneously

(or nearly simultaneously) over large

geographical areas. This, says Darwin,
agrees well with expectations from the

theory of natural selection. New spe-

cies presumably evolve in a restricted

area; but once evolved as dominant

forms in one area, the advantages they
have acquired would tend to make
them dominant in a rapid fashion over
broad areas, provided there were no
major geographic or ecological bar-

riers to prevent their conquest.

In a discussion of the affinities of

extinct forms to each other and to

living forms. Darwin overlaps part of

his argument in the preceding chapter.

There he had pointed out that the

general pattern of distribution of
known fossil forms was not in conflict

with evolutionary interpretation. Here
he attempts to go further, and to dem-
onstrate that the evolutionary inter-

pretation better fits the facts. It aids
us, he says, to understand how it is

that all known forms of life, ancient
and recent, make together a few grand
classes, and to understand why the

more ancient a form is, the more it

generally difl'ers from those now liv-

ing, and often tends to bring closer

together two groups that in their

present form are quite distinct.

ONLY on an evolutionary basis is

there any necessary reason why
the organic remains from any two
temporally adjacent periods are more
closely allied to each other than to

those of other periods, or, Darwin
points out, why in a sequence of suc-

cessive formations the fauna of a given
formation need be—as it is—interme-
diate in character between that which
precedes and that which follows. It

seemed clear to many paleontologists

of Darwin's day, even if they were
"special creationists," that the organi-

zation of living things had, on the

whole, progressed through geological

time; this progression is best inter-

preted on the basis of evolutionary

advances.

And still further, in at least the later

stages of the Tertiary, it is known
quite definitely that within the same
continental areas the same structural

types succeed one another without
radical change. Modern Australian

marsupials follow allied, although spe-

cifically different, Pleistocene inarsu-

pials in Australia, and not elsewhere:

living edentates succeed similar Pleis-

tocene types in South America, but
not on other continents. Such consis-

tency is requisite only on an evolu-

tionary basis.

DARWIN thus attempts to show that

the paleontological picture is not
merely compatible with an evolution-

ary basis, but is more readily inter-

pretable thus than on the basis of
special creation. His arguments are
persuasive, but one may suspect that

a special creationist would, in his day,
have been able to resist them.
To be sure, the creationist had been

forced to abandon the idea of a few
successive universal creations and de-

structions, but he could continue to

believe in an essentually continuous
creative series rather than continuous
evolution of species. And as for the
pattern of progress and differentia-

tion, which was beginning in those
days to appear in the known fossil

record, such a claimant could reason-
ably argue that, in successive crea-

tions, the creator—nature or a deity-
might well follow a logical course;
that new species created would tend
to be shaped along the general lines

of the old; and that the general prog-
ress seen in successive periods might
be compared to the picture seen in the

development of modern machines. For
example, even though no refrigerator

or automobile gives birth to its suc-

cessor, the "creations" of successive

years are of a more and more ad-

vanced nature.

BUT, despite resistance, a gradual
and eventually complete conver-

sion of the paleontologists did take

place. Partly this may have been due
to the general reasonableness of the

evolutionary point of view. In consid-

erable measure, we may suspect, it was
due to the constantly enlarging vista

of the past rendered possible by fur-

ther fossil finds. This conversion was
well under way during Darwin's life-

time. In the first edition of the Origin

he remarks that "The most eminent
paleontologists, namely Cuvier, Agas-
siz, Barrande, Pictet, Falconer, E.

Forbes, etc., and all our greatest geol-

ogists, as Lyell, Murchison, Sedgwick,
and so on, have unanimously, often

vehemently, maintained the immuta-
bility of species." And, in favor of his

own point of view, he could say only
that his close friend and confidant,

Lyell, ".
. . from further reflection en-

tertains grave doubts on this subject."

Years later, in the final edition of

the Origin, the first of these statements

remains unmodified. But for the sec-

ond, he could say instead (no doubt
with quiet satisfaction) ; "But Sir

Charles Lyell now gives the support of

his high authority to the opposite side,

and most geologists and paleontolo-

gists are much shaken in their former
belief."
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iNTEHCHANC^of mammals between North and South America

occurred only about a million years ago as the isolated faunas

shown above were re-connected by land bridge via Panama
Isthmus. Results to South American mammals, shown below,

were disastrous. Some South American forms went north and

survived there—e.g., armadillo, opossum, and porcupine, but

most migration was in other direction. Some invaders from

the north perished, like mastodon: others became dominant.

Native ungulates were replaced by newcomers like llama and

deer, or slain by carnivores, which found them easy prey.



Bay of Fundy tides have sculptured the sandstone cliffs of

Hopewell Cape into grotesque, isolated columns such as the

ones, above, a few miles from Fundy National Park, in New
Brunswick. At high tide, the columns' bases are submerged.
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At low tide, St. John River, above, runs into Bay of Fundy.

THE TIDES: Part H

THE MARGINS OF THE
RESTLESS OCEAN

Ebb and flow affect both the littoral and its occupants' lives

By Hubert A. Bauer

WHILE WE KNOW that the fundamenta! dynamics of

the tides are provided by cosmic forces, astronomy

alone cannot explain why the tides we actually experi-

ence at the seashore differ—in type, in range, and in time

of occurrence—not only from ocean to ocean but also from

place to place in the same ocean, often within surprisingly

short distances. The classic picture—that two diametrically

opposite waves under the moon run round the earth

(Natural History. June, 19591—cannot be said to offer

a full explanation of the striking discrepancies to be

observed in the ranges and times of local tides.

The semidiurnal tide—one that brings high water at a

fairly regular twelve-hour interval— is common around the

shores of the Atlantic, while the Pacific shores have tides

of the mixed type—in which a lower high water follows

each higher high water. A few scattered places on the

earth have tides with an interval of twenty-four hours

between two high waters (the diurnal type), and. finally,

many smaller and shallower seas, such as the Baltic, have

no tides at all. or tides of exceedingly small range. These

differences in the types of tides—diurnal, semidiurnal, and

mixed—point clearly to the actions of hydrodvnamic laws.

In contrast to such early theorists as Galileo, Kepler,

and Newton, tide analysts of the twentieth century hold

that the tidal disturbances set up by the moon (and to a

much lesser degree by the sun I must be conceived as

standing waves; that is, a sort of seesa^v oscillation, the

amplitude and period of which can be explained bv hydro-

dynamic principles. The type of oscillation set up in a body

of water depends largely on all the dimensions of that

body's basin— its length, width, and depth. Whenever such

a standing wave, traveling shoreward, hits a shallow con-

tinental shelf with its bays and inlets, it sends forth a pro-

gressive wave. And this latter, progressive wave is identical

in nature with any common, wind-caused wave, albeit one

of extraordinary length in comparison with its height.

ON the Pacific coast of the United States, a tidal oscilla-

tion appears to sweep from south to north, so that

vyhen San Diego has high water at 6:00 a.m.. high water

comes at Cape Flattery ( Fuca Strait I at 9:00 a.m.. at Sitka

at 10:20 a.m.. and at Dutch Harbor at noon. What appears

to be a circular, counterclockwise motion embraces the area

between Hawaii and the western coast of the North Ameri-

can continent. It is known as an "amphidromic" motion.

Literally, amphidromic means "around the course." In

tidal context, it is indicated by an arrangement of so-called

"co-tidal" lines, resembling the spokes of a wheel, which

connect points having high water at the same time. The

motion expressed by this term may be demonstrated within At high tide, llie river has reversed. Water runs lo left, as

the miniature confines of a coffee cup. Take a half-filled is evidenced by the eddies around rock in the foreground.
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Block diagrams illustrate tidal changes

in an imaginary, square basin containing

an amphidromic system. A stationary wave
oscillates from north to south, above, and

high water, at this hour, is at the north

bank. The colored line connects co-tidal

points (places where the time of the tides

is the same) : circle at center is the node.

An hour later, the action of a crosswise

wave, the result of the gyroscopic force

of the earth's rotation (Coriolis force),

begins to be evident. Direction of second
wave's oscillation is west-east and it is

apparent that the tide is "turning" about
the amphidromic node—the "no-tide" point

at which both waves' nodal lines intersect.

Plan view, above, extends sequence in a model amphidromic
system through full twelve hours. Rotation of the co-tidal

lines is shown in color: the white lines connect points that

share an equal range of tide, with zero value at the node.

cup of coffee and rock it back and forth. The motion of

the liquid will form a standing wave. Rock the cup in

another direction and another standing wave is produced.

To combine the two motions to produce a wave interfer-

ence, swing the cup around in a small circle—as though to

dissolve some sugar left at the bottom. Now, a wave laps

around the rim of the cup, with a lower point (node) in the

cup's center. This is almost exactly what happens in the

North Sea (see illustration, right).

THE rise and fall of the water with the tides is often

accompanied by a horizontal movement as well. This

horizontal motion is known as flood current and ebb cur-

rent, or simply flood and ebb. The short periods of change

between these two opposing currents are known as slack

water. Watch the behavior of a piece of wood floating in

ordinary, wind-caused waves. The floating object is carried

forward with the crest of each wave, and then slides back-

ward the same distance in the following trough. Apply this

observation to the much longer and, relatively, much lower

tide wave, whether standing or progressive, and one has

a fair conception of the horizontal movement of the water

as a function of the vertical tidal range.

Along the coast and in wide, open bays, flood and ebb

currents rarely attain speeds in excess of one or Us'o miles

per hour. There are. however, narrows—as along the

shipping lanes to Alaska—where even good-sized steamers

must anchor and wait for slack water. Such strong cur-

rents—up to ten miles per hour—are known as hydraulic

currents. Narrows usually connect adjoining basins that

are being filled up at times of high water, which occur
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Y THIBD HOUR, oeunv, au oinerenceg in

the basin's water level are the result of

the west-east wave, just as they were due
to the north-south wave in first diagram
of series, left. High water is now along
basin's west bank, and the co-tidal line

has rotated exactly ninety degrees about
the node of the model amphidromic system.

Two HOURS LATER, ^''H^^ljHPi^^V^ ^^^

further affected the '^I^PI^^TO^n, while

the north-south wave is coming closer to

its phase of equilibrium—when both ends

will be at mean sea level. Height of water

along the west bank of the basin, above,

is increasing, and co-tidal line exhibits

its continuing, counterclockwise rotation.

mi^jmma^imfmtiLL

several hours apart. Thus, while one hasin is still filling,

the neighboring basin is already starting to empty, caus-

ing a difference in level. The water then simply runs

downhill from the higher to the lower basin. Seymour
Narrows, back of Vancouver Island, and Deception Pass,

in Puget Sound, are perhaps the best examples of such

hydraulic currents.

The term "estuary" (derived from the Latin aestiis,

meaning surge or tide) is defined as "an arm of the sea

at the mouth of a river subject to marked tidal effects."

While there are countless such estuaries opening into

tided seas, only a few can boast of the most spectacular

of all tidal shows, the "bore." The reason for the scarcity

of bores is that they require an unusual combination of

causes. First of all. the range of the tide must be consid-

erable; second, there must be either an obstructing sand

bar at the entrance to the estuary, or a sudden narrowing

of the river profile. Both obstacles can cause the waters

of an incoming progressive tide wave to pile up. so to

speak, until the rising tide is high enough to run "down-

hill" into the estuar)' in the form of a fast-moving, pre-

cipitous wall of water.

M'
fOST famous and highest of ail tiiial bores is liie one

that occurs in Hangchow Bay, in China. There, at

the time of the so-called "spring" tides—when the lunar

and solar high tides coincide— tlie advancing wall of

water may reach heights of twenty feet and more. Near

the mouth of the Amazon, a tributary of the Tocantins

River is reported to have a bore of fifteen feet. Less

spectacular bores exist on many minor rivers—or. rather.

North Ska proxides actual lieinonstralioii of ani[ilii(lrciniir

system. Colored, co-tidal line? run out from node?, where
tidal range is nil. Black contours conned jioinls of ccjual

tidal range, with the nia\inniin range being the inosl distant.
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used to exist—since shifting sands or river improvements

often modify or eliminate them. The Petitcodiac River,

in New Brunswick, and the Turnagain Arm, south of

Anchorage, Alaska, have the two best-known bores on

the North American continent.

It is unfortunate that common usage has caused the

misnomer, "tidal wave," to be generally applied to oce-

anic disturbances that have nothing whatever to do with

the tides. The very word "tide" (originally, "time"—

German "Zeit") implies an event of regular, periodic

occurrence, while so-called "tidal waves" are really the

opposite of a tidal motion. These highly irregular and

highly destructive oceanic waves, caused by occasional

submarine disturbances, might better be kno^vn popu-

larly—as they are known in scientific circles—by the

Japanese term, "Tsunami."

THE marks of the tides extend far beyond the confines

of oceanic water. For millions of years, the ubiqui-

tous, rhythmic heaving of the seas has left its imprints

in a multitude of secondary features, ranging from rock

cliffs and sandspits to the adaptations of marine flora

and fauna and even the activities of maritime man.

As a geologic agent, with the business of modeling the

world's shore lines, the tide may appear to be only a

junior partner, working in conjunction with much more
powerful agents, such as waves, surf, and wind. But the

latter only work on and off at the task of wearing down
a cliff here, hewing out a marine platform there, or

building up banks and spits. The tide, however, is con-

stantly at work. Besides, its range broadens the front

that may be attacked by wind and wave. Thus, wave-cut

marine coves have a greater vertical extent on tided cliff

shores than in tideless regions. Tidal range determines

the height of a wave-built sand bar, spit, or even island;

v""^

Extremes of high and low tides in the Thames River are

seen from identical position opposite the Tower of London.

on a flat shore, the width of the strand zone is wholly a

function of the range of the tide. There is a saying in

New England that "the State of Rhode Island consists of

two counties at high tide, and of three counties when

the tide is out." Despite this obvious exaggeration, there

are regions of the world where the flood area of a tidal

foreshore may ;vell approach or even substantially exceed

the dimensions of an average county.

Tidal currents do a slow but steady job of scouring,

transporting, and depositing. Tidal scour, unlike river

erosion, is not performed with such tools as the rocks

and gravel carried along a river's floor: the tidal currents

are too weak for that. Rather, this scour is a sort of

negative erosion: these currents prevent the deposit of

sediments along linear areas of the sea floor they sweep.

The most pronounced effect of such tidal scour is, of

course, observed along alluvial coasts, where the floor of

the continental shelf consists of loose material, chiefly

sand and fine gravel. Most of the tidal inlets between the

Frisian Islands, along the southern and eastern shores of

the North Sea, are deep furrows scoured out of the sand

to depths up to a hundred feet. Off the western coast of

Scotland, in the English Channel (Kurd's Deep), and in

the Parrsboro Narrows in the Bay of Fundy, investi-

gators have sounded tidal grooves as deep as four hun-

dred to six hundred feet.

The narrow intertidal zone, that disputed realm be-

tween land and sea. is extremely rich in varieties and

Dr. Bauer is a geographer at Villanova University. Here
he continues the discussion of tlie causes and effects of the

tides that started in Natural History's June-July issue.
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At low tide in the Thames, above, wide margin along the

river bank is exposed. Tidal range can exceed twenty feet.

numbers of life forms. These range from algae, sponges,

jellyfish, sea anemones, and corals, to starfish, sea

urchins, sea cucumbers, and marine worms, plus a variety

of snails, mussels, oysters, and barnacles. The life cycles

of many of these tidal organisms exhibit such delicate

adjustment to the tidal regimen—range as well as current

—that they may be said to reflect the phases of the moon.

ONE member of the tidal fauna that illustrates this

delicate relationship between marine life and the

tide is the oyster. The areal distribution of oysters is by

no means a matter of tidal control alone, but the most

successful oyster districts are those where the tide has

the most favorable effect upon the oyster's environment.

In recent years, when the oyster industry between Cape

Cod and Cape Hatteras faced depletion of its beds

through overfishing, the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries made
exhaustive investigations into the relationship between

oysters and the tide. These established the exact function

of tidal control in successful oyster-farming: tide currents

carry not only food to the sessile animal—they also keep

the oyster banks swept clean of sediments ( which tend

to choke the young oyster), and provide the necessary

reduction in salinity.

The spawning season of the oyster is a matter of water

temperature—in the United States from the end of June

to the middle of August. It was found tliat the most

intensive spawning occurs d'"'i"g ^'^^ spring tides within

the spawning season, evidently due to optimum water

temperature. To a large extent, tidal range determines

the zone of setting; that is, the final attachment of the

larva to a solid object. There are definite levels between

high and low water where setting is of greatest intensity.

Findings such as these have enabled the oyster farmer to

choose the correct time and place for setting. Knowing
these factors more exactly, he can control his planting

operations and secure a larger supply of precious seed

oysters. But this exploitation of a bivalve's tidal links

is only one of mankind s contacts with the tide. There

are scores of human occupations that either make wise

use of a friendly tide, adjust resignedly to the tide as an

inescapable part of mans life in a littoral environment,

or engage it in a never-ending battle. For the tide is

both friend and foe to man.

We may. for instance, call "friendh the tide that is

instrumental in reclaiming lands by controlled periodic

silting at high water, a method known as "warping.' In

this process, the tides slowh and effectiveh do the work

themselves. Man aids in regulating the How of tidal waters

only b\ providing gaps and inlets, and by producing a

sheltered backwater where silt and mud can settle. The

term derives from an earh method of English dike con-

struction, in which primitive "summer dikes'" were started

with a row of stakes interlaced, or "warped." with wattles

of brushwood, behind which the silt settled and was held.

THE idea of harnessing the cosmic forces embodied in

tidal moticni has always been a challenge to man s

iniagination. The first primitive use of the tidal range for

power came in the era of the grist mill. Such tidal mills

sprang up in several favored locations on the coasts of

England and France as early as 1790. The best known
were located at the River Colnc near St. Osvth. Essex,

at the River Tamar near Plymouth. England, at the River

Oiise near Newhaven on the English Channel, and an-

other at the River Ranee in Brittany. France. The Plan-

dome Mill near Manliasset. on .New \ orks Long Island
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Tidal dokk,-. -luli as this one on England's Severn River,

are caused by a combination of wide tidal range and sudden
narrowing of an estuary. This combination builds up a wall

of water that sweeps upriver in gradually diminishing wave.

operated for almost a century and a half grinding grain

for a large section of Long Island. All these early pio-

neers of tidal power shared, of course, the fate of the

ordinary grist mill in becoming obsolete soon after the

arrival of the steam engine.

The development of modern large-scale tidal power

projects appears to be severely handicapped by the grow-

ing rivalry of other energy sources and also by the

unusuall) high cost of construction. The history of the

"Quoddy" project on Passamaquoddy Bay (at the mouth

of St. Croix River, between Maine and New Brunswick)

reflects these handicaps. Begun in 1935 only to be

suspended in the year following, the project lay dormant

for another twenty years before it was finally revived as

a joint U. S.-Canadian venture. Today the Quoddy plant

is well on the way to becoming the only major tidal

power plant in the world. Other, smaller, projects are

under construction or consideration on the Severn, in

England, and on the coast of Brittany, in France.

THOSE tides, which, at high Avater, permit ships of

deep draft to reach ports otherwise accessible only

to small craft, must certainly be classed among the

friendly ones. Of all the tidal ports of the world, the

port of London is not only one of the largest, but one

that derives the greatest advantage from its tide. A tidal

range of twenty feet provides a channel depth of fifty

feet at high water, enough for any ocean steamer. While

the famous Tilbury docks, thirty-five miles downstream,

and other modern dock facilities between London and

Tilbury handle most of the incoming cargo, a large

amount of freight is still handled in the older, uptown
barge harbor. Ships anchor in midstream and are serv-

iced by fleets of barges. For thousands of these, tide

currents furnish most of the motive power. At slack

water, hundreds of barges can be observed casting off

their moorings and drifting to their next destination.
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Navigators and fishermen the world over are probably

most personally affected by the tide. No ship's master

can, of course, be familiar with all the varied tidal fea-

tures of his many ports of call. The customary pilot's

cigar, or, rather, a whole box of them, is only a small

token of the relief a skipper experiences every time a

pilot steps on to his bridge and takes over. Here is the

man who makes a living by knowing all his local tides.

A lifetime of close contact with this intricate element

of the environment breeds a surprising degree of intimacy

with it; a tide-sense, so to speak. W. M. Davis, an out-

standing American geologist and geographer, tells of the

life of a people who live in tidal isolation. They com-

prise the small Frisian communities that cling with in-

herited tenacity to the so-called "Halligs." a chain of

low-lying sandy islands hugging the shores of the North

Sea off the coast of Schleswig. They raise dairy cows,

beef cattle, and hogs on the sour grasses of their tidal

pastures. Their vital connection with the nearby main-

land is a regular boat service, but these steamers can

negotiate the narrow tidal channels only at high water,

which comes fifty-two minutes later each day. Thus, not

only the routine boat but practically all the economic

and most of the social life of these people is bound to

the cycle of the tides. Even the school hours are affected

by the daily change of routine, for the boys have to drive

the cattle and hogs home from the tidal pastures before

the tide comes in.

Speaking of hogs, the Hallig people take pride in their

production of excellent breakfast bacon, which should

be neither too fat nor too lean. With a twinkle in their

eyes, they tell the visitor just what part the tide plays

in their famous products. "When the tide is out." they

say, "our hogs graze peacefully on their tidal flats. That's

when they grow the fat part of the bacon. Then the tide

rushes in and they have to run; that makes the lean

part." The stern, relentless tide also has its humorous side.
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to the idea of creating the finest and most
versatile small telescope in the world.

Questar is the successor to the old-

fashioned single-purpose telescope. No
telescope since Galileo so frees you from
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century instruments. No longer need you
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covery in telescope optics in 200 years.

Questar is not one instrument, but five.
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out and bring the world to you with
simple ease and convenience, its great

power under fingertip control. It will read
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YOUNG SCIENTIST
Observations on development and behavior of "spiny mice'

By Miriam Dick

ACOMYS. or "spiny mice" as they

, are commonly known, are native to

the Mediterranean region. As Murinae,

they are equally related to mice and to

rats. Published descriptions of the sev-

eral different species of Acomys are con-

tradictory: the animals with which I

conducted my observations are probably

Acomys cahirinus. Adults are approxi-

mately 100 mm. long in head and body,

and weigh from .50 to 80 grams. They are

a sandy, orange-brown in color; the back

is darker and more brownish than the

flanks, due in part to the dark tips of the

"spines"' (actually guard hairs I growing

there. The underparts are pure white.

The entire tail is about 100 mm. long.

The Acomys are nol structurally

hardy. Their vertebrae are brittle, which

causes the tail to be particularly fragile.

Two of my animals have only half their

tails left and one is entirely devoid of

tail: their behavior has not been changed.

Beyond description and classification,

Acomys had been little studied and no

behavioral observations had been made.

I undertook as my Science Talent Search

project the preliminary study necessary

for future behavioral investigations. My
lirsl objective was a study of develop-

ment in newborn Acomys. Acomys litters

usually number two or three pups. I

Miss Dick, a New York high school

senior al the time of these studies, is

now a Swarthmore College freshman.

started observations with a litter of two

female pups, born on August 26, 1958.

Their combined weight at birth. 11.8

grams, was nearly one-fourth of the

mother's weight.

THE eyes were closed at birth: they

opened on "Day Two" and remained

open. Since adult spiny mice will

"freeze" at a sudden sound, I tested the

pups' hearing by looking for a startle

reaction. The first positive reaction to

sound I observed occurred on "Day
Three." The animals may have been able

to hear earlier, but were unable to react

noticeably, since they were inactive.

I used various procedures to determine

the pups' agility. On "Day One." when
placed on their hacks, both animals

righted themselves immediately, and

botii were also able to cling to vertical

or inverted mesh in their cages, although

one did not walk on the inverted surface

until "Day Twii."

As more mature pups require less

care, maternal behavior indicates devel-

opment of the young. "Day One," I ob-

served, was the only time that tlie mother

carried the pups. Thereafter, they fol-

lowed her round the cage.

My daily observations revealed that

Acomys young develop more rapidly

than their near relatives, rats and mice.

They hear and see at a much earlier age.

and are more agile during the early

weeks of their lives. As a result, they re-

quire less care from the mother.

DURING my care of caged adult

Acomys, I observed an unusual be-

havior, which I call "somersaulting."

This consists of a backward leap into the

air. For a moment, tiie white underparts

are uiipcrmost: then tiie animal comes

down headfirst (photo. fl/)oir I . and lands

on all fours. This somersaulting did not

occur with all: the animals in my colony

were divisible into tiiree groups: six that

somersaulted regularly, five that did so

occasionally, and thirteen that did nol. I

tried to determine under what conditions

the animals would somersault. Ordinar-

ily, this jumping heiiavior would start in

late afternoon or early evening and con-

tinue at intervals throughout the night.

However, if one of the somersaulters was

put into a clean cage, it would somer-

sault immediately. This circumstance

let me study the activity at any time.
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somersaults and a maximiim cage size

beyond which it does not occur.

A second aspect of the somersault in

relation to the cage was the presence of

light. Most of the animals crossed the

narrower dimension of the cage in their

jump: the cages had been arranged so

that the light came in through this nar-

rower dimension. I rearranged the cages

so that the light came in from the other

two sides, and watched for changes in the

somersaults. The animals were unaffected

by the change in direction of light.

FROM my observations, I believe that

the somersaulting is a hereditary

trait. Although a proper environment is

necessary for somersaulting, it does not

affect which of the animals will exhibit

the behavior. The behavior is not related

to age, sex, or weight, nor are there any

evident differences in appearance and

behavior (other than somersaulting) be-

tween the groups. All three of one litter

from a female that somersaulted regu-

larly did likewise. In two litters from

females that rarely exhibited this be-

havior, four out of the total of five young

never somersaulted and the fifth did so

only occasionally.

Somersaulting has been described in

literature. Helen King found one waltz-

ing rat that performed "vertical whirl-

ing," while one or two animals that

somersault have been found among Jap-

anese waltzing mice. Waltzing and re-

lated movements are established as re-

cessive hereditary characteristics, but

not all animals having the same genetic

make-up, waltz. If somersaulting in

Acomys is controlled by a similar reces-

sive gene, this may explain why only

some Acomys somersault.

At the same time. I do not feel that

Acomys' somersaulting is closely related

to the waltzing mutation in mice and

rats. For one thing, mice that exhibit the

waltzing behavior are much weaker than

tiiose that do not. This is not true with

tiie Acomys. Also, waltzing is an activity,

which goes on nearly constantly, with

pauses only to eat. drink, mate, and sleep.

The Acomys somersault for no more than

an hour or two at a time. Again, waltzers

are deaf and poorly co-ordinated: somer-

saulting Acomys are not.

My investigation of somersaulting in

Acomys was no more than a preliminary

one, but it has suggested several lines of

further investigation. Drugs that have

caused waltzing in mice may have similar

effects upon Acomys. It would also be of

interest to compare the equilibrium me-

chanisms in somersaults and non-som-

ersaulters. And it will, of course, be

necessary to observe several generations

of the animals to verify or discard the

hypothesis of hereditary somersaulting.

Dr. Tobach's commentary w ill

be found on the following page.

/TeivTransFlyweight
Professional Transistorized

Electric-Motor BatteryOperated

PORTABLE FIELD RECORDER

HAPPVk.

CAec/lc These Qnusual features:

1^ Weight: 8 lbs.: Size: 5'/2x9x12 inches.

i^ Exceeds NARTB Broadcast Standards.

V Newest Noise-Free Motor: No Microphonics.

V Low Noise Input Stage (0.25 microvolts).

i^ Overall Gain 110 db.

(^ Dry Rechargeable or Replaceable Batteries.

t^ 10 Selected Transistors Used.

iv Meter for VU, Amplifier and Motor Batteries.

i^ Battery Life: Amplifier 125 hrs., Motor 40 hrs.

\^ Modular plug-in construction.

1^ High Speed Rewind (3 minutes).

V Choice of 5 Single-Speed Models.

1^ Full unconditional Two Year Guarantee.

•^ Prices from $386. to $446.

Write for complete information to Dept. NH:

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA
397 Broadway. N. Y. 13, N. Y.
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LURES WILD BIRDS

TO YOUR WINDOW
Here is a quality product and a thoughtful

gift that will last for years. Clip FLIGHT

DECK to window sill and watch birds frolic JUST INCHES

AWAY! Learn to identify wild birds, their songs, colls,

markings, courtship, feeding habits, training of young,

etc. FLIGHT DECK delights shut-in, youngsters, and all bird

lovers.

vhite tr• Large 17"xl5", gre

• Custom molded all-weather du

• Hardwood perch roils, feeding

• Four large seed wells and wi

• Instantly clips ON or OFF (n

.er pool.

• Chrislmos gifts moi

• Shipped same day
• Gift packed with cc

• All shipments insur.

• Money back guorai

ucted.

jested.

XMAS LIST SPECIAL
SAVE.' — Order 3 or more, Shipping Costs FRii'.
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Bausch & lomb

Bushnell

Cadillac

Kern Swiss

Swift

and others

FINEST BINOCULARS
AND TELESCOPES

Postpaid by a Museum Curator, an active,

experienced field ornithologist.

ALL TYPES & PRICES • FREE TRIAL

Liberal trade-ins on your old glasses

}^artlett JicHdricks
Binocular Headquarters

PITTSFIELD 50-Y, MASS.
Phone HI 7-9748

5?.aicmatinq
.P\

LIVING|fei^
TURTLE N^i^r^jS-'^

GARDEN
A genuine turtle in a garden that really grows,
for children to plant and care for. An excitingly
educational living toy. Prehistoric setting with
dinosaurs roaming through growing grass. In

a crater lives a REAL LIVE TURTLE. Easy to
plont and core for, seeds spring to life in a few
days. Set comes complete with H"xl4" tray,
live turtle, dinosaurs, seed, plant food.turtle food.

53 ppd., S3.25 West of Miss., Sorry No C.O.D.

KIDDIES' GARDENS, Dept. NH-3
p. O. Box 82, Gedney Sta., White Plains, N. Y.

LINGUAPHONE
MAKES IT EASY TO

^.LISTEN and LEARN to

Sf3^

SPANISH(or%Tjp:Cn). FRENCH
ITALIAN • RUSSIAN • JAPANESE
ICELANDIC • GERMAN • MODERN GREEK
-any of 34 languages available AT HOME

iguase

Willi LINGUAPHONE — The World's Staniiard Coi
tional Method — You Start to SPEAK another la

TOMORROW — or/T COSTS YOU NOTHING!
in just 20 minutes a day, .vou and .vour family can learn
another language while relaxed AT HOME—the same easy,
natural way you learned to speak English long before you
went to school.

Only LINGUAPHONE Ijrings
angua^

and worne
In their

acherl

stand—YOU SI'EAK '

In another land.

That's why LInguaph
scientists, educators, g
a million home-sunly

nto

clly

e is used 'round the world by
ernmcnts and business firms. Over
idents nf all agos have learned to

this ideal, conversational way.

ooklet that fully describes the
lils on how you may
it in the language

also de

Linguophone Institute, T-63-109 Radio City, N. Y. 20

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
T. 63-109 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y. '

I'Icasc send me: D FIIEE Book.
'

n UetallB on FKEE Trial. No obllgallon, of course.

My language Interest is
I

Name I

Address '

City Zone State |

World's Standard Conversational Method For Over i

Half a Century

RARE INSECT-EATING PLANT

Cornivorous Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch

and eat insects. You con actually see bright-

colored traps seize unwary victims like the

insect above. A fascinating wonder of na-

ture, plants are easily grown from bulbs.

Each bulb sprouts leafy traps within weeks.

Ideal as gifts, six bulbs, sphagnum moss, full

color picture and planting instructions, $4.95
postpaid. (3 bulb package $2.75). Germi-

nation guaranteed. Other carnivorous plants

described in illustrated free brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.
BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

BUTTERFLY MOUNTING & COLLECTING KIT

Finest and most complete kit. Contains 15

tropical butterflies, 4x12 spreading board, 60
glass headed pins, 100 insect pins, 1 chemically

treated relaxing jar for softening butterflies,

2 glass strips, paper strips, 1 glass top riker

display mount, 1 pair brood point forceps,

triangular collecting envelopes, a 16 page
picture booklet with step by step instructions

for mounting, dispatching, preserving butterfly

collections plus other interesting information

with nylon butterfly net for $4.95 post paid.

Nylon net $1.95 post paid with instruction book.
Free price list upon request. Many butterfly

bargains.

America's largest Dealer
BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.
291 East 98th Street, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

NEW FOR FALL

ROCKET ENCYCLOPEDIA, edited by John Mer-

rick & Brie Burgess. All types of information on

rocketry, secured from sources throughout the

world, in a pictorial, eosy-to-understond manner.

$12.20 ppd.

THE CLOCK WE LIVE ON, Isaac As.'mov. A com-

prehensive story of time with facts gathered from

many fields of knowledge. The vagaries of

Easter is one of the fascinating points discussed.

For young people and adults. $3.15 ppd.

BEGINNER'S BOOK OF ASTRONOMY, John

Sfernig. A new book for those first seeking

knowledge and adventure in the universe around

us. $3.90 ppd.

ASTRONOMY BRACELET-1 2 charms. Sun, Moon,

Earth, Saturn, comet, rocket and stars. Gold

finish, tarnish proof with sparkling color. A
unique gift, boxed for presentation. $2.20 ppd.

including tax.

THE BOOK CORNER
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium

81st Street & Central Park West
New York 24, N. Y.

Mail orders filled. Write for catalogue.

SAFARI TODAY! ^

IT IS ALWAYS EXCITING to study a

new problem in animal behavior or to

examine an old problem with new insight

into techniques or attack. This excite-

ment is enhanced when the animal to be
studied is new to the laboratory. In the

work described here, the "unknowns"
were approached by "known" methods,
and the investigator was rewarded with
the best possible result: the uncovering
of a behavior phenomenon with potenti-

alities for use in investigating important

questions in animal behavior.

Here are some questions with which
comparative psychologists are concerned

:

Is it fruitful, or even scientifically pos-

sible, to separate experiential factors

from constitutional factors?

How can one explain the continual in-

teraction of past experiences and present

circumstances in order to understand
and clarify the behavior we observe?

How do developmental processes —
which vary in time by stages—contribute

to different behavioral patterns in related

species of animals?

As this investigator has suggested, the

flipping behavior of Acomys can be

studied in relation to species-character-

istic and constitutional variables by
means of controlled breeding. As her

own work demonstrated, this behavior

may be approached in terms of environ-

ment and experience. An integration of

the developmental approach, which
formed a part of Miss Dick's study, with

both the genetic and the experiential ap-

proaches, should make it possible to

search for answers to these questions.

What do we mean when we speak of

known methods? Miss Dick has con-

cerned herself with the zoological classi-

fication and the ecological characteriza-

tion of the animal under study—a basic

investigative technique in studying ani-

mal behavior. Possession of these facts

allowed her to plan an investigation of

the developmental pattern of Acomys'
young that would permit a meaningful

comparison with the development of re-

lated rodents. It also set the behavioral

phenomenon studied—the animal's flip-

ping—into the context of known rodent

behavior, so further comparisons can be

made between and within species. This

is a key aim of comparative psychology.

But the utilization of known methods

was not all. In addition, the experimenter

showed sensitivity to the special qualities

of the materials at hand. Such sensitivity

cannot be achieved without the sort of

assiduous, thorough, and controlled ob-

servation of the animal that is evident in

Miss Dick's report. Coupled with this

sensitivity was a curiosity—a wish to de-

termine "What if . . ."—which is perhaps

an inseparable concomitant.

It is her use of known methods, plus

the development of sensitivity, that make
Miss Dick's study a noteworthy example

of an investigation of animal behavior.
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Md beauty to your 'Dailtj Civ'mg

TM. Lively dancers are the motif of these gay red

screw-on earrings. Hand-enameled on sterling

silver—a compliment to the matching Siamese
bracelet. Actual size as illustrated. $4.75, fax ppd.

2M. Grace your table with this unusual three

sectioned walnut tray from India. Useful, practical,

and an attractive serving piece. 11" long.

$3.50, ppd.

3M. From Siam, comes this delicate hand-fash-

ioned bracelet. The rich red tone of the enamel
on sterling silver will cdd a touch of gaiety to

your costume.

Approx. 7" in length. $11.25, tax-ppd.

4M. This small, highly polished Rosewood ele-

phant with its upraised ivory tusks will delight all.

Carved in India by native artisans, it will brighten

any knick-knack shelf or corner. 3" high.

$3.75, ppd.

5M. The Etruscans by Raymond Bloch. An archae-

ological mystery story. The ancient, European

people whose language remoins unexplained is

excitingly described in everyday terms. 79 photos,

38 line drawings, 3 maps, 260 pp. $5.65, ppd.

6M. Three white tiles hand-painted in gold and
black depicting a typical Japanese scene. A simple

black-lacquered frame enhances each picture.

Specify choice. (A or B) 19" high, 7'^" wide.

$5.75 eo., ppd.

7M. The magnificence of form and beauty of

motion hove been hand-captured to achieve this

commanding figure. A porcelain creation by
Boehm that will add stature to any setting. Only
one available. 9" high. Mailed express zollecl.

$100.00

8M. Five varied colored seohorses ore the cente

of attraction on this green-gold enamel on coppe
troy. Different and distinctive, it measures 6^

inches in diameter. $12.00, ppo

9M. This fine porcelain stallion is a collector'

item guaranteed to evoke the most discernini

decorator's praise. Executed by Boehm it is i

piece of art to be displayed and admired. 8*2'

high. Only one available. Mailed express colled

$(50.01

Members ore entitled to a lO'o discount. Please

do not send cash. Send your checfc or money
order to:

Tue
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This
Sculptured

Earth
THE LANDSCAPE OF AMERICA

by John A. Shimer

"TY/nAT is scenery? To you and me
it is mountains, rivers, lakes,

plains—the face of the land. To Pro-

fessor Shinier it is . . . also the way
they became the way they are . .

.

This gorgeous book is his explana-

tion of the manner in which the

United States has come to wear the

look it does. It is a fascinating book

. . . illustrated with some of the most
striking photographs I can ever re-

member seeing between the same
two covers."— JOHN barkh.am,
Saturday Revieiv Syndicate $7.50

At your bookstore

COLUMBIA University Press

Just published

— the first five books in

THE SCIENCE
STUDY SERIES

THE NEUTRON STORY
by Donald J. Hughes

MAGNETS
by Francis Bitter

SOAP BUBBLES AND THE
FORCES WHICH MOULD THEM

by Sir Charles Vernon Boys

ECHOES OF BATS AND MEN
by Donald R. Griffin

HOW OLD IS THE EARTH?
by Patrick M. Hurley

95^ each

Sponsored bv the Physical Science Study

Committee (a group formed at M.I.T)

as a part of its program of reshaping the

teaching and study of physics in Ameri-

can schools, Jbe Science Shidy Series is

of major importance to both students

and adults interested in science. Some 65

additional volumes will be published

during the next few years. Copies of

the first five are now available at your

bookstore, and complete information on

the Series may be obtained from

Doubleday & Co., Inc.

575 Madison Ave., New York 71

Stone

^ For the first time : the whole

dramatic story of one of the

most exciting archaeological

finds of our time. ..the discov-

ery of prehistoric Americans.

NO STONE UNTURNED
By LOUIS A. BRENNAN lllui. tJ.OO.

now ot your bookslom. RANDOM HOUSE

Do yov know that . . .

SOLID MATTER is more than

99.99% empty space?

ELECTRONIC BRAINS solve all

problems with only two figures:

and 1?

MAN has not five but at least

ten physical senses?

THE MOON is better known to us

than the interior of the earth?

COLOR exists only in the eye of

the observer?

A STRAIGHT LINE is not always
the shortest distance between
two points?

You con find the answers to

thousands of questions on
science quickly and easily v^ith

The Concise

Dictionary of Science

by Frank Gaynor
An up-to-date dictionary provid-
ing: concise definitions of terms
and concepts peilaininj? to all

fields of science. Full coverag:e is

given to the nev

$10.00

Philosophical Library, Publishers

IS Eost 40 Street, New York 16

REVIEWS (Continued from page420)

Tijir of Latimerin tail, seen in X-ray.

complete brain case, with all the car-

tilaginous portions in place, and with

the related nerves and blood vessels

carefully determined, will make future

work on this complex structure more
meaningful in both the extinct coela-

canths and the rhipidistians. There is.

unfortunately, no figure of the complete

skull and gill arches. It is hoped that

this will be included in a future volume.

Although the description is generally

quite adequate, and pertinent compari-

sons are made with fossil coelacanths

and other fishes, other additional draw-

ings would be extremely useful; for

example, the jaw musculature.

The musculature of the paired fins

is of particular interest in relation to

the transition from fin to limb. Al-

though there are some important dif-

ferences between the skeleton of the

paired fins in coelacanths and rhipidis-

tians, these structures in Latimeria are

the closest approach among living

fishes to the rhipidistian appendages,

which did give rise to the tetrapod

limbs. In one specimen of Latimeria,

which lived for several hours after

capture, the pectoral fins were ob-

served to be extremely mobile and

capable of rotating through 180°. This

suggests that they can probably be

placed in a forward position when the

fish is resting on or moving over the

HAVAHART, 158 A Water Street, Ossining, N Y
i I J c (.1 d II 1 HI I I Ltt 40 page booklet and price list

Tlft is also distinctive in soft tissue.
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METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A Small Booklet Is Included With Each Ptehistoric Animal Telling Its Story

Averaging 3 inches $]00 each . . . Averaging 6 inches $000 each

l!B--^~'#\>- ^j
MASTODON DIMETRODON STEGOSAURUS PLESIOSAURUS PTERODACTYL

TYRANNOSAURUS REX BRONTOSAURUS MOSASAUR :ICERATOPS TRACHODON
Original Models fay Julius fehk

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS OF ORIGINAL

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS FROM THE NATIONAL

ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

250 each

Four Documents Of Freedo
Lincoln Panors
Jefferson Papers
Roller! E. Lee Paiiers
Plymouth Papers

$1.00 per set

PRESIDENTIAL COINS

I'ollshoil scml-nroclous jmlHUUiiil Hov mmuil?
aom straie< In i;^lear |ilii_<li.' clinln- nf IT. scinl

$1.00
150 each

Ili.M'.l Miiunil .

ch d.'S(Tlpli..ri ill ..!>.

r

1
T \fr

Only 750 4%^'^

Only $1.25

INTRIGUING AMULETS. Profective charms of an earlier world. SYMBOLS OF WORSHIP. Ancient mystical gods

of man's creation. ANCIENT ART—Egyptian-African-Roman-Mayan figures in METAL.

1.25 I. K.iivpllan Cat CI") 1.25 M. liliiuiiii. l-nal.ir i;ii,l

2.50 J. .\nul)ls Tumlj (lilaiilian .\niill.-l .35 0. llis. 1I.iik.-Ii.iM i;.i,i

2.50 K. Uurus. nn- Sky C.i.l. .Miiiilel .35 P. K::M.liaii .Mils Hull CI")

H. Ciiatoraalun Siiiilirel ci'..'.") 1.25 L. Trla.l .75 Q. ICinaii Ciiiin
1.25 G. K'oullon Coil I'lali (« 1.25

2.50
3.50

Dealers and Museums, Write for Wholesale Prices

ROYAL BRONZE 225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502

NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

MAIL ORDER ONLY



'5HAKTy
BOAT CRUISES
A NOVEL

HOLIDAY AFLOAT

PIIVE COXES
Northwest virgin timber forest cones.
Assortment box. Naturalist collection.

Foot long to tiny species.
All-cone wreaths.

December evergreens, too. Booklet.

WESTERN TREE CONES
1925 Brooklane. Corvallis. Oregon

WHY DON'T YOU
WRITE?

writing at home

Desk Method
FREE ''Wi

without cost

by the fascinating- N.l

Aptitude Test" tel

-'. hobbies, travel,
11 learn and EARN
A. New York Copy

i whether you have
. Write for it NOW
^nsed by X.Y. State.

' York ]

IICA

New "Mechanical Educator" to

IMPROVE MEMORY
Inability to recall names, places, facts quickly
IS a common, often costly, shortcomine: that can
now be easily overcome with the aid of a new
device for self-instruction, memory and concen-
tration training. This versatile new educational
tool can also be used effectively in language
learning, speech correction and improvement,

ything to be

DORAAIPHONE
Memory Trainer
• Speeds up learning

processes

• Aids Concentration

• Provides

Entertainment

principle, the Mei
Trainer records,
stanliy plays Ijack,

—so helpful and prac-
tical, it is used by edu-
cators, psychologists,
people of all ages and
professions.

SELF-

CONTAINED

RECORDING CARTRIDGES
from 30 seconds

to 55 minutes

Easily removed. Can be stored

or ""erased" instantly and re-

used repeatedly. Just record,
flip a switch for play-back and
listen!

Write TODAY for FREE
folder -with complete in-
formation.

Modernophone, Inc.

297-109 Radio City

New York 20, N. Y.

MODERNOPHONE, INC. Circle 7-0830
297-109 Radio City. New York 20, N. Y.
Ueiillenicn: I'lease send me jour J.-ilKK booklet. I
am Interested in learning more about the Dormi-
plione Afemory Trainer and what it can do for tne.
.S"o obligation—no salesman will call,

Name

Address

City Zone State

.My main interest in the Memory Trainer Is for:

D Language Learning Speech ImprovementU Memorization School or College Wurl

bottom. The rliipidistians could prob-

ably do the same, and the muscle pat-

tern may have been basically similar.

THE Cretaceous ancestry of Latimeria
is unknown. In some respects, par-

ticularly in the pattern of the roofing

bones of the skull and snout, it resem-
bles certain Triassic coelacanths more
closely than the known Jurassic or Cre-
taceous ones. But there is a gap of
seventy million years in the coelacanth
story, and these differences and resem-
blances are difficult to evaluate. The
late Paleozoic and the Mesozoic coela-
canths had a large air bladder with a
calcified wall, which is frequently pre-
served in the fossils. Latimerias air

bladder is vestigial and probably non-
functional. This is perhaps a speciali-

zation related to its habitat-the rocky,
ocean floor at a depth between nine
hundred and fifteen hundred feet. Modi-
fications of this sort, involving mostly
the soft tissues and, of course, the
physiology, but not necessarily the
skeleton, could well account for the
differences between a swamp coela-

canth of the Pennsylvanian period and
its moderately deep water, marine
descendant living today.

It will be many years before we
know all about Latimeria—its embry-
ology, detailed structure, physiology,
life history, and behavior. Perhaps the
rarity of this fish and the relative in-

accessibility of its habitat will make it

impossible to acquire all this informa-
tion. But animals are frequently re-

garded as rare because we do not
know exactly where to look for them,
or how to capture them. Latimeria may
be more abundant than we now realize.

All specimens, except the first, were
caught on hand lines by native fisher-

men. This is obviously not a very
efficient way to determine abundance.
Nevertheless, biologists have long known
that there is a minimum population
size necessary to perpetuate a species.

It would be a curious sort of irony if

man were responsible for the extinction

of the coelacanth after resurrecting

him from the depths of the ocean.

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Lee Boltin.

426-AMNH.
427-'"Anatomie de
Latimeria Chalumnae".
428-Transactions of the
N.Y. Acad, of Sci. vol.

15 no. 6 Bobb Schaeffer.
430-31 Helmut Wimmer,
AMNH.
432-Bobb Schaeffer,
AMNH.
433-Lee Boltin.

434-39-Max Renner.
440-Helmut Wimmer,
AMNH.
442-45-GGrdon Smith.
446-51-AI Blaustein.
453-Helmut Wimmer
AMNH.
454-55-Star map by
Henry M. Neely.

456-63-Kennelh Gosner
464-Top: Robert Gart-
land, AMNH. Bottom-
Kennetfi Gosner.
465-66-Kenneth Gosner.
467-Phyllis Morse and
Robert Gartland, AMNH.
469-Kenneth Gosner.
470-71- Kosti Ruohomaa,
Blacit Star.

472-73-Helmut Wimmer,
AMNH-after Albert
Defant "Ebb and Floe:

The Tides of earth,
air and water".
474-76-British Infor.
Service.

479-Lee Boltin.

484-'"Anatomie de
Latimeria Chalumnae".

hen Danie

the phantom deer arise

and all lost, wild America
is burning in their eyes"^

BUT not all is lost. Much of wild,
beautiful America remains; some 222
million acres of it, an area larger even
than France and Italy combined ... set
aside in dedicated trust, managed for
you — and generations to come — by
the National Park Service, U. S. Forest,
and Fish & Wildlife Services.

As Boone did, you can move through
the forest primeval, under a tree
canopy more varied than any in all

Europe. As millions before you have
done, you can stand humbly at the
world's largest canyon; gaze unbelieving
at the world's largest thing ahve,
a sequoia; wonder at the world's most
beautiful lake; listen with your mind's
ear as age-old stones speak sermons
of the creation.

The glories of mountain and canyon,
subtropical wilderness and glistering

glacier, rain forest and moon-lit desert
beauty, island and plain and
rockbound coast— they are still here,
and they summon you.

That is the greatest wonder of all — they
are still here. And in the words of
James Fisher, English naturalist,

Sinclair salutes you, the American
people, for your guardianship:

"And this is what I have tried to do —
to tell of wild America, and say that
never have I seen such wonders or met
landlords so worthy of their land.
They have had, and still have, the
power to ravage it; and instead have
made it a garden."^

Sinclair
A Great Name in Oil

1 "Daniel Boone" by Stephei
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MOTORISTS! Awailing your visit arc 601 national pari<s, forests and game refuges, historic sites and monuments, each kept

beautiful through wise conscrvalioii. Let us help plan vour tour of the natural and historic wonders that are held in trust tor

you. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Buildinc, 600 Fi'fth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.

ANOTHER IN SINCLAIR'S AMERICAN CONSERVATION SERIES
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CLEARANCE SALE-SCIENTIFIC BOOKS-
UP TO 60%
DISCOUNT

293. THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF LEADER-
SHIP. By D. A. cV- E. 0- Laird. Illustrated. A
ffealLh of down-to-earth guidance, based on scientific
research, which shows how executives, personnel direc-
tors, foremen and supervise

413. 100 1 WAYS TO REPAIR AND IMPROVE
YOUH HOME. By George Daniels. Illustrated with hun-
dreds of photographs &- diagrams. New complete guide to
iverj- home repair and improvement, giving clear step-by-

138. TREASURY OF AMERICAN GARDENS.
By James F. Fitch \- F. R. Rockwell. With 250
illustrations. 100 in color. In this handsnine. lavish
volume. lOH X I'd. two distinguished writers join
forces with the leatling photographers to present, in
words and pictures, the great gardens of America from
the Atlantic Seaboard to Hawaii. A few of the gar-
dens are public but the large majority are private
ones and seldom seen. The illustrations are magni-
ficent and there is a wealth of ideas for landscaping
and planting, with special consideration of Gardens
Under Glass—Terraces and Patios—Rock Gardens

—

Landscapes—Specialty Plantings—WiIdflow(
Pub. $12 Only g.t

330. ANIMALS ALL. Ed. by Peter Skelton. Illustrated

with 16 drawings by Albert Orboan, Excellent selection of

fifteen stories in which the animals themselves are heroes

—written by outstanding authors and containing much :

lore. Pub. at $3.75. 1.62

when Yankee inventiveness was at its peak, spawning the

tools, machines and techniques which changed the face of

Ameriia—with fascinating portraits of the strange charac-

ters and wonderful anecdotes. Pub. at $4.50. Only 2.26

259. JOHN BARTRAM AND THE EARLY NATURAL-
ISTS: New Green World. Illustrated. Full of the won-
der and excitement of the unexplored wilderness of America
of the 18th century, and the group of botanists whose
attitudes changed the country's thinking about the preser-

vation of the world of nature. Pub. at $4.50. Only 2.26

HIM, LIFE UNDER THE M ICROSCOPE — With
460 Captioned Photographs. 4 Full-Page Color Plates.

By O. Jirovec, et al. A beautiful volume devoted to the
microscope and its contribution to man's knowledge
and control of nature. Each page of this informative
and entertaining book contains superb photographs

—

many full-page size—illustrating the infinite variety

of forms found in nature's works of art, ranging from
the familiar six-point snowflagc in ili- -iiikinu ^llapes

of magnified inorganic substat l .. a-ae.

fungi, moulds, lichens, mosses. I'ln
i

- > rurals,

insects, even the structure of iiL.li. i.lu.ii n|.,ih- m the

higher animals and man. With l-ucl ,k,.. iiiJiiuns of

binocular, flourescent and electron microscopes, pio-

neers in microscopy, etc. 9" 12", imported.

329. ANIMAL LEGENDS. By Maurice Burton. Illus-

trated with 20 drawings. The well-known authority on
animal behavior examines some long-established animal
legends—full of incidents and observations that are unusual

250. THESE WERE THE WOMEN: 1776-1860. By
Mary Ormsbee Whitton. Kril!i:int (hunih-nail sketches of

women who played a '.]''< •
r),, development of

American civilization fr i; i
i .

i m lays down to the

Civil War—a fascinating [ r
i

. l.\ iiuotations from
contemporary books, dial 11 n, I

i)
i
hnM-. Pub. at $3.!>5.

Only 2.20

of infor-
ling to the Gulf Stream
. of those countries in its

h/.ation through the 16th
jil explorations up

Only 1.62
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COSMOTRON

SMASHER

• PRODUCES 75,000

VOLTS

• ABSOLUTELY

SAFE

In no sense of the word a toy or a gadget. The

COSMOTRON is a scientific instrument capable of

producing 75,000 voHs-mokes sparks up to 2"

lo.ig-yet is absolutely sofe because the current is

infinitesimal. The science teacher-science lover-or

hobbyist can perform experiments to astound stu-

dents-friends-fomily. Mokes smoke disoppeor-
defies grovily - turns propellers ot a distance—

transforms atomic energy into light-makes orti-

ficial lighting— smashes atoms—demonstrates ionic

space ship drive—ond many other experiments.

Constructed of the finest moterials. Will do exactly

-for instruction purposes—what generators that

cost 3 to 10 times more will do. The perfect device

to leach the secrets of atomic physics ond elec-

tricity. Will hold on oudience spellbound as it per-

forms trick after omazing trick. Includes an ex-

periment kit and illustrated experiment manual.
Monual explains the "how" and "why." You will

fine research tool that will give yeors of beneficial

service to the institution or individual who owns
one. In kit form or assembled.

Kit form $14.95

Assembled $19.95

for either, add 80c for postage and
handling in U. S.: SI.00 obrood.

Use coupon be/ow to order.

ITS FLASH FREEZES MOTION!

Exciting experiences in research and photography
ore possible with the new Geniac" STROBOSCOPE.

Designed to flash a brilliant neon light at pre-

cisely controlled speeds from one flash per second
to 250 l.p.s. The STROBOSCOPE actually mokes
motion freeze before your eyes when its flicker

frequency equals that of the vibrating object.

Used together with fast film ond fast lenses,

the Geniac" STROBOSCOPE creates multiple im-
ages on one film, and thus is useful in in ballistics

studies.
Essential for the research lob, photographic

amateur, school or serviceman who wants to dis-

cover the causes of errotlc vibration or to meosure
frequency occurately. The STROBOSCOPE can also
be used in the laboratory through a microscope

Versatile, exciting, low-priced and accurate, the

Genioc" STROBOSCOPE is available in kit form
and assembled, complete with instructions and
xperi

Kit $19.95

Assembled $24.95

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., INC. n^h-'hs

105 EAST 16 ST., N. Y.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
ATTACH NAME AND ADDRESS

GENIAC"^ in Assembly Rack

WHICH GROUP ARE YOU IN?
ENGINEER OR RESEARCH WORKER
who wants to learn more about the

application of computers to his prob-

lems.

TEACHER in high school or college

who neecJs laboratory or demonstra-

tion material on computers.

SCIENTIFIC AMATEUR who wants

to learn about computers but doesn't

know how to begin.

INVETERATE GADGETEER
STUDENT impatient for teachers to

begin.

FAMILY MAN who wonts some fun

with his kids.

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE FROM THESE GROUPS HAVE BOUGHT AND ENJOYED
GENIAC", THE ELECTRIC BRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT.

THE MANUALS are a survey of the applications of symbolic logic in reducing various

problems to repetitive machine solution. We explain the theory and illustrate with

complete wiring diagrams.

THE 100 PAGE TEXT gives on overview of the whole computer field.

THE KIT OF MATERIALS contains over 400 parts, switches, all wire and tools necessary

for building and designing over 125 different computing gome playing, problem

solving circuits.

YOU benefit from the experience of thousands of users incorporated in the latest

revised manual.

WE GUARANTEE ABSOLUTELY that unless you ore completely satisfied with your

GENIAC " kit, you may ship it bock to us within 7 days and we will return your money.

SEND NOW! ONLY $19.95 POSTPAID

900X "MICROBE HUNTER"
• The only Microscope in its class featuring

GRADE A optics!

• Power Range 25X, SOX, 75X, lOOX, 150X,

200X, 300X, 400X, 600X, 900X

• Full Range Fine Adjustment

• Safety Stop on Coarse Adjustment

This instrument—mode to our rigid design speciricotions—

has wide usage in schools, loborotorles and low enforce-

ment ogencies. All of the most needed features hove been
incorporated to meet the replacements for diversified micro-

studies. Highly recommended for serious hobbyist desiring

exceptional quality ot modest cost. Power ronge from
25X to 900X in 12 possible combinotions. Geared rock

and pinion coarse focusing. Micro-motion fine focusing of

full range-12 complete revolutions. Safety stop prevents
dual surface (piano

<^ F-338-List $69.95 Net $39.95
(Add $1.00 for postage and handling

PORTABLE WEATHER STATION

This all plastic unit tells

wind speed, wind direc-

tion, temperature, rain-

fall, and total rain . . .

Easily mounted on

clothesline fence, porch,

outside window or

garage. A complete,

pocket-sized weather

station . . .
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The SCIENCE MATERIALS CENTER presents

Gifts every Santa
will want to share
with his children
• Fascinating 'portable laboratories*

• Pre-tested • Age-graded

• Created in consultation with
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ID Brontosaurus Kit

Perfect entertainment for those

rainy afternoons! A scale model of

the "Thunder Lizard" designed

from an original museum bone

structure. Fifty ivory plastic pieces,

anatomical assembly instructions,

and parts identification photos.

Fascinating and educational it

stands about 6" high and 20" long.

$2.50 postpaid

2D Bluebird Kit
Lifesize plastic bluebird model

so easy to make, any youngster

would want one. The kit contains

14 bird assembly parts, 1 artist

brush, 1 bottle painting fluid, 1

pallet with 6 color pellets. Just snap

the pieces together and presto, the

model is completed. No messy glue

needed! $1.25 postpaid '

3D Microscope
This 50. 100, 200 power turret

microscope will be appreciated by

any school child. Supplied with it

are one prepared and two unpre-

pared slides. A wonderful introduc-

tion to the world of science.

$3.25 postpaid

4D Peacock
H'proud peacock on mossy green

ground, flaunts its varicolored

plumage. A composition figure 3"

high and 4V2" long it is imported

from Austria. Perk up your child's

knick-knack shelf with this gay

decorator's item. $1.00 postpaid

5D Album of Horses
Any horse lover in the juvenile

set will want this big beautiful vol-

ume of 113 pages with many full

color paintings. Black and white

marginal pictures illustrate the text.

Valuable and absorbing informa-

tion, plus little known facts, will

interest the reader. $3.75 postpaid

6D Smokey Game
Always popular with the young-

sters, this is the story and game of

Smokey, the forest fire preventing

bear. Four players will learn im-

portant lessons in good camping

practise and understanding of the

great outdoors. $1.35 postpaid

7D Kangaroo
A rich warm brown color over-

all measuring 4" long. A baby

Kangaroo peers out of its mother's

pouch in this delightful import

from Austria. $1.00 postpaid

We cannot guarantee Christmas
delivery Unless your order is

received before December lOtli.

Members are entitled to a 10%-

discount. Please send your check or

money order to:

Zhe

Museum Shop



8D Navaho Indian Jewelry
The Navaho Indians have fash-

ioned a popular Hopi design into

2 handsome silver and turquoise

pieces. Attractive and simple these

fine examples of Indian craftsman-

ship are approximately the size il-

lustrated. The pin is safety clasped.

Bracelet $8.50 postpaid, tax incl.

Pill $5.25 postpaid, tax incl.

9D Bateke Figure
This is a reproduction in Alva-

stone of a fetish figure carved in

wood by the Bateke who live in the

northern Congo in French Equa-
torial Africa. A fine example, the

crested head is characteristic and
the beard is typical of the ones
worn by the tribal elders. It stands

14%" high. $16.50 express collect

lOD Ebony Praying Man
A praying man from Tangan-

yika, carved individually and repre-

sentative of the work native to this

region. Made of solid ebony hand
rubbed to a black gloss. From top

to bottom about 8" high.

$5.00 postpaid

IID Primrose Pin
This five petaied white primrose

pin is a Norwegian import made of

sterling silver gold plated and ex-

pertly enameled. Centered with a

most delicate pink it is sparked with

veins of gold. Brightens a suit or
dress—an important accent to com-
plete your outfit. $7.00 postpaid

12D Japanese Notes
Ten enchanting full color Jap-

anese notes, unfold to a soft white
for personal correspondence. Six
designs depict ancient Japanese
paintings of the 17th and 18th
century. "Cherry Blossoms". "Din-
ing on a Cloudy Day", and "The
Ivy Path" amongst others. Notes
are 3%" x T'/o" unfolded.

Box of 10 $1.25 postpaid

13D Cockatoo
A very beautiful and graceful

cockatoo imported from India.
Finely carved from a crude piece

of Water Buffalo horn and mounted
on a Rosewood base, it stands about
7" high. An ivory beak dramatizes
the sculptor's work of art.

$5.50 postpaid

14D Masai Letteropener
A striking letteropener hand-

carved in Africa. The handle is in

the form of a Masai warrior's head.
Fashioned of ebony it is about 9"

long. It is a handsome desk ajv

pointment. $1.25 postpaid

ORDER EARLY!
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Reconstructed Moa, a large, flightless

bird of New Zealand, is from Heuvelmans.

Reviews
CREATURES

EXTINCT, LIVING

OR FICTIONAL

Reviewed by

George Gatloed Simpson

On the Track of Unknown Animals,

by Bernard Heuvelmans. Hill and
Wang, $7.50; 558 pp., illus.

EVERY YEAR several thousand kinds

of animals are described and named

for the first time. It is variously esti-

mated that perhaps a third or perhaps

a half of the kinds of animals actually

existing are still unknown, in the sense

that they have not yet been defined and

given scientific names by zoologists.

These facts are striking enough, and

they emphasize how much work must

still be done before we can say that we
really know the fauna of our planet.

There are, nevertheless, indications

that our ignorance is not quite so exten-

sive as these over-all figures might in-

dicate. To begin with, the vast majority

of new animals now being described and

still to be made known are insects.

Although they are small and often ob-

scure, it is usually no great problem to

find new kinds. This is mainly because

there are so many insects compared with

the small number of entomologists that

there simply has not been time to de-

scribe them all. Among the less varied

groups of animals, such as the birds and

mammals, on the other hand, the rate

of discovery has slowed down greatly

and is approaching zero. There is un-

mistakable evidence that we really do

already know almost (but not quite)

all of these more obvious and, on the

whole, more interesting animals.

Another point is that most of the

"new" animals now being described

are not particularly novel—they are so

closely related to forms already known
that to the nonspecialist they seem

almost identical. Now many of them—
among birds and mammals, a large ma-

jority—are subspecies; and a subspecies

is usually an arbitrary or subjective

unit. Within broad limits, you can dis-

tinguish almost as many of them as you

like, and some zoologists do amuse (or

aggrandize) themselves in that way. The

basic, reasonably nonarbitrary or objec-

tive unit in nature is the species. Among
birds and mammals, again, and among
some other groups, the number of

"known" species has actually decreased

markedly in recent years. This is not

because many species have recently be-

come extinct (although a few have), but

because many groups earlier described

as species are now found either to be

subspecies or to have no natural validity.

ON these and, unfortunately, on a num-

ber of other points, Heuvelmans'

enthusiastic and interesting book is mis-

leading. It is certainly legitimate for the

writer of a popular book to single out

the unusual and the romantic. Heuvel-

mans has done this skillfully, and in this

respect his book is valuable and fas-

cinating. It is not, however, logical to

argue that because the unusual some-

times happens it is to be expected. It is

downright disingenuous to evaluate all

kinds of suspect evidence on that basis

and to insist that the improbable is

probable or certain merely because it is

not impossible.

Right at the start, Heuvelmans sets

up a straw man that he attacks through-

out the book with all the fervor of a

Quixote tilting at windmills. He says that

the "official attitude" of zoologists is that

the world has been completely explored,

that no new animals have been discov-

ered for a long time, and that animals

known only as fossils will not be found

alive. He has no trouble demolishing

those three propositions, but his evi-

dence—as far as it is correct—is entirely

derived from the work of the zoologists

themselves. Heuvelmans seems to think

that the official attitude of zoologists is

that zoologists are not acquainted with

their own work! He is particularly bitter

against the paleontologist Baron Cuvier,

who died in 1832 and is not exactly the
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official spokesman for modem zoology.

Actually, zoologists are so well aware

of the inadequacy of earlier zoological

exploration that they expect any large

collection, even from a region geograph-

ically well known, to contain some hith-

erto undescribed animals. They know
that new animals are discovered every

day because in 999 cases out of 1.000

they are the ones who discover them.

They know that groups previously known
only as fossils do sometimes (really very

rarely) turn up alive, because without

exception it is the zoologists who have

demonstrated that fact.

Heuvelmans' intemperate attack on

the zoologists, emphasized by still more
vituperous introductory remarks by

Gerald Durrell, is, in one word, silly. It

can hardly be overlooked, because it

permeates the book, but it can be dis-

counted, and one can go on to enjoy

Heuvelmans' often excellent accounts of

some of the more remarkable of the

zoologists' discoveries.

As noted at the outset, the many new
animals being discovered nowadays

are rarely very novel, but there are

exceptions. It is. of course, on these ex-

ceptions that the romanticist centers

attention—and quite properly. There are

all levels of novelty. The largest of all

living apes was not discovered until

1901, but most zoologists consider it

merely a somewhat larger mountain sub-

species of the long-familiar common
gorilla. Grevy's zebra, first definitely

identified in 1882 (not exactly yester-

day), was a strikingly novel species, but

it belonged to a genus known since anti-

quity. The pygmy hippopotamus, now
considered a distinct genus although

manifestly related to the common hippo-

potamus, was discovered in 1843. It is

significant that the dates for increasingly

novel discoveries tend to recede in time

—although there are exceptions such as

the okapi, to be mentioned below. The
last really new family of living mam-
mals to be discovered, and perhaps the

last ever, was not named until 1939. but

it is based on small burrowing rodents

at which no one but a zoologist would

look twice. (Heuvelmans does not men-

tion them.) Far more striking novelties

have, indeed, been discovered still more

recently, but they are invertebrates,

mostly quite obscure aquatic forms and

so outside Heuvelman's inquiry, which is

confined to terrestrial vertebrates.

The second major theme of romantic

zoology is that of the so-called "living

fossils," and Heuvelmans flounders ob-

Abominable Snowman was reconstructed
on basis of evidence from manv sources.

scurely in his attempts to define this

loose popular term. His most stringent

definition, to which he does not himself

adhere at all closely, is "an ancient type

of organism which has survived until

today without undergoing any great

anatomical change." But man. as far as

any creature from the usual concept of

a living fossil, has not undergone any

great anatomical change since perhaps

100,000 B.C., which seems fairly ancient

to most of us. Everything is a living

fossil by that standard. There are, of

course, less equivocal examples such as

the New Zealand tuatara. which has not

undergone any great anatomical change

since the Jurassic period, perhaps 150

million years ago. (It is fairly typical

that Heuvelmans increases the reliably

established figure by about a half, as-

signing the tuatara to the Permian on no

known evidence.)

It should be emphasized that the case

of the tuatara is exceptional to the point

of being unique. Of the many thousands

of Jurassic and earlier terrestrial verte-

brates it is the only one that has survived

with little change. Heuvelmans says that

the turtles and crocodiles have "hardly

changed" since the beginning of the

Triassic, but he is wrong both as to their

known age and the amount of change.

ANOTHER category of "living fossils"

includes animals, not necessarily

primitive or unchanging, that were be-

lieved to be extinct but were later found

to be living. Although the examples are

few. they are striking, and they cover a

broad spectrum. The takahe and moho.

flightless rails of New Zealand, were first

known from bones in 1847 and one was
found alive in 1849. Others turned up

periodically until 1898. but thereafter it

was believed that they might be extinct.

However, a small group of takahes was
found alive in an exceptionally remote

spot in 1947, and they are probably

still living there. Although fascinating,

this is not particularly surprising. Near
the other extreme is the now famous

Latimeria, found in 1938. a living repre-

sentative of a group of marine fishes

(coelacanths) well-known as fossils but

only up to the late Cretaceous, perhaps

seventy-five million years ago.

Members may order any of the books mentioned from the Museum Shop and receive a 10% discount
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Never before
in such vivid

detail . . . the world of today's

primitive man in a lavish word-
and-picture panorama.

PRIMITIVE
PEOPLES
TODAY

by EDWARD WEYER, JR.

former editor of Natural History

WITH a richly informative text

by an anthropologist-explorer,

and an extraordinary collection of

212 pictures by some of the world's

foremost photographers, this is a

unique view of peoples and cultures

who are living mirrors of the past.

Dr. Weyer has lived among widely

differing people from the tropics to

the arctic—he writes frankly and
fluently about why a Jivaro shrinks

human heads, why an Eskimo will

not strike a child and why an Ainu
woman will suckle a bear cub.

Fourteen major tribes are de-

scribed in fascinating and some-
times astonishing detail — the

Eskimos, Aleuts and Lapps of the

North; the Lacandones and San
Bias of Central America; the South
American Jivaros and Camayuras;
the Australian Aruntas; the Samoans
of the South Seas; the East Asian
Hairy Ainus; the Himalayan Lolos;

the bvimbundu and Bushmen of

Africa; and the North American
Navahos. In addition more than

sixty minor tribes are shown in

superb photographs (many of them
never before published).

Fifty-eight of the 212 photo-
graphs are in brilliant full color; the

forty photographers who contrib-

uted them have captured every
aspect of primitive life—from re-

ligious ceremonies to courtship and
family life.

Here is an outstanding contribu-

tion to anthropology, a magnificent

gift, and a book you will want to

keep in your permanent collection.

288 pages— 212 photographs—
8'/2x11 1/8"—$10.00.

At all booksellers

DOUBLEDAY & CO., INC.

Garden City, N. Y.

There are still more remarkable resur-

rections of one or two invertebrate

groups, but the record for terrestrial

vertebrates is nowhere near as great. The

okapi, first definitely recognized in 1901

although equivocally known earlier, be-

longs to a subfamily previously known

only from fossils, of which the youngest

were on the order of five million years

old. Of all true discoveries of large, new

mammals in modern times, this is per-

haps the most romantic, but even so it

can be over-romanticized. The okapi is

not just like any of its known extinct

forerunners, belonging to a quite dif-

ferent genus, and it has a fairly close

living relative of the same family, the

giraffe, which was familiar to civilized

men long before the Christian era.

On this basis, Heuvelmans argues as

follows (not so succinctly, but quite

along these lines) : We know that some

living animals belong to groups that

have not changed greatly in millions of

years. We know also that some groups

believed to be extinct for millions of

years have proved to have living repre-

sentatives. Therefore, it is likely that

almost any "extinct" group, such as that

of the dinosaurs, will turn up little

changed in the modern fauna. That is

generalizing from the plainly excep-

tional case, and that is where the scien-

tist, although equally fascinated by the

romance of his subject, parts company

with the nonscientific romanticizer. It is

a matter of judging probabilities. A
negative cannot be proved in the full

sense of the word. There is some prob-

ability that there are little men on tlie

far side of the moon, but the probability

is infinitesimally small. For numerous

reasons that can hardly be discussed

here, the probability that there are living

dinosaurs is only a little larger.

THAT brings up another category of

"unknowns," to which much of Heu-

velmans" book is devoted : the many
strange animals that have been persist-

ently rumored or purportedly sighted

without any specimens ever being sub-

mitted to scientific examination. To the

pure romantic, most or all of them are

real and are, indeed, novel unknowns.

Heuvelmans, a fair example of both the

virtues and the faults of that school,

generally reaches such a conclusion as

"certain." To the scientific zoologist the

conclusion is certain (100 per cent prob-

ability) only when a genuine specimen

is available for all to examine. Other-

wise the probability ranges down toward,

although never quite to, zero, depending

on dispassionate, hard-headed evaluation

of the actual evidence.

Let us discu.ss just one of the examples

that Heuvelmans considers certain and

that I consider extremely improbable.

Under the title "Apes in Green Hell"

Heuvelmans devotes a whole chapter to

Now Alexander Agassiz Professor of

Zoology at Harvard, Dr. Simpson is

well known for his numerous books.

the supposed anthropoid ape of South

America, and his frontispiece purports

to show it, ".
. . the only 'unknown' animal

of which there is a good photograph."

The chapter starts with four pages of

old tales, which range from the fictional

(a passage from Voltaire's Candide) to

the legendary. No one could possibly

take them seriously, and indeed Heuvel-

mans makes no great point of them. The

discovery for which he does claim com-

plete credence was supposedly made by

the Swiss zoologist Frangois de Loys in

1920, near the border of Colombia and

Venezuela. According to Loys's story, he

killed one of two animals seen, propped

up the dead body, and photographed it.

Loys stated that the beast was larger

than any known South American mon-

key and that it lacked a tail, which all

known South American monkeys do

have. On the basis of the photograph

and these statements. Professor Georges

Montandon "identified" the animal as a

new member of the anthropoid apes (all

of which are otherwise confined to south-

ern Asia and Africa) and gave it the

name Ameranthropoides loysi.

Now everyone, including Heuvelmans,

who has examined the photograph

with even meager competence agrees

that it looks like a well-known and com-

mon South American spider monkey.

Heuvelmans does suggest a few minor

differences, but these supposed distinc-

tions either are not really visible in the

photograph or are known as variants

among spider monkeys. The only reasons

for thinking the animal in the photo-

graph is not a spider monkey are that it

is supposedly larger and tailless—factors

both of which depend on Loys's unsup-

ported word. Neither can be established

from the photograph itself, and is not

this an odd circumstance? Loys knew

that he had made (or would claim to

have made) a remarkable discoveiy of

a large, tailless animal, but he did not

bother to establish either peculiarity

in a photograph, as could easily have

been done at the time.

At different times, Loys said the ani-

mal was 4'5" and 5'1%" in height. The

difference between these two "measure-

ments" is about the same as between the

smaller of them and the stature of some

known spider monkeys. Moreover, Loys

did not bring back a scrap of the animal,

not a piece of hide, a tooth, or a single

bone. On this, Heuvelmans' only com-

ment is that the expedition cook turned

the skull "into a salt box," which dis-

integrated. Where was Loys when the

concrete evidence of the discovery of a

lifetime was so oddly destroyed?

Heuvelmans has bolstered this ex-

(Continued on page 544)
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Mouth

Mucus

HYDRA:AN
The complicated life processes of

The structure of Hydra is

shown in diagram here.

In spite of remarkable
powers of regeneration,

tiny animal's body has

only two layers of cells.

Disc

ONLY TWO HUNDRED YEARS AGO, an almost

unknown form of life—thought to be a plant-

was taken from a fresh-water pond by a scientist in

Holland. It was destined to be the most talked about ani-

mal of its time and to be observed almost as closely

during the next two centuries as its discoverer, man. For a

time after its discovery, it was second only to the War
of the Austrian Succession as a topic of discussion in

Paris. The news spread from town to town, country to

country; ambassadors passed the fame of the animal

from court to court as one would whisper a precious

piece of gossip. Skits and humorous essays were written

regarding it; even the great Voltaire spared time enough

to declare that it was not an animal at all, but a plant,

as had previously been supposed.

What is the nature of this animal that so captivated

the scientific minds of the middle eighteenth century?

The present-day reader may be surprised to find that it is

no larger than the piece of lead exposed on a pencil after

a good sharpening. Its body, which is composed of only

two layers of cells, is a thin stalk—with a mouth at one

end, where the animal feeds, and a base or foot at the

other end, on which it stands. Surrounding the mouth is

a ring of five or more tentacles.

The animal moves little; in fact, it may stand for hours

in one spot and show no other movement than a simple

contraction of body and tentacles every five or ten min-

utes. There is nothing outstanding to be seen. One is not

entirely convinced that this tentacled stalk is an animal

at all. Or, if it is an animal, it is one that leads a mono-

tonously vegetative existence. One could sit for hours

examining these creatures and come away thinking that

eighteenth-century Paris must have been dull indeed.

BUT there was reason for the eighteenth-century

clamor, and the man who was responsible for all the

excitement worked on, quietly and diligently, amidst the

scientific upheaval he had initiated. The man was Abra-

ham Trembley, the son of an officer in the Genevese army.

The animal—to which he dedicated years of painstaking

research—he named "Hydra," after the mythological mon-

ster that grew two heads for every one that was cut off.

His experiment'? brought out its remarkable character.

The fact that Hydra ingests small water organisms was

first observed by Trembley, and this observation helped



By Allison L. Burnett

IMMORTAL'S NATURE
this simple creature are still being clarified by laboratory experiments

to demonstrate more conclusively its animal nature. But

because Trembley had only the simplest magnifying de-

vices at his disposal, many intricacies in the ingestion

process were unknown to him. What do we see under a

modern microscope when a hydra feeds? First, Hydra

usually does not go out in search of food, but waits for

the food to come to it. However, if the animal is starv-

ing, it may—by somersaulting or inching along on its

base—shift to another part of the aquarium in search of

richer feeding grounds. Once it has attached itself to a

substratum. Hydra sits quite motionless, with its tentacles

fully extended; in one species of Hydra, the tentacles may
extend for half an inch or more.

When a small aquatic organism comes into contact with

the tentacles, it is immediately stopped at the point of

contact. The prey is still living at this time and often

actively wriggling, but it cannot swim away because

something holds it to the tentacles. One thinks of a fly

striking flypaper: the fly struggles frantically, while the

paper remains quite passive. However, the analogy goes

no further, because Hydra's tentacle is not holding the

prey with some sticky substance. If we remove the prey

from the tentacles with microforceps and examine it

under a magnification of about a thousand times, we
find the body of the victim to be pierced by numerous

small threads, which resemble tiny spears or harpoons.

These threads, called nematocysts, are made by a distinct

type of cell in Hydra, especially for the function of food-

collecting. When one considers that Hydras entire body is

composed of only two layers of cells, the fact of cell spe-

cialization, as seen in a nematocyst-producing cell, takes

on special significance.

Let us remove a tentacle from Hydra and examine it,

together with the prey. Wherever we look along the length

of the tentacle, we see hundreds of these nemalocvsts,

arranged in batteries or nesls. with about a dozen nemato-

cysts to a battery. However, the nematocysts in Hydra's

cells look quite different from those that ha\c pierced the

prey. The thread tliat pierces the prev has a small sac,

that looks like a balloon, attached to one end. In Hvdra's

Dr. Burnett, an instructor in zoology at Cornell, will bo

spending the present academic year in Brussels, engaged

in Hydra research on a National Science Foundation grant.

cells, the thread is inside the balloon. Therefore, on dis-

charge, the thread is somehow everted by an action strong

enough to enable the thread to penetrate the tissues of

the prey. Although the mechanism responsible for this

eversion is still unknown, the most coinmonly accepted

theory is that contact with the prey somehow changes the

properties of the sac in such a way that water suddenly

enters the sac from the surrounding medium. The sudden

inflow of water increases the pressure on the inside of

the sac and forces the thread outward with a violent mo-

tion. An analagous situation mav be imagined by push-

ing in the finger of a water-filled rubber glove and then

squeezing the glove. The inverted finger will evert with

great rapidity and force.

Nematocyst threads alone may not insure the capture

of prey, since the prey may be hundreds of times bigger

than the nematocyst. Hydra, however, possesses another

device to help in food capture. The sac which is found at

the base of the thread contains a very strong poison,

which is injected into the prey upon discharge and pene-

tration of the nematocxsl. Investigators are in the process

of analyzing this poison at the present time.

Thus, we can more fully appreciate today what Trem-

bley was unable to—the prey, once it touches the nema-

tocyst, is bombarded by dozens of tiny harpoons, each of

which injects a paralyzing poison into its tissues. Not

all nematocysts have poison, however: one variety of

Hydra, instead of breaking through the prey's tissues,

wraps around the prey's bristles, hairs, and spines in the

manner of a bola. holding the victim to its tentacles until

it can be finally ingested.

SHORTLY after the attachment of the prey to a hvdra

tentacle, the remaining tentacles start to move slowlv

back and forth through the water. .\ few of them mav
swing in the direction of the prey and become attached.

This movement of the tentacles begins the so-called

'feeding reaction."' which may be described as follows:

the tentacle containing the prey bends toward Hydra's

mouth in such a way that the prey may actually come
into contact with the mouth. The tentacle straightens

out. and then once more the prey will be moved toward

the niiuilh. This process may be repeated several times—

although in some cases, it may be lacking completely.

The feeding reaction is followed by the opening of
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Ingestion of prey begins, above, as hydra's mouth opens

under stimulus of glutathione released from victim's cells

by hydra's nematocysts. At same time, tentacles carry prey to

mouth in "feeding reaction." Victim passes down into body

Hydra's mouth, which is located on a small dome in the

center of the circlet of tentacles. As the mouth slowly

opens, the prey is manipulated in such a way that a por-

tion of it is inside the mouth opening. Then the prey

passes slowly and smoothly through the opening—one is

struck with the notion that the mouth is gliding over the

surface of the prey. And this is what actually occurs, for

Hydra possesses no swallowing action, nor do the ten-

tacles push the food into the mouth. The animal simply

extends and lets its tissues pass over the body of the cap-

tured animal. The ingestive process is facilitated by the

fact that Hydra also possesses, on the inner layer of the

mouth opening, hundreds of mucus cells, which secrete a

slime that lubricates the prey and eases its passage

through the mouth.

UNTIL very recent years, the stimulus which caused

the mouth to open was not known, but the mech-

anism was finally elucidated by W. F. Looniis, working
in his own laboratories in Greenwich, Connecticut.

Loomis found that a specific chemical is responsible for

the opening of the mouth. This is reduced glutathione—

a chemical, found in all living cells, with a relatively

simple structure. It can be obtained commercially and,

if a few crystals of it are dissolved in a beaker of water

and a few drops of this water added to a dish contain-

ing several hydra, the animals soon begin the feeding re-

action. The tentacles are swung over to the mouth and
the mouth slowly opens. Since there is no prey to come
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into contact with the mouth, the mouth has nothing to

limit the dimensions to which it should open. Often, un-

der this chemical stimulus, the mouth continues to open

until the animal starts to turn itself inside out. Many
animals will go more than a fourth or half the way, and

several will turn completely inside out.

Of these latter, a few will die, and a few will succeed

in turning themselves back to their normal state. But the

rest undergo an amazing process in order to maintain

their integrity. Since the cells that are now on their in-

side were formerly on the outside, and vice versa, regu-

lation to the normal state must be brought about by mi-

gration of individual cells to a proper position under the

new circumstances. The cells on the inside migrate to the

outside, while those on the outside move in. By this

switch of the two layers, the inside-out hydra again be-

comes normal in all respects.

What of the chemical glutathione—does it actually con-

trol the feeding mechanism of the animal in nature? The
answer is yes. It was previously mentioned that gluta-

thione is found in all cells, but Hydra feeds only upon

those animals which release the chemical in a sufficient

concentration to stimulate its own nerve cells. The release

of the chemical is brought about by the nematocyst, as

it enters the body cavity of the prey. Through the hole

made by the nematocyst, some glutathione escapes. This

causes Hydra to open its mouth. Thus, the nematocyst

has a dual function—it injects a poison, and it is also

responsible for the liberation of glutathione from the



cavity, second picture, and digestion begins. With digestion

well underway, far right, tentacles are once more sent out

for food. In laboratory tests, glutathione has caused hydra

to open mouths so wide they may turn themselves inside out.

prey. Those animals that do not possess a body cavity

and release the chemical in only subliminal amounts from
individual cells are not eaten by Hydra—which is why one

hydra will not eat another. However, if you dip a hydra in

a solution of glutathione, another hydra will readily

accept and devour it.

To continue tracing the feeding process, the prey now
passes down the stalk of Hydra. Hydra's digestive

cavity consists of no more than a simple, blind sac, to

which the mouth is the sole opening. Three types of cells

are characteristic of its lining. One resembles the kind

found around the mouth opening: it secretes a mucous
substance, probably for lubrication. The second type,

or gland cell, contains many small granules, the function

of which has never been adequately determined—although

most biologists agree that the granules represent enzy-

matic substances that will digest the prey. The third type

of cell is called a digestive cell. It is responsible for the

intake of food into the tissues of the animal.

The mucus cells provide a lubricated pathway as the

prey slides down inside the stalk. I'sually. the prey is

dead at this time, possibly through the action of the

nematocyst poison, and within a short time the body

starts to break down. Presumably, the gland cells have

by now liberated their enzymatic substances into the di-

gestive cavity: at least, if one examines the tissues of

Hydra at this time, one notices verv few cells containing

the secretion granules we just spoke of. While the tissues

of the prey are breaking down, the digestive cells go into

action. The ends of these cells envelop large food drop-

lets and take them directly within the cell, in an amoe-

boid fashion. The rest of the digestive process takes place

not in the digestive cavity, as in higher animals, but within

individual cells of Hydra.

After Hydra has taken thousands of food droplets

into its cells, it contracts its body violently, and all the food

remaining in the digestive cavity, plus indigestible parts,

is shot out of the mouth opening in the form of a tiny

white stream, which eventually mushrooms and then dis-

appears. By forcibly elimfciating the unusable food

products through the mouth opening. Hydra ejects the

waste materials far enough not to contaminate itself.

Experiments ha\e enabled us to learn a good deal about

the food which Hydra has absorbed \sithin its cells. In

general. Hvdra takes three tvpcs of food droplets into its

digestive cells—proteins, fats, and carbohydrates. How-

ever, examinations of the tissues of many hydra have

shown that the story is not quite this simple: what was

formerly thought to be a simple protein droplet has been

shown to contain, in addition, two tvpes of nucleic acid

—carbohydrate as well as protein. Before considering the

role these substances plav in the maintenance of an ani-

mal, we must describe H\dra"s growth processes.

AROLT ten vears ago. Paul Brieii. working in Brussels,

performed an experiment wiiicli revolutionized our

conception of the growth pattern in H\dra. Briens ex-
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FiCHT between two hydra over a daphnia is shown in these

photographs. Battle took place in a laboratory, but it could

easily have occurred in nature, since hydra are often found

in dense "blooms," where the competition for food is bitter.

Victory finally comes, opposite page, as smaller of the two

hydra wrests daphnia from rival. Hydra only attack animals

thai release eiioiif;li f^lutalhione to stimulate reaclioii. and

will not turn on each other unless the chemical is present.
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periment. although simple, was an ingenious one. He had

noticed that, ivhenever Hydra moves from one spot to

another in an aquarium, it invariably leaves behind a

small mucus spot which seemed to be filled with debris of

some kind. Upon examining this spot under a microscope,

Brien found that the debris was actually made up of dead

cells, plus thousands of bacteria. It appeared, therefore,

that Hydra was continually losing some of its cells at

the base. Yet the animal remained intact. Brien concluded

that new cells must arise some place within the animal to

make up this loss.

In order to ascertain just where these new cells were

formed, Brien stained one hydra with a blue dye which

did not interfere with the vital processes of the animal.

He then removed a portion including the head, tentacles,

and a bit of the underlying stalk from this stained animal.

After removing a similar portion from an unstained speci-

men, he grafted the stained head region on to the un-

stained basal region, simply by threading together—on a

human hair—the pieces to be grafted and thus bringing

them into contact. Within twenty minutes to half an hour,

the two pieces were firmly united: within an hour and a

half, there was co-ordination between the two, disparate

halves. This means that, in this incredibly short time, the

nervous systems of the two pieces had grown together and

their movements had become perfectly integrated.

Brien noticed during the next few weeks that the

stained material gradually moved down the stalk until,

at the end of three weeks or less, the stain had moved
completely off the animal. From these results, Brien con-

cluded that Hydra possesses a growth region just below

the tentacles: cell multiplication in this area continually

forms new cells. As these new cells are formed, they force

the older cells basally and distally to make room for them.

When a cell from the growth region reaches either the

base or the tip of a tentacle, it dies and is sloughed off.

Thus, Hydra is continually renewing its tissues from a

single, active growth center: Hydra is immortal!

BRIEn's experiments have been repeated many times in

our laboratory, and invariably they were confirmed.

However, one interesting observation was made during

the course of these repeat experiments. If a stained base

is grafted to an unstained upper portion (containing the

grovrth region, mouth, and tentacles) and the new hydra

is not fed for several days, then a reversal of the normal
migration pattern takes place. Instead of the stained ma-
terial being sloughed off at the base, as would be ex-

pected, the stained cells move in the direction of the

mouth—that is, in the direction of the growth center!

At present, the mechanism responsible for this extraordi-

nary, reverse migration has not been determined, but re-

cent studies on the nutrition of the animal enable us to

suggest a plausible hypothesis.

First, we must consider why the normal growth pat-

tern ceases during starvation. It was mentioned previously

that Hydra takes into its tissues three basic kinds of food-

stuffs: carbohydrates, fats, and protein droplets. If we
examine an animal that has been starved for five days,

we notice that, although there is an abundant supply of

fat and carbohydrate, the protein droplets are either lack-

ing or present in very small quantities only. We also ob-

serve that an animal that has been starving for five days

or more no longer reproduces—a fact which takes on

Staining experiment shows descent of colored cells from
growth region around mouth, left, to budding region, center,

added significance when we consider how Hydra com-

monly reproduces. About midway between the mouth and

base, a small protuberance will arise from Hydra's trunk.

Within a matter of hours, in the course of reproduction,

this protuberance has enlarged greatly, and tiny ten-

tacles are seen to be forming from its apex. After a day

and a half, a fully formed hydra is seen to have grown

out of the tissues of the parent. The young hydra then

breaks free from the parent and begins life as an in-

dependent animal. This process is called budding.

In the light of how the bud is formed, we can see the

connection between the budding region and the growth

region. In both areas, rapid multiplication of cells takes

place. Also, in a very real sense, both areas are engaged

in forming a new animal. Therefore, at times when there

is no activity in the budding region, it is not surprising

that much of the cell duplication in the growth region

also ceases. Since protein droplets are the only major food

items lacking during this period, we can conclude that

protein is needed for cell growth and multiplication.

But it will be remembered that these protein droplets

also contain nucleic acids. Nucleic acids are now thought

to be constituents of our hereditary material, the genes

which are found in all living cells, each species of animal

having its own particular types of nucleic acids. Also, it is

known that nucleic acids are necessary for cell growth,

maintenance, and repair. It would appear, then, that

Hydra takes the prey's nucleic acids from the digestive

cavity almost unchanged within its digestive cells. Once

inside the digestive cells, the nucleic acids are broken

down into small molecules and are passed to other cells,

where they are built up again into the nucleic acids char-

acteristic of Hydra. When these substances are lacking,

as when we deliberately starve the hydra in our experi-

ments, growth processes fall to a minimum.
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A
iind (liuilly, ei^ht days later, down to hydra's base, right.

First performed by Belgian scientist Paul Brien, experiment

proved new cells are formed just below tentacles and older

cells are sloughed off extremities as newer ones move down.

NOW we can return to the problem of why the stained

material migrates toward the growth region. The

answer may well be linked to the fat distribution in a

starved animal. We have found that, although much fat

is present in an animal that has been starved for five

days, the fat is not uniformly distributed. Instead, it is

concentrated in three zones—the base, the budding region.

and the mouth—while the other areas of the body have but

little. It appears that the distal migration of stained ma-

terial during starvation represents a process whereby

fat, which was previously concentrated, is now being

more uniformly distributed throughout the body.

More than twenty years ago, it was recognized that

digestive cells in Hydra may pass out into the body cavity

and move to other regions of the body, to share the ani-

mal's food with these cells. It was also demonstrated that

digestive cells often pass large, food-filled vacuoles into

the digestive cavity and these vacuoles are carried by

currents in the cavity to remote areas—where they break

and release food to starving cells. Such a process may be

occurring in our experiments during starvation. Cells

or parts of cells from the budding region and base may be

migrating to the regions between the mouth and budding

zone or between the base and budding zone and giving

up their food materials to cells that lack these substances.

Once the growth process occurring in Hydra has been

understood, it is possible to investigate other aspects of

Hydra's biology. One feature that has always interested

students is this creature's remarkable power of regenera-

tion—first investigated, of course, by Tremblev. He foimd

that if the head of an animal was cut off with a sharp

scalpel, a new head was formed in a very short time.

Even Trembley was confused by this: in his day. such a

regenerative ability was considered a property of plants,

not animals. If he cut the head of the animal lengthwise,

a new head regenerated on either side of the cut. If each

of these heads was cut lengthwise, a four-headed animal

resulted. Animals with more than one base may be pro-

duced in a similar fashion by cutting the base longitud-

inally. Many of the lower forms of life enjoy similar re-

generative properties, but it was Trembley who first

demonstrated that animals can possess this capacity.

Trembley 's early experiments have been repeated and

extended to the present day. In 1897, F. Peebles at-

tempted to determine the smallest piece of a hydra that

was capable of regenerating into a new animal. She found

that the smallest piece capable of rounding up and form-

ing a sphere with a mouth or one tentacle was one-two

hundredths the volume of the intact animal—yet the com-

plete aniiual is hardly visible to the naked eye.

In 1934. E. Pappenfuss approached the regenerative

process from a different standpoint. She cut various Hy-

dra into anywhere from twenty-five to sixty pieces and

placed each accumulation of pieces in a small depression,

so that they were in contact with one another. From these

disorganized masses of individual tissue bits, complete

hvdra were re-formed. She then repeated the experiment,

but this time, before mincing the base of the animal, she

stained a fragment of it with a dye. When that hydra

"reorganized.'" she found that the new base was also

stained, showing that this tiny, cut fragment had retained

its identity in the reorganization process! In recent years,

H. W. Chalklev has succeeded in obtaining reorganization

from even smaller pieces and. in our laboratory, attempts

are currently being made to get reorganization into com-

plete animals from individual cells of Hydra.

WHEN one considers that two individual hydra cells

are capable of fusing, it is not surprising that it is

possible to graft part of one animal on another animal.
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"colony," all the individuals profit when only one feeds.

Such a colony may persist for several days, but invariably

the outcome is the same. One by one, individuals begin

to separate from the colony in much the same manner as

Hydra buds separate from the parent. After a week or so,

as many hydra as there were heads in the colony will be
seen scattered about the dish.

Inside-gut hydra floats amid aquatic plants. Inversion of

the animal was caused by addition of glutathione to water.

Again, the pioneer in grafting was Trembley. Today, it is

possible, with the aid of dissecting microscopes and

microforceps, to thread any two portions to be grafted in

less than a minute; and, as was mentioned previously,

the grafted portions are firmly united within twenty min-

utes. But Trembley did not have these modern devices at

his disposal. His grafts were performed by placing the

pieces of Hydra in a tiny drop of water which he held in

the palm of his hand. Without the aid of a microscope,

he then dexterously threaded the pieces onto a boar

bristle. Trembley performed hundreds of such grafts,

and much of the information we have concerning the

biology of Hydra—the experiment by Brien that eluci-

dated Hydra growth processes is only one of many
examples—was learned by employing this technique.

THE number of graft combinations appears to be in-

finite. If two heads are grafted together, a single base

arises at the point where the heads meet, and the final

outcome is a two-headed animal. If two bases are grafted,

then a single head appears at the junction. If the heads

and bases are chopped off eight animals, for example, and

these eight stalks all grafted together, then a most inter-

esting phenomenon occurs: within twenty -four hours,

tentacles are found to be growing out one end of each of

the pieces and bases are being formed at the other end.

Finally, several bases are holding the organism to the

bottom of the dish, and a possible seven or eight heads

have their tentacles extended in quest of food. Since a

single digestive system extends throughout the entire

THERE is clearly some connection between the process

of regeneration and the grafting process—in either

case, destruction to the tissues of the animal has been

effected and repair must follow. The question may be

asked: when the head—i.e., the mouth and tentacles of a

hydra—are excised, how is the animal able to produce

these structures again from a mere stalk? Part of the

answer lies in the simple multiplication of cells that are

present after the damage is completed. But this does not

fully answer the question, for, as we have already said,

there is a great multiplication of mucus cells around the

mouth and a high concentration of nematocysts in the

tentacles, whereas a simple division of cells in the trunk

of the animal—where mucus cells are sparse—would

never yield the concentration of mucus cells characteristic

of the head region.

The answer to this problem, instead, lies in the versa-

tility of extremely small cells, known as interstitial cells,

dispersed through Hydra's tissues. This type of cell is

capable of increasing its numbers to great proportions

by simple cell division. But also, once a hydra is injured,

the interstitial cells begin to transform directly into other

specialized cell types. They may form digestive cells,

gland cells, nerve cells, cells that eventually produce nema-

tocysts, mucus cells, and, under certain specialized con-

ditions, even sperm and egg cells. For this reason, inter-

stitial cells are referred to as totipotent cells. Even in the

normal life of the animal, they are constantly transform-

ing and provide for the general maintenance and upkeep

of the animal's tissues.

The fact that interstitial cells are necessary for the

continued existence of the animal was demonstrated re-

cently by Brien. He subjected his hydra to X-rays which,

at a certain critical concentration, destroyed all of the

interstitial cells of the animal but did not interfere with

the metabolism of other cell types. A hydra thus irradi-

ated was able to feed and even produce what seemed to

be normal buds but, after a few weeks, these irradiated

individuals died. As nematocysts were being used up in

the feeding process, no new cells capable of forming

these structures could be formed, either. Gland- and

mucus-making cells are also short-lived; both these types

must also arise from interstitial cells.

Unfortunately, all interstitial cells seem to be identical

and all, presumably, have equal powers. It is impossible

to tell by the appearance of such a cell what type it will

transform itself into: the mechanism that makes one be-

come a mucus cell and another a gland cell is unknown.

They simply respond to the needs of the animal: if gland

cells are needed, then interstitial cells transform to gland

cells; if nerve cells are destroyed, they transform into

nervous tissue. When the nature of these mysterious cells

is finally brought to light, we will have gained a great

insight into the process governing the formation of an

entire animal from a single cell. And such, of course, is

the key process we note throughout the animal kingdom.
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Tentacles outspread, hydra waits for food to oonie to it—

its usual practice, broken only if the animal is starving.

The tentacles contain batteries of neniatocysts. microscopic

threads with which Hydra pierces prey and injects poison.



CHEMISTRY IN

PLANT SOCIETIES
Plants co-operate or compete with

neighbors for growth essentials; but

they act on each other chemically, too

By James Bonner
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PLANT SOCIETIES, like other

societies, are made up of individ-

uals living together more or less inti-

mately. The individual plant is sur-

rounded on one hand by individuals

of the same species and much like

itself, and on the other hand by indi-

viduals of different species—individ-

uals that may vary greatly in habit.

Since all members of one plant society

have similar preferences and require-

ments, they will settle as closely as the

environmental factors will permit.

Individuals of a single species evi-

dently settle in association because

they all thrive on, or at least tolerate,

the circumstances of a particular habi-

tat. We know from observation of

nature, however, that a given area is

usually occupied by individuals of

varied species. The particular variety

of species inhabiting a given area is

found to be repeated in many other

similar areas, and the constellations

thus established are so constant in na-

ture we can enumerate the several

species that make up the particular

type of society, and can classify and

name them as particular communities

and associations. Conversely, there are

species that we never find in prox-

imity to one another, and never found

in the same community, even though

they may range widely over the same

general area. Study of the plant cover

of any region reveals the existence of

particular plant associations—groups

of plants consistently found growing

in association with one another—as

well as other plants, the species of

which do not grow in association.

What is the basis of this segrega-

tion of the plant world into communi-

ties and associations? It is evident, in

the first place, that species may grow

in association because they enjoy and

thrive in similar conditions of temper-

ature, light, water, nutrients, and soil

condition. They may live in associa-

tion merely because they all like the

climate in a given region, much as

people of many kinds and origins live

in California. According to this view,

different types of associations should

each be composed of species wath dif-

ferent collective requirements as to

the environmental factors.

There is no doubt that many, per-

haps all, plant associations owe their

being, at least in part, to this selection

of site by the species best adapted to

that site, and a major portion of the

work done in plant ecology has

centered on assessing the physical fac-

tors of a given site—temperature, light,

water, and nutrients—which condition

a particular association. Thus, the

higher plants, like men, have a socio-

logy based on their adaptation to the

physical factors of a given habitat, and

this might be called the passive aspect

of plant sociology.

BUT now consider the individual

plant in relation to the other in-

dividuals about it. Does it have con-

flicts with its neighbors of the same

or different species? Does it co-operate

with its neighbors of the same or

different species? Can it determine.

through the exercise of its owti powers,

what particular neighbors it will have

and how densely it wiU be surrounded

by these neighbors? The answer to all

these questions is: Yes, the individual

plant does interact with its neighbors,

and this interaction may be through

either co-operation or conflict.

There are many methods by which

this interaction between the various

individuals of a plant society is real-

ized. Perhaps the most intensively in-

vestigated and best understood is

competition for some growth essentia]

—for light, for water, or for essential

mineral nutrients. The place in the sun

of the low-growing shrub is usurped

by the taller-growing tree, to the detri-

ment of the shrub; the limited water

supply of a field of corn must be shared

with the weeds, to the detriment of

both. The conflict between the inter-

ests of neighboring individuals has. in

this instance, what we might refer to

as an "economic" basis.

These economic factors will vary

greatly in importance, depending on

whether the individuals in question are

of equal or greatly disparate stature,

on whether the roots of the two indi-

viduals explore the same stratum of

soil, and so on. Also, it is obvious that

stable plant communities will tend to

be made up of those species whose

individuals provide a minimum of eco-

nomic competition between one an-

other. The constancy of plant associa-

tions can be attributed in large part to

such minimizing of competition.

Co-operation between individuals

Brittlebish. Encelia jarinosa. is seen in its desert habitat.

Alive, at left, it produces a chemical inhibiting growth of

annuals nearby. Right, annuals grow up when plant is dead.



Root nodules of legumes—as in pea
plant, a6oi'e—provide nitrogen needed
by nonlegumes. This is the only certain

instance of chemical plant co-operation.

in an association can, like competi-

tion, be shown in certain cases to rest

on economic considerations. The shade

supplied to shade-loving species by

their taller-growing neighbors is one

example of such co-operation.

THIS introduction leads us to the

question to which this article is

principally devoted: Can it be that

there is interaction between two plant

individuals that is not based purely on

the kind of factor that I have called

economic? The answer to this question

is, once again : Yes, both conflict and

even co-operation between plant indi-

viduals can be, and occasionally are,

based on still another mode of inter-

action. Obviously, plant commimities

are not susceptible to the interaction

of minds and mores to which more
complex, animal societies are subject.

It is known, however, that in particular

instances higher plants can and do

interact by means of particular chem-

ical substances produced or given off

by one plant that affect the welfare of

others. It is this aspect of plant life

that I have chosen to call "chemical

plant sociology."

It is now a well-established fact

among biologists that one micro-

organism may produce a specific or-

ganic compound that inhibits other

particular organisms, and this is, in-

deed, the basis of the broad develop-

ment of antibiotics in medicine. That

similar chemical interactions may
occur between higher plants was sug-

gested at least as long ago as the time

of a Swiss botanist of the early nine-

teenth century, Augustin de Candolle.

De Candolle observed that certain

species appeared specifically to inhibit

the growth of other associated species,

as Euphorbia inhibits flax, or as

thistles inhibit oats; and he suggested

that this inhibitory interaction might

be caused by specific chemical sub-

stances. However, Baron Justus von

Liebig, the great mineral nutritionist,

interpreted the same observations in

terms of the effects of competition for

minerals—that is, in terms of economic

factors—and Liebig's view has per-

sisted even down to the present.

In the years 1900 to 1915, there

occurred a considerable resurgence of

interest in the growth-inhibiting sub-

stances produced by higher plants.

Thus, the Duke of Bedford and S. C.

Pickering, in England, carried out ex-

periments on inhibiting the growth of

apple trees by grasses, while Oswald

Schreiner and his co-workers in the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture succeeded in isolating from the

soil organic substances that inhibit

the growth of the plant.

However, in neither these nor in

other early investigations was there

a clear-cut demonstration that the

growth of a particular plant is in-

hibited—either in the field or in nature

—as the result of an identifiable chem-

ical substance produced by a second

plant. Such evidence has been adduced

only in much more recent times and

as a result of much more rigorous ex-

periments than those that had been

performed by earlier scientists.

PERHAPS the most detailed case of

chemical interaction yet worked

out is that described by H. Bode, in

Germany, and the Belgian C. L. Funke

in the years 1939 to 1943. Bode, work-

ing in a pharmaceutical garden, ob-

served that in the neighborhood of a

row of the wormwood, Artemesia ab-

sinthium, other species were depressed

in growth or actually killed—the effect

decreasing with the distance from the

Artemesia plant, but extending for a

radius of at least one meter. Although

the growth-inhibiting effect exerted by

Artemesia obtained for many plants,

it did not obtain for all. however: cer-

tain kinds, such as a Stellaria and a

Datura, proved relatively resistant.

Artemesia absinthium's inhibiting

effect on the growth of neighboring

plants was shown in a variety of ways

to be independent of the effects of com-

petition for nutrients, water, and light.

For example, a related Artemesia of

comparable growth and habit to ab-

sinthium exerted no such influence in

inhibiting the growth of neighboring

plants, although it required the same

nutrients. On the contrary, the growth

inhibitions exerted by Artemesia ab-

sinthium were shown to be caused by

a chemical compound, absinthin, pro-

duced in glands on Artemesia absin-

thiunis leaves: the absinthin is washed

off onto the ground by rain, and the

amount of active inhibitor in the soil

is thus continually renewed. The physi-

ological evidence that Artemesia pro-

duces a specific growth inhibitor ac-

tive on other species was thus complete.

Funke made ecological observations

in the field on this inhibitor's effect on

the weeds that grow alongside of

Artemesia. It was found, as might be

expected, that weed species resistant

to the Artemesia inhibitor in tests are

Basic experiment showing effect of Encelia on growth of

other plants is Illustrated, above. Fallen leaves collected

from under Encelia are placed, center, as mulch on tomato.

Subsequently, the tomato plant wilts or dies altogether.
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Cul Teth's first graduate student to

take his degree in plant physiology,

James Bonner stayed to be professor

of biology at the same institution.

greatly favored in the natural associa-

tion over those which are susceptible

to the inhibiting material. From the

standpoint of plant sociology, then,

the composition of the vegetation in an

Artemesia community is at least partly

fixed by absinthin. the sociological

chemical of Artemesia ahsinlhium.

ANOTHER growth-inhibiting chem-

ical is produced by a plant that

grows in the Sonoran desert of the

Southwest. Examination of the flora

of this region reveals that the peren-

nial shrubs usually harbor a vigorous

vegetation of annuals in and around

the shrub, their growth being no doubt

favored by the shade and accumula-

tion of organic matter in the vicinity

of the perennial plant. However, the

brittlebush, Encelia farinosa, harbors

no such growth, and in fact the region

immediately surrounding an Encelia

shrub is generally barren except in

particular circumstances, which will be

described later. In theory, the unpopu-

larity of Encelia as a neighbor might

be due to any one of a number of

modes of interaction : but experiments

show that, in fact, the nonassociation

of annuals with Encelia is at least part-

ly caused by a growth-inhibiting sub-

stance given oil by Encelia's leaves.

In preliminary experiments, the duff

of fallen leaves was scraped up from

the ground under Encelia plants grow-

ing in their native habitat. When the

leaves were placed as a mulch over

sand in pots containing tomatoes or

other species, as little as ten grams of

Encelia leaves per tomato culture were

enough to cause a severe slowdown of

growth, while larger amounts killed

the plant outright. There is a certain

selectivity in the action of Encelia

leaves—Encelia itself, sunflower, and

barley being but little aifected. while

other species are severely stunted in

their growth or killed altogether, as

was the tomato.

An active inhibitory material in

Encelia leaves was isolated in crystal-

line form, and shown by Reed Gray
and myself to be a previously unknown
chemical substance. 3-acetyl-6-meth-

oxybenzaldehyde. The material was
also prepared synthetically, and the

synthetic material found to have an

activity identical with that of the na-

tive material—in both cases, half of the

tomato seedlings' growth was inhibited

by concentrations of approximately

fifty milligrams per liter of nutrient.

These experiments, using fallen

leaves as a mulch on cultures of tomato

plants, also showed that the toxic ma-

terial of Encelia leaves may be leached

from the fallen leaves by water, and

still other experiments have shown that

the fallen leaves, under natural condi-

tions in the desert, keep their toxicity

in the absence of rain—and, in fact,

that they can keep it until the next

seasonal rain. Such fallen Encelia

leaves, collected from under an En-

celia bush and distributed on the open

desert floor or under a shrub that nor-

mally welcomes and harbors neigh-

bors, inhibit the growth of annuals

just as does the Encelia shrub itself.

Thus, there seems to be no escaping

the conclusion that, under natural con-

ditions, the growth of any susceptible

species would be inhibited by the toxic

substance present in the fallen leaves

about an Encelia plant, and that the

lack of growth in annuals associated

with Encelia under natural conditions

is at least partlv due to the production,

by Encelia. of this toxic substance. The
interesting exception, mentioned
above, to this general rule occurs in

certain mountainous areas, where En-

celia grows on slopes subject to fre-

quent torrential floods, which wash

away the duff of fallen leaves from

under the Encelia plant. In these

regions, annual plants are often found

in association with Encelia.

ONE of the most generally known
and most widelv discussed cases

of possible chemical interaction among
plants is that of the black walnut tree.

Juglans nigra. This tree has a detri-

mental effect on neighboring plants of

a variety of species, and since the area

over which it exerts this effect coin-

cides with the spread of the root sys-

tem, competition for nutrients or water

cannot be immediately discounted as

its cause. But Everett Davis, working

in West Virginia, has sought to iden-

tify the injurious effect of black walnut

with the compound, juglone. found in

parts of the tree both below and above

ground. Davis has shown that juglone

is. in fact, toxic to tomato and alfalfa;

but he has not shown that it is released

into the soil by the roots or other parts

of the black walnut, or that the tree's

injurious effect on other plants is due

Root systems in California chaparral—
/. to r., whitethorn. yucca and scrub oak-
show how- competition may he reduced
if roots explore different levels of soil.
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Inhibitlng effect of thistles on oats is seen in adjacent
fields: field at left is infested; the other, clear. A Swiss

botanist of the last century Augustin de Candolle was first

to suggest growth inhibition might be due to chemical cause.

specifically to juglone or any other

toxic substance. In this case, we have

at best a correlation between the oc-

currence of a toxic compound in the

plant and growth inhibition of some
sort that is carried out by the tree. It

will be interesting to work out tlie

physiological relations of the black

walnut in further detail.

THE chemical interactions thus far

discussed lead to conflict between

individuals of different species, but

chemical inhibitors may also cause

conflict between individuals of the

same species. Such an instance has been

described in some detail by Arthur

Galston and myself in the case of the

composite shrub guayule, Parthenium
argentatum. When this shrub is grown
in sand culture, its roots give off to the

nutrient medium a substance toxic to

seedlings of the same species. We iso-

lated the active principle in chemically

pure form and showed it to be cin-

namic acid, a normal constituent of

the mature plant. This material in-

hibits the growth of seedlings of the

same species with remarkable effective-

ness, less than one part in 200,000 of

soil sufficing to cause a significant de-

pression of the seedlings' growth.

It is interesting, from an ecological

point of view, that Parthenium seed-

lings are rarely found under a mature
Parlhenium plant—a behavior char-

acteristic of a wide range of desert

shrubs. Even when Parthenium seed-

lings are purposely transplanted into a

sand culture of a mature guayule, they

show poor survival and greatly re-

duced growth: a behavior that is. as

experiment shows, directly related to

the growth inhibitor produced by the

roots of the mature plant, rather than

to competition for light, water, or nu-

trients. While the ecological signifi-

cance of this method of plant inter-

action is perhaps not great, because of

the destruction of the inhibitor by soil

bacteria, still it may contribute some-

thing to the normally wide spacing of

individuals of the same species that is

found not only with Parlhenium but

with other desert species as well.

A second instance of growth inhibi-

tion in individuals of a species by
products of the same species has been

revealed by the experiments of H. M.
Benedict ^vith the brome grass, Bronius

inermis, in Wyoming. This grass, after

it has grown on a site for a number of

years, gradually enters a so-called sod-

bound condition, in which the stand

thins out and the plants die back.

Benedict suspected that this sod-bound

state might be due to the accumulation

of a toxic substance or substances pro-

duced by brome grass roots, and he

showed that, in fact, dried brome grass

roots, even in small amoimts, inhibit

the growth of brome grass seedlings.

This was demonstrated both in nutri-

ent culture and in sand culture, by in-

corporating the dried roots into the

sand or nutrient solution. In addition,

leachings made from old brome grass

cultures inhibited growth in younger

cultures of the same species.

But while Benedict established the

presence of a brome-inhibiting sub-

stance in brome roots, he did not ex-

tend his observations to the ecology of

this grass under natural conditions,

nor did he have an opportunity to

identify the inhibitory principle in-

volved. These remain interesting ques-

tions for further work.

Thus far. we have discussed some
instances of actual or possible con-

flict between higher plants, based on

particular, and more or less speci-

fically growth-inhibiting, chemicals.

While the number of illustrations

might be further multiplied, the basic

principle that such a mode of conflict

can exist has been established.

Are there, now, instances of co-

operation in plant societies based on

chemical interaction? Such instances,

\vhile they may exist, have been but

little studied and have quite possibly

not been generally recognized for what

they are. Perhaps the only case that

can be pointed to with certainty as to

its chemical nature is the interaction

between legumes and associated non-

legumes, a case in which the non-

legume is benefited in its growth by

something—possibly fixed nitrogen-

produced by the leguminous partner in

this plant association.

This phenomenon, although it had

been suspected and even put to use in

the field for many years, was first

tested experimentally at Rutgers Uni-

versity by Lipman, who showed that in

sand cultures low in fixed nitrogen,

individual plants of the cereal grains

may obtain nitrogen from a legumin-

ous plant, such as a pea, gro\vn in the

same pot. It was subsequently estab-

lished, through the work of Virtanen,

in Finland, Roberts, in Wisconsin, and

others, that the fixed nitrogen is ex-

creted from the roots of these legumes

as amino acids, which provide nitro-

gen in a form readily available, to

other non-nitrogen-fixing species.

THE interaction between legumin-

ous and nonleguminous plants is,

then, nutritional and borders on the

economic interaction that was men-

tioned at the start. In fact, we would

expect beneficial chemical interaction

between mature higher plants to be of

limited importance generally, because



these plants do not, as a rule, need or

benefit from the presence of any or-

ganic substances they may find in the

soil—they make their own food by

the process of photosynthesis.

Seeds, on the other hand, cannot do

this, and in many species, their germ-

ination is beneficially influenced by

particular organic substances. Per-

haps, then, plant co-operation and as-

sociation are sometimes owing to the

fact that one species produces germina-

tion-promoting substances that influ-

ence seeds of a second species. The

observations that Frits Went made in

the Javanese rain forest on the restric-

tion of particular epiphytic species to

particular host-tree species, might re-

flect some such relation between the

host tree and the epiphytic seeds. In

any case, it is evident that further in-

vestigation, carried out from a physi-

ological point of view, will be neces-

sary to establish how far chemical

co-operation extends in higher plants.

WE have seen, then, that the indi-

vidual plant can interact upon

its neighbors by at least one means in

addition to "economic" competition

for light, water, or nutrients. This

additional means is provided by chem-

ical substances produced by one indi-

vidual that influence the development

of others. Of the few instances in

which this mode of interaction has

been established, most consist of

growth inhibition and are owing to

substances that can, with considerable

specificity, act on individuals of other

particular species.

We should now ask how widespread

this chemical interaction is, in the

world of higher plants; and, even

where chemical interaction occurs,

what its quantitative importance is as

compared to economic competition?

Chemical interaction by means of

growth inhibitors would seem to be

widespread, if we may judge from the

number of instances in which such

plant parts as leaves or roots yield

extracts that greatly inhibit the growth

of one or another second species. In a

survey of the leaves of native woody

species of one section of eastern Cali-

fornia alone, half were found to con-

tain principles toxic to the growth of

one selected test plant, while half

yielded extracts that were essentially

nontoxic. Similar data have been sum-

marized by several students.

However, the mere presence, in a

particular plant, of substances that can

inhibit the growth of other plants does

not prove that the substance in ques-

tion actuallv is responsible for any

ecological effect. This must be shown

in each instance and proved by experi-

ments in the plant community itself,

and the cases in which such final proof

has been adduced are few. In the in-

stances of chemical plant interaction

that have been worked out in detail,

the phenomenon was first noted be-

cause of its striking nature in the field.

IN these instances, then, chemical

plant interaction would appear to

be an important, perhaps a dominant

feature in the relations of plant to

plant within the association, and addi-

tional cases in which the chemical

asf>ect is of great weight will doubtless

be uncovered. We do know, however,

from the great mass of ecological in-

vestigations, that competition, the

economic factor, is of the most general

and pervasive importance in plant

relations. In general, we must expect

chemical plant interaction, where it is

found, to constitute merelv another

factor superimposed on economic con-

siderations—one factor of several that,

together, determine the course of con-

flict or co-operation in plant society.

Chestnut species from Java, Castanea argentea, is among
plants having particular association with specific kinds of

epiphyte — plant growing on a host plant, but not parasitic.

The host is thought chemically to benefit epiphyte's seeds.
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SKY REPORTER
By Henry M. Neely

IF WE
COULD STAND in a space station an enormous

distance above the sun, we could look do\\Ti, this month,

and see the principal planets (including, of course, the

earth) in approximately the positions shown in the draw-

ing, above. No attempt has been made here to indicate in

correct scale the relative sizes or distances, but the planets'

directions from the sun and from each other are accurate

enough to illustrate the reasons for some of the changing

pictures an observer on earth will see in the November sky.

Customarily, we have showTi the positions of the earth,

Venus and Mercury for every ten days. This month, how-

ever, they are shown for November 11 instead of the tenth

and for November 24 instead of the twentieth, for these

two dates mark important positions in the cases of Venus

and Mercury.

On November 11, Venus, as it is seen from the earth, will

appear to be at the greatest distance from the sun that it

will reach this month—the so-called "greatest western

elongation." It will then be a brilliant object in the south-

eastern sky as dawn begins (see lower drawing, page 518)

.

On November 24, Mercury will be in "inferior conjunc-

tion," which means that—viewed from our hypothetical

space station above the sun—earth. Mercury, and the sun

will seem to be "joined together" by a straight line, with

Mercury between earth and sun. In such a position, the

little planet would be entirely lost in the sun's glare so far

as watchers on earth are concerned.

If we had given the positions of Mars and the earth for

October 30. they, too, would ha\e been in conjunction; but

since Mars is farther from the sun than is the earth, this

conjunction can never be called "inferior": Mars cannot

come between sun and earth. Also, if the diagram had

been carried forward for another week, it would have

shown Jupiter in conjunction December 5. In other words,

the earth-speeding much faster than Jupiter— will move

around to bring the sun between earth and planet. Jupiter

will then be lost in the glare of the sun.

The picture does show that, for the first ten days of the

month, an observer on earth would be able to see Jupiter

a little distance away from the sun. The earth's speed

however, constantly reduces that distance. The result, for

viewers on earth, is that, in the southwest. Jupiter is seen

setting progressively earlier in the evening as darkness

comes on; but by mid-month, it will be gone before the

twilight sky provides a dark background.

SATURN, however, can still be seen fairly clear of the sun,

but that distance, too, is constantly decreasing because

of the earth's greater speed. Saturn will be setting at about

the time for using the roll-around map. It will be found,

on the map, very low over the horizon in the southwest.

Just as Venus is seen at greatest western elongation on

November 11. Mercury will be at greatest eastern elonga-

tion on November 3. In the case of Mercury, however,

this is a most unfavorable elongation for northerners. The

reason for this is that Mercury does not revolve around

the sun in the same plane as the earth. Sometimes the little

planet can be 7° above that plane or, at the opposite point

in its orbit, 7° below. When its course is elongated above

our plane, we in the Northern Hemisphere have the best

chance to see it. On November 3. on llie other hand.

Mercury is at maximum distance below our plane, and

obser\ers in the Southern Hemisphere will have a better

chance than we will to see it: hence, it is not shown here.

At the times for using this months map. the sky is a

source of endless fascination for observers who own small

telescopes or binoculars, or even ordinarv opera glasses.

This is because the richest part of our Milky \^ ay is in



Maximum for meteors known as Taurids is from November 8

to 12. Taurus is shown here as it appears after moon has set.

Venl'S, Spica, and old moon's crescent are shown in close

proximity just before dawn on November 26 and 27. On the

11, Venus, seen from earth, is at greatest western elongation.

5.8

ideal position for leisurely "sweeping." The luminous

band now starts at the horizon between northeast and east,

sweeps up over the north until its is ahnost overhead and

arches down to the horizon between west and southwest.

Innumerable fields rich in countless thousands of distant

stars, invisible to the naked eye, will be revealed by any

instrument of even the most modest power.

As a matter of fact. Milky Way sweeping is one activity

in which high power is a disadvantage. The greater the

magnification, the smaller the field of view; but the

dramatic effectiveness of these star-strewn fields is strength-

ened by seeing great multitudes thickly sprinkled over a

large area. Large area requires low power.

An hour or more can enjoyably be spent starting in the

northeast just above brilliant Capella, and meandering

slowly up past the fields that border Perseus, through the

riches that surround the whole constellation of Cassiopeia,

then through Lacerta overhead to the twin branches of the

Milky Way that fill virtually the whole area of Cygnus and

the long side of the Summer Triangle, and finally go down

over the southwest horizon.

Lovers may consider the moon romantic, but moonlight

is the enemy of the Milky Way explorer. So—at map times-

there will be too much moon from November 5 to about

November 15. After the mid-month full moon, conditions

in the early evenings will be more favorable.

FOLLOWING, in calendar form, are the events of interest

to sky watchers this month:

All month: At the times for using the roll-around map,

newcomers to star identification can get an early introduc-

tion to the parade of the most brilliant stars that move

across the sky at Christmas time.

Roll the map to bring the east horizon to the bottom.

Just over the horizon is Taurus, along with the famous

star cluster, the Pleiades, whose rising always heralds the

coming of the winter stars. The map for the Taurid meteors

on this page shows these stars well up in the sky, as they

will be seen just before dawn.

November 2 to 23: A good many years ago, these were

important dates for observers of meteor showers. The

Andromedes (or Andromedids) , seeming to come from

the constellation of Andromeda, were among the most

dependable elements in such phenomena. Then the Andro-

medes disappeared, and it was believed that the swarm's

orbit had been changed by a close approach of Jupiter.

Lately, however, there have been a number of reports

indicating that they may be reappearing, and they will

be anxiously looked for this month. The moon will not

interfere with observation until about the eleventh or

twelfth, but observing must be done before 3 :00 A.M., at

which time Andromeda will be about one-third of the way

up the sky between west and northwest; after that, the

radiant point will sink too low to be seen clearly.

November 8-9: Go out at map time and face south. Below

the moon, not far above the horizon, will be the southern-

most star of the first magnitude that can be seen from our

mid-latitudes. This is Fomalhaut (pronounced fome-al-

ought) in the little constellation Piscis Austrinus, or

Southern Fish. The star's name means "The Fish's Mouth"

because of its position in the imagined figure of the

Southern Fish.

November 8 to 12: These are the best dates for watching

the "shooting stars" known as the Taurids. Maximum



is November 10 and on that date, the moon sets about

2:00 A.M., so its light will not interfere at the best times

for viewing—4:00 to 5:00 a.m.—upper drawing, lejt.

November 10 to 12: The bright moon, about midway
between first quarter and full, will introduce the beginner

to the famous Great Square of Pegasus. If you face south-

east (see roll-around map), the Great Square will be

directly above the moon. The dimmer stars will be blotted

out by the moonlight, but the four that form the Great

Square can be seen.

November 11: This is the best night this month to watch

the whole eclipse of the bright star Algol in Perseus. Every

two days, twenty hours, and forty-nine and one-tenth

minutes, Algol fades more than one magnitude. Fading
takes about five hours, minimum lasts about twenty min-

utes, and in another five hours Algol is back to normal.

Mr. Neely, editor of Sky Reporter since 1947. now
prepares this regular feature for Natlral History.

Minimum tonight is about 11 :30, so the whole process can
be watched by enthusiasts ready to make a night of it.

November 10 to 20: Meteors known as the Leonids are

due to appear, with maximum on the 14. 15. and 16 of

November. Just before dawn. Leo will be very high over
the southeast. The moon is full on fifteenth, but it will be
setting in the northwest as dawn begins. The watcher for

the Leonids will therefore have his back to it. and it should

not interfere with his observing.

November 26-27: Early risers should look at Venus, the

thin, old moon and bright Spica in the east as da\m begins.

See louver map, left.
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NOVEMBER TIMETABLE
First week 7:15 to 8:15 p.m.

Second week 6:45 to 7:45 p.m.

Third week 5:55 to 6:55 p.m.

Last week dark to 6:25 p.m.

THE MOON'S PHASES
New Moon October 31
First Quarter November 7
Full Moon Nov
Last Quarter November 23
New Moon November 30



LAST PAGANS OF THE
HINDU KUSH

By Peter Snoy

Kalash-Kafir villages are built on rug- one ol main mountain systems in Cen- mortar, and wooden beams, the homes

ged valley slopes in the Hindu Kush, tral Asia (map, above). Made of stone, are built one below the other, and give
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Comely young woman, above, with traditional long braids,

uses a wooden spindle for making thread from hair of goats.

Bread dough, made of flour and water, is scooped up in the

hand, above, then poured out on hot metal plate for baking.
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LvniiER OK NOTCHED LOGS is Only means of access lo ponli

of house, nfcoie, so sharp is the declivity of the nioimtain.

Conical basket holds kindling Kalash woman has gathered,

left. In this society, the women do most of the manual labor.
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Funeral ceremony for elderly Kalash includes use of fly

switch, held hy woman. Made of straw, braided with beads,

shells, and feathers, it is believed to frighten away evil

spirits. During ceremony women relatives discard headdress, i



derous mountain people late in the

nineteenth century, exploring the

nearly impassable regions. His jour-

neys proved to be the last chance for

a study of the culture of the Kafirs.

A few years later, the Afghan king

Abdur Rahman invaded the territory

with his forces. It was winter, and the

Kafirs, confined in their snowbound

villages, fell prey to the king's whim.

He subjugated them cruelly, and

forced them to join the faith of Islam.

The culture of the Kafirs, one of the

oldest in Central Asia, was doomed.

Today, this region is officially kno\vn

as Nuristan, "Land of Light," and the

former unbelievers are "Nuristani."

IN the east, Nuristan borders on the

kingdom of Chitral, which today

is a part of Pakistan. There, close by

the Afghanistan border, a small tribe—

the Kalash-Kafirs, numbering fewer

than 2,000 people—still lives according

to its ancient traditions. The rulers of

Chitral, although Moslem, have never

showed any particular interest in pros-

elytizing this small group to Islam; in

fact, the Kalash-Kafirs have consti-

tuted a useful sort of buffer state be-

tween Chitral and its mighty neighbor,

Afghanistan, to the west.

Today, the culture of the Kalash-

Kafirs has much in common with the

vanished Kafir culture of Nuristan.

The Kalash, however, is a separate

tribe with its own culture. There is a

marked language difference. The Nuri-

stani still speak so-called Kafir tongues

—which form a special branch of the

Indo-European family of languages.

The tongue of the Kalash-Kafirs be-

longs to the Dard languages of India.

Alas for romance, Greek traces remain

neither with the Nuristani nor with

the Kalash. which seems to rule out

a Greek origin for these tribes.

THREE inaccessible valleys in south-

west Chitral—Rumbur, Bumboret,

and Birir. by name—are inhabited by

the Kalash-Kafirs, whose dwellings lie

at an average altitude of five thousand

feet. This region lies within the mon-
soon belt, and torrential spring rains

make possible the dense forests that

mark the landscape. In the lower sec-

tions, their stone, or evergreen, oak

{Querciis ilex) predominates. Keeping
its leaves both sunnner and winter,

this tree is often the only source of

nourishment for the Kalash flocks of

goats and sheep. The great importance

of the stone oak in the economy of the

Kalash is celebrated in their cere-

monial system. Whenever an animal is

slaughtered, a twig of the stone oak

must be dipped in its blood. At higher

altitudes, conifers such as cedar, pine,

fir, and larch provide the Kalash with

resinous kindling and matchwood. The
juniper, found at extreme altitudes,

also plays a special part in the cere-

monies of the Kalash. It grows in the

alpine pastures where the herds are

driven each summer.

The Kalash stress the importance

of animal husbandry, the goat being

their most venerated domestic animal.

Herding, like hunting and warfare, is

exclusively a man's occupation. The
Kalash villages lie mostly in good posi-

tions for defense—on the steep slopes

of deeply serrated valleys. The flat-

roofed houses are built of boulders and

loamy mortar, with interposed wooden

beams. They form compact villages

that look like a flight of steps descend-

ing the declivity. Toward the bottom

of the valley lie artificially irrigated,

terraced fields in which are grown
wheat, barley, millet, legumes, and,

more recently, maize. Fruits are also

grown — apricots, mulberries, and
grapes. In contrast to the Nuristani,

who leave all agricultural work to the

women. Kalash men plow. sow. and

do the threshing themselves—another

considerable difference between the

two related cultures.

THE isolation of the valleys that the

Kalash inhabit is sharply reflected

in their religious beliefs. The Kalash

acknowledge one superior deity, the

creator of the world and of man. But

certain local deities, the "Dewa-log."

are much more important for their

daily life. And in different valleys the

Kalash-Kafir honor different Dewa-

log. In Kalash myth, these are de-

scribed as individual personalities,

each with his own strengths and weak-

nesses. Occasionally, one will outwit

another—reminding us of the contests

among the Greek and the Scandinavian

gods. It may be this trait in myth that

prompted the theory of a Greek origin

for these people. But it is clear that

the gods of the Kalash are linked to

Petei! Snov, an ethnologist. lived
with the Kalasli-Kafir tribes for seven
months while a member of the German
Hindu Kiish expedition of 1955-56.
Photographs are work of Hans von
Meiss-Tuekfen and his wife, who are
daring i-xplorers aiul world Iravelors.

the old Indian pantheon. Thus Ma-
handeo. the mightiest of the Dewa-log.

recalls the name of the Hindu god.

Shiva-Mahandeva. Varin, in turn, re-

sembles the Indian deity. Varuna. not

only in name but also in his function

as the guardian of truth and right,

and the punisher of evil.

FOR the Dewa-log, the Kafirs erected

small buildings at certain places,

said to have been chosen in ancient

times by the gods themselves. Each is

named as the house of an individual

god. An elaborately carved board —
with an opening for gifts, such as the

blood of sacrificial animals, flour, u inc.

grapes, and small pieces of bread-

forms a wall separating the world of

man and the world of the gods. As a

rule, four carved horses' heads tower

above this board.

Such a "god-house" belongs to the

realm of everything that is considered

holy and pure. Reality for the Kafirs

is divided into two realms, the holy

and the profane. They consider as im-

pure everything connected with the

birth and death of man. What concerns

gods and certain spirits is considered

pure or holy. Woman, the bearer of

children, belongs in the impure realm.

During menstruation or confinement,

a woman may not stay in the village.

A special house, which a man may

never enter, stands outside the village,

away from every road. Since a woman

is obviously unclean, she may never

approach these god-houses, and is sub-

ject to many restrictions. For instance,

she may not eat honey, for bees are

considered holy, nor may she approach

a goat, since the goat is especially ven-

erated. For this reason, the goat sheds

are outside the village. A married man

who comes into contact with the un-

clean world must undergo purification.

He may not. after marital relations,

enter a goat shed unwashed. Nor lan

married men perform the sacrifices U<

the gods: the greatest of ritual cleanli-

ness is necessary for this, and only

virgin youths qualify. They alone are

permitted to perform the sacrifices in

the god-houses: they alone may milk

the goats. Sexual purity is the high

ideal of young Kalash boys. By con-

trast, the virginity of girls is not

deemed important.

The burial yard, where the dead

are placed in wooden caskets that lie

on top of the earth, also belongs in the

unclean category. The Kalash avoid

entering a cemetery: the spirits of the
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Mourners perform ritual dance during

funeral ceremony. Shawled women in

foreground are members of the family.

Corpse will lie on bier for three days

and, during this period, all who visit

the house of mourning will be fed. The

dead are feared. On the other hand,

there is a decided worship for the

dead—a sort of ancestor cult, in which

those who have acquired merit during

their lives are singled out for attention.

This acquisition of merit is a cul-

tural link between the Kalash and the

Nuristani. According to Dr. Robert-

son's descriptions, such so-called cere-

monies of merit were far more highly

developed in the Nuristan of the past

than among the present Kalash.

TODAY, a host who organizes a

series of feasts, during which the

village commimity or the whole tribe
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is feted, can ascend to a corresponding

position of social esteem. Wealth is the

prerequisite for such feasts, but often

a man spends his entire fortune in

order to gain social standing. Wealth,

as such, is not honored: only a man
who distributes his wealth gains social

prestige and may be elected into the

council of the elders.

If a Kalash man dies who has ac-

quired merit in this way, or who has

distinguished himself as a brave war-

rior or hunter, his funeral ceremony

—which, even for an ordinary man,

means feeding the entire clan — be-

comes a still more costly affair.

The corpse lies on a bier for three

days before it is taken to the cemetery.

During this period, everyone who
comes to the house of mourning is

fed. One year later, provided the de-

ceased has a claim to merit, a wooden

statue—representative of the social

standing of the deceased—is erected

in the cemetery. The dead man is por-

trayed either standing or on horse-

back. Naturally, a substantial feast is

also involved, so that the erection of

such a statue is a very expensive im-

dertaking. But the dead man's descen-

dants do everything they can to honor

an ancestor who has acquired merit.



Kalash practice a variety of ancestor

worship, emphasizing the men of merit.

ONE of the various kinds of spirits

that populate the world of the

Kalash and bring them luck or dis-

aster is known by the Persian word

Parian. These are female spirits that

seem to correspond most closely to tlir

fairies of European folklore. The\

live high in the mountains and are the

shepherdesses of the wild goat species

—the ibex and the markhor. These ani-

mals are kept as the fairies' domestic

herds, and are guarded, milked, and

even slaughtered. Hunters have a spe-

cial relationship with the Parian. Ac-

cording to Kalash belief, the Parian

put the purified bones of a slaughtered

markhor back into its skin, and re-

store the animal to life with a shake.

If the Parian are favorably inclined

toward a hunter, they will send such

animals his way, as easy game.

AN exceptionally powerful being, al-

most a goddess among the

Parian, is Jestak. In ancient times,

according to tradition, when man and

spirits and animals still lived together

in harmony, Jestak taught man how

to sacrifice a goat so that a little blood

WoODCARVER Carries a funerary figure

to cemetery. Despite their regard for

of the slaughtered animal would al-

ways be sprinkled on a twig of stone

oak. Jestak is, above all, the protec-

tress of the family and house. Each

clan, which comprises seven patri-

lineal generations, has its own clan

house, called the "Jestak-Han.'" The

sacred object of Jestak—a carved

board with horses' or rams' heads— is

found here. The Jestak-Han is distin-

guished from ordinary houses by the

ornate carvings on the entrance door

and on the wooden pillars that support

ancestors, Kalash fear spirits of dead,

and avoid entering burial grounds.



Head detail of a figure in a Kalash
cemetery. Note necklace, decorations

the flat roof. Various ceremonies con-

nected with the life of the clan take

place here: newborn babies are ac-

cepted, weddings are celebrated, and
the dead are laid in state.

During their big winter festival, one

of a series that takes place during the

course of a year, the Kalash observe

several ceremonies in the Jestak-Han.

The winter festival lasts fifteen days.

It is a fertility feast, the climax of

which occurs on the night of the winter

solstice. Every year, a bisexual god is

believed to visit the valley of Bum-
boret, and bring blessings to the

Kalash for the coming year. Numerous
goat sacrifices, for which the Kalash

congregate by torchlight beneath a tree

sacred to the god, and a vigorous com-
bat between a "pure" and an "impure"

person, are the two main events of the

night. During the days preceding the

solstice, individual clans assemble—

each in its own Jestak-Han.

ON one day, a feast for the ancestors

is piled up in front of the house

at twilight, while the whole clan con-

gregates inside. A fire is lighted out-

side, and an old man calls the ancestors

with a loud voice so they may come
and taste the food. Quickly, the door

is shut, and in breathless silence every-

one waits to hear what will happen.

The flickering fire casts ghostly sha-

on robe collar and on hat. All of these

are indications of rank of deceased.

dows on the walls of the Jestak-Han:

the spirits of the dead have arrived.

When the fire has burned down, the

feast food is carried back inside and
the clan begins a merry celebration.

ON another day, soot drawings are

made on the walls and posts of

the Jestak-Han, mostly representations

of domestic goats, ibex, and markhor.

At dawn the following day, an efligy

of a markhor, made of bread, is set up
in the Jestak-Han, to be shot at with

bows and arrows by the boys of the

clan. If it is hit, a great clamor starts

in the village : "We're driving out the

wild animals!" These Kalash customs

are believed to be a guarantee that the

goats will prosper.

Of special interest is the important

position of the goat in Kalash society.

Archeological studies show that the

goat was among the first of the gre-

garious animals to have become do-

mesticated, and the most ancient traces

of domesticated goats have been found

in what is now Persia and Afghanistan.

This region is also the home of the

race of wild goats that is considered

to be the ancestor of all domestic

breeds. It is not surprising that at the

border of this region still lives a tribe

in whose most ancient customs, beliefs,

and way of life the wild and domesti-

cated goat plays such an important role.

Statues of the dead lean casually on
caskets that lie on top of the ground
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in Kalasli cemeteries. Each is erected

a year after a man's death if, by the

dislribiilioii of his wealth, he had won
claim to special merit. Dead are shown

either standing or on horseback, wliile

the details of figure show his status.
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Two MAIN SPECIES of the wild rat. Rattus rattus, leit

Rattus norvegicus, are represented here by male specimens,

THE WILD RAT
This animars behavior has given it a reputation for cleverness

By Anthony Baknett

AN AMERICAN FARMER, accord-

ing to Sir James Eraser in The

Golden Bough, wrote a polite letter to

his rats, to say crops were short, and

he could not afford to keep rats dur-

ing the winter : he had been very kind

to them, but for their own good they

should go to some of his neighbors

who had more grain. "This document

he pinned to a post in his barn for the

rats to read." The farmer was in

good company in treating wild rats

as human, or more than human. Five

hundred years ago, the Bishop of

Autun, in France, put rats under a

formal curse; and there are plenty of

other examples of resorting to magic,

charms, prayers, and curses in the

hope that thereby rats would be driven

away or killed. Even some twentieth-

century biologists, usually rather blase

about the capabilities of species other

than their own, have been impressed

by Rattus norvegicus: one referred to

attempts to exterminate rats as "a

veritable battle of wits," and still an-

other has described rats as "diabolic-

ally clever animals."

Certainly, whether clever or not,

rats are found in almost every human
community, and in some they probably

outnumber the human population.

They undoubtedly do so in many labo-

ratories, but in laboratories, as a rule,

they belong to one or more of the

tame varieties and most typically they

are white, although they still belong

to the species R. norvegicus (also

known as Mus decumanus ) . These

domesticated creatures have been so

much used in so many kinds of re-

search that the psychologist N. L.

Munn has written a vast and valuable

volume entitled Handbook of Psycho-

logical Research on the Rat, in which

wild rats are hardly mentioned.

Munn's treatise contains, inadvert-

ently, a curious comment on the stud-

ies of rat behavior: it is in a chapter

oddly entitled "Abnormal and Social

Behavior," and is to the effect that

little research has been done on social

behavior in rats because ".
. . rats are

not especially influenced by each
others' actions." In what follows. I

hope to show that the Bishop of Autun
and his followers, the believers in the

intellectual powers of rats ajid Dr.

Munn are all mistaken. The Bishop

and the rest overestimate the murine
status, Dr. Munn underestimates it.

There are two species of rats of

world-wide importance. The so-called

"black," "roof," or "Alexandrine" rats

(Rattus rattus) range from black to

tawny with a pale belly. This was
the plague rat of the Middle Ages in

Europe. The other species (already

A member of the zoology department
at Glasgow University, in Scotland,
Anthony Barnett is also author of

The Human Species, a biology of man.

mentioned) is the common brown rat,

often called the Norway rat for no

good reason; it is sometimes black,

even in the wild state. Unlike R. rattus,

which is a climbing species, R. nor-

vegicus is a burrower. All laboratory

rats are of this species, although they

seldom get the opportunity to burrow.

Matings between wild and white are

fully fertile ; the offspring are all wild-

type, but their offspring come in a

variety of colors. R. norvegicus can,

and does, carry plague, too.

There are other species of economic

importance in the East and in Aus-

tralia. They have been serious pests

of sugar plantations, and in Java a

small species upset Europeans by nest-

ing inside their bamboo furniture.

APART from "cleverness," two things

^ are likely to impress the casual

observer of rats. One is their catholic

choice of foods; the other is their

capacity for multiplying. Rats will eat

anything that men will, and some

things we refuse. Apart from house

mice, few animals are so versatile. The

study of the feeding behavior of rats

has been put on a rigorous basis dur-

ing the past fifteen years or so, and

has shown that their success owes

much to a very delicate system of

checks and balances, which had not

been suspected by naturalists lacking a

technique of controlled experiment.

To make this clear, we must first



consider the exploratory behavior of

rats. As everyone knows, if wild rats

are disturbed in a familiar environ-

ment, they at once take to cover.

But, if wild rats are released into

an unjamiliar area, their response,

despite the disturbance, is likely to

be exploration. Even if they enter

a place of concealment, they soon

emerge to sniff about further.

The motivation behind such ex-

ploratory behavior is so powerful that

it may have priority over both fear

and hunger. Hungry laboratory rats

will ignore food until they have inves-

tigated a new environment. The oppor-

tunity to explore can, indeed, be used

as a "reward" in a learning experi-

ment: if a rat is repeatedly put in a

situation in which it can take one of

two pathways, and if one path leads

to a dead end, but the other to a larger

area, then the rat tends to learn to

go to the latter, just as it would learn

to go to food or water. An important

difference, however, is that a rat learns

to go to food or water only if it is

hungry or thirsty, that is, suitably

deprived; while exploration can be

evoked without first imprisoning the

animal in any way.

WHAT exactly makes a rat go ex-

ploring? Ingenious experiments

on laboratory rats have shown that

this behavior is closely analogous to

what we call curiosity in ourselves, and

that rats often behave as if they wished

to avoid boredom. The efjecl of the

behavior is that it puts them in as

wide a variety of situations as they

can reach. In the wild state, there is

no doubt that, within a certain area

around the nest, every accessible point

is regularly investigated; other things

being equal, the more recently a place

has been investigated, the less likely

it is to be revisited.

Rats do not confine themselves to

topographical exploration: they sniff,

taste, and sample everything potable

or edible they encounter. Here, too,

the "boredom effect" is evident; if a

variety of foods is available, all will

at least be nibbled; and when a quan-

tity of one has been eaten, the rat is

likely to move over and take a second

and third course off the alternatives.

This behavior is an essential ele-

ment in the feeding behavior of rats.

Just as general exploration gives the

rat experience of every feature of

the environment, so sampling of food

informs it what sorts of nourishment

are available. Through this sampling,

a rat learns not only where food can

be found, but also—in some instances—

what the nutritional value of the food

is. This ability to choose the better of

two alternative foods has been very

fully studied in laboratory rats. Of

course, like most animals, they adjust

the total amount of food eaten to their

energy needs; but they do more than

this. If they are made salt-deficient,

and are offered a choice between plain

and salty water, they choose the lat-

ter, even though before the deficiency

existed they would have drunk the

plain water. The same sort of effect

has been observed with some, though

not all, vitamins.

THE picture so far presented is of

insatiably restless, "inquisitive"

animals, always poking their noses

into something, especially something

new, and sampling everything they

can get hold of. This is true for labo-

ratory rats, but if it applied also to

wild rats they would be quite unable

to survive the most casual efforts of

men to poison them. Yet, in fact, they

are decidedly difficult to eliminate by

poisoning — and still more difficult to

get rid of by other means. This is due

to another feature of their behavior,

one which is opposite to their explora-

tory activity and. so to speak, protects

them from it. Wild, but not laboratory,

rats tend to avoid anything netv if it

is encountered in a familiar environ-

ment. This superficially simple fact

accounts not only for much of the diffi-

culty we have in ridding ourselves of

rats, but also for the widespread belief

in their wiliness.

This behavior was first clearly de-

scribed during the Second World War,

at Oxford, England, as a result of

research on the problems of protecting

food stocks from pests. Wild rats in

a settled colony develop regular habits

of movement: they use fixed paths

between nest or cover and food and.

although thev also explore elsewhere,

one can be confident that they will use

Investigating food, two rats sniff liver, wheat, flour and
sugar. Rats' feeding behavior is part of this aninial's great

ruriosity: rats will sample everything they eniounler. hut

have ability to choose the most nutritious of several foods.
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Newcomer to colony, left, is groomed
by resident of same species—"amicable"

response, avoiding fight over territory.

these paths each night. However, if an

object—however harmless— is placed

on such a path, the result may be a

complete avoidance of that part of the

home range. The avoidance may last

only a few hours or it may go on for

days. If the object is food, eventually

it will be approached and sampled,

at first only in the smallest quanti-

ties. What happens after this depends

on the physiological effects, and the

flavor, of the food. If both are satis-

factory, the food will be eaten. If,

however, the food contains poison, the

ill effect may have time to make itself

felt before a second sample is taken.

In this case all feeding stops for a

time, and eating, the food comes to be

associated with illness. This sequence

of events has undoubtedly been re-

sponsible for a great many failures

to kill rats by poison baiting. Re-

peatedly putting down the same poison

bait merely makes things worse, since

learning to avoid the bait is then regu-

larly "reinforced."

POISON shyness is, in fact, another

aspect of an ability we have al-

ready mentioned—to choose the more
nutritious of two foods. This, in prac-

tice, turns out to be an extraordinarily

efficient protection against poisoning.

It might be thought, for example, that

if the poison were very highly toxic

this would overcome the difficulty of

coping with the initial, tentative sam-

pling. But when this was tested with

sodium fluoroacetate, which is several

times more toxic than strychnine, it

was found that some rat populations

developed poison shyness to baits con-

taining it. Yet this poison was so dan-

gerous to man (several children have

been killed by it) that it was clearly

at or beyond the level of toxicity ac-

ceptable for general use.

DURING and after the War, this dif-

ficulty was solved in Britain and

many other countries by the method

of "prebaiting"— a technique we owe
to the Oxford ecologists already men-

tioned. The rats are first trained to

accept bait by distributing only a

harmless mixture. After a few days,

during which the rats may even come
to adj ust their movements to the visits

of those laying the bait, poison is

added and is then, as a rule, readily

eaten by the animals.

This is a good example of a fairly

simple technique developed from mat-

ter-of-fact, careful observation of what

a pest actually does in typical environ-

ments. A short account, however, is

inevitably oversimplified, and cannot

do justice to the scale or difficulties

of the research required. Also, we must

add that there is a substantial objec-

tion to prebaiting — one which may
account for the fact that it was never

generally adopted in North America.

It is a prolonged job, and it is difficult

to train a lot of low-salaried people

to do it properly. (Fortunately, there

is now a way of getting round the need

for prebaiting.)

In most of the scientific studies of

poisoning rats, much stress has been

laid on the importance of killing a

large proportion of the total popula-

tion. The reason for this has been

especially clearly shown by workers in

Baltimore. Consider how a population

grows. If it starts with a small number,

perhaps only with a litter of six from

a single pregnant female, its growth

is slow at first. However, if the en-

vironment is favorable, numbers in-

crease geometrically, and there comes

a stage of exceedingly rapid growth.

This is sooner or later checked: the

rate of increase declines until a maxi-

mum is reached; and this maximum
is then maintained, provided the en-

vironment remains constant. Some-

thing like this "ideal" demographic

sequence has been actually observed

in a number of rat populations.

SLOWING the increase in numbers

and reaching a stable plateau de-

pend on the action of controlling

influences, which act with increasing

force as population density increases.

Such factors can include predation by

dogs, cats, hawks, and men ; a shortage

of undisturbed nesting places; a short-

age of food; and conflict among the

rats themselves. The most important

implication of all this, for practical

purposes, is that it is futile to kill,

say, around half a rat population by

poisoning or trapping: the result of

doing so is that the survivors then have

greatly improved conditions (owing to

the reduced competition for food and

nests) , and so breed much more rap-

idly; the population is thus soon re-
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Subservient attitude is adopted by

newcomer, left, to resident. Newcomer
is Rattus norvegicus; resident, rattus.

stored to its original numbers—as has

been directly observed, in Baltimore

and other places.

The aim, therefore, must be either

to kill a very high proportion of the

total number, or to alter the environ-

ment so that it will not support so

many rats. The latter has a more

lasting effect, but is often far more

difficult to achieve; it can rarely be

accomplished quickly.

IF
a human community does succeed

in reducing the shelter and other

amenities available for rats, its efforts

are substantially aided by the rats

themselves. This is because in certain

circumstances rats fight each other,

with a consequent increase in the death

rate and decrease in fertility of those

"defeated." The exact conditions of

this fighting have been studied in

experimental colonies of wild rats kept

in large cages. The rats included both

species we mentioned ; thev were either

trapped as adults in the docks of Glas-

gow, Scotland, or were descendants

of rats so trapped.

Two early experiments helped to

clarify the sort of questions that would

arise from a study of rat societies.

In one, a number of males were put

together in a cage; all were strangers

to one another, and none had pre-

viously experienced the cage. They

settled down, grew well, (rats grow

throughout life) kept excellent health

and slept together in groups in the nest

boxes. This observation was especially

surprising because of the twelve rats

present, six were R. norvegicus and

six R. rallus, and the rivalry between

these two species has long been known.

In the other experiment, six males and

six females, all R. norvegicus, formed

the colony. After a few weeks, only

one male remained — the largest; the

females were still in excellent shape,

and some were pregnant. Later, other

comparable experiments gave results

similar to those two.

An obvious question to ask, then,

is: What are the causes of fighting

among rats? But observation showed

that it was equally profitable to ask:

Are there features in the behavior of

rats which tend to prevent fighting?

We often think of rats as very com-

bative creatures and ignore the fact

that they can live in large thriving

colonies, so we must ask a third ques-

tion: What makes rats assemble?

CLOSE observation and filming of

rats in artificial colonies showed

that wild rats, like tame ones, are

intimately gregarious. They not only

huddle together while asleep or rest-

ing, but they have a system of actions

that promotes close contact. The most

distinctive of these acts consists of

crawling under the belly of another

rat; it is seen especially among males

in situations that might lead to con-

flict—as in the encounter of strangers

described below. Rats deliberately

walk over each other, too—an act that

has nothing in connnon with one hu-

man being trampling on another; this

is seen most often in peaceful condi-

tions. Rats also groom each other;

that is, they nibble gently another's

fur. This, like crawling under, is

prominent in situations of conflict, but

is not confined to them.

These activities all come in the cate-

gory of "social signals," of tlie type

Female not in heat, at ri^ht, rejects

advances of a male—who. aroused but

frustrated, may then fight another male.
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Boxing rats, both of norvegicus type,

are drawn here. The newcomer, on left,

seems to be getting worst of the fight.

which tend to prevent conflict and to

encourage herd behavior. Undoubt-

edly, odors are other "social signals,"

though these are diiEcult to study.

A female is recognized by a male as

being in heat as a consequence of

glandular secretions with a typical

odor. It has been shown, in fact, that

laboratory rats can recognize a recep-

tive female by odor alone. Wild rats

of both sexes leave odor trails as they

move about their living space. Where
they regularly run in contact with

light-colored surfaces, they leave clear

evidence of their passage in the form
of a dark smear, and such trails are

followed by other rats.

THE conditions in which sociability

breaks down and fighting breaks

out are quite narrowly limited; and
they can be defined with some preci-

sion from observations of rats kept in

artificial cages and enclosures. If one
wishes to establish a stable, healthy

colony of wild rats in artificial condi-

tions, the best method is to begin with

a group of sexually immature indi-

viduals. They need not be litter mates.

Alternatively, a colony may be started

with a single adult male and several

females. In either case conflict is ex-

ceedingly unlikely.

By contrast, there is one type of

situation in which fighting is highly

probable. This is when an adult male
enters a region in which another adult

male is already established. In one
series of experiments twenty males

were introduced into established col-

onies: all were attacked, and eighteen

died. The addition of females rarely

resulted in injury or death; and of

young, never. Male R. norvegicus,

when already settled in a cage, did,

however, attack R. ratlus of both sexes.

The attacks by residents on stran-

gers are typical examples of territorial

behavior. The conventional definition

of a "territory" is a "defended area."

In wild rats, territorial behavior is,

with one exception, confined to males.

The exception is the behavior of a

female with young nestlings, and she

defends not a large area, but only the

nest itself—and even that not invari-

ably. Granted that male rats indulge

in territorial fighting, there is still the

question whether they also fight for

females. At first, during the study of

experimental colonies, it seemed cer-

tain that they did; but, when detailed

observations were made, it was found

that there was no fighting for females

at all. When a female was in heat,

one or more males concentrated on

copulating with her—an act which in

rats can be repeated at intervals of a

minute or two over long periods ; there

was no competition, and the female

was quite indiscriminating.

THEN what, it may be asked, are we
to make of the high mortality

among the males in mixed colonies,

when in all-male colonies there are

few or no deaths? A likely explana-

tion is that it is due to a kind of

"overflow" fighting, resulting from

excitation evoked by females not in

heat. In this case, the males, stimu-

lated but frustrated, turned to fight-

ing among themselves—although ordi-

narily, in this particular colony, there

was little conflict.

The fighting in the colony just men-

tioned was harmless: the males con-

cerned thrived throughout the ten

weeks of the experiment. This was

because the way in which the colony

had been set up was exceptional: it

had begun as an all-male group — a

peaceful one as usual, and females had

been added later. Evidently, by the

time theij- subversive influence ap-

peared, the males resembled one big,

happy family, and not any number
of females could evoke really serious

fighting among them. They were be-

having, in fact, like the members of a

family group — among whom fighting

never, as far as present knowledge

goes, occurs.

How is this inhibition against fight-

ing a member of the colony main-

tained? It seems that a group odor is

responsible for it, but we have little

detailed evidence. By analogy with

other species, we might also expect

that in stable colonies there would be

some form of dominance hierarchy, or

"peck order," among the males. In its

simplest form, there would be a domi-

nant or number one rat, with prior

access to females, food, nesting places,

a second rat that would give way only

to the first, and so on. In fact, nothing

quite like this was foimd. In colonies

of adults who had previously been

strangers to each other, three types of

male could be distinguished. The most

successful, which have been called

alphas, were always large compared
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with other members of the colony;

they moved about confidently, and if

there were any fighting, it was the

alphas that initiated it.

ASECOND type, the omegas, reached

their status as the result of defeat

by one or more alphas. In the ex-

perimental colonies, the omegas were

marked by drooping posture and be-

draggled appearance. They lost weight

and died if not removed from the

group. The third category comprises

rats that, after defeat, adapted them-

selves to an inferior role: they have

been called betas. They endured de-

feat without severe "shock" and fed

with enough freedom to enable them

to gain in weight. Betas and omegas

associated together without conflict:

there was no "hierarchy" among them.

There was no uniformity in the

numbers of alphas, omegas, and betas

in the small colonies studied, but one

regularity was observed: in the condi-

tions of intense conflict, which existed

le mixed colonies, there were fewer

las than in the more peaceful, all-

colonies: often there was only

In unconfined colonies, it seems

Resident leaps at a newcomer. Fights

sometimes follow "amicable" reaction

when newcomer initially enters colony.

likely that the adult males vary in

status from alpha to beta; any rat

with omega status would soon die or

emigrate from the colony.

BUT in the last sentence, a question

is implied: What do rats die of.

in these conditions? This is one of

those questions, obvious enough, that

tend to go, not only unanswered, but

also unasked. It is mentioned now be-

cause it would be wrong to give an

account of the life of the wild rat —

or of any other species—that implied

that there were no more major prob-

lems to solve. It has been possible to

show conclusively that rats under

attack may die though quite un-

wounded: and that sometimes they die

so quickly that there is no question

of starvation through being barred

from food (though that may be a fac-

tor on occasion I . The rats die from

"shock." To say this is. however,

hardly more meaningful than to say

that they die from fright or from

humiliation. Some of the physiological

changes that these rats undergo are

the same as those produced by forms

of "stress" such as acute infection,

exposure to severe cold, and so on,

and the expression "social stress" has

been used to describe this condition,

but it is still only a descriptive term.

Rats, in fact, sometimes die in cir-

cumstances seemingly as mysterious

as those of the so-called "voodoo

death" in man—an expression used by

the great physiologist W. B. Cannon,

in a discussion of death resulting from

no evident cause except emotional

disturbance. Though we may not

conclude from this that the Bishop

of Autun was justified in putting rats

under a curse, this unsolved puzzle

does suggest some interesting possi-

bilities for future research.

Rolling on croiind, newcomer norvegicus and resident, on

right, continue battle. Fights occur most commonly when a

male enters area in whicii adult male is already estahlislied.

Newcomers died in eighteen of twenty such cases studied.
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FIGHTING AMONG BIRDS
Use of dummies and a high-speed flash have led to new observations

By Stuart Smith Photographs by Eric Hosking

WE have always been interested

in the displays of birds, both

their nuptial displays and the aggres-

sive displays by which they threaten

other birds, to drive them away from

their territories or food. At first, we

had to content ourselves with watch-

ing these at a distance, through binoc-

ulars; but we were anxious to obtain

really first-rate photographs, and this

was hardly possible unless we could

induce the birds to come near us and

do their displaying at a certain spot

on which our hidden cameras were

already focused.

In this we finally succeeded, by

making use of stuffed birds, which we

Dr. Smith, a research biochemist by
profession, has collaborated witli

Mr. Hoskinc, the well-known British

photographer, on a detailed study of

avian aggression. Birds Fighting.

placed in the territories of other birds,

often near their nests. But the move-

ments made by the displaying and

attacking birds were frequently so

rapid that ordinary photography was

out of the question. We therefore

developed, with the aid of Dr. P. S. H.

Henry, a well-known, English elec-

tronics scientist, a flash apparatus that

enabled us clearly to photograph the

moving birds at speeds of about

1/5000 of a second.

We first tried our new technique

on ringed plovers, and the success we

obtained with these prompted us to

extend our experiments to other wad-

ing birds. So. the next spring, we

journeyed up into the Cairngorm

Mountains of Scotland where, along

the rivers that flow from the hills,

many oystercatchers breed. And finally

we turned our attention to birds of

the great passerine order, to which the

songbirds and perching birds gener-

ally belong. Herewith, are some of the

photographs we took, together with

the stories they tell.

M M.i. r.i.\< KC M', Syhlii (tiriciijiillii. ,il Icll. .ill.nk- im cHiiiy

placed as intruder by its own nest. The bird attacked at once,

first rising into the air, then diving as it uttered shrill cries.

Disl'l ^^ 111 Wdill. I\r, lir, irn^lni .nosrll,,, ].lhilMUI-,lIllir(|

on Dutcli [loldcr, was directed not at unollicr bird but at the

authors themselves when ihey approached eggs in her nest.
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Female chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs,

attacks dummy cuckoo, above. Hostility

to the cuckoo, a parasitic bird which

deposits its eggs in other birds' nests

to be hatched, was observed to be very

strong among many of passerine species.

Nightingales, Luscinia megarhynchos,

also attack the decoy cuckoo, directing

their blows at dummy's head and nape

Mid-flight attack is made by ringed

plover, Charadrius hiadcula, seen as

it strikes dumlny with foot. Plover first

made a series of displays, puffing and

erecting feathers with its head lowered,

and attacked because decoy stood firm.

Excited oystercatcher, having failed

to drive invader from nest by displays

and cries, here strikes out at its head.
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of its neck. Impulse to attack cuckoo

is so powerful that some birds attack

head alone if it is mounted on a stick.

Oysterc;U('liers, Ihwiiiatopiis ostnilegus.

are normally sociable birds, but they

become aggressive in breeding season.

Displaying before mirror, the ringed

plover above becomes its own adversary.

Authors decided on mirror when attacks

on stuffed dunnny damaged it beyond

use, and saw mirror's advantage: image

"responds," inciting birds all the more.
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PooLSiDE COMBAT breaks out when hawfinch, Coccothraustes

coccothraustes, and mistle thrush, Turdus viscivorus, come
to drink at same time. Birds confront each other defiantly,

above; then hawfinch lunges, below, repulsing bigger bird.
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REVIEWS (Continued from page 494)

tremely unconvincing tale with a few
later claims, some even less convincing

and some hardly pertinent. The Marquis
de Wavrin (on other evidence an honest

but credulous traveler) passed on a

hearsay report of a large tailed monkey,
which he had not seen but had heard.

(In the jungle you can hear anything

you fancy, or what you hear can be

anything you want.) Obviously, this

unseen tailed monkey was not "Amer-
anthropoides," but Heuvelmans gratui-

tously suggests that someone confused

a spider monkey with the ape, which
therefore exists! Then one Roger Cour-

teville claimed to have met and fought

one of Loys's great apes. Although he
gives CourteviUe's account at length,

even Heuvelmans admits that it was a

fake inspired by Loys's story. Several

other supposed sightings at points hun-

dreds or thousands of miles apart are

adduced as further evidence by Heuvel-
mans, but all were given at second- or

third-hand some twenty or thirty years

after the claimed events.

The Sierra de Perija, where Loys
photographed his animal, is still a diffi-

cult region, but it has been explored by
many collectors and scientists in the

almost forty years since Loys was there.

Except for the obvious faker Courteville,

no one has reported seeing an unusually
large or tailless monkey there or hearing

any rumor of one.

In short, the only objective evidence

is a photograph indistinguishable from
that of a well-known spider monkey. All

the other evidence is either manifestly

unreliable hearsay or open to strong sus-

picion, at least. Yet Heuvelmans' con-

clusion is that the existence of a South
American great ape cannot be disputed

"except by the disingenuous or the

blind." I need not belabor the point.

I
DO NOT mean to say that all of Heu-
velmans' conclusions are on such an

absurd level or that he is completely

credulous. He does dismiss a fake still

more obvious than CourteviUe's and even

remarks that the perpetrator, a former
racing driver, "has no scientific stand-

ing." He also remarks that a migration

route for the animal, a supposed dino-

saur in New Guinea, never existed; but

in the next chapter, he thinks it quite

likely that dinosaurs do survive in Aus-

tralia, which would require just such a

migration route. At one point, he even

implies that an expedition's reporting

not finding a rumored animal suggests

that it does exist. He suspects that the

party wanted to discourage others until

they could capture the fabulous beast.

On the other hand, one must agree

that the reports on the "abominable
snowman," to which Heuvelmans natu-

rally devotes much space, seem to have

Fascinating books for

nature lovers of all ages.

Boy's Book of

Turtles and

Lizards

Percy A. Morris

chief Preparator,

Peahody Museum
of Natural History,

New Haven

Just published! The latest volume in this

entertaining and educational series gives a

wealth of information about the turtles and
lizards of the United States. Brilliant photo-
graphs from nearly every state in the Union
introduce the reader to musk turtles, map
turtles and sawbacks, geckos, legless lizards,

race-runners, and scores more. Clearly and
interestingly written, the book describes the
structure, size, colors, and markings of each
animal. Covers its habitat, food, reproductive
practices, and natural enemies. Includes in-

structions for the care of turtle or lizard pets.

83 ills., 229 pp. $4.50

Boy's Book of Frogs,

Toads, and Salamanders

Also by Percy A. Morris

This handsome book introduces a fascinat-

ing group of animals that can be found in
your immediate neighborhood, are easy to

capture, safe to handle, and thrive in captiv-
ity. It describes the habits, physical charac-
teristics, and life history of all common
North American amphibians. 1.31 sparkling
photos help you identify them and, in most
cases, their eggs. "Siniply and interestingly

written . . . profusely and well illustrated."—
William Taber, in Hobbies. 131 photos;
240 pp. $4

Boy's Book of Snakes

Also by Percy A. Morris

Don't believe everything you hear about
snakes I Here are the true, interesting facts

about these misunderstood creatures, many
of which are useful to man and make good
pets. Book includes information on almost
100 different kinds—where to find them,
how to recognize them, and how to catch
and handle the harmless ones, "Clear, concise

. . . filled with invaluable information."—
Saturday Review. 62 drawings, photos;
18i pp. S4
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only
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Shipping wt. 26 lb

Easy Payment Plan of-
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models. Ask how you
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now, take months to pay!

These superb 4-inch

DYNASCOPES
put a new meaning

in the word deluxe!

J
In these days, when "deluxe" is often only a common

cliche, it's refreshing to find a product that so

genuinely deserves the name.
One look at these magnificent Dynascopes tells you

that they are truly precision-made instruments, with the
careful craftsmanship and extra finishing touches

that quickly set them apart from ordinary telescopes.

And your first thrilling experience with their supe-
rior optical systems will convince you, as no words can,

that the rich appearance of these reflectors is even
surpassed by their amazing performance.

More than that, each is backed by the kind of guar-

antee that only Criterion, with its meticulous
quality control, could offer. Whichever model you

select, you must be completely delighted with

both performance and construction or your
money will be cheerfully refunded.

Here are the professional-type

features you'll find in both these fine instruments

EXaUISITE 4-INCH PARABOLIC PYREX MIRROR accurate to Va wave. For famed Oynascope optical
superiority.

TRUE EQUATORIAL AND ALTAZIMUTH HEAVY-DUTY MOUNT with complete friction adjustments for any
latitude, declination, and right ascension. Rugged cast-iron construction. Weighs over 12 lbs.

ROTATING RINGS - Saddle has felt-lined rotation rings that permit tube to be quickly positioned for
accessories or to bring eyepiece into more comfortable viewing position.

3 STANDARD I1/4" EYEPIECES: 18-mm. Huygens, 9-mm. Achromatic Ramsden, 7-mm. Achromatic
Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

4X ACHROMATIC CROSSHAIR FINDERSCOPE: Crosshair, usually found only in much more expensive
scopes, assures grea.er accuracy, easier spotting. Coated achromatic lenses. Screw-type micrometer focus.
Extra-large field of view. Double-posted bracket with collimation adjustments.

RACK-AND-PINION DOUBLE-DRAW EYEPIECE holder for easy, exact adjustments. Accommodates any
eyepiece, negative or positive.

PROFESSIONAL-TYPE STEEL TRIPOD with fast-fold legs for easy portability. Designed to solve all

stability problems. The result of hundreds of field tests and consultation with many authorities. Steadier
support eliminates vibration. No canting, wobble, or sideplay. Special position locks prevent collapse.
Completely portable. Sets up instantly on uneven terrain. Folds up quickly, v/ithout disassembly, for

full portability.

4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE
with new

DYN-O-MATIC
Electric Drive

$10995

f.o.b. Hartford
Shipping wt.
33 lbs.

Model K-2A

Add Dyn-O-Matic Electric Drive to your present telescope!

Designed to fit all previous Dynascopes and most other 4-inch and 6-inch telescopes, this precision-

made drive brings you all the advantages of smooth, effortless automatic tracking at remarkably

low cost. Plugs into any household 110/120-volt A.C. circuit. Only S29.95 postpaid. Model ED-460.

OTHER DYNASCOPES AVAILABLE IN 3 INCH TO 16 INCH MODELS

Quality engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production. Consequently supply

is limited. For early delivery send your check or money order today, or write for free brochure.

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO
Manufactiorrs of Qiialifij Optical I)ist)in)ic)its ami Equipment

Dept. NHD-45, 331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.
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gift that will last for years. Clip FLIGHT

DECK to window sill and watch birds frolic JUST INCHES
AWAY! Learn to Identify wild birds, their songs, calls,

markings, courtship, feeding habits, training of young,

etc. FLIGHT DECK delights shut-in, youngsters, and all bird

lovers.

• Large I7"xl5", green, white trim.

• Custom molded alUweather duralon,

• Hardwood perch rails, feeding stick.

• Four large seed wells and water pool.

• Instantly clips ON or OFF (no tools).
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• Gift packed with card.

• All shipments insured.
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Order 3 or more, Shipping Costs FREE!
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view
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PHOTO-BINOCULAR

CamBinox is a light-weight precision minia-
ture camera and powerful prism binocular in

one complete unit. The camera captures on
film exactly what you see through the binocu-

lar. For industrial photographers, travelers,

sport fans, nature lovers, big-game camera-
hunters, to record "the moment" for the fu-

ture—CamBinox is truly a gift in a million for

only $450.00.

CamBinox—a 16mm camera with f/3.5/90mm tele-

photo JDEMAR lens-shutter-speed to 1/800 sec.

and 7x35 binocular. Developed by world-famous
Moeller Optical Works, Hamburg, West Germany.

J. D. MOELLER OPTICAL CORPORATION
15 HAZEL LANE, LARCHMONT, NEW YORK

a hard core of fact within the mass of

contradictory and sometimes ridiculous

accounts. Heuvelmans' conclusion that

it is a surviving Gigantopithecus (an ape
known from fossils in the Pleistocene of

China) is premature, to say the least,

but there probably is some animal that

makes "yeti" tracks. It may be some-

thing new or something already known.
Such specimens of the fabulous nandi

bear of eastern Africa as have reached

zoologists turned out to be ratels, rather

uncommon animals that have neverthe-

less been known to zoologists since the

eighteenth century. Heuvelmans still

maintains that the nandi bears that were
not collected were something else, and
this brings up another pertinent point.

When zoologists have investigated the

regions where strange animals have been

persistently reported, they have either

found the animals forthwith or have,

until now, never found them. There is

some probability that they do quickly

find the real ones. Perhaps the "abomin-
able snowman" will be the exception.

By sheer force of numbers, Heuvel-

mans and the other romantics may well

have predicted some discovery that will

actually be made; if you buy most of

the tickets in a lottery, you are likely to

win on one. Their judgment of prob-

abilities is certainly too sanguine, their

interpretations of evidence vastly too

charitable, and their whole attitude more
enthusiastic than judicious. Neverthe-

less, they are highly entertaining, and
no harm is done if they are not taken

too seriously. The romance is delightful

even when the science is shaky.

IN BRIEF

Elephants in British Museum manuscript.

Elephants, by Richard Carrington.

Basic Books, $5.00; 272 pp., illus.

THIS interesting but needlessly spotty

discussion is divided into three

parts. "Elephants as Animals," the first

section, concerns the anatomy and nat-

ural history of these creatures; it con-

tains a great deal of information but is

marred by the excessively anthropomor-

phic way in which this information is

presented. The second part. "Elephants

as Fossils," is excellent. The elephants
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If you ore a Bird Watcher and have been
looking for a handsome, lifetime-type feeder
with real capacity, you will want this one.

Made from aluminum castings,- with redwood
roof and footboord. Food hopper has double
strength gloss. Easiest filling feeder mode; roof

locks up for filling. A striking yard ornament.
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1 in. pipe for mounting (not supplied).
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A vivid re-creation of

the ancient days of •-

giant reptiles.

Illus. by the authors

Ages 10-14. $2.95
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WILLIAM BRIDGES

"Next best thing to an
j

actual visit to the Zoo
is this photographically

illustrated tour."— P'.

Kirkus. Ages 8-12. $2.95

DISCOVERER OF
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THE STORY OF ROBERT E. PEARY

MARIE PEARY STAFFORD

How Admiral Peary
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to reach the North
Pole. Illus. by W.
Biiehr. Ages 12 up. $3.00
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best writing as a

"romantic naturalist"

A big, omnibus volume

with many fascinating

new discoveries

The finest chapters from
his popular books of animal

mysteries, ail updated, and with

much new and equally

entertaining material. Fact and
folklore about such
creatures as the unicorn,

vegetable animals,

ichthyosaurs, the kraken.

the platypus, pandas,

giant turtles, the

"abominable snowman,"
and many others.

Illustrated $4.95
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Zulu Journal
Field Notes of a Naturalist in South Africa

BY RAYMOND B. COWLES

The author knew the Hluhluwe valley in Natal first

as the adventurous child of American missionary

parents; a lifetime later he returned as a profes-

sional zoologist. This book is his report on South

.Africa as he knew it in boyhood and as it has

changed since: from a land full of strange forms of

life living in ecological balance to a land denuded,

eroded, over-populated — a land of tension and
potential violence.

Scorning the sensationalism of big-game hunts,

Cowles opens up instead the colorful world of

Africa's little-known animals — the odd aardvark,

the grotesque breviceps, the lithe cane rat, the

honeymooning termite. His mind ranges over the

origins of the zebra's stripes, the possible survival

value of human black skins as protective coloration,

the curious habits of tick birds, the suitability of

fruit bats as pets. To all these subjects he brings a

knack for direct, candid description, a sweeping

imagination, and a winning personal warmth. Illus-

trated with many photographs :uid drawings. 1^82

pages, |6.00.

Wildlife of Mexico
The Game Birds and Mammals

BY A. STARKER LEOPOLD

Until now there has been no adequate investigation

of Afexico's unusually varied fauna. This volume

presents detailed descriptions of appearance, range,

habits, and ecology for more than 150 species.

Common and scientific names are given, and hunt-

ing methods and eating qualities are indicated for

many species. The volume has many illustrations.

Iioih photographs and drawings. 57() pages. ,SI2.,'J0.

California Natural History Guides
,\ IKW srrics ol lour piK kfisi/r. pri)fusel\ ilhistraltil.

paperbacks slunving anil explaining the natural

hist()r\. niainni.ils, naii\e irces, and reptiles and
ani|)hil)ians ol norihcrn California, $1,50 each.

Landscapes of Alaska:

Their Geologic Evolution
Enrria) in Howel WiLLiA\ts. "One of those imcom-
nion books that sets a standard."—Pacific Discovery,

lllusir.Urd. sri.OO.

University of California Press
Berkeley 4, California



HOLIDAY WORRIES?

YOUR MARGIN of safety from the

pressures of Christmas concern has

been whittled, since our last bulletin,

from seventy-three to a mere forty-five

shopping days. Tliis, unless you are one

of the fortunate who accepted our pre-

vious suggestion, is a dead loss.

What we suggested, naturally enough,

was that you solve as many of your holi-

day gift problems as possible with sub-

scriptions to

NATURAL HISTORY
As a regular reader, you are already

aware of the remarkable job this maga-

zine does in the course of bringing you

the whole, rich world of nature. This

same enjoyment can be your gift—to be

savored the whole year ahead—to friends

and relatives this Christmas.

NOR should it be forgotten that each

such gift carries with it an Asso-

iate Membership in The American

Museum of Natural History for the

recipient—as the accompanying member-

ship card and certificate will testify.

Among other benefits, as you know,

Museum Members are entitled to a ten

per cent discount on all purchases

(books included) from the Museum
Shop—by mail or in person! END
YOUR WORRIES-NOW!

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Pork West at 79th Street

New York 24, N. Y. Dept. 11-9

Please send Christmas subscriptions to

NATURAL HISTORY to the following

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY

Inscribe Gift Card:
from

Enclosed find $_ _for_ -Sub-

scriptions at $5 each. (Please send check
or M.O.—not cash.)

Use separate sheet for additional names.

Zke Perfect (jift

A GOOD
BINOCULAR or TELESCOPE

All Types and Prices

Postpaid by a Museum Curator,

n active, experienced field ornithologist.

Bartlett Mendricks
Binocular Headquarters

PITTSFIELD 50-Y, MASS.
Phone HI 7-9748

RARE INSECT-EATING PLANT

Carnivorous Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch

and eat insects. You con actually see bright-

colored traps seize unwary victims like the

insect above. A fascinating wonder of na-

ture, plants are easily grown from bulbs.

Each bulb sprouts leafy traps within weeks.

Ideal as gifts, six bulbs, sphagnum moss, full

color picture and planting instructions, $4.95

postpaid. (3 bulb package $2.75). Germi-

nation guaranteed. Other carnivorous plants

described In illustrated free brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

Absolutely Brand New -

Our DOT FEEDER

really does attract the birds, chickadees,
nuthatches, woodpeckers, and many
others. Made of genuine California red-
v/ood with brass hanging ring, has 16
1-in. holes for Blair's Spread (an appe-
tizing mixture of peanut butter and the
seeds birds like best), and mejisures
6" X SVi" X 1". SET consists of one Dot
Feeder, a 1-lb. container of Biair's

Spread, and a handy spreader. All for
only $3.25 ppd. For additional supply of
Spread, see new, free catalogue. Send to

CT A TTf 'G 25 Do Russey Lane. Dent. NH-
DLiAltX O CORNWALL, N. Y.

and their relatives once numbered over

three hundred species, whose main
characteristics are discussed here with

thoroughness and clarity. Carrington

concludes with a rather sketchy survey

of the dealings of "Elephants and Man."

Nature Stories from the Vienna
Woods, by Lilli Koenig. Crowell, $3.50;

159 pp., illus.

ON opening this book, the reader

thinks immediately of Konrad Lo-

renz. It is in his vein—intimate, lively,

and documented with authority; but it

has a special quality of its own. Mrs.

Koenig writes, in an open and friendly

style, about the animals she has known
and studied during the course of work

at a biological station in the Vienna

woods. She shows a delicacy of feeling

in discussing these animals, is never

sentimental and always gay, is realistic

but full of charm. The author's draw-

ings and photographs, incidentally, are

of a piece with her writing. A great

deal of scientific knowledge has gone

into the book, but its beauty comes from

human sympathy and a willingness to

love the unfamiliarity in other lives.

Animal Camouflage, by Adolf Port-

mann. University of Michigan Press,

$4.50; 111 pp., illus.

THIS addition to the Ann Arbor

Science Library maintains the high

standard—and, alas, the relatively high

price—set by its predecessors. The book

consists largely of examples illustrating

the phenomenon in question, and the

author has tried to give its modalities

some sort of classification. This does

not always make the book as clear as it

might be: we sometimes have trouble

distinguishing one type of camouflage

from another, and perhaps the effort is

not worth making in every case. But

Portmann's book has two great merits:

since "camouflage implies a seeing eye_

from which to hide," Portmann stresses

the role of vision; and the place of pro-

tective coloring in natural selection is

also stressed, as is only fitting in a year

devoted to the memory of Darwin.

John Burroughs: Naturalist, by

Elizabeth Burroughs Kelley. Exposition

Banner Book, $3.50; 263 pp.

His granddaughter's account of John

Burroughs' life and work is no

new revelation of his mind and spirit,

or of the literary approach to nature.

It is a domestic narrative, quite simply

written, built up from many sources-

letters or reminiscences—close to the

Burroughs* home on the Hudson, and

carried through from beginning to end

with quiet good taste. All was not as

broad and smooth in the life of the

family as the Hudson River on a sum-

mer morning. The difficulties of adjust-

ment between John Burroughs and his

wife are described, and there is a mov-

548
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The people of Mexico

and Guatemala— their

land, history, and cultures

-

portrayed by an

anthropologist with a

gift for writing

SONS OF THE
SHAKING
EARTH

by Eric R. Wolf

Here is the story of Middle

America and its people from the

earliest primitive agricultural

settlements through the great

pre-Columbian civilizations, the

Spanish conquest, its aftermath

and the periods of chaotic na-

tionalism — right up to today's

industrialization.

Never before has the whole pan-

orama of Mexico -and Guatemala
been placed between the covers

of one book. Profusely illustrated

with photographs — and with
drawings by some of the best-

known illustrators of Mezzo-
American art— Sons of the
Shaking Earth gives you not

only the facts about the people,

their beliefs, accomplishments
and ways of life through 20,000

years, but the very look and feel

of their land as well. $5.00

Through your bookseller

UNIVBRSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

6760 Ellis Avenue, ChicaKO 37, Illinois

In Canada: The Univertity ol

Toronto Preit, Toronto S, Ontario
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ing undercurrent of concern about the

effect the loving but dominant father

had on his son Julian, the author's

father. The latter suffered from trying

to be more than John Burroughs' son.

The Story of the Plant Kingdom, by
Merle C. Coulter, revised by Howard J.

Dittraer. Universitv of Chicago Press,

S5.00; 326 pp., illus.

As Coulter's classic book first ap-

.peared in 1935. this revision of it is

welcome indeed. It begins with a few

chapters on the basic processes of plant

life and the role played in them by the

main plant parts. These are followed by

discussions, comprising the bulk of the

book, of the several plant groups, from

algae to angiosperms. This is a text-

book, but it is an uncommonly readable

one; it constitutes the best survey avail-

able of plant biology, and should be

read not only by college students, but

by everyone interested in plant life.

The Tree Identification Book, by

George W. D. Symonds. Barrows,
$10.00; 272 pp., illus.

AN extremely complete and helpful

guide. Its large format rules it out

as a field trip adjunct, but its unusual

method of presentation recommends it to

both amateur and professional natural-

ists. The book is divided into two sec-

tions. The first consists of genus identi-

fication, and separately groups leaves,

twigs, flowers, fruit, and bark of some
130 trees. Each of these refers by a

simple page reference to the second

section, in which species are identified.

Here, all details of any given tree are

brought together. It is particularly sat-

isfying to find that wherever possible

photographs of tree details are repro-

duced in actual size. The book contains

more than 1.500 illustrations, a tab in-

dex and a general index.

NOTE
John Hay's The Run. a book about the

migration and spawning of the alewife.

has recently been published by Double-

day. A portion of the work originally

appeared in this magazine, to which
Mr. Hay contributes regularly.

ERRATA
The Editors trust that readers of Darwin
and the Fossil Record (October. 1959)

were not confused by the typographical

error that dated the Beagle's voyage in

the 1900's. rather than the 1800's.

This list details thi
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BUTTERFLY MOUNTING
AND COLLECTING KIT

EducaHonol ond entertaining kit contains every-
thing necessary to collect and mount all species of
butterflies. Recommended by the Butterfly World
Museum and leading educators. Special - a full
$5.95 value for only $4.95 ppd.

This kif contains:

• 15 colorful Incio-Australia tronical butterflies
• 4x12 I00"o balsa wood spreading board
• 60 colored-glass headed pins: 100 steel insect pins
• I chemically treated relaxing jar {for softening dried

• ( glass-top Riker display mount
• I pair steel broad-point forceps
• professional triangle envelopes
• nylon butterfly net

• 16-pafle picture booklet with simple step-by-step
instructions to mount butterflies, make killing jar,
and interesting butterfly information.

BUTTERFLY NET, 12" diameter heavy gauge wire
frame, easily removed from handle. Finely woven,
durable green-dyed nylon mesh net. 21" hardwood
handle. Only $2.00.

Just arrived from Equatorial Africa, beautiful bred
specimens, finest quality. Each set includes 10
different butterflies.

Collection M:\- Papilio dardanus. Papilio ridley-
anus. Cymothoe lurida. etc $3.00

Collection tt2: Papilio lormieri, Papilio bromius,
Charaxes lucretius, etc $3.00

Collection #3: Charaxes protocles, Papilio ansorgi,
Charaxes angustus, etc $3.75

Giant moth, ±t980, Attacus Atlas, world's largest
moth $1.00

Fine collection of Brazil Beetles, perfect and named:
10 different—$2.00 60 different—$10.00

BUTTERFLY WORLD NEWS, an exciting magazine
devoted exclusively to the amateur with articles
by some of America's outstanding entomologists.
Exciting stories about collecting butterflies and
insects all over the world plus interesting facts to
improve your collection. To be published at least
4 times a year, first issue January, 1960. Special
Introductory Offer—subscription only 50c per year
with any order received by Januory 1. An oppor-
tunity no collector can afford to miss at this
low price.

Money back guarantee on all items advertised
including Butterfly World News subscription.

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.
Dept, NH, 289 E. 98 St., Brooklyn 12. N. Y.
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learn another language the same, easy, natural way you
learned to speak English long before you went to school.

NO TEXTBOOK CAN TEACH YOU TO SPEAK
Only LINGUAPHONE brings 8 to 12 of the world's best
native language teachers into your home. You hear both
men and women speak about everyday matters in their
native tongue, YOU understand—You SPEAK correctly
as tlicy do. It's like Jiving in another cotnitry.

Ltnguaphone is used 'round the world by educators, gov-
ciiiinents, business firms. Over a million home-study
siinlcnls of all ages have learned another language this
hleul. conversational way.
Send today for tile TREE Booklet describing "The Gift
of l.jtnguage"; also details on how you may obtain a
rO.MPLETE Course unit in the language you choose on
FItKIO TRIAL,
l-inguaphone Institute. T-63-119 Radio City, N. Y. 20.

[ LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE '

I T.63-II9 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y. '

I I'lca.sc send jiic: I

I D FUV.K lldok n Details of FREE Trial I

.\o obligation, of course.
i

.My language Interest Is j

Xamc 1

.\d.lress I

I

Ciiy Zone State 1

Worlds Standard Conversaiionai
.Method tor Over Half a Century





Throughout the v^orld

people enioy the benefits

of research and products

from MONSANTO .

Entrance to Inorganic Chemicals Division Research Laboratory

at New Location of General Offices in St. Louis County

V\Ahere Creative Chemistry
NA/orks ^A^onders for You

Sales Offices, Plants, Laboratories in every major industrial aret
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Why have hundreds of schools bought GENIAC
The Electric Brain Construction Kit?

r°—°- °—
°-i

I
ORDER NOW for

\

j
CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

|

We think it's because GENIAC is the only kit and text combination that presents

the basic ideas of cybernetics, boolean algebra, symbolic logic and computer
circuitry so simply that a twelve year old can construct what will still fascinate

advanced students.

The partial list of our institutional purchasers below indicates a cross section of our customers.

GENIAC is not only an excellent classroom demonstrator but it provides hours of fun abuilding. As such

it makes a perfect present for the science minded teen-ager. As a father-son project it can't be beaten.

GENIAC is sold to all customers on a one-week return guarantee. You may actually use it in that time,

returning it as is if you decide not to keep it. For Christmas gifts, guarantee extends until Jan. 1, 1960,

so buy early to assure Xmas delivery.

Order yours now only $19.95
Some of the 1 25 GENIACS you can build from the completely detailed instruction manual are:

LOGIC MACHINES: Comparing; Reasoning; Syllogism Machine; Intelligence Tester.

GAME PLAYING MACHINES: Tic-Toc-Toe; Nim (Think you can beat the machine?).

ARITHMETICAL MACHINES (Binary and Decimal): Adder; Subtracter; Multiplier; Divider;

Arithmetical Carrying.

CODE MACHINES: Secret Coder; Secret Decoder; Combination Locks.

SIMPLE MACHINES: Burglar Alarm; Automatic Oil Furnace Circuit.

PUZZLE SOLVERS: The Space Ship Airlock; The Fox, the Hen, the Hired Man and the Corn;

The Uranium Shipment and the Space Pirates.

ACTUARIAL: Douglas MacDonald's Will.

SPECIAL: Machine to Compose Music.

GENIAC parts are especially manufactured to high tolerance; they include a special six-deck

switch of unique design and over 400 components plus a book "GENIACS; SIMPLE

ELECTRICAL BRAIN MACHINES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM", plus six other books and

manuals, ports tray and rack, shown in picture above. GENIAC is a remarkable buy for

only $19.95
Kit and instructions are returnable for full refund in seven days. This is a perfect father-and-

son project; your whole family and your friends will enjoy the finished machines. You can

design new computers from the adoptable parts.

MAIL THIS COUPON
OLIVER GARFIELD CO., INC.

108 E. 16 St., Dept. NH-129
New York 3, N. Y.

Please send me:

1 GENIAC Electric Brain Construction Kit and Manual.

$19.95 (East of Mississippi)

$20.95 (Elsewhere in United States)

$21.95 (Outside the United States)

Returnable in seven days for full refund if not satisfied. I enclose $
payment. (For delivery in N. Y. City please odd 3% for city sales tax.)

My name and address are attached.

SOME FIRMS AND INSTITUTIONS

THAT HAVE ORDERED GENIAC:

Allis-Chdlmers
Remington-Rand
International Business Machines
V^heeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary College
Walter V. Clarke Associates

Barnard College
Westinghouse Electric

Phillips Laboratories

General Insurance Co. of America
Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.
Southwest Missouri State College
Fibreglass Corp.
Slamford Research Institute

The Hecht Co.
American Management Assoc.

De Pauw University Hydro Electric Tower
Adams State Teachers College
Abercrombie and Fitch

Kleinschmidt Laboratories

Kansas State Teachers College

Albert Einstein Medical College
Naval Research Laboratories

Board of Education, Tecumsah, Nebraska
Marshfield Public Schools

Los Angeles Public Schools

Jefferson Union High School
Oklahoma A&M
Kansas City University

Duke University

Coral Gables Senior High School
Courtland Jr. High School
Bell Telephone Laboratories
lovell Public Schools
Clearwater High School
St. John's Seminary
Orange County Community College
Morningside College
New Hempshire Public School
Kentucky Wesleyan College
University of Ottawa
. . . and hundreds of other individuals
and inslilulions



COSMOTRON

SMASHER

• PRODUCES 75,000

VOLTS

• ABSOLUTELY

SAFE

In no sense of the word a toy
COSMOTRON is a scientific insli

producing 75,000 volts-makes
long— yet is absolutely safe because tne curreni is

infinitesimal. The science teacher-science lover-of
hobbyist con perform experiments to astound stu-

dents-friends-fomily. Makes smoke disappear-
defies gravity — turns propellers at a distance-
transforms atomic energy into light— makes arti-

ficial lighting-smashes atoms-demonstrates ionic

space ship drive—and many other experiments.
Constructed of the finest materials. Will do exactly

cost 3 to 10 times more will do. The perfect device

to teach the secrets of atomic physics and elec-

tricity. Will hold on audience spellbound as it per-

forms trick after omazing trick. Includes on ex-
periment kit and illustrated experiment manual,

and "why." You will

fine

of
ol that will give years of benefic

ice to the institution or individual who ow
In kit form or assembled.

Kit form $14.95

Assembled $19.95

for either, add 80c for postage and
handling in U. S.: $1.00 abroad.

Use coupon below to order.

A 66-inch Slide-rule

for your pocket
The GENIAC® Calculator
carries 66-incli apiral scales

yet measures only ten jiiclies

fully extended and six inclies

wlien clcsed. Four to five fig-

ure accuracy can be relied
"

i indispensable to tli:

list. arch

Slide Rule Opei

student. Adiniuistrative st;,/

and business men will find i

tit triu.endou.s value for :

host (if L'stinuiting and cliccl;

iliK calculations.
The GENIAC(fD Slide Rut

sol vesiuultiiilicat ion. division,
percentage calculation and
gives 5 place logarithms.

You may use il for 30 days and if you

are not satisfied repack and mail it back.

What our users say;

"It does all you claim—tour

all

stndy i-H

• A.K li.

;i:ni.\('
slide

Cal-

.vurk and need the extra digit

which normal slide rules can-
not give. I had to get one of
my customers a GENi.-\C
Sliile Uulc last month, afte

900X "MICROBE HUNTER"
The on!/ Microscope in its class featuri

GRADE A optics!

Power Range 2SX, SOX, 75X, lOOX, 150X,
200X, 300X, 400X, 600X, 900X
Full Range Fine Adjustment

Safety Stop on Coarse Adjustment

Thi-

loborc

-igid de

<^

incorporated to meet
studies. Highly recoi

exceptional quality at mod
25X to 900X in 12 possible
and pinion coarse focusing,
full range-12 complete revc
over rise. 36mm dual surf

fixed square stage. 70mm X
diaphragm. Three Huygenia
15X. four achromatic obiec
60X. Oversize base insures

fives. Body tilts through 60
angle. Complete with uprigh

F-338-List $69.95
(Add SI. 00 lor pas

gn specifica

most needed feotures hovi
epiacements for diversified
dcd for serious hobbyist d.

Safety
!pla

op pri

e)

ting 5-hole,
epieces of 5X, lOX
of 5X, lOX, 40X

ility and protects ol

rfectly balanced ot
idern carrying case.

Net $39
ond handling

.95

PORTABLE WEATHER STATION

This all plastic unit tells

wincJ speed, wind direc-

tion, temperature, rain-

fall, and total rain . . .

Easily mounted on

clothesline fence, porch,

outside window or

garage. A complete,

pocket-sized weather

station . . .

$/198

ITS FLASH FREEZES MOTION!

Exciting experiences in research and photography
are possible with the new Geniac" STROBOSCOPE.

Designed to fiosh a brilliant neon light ot pre-
cisely controlled speeds from one fiash per second
to 250 f.p.s. The STROBOSCOPE actually makes
motion freeze before your eyes when its flicker

frequency equals that of the vibrating obiect.
Used together with fast film and fast lenses,

the Geniac" STROBOSCOPE creates multiple im.
film, and thus is useful in in ballistics

.tudh
the

frequency accurately. The STROBOSCOPE can a\

be used in the laboratory through o microsco
to observe moving cilio, vacuoles, etc.

Versatile, exciting, low-priced and accurate, t

Geniac" STROBOSCOPE is ovailoble in kit fo
and assembled, complete with instructions a

Kit $19.95

Assembled $24.95
(Add 80c for postage & handling; in New York
City, add 3% NYC soles tax)

NEED AN EXTRA BRAIN?
\\i

model of the brain
.vou can visualize llH-

brain and get a clear

idea of llle pans
whicli make It up.

Can you locate the

(IltYercnt cortices or

the thalamus, or trace

lllc pyramidal tracts,

idn point the pitul-

Ihc ;dulla

oo^

iihlongataj

Would you like to

he able to rollow actl-

iles on experimental
lirain research more

'

nscdy and understand the radiating pathways for

ronhal .llscharKci

Our NEW 3-D model of the brain helps you

do this. Special Price (postpaid) $5.98

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., INC. ^^^'^

108 EAST 16 ST., N. Y.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

ATTACH NAME AND ADDRESS
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At the end of the fifteenth and the be-

ginning of the sixteenth centuries, Jean

Bourdichon, a miniaturist, executed, on

vellum, prayer books designed for special

devotions of the French royal family. A
cherry-bordered page from such a manu-

script is this month's cover.

Those early days of the Renaissance saw

a great revival of medical botany — an

interest mirrored in the paintings of Bour-

dichon, and, with the advent of printing,

in the compendia of medical and house-

hold lore known as herbals.

One such herbal says the cherry "maketh

one well coloured." but warns that the

fruit should not be sold in plague time

in "well governed common wealthes."

For more of Bourdichon's paintings and

a review of medical botany as found in

Renaissance herbals, turn to page 578.

The American Museum is open to the Public every day in the year without charge.

Your support of the Museum makes this possible.



ANNOUNCEMENT
The trustees of The American Museum take

great pleasure in joining with the officers of the

American Nature Association to announce the

impending merger of Natural History and

Nature Magazine. Starting with the issue of

January, 1960. both distinguished publications

will appear within a single cover and under a

single title. Readers of Natural History will

enjoy the addition of many outstanding features

that have previously appeared exclusively in

Nature Magazine. The editors of Natural
History, in turn, welcome both the members
of the American Nature Association and other

readers of Nature Magazine to these pages.



Reviews
CHILDREN'S BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS is upon us, and with it

the problem of choosing gifts for

our young friends and of recommending

gifts for our readers' young friends. On
our part, we are, embarrassed, as usual,

feeling our years perhaps a touch more

than we did last Christmas. Accordingly,

we have, also as usual, turned to our

sister publication. Junior Natural His-

tory, for help. Herewith, her suggestions

:

GENERAL
This is Nature, selected and edited by

Richard W. Westwood (Crowell), is a

book of articles and stories by well-

known naturalists, which have appeared

in Nature Magazine. They represent a

happy fusion of trained commentary and

simple description of events, and seem

certain to encourage interest, or create

it where it is lacking. Drawings and

photographs add to the completeness

of the book. $5.95, 214 pp.; all ages.

Soon After September, by Glenn 0.

Blough (Whittlesey), is another of Dr.

Blough's books in the science-nature

series. The author introduces the child

to what he calls "The Road of Seasons,"

and the wildlife of all kinds one meets

en route; but the season he particularly

emphasizes is late fall. The book, written

in a direct and lively style, is well illus-

trated with black-and-white and color

drawings. $2.50, 48 pp.; ages 7-11.

ASTRONOMY AND SPACE

Experiments in Sky Watching, by

Franklyn M. Branley (Crowell). Here is

a workable, "do-it-yourself" astronomy

book that will satisfy those who are

curious about the sky but lack a tele-

scope. Rulers, smoked glass, cardboard,

windows lined with trees, hills, or build-

ings are just a few of the simple "tools"

the author puts to use in many easy-to-

follow experiments. A ten-year calendar

showing the positions of the planets is

included, and lunar eclipses to be seen

in the United States are dated for twelve

years ahead. The book is informative.

HERMrr CRAB inhabiting a whe'k is f'.om

Wild Folk ut the Seashore, by C. L. Fenton.

easy to follow, accurate, and well illus-

trated. A list of books for further reading

is given. $3.50, 111 pp.; ages 10 and up.

The Story of Flight, by John Lewellen

and Irwin Shapiro (Golden) , is a beauti-

ful book. Clear and condensed, it covers

a very wide span of time—from before

written history to the spaceman of to-

morrow. It is a large book, illustrated

with old prints, photographs, and ori-

ginal paintings and drawings. $3.95.

96 pp.; ages 9-12.

The Rocket Handbook for Amateurs,

edited by Lt. Col. Charles M. Parkin, Jr.

(John Day), is topical, to say the least.

Young people seriously interested in

rockets will find basic information about

their safe construction, testing, and

launching, and a plan for doing same is

included. The author wisely suggests

that youngsters work with an organized

rocket club to benefit from the expert

help now available through government

sources. Well illustrated with many
charts. $5.95, 306 pp.; ages 15 and up.

ZOOLOGY
Going from events in the sky to those

of the sea, we find the Aquarium Book

for Boys and Girls, by Alfred Morgan
(Scribner's) . The book is beautifully

written, and in such a way that discus-

sions of the physical characteristics and

life habits of various creatures lead nat-

urally to instructions on their care. The

book will be especially useful to schools

which include aquaria in their equip-

ment. Drawings and photographs lend

further interest. $3.00. 209 pp.; 9-14.

The Unknown Ocean, by Amabel
Williams-Ellis, is another science ex-

plorer book (Putnam). The author sug-

gests something of the mystery and

excitement of the sea, and tells of a few

of its scientific explorers in brief but

interesting chapters. Scattered through-

out the book are descriptive drawings.

$2.00, 72 pp.; ages 8-12.

Finally, there is Wild Folk at the Sea-

shore, written and illustrated by Carroll

Lane Fenton (John Day) . The tidal zone,

being a kind of crossroads, is one of the

most fascinating parts of our world, and

the author presents it in narrative style,

weaving together description and ex-

planation. $3.50, 128 pp.; ages 9-12.

On the subject of mammals, we found

several books to recommend ; they follow

a story-text approach wherein physical

characteristics, habits, and habitats are

informatively related, if not in depth:

Here Come the Raccoons! by Alice E.

Goudey (Scribner's) , is a simple account

of the life story of four of these little

creatures. A few of their more interest-

ing relatives also appear. Illustrated with

line drawings. $2.50, 94 pp. ; ages 7-9.

554



Sinbad the Gorilla, by Alice M. John-

son (Vantage), offers text and photo-

graphs about a baby gorilla who came to

Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo. and it migiit

almost save one a trip to see the real

thing. $1.95. unnumbered pp.; ages 4-8.

IVhUejoot Mouse, by Barbara and Rus-

sell Peterson (Holiday), concerns a

familiar animal, but it also relates the

life of an entire animal community

and emphasizes the importance of food

chains in wildlife as a whole. Well illus-

trated. $2.50. 53 pp.; ages 7-10.

Pigs, Tame and Wild, by Oliver L.

Earle (Morrow), are briefly but enter-

tainingly presented here. There are facts

about their history, anatomy, habits,

varieties, relatives, etc. Well illustrated

by the author. $2.50, 64 pp. ; ages 7-10.

The Weasel Family, by Charles L.

Ripper (Morrow). Children often have

aversions to (based on preconceived

ideas about) some of our wildlife, and

this accurate book will serve a valuable

purpose. $2.50, 64 pp.; ages 7-11.

The Porcupine Known as J.R., photo-

graphs by Will Vandivert, story by Rita

Vandivert (Dodd. Mead I , is a deligiitf ul

picture book. J.R. comes into the family

circle as a prickly handful, has many
comic adventures and stays to become

an "indoor" porcupine. $2.75, unnum-

bered pp. ; all ages.

Still on the subject of mammals, we
found several books more fully devel-

oped in theme. Animal Habits, by George

F. Mason (Morrow), is the latest book

in a series by this writer-artist. Many
aspects of animal behavior are discussed,

but they are given merely as the remarks

of an observing naturalist, with nothing

doctrinaire or theoretical about their

presentation. The book may stimulate

a more thoughtful and accurate inter-

pretation of animal behavior, uninflu-

enced by the anthropomorphism of so

many writers. Well illustrated. §2.50.

93 pp.; ages 9-15.

Animals That Help Us, by Carroll

Lane Fenton and Herminie B. Kitchen

(John Day), develops in a most under-

standable and compact style the story

of man's domestication of mammals for

use and for pets, from the late Stone Age
to the present day. Not a weighty text,

but quite informative, even so. Illus-

trated with drawings. $3.50, 128 pp.

;

ages 9 and up.

For children interested in pets there

is Wild Animal Pels, by Roy Pinney

(Golden). Well planned and colorful,

it contains much useful information

about tiie choice, feeding, and general

care of part-time and full-time pets. The
author also stresses the value of domes-

ticated animals in developing an interest

in and sense of responsibility for life in

the wild. With delightful color pjioto-

graphs. $1.95, 67 pp.; ages 7-15.

My Best Friends Are Apes, by Hein-

rich Oberjohann, translated by Monice

A unique and vivid collection

of Aniericana—

DICTIONARY OF
AMERICAN FOLKLORE

by Marjorie Tallman

From sports, comics and coiiiinuiiications to geographical,

occupational and anthropological items—here is a gen-

erous, completely engrossing collection of native folklore

in dictionary form. Based upon exhaustive research, the

book ranges from Maine to Florida, from the lower East

Side to Hollywood and Vine, and from Acadian customs

to the lore of Creole New Orleans. $5.00

DICTIONARY OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN

by John L. Stoutenburgh. Jr.

An up-to-date, comprehensive source liook for tlie student,

researcher or individual who simplv wants a clear, un-

l)iased picture of the American Indian, who is often

talked about but much misunderstood. Early works on

the Indian were written when feelings ran liigh against

the "savages," and many present-day works are bv au-

thors with strong feelings for one tribe or area. Combining

information from all of these sources witli the product of

five years of interviewing and travel in tlie United States,

liere at last is a book of Indian history and lore that can

serve as a dependal)le source of infciniialidii alxml a

people important in our o\\ n histor\' and riiltiirc. SI 0.00

\oti coil expedite sliipinent h\ enrloshifi reiiiillonce

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY
L5 East 4Uth Street

New York 16. iN. Y.



""It is encyclopedic. Yet, at

the same time, it is a rarely

companionable book.
'

Edwin W ay Teale. .V.} . Times

A Natural History

of New York City
BY JOHN KIERAN

"At last we have a natural his-

tory of our biggest city. A book

of observation, wisdom and hu-

mor written about an unusual

facet of the world's largest city

by one of her most beloved sons.

No one but John Kieran could

chronicle the flora and fauna of

New York City so well.''

Roger Tory Peterson $5.75

A Field Guide comes to liji

A Field Guide to

Bird Songs
of Eastern and Central North An

Two 12" LP recordings of the

songs and calls of more than

300 species of land and water

birds, arranged to accompany,

page by page, Roger Tory
Peterson's A Field Guide to

the Birds and intended to

be sold in bookstores with

the book itself. The songs and

calls were arranged over a peri-

od of years by the Laboratory

of Ornithology at Cornell Uni-

versity, under the direction of

Dr. Peter Paul Kellogg and Dr.

Arthur A. Allen.

This record album is the

latest addition to the

Peterson Field Guide Series

Birds, $3.95

Bird Songs, $10.00

V/estern Birds, $3.95

Atlantic Shells, $3.95

Mammals, $3.95

Rocks and Minerals, $3.95

Pacific Stiells, $3.95

Butterflies, $3.95

Brilish and European Birds, $5.00

Animal Tracks, $3.95

Ferns, $3.95

Trees and Shrubs, $3.95

Reptiles and Amphibians, $3.95

Order at your nearest bookstore
or Houghton Mifflin Company,
2 Park Street, Boston 7, Mass.

Enjoy

the"UP-ClOS
view. .

.

and take thePLCTURE^ too!

PHOTO-BINOCULAR

CamBinox is a light-weight precision minia-
ture camera and powerful prism binocular in

one complete unit. The camera captures on
film exactly what you see through the binocu-

lar. For industrial photographers, travelers,

sport fans, nature lovers, big-game camera-
hunters, to record "the moment" for the fu-

ture—CamBinox is truly a gift in a million for

only $450.00.

CamBinox—a 16mm camera with £/3.5/90mm tele-

photo JDEMAR lens-shutter-speed to 1/800 sec.

and 7x35 binocular. Developed by world-famous
Moeller Optical Works, Hamburg, West Germany.

J. D. IV10ELLER OPTICAL CORPORATION
15 HAZEL LANE, LARCHMONT. NEW YORK

Qon ^^



Brooksbank (Dutton ) , consists of a num-

ber of amusing stories of the author's al-

most human chimpanzee friends, Jonny.

Congo, and Nyanya. The author manages

to convey his respect and affection for

those creatures, whom he got to know
in their natural habitat. Photographs.

$2.95, 191 pp.; ages 12 and up.

Boy's Book of Turtles and Lizards, by

Percy A. Morris (Ronald), is quite easy

reading about an interesting subject for

young naturalists. The text identifies,

explains, and advises about turtles and

lizards indigenous to the United States.

A section is devoted to reptiles suitable

as pets, whose care and housing in home
terrariums are carefully explained. Illus-

trated with many photographs. $4.50,

229 pp. ; ages 10 and up.

Insect Builders and Craftsmen, by

Ross E. Hutchins (McNally). treats of

some of the most interesting insects. A
conversational style is used throughout,

and the quality of the photographs,

taken by the author, is excellent. We
liked the book's dedication, which
seemed to indicate the author's sympathy

with his intriguing subject: "To the

busy insects whose labors were so often

interrupted by the camera's eye." $2.95,

96 pp.; ages 10-15.

BOTANY
Trees, William M. Harlow (Dover),

is a pocket-size book with an uncluttered

text, written in a semipopular style that

is useful to the beginner as well as to

the more serious student. A concise in-

troduction gives the reader enough in-

formation for general identification, and

an eight-page synoptic key makes it pos-

sible to locate the genus of any tree one

is likely to see. Supplementary keys in

the main text permit easy location of

the various species. Illustrated with pho-

tographs. SI.35. 288 pp. ; ages 12 and up.

Plants That Heal, by Millicent E. Sel-

sam (Morrow), is an intimate little book

about plants possessing healing proper-

ties. The author begins with the herbs

of a bygone age and moves up to mod-
ern, plant-derived drugs. The common
and scientific names of curative plants

are listed in the back of the book. Draw-
ings. $2.50. 96 pp.; ages 9-12.

Grasslands, by Delia Goetz (Morrow )

.

is about tiiat most important of plants.

The book is a combination of narrative,

description, and explanation, simple in

style but substantial. Different areas of

grassland over the world, the animals

living there, and the changes wrought
by man are all discus-ed. Well illus-

trated. $2.75, 64 pp.; ages 8-12.

MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY
Turning to tlie treasures bi-ncalh llir

ground, we found 1001 Qnrsliaiis In-

smcrcil lliiiiil llie Mineral King<l(}in,

by l!i,lianl M. IVarl (Dodd. Mead).
(Continued on page 616)

The amazing story of a newly-discovered legacy from the past

THE SEARCH FOR THE

TASSILI FRESCOES
ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE SAHAR.\BY HENR/ LHOTE

Told by the scholar-explorer who led it, this is the story of the epochal
six-man expedition to the desolate Tassili-n-Ajjer massif in the central
Sahara, the site of the world's greatest collection of pre-historic art.

There, in 1956-57, Lhote's team of artists spent sixteen months uncover-
ing, reconstructing and scrupulously copying some 400 of the magnifi-
cent paintings which cover the walls of the plateau's cave and declivities.

These paintings, dated by the expedition at lietween 3,000 and 8,000
B.C., depict an amazing variety of animals, hunters, masks, villages,

chariots, boats and mystical representations. Their subject matter,
number and distinctly differing styles both corroborate previous
archaeological evidence of the area's prehistoric fertility and provide

a wealth of new clues
to the sociology, the-
ology and hitherto
unsuspected migra-
tions of the ancient
North African
tribes.

With over 100 black-
and-white illustra-
tions and 6 pages in

full color.

•^6'..95 at bookstores,
or direct from

LURES WILD BIRDS

TO YOUR WINDOW
Here is a quality product and a thoughtful

gift that will last for years. Clip FLIGHT

DECK to window sill and watch birds frolic JUST INCHES
AWAY! Learn to identify wild birds, their songs, calls,

markings, courtship, feeding habits, training of young,

etc. FLIGHT DECK delights shut-ins, youngsters, and all

bird lovers.

• Large 17"xl5", green, white trim.

• Custom molded all-weather durolon.

• Hardwood perch rails, feeding stick.

• Four large seed wells and water pool.

• Instantly clips ON or OFF (no tools).

XMAS LIST SPECIAL
SAVE! - Older 3 or more, Shipping Costs FREE!

• Christmas gifts mailed as ir
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Rhinoceros i alls inlo a Irap in the Kaziranga Wildlife

Sanctuary in Assam, India. Here, rigid protection of the

great beasts has allowed them to thrive, unlike rhinos in

S5^

other areas. As a result, the Indian Government is able to

permit, under strict supervision, the legal trapping of a

few of the animals for exhibition at approved foreign zoos.



MARCO POLO'S

UNICORN
The Indian rhinoceros fights for its existence

as humans hunt it and encroach on its habitat

By Lee M. Talbot

THE WORLD HAS LOST at least

one hundred and seven kinds of

mammals since the time of Christ,

and most, if not all. of these departed

species and subspecies owe their ex-

tinction to man's activities. These

same activities, today, have brought

at least another six hundred forms to

the point where they may be con-

sidered threatened with a similar fate.

Perhaps at first thought a hundred

extinctions spread over two thousand

years does not seem a particularly

urgent matter. The urgency becomes

clear, however, when one considers

that the rate of extermination—like

the rate of the worlds human popu-

lation growth, with which it is closely

associated—has sharply accelerated in

recent years. Nearly seventy per cent

of the losses have occurred in the last

century and almost forty per cent

within the last fifty years. Put another

way, up to A.D. 1800, one kind of

mammal was exterminated each fifty-

five years; during the next century,

the rate increased to one each year

and a half; and, since 1900, man has

exterminated roughly one form every

year! And this number refers only

to mammals. No one has made a

similar tally of reptiles, amphibians,

fishes, or insects; but we do know
that since 1689, when the last dodo

is thought to have died, over a hun-

dred other bird forms have been

exterminated in one way or another.

Man accomplishes this destruction

in two ways. The obvious way to de-

stroy an animal is to kill it. Through-

out history, mankind has hunted or

trapped animals for the sake of ani-

mal products, for protection, to re-

move competition, and for sp(jrt.

Less obvious than killing, but far

more threatening to the species' sur-

vival, is habitat modification—indirect

and often unintentional destruction.

An animal does not exist by itself,

isolated and independent. Rather, it

might be considered as the center

of a complex ecological web, whose

radiating strands are the animal's

requirements for or associations with

food, water, cover, climate, disease,

parasites, and predators. All these

strands, in turn, are interconnected

and make up, in sum. the animal's

whole habitat. The animal's survival

niav depend on the web being intact.

A few human activities—such as

cultivation, flooding, and tract con-

struction—virtually annihilate entire

habitat webs and the results are easy

to see. Less easy to recognize are

tiie efi'ects of those human activities

ihat alter only a part of existing habi-

liils. Livestock-grazing, too. acts on

the habitat web through direct compe-

tition for food and water, alteration

(if vegetation, erosion from overgraz-

ing, and the introduction of parasites

and diseases. Fire alters or destroys

\ci;rlalion. soils, and watersheds. Ac-

riilrntalh I or even intentional!) I in-

lioduced exotic species compete with

or prey on native species. Regardless

of the form such habitat modification

mav take, it is an almost inevitable

K \zin VNCA S VNCTi ARY provides visitors

^^ilh faiililies for vicwiiif; rhinoceros,

Icjt, from the back of elephant, above.
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Heavy steel cage, which will hold the captured rhino, is

moved on rollers into the area where a pit trap has already

been prepared. Domesticated elephants, traditionally fearful

of the rhinoceros, must be especially trained for this work.

concomitant of human activities; so

much so that it is difficult to find any

area of the earth's surface that has

not been changed in some fashion by

man. The extent and degree of this

change are usually in direct propor-

tion to the numbers of humans in-

volved. Consequently, as the world's

human population rapidly expands,

animals with extensive or inflexible

habitat needs are being literally

squeezed out.

THE great Indian rhinoceros.

Rhinoceros unicornis, provides

an outstanding example. In ancient

times, the rhinos were among the

most common and widespread land

mammals. Today only five popularly

recognized forms survive, the black

and the white rhino, both of Africa,

and the Javan, the Sumatran, and

the great Indian rhino, of southern

Asia. All of these are now considered

to be threatened species.

The rhinos of Africa are widely

known, but it comes as a surprise to

many to learn that rhinos are also

found in Asia. Interestingly enough,

Western man learned of the Asian

forms before he heard of the African

ones. In 1298, Marco Polo wrote:

"There are wild elephants in the

country and numerous unicorns which

are very nearly as big. They have

hair like that of a buffalo, feet like

those of an elephant, and a horn in

the middle of the forehead which is

black and very thick. . . . The head

resembles that of a wild boar and

they carry it ever bent toward the

ground. These unicorns like very

much to stay in the mud. It is a very

ugly beast to look at and is not at

all like the one our stories say is

caught in the lap of a virgin. In fact,

it is altogether different. . .

."

The country of which Polo wrote

was Sumatra, and his "unicorn"

seems to be a composite of the

Sumatran and Javan rhinos, both of

which were found there at the time

of his visit. Excepting one item, "hair

like that of a buffalo," which is

characteristic of the Sumatran rhinoc-

eros, the Venetian traveler's descrip-

tion also well fits the Indian rhino.

It is the largest Asiatic rhinoceros,

and some individuals may reach a

height of nearly six feet at the

shoulder and a total length of more

than fourteen feet. The weight of

a large adult has bsen estimated at

more than two tons. Its thick hide

hangs in great folds, giving the ap-

pearance of armor plating. Rivet-like

tubercles, studding the legs and

flanks, further enhance this effect.

This article was wiiuen by Mr. Talbot, a doctoral candidate at the University
of California, following a mission lie undertook for the UNESCO-sponsored
International Union for Conservation, on which he surveyed the status of the

world's most threatened animal species. Photograplis are by Kenn Reed, except
for those on pages 559 and 561, which the author took while he was in India.
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Cattle egret eats the insects that collect on rhino's hide, Alerted rhino senses alien presence of man and pauses to

also warns the weak-sighted beast of approaching danger. peer myopically about before emerging from mud wallow.



Laborers dig a path that gradually

deepens, above, to six-foot level of pit,

into which the rhinoceros blundered.

Last of earth between beast and man
is hacked away, below, as cage, with

door opened, is brought into position.

The skin is hairless, except for a

fringe on the ears and tail and. as

with other rhinos, the observed color

usually is determined by the mud of

its most recent wallow. A clean speci-

men is brownish gray, with a very

slightly pink or reddish tinge at the

edges of the skin folds, ears, and

nostrils. The single horn is thick

and usually blunt; it may reach two

feet in length, but probably averages

a little over one foot.

THE Indian rhino's horn appar-

ently is little used in combat. It

is relatively soft, and grows from

the skin as do hair and fingernails.

It is not even very firmly attached

to the animal's skull and a heavy

blow can loosen or even rip it off.

In fighting, this rhino uses its teeth,

two long, sharp, lower incisors, with

which it bites or rips much like a

wild boar. With these it can inflict

considerable damage, even on ele-

phants. Thus a factual basis underlies

Polo's seemingly fanciful statement

that unicorns ".
. . do no harm with

the horn, however, but only with the

tongue, for this is covered with long

hard thorns and when the unicorns

are angry they hold their victim

under their knees and grate him "

Rhinos are vegetarians. They feed

both day and night, eating grasses,

water weeds, leaves and twigs. Much
of their time is spent in a mud wal-

low, especially during hot weather.

In spite of its armor-plated appear-

ance, rhino hide is quite sensitive.

A relatively slight scratch will draw

blood, and the wallows may serve to

allay both sunburn and the attacks

of insects that inhabit the wet areas

where rhinos are found.

w;
'ATER BUFFALO, gaur, various

deer, wild pigs, and other ani-

mals may be seen peacefully feeding

near rhinos, the pigs sometimes even

sharing the same wallow. This toler-

ance does not extend to elephants,

however. Rhinos and wild elephants

apparently try to avoid each other ; and

most domestic elephants are terrified

of rhinos, refusing to approach them

closely and occasionally even bolting

at the sight of them. Myna birds and

cattle egrets are the rhinos' virtually

constant companions, often riding

their backs and providing an early

warning system for the rather weak-

sighted beasts. Aside from man, the

tiger is probably the only predator



the rhinos need fear, and the latter

kill only rhino young.

Marco Polo also mentioned uni-

corns in Burma and western India.

In his time, the westerly boundaries

of the Indian rhino's range were the

foothills of the Hindu Kush, near the

Khyber Pass, and the bush country

south along the Indus River. The

northern limit was the frontier of

Kashmir and the foothills of the

Himalayas. The southern and eastern

boundaries are uncertain. Indian

rhinos were certainly found as far

south as the Bay of Bengal and as

far east as Burma. They may have

ranged all the way to the shores of

the China Sea, for one-horned rhinos

have been reported from Malaya,

Thailand, Indochina and south China.

But these reports may refer to the

smaller, Javan rhinoceros. In any

case, in Polo's time, the Indian rhino

ranged much of the Indian subcon-

tinent and. possibly, southeast Asia.

By 1900, the Indian rhino's range

had shrunk to two valleys at the foot

of the Himalayas. At that date, the

last rhinos known to be in India were

scattered in about a dozen isolated

pockets along the Brahmaputra River

in Assam and Bengal, and the largest

single known population w-as esti-

mated at twelve animals. An addi-

tional rhino population, of unknown

numbers, lived in the Chitwan Royal

Hunting Preserve, in the remote

Rapti Valley of the Kingdom of

Nepal. Hunting and habitat encroach-

ment had brought about this drastic

cut in a once widespread population.

BUT the rhino's greatest misfor-

tune is that he carries a fortune

on his nose. Since very early times,

"unicorn" horn has been credited

with marvelous medicinal and magi-

cal properties. Drinking vessels made
from it supposedly rendered poison

harmless, and thus were standard

equipment for numerous Eastern and

Western rulers until quite recent

times. Properly prepared and applied,

potions of rhino horn were believed

to aid recovery from wounds or sick-

ness, to reduce pain, ease childljirth,

and to possess rejuvenating powers.

These beliefs also extended to every

other part of the animal's body and

its bodily products. So great has the

faith in these qualities remained in

the Orient that prices as high as

$2,000 have been offered for a single

horn, and a poacher could make the

equivalent of several years' normal

wages from one whole rhino. Con-

sidering all this, the wonder is not

that rhinos were rare by 1900 but

that they still existed at all. And yet,

Confining ropes, which have kepi the uuinial Ironi breakinj;

for freedom, are now slacked and the rhinoceros, following

its only possible course of action, moves directly into the

cage as Indian trappers and workmen watch apprehensively.
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important as was himting pressure

in reducing the rhinos, it was prob-

ably only a coup de grace to a popula-

tion already in desperate straits.

As the human population of India

increased, so did the amount of land

occupied by villages or used for cul-

tivation and grazing. In the six hun-

dred years following Polo's travels,

much of the northwestern part of the

rhino's range in India had become

increasingly arid and untenable as

rhinoceros habitat, largely because of

population pressure and land abuse.

AS the fertile lowlands were taken

over for agriculture, the rhinos

retreated to the sparsely inhabited

hills. To this area they were followed

by different varieties of agriculture

(largely rice and tea), by grazing

livestock, more intensive land use

and, of course, more people. Even

where their range was not actually

converted to agriculture, the rhinos

were deprived of food and cover,

and became easier targets for poach-

ers. It was a vicious cycle: as the

rhinos became scarcer, their indi-

vidual value increased and, with it,

the poaching pressure.

The rhino population was so re-

duced by the early 1900's that the

British authorities became alarmed.

They declared the animals legally

protected and established a series of

small sanctuaries and reserves in

Assam and Bengal, designed to pro-

tect both the last concentrations of

the rhinos and some portion of their

habitat. By the 1930's, rhino prod-

ucts had become so valuable that

poaching became an organized busi-

ness, and troops were called out to

fight the poachers and protect the

rhinos. During World War II, poach-

ing slacked off.

Following the war, and especially

after Indian independence, there was

a renewed interest in wildlife con-

servation in Assam, sparked by two

men: E. P. Gee, a British tea planter

long interested in the rhinos, and

Assam's Conservator of Forests, P. D.

Stracey, under whose jurisdiction

fell such wildlife matters.

The rhino population in India to-

day has increased to some four hun-

dred animals, all but a dozen or so

living in the protection of eight re-

serves in Assam and Bengal. Another

four to five hundred animals may sur-

vive in the Rapti Valley. However,

recent information from the Inter-

national Union for Conservation in-

dicates that the latter population may
have been virtually wiped out by

poachers within the last year.

The Indian rhinos in India, on the

other hand, are well protected for

the time being against either poach-

ing or threat to their habitat. Some
two hundred fifty are in the magnifi-

cent Kaziranga Wildlife Sanctuary,

in Assam, a wide expanse of elephant

grass plain, cut by waterways and

low, wooded ridges. Here the gov-

ernment provides facilities for visitors

who wish to stay and view the rhinos

from elephant-back, and there is a

staff of about fifty persons to main-

tain and protect the area. The rhino

population here appears to be in-

creasing and the government has

permitted a very few animals to be

caught, under close supervision, for

shipment to approved foreign zoos.

PROBABLY the greatest immediate

threat to the Indian rhinos' future

is the constant pressure to open the

reserves so that their fishing, graz-

ing, and agricultural possibilities may

be exploited. Fishing and grazing are

both allowed in the Sanctuary on a

limited basis, making the threat of

disease transmittible from domestic

stock, a very constant menace to the

rhinos and other wildlife. However,

in 1956, as a consequence of the

effective protection provided by the

Indian Government, the Survival

Service of the International Union

for Conservation removed the great

Indian rhinoceros from its list of

"Fossils of Tomorrow"—a roster of

the world's most critically threatened

species—and placed the rhinos in-

stead on its provisional list.

Although, at present, those rhinos

in the Indian reserves are holding

their own or increasing, their future

is still far from assured. The great-

est immediate need is a sound knowl-

edge of the animal's ecology—its

habitat web. Without such informa-

tion on which to base effective man-

agement, no animal's survival can

be assured. Unfortunately, the Indian

rhino has yet to be the subject of

intensive, scientific investigation: we

know little more now about its ecol-

ogy than did Marco Polo in 1298.

Stockade, left, is rhino's home until

it has adjusted to state of captivity.
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Gilded ornaments gleam from llie pinnacles of Sheikh Adi's

shrine in the Lalesh Valley. Conical spires are typical of

Yezidi architecture, and decorate several temples. Spires
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are made by setting a tall pole in the middle of a circular

base. Several supporting rods run from apex of central pole

to base's rim. Entire spire is then gessoed and whitewashed.
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is, indeed, a memorable gift in the nature of things — a
window that opens on the whole world of Nature.
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THE PEOPLE

OF THE

PEACOCK ANGEL
A Kurdish sect in the hills of Iraq

claims that Satan has been forgiven

By L. P. Harvey
Yezidi priest kisses stone at temple

door. Rock is revered because earliest

rays of the sun shine on it each day.

THE COMMUNITIES of Yezidis

who inhabit various inaccessible

mountainous regions of the Middle

East for long constituted an in-

soluble mystery to the outside world.

Their name, they do not deny, links

them with the Ummayyad Caliph,

Yezid I (d. a.d. 683
)

, one of the most

execrated rulers in the whole of Mos-

lem history. That they should be called

Yezidis is as if. in a Christian context,

a sect traced its origins to Judas Isca-

riot or to Pontius Pilate. Yet this is

one of the more polite names for them.

"Devil-worshipers" is more common,

and even chiragh sondiren (those who

douse the lights) , in allusion to the

scandalous story that, at their festivals,

after the devotees have worked them-

selves up to a pitch of frenzy with

chants and dancing, the lamps are ex-

tinguished and anything goes.

Who are these people? What are

their true beliefs, and how did they

come to hold them?

As to who they are. \i'zi(lis an- all

Kurdish-speaking. .Some li\c in parts

of Syria and the Russian Caucasus,

but their chief centers are in Iraq-

north and northwest of Mosul in the

Jebel Sinjar and the region of Shaik-

han. There, set in the valleys of Lalesh

—some forty miles north of Mosul— lies

the most holy of all Yezidi shrines, the

tomb of Sheikh Adi (photograph, /e//j.

Yezidi society is divided into four

endogamous classes: these are, in or-

der, Sheikhs, pirs, jeqirs. and miirids.

Each sheikh has in his charge a number

of the laity, who contribute offerings in

return for his ministrations. A familv

with special prestige is that descended

from Sheikh Hasan, who have charge

of the Yezidi scriptures. The Revela-

tion and The lUack Book. From their

number, peshimams—dhtrict religious

leaders—are chosen, and their presence

at a wedding is held to be a blessing.

The pits, next in rank, are the

Yezidi equivalent of lesser clerg\

.

They also have their part to pla\ in

religious ceremonies, but their pres-

tige is not as great as the sheikhs', and

their income from alms correspond-

ingly smaller.

The third class, the jeqirs. wear a

\ cry distincti\e dress, a tunic ( khirqa)

of black wool falling tight to the knees,

and gathered in bv a girdle. 1 he

khirqa is the sign that its wearer has

been fully initiated into the order, for

a jeqir is not born into membership of

his caste, but must be ordained when
an adult. The jeqir has no special pub-

lic functions but he is regarded with

particular awe by the rest of the c<un-

nmnity. Unseemly behavior must stop

in his presence. He should fast much
longer than other Yezidis. some sav

ninety-two days as against an ordi-

nary man's six. Although these are lax

times, the jequirs continue to demand
|>ri\ileges that must originallv have

been gi\en as rewards for such ascetic

practices: For example, the right to

requisition whatever goods thev need.

THE connnon people of the Yezidi

are termed muriils. From them lit-

tle religious knowledge is expected.

Indeed, the average Yezidi has only

the most confused notions about his

religion. His fasts are limited to two

periods of three da)s each year: other

ritual demands are similarK slight.

\ ct in a sense the whole of his life is

bound up in his religion.

The itiurid has fi\e prinuirv obliga-

liiins: he must have a Lord— ».</n—

I i.e. (fod I : a sheikh, a /»';•, a ""brollicr

iif the next world": and a "tutor." The

iiiurid camiot choose his sheikh or his

/)(/•, but he can freely choose for him-
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Dr. Harvey is a specialist in

Oriental studies and in Spanish.

After receiving his doctorate at

Oxford, he became a lecturer at

Southampton University, England.

self a sheikh to be his brother of the

next world, and a pir to be his tutor.

The brother of the next world per-

forms a function similar to that of

the Christian godfather, but the link

is much closer. Every day the murid

should go to his "brother" and kiss

his hand. The brother plays an essen-

tial part at a Yezidi wedding, and at

every stage in a \ezidi's life until

his dying hour. The tutor's function

is to instruct the murid in his reli-

gious obligations. Thus the whole of

Yezidi society, although split into caste

groups, is bound together again by

these links across caste barriers.

RULER of the Yezidis is the Emir,

a man of sheikhly family who

claims descent from Caliph Yezid I.

He is usually described as a secular

leader, as distinguished from a re-

ligious head of the Yezidi. but such

a clear distinction is rather mislead-

ing. The Emir's political authority

does not extend beyond the region of

Shaikhan and. if he has prestige much
further afield, this is due to his control

over the shrine of Sheikh Adi, and

over the sacred peacock images (san-

jaqs) which he can authorize to be

taken on tour of distant areas.

The shrine of Sheikh Adi—shown in

the pictures on these pages — is thus

a center of both religious and po-

litical influences. In this vicinity are

found the qawwals (literally, "chant-

ers" I who form a guild of sacred min-

strels, trained in religious lore. They

play on the pipes and tambourine in

the ceremonies at Sheikh Adi. But

more important must be the role of the

qawwals as links between the central

shrine and the scattered outposts of

Yezidism up and down the Middle

East. For it is they who exhibit the

sacred peacock images in distant vil-

lages, and act as couriers and channels

of information. Modern passport con-

trols hamper their movements, and the

revenues of the central Yezidi author-

ities must have sulTered atx-irdingly.

for the Emir arranges to sell the

privilege of parading the images to

each qawwal, who in turn sells the

privilege of lodging the peripatetic

peacock images to the highest bidder

Lai.esh Valley, north of Mosul, Iraq,

above, is religious center for Yezidis.

Forelocks of urchins, below, will be

used by angels to draw them to heaven.

Pilgrims, right, climh barefoot to their

most holy shrine of Sheikh Adi. Water
flows down the steps from a sacred well

;ind, it is believed, purifies the faithful.
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Pilgrims to shrine are entliralled by performance of the

snake charmer, whose act at once attracts and repels. Man
holds snake near his face, above. Then, with snap of his

jaws, he bites off head, below, as watchers recoil, right.

i
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in each village he visits. This is per-

haps to put too mercenary a coloring

on the transaction. By all accounts

the cry, Sanjaq hat—"The image has

come" — is a sign for sincere rejoic-

ing every^vhe^e in Yezidi lands.

The ferrash or sacristan of the sanc-

tuary of Sheikh Adi (photo, p. 574)

is also involved in the monetary side

of religion. He is appointed on a year-

Iv hasis, and pays a considerable sum
I about Sl.OOO in 1940) for the honor.

But he can hope to recoup his fee —
and more — from visitors' alms. His

main duty is to tend the many oil

lamps and, as he goes on his rounds,

he offers the sacred flame to all pil-

grims. They pass their hands through

the flame and over their faces in a

gesture which Avould seem to sym-

bolize purification by fire.

WHAT do the Yezidis believe?

The heart of their cult is secret,

and it is difficult to give a systematic

account of their theology. Nothing

suggests that the scandalous orgies of

which they are popularly accused do in

fact take place. But do they really wor-

ship the Devil? The answer is both

"yes" and "no."

To them God (khode) may be Al-

mighty, but He keeps Himself with-

drawn from the affairs of the world.

So it is the first of His angels, Malak

Ta'us, the Peacock Angel (otherwise

Azazil — the Arabic name of Satan

before his fall I , who is the center of

their worship. The names of the fallen

Satan (Shaitan or IblisI are taboo to

all Yezidis and it is even said that if a

Yezidi hears anyone "taking the name
of Satan in vain," he has an obligation

to put the blasphemer to death.

If this be so, Sir Austen Layard

had a narrow escape when he wit-

nessed the pilgrimage to Sheikh Adi

in 1846. The crowds were so dense

that some children climbed trees to

get a better view. One urchin on a

weak branch seemed about to fall:

"As I looked up I saw the impend-

ing danger, and made an effort, by
appealing to the Chief, to avert it.

'If that young Shait . .
.' I exclaimed,

about to use an epithet generally given

in the East to such adventurous youths.

I checked myself immediately, but it

was already too late. Half the dreaded

word had escaped. The effect was in-

stantaneous. . . . The pleasant smile

which usually played upon the fine fea-

tures of the young Bey gave way to a

serious and angry expression. . .

."
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Tambourine for young male dancers is

played by a qawival, one of the sacred

Fortunately for Sir Austen, he was

there as an honored guest, and the slip

of the tongue was forgiven.

There is, then, no doubt that Malak

Ta'us is reverenced, but is he really

the Devil? To Christians and Moslems,

Satan is the Fallen Angel, damned for

disobedience. According to Yezidi

doctrine, on the contrary, the Devil

has been pardoned, and has regained

his former leading position. The fires

of Hell have long been extinguislied.

Evil can no longer be regarded as the

result of something which has gone

wrong in the proper order of things:

if it still exists, it is because evil is

minstrels who link far-flung Yezidis

by acting as reporters and couriers.

an inescapable part of that order. The
resultant world-picture is a very pes-

simistic one. but it accords with what

the Yezidis know of history.

IN spite of many outward aspects

which proclaim Yezidism's Islamic

origins, beneath lie substrata that in-

clude Christian, gnostic, Iranian, and

purely pagan beliefs. For example,

Yezidis make the Sufi saint, Shams-ad-

din, the patron of their worship of the

sun (Arabic shams). It is to the sun

that they face during prayers: every

morning they should kiss the object

on which the first rays of the sun are

J



Qawwals pay for privilege of showing

peacock images in villages they travel

seen to fall. Yezidisni is, in fact, one

of the most fantastic examples of reli-

gious syncretism knowTi.

In what circumstances could such

an imperfectly assorted collection of

doctrines have been assembled? Yezid-

ism is the reaction of certain groups

of Kurds against the Arab-dominated

majority religion, Islam. Paradoxical-

ly, they asserted their Ivurdishness by

professing allegiance to the cause of

an Arab Cali])h. Yezid, and an Arab
Sufi, Sheikh Adi. In earlier times,

Yezid and the Uunnayyad cause pro-

vided a potential ralh ing cry for dissi-

dent extremists, but it was not until

tlirougli. In lurii. lliey may charge the

faithful for honor of housing images.

Adi lb. A.D. 1075 in Syria! came to

Lalesh that Yezidism, as we know it,

began to take shape.

Yet Adi was a very orthodox Sufi,

Avho had retired to these Kurdish

hills to meditate. When, in the way of

the East, the holy man gained a fol-

lowing, their excessive devotion wor-

ried him. In vain did he eat before

them to prove he needed food like

any man: they persisted in attributing

all maiini'i- of miracles to liiin.

Before Adi"s arrival in Lalcsli. the

Nestorian Christian monaslerx of

Jesus Our Hope stood where the Yezidi

temple is now. Adi and his nephew —

who succeeded him — seem to have

li\ ed amicably with the monks. But the

next Sheikh of the Sufi order founded

Ijy Adi (the Adawiyya) took ad\an-

tage of the troubled times to seize the

monastery and put the monks to the

sword in the year 1219.

It was to the Mongol hordes of

Genghis Khan — then occup)ing the

neighborhood — that the Christians

appealed for justice. The Sheikh was

arrested and executed in 1221. but his

family clung on to Lalesh in defiance

of restitution orders granted to the

monks. Finally one of the Adi family

— who had had the good sense to take

a Mongol wife — was confirmed in

possession of the property.

AI,L this time the Kurdish tribesmen

were gradually imposing their

own patterns of belief on the Islamic

sect of the Adawiyya, transforming it

into heresy. How this took place is best

illustrated by the story told of a later

Sheikh, Hasan ibn Adi Shams-ad-din

— whose sonorous name shows his dis-

tinguished lineage. One day a visiting

preacher addressed Sheikh Hasan and

liis rude Kurdish followers so elo-

quently that Hasan was moved to tears,

and finally fainted away. When he

recovered, he was horrified to find the

preacher dead at his feet, covered in

gore. Asked what had happened, the

Kurds replied that thev had put him
to death: "Who did the dog think he

was, to make our Sheikh weep?" And,

we are told. Sheikh Hasan did not dare

rebuke them.

Here is the beginning of the process

which rapidly bore Sheikh Hasan up
into the Yezidi pantheon as the second

of the seven angels whom God created

in ihe Beginning. The succession of

Sheikhs seems to have struggled to

check the worship accorded them, but

eventually some must liave yielded to

the temptations of power, and so the

family of erstwhile Syrian ascetics

found itself at the head of a sect of

wild Kurdish mountaineers.

History thus gives us a possible ex-

planation of the modern \ezidi caste-

names. The i7nV/.7ii- (Arab name) may
be the descendants of those who came
with Adi from Syria (this would ac-

connl for (lie Semitic physical type

iidlcd a> fiii|ncnt among ihem) . Those

who arc known by the Iranian term

/)/> may be the descendants of their

principal Kurdish disciples, while the

jeqirs and miirids represent the mass
of the tribesmen.
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Temple, above, is on site of ancient

Christian monastery. Snake carving at

doorway has no religious significance.

Worshipers must step over, not on,'

threshold, below. Priest and son enter

to worship at shrine of Peacock Angel.

^ACRiSTAN at Sheikh Adi's shrine is

in charge of temple's oil lamps, which

are lighted by the sacred flame, above.

THE growing heresy of Adi's fol-

lowers brought them the enmity of

their neighbors. Their history is a

long list of massacres and persecutions.

As recently as 1892, the shrine of

Sheikh Adi was occupied by Turkish

troops in the course of a campaign in

which Yezidis were offered the abrupt

alternatives of conversion or death.

It is probably as a reaction to such

pressures brought to bear from out-

side, that the Yezidis over the centuries

have come to emphasize the more biz-

arre aspects of their creed. History

may show that the roots of Yezidism

lie in Islam, but the modern Yezidi is

in no way conscious of this, any more

than the average Christian is aware of

the pre-Christian rites that lie behind

his Christmas holiday. The Yezidis

now form a tight little community

apart. Their worship of the Peacock

Angel, coupled with their numerous

taboos, makes it extremely difficult

for them to mingle with outsiders.

What can be their fate in the mod-

ern world, which has little patience

with such eccentricities? Yezidism

has only survived as long as it has

because of its isolation. Whether the

sect can survive the coming of the

government schoolmaster, the recruit-

ing sergeant, the newspaper and the

radio, must remain an open question.



Sheikh Adi's shrine. IradilioruilU c.iMroii «itli tlrinjcs,

stands in "side chapel" off a large, columned central hall

that may have been the original nave of Nestorian church

that once stood on the site. Golliic arches attest to the

Christian sources of the building. Also in this teniiile is

a smaller shrine holding the image of the Peacock Angel.
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he Discovery and Conquest

I
of Mexico (1517-1521)

by Bernnl Diaz del Castillo, adventurer-chron-

icler, conqueror in the New World. Edited from
tlie only exact copy of the original manuscript

l)y Genaro Garcia. Takes the reader on a "jiuided

tour" through New Spain as it was in the time

of Hernando Cortes. A most detailed, colorful

and stirring account of Spanish exploits. Heroic

deeds, the campaigns in foreign lands, the found-

ing of Vera Cruz—are narrated with forthright-

ness. realism, and rapid movement. Historical

writing at its hest. 478 pp. $6.70, postpaid.

re-Columbian

Art

Text and critical analyses by Lothrop, Foshap:,

and Mahler. This exciting volume of text and
pictures represents a major attempt to evaluate
and perpetuate in photographs the Rohert Woods
Bliss Collection. This collection covers the range
of higher New World cultures fi'om Mexico to

Peru—objects representing the finest craftsman-
ship and skill of aboriginal America. A book of

enduring pleasure, handsomely bound, niagnifi-

t;

cently illustrated. 270 illus. including 165 repro-

ductions in full color. 293 pp. $30.75, postpaid.

he

Aztecs

by Alfonso Caso. A clear and comprehensive ac-

count of "The People of the Sun" who occupied
the Central Valley of Mexico. The author deals

with their concept of the world, their society,

and God. Introduces the reader to a better under-
standing of their drive to conquest and expan-
sion, the two calendars that determined Aztec
religious ceremonies, life after death. Hand-
somely illus. with 42 beautiful drawings by
Miquel Covarrul)ias. 125 pp. $8.15, posti)aid.

'he Incas of Pedro de Cieza

de Leon

A new translation of the Inca material by Harriet

de Onis, edited by Victor W. von Hagen. Tlie

story of a people out of the readies of time,

dwelling in tlie mountain vastness of the Andes.
This is a detailed cjuonicle of Inca custom and
history, their stiange folkways, and ultimate
destruction. 4 maps. Black and white illus. 394

pp. $6.15, postpaid.
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Members are entitled to a 10"fi discount.
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accounts, super-market tapes, budgets,
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seconds of even $200.00 office adding
machines! And tben, this amazing ma-
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your finger on the clearing bar. Yes 1

Instantly all the wbeeb inside spin back
to normal—7 zeros flash into the easy-
to-read answer windows—and it is ready
for the next time saving, money saving
adduig job!

END MENTAL ADDING

—

FOREVER
No more adding figures in your head
. . . scribbling numbers on paper . . .

making mistakes that cost you time . . .

and cost you money! Simplj prees the
numbers down on tliis wonder-working
little machine. The automatic trip wheel

wheel automatically trips the next wheel
. . . just like 5200.00 electric ma-
chines! Nothing to remember. Nothing
to do but press down the numbers to be
added. Everything else automatici
Whe the for

nd smaller motor-
nanufacturing this

smaller, non-electric

total appears in big, clear, easy to read
numbers in the answer windows—IN-
STANTLY and AUTOMATICALLY!
It keeps you within your budget . . .

keeps you from overspending . . . pro-
tects you from the mistakes companies

banks . . . often
all the figures for your
adds up stock dividends . .

pense accounts . . . plus
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, checks ei-
a thousand
3d pays for
I the money

AN ITALIAN INVENTION
An eminent inventor in Italy discovered
the secret of the fool-proof, non-elec-
tric, spinningwheel adding mechanism
inside this machine. lie had been trying
fur years to develop a real adding ma-
chine at a price for everyone . . . even
in war-poor Europe. NOT another flit

Socket adder that requires you to read
>ng instructions before you can beain

to operate it. Instead ... he wanted a
real, desk type adding machine . . . that
anyone could operate, even a child . . .

that would be automatic . . . fool proof
and. above all. within the pockot-

aller automobiles
cycles . . . started
revolutionar
adding machine, offices and individuals
in Rome, Venice, Florence tried it.

WHAT ACCLAIM IT MET WITH I

EverjAvbere it added the longest columns
of figures within seconds of the speed of

Efficiency of entire companies improved.
Mistakes were cut down.
And from individuals came even more
glowing stories. Instantly adding became
a pleasure instead of an aggravating
chore. Households became better man-
aged . . . budgets stuck to . . . bills
cliecked . . . mountains of figures added
in no time . . . mistakes a tning of the

acclaim was Just as great! For here at
last was what every home . . . every
office . . . every store has been waiting
for. The perfect, small, easy to use,
automatic, desk model adding machine
... in beautiful silver tone and blue
finish, with big, easy to read numbers
. . . and at a price so incredibly low
that not a family or store or office can
afford to be without itl

FREE TRIAL OFFER
How
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after studying the the
book of everyone I

He found the ansv _. ,__
spinning wheels inside electric comput-
ing machines. He came upon a way to
let a person's hand supply the 'power'
to the wheels . . . instead of electricity I

Just imagine I He invented an adding
machine desiffned so that the gentlest
touch makes the wheels Inside turn I

After one complete turn . . .'the first

Jld you like to try this amaz
new gleaming metal adding machine
your home, your office or your store
tirely without risking a penny!
We want you to actually test
automatic, electric adding
Compare it for speed, ease ol use and
acciu-acy. Vou must agree that it is al-
most as fast . . . and just as easy to
use . . . you must agree that it will
save you endless time, trouble, mistakes
and money every week ... or it won't
cost you a penny.
Just push tiie numbers down. See how
the most gentle pressure of your hand
turns the wheels mside. See how it adds
up to 9,999,999 autonmticallj. And
see how just a fiick of the clearing ba;

Wheels and Trip

. Automatically!

tories, budgets, reports . . . each in
seconds . . . and never make costly
mistakes again I

If you are in business, see how this
precision adding machine will save you
Its unbelievable low price a hundred
times over. Give one to every secretary,
every clerk, every person who ever adds.
See how it cuts out trips to your book-
keeper, saves time, improves the effi-

ciency of your entire company.
You must be convinced that ADDI-
PRESTO is one of the moat valuable
ind useful inventions you ever used or
it won't cost you & penny.

TODAY
Yes. it is impossible for you to appre-
ciate the beauty, speed and efficiency of
ADDIPRESTO untU you actually see it

and use it. Let us send it to you for
one week's completely free trial.

The price of ADDIPRESTO la only
S14.95. Remember, it is a real adding
machine with spinning wheeb and auto-
matic mechanism . . . the same type aa
S200.00 office computing machines. But
ADDIPRESTO works from the pressure
of your hand without eteotrlcltyl It will
save you its remarkable low cost many
times over. Because you wiU USE it

. . . over and over . . . day aft«r day.
Don't confuse it with flat, hard to use,
complicated pocket adders.

However, the supply of genuine ADDI-
l^RESTO machines la strictly limited.
The factory in Europe cannot meet the
demand, "iou must mail the free trial
coupon below at once. ADDIPRESTO
is not yet sold in stores. Act now and
get yours by mail.

ADDIPRESTO Is ihlpped with

FOR THE FIRST TIME
—Your Own Personal
Desk Model Automatic
Adding Machine!
Now you can keep ADDIPRESTO
on your desk at home or office and
never add anything in your bead
again. In SECONDS . . . perform
almost any adding chore. No more
costly mistakes. ADDIPRESTO'b
spinning wheels and computer type
mechanism do the 'figuring' auto-

_ hers mside
window all whirl back to

instantly!
Put this amazing adding machine on
your desk. See how instead of being too
busy to add ... or in too much of a
hurry to be bothered with a complicated
pocket adder . . . from now on you will
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SAfpROn CROCUS

the noots

ancient
The lore of medicinal plants

in November of 1492, a few weeks after

Columbus made his celebrated landfall at San

Salvador, a French court miniaturist, Jean

Bourdichon, was paid fifty livres tournois by

Queen Anne of Brittany for copying and illus-

trating on vellum a prayerbook of the sort known
as a Book of Hours. A Book of Hours was

essentially a text work, but the patrons who
commissioned them—each a person rich enough

to afford the work of copyists and illumina-

tors—probably cared at least as much for the

decorations as for the prayers.

For many centuries, the flowers that had

found their way into Christian symbolism had

been used to decorate such pious works. Jean

Bourdichon, however, did not limit himself to

these flowers as decoration for Queen Anne's

book. It is of interest to speculate on his reasons.

Born about 1458, he died sometime before

1521, an era in which the art of the illuminated

manuscript was drawing to its end. Printing had

already spread from Mainz to many parts of

Europe and with it, among other things, had

spread a tremendous interest in medical botany

—a study that had been dormant for centuries.

Long after the decline of Greece and Rome,

the study of plants—which had passed into

Syria in the time of Alexander—flourished in

the Near East. There, early plant books from

classical sources were translated into Arabic

and kept alive during Europe's Dark Ages. At

the beginning of the Renaissance, these works

were once again translated into Western tongues

and the translations, aided by printing and the

resulting compendia of medical information
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of healmQ

heRBAls
gave modern botany its start

known as herbals, brought about the Western

revival of medical botany.

Much of the information in these early Euro-

pean herbals dated back to the first century a.d.,

when Dioscorides, a physician to the Roman
army who traveled with the legions and col-

lected information on plants in every country

he visited, penned his epic De materia medica

libri quinqiie. This book, copied again and

again, was virtually the only medical reference

of its sort known for sixteen centuries. By about

the fifth century a.d., plant drawings came to

be included in copies of the Dioscorides manu-

script. Many printed Renaissance herbals, in

turn, used crude wood-block adaptations of

these pictures, instead of original art work.

To depart from symbolism alone and to in-

clude samples of this rediscovered learning may
have been Bourdichon's motivation in 1492.

In any case, his paintings were unequaled in

beauty and botanical accuracy except, perhaps,

by the work of his contemporaries, Albrecht

Diirer and Leonardo da Vinci. Bourdichon

coupled careful observation with an evident

enthusiasm for the new world of botany. The

paintings in his manuscripts include flowers

and fruits of plants that figured in the herbals

of the period as possessing specialized house-

hold, culinary, or medical value.

V^n these two pages, for instance, are the

saffron crocus, lejt, and the marsh marigold,

right. Use of the former dates from earliest

antiquity. SalTron—as a flavoring, a dye, or a

medicine—is made from the dried stigmas of niARSll nicXKlQOl^
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this flower. Its first mention is medical: a 1552

B.C. Egyptian papyrus recommends it for in-

flamed eyes. The Greeks considered the yellow

of saffron to be a royal color. An early English

recipe says: "For hen in broth, color it with

saffron, for Goddes sake."

The marsh marigolds—that "ioy in moist

and marish groundes, and in watery medowes"

—were cautiously recommended by the herbal-

ists as a remedy for toothache. Its flower buds

have been used as substitutes for capers.

Uhe importance of plants to Renaissance

man was expressed in the famous sixteenth-

century herbal compiled by John Gerard, in

which he said: "The deUght [in plants] is great,

but the use greater, and ioyned often with

necessitie. . . . [They are] of necessarie use both

for meates to maintaine life, and for medicine

to recover health." This dual function of plants

manifests itself again and again in the literature

of the period.

Thus, French lavender, left, while cultivated

as a garden plant for its honey, was also \alued

as a remedy for headache, apoplexy, "falling

sicknesse," and chest diseases. The filbert nut,

center, while used as a food, was also pounded

into a milk and prescribed for chills and fevers.

The fruit of the medlar tree, right, looks and

tastes rather like crab apples, and was popular

as a preserve. Its kernels, however, were also

powdered and administered as a diuretic.

The seeds of the garden poppy, next page,

left, were used both in Europe and Asia to

prevent scurvy and cure pleurisy, and its petals

were a source of coloring matter.

\J uring the French Revokition. parchment ran

short and an appeal was made for contributions.

Sixty years later, in 1850. amid an accumulation of

vellum and parchment in a French arsenal, was found

the book that contains these illustrations. Named

the Holford Hours after an eady owner, the book

is now in the collection of The Pierpont Morgan

Library in New York City, to which we extend

thanks for the co-operation that made these repro-

ductions possible. The book is a 1505 replica of

Queen Annc"s Book of Hours: like hers, it was

executed bv Jean Bourdichon. It contains ninety-four

flower pictures on tifty-cight leaves, but over a third

of the original manuscript is unfortunatch missing.



QAR6en poppy

6An0elion

Ohe dried rhizomes and roots of tlie dan-

delion, above, have been used for centuries for

a multitude of medical purposes. Most popular

as a "stomach cleanser," an infusion of the

roots was also esteemed as a tonic. The dan-

dehon has enjoyed a popularity in the kitchen

for many years, too. Its leaves have been cooked

and eaten Hke spinach, or blanched and put

in salads. Its flowers, then as now, were made
into a kind of tonic wine.

The rose and lily design, opposite page, is

an excellent example of the way in which pagan

beliefs became part of the Christian symbolism.

The rose was a flower sacred to Aphrodite and,

later, to Venus, the Greek and Roman god-

desses of love. By the fifteenth century a.d.,

the flower was associated with the Virgin, and

represented divine love. The lily, in ancient

Crete, was the flower of fertility. In the Chris-

tian context, it came to stand for chastity. These

two, combined, became a symbol for the Virgin

birth. From the earliest times, these revered

flowers were also used medically—the rose for

eye and heart ailments, the hly root for burns

and its juice for snake bite.
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V^ucumber "potage," said

an herbalist, was good for the

lungs and skin and was a

cure for "red and firie noses

(as red as red Roses) . .
."



V^nlarged detail of plum

border in Book of Hours shows

intricacies of miniaturisfs

art. Plum leaves and

fruit were both used medicinally.
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o.'n these pages are Bourdichon's studies of

the iris, the holly (both in color, left), and the

peony, right, all plants that were included in

herbals of the time. The purple petals of the

iris, when mixed with alum, made a green

dye much used by illuminators—perhaps by

Bourdichon himself. Its powdered roots were

recommended as a help for coughs and con-

vulsions, for sore eyes, and for rough skin.

Orrisroot, the scented rootstock of some Euro-

pean irises, is still used in cosmetics.

Holly berries were prescribed for colic, while

the plant's bark was made into the sticky bird-

lime "which the birders and countrie men do

use to take birdes with."

In some of the herbals that appeared dur-

ing Bourdichon's time and shortly thereafter,

astrological and mystical aspects of herb col-

lection appeared. Much of the ridiculous

—

sometimes questioned, but often accepted

—

was recorded by the authors. Gerard, for in-

stance, discussed the magical powers of the

mandrake root and reported with great serious-

ness the remarkable barnacle plant from which

sprang the barnacle goose.

\j he peony was part of this cult of botanical

superstition. Herbalists dug it only after puri-

fication procedures and only by the light of the

moon, for, says Gerard, ".
. . if any man shall

plucke of the fruit in the day time, being scene

of the Woodpecker, he is in danger to lose his

eies." The translator of Dioscorides added to

the peony description in the old manuscript that

it was "good against poisons and bewitchings

and fears and devils and their assaults." Its

association with the devil may account for the

use of its seeds in mental illness and palsy,

while "the fresh roote tied about the necks

of children, is an effectuall remedie against

the falling sicknesse. . .
." Childbirth would be

eased if a woman took peony seeds, but she

"must drynke fifteen seeds at one tyme."

Even the food grains (next pages), primarily

classed among the "meates to maintaine life,"

were drafted into medical use—mainly as ex-

ternal applications. Wheat was deemed a cure

for wounds, and white bread poultices then,

as now, were applied to sties. Oats also made

popular poultices—one for impetigo and one peony
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for a "stitch in the side." Gerard adds wasp-

ishly: "Otemeale is good for to make a faire

and well coloured maide to looke like a cake of

tallow, especially if she take next her stomacke

a good draft of strong vineger after it." Rye
was a specific for abscesses, while millet meal

mixed with tar made a dressing for snake bite.

V-'espite the fact that plants had been used

medically since antiquity, scientific observation

lagged almost two millennia behind the specu-

lative botany of Aristotle's day that concerned

itself with such questions as whether plants had

"souls." As printing and learning spread, how-

ever, this ancient, philosophical study gave way
to medical botany and, thence, to the descrip-

tive, or systematic, botany of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries.

Early herbalists were medical men, and, as

Agnes Arber, the British scholar, has pointed

Wheat OAtS
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out, possibly wrote their books to help readers

find the particular plants used in medicine.

However, both the descriptions and the pic-

tures were so vague as to be almost meaning-

less. This fact has given rise to the suggestion

that herbals were really only reference books

for the already informed, because medical

knowledge of plants was handed down primarily

by word of mouth.

In this context, Bourdichon's accurately

observed flowers are of particular interest. As
a court painter, rubbing shoulders with the rich

and learned, he may have been quite aware of

the new, more exact science that was develop-

ing rapidly in his day. In a sense, his meticulous

work foreshadowed it. In the same way, he

foreshadowed a school of painting that cul-

minated in the eighteenth- and nineteenth- cen-

tury works of his countryman, Pierre Redoute,

who also painted his flowers on vellum.

S^-A\

Rye miUfc-.t
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V/uring Bourdichon's lifetime, however, the

onion he painted, left, was strictly utilitarian.

Its juice was used for baldness and for burns

and, mixed with pennyroyal and applied with

a feather, supposedly eased the pain of gout.

It also cleared stopped-up heads, when sniffed,

but was seldom eaten, for "The Onion . . .

yea, though it be boiled causeth headach, hurt-

eth the eies, and maketh a man dim sighted,

dulleth the sences . . . and provoketh overmuch

sleepe, especially being eaten raw."

Strawberries, right, p. 590, probably had a

double meaning for the artist. A part of Chris-

tian symbolism, the strawberry—which was not

cultivated until the fourteenth century—repre-

sented perfect righteousness. Medieval paintings

often showed the Virgin in a dress decorated

with clusters of strawberries. In this case, they

meant the good works of the righteous, or fruits

of the spirit. They were also, to Renaissance

doctors, a cure for a number of ailments. For

instance, the leaves were taken with distilled

water or wine for "passion of the hart," and

"reviving the spirits." a process that the herb-

alists declared "maketh the hart merrie." Less

romantically, leaves were used as poultices for

burns and to "fastneth the teeth."

v/oday, the herbals of the Renaissance period

are collectors' items among lovers of rare books,

and are the joy of historical botanists. There has

also come to be another use for them. Since

the advent of curare, rauwolfia, and other new
botanical drugs, pharmaceutical houses have

begun to research many of the "old wives' tales"

enshrined in the herbals. Now the research

scientist, with laboratories at his command, is

becoming—at least in part—a latter-day herb-

alist. His debt to the sixteenth-century collectors

of botanical information is incalculable.

The debt owed to these early herbalists by

today's plant lovers, too, can never be repaid.

Phny said of the wild rose, far right, that its

roots were good for the bites of mad dogs. But,

by 1597, John Gerard found in the plant an

almost poetic pleasure: "The fruit when it is

ripe maketh most pleasant meates and banket-

ting dishes, as Tartes and such like: the making

whereof I commit to the cunning Cooke, and

the teeth to eat them in the rich mans mouth."
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SCHOOLING FISH
What stimuli underlie this highly organized behavior?.9

To WATCH THE ACTIONS of

great schools of fish in which the

movements of the individual fishes are

lost in the synchronous movements of

the whole—like some huge, single ani-

mal—is to wonder about this pattern

of behavior, so different from that of

other socially organized, vertebrate

groups. In a school, all the fish seem

to behave alike and each school—

whether mackerel, herring, tuna, or

small shiners—resembles other schools

in shape and form.

Of the many features schools have

in common, the most surprising, per-

haps, is the absence of a continual

leader. A school may swerve to the

right or to the left, fan out from the

center, or change direction entirely.

Each time, a different group of fish

heads the school. As these movements

of the school as a whole are made,

there is also constant movement ivithin

the school—as each fish maintains its

distance from the other fishes. The

precision of orientation that is shown

by fish as thev swim in a school is

rarely found anywhere else in the

animal kingdom.

Schools may be composed of small.

medium-sized, or large fish, but rarely

are the sizes mixed—possibly because

all the fish must travel in the same di-

rection at the same rate of speed. The

demands that such highly integrated

behavior places on an individual fish

are great. Each fish in the school must

respond quickly and precisely to its

fellow schoolers—and to environ-

mental changes—in order to maintain

ihe unified orientation of the whole.

SUCH elaborate response and coun-

terresponse in schooling behavior

presents many questions to the investi-

gator. For example: What stimuli do

the fish require to maintain their posi-

tional relationships? Do temperature,

light, chemical substances, turbiditx o[

the water, sunlight, clouds, and tiie

like, influence the structure of the

school and the direction the school

will take? One experimenter, C. M.

Breder, has shown that the small

By Evelyn Shaw

schooling fish Jenkinsia will recognize

a temperature change of as little as

one-half degree. Certain temperature

gradients act as obstacles and Jenkinsia

could not be forced to pass these tem-

perature barriers. In contrast, other

fish seem to be totally unaware of dif-

ferences in the water temperature as

they swim from one place to another.

Another important factor is the re-

sponse of fish to light. These responses

are highly variable when measured

quantitatively, but most schooling fish

Blue acara fry, seen here with parent,

were used for schooling-behavior tests

in apparatus seen on opposite page.

are light-positive; that is. they are

attracted to light. If there is very

little light, as is the natural coTidi-

tion at night, schools tend to disperse

—and do not form until light intensity

increases ^vith the conung of morning.

0\ercast days seem to affect schools

by disrupting orientation. We have

found that on clear, sunlit days tlie

tightness and orientation of a school is

enhanced. These observations present

numerous possibilities of combina-

tions of various factors for. without

anv doubt, schools of fish are influ-

enced In theii' environment. But \m'

want to know more about these inllu-

ences and how they are mediated.

A school is made up of many indi-

viduals: it is possible that the observed

responses in a school are simply a sum-

mation of individual reactions. If we

may make this assumption, the school-

ing response can then be divided into

two intimately related categories—the

response of the entire school and tin-

response of the individual.

The next question arises: How con-

stant is individual behavior, and how

strongly developed is the response to

species mates? It seems highly un-

likelv that a fish "knows" that another

fish is like itself. What it does "know"

is that it has been surrounded, during

growth, bv fishes that have recogniz-

able characteristics: it would thus tend

to remain with those fish with which it

has become most familiar.

Since schooling fish tend to spawn

in different places and at different

times of the year, the chances of \ oung

fishes schooling with other than their

own species are reduced. E\en if they

drift in the tides as plankton, they tend

to be carried along together by the

tidal action. Therefore, we generalh

find one species type in each school

formation. We cannot justifiably say

that fish of the same species seek one

another, but we can assume that their

coming together in schools is the logi-

cal result of a number of environ-

mental conditions and circumstances.

To return to several questions posed

earlier bv this unique form of be-

havior: what are the stimuli that fish

require to maintain their positiniial

relationship in the school?

\ ision. we know, is very imi)ortant.

.\lbert Parr, in 1927. postulated an

approach to the means by which visual

stimulus operates in allowing fish to

maintain (iMtain distances from each

other. For example, if two are swim-

ming side by side, they may be at-

tracted to one another and steadily

swim closer and closer. However, when

thev are too close, the attracting stimu-

lus mav become a repellent. Therefore.

the\ swim side b\ -'u\>- under the in-
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Illumination affects the schooling of acara. Here, a group
schools under combined incandescent and fluorescent light.

Dispersal takes place in a few seconds after fluorescent

light is turned off. School is now completely broken up.

fluence of opposing, antagonistic

stimuli—one tending to bring them

closer together and the other tending

to push them apart. An individual

swimming between two companions.

Parr postulates, will be visually stimu-

lated, will perceive each companion,

and will receive antagonistic stimuli

on each side, resulting in the main-

tenance of certain distances from his

companions. The distances observed

in schooling formations may be a

cumulative result of these antagonistic

stimuli, occurring simultaneously in

individuals throughout the school.

This is, of course, a hypothesis. As
we observe the schools, we note that

there is always variation in behavior.

One cannot expect mathematical pre-

cision in actively swiming fishes. Al-

though we do not yet know the "how"
of visual stimuli, they have been

clearly established as important. A
number of investigators have elimi-

nated visual stimuli by blinding fish,

covering their eyes, and so forth. By
thus preventing visual stimulus, they

eliminated the schooling response.

ONE of the most fruitful approaches

to problems in behavioral re-

search has been to study the period in

which the development of some ele-

ment of behavior occurs — to learn

when and how behavioral patterns ap-

pear. The analysis of schooling be-

havior in which we are now engaged

has followed this approach. We began

with observations on the first develop-

ment of schooling. Menidia, the com-

mon silverside fish (also called white-

bait, spearing, or shiner
)

, has proved

to be a satisfactory experimental ani-

mal for some of our studies. Menidia

is small—the adults reach a maximum
length of four to six inches. It lives in

shallow water, where it is easily ob-

served and easily collected by seining.

The adults spawn from May to July,

depositing their eggs on the soft,

grassy, underwater banks of seashores.

The eggs, which develop without

parental care, hatch in about a week.

The newly hatched larvae, five mm.
long, drift with the tides, where they

can be found randomly distributed

among the plankton.

When the Menidia young have
grown to twelve or fifteen mm. in

length, they are no longer found with

the plankton, but have formed into

schooling groups, swimming in shal-

low waters. At some time during their

growth from the larval, five mm. length

to their greater size, the fry develop

the specific behavior patterns they

show in their schooling.

In order to study this crucial period

of their life, it was necessary to rear

young Menidia under laboratory con-

ditions. After inuch trial and error,

ways were found to do this success-

Dt(. Shaw, a research associate in the
Department of Animal Behavior at

The American Museum, has carried
out her studies of fish at marine re-

search stations in the Caribbean area.

fully, thus permitting us to make
observations on the development of

the schooling response.

IT
had long been believed that school-

ing commences at the time of a

fish"s hatching. Our first, rather start-

ling, observation was that schools did

not form at that time. In fact, school-

ing did not begin until the fry had

been swimming freely for three to

four weeks, the time required to grow
from their initial five mm. length to

the twelve mm. size. Just after hatch-

ing, the fry showed no apparent re-

sponse to their fellows. As they grew

older and larger (some to seven mm.
in length

)
, they swam toward each

other sporadically, but not in an

oriented fashion. At nine to eleven

mm. in length, they approached and

occasionally lined up in twos, threes,

or fours for several seconds, but they

still did not achieve parallel orienta-

tion. However, when they had at last

attained a length of about twelve mm.,

they began to school continuously.

These first schools were loosely

structured: the fish did not maintain

their parallel orientation consistently

and did not always swim at equal

speeds. But, by the time a length of

sixteen mm. was attained, the fish

formed tightly interwoven schools,

maintaining parallel courses and a

constant speed of swimming.

From these preliminary observa-

tions we learned two important facts.

First, schooling in Menidia does not
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Grouping begins again when liglil is restored, stressing

the importance of adequate light in fish-to-fish response.

Rfschoolinc is completed. Experiment will lead to tests

of various aspects of light factors on schooling behavior.

appear immediately after hatching but

develops gradually, following a char-

acteristic pattern of approach and

orientation. Second, fish-to-fish orien-

tation, once schooling has begun, be-

comes increasingly precise as the fish

grow more mature.

THE latter fact suggested to us that

schooling orientation may require

some orientative experience. To test

this possibility, four hundred fish were

reared as individuals in physical and

visual isolation. This was done by

placing each embryo, before its eyes

appeared, into an individual bowl. A
coat of wax inside each bowl made it

impossible for the embryo, as it de-

veloped, either to see out or to see its

own reflection in the glass.

Of the four hundred fish raised in

isolation, only four reached schooling

age. When these four were placed with

schooling fish of the same age, they

joined the group. However, while

these formerly isolated fish schooled,

they were unable initially to maintain

their positions in the school and fre-

quently bumped into the other uniso-

lated schooling fish.

Yet, after a few hours, we could no

longer distinguish the isolated four

from the other fish in the school by

their behavior. Does this result mean

that precision in schooling orientation

is, to some extent, learned by experi-

ence? Such seems to be a reasonable

conclusion even though this observa-

tion involved only four fish.

We now knew some facts about the

development of schooling in Menidia.

However, with this fish, we were re-

stricted to study during the summer

months. In searching for an experi-

mental animal that could be studied

in the laboratory all year round, we

selected the cichlid fishes—for, in this

species, the young school although the

adults do not. One kind of cichlid in

particular, the blue acara {Aequidens

latijrons), is hardy and easy to raise.

Their young school, in many instances,

soon after they are freely swimming.

WE reared acaras individually

from the embryonic stage, in

physical and visual isolation, until they

were swimming freely. We placed

these isolated acaras among schooling

young of the same age. After fifteen

or twenty minutes, they joined the

schooling group.

In another series of tests, these iso-

lated fish — when placed only with

one another — never formed into a

school. At most, they joined in small

groups after being together in the

same tank for at least twenty-four

hours. This test reinforced our obser-

vation that behavior is strongly influ-

enced bv the conditions under which

the animals are reared and by the

situation in which an animal is placed.

The type of beha\ ior elicited in a fish

may verv well depend on the beha\ inr

of its broodmales.

In a further effort to evaluate visual

stimuli in the phenomenon of attrac-

tion, we carried out some experiments

using both silversides and acara. The

experiments were arranged as follows:

a small, rectangular aquarium was

separated into three vertical compart-

ments by two glass plates. The center

compartment contained the test fish.

The compartments at either end re-

mained empty until one (or more than

one) fish was placed in one end or the

other. Because the fishes were physi-

cally separated by the glass plates, the

effect on our test fish of the presence

of other fish was not influenced by any

chemical, tactile, or vibratory stimuli.

Neither silversides nor acara. in the

test compartment, approached a single

fish behind the glass plate in an end

compartment. However, when two or

more fish were put in the end compart-

ment, young acara in the center would

approach and orient.

This experiment has yet to be run

w ith test silversides to see if they. too.

will orient to a greater mass of fish.

Since two freely swimming silversides

will orient and school, however, it

seems strange that the test silversides

would not approach a single fish. It

appears likelv. from our preliminary

study, that visual stinuili are not the

only important ones in bringing two

fish together and that other factors also

operate in schooling.

Lir.iiT plavs a very important role in

/ the formation of schools. In one

series of obser\ations. it was found

that light could influence both the
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Early phases of schooling behavior

of fishes shown here among Menidia,

the silversides. Newly hatched, above,
no fish shows any response to others.

f)

•a'-

Sporadic approaches to other fish in larger. Occasionally, they line up in
group begin as the Menidia fry grow twos or threes for a few seconds only.

formation and the breakup of a school.

For example, when we turned on our

overhead laboratory light at night, we
would find silversides scattered

throughout the aquarium. Within a

few seconds, they became active and,

within five minutes, they formed into

well-integraled schools.

Different types of light also had dif-

ferent effects on the development of

schooling in silversides. Those fish

that were raised under cold, fluores-

cent lights schooled earlier than fish

reared under incandescent lamps.
Among the former group, moreover,

the schooling orientation was more
precise than among the latter.

In another series of experiments, it

was found that acara also respond di-

rectly to different conditions of illu-

mination. This was demonstrated when
acaras were placed in a special appara-

tus—a doughnut-shaped tank, with a

channel three inches in width, filled

with water and its bottom lined with

gravel. Above the channel, at a dis-

tance of twelve inches, was a circular.

32- watt, cold fluorescent light (photo-

graph, p. 592) . The ceiling of the room
housing this apparatus carried 300
watts of incandescent light. This ceil-

ing light was kept on throughout the

experiment, so that the channel was
never in the dark.

When placed in the channel with the

fluorescent light on. the acaras

schooled immediately. When the fluo-

rescent light was turned off. the school

dispersed despite continued illumina-

tion from the ceiling light. By turning

the fluorescent light on again, we could

cause the school to re-form (photo-

graphs, pp. 594-95).

... \*,vif _*!*.

Precise schooling begins after the fish

have been swimming freely more than
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four weeks. The Menidia fry, above,

have now grown to sixteen mm. long.

THIS has been a tantalizing obser-

vation. It will lead us into explora-

tions of light intensity, wave length,

polarization, and the like—and the

effect of these factors on schooling be-

havior. What characteristic of the light

is responsible for this remarkable

effect? Does it alter the appearance of

the fish in their response to other fish?

These are only a few of the problems

to be explored.

In this brief review of our recent

experiments, we have presented only

a few of the many questions facing the

student of schooling among fish. We
hope some day that our investigations

—as well as the work of others—will

help to answer some of the questions

raised by this intriguing example of

highly organized social behavior.
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WHAT ABOUT

WEATHER?
A new factor under study is the

impact of radiation from the sun

By Norman J. Macdonald

THE RELATION OF SUNSPOTS to the weather has

been a controversial subject abiiost from the day that

sunspots were first observed by modern methods in the

seventeenth century. The subject is still much in debate

today, but there are signs that the controversy may be

about over. Observations during the International Geo-

phvsical Year and some new analytical tools for the study

of world-wide upper atmospheric circulation have given

us a new look at solar effects on the weather. In the future,

accurate weather predictions more than a few days in

advance may well depend on our ability to forecast the

variations of solar activity associated with sunspots.

If the average midwesterner feels that winter heating

bills have increased during the past few years, it is not

just his imagination. January temperatures have shown a

remarkable and complete reversal during the past decade

or so. A cold West Coast and warm Atlantic seaboard, as

they existed during the late 1940"s. have been replaced

during the last few winters by persistent cold weather east

of the Rockies, while the continuation of mild winters west

of the Continental Divide has contributed to an explosive

growth of population. About two years ago. to cite another

recent change, a dramatic break in the prevailing drought

took place in the southwestern United States. Within a

matter of weeks, floods replaced dust. Simultaneously, one

of the worst dry spells on record got under way in the

northeast and north central United States.

WHAT causes these large changes from year to year and

decade to decade? Some of us believe that variable

solar activity may play a role. But solar influences, while

they may be important, are certainly not the only forces at

work on such patterns as these. Before exploring the sun-

weather hypothesis, therefore, we must consider both the

present status of long-range weather forecasting and the

future prospects for improved accuracy in this field.

To date, progress in the prediction of weather events

he\ond a few days has been slow. In fact, the exact pre-

diction of day-lo-(iay variations of weather at specific

places for long periods is probably well beyond our grasp

in the immediate future. But meteorologists are less skep-

tical about the prospects for an improvement in forecasts

Solar activity. Icjt. includes flares in sun"s atmosphere

and spots on surface—seeming dark since ihey are 12flO''K.

cooler than adjacent area. Earth's nearness is imaginary.
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Positive correlation between solar activity and events in

earth's atmosphere is seen in graph, above. Peaks of winter

air flow north and south along the meridians (top) corres-

pond to sunspot maxima and minima, shown in bottom line.

of average conditions, over wide geograjDhical areas, for

time intervals of as much as a season in advance.

Changes in weather patterns are due to various restric-

tions that are imposed as the atmosphere, like most things

in nature, continually tries to maintain an equilibrium.

The rotation of the earth, the differences in heating pro-

duced by the changes of seasons, and the distribution of

the earth's land and sea masses all introduce an imbalance

of heat and energy over the entire globe. The atmosphere

attempts to equalize temperature, for example, by bring-

ing cold air south from the Pole and tropical warmth to

the Arctic. In this process, a world-wide motion of the

air is established — the "general," or large-scale, circu-

lation of the atmosphere. But mountain barriers, large

land masses, and great expanses of ocean lie along the

usual route of this flowing air. This results in "natural"

spots where the circulating atmosphere can brew storms or

high-pressure areas, establish "jet streams," and develop

all the other phenomena that make up our normal weather.

Over a short term, even day-to-day fluctuations in

weather—connected with moving high- and low-pressure

systems and their associated "fronts"—are sometimes sig-

nificant. Seemingly innocuous low-pressure systems, with

the inclement weather attendant upon them, will suddenly

"explode" into gigantic storms that spread bad weather

over nearly hall of continental North America. Most mete-

orologists believe that such violent changes in surface

weather systems are caused by, or associated with, subtle

changes in wavelike disturbances located at much higher

altitudes — in the part of the atmosphere where the jet

stream is most often found. This meandering "river in the

sky" is most often located eight to twelve kilometers high,

in the boundary region between troposphere and strato-
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sphere—where the greatest wind speeds in the lo^v atmos-

phere are found. Accordingly, the trend of much recent

research in meteorology has been directed toward under-

standing the birth, motion, waxing and waning of the

upper atmospheric wave systems in or near the jet stream.

Sometimes, however, something happens that causes a

shift in the atmosphere's general, large-scale circulation.

Then, more dramatic weather abnormalities take over.

Storms may brew in the central Pacific, instead of in their

"normal" spot off the east coast of Asia. In summer, hurri-

canes may form in the Gulf of Mexico instead of in the

Caribbean. In winter, masses of cold, arctic air will plunge

suddenly southward into Texas and Florida, leaving the

citrus crop in ruins, while Alaska basks in unaccustomed

nighttime warmth. These disrupting, north-to-south (or

south-to-north) motions of the atmosphere along the

meridians — called meridional flow by meteorologists —
cause most of the extreme fluctuations of weather that we

experience over the long term.

TO explain weather changes that last from a few days

to a year or so—and even for intervals as long as a

generation — some students hold that the atmosphere is

essentially closed to any external influences. The changes

we observe in weather and climate, in their view, result

from periodic, internal oscillations in the atmospheric

system. Such fluctuations of pressure, temperature, and

other elements, they postulate, are the result of compli-

cated mechanisms operating through changes in ocean cur-

rents, or the amount of ice or snow pack in the Arctic, and

other, perhaps more subtle, causes.

Recent research does indeed suggest that these mecha-

nisms, and the quasi-periodic exchange of air masses



Negative correlaiion can l)e equally significant, as in chart

showing April temperatures in Bismarck, N. D. (top), and
sunspot numbers (bottom). Lower sunspot activity parallels

higher temperature, as storm tracks pass to north of region.

between the Northein and Southern Hemispheres, may be

important weather factors. But most of the evidence shows

that changes in the planetary, large-scale atmospheric wind

systems actually precede changes of ice packs or ocean

currents. Thus, while the geophysical variables inside our

atmosphere may be secondary, modifying factors, they are

probably not the basic cause of large-scale weather changes.

A few years ago, the "greenhouse hypothesis" was ad-

vanced to explain one such large-scale change—the warm-

ing trend observed over the Northern Hemisphere during

tlie past half-century. This theory holds that, by increasing

the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere through combustion,

man may inadvertently be raising world-wide tempera-

tures. The amount of carbon dioxide in the air at the

present time is approximately 0.033 per cent by volume.

If this amount were to be doubled, the atmosphere's absorp-

tion of heat as the earth radiates it back into space would

be increased, and world temperatures would rise by about

3.6° F. On the other hand, if the present amount of carbon

dioxide were halved, the temperature would drop by nearly

3.8° F. There is some indication that increased indus-

trialization has changed the amount of carbon dioxide in

our atmosphere from an estimated 0.025 per cent in 1900

to its present-day value of 0.033 per cent.

Indeed, this increase might explain the rise in Northern

Hemispheric temperatures of about 1° F. That has been

observed over the jiast half-century, were it not for the

balancing cITect exerted by tlie oceans. Tlie surface of the

ocean is usually quite elTeclive in alisorbing carbon dioxide,

and these surface layers are constantly mixing with the

water from lower depths. This probably causes the worlds

seas to act as a regulator, maintaining a nearlv constant

amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of our planet.

Other arguments have been ad\'anced to explain long-

term weather changes, including possible effects of vol-

canoes, H-bombs, and so forth. But these hypotheses cannot

withstand the counterargument that such effects would be

only temporary and, by their very nature, intermittent—

hardly capable of causing the large and persistent changes

that have been observed during the past few years.

ONE of the oldest hypotheses to explain both long-term

and short-term weather changes is that a direct rela-

tionship exists between the earths weather and the ob-

ser\ed variations ir sunspots. But it was only a century

ago that the cycle of change in sunspots— from maximum
number of spots to minimum number and back again, all

in about eleven years—became kno^^n. This was soon fol-

lowed by the discovery of a corresponding c\de of change

in the disturbance of the earth's magnetic field: and still

another, similar cycle was found in the activity of the

aurora (or northern lights), whose association with ter-

restrial magnetic disturbances had already been noted by

a half-century before.

Although sunspots. as we nu« know, are onl\ SY'iij)/otns

of tlie real nature of the suns \ ariable radiation, most sta-

tistiial studies during tiie early days of research on solar

influences affecting the weather, attempted to correlate the

si/e and or nmnber of sims|)ots with \arialions of surface

\\ealher elcmenls. Sir Gilbert Walker, one of the first to

use ibis approach, compared annual a\erage suns|)ot ac-

li\il\ willi aimiial averages of temperature, pressure, and

rainfall iti many parts of the world. He did not find any

consistent correlation of sunspots with pressure or rain-

fall, but it was a different storv with temperature. Walker

found that, in the tropics, temperatures were low when
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same period. From these stastistics. the implication is clear

that droughts in the southwestern United States are likely

to occur during alternate periods of sunspot minimum.

While no coherent theory emerges from his study, Tanne-

hill's data are impressive as further evidence for connec-

tions between solar activity and the weather.

By the mid-1940's, then, if we had summarized all these

statistical analyses, we could probably have concluded

only: ( 1 1 that droughts in the southwestern United States

occur at about twenty to twenty-two year intervals, during

alternate periods of low sunspot activity; and (2 1 that

lower temperatures and lower pressures occur in the tropics

during periods of high sunspot activity. Indeed, one may
say of these early studies that, despite the wealth of

statistics they furnished, they failed to reveal broad pat-

terns valid and consistent enough to be used in actual

forecasting. To find these patterns, meteorologists turned

from the study of specific weather elements to that of

the large-scale circulation of the atmosphere.

In the past ten years or so. H. C. Willett has championed

one such approach to the practical understanding of sun-

ueather connections, employing the so-called "double

analogue" system to describe broad features of atmos-

pheric circulation. This method consists of selecting, from

past weather maps, a number that are analogous over

a large area to the current weather pattern and its evo-

lution. From this set he selects one or two cases that

occurred during periods of similar solar activitv. Using

these "analogies" as guides, he then develops a forecast,

which may be prepared for a month or more in advance.

Although Willett has enjoyed some measure of success,

most meteorologists doubt that this method can lead to

any consistently useful long-range weather predictions.

Part of the difficulty, Willett suggests, may be that he has

been forced to use sunspot numbers in selecting the solar

analogue to terrestrial weather—like manv others. Willett

would prefer a more direct measure of solar activity.

Unfortunately, quantitative and reliable indices of the sun's

complex changes, available to a limited extent since the

mid-1940's, are practically non-existent before then.

IN Germany, F. Baur has taken the European lead in the

modern approach to long-range weather forecasting.

Like Willett. Baur assumes that solar activity affects the

atmospheres circulation over a large area. But. unlike

Willett with his analogues. Baur attempts to interpret these

large-scale features by describing the time and space

variation of semipermanent high- and low-pressure areas.

Changes of the intensity and position of these "centers

of action," he shows, are often directly related to the

establishment of departures from the average temperature

or precipitation over broad areas. He then shows the rela-

tion of these changes to sunspot activitv.

Baur concludes that there is a double oscillation \vithin

each sunspot cycle, which shows a tendencv for similar

features of the atmospheric circulation to recur at both

sunspot maxima and minima—at least in the European

area. Like Willett. Baur leaves the interpretation of the

physical mechanisms that might explain this double oscilla-

tion as a problem for the theoreticians.

R. D. Elliott, the leading I . S. exponent of the "weather-

type" system ( verv similar to Baur's I for weather forecast-

ing, shows a similar type of correlation between weather

patterns and sunspot maxima and minima. The effect can

r

Normal flow of jet stream is shown on day when trough, or

wave disturbance, first appears as result of solar radiation.

Meridional flow—triggered by radiation-is erratic, wavy
motion that transfers warm air north and arctic air south.
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DiSHPAN EXPERIMENT simulates main pattern of atmosphere's

circulation. Rotating pan, with heat sotirce at rim and heat

sink in center, is partly filled with water. Fine aluminum
particles prove water's motion is analogous to jet stream.

be shown by examining the graph on page 600. The top

curve in the graph shows the occurrence of the north-south

(meridional I patterns of atmospheric circulation for the

winter season (December, January, February I of each

year. If this is compared to the curve of annual relative

sunspot numbers for the same period, showTi as the bottom

curve, the correspondence between the peaks of the merid-

ional flow pattern (heat exchange along the meridians I

and the sunspot maxima and minima is quite striking.

BY the early 1950's, then, evidence had continued to

mount in support of a sun-weather hypothesis. Fur-

thermore, results were suggesting that the sun's effect was

probably on the large-scale circulation of the atmosphere—
which, in turn, produced changes in the more local weather

elements as established by the earlier investigators. For

example, unusual temperature or rainfall, like that studied

in earlier work, is often caused by the transport and

interiiction of air masses as they move along the meridians

from their opposing sources in the Arctic and Tropics.

In the past few years, particularly since the start of the

IGY, some sun-weather and upper atmospheric investiga-

tions have produced intriguing results. This progress is

partly the result of a new and co-ordinated attack on the

problem by practical meteorologists and more theoreti-
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cally minded astronomers. Scientists from both fields have

benefited by this sharing of knowledge. The meteorolo-

gists, for their part, found that they had been working in

the dark regarding the progress that solar physicists had

made in understanding the real nature of solar activity.

As has already been mentioned, sunspots are not the

only, nor even the basic, source of the sun's variable radia-

tion : rather, they are symptoms of it. Among the phe-

nomena associated with sunspots, for example, are regions

of brightness on the sun's surface, somewhat warmer than

that portion of the solar atmosphere surrounding them.

Sunspots, themselves, appear dark because they are about

1200° K. cooler than the sun's surface temperature. Above
this lower part of the solar atmosphere, but in the general

vicinity of sunspots, lie other, bright regions called plages:

in these plages, areas suddenly brighten into the solar

flares that produce sudden increases in ultraviolet radia-

tion {see Natural History; November, 19.58).

We also know that, in addition to this ultraviolet radia-

tion, the sun emits streams of particles—or, as they are also

described, corpuscular clouds—at very high speeds. Most

of these corpuscles are trapped in the sun's own atmos-

phere, but a surge of particles occasionally will find its

way through the entire solar atmosphere out into space.

Such a surge may reach the earth's atmosphere a day or



Jet stream is drawn in its average position for January, for

comparison with dishpan's pattern. Values show geostrophic

wind speeds: innermost contours represent areas of greatest

speed (120 mph) ; outermost, those of slow speed (TOmph).

two later. These clouds of particles are absorbed very high

in the earth's atmosphere, at a level of about seventy to

a hundred kilometers: it is they that produce the aurora

and disturb the earth's magnetic field.

As astronomers have stressed, then, the abundance of

such phenomena and the amount of energy they involve

makes the mere number of simspots only one index—and

a rather crude one—of the sun's activity. But the sunspot

count is well correlated, positively, both with the sun's

ultraviolet radiation and, in years near sunspot maxima,

with the emission of solar particles as well. As for disturb-

ances in the earth's magnetic field and auroras, these

probably indicate the strength of that part of the sun's

corpuscular radiation that actually reaches the earth.

SOME of the results of this co-ordinated new look at

solar effects have come to light only in the last year

or so. Most of them are indicative of pronounced solar

influences. In Japan. Y. Arai has shown that changes in

the amplitude of the large, wavelike disturbances we some-

tiines find in the atmosphere are strongly associated with

changing solar activity. At times of low solar activity,

much of the atmosphere's energy is concentrated in one

wave, most often located off the coast of Asia. But as solar

activity increases and sunspots, flares, and abrupt mag-

netic disturbances become more frequent, the energy is

distributed more equally into other wave systems through-

out the Northern Hemisphere. Now, N. La Seur had pre-

viously found that drv weather tends to occur in the south-

western United States at times when the atmospheric energy

(as measured by wave amplitude) is concentrated into one

long wave system. So here is a possible physical explana-

tion of Tannehill's statistics, which show an association

of southwestern drought with alternate sunspot minima.

The Russians have been active, too. V. F. Christyakov

has sho^^^l that lunar haloes are caused by the scattering of

light from the high clouds preceding low-pressure systems

(storm centers I. so tliat the distribution of such haloes

provides a clue to changes in the general circulation of

the atmosphere. Christ\ akov notes a pronounced siiift in

the latitudes of maximum halo frequency—a shift that is

closely correlated with solar activity. The correlation leads

Christyakov to conclude that, at times of high solar ac-

tivity, there is an intensification of storm centers, a south-

ward shift of storm tracks, and a greater transport of air

along the meridians. This meridional shift, he infers,

should result in warmer temperatures in northern lati-

tudes and lower temperatures in the tropics. Thus tiie

meciianics are provided for the "cool tropics' found at

die sunspot maxima by Hanzlik and Walker.
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Mr. Macdonald i? an alumnus of the California Institute

of Technology. Mheie he speiialized initially in physics and
then, as a graduate student, in meteorology. He is at the

High Altitude Observatory in Boulder, Colorado, again
combining physics and meteorology in his weather studies.

AMO-NG the Americans, R. Shapiro has recently found

evidence of a solar effect on atmospheric circulation

in the European area. In earlier studies of the circulation

of the atmosphere over North America. Shapiro had noted

an increase in the persistence of weather patterns from

four to eight days after a magnetic disturbance, followed

in turn by an abrupt change to low persistence of patterns

about fourteen davs later. In the newer. European study,

Shapiro failed to find the same break in persistence four-

teen days after the magnetic disturbance. But the increase

was again found to occur, and with the same time lag as

in the first study. The results of this work strongly suggest

that the atmosphere first shows a response to the arrival of

solar particles with about a four-day to an eight-day lag.

At the High Altitude Observatory, we have analyzed the

evolution and development of wave disturbances at the jet

stream level of the atmosphere during the recent period of

maximum solar activity ( 1956-19.59 1 . We found that in

the Gulf of Alaska, two to four days after the arrival of

a corpuscular cloud from the sun. the meridional compo-

nents of the waves were likely to increase, developing into

a large disturbance like that shown on page 603. The me-

ridional component of motion reached a maximum, on the

average, when the disturbance reached its maximum size.

But efforts to study sun-weather connections by using

mathematical models to describe the circulation of the

atmosphere have not yet been able to show any evidence

that solar influence on the lower atmosphere is important.

Work done by Y. Ooyami and J. Spar — and some pre-

liminary efforts by the Russians — have shown that even

with intense heating from the sun at heights of seventy

to one hundred kilometers, there is very little solar effect

at lower levels of the atmosphere. The rapid increase of

atmospheric density strongly damps the downward propa-

gation of these disturbances to lower elevations.

THERE are. of course, many other problems still to be

solved. Where should we be looking for mechanisms
that might link solar and terrestrial phenomena, and for

more definitive explanations of the solar effects? The
answers may lie outside the scope of present sun-weather

research. Perhaps they will come, for example, through

further investigation of E. G. Bowen's hypothesis that

meteor dust may have important effects on rainfall. Sup-

port for this hypothesis, at one time a controversial one,

has grown rapidly in recent years. K. Bigg, for example,

has found that cirrus clouds in Australia frequently coin-

cide with heavy rainfall that, as Bo\ven has observed tends

to occur about thirty days after a meteor shower.

Further answers may lie in new studies of the dynamics
of stratospheric circulation now emerging from the IGY
observations. For example, we have just recently learned of

the existence of a strong circumpolar low-pressure system

in the stratosphere. Throughout most of the winter, the

rotating vortex of this system dominates the circulation

over northern latitudes, at heights from fifteen to at least

thirty-five kilometers. During the past several years, at

least, this vortex has dramatically collapsed in midwinter.
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sometimes to re-form again before its final disappearance

during the spring months; and there are suggestions that

the collapse may be preceded by a sudden increase in solar

activity. Observations show that a similar circumpolar

vortex also exists in \vinter in the Southern Hemisphere.

But. unlike its northern counterpart, the Antarctic vortex

appears to be more stable and—at least during the past

several ^vinters—has shown no midwinter breakdown.

These analyses plus IGY data should allow us to make
more realistic models of the whole atmosphere. With these

we could study the effect of various kinds of solar heating

at the top of the atmosphere. However, if the solar effect

acts only as a "triggering" mechanism on events at lower

levels, then rigid, mathematical proof of sun-weather con-

nections may always be difficult. This does not mean that

further progress in sun-weather research must wait for

improved computing facilities or more reliable upper at-

mospheric observations. On the contrary, there are many
approaches to the problem that have not yet been explored

—particularly the much-overlooked experimental approach.

ONE of the first such experiment that comes to mind is

the famous "dishpan" demonstration that D. Fultz

initiated at the University of Chicago. Much to the surprise

of many meteorologists, both Fultz and H. Riehl have

shown that the gross features of atmospheric circulation in

a hemisphere can be closely simulated in a rotating pan,

partially filled with water, provided that there is a heat

source at the rim and a heat sink at the center (illustration.,

p. 604 1 . This analogy to solar heating at the Equator

(in the experiment, the edge of the dishpan) and cooling

at the Pole ( the heat sink at the pan's center ) produces

wave disturbances and a jet stream in the dishpan that are

strikingly similar to those observed in the real atmosphere.

The number and amplitude of the waves can be controlled

either by changing the rotation of the pan or by varying

the temperature gradient from rim to center. One rather

preliminary effort to simulate solar corpuscular heating,

made some time ago, resulted in a strong increase in the

"north-south" component of the dishpan's circulation an-

alogous to meridional air transfers in the real atmosphere.

This result is at least compatible with the results of the

atmospheric analyses that we described earlier.

These are but a few of the many paths that should be

explored in the search for solutions to the riddles facing

meteorologists today. We must extend our efforts toward

better understanding of our most immediate environment,

the atmosphere, for with understanding comes the ability

to predict and. perhaps, even to control. The dream of

accurate weather forecasts, useful months or years in

advance, is a powerful and gripping one. Its potential

benefits for agriculture, for health, for the fuel industry,

for transportation, for recreation, and a host of daily

human activities is overwhelming. Given impetus from an

imaginative program of research, long-range weather pre-

diction cannot but show a significant improvement in the

next decade. Certainly, much of this improvement will

come from a better understanding of the part that variable

solar emissions play in our changing \reather.

Active sunspots were photographed last August, day after

magnetic storm on earth. The pictures, taken by new tech-

nique from unmanned balloon at 80,000 ft., are clearest yet.
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SKY REPORTER
By Henry M. Neely

THIS MONTH would be a good time for anyone who
is just starting to study elementary astronomy to be

in a space station, far up above the sun. looking down on

the earth and the naked eye planets. From such a vantage

point, he would be provided with visual demonstrations

of the meanings of some words frequently used in texts.

What he would see is approximately represented by

the diagram, above, although it must be understood that

the distances and sizes in this diagram are not to scale.

The first visual demonstration of an astronomical term

that he would observe would come on December 5. On that

date, a straight line drawn from the earth through the

center of the sun. and then extended beyond the sun.

would cut directly through Jupiter. The astronomers sav

of this configuration that Jupiter is "in conjunction":

conjunction simply meaning "in line with the sun" from

a point of view on earth. This same relationship will applv

to distant Saturn on December 31 (see diagram I. On that

date. Saturn, in turn, will be in conjunction.

If our elementary student had been a resident of this

imaginarv space station on No\ember 24. he would have

seen the earth. Mercury, and the sun all in a line, with

Mercury lying between the earth and the sun. This con-

figuration is what astronomers call an "inferior" conjunc-

tion. If he remained in the space station until Januarv 26,

he would again see the earth. Mercurv. and the sun in a

straight line—but. this time. Mercury would be on the

jar side of the sun. This is a "superior" conjunction.

An inferior conjunction, therefore, requires that a planet

be between the earth and the sun. This obvioush requires

that the planet be one located nearer to the sun than is the

earth: otherwise it could not come between the two bodies.

Thus. Mercury and Venus alone among the planets of our

S)stem can have inferior conjunctions.

The diagram above also helps to explain the positions

of the planets as we will see them from the earth this

month. For any of the dates shown, draw a line from

the earth through the center of the sun and extend it to

the edge of the diagram. Any planet below that line will

be a "morning star": its closeness to the line will indicate

how much before sunrise the planet will rise. Planets above

the line will be "evening stars" and their nearness to the

line gives an idea of how long after sunset they will be

above the horizon as we view them from earth.

WITH this system, it can easily be seen that Venus is

in an excellent position before dawn all month {^ee

also the maps on the next page I . Mercurv circles so near

the sun that it is usually lost in the glare but our diagram

shows that, on December 12, the line of sight from the

earth runs tangent to the orbit of Mercury as it makes its

widest angular separation from the sun.

The astronomer calls this the "greatest elongation west"

and, for a few mornings around December 12. Mercury

may be seen as dawn begins. Its position during this jjeriod

is shown on the next page. Venus was similarly at its

greatest western elongation on November 11.

During the first half of this month. Saturn will be on

the evening side of—and close to—our imaginarv line. Tliis

means that Saturn will set shortly after sunset.

After conjunction on December .S. Jupiter will be on

the morning side of the line but too close to the sun for

good visibilitv until the end of the month.

In the first days of the new year, we will witness an

unusual event: all five of the naked eye planets will be

up above the horizon as the sun rises. However, two of

them—Mercury and Saturn—will be too low to be readilv

visible to observers who live in northern latitudes.
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FOR the more experienced sky watchers—particularly

in the western part of the country—the most interest-

ing and dramatic event of the month will be the moon's

"occultation"—on December 13—of the first magnitude

star Aldebaran, in the constellation of Taurus. An occulta-

tion occurs when the moon, in circling around the earth,

passes in front of a star and briefly hides it from sight.

Occultations of Aldebaran come in extended cycles

that recur on an average of every eighteen years and about

seven months. The last series began in August, 1940, and

ended in December, 1943. During that period, Aldebaran

was occulted forty-three times, but many of these events

took place in daylight. The series that began this Sep-

tember will bring thirteen occultations during 1960, but

only eight will be visible to observers in North America

and at least three of them will occur during daylight.

Mr. Neely. editor of S/.} Heijorler jince 1917. now

prepares this regular feature for IS'atlral History.

The occultation this inonth will be difficult for the

amateur to see. The moon is full on December 14: special

optical equipment is needed to cut out the glare.

THESE Aldebaran occultation cycles begin when the

ascending node of the moon's orbit is near enough to

the autumnal equinox. The whole lunar orbit revolves in

such a way that the nodes "regress," or circle westward

along the ecliptic and go completely around in a period

of a little more than eighteen and one-half years. On
November 2.5, the moon's ascending node was only 2°6'

from the equinox. On December 22, it will be even closer.
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DECEMBER TIMETABLE

First week 6:40 to 7:40 p.m.

Second week 6:10 to 7:10 f.M.

Third week 5:40 to 6:40 p.m.
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First Quarter December 6
Full Moon December 14

Last Quarter December 22

New Moort December 29
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Comparative study

By WILLIAM R. KEM

William E. Kem of Richmond, Indiana,

now a freshman at Swarthmore College,

was in his last year at Richmond Senior

High School when he became a finalist in

the 1959 National Science Fair with a study

on fish populations, presented here.

Dr. James W. Atz, whose commentary
on Mr. Kem's investigative procedures ac-

companies the paper, is Associate Curator

of the New York Aquarium.
This is the second paper to be printed

by Natural History in its new program
of giving broader circulation to science

projects that reached the final competi-

tions of the Westinghouse Science Talent

Search and the National Science Fair.

DURING an independent summer
study course in advanced biology

offered by my local higli school in 1957,

I began a general introductory study in

the field of fish ecology. I selected pools

in three different Indiana stream envi-

ronments, collected and classified their

fish, and recorded my observations. At

tlie end of the summer, I had accumu-

lated a notebook of observations, but

came to no conclusions.

Later, I decided to utilize this study

in a more definite project, the purpose

of which was to study some general

characteristics of stream fish populations

and the changes that they undergo

with changes in the size of the streams.

In this way, one could find the influence

that the size of the physical environ-

ment has upon its fish inhabitants. With

this purpose in mind. I undertook the

measurement of my three pools almost

a year after I had collected the fish.

THE pools had been selected according

to their accessibility, their seinabil-

ity, the stream size, and whether or not

the selection was representative of the

genera] conditions present in the streams

in adjacent areas. Pool I, on Lick Creek,

is a headwater environment, with a regu-

lar rate of flow, clear water, shallow

depth, and a bottom of gravel, sand and

silt. It is fairly stable in its physical con-

ditions. Pool II, on the West Branch of

tiie Whitewater River, is located in a

stream habitat larger than that of Pool I.

II is represenlalivc of an environment

iiilcrniediute belween hcailwater and

large creek, Tiie rale of flow is greater

bill less stable; the stream meanders

through open areas and has a rocky,
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gravel bottom. Unlike Pool I. the water

in Pool II is slightly turbid.

Pool III lies in a much larger stream.

Nolan's Fork. It has long stretches of

open water separated by riffles, a greater

width and length, as well as depth, a

larger volume of flow, but a slower ve-

locity. Nolan's Fork is characteristic of

the larger, deeper streams that run

directly into local rivers. Pool III is

subject to wide fluctuations in water

level; the bottom is made up of small

gravel, sand and silt; the water is more

turbid. Thus, the three pools are num-

bered in increasing order of size, tur-

bidity, and instability.

Collecting was accotnplished by using

a twenty-foot seine with quarter-inch

mesh. Two people would work slowly

from the bottom riffle to the upstream

riffle several times. Then the pool would

be seined a section at a time. Seining of

the pool continued until very few fish

were caught. The fish were preserved in

a four per cent solution formaldehyde

and eventually placed in seventy per cent

isopropyl alcohol as a permanent pre-

servative. The fish were sorted and then

identified with the use of the up-to-date

ichtiiyological keys of Gerking (1955)

and Hubbs and Lagler (1947).

I
TOOK length measurements to deter-

mine if the mean length of a species

was an indication of its productivity.

The standard length—the length of the

fish in a straight line from the anterior

tip of the snout to the structural base

of the caudal fin — was selected as the

unit of length measurement. Shrinkage

from preservation was ignored due to

to its small effect. Such a decrease. I

felt, would also be relatively the same
for individuals of the same species. The
total weight of each species was deter-

mined with the use of a gram balance.

Almost a year later. I measured the

three pools in order to make calculations

of their productivity. Although maxi-

mum depth measurements taken at both

dates are almost the same, it is possible

that there was a slight difference be-

tween the 1957 and the 1958 water level.

Such a possible change in water level

means that my productivity calculations

may contain an indeterminate amount of

error. If this is true, the productivity

results are probably maximum values,

since there was an abnormal amount
of rain in the spring of 1957 compared
to the spring of 1958.

In analyzing the results of this study,

it should be remembered that the figures

are valid primarily when used for com-

parisons among the three pools. The
following weaknesses in absolute calcu-

lations siiould i)e noted:

(1) Differences in seining efficiency,

due to the type of bottom. Rocky
bottoms permit a greater rate of

escape for some bottom-dwelling

species such as darters, sculpins.

and suckers. This, for example.

surely explains the low percent-

age of total weight represented

by the darters in Pool II.

(2) Error in the productivity or den-

sity estimates because of possible

changes in water level.

(3) The percentage compositions of

the total weight in Pool III do

not present an accurate analysis,

for some of the sunfish were able

to escape by jumping over the net.

THE tiiree streams sampled were pri-

marily minnow streams. Minnows
constituted 69 per cent, 96 per cent and
97 per cent of the total weight, respec-

tively, in the three collections. If present

in the pool, suckers were next highest

in weight percentage. The darters and
sculpins represented a very small per-

centage in all pools.

,„„



WHAT COULD Saint Nick do

ivithout that immortal octet of

Rangifer tarandus'" hitched to his

sleigh? No Comet no Cupid no Bonder

or Blitzen? Unthinkable!

Yet hoAV many of your friends ^vill

wake to find a Rangijer tarandus —
or a dozen other such representatives

of the exciting world of Nature— in

their Christmas stockings? If you are

among those who have been looking

the other way, in the hope that the

Christmas gift problem will vanish,

the answer, alas, may be "none."

But we bear glad tidings. It is

not too late to send subscriptions to

NATURAL HISTORY

to everyone remaining on )'our "What

to give?" list.

Don't wait: whistle up your team.

On Dasher, on Dancer! Let no stock-

ing be without its Rangijer tarandus!

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York 24, N. Y. Dept. 11-9

Please send Christmas subscription to

NATURAL HISTORY to the following

NfAMF

AnnpF^<;



GET READY FOR THE SPACE .nd SCIENCE ERA! SEE SATELLITES, MOON ROCKETS

See the Stars, Moon, Planets Close Up!

3" ASTRONOMICAL

REFLECTING TELESCOPE
(Famous Mt Palomar Type)

r -V 60 to 180 Power

An Unusual BUY'
S 1 mill I— lu lily to

Blllns jou 60 1.. I
I

1 I > (I
I I 1( ,,ij.

niirtalili inno.l III! unh-.
i

xhuiM STAR CHART
plus 272 page "HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS pliiv HOW
TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE 1 cldlv

Stotk No 85 OdO E 521 Oo Pnsliiaiil

Send Check or M —Satisficlion Guinnteed'

See the Stars, Moon Planets C/oseup'

4'/4" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE'
MT PALOMAR TYPE Up to 270 Power'

Terrific Buy! American Made!
OPAQUE PROJECTOR

ri"Kil'! lIliislnliMii- IIP in 3 ' \ 3"

\
ill „i

full culur iir

lolt "AC (urrcnt b ft

rl ml |ilii„ iiiiliiikil optntes on III "alt hvilti

III lull I \iipriiicil 1>\ I nilcr«ri[cr': L ilioratoriLi

Sl/c 1 ' \ >> \ J" MHle \\cl„htllb 2 07 Plistlc

cist mill liiiill In hinille

Stock No 70 193 E $7 95 nostliaid

BARGAIN-PRICED STETHOSCOPE

Stock No 50 223 E

Pick lip heart beats of

hard use Moiicj back

$2 95 postpaid

Me

D-STIX CONSTRUCTION KITS

for Science Fans, Hobbyists

illlX, 120X. 27UX. Mirror f 11 Miin.r .ii,,i, i i iut
than Vi wavolcnslll. FIIKK ulili s. ..iic V.ilu.iiilr STAR
CHART plus 272 pass "HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS"

"EASY-CARRY" SLIDE PROJECTOR

stock No. 70.20<)-E (230 n S3. 00 ppd.

Stoiik No'. '70.210-E '(370'pcs) S5.00ppd.
Stock No. 70.2II-E (452 pes) S7.00 ppd.

leathirau i irrMiu
slonil iivi

Stock No 70 232 E $22 95 postpaid

Take Telephoto Shots

Thru

7 X 50 MONOCULAR
Tills is Hue quality. American

50-150-300 POWER MICROSCOPE

3 Acromatic Objective Lenses on

Revolving Turret

Iinporteill Tlie color - corrected, cemented
acroinatie lenses in the objectives sive you

far superior results to the single lenses found

in the microscopes selllii;: for SO.O.}1 Uesults
are worth llie tllllcrclicol Fine rack and
pinion focuslnc.

Stock No. 70.008-E SI4.95 Pstnd.

MOUNTED 500 POWER OBJECTIVE
Threaded for easy attachment on above micro-

scope. Achromatic lenses for line viewing;.

3 mm. focal length.

Stock No. 30-197-E S5.00 Pstpd.

HORSE SHOE MAGNETS
Set of 2—approximately IH- ozs. each.

Stock No. 40,275-E (set of 2) SI.OO pstpd.

Giant slzQ war surplus— 5 lb. each—Will lift over 12,-. lbs!
Stock No. 70.183-E $8.50 each pstpd.

MAGIC DESIGNER
1 or all ficonietric fmnis. This crea-

tive drawiny toy doubles as a JIath

lid Store tllan a million different

iiLslKPS including many important

kiiinietric figures can be made. Ap-
|H ih to serious student and ibild

ilike The niacic designer itself is

Ills lomplete vvltii spct-ial die-iiit

r discs 01 issortcd colors pencil and clear, easy to

\ instructions

t No. 70,253-E _ 54.95 Postpaid

NEW! STATIC
ELECTRICITY GENERATOR
Educational and Lots of Fun

New.' 2 in I Combinotion! Pocket-Size

50 POWER MICROSCOPE
and 10 POWER TELESCOPE

fseful Telescope ami llicroscope eombin
in one amazing, precision Instrument. In

ported! No larger than a fountain DC
Telescope is 10 Power. Jlicroscopo magii
ties 50 Times. Sharp focus at any ranc

Handy for sports, looking at small objecl

Just plain snooping.

Order Stock No. 30.059-E S4.50 on
Send Check or M.O.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

NOTICE!
EDMUND IS NOW HEADQUARTERS FOR

MATH LEARNING AND TEACHING AIDS!

r
J >^*J Ploy This New Game —

MATH MAGIC...
The Fun-Way

to Math Skill!

I lio ilor 1 i| r I I t fascinating games in one! Great fun
l.ir Ml. uji ] tiiiiiiv Increases skill at addition, sub-
iriition multiplication division Iiiclui'es Dial and
spinner Numbered Cards Plastic Tokens, cte. — also

rules and dirci turns

Stock No 70 204 E $3.00 Postpaid

M \TII IS rssf \TI \L 1 on SCIENCE — Bl'SINESS —
I 111 lie I W I IIVVI no/l NS 01 NEW AllITIIME-
1I( WIlMMIll SMI s 1 I \H\l\r WD TKACIU.XO
\II)s Willi 1 Oil (11 11 1 ItFE CAT^IOG E.

NEW BINOCUIAR-TO-CAMERA HOLDER

For Exciting Telephoto Pictures

iistant objects 7 times
with a 35inm. camera,

iiiiocular and our NEW
I I \n - TO - CAM-

lol DEK Iileal for long-
lii.ls of »11.1 life, flyirr

I ir I IK IS etc. Camera ani
lull iilirs attach easily. I'ri

in\ tjiniicular or monocular —
Tike color or black and white
telephoto s

$11.50 postpaid

9-PIECE DRAWING-COMPUTING SET

?. l^ For sludents. engineers, designers,

Ij •
. . I

teachers and technicians. A true

SIO.OO value! Includes ruler, T-
square calibrated In inelies and
ccnllincters, G" protruetor eall-

brated in ^^ degrees, a French
curve, a in" 30°. GO" triangle, a 45°, tin" Irlangle. an

Engineer's Scalemaster 6" and architect's Scalemaster 6"

PORTABLE JR. PLANETARIUM

Battery Operated

Ideal for besinners. Low priced to satisfy

the mass interest In the "Geograpliy of

Space", tiperates on dr>* cell batteries

with bright or medium light Intensity.

Projects over CO constellations on celling

or wall of any darkened room. Complete

witli flashlight pointer (batteries included)

—giant Instruction sheet with colorful

Constellation Chart.

Stock No. 70. 165-E

PLANETARIUM
Model for operation on house current—plus othi

$9.95 Postpaid

Stock No. 70.040-

E

SI9.95 Postpaid

STEREO MICROSCOPE-TERRIFIC BUY!
23 and 40 Power!

cost $250.00SI Other American made slcre.
:?00O.OO and more! Now—sa'

I'p to 3" working distance. Erect tmas& wide
si.inal held. Helical rack and pinion foiu>-

iiig. So good we olter lO-DAT TBIAL . . . com-
plete satisfaction or your money back. Order

—

Stock No. 8S,056-E. Full price $99.50
F.O.n. liarrlnkMon, N. .1.

i

WRITE
FOR



MYCENAI

RICH IN GOLD
So sang Homer—and the

archaeologist's spade has proved

the truth of legend, bringing to

light not only the fabulous treas-

ure of ancient kings but the ruins

of their once splendid palaces,

their works of art and even the

written records of one of man's

earliest civilizations.

ARCHAEOLOGY
A QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

is devoting its entire Spring issue

to the Mycenaean world. Superbly

illustrated articles by distinguished

scholars will present the latest dis-

coveries and the most authoritative

interpretation of:

Architecture Commerce

Religion Frescoes

Writing Ivory carvings

and many other facets of the

amazing Mycenaean civilization.

To be sure of getting your copy of this issue

—for which we anticipate a great demand-
order your subscription to ARCHAEOLOGY
now. A specially designed card will be sent

with gift subscriptions.

$5 a year. Same rate for foreign mailing.

Make checks payable to ARCHAEOLOGY.

ARCHAEOLOGY, Dept. N6
5 Washington Square North

New York 3, N. Y.

Send ARCHAEOLOGY for one year, begin-

ning with the Mycenaean issue, to the

following address. I enclose check/money

order for $

Name

Address

Send gift card in name of

(Published by the Archoeologicol Institute

of Americo)

6i6

Zhe Perfect Qift

A GOOD
BINOCULAR or TELESCOPE

All Types and Prices

Postpaid by a Museum Curotor,

n active, experienced freld ornithologist

Bartlett Mendricks
Binocular Headquarters

Plants thrive year-round in this attractive

Indoor Greenhouse that provides ideal nat-

ural growing conditions. Clear plastic top

gives maximum light, adjusts for ventilation.

Automatic watering through fibreglass wicks

from reservoir below sturdy planting base.

Perfect gift for beautiful displays in home or

office, greenhouse measures 2'x2'xl8". Ideal

for nature and plant enthusiasts and class-

room studies too. Greenhouse $14.95 post-

paid. Fluorescent light $9.95 ppd.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES, INC.
BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

Make A Real Flower Screen

Room dividers and lamps with colorliil

flowers, leaves, butterflies and sea shells

permanently embedded in Castoglas. You
can also make lovely glass bowls, dishes,

trays, placemats and other fine objects.

Make them for your own home, for gifts,

or to sell at a nice profit. It is easy to do
and inexpensive. For illustrated booklet

showing how, mail 25c to Department
l'-9l. The Castolite Company. \\()odslock,

Illinois. Order today!

SEA SHELLS
For Collectors. Thousands of species from
over forty countries of the world. A grand
hobby and educational too. Send your name
today for FREE illustrated lists.

HERMAN W. HOLLINGSWORTH, Seffner, Flo.

REVIEWS (Continued from page 557)

Covering a variety of subjects pertaining

to the mineral kingdom, this book is

designed for easy reference. The ques-

tion format is regrettable, but the an-

swers are concise and interesting. Illus-

trated with photographs and drawings.

S6.00. 326 pp.; ages 12 and up.

Birth of an Island, by Millicent E.

Selsam (Harper). A direct, conversa-

tional style explains the appearance of

a tropical island, and tells of the plants

and animals that came to it. Lively,

colorful drawings. $2.50, 46 pp. ; ages 7-9.

ANTHROPOLOGY
It has been said that the most fasci-

nating subject in the world is man.

People and Places (World) . by the well-

known anthropologist Margaret Mead,

brilliantly introduces us to this subject.

The first part of this handsome book

gives a broad outline of our knowledge

of early man. as gained through studies

of primitive peoples, some still surviving.

Dr. Mead then deals more fully with the

Eskimo, the Indians of the Plains, the

Balinese. the Minoans of Crete, and the

Ashanti. explaining the factors that de-

termined the development of each group.

Photographs and illustrations. $4.95,

318 pp.; ages 12 and up.

Still on the subject of Man, but con-

fined to Lapland, is Man, Moss and Rein-

deer, by Erick Berry (Coward McCann )

.

The author tells of the people, their way
of life and their great problem, which

is that of survival. Many of the photo-

graphs were made in Lapland by the

author. $2.50, 96 pp.; ages 10-15.

Finally, we came across The Cave

Hunters, a small book by William E.

Scheele. director of the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Natural History (World). It

proved to be a fascinating introduction

to the beginnings of civilization, partic-

ularly as we know them through the

great cave of Lascaux. whose discovery

by four teen-age boys it relates. Dramatic

drawings by the author illustrate the

text. 12.50. 63 pp.; ages 8-12.

This list details the photographer, artist,

or other source of illustrations, by page

COVER-Courtesy of

Pierpont IVlorgan Library.

553-AMNH.

554-Courtesy John Day.

558-Kenn Reed from
Birnback.

559-Lee IVl. Talbot.

561-Lee H/l. Talbot.

566-69-Tim Gidal,

except map top 568-
AMNH.

572-75-Tim Gidal.

578-91-Courtesy
Morgan Library.

592-95-Lee Boltin

596-AIVlNH.

600-603-Helmut
Wimmer after Norman J.

IVIacdonald.

611-Sky Map by
Henry M. Neely.

512-13-AMNH.



A BRIEF DICTIONARY
OF AMERICAN
SUPERSTITIONS

by Vergiliiis Ferm

Superstitions have been attached to ahnost every-

thing at some time in history. Here are many

peculiarly indigenous to America—some familiar

to moderns, others traditional to certain areas of

folklore, all exceedingly curious. Superstitions

about the weather, cures for ilhiesses, taboos of

the theater, safe procedures in marriage, lucky

days, charms, foods, festivals, and hundreds of

others are carefully alphabetized and cross-in-

dexed to make easily accessible a vast body of

fascinating information. The kind of volume to

satisfy a specific curiosity or tempt the reader to

endless hours of leisurely browsing. $6.00

DICTIONARY
OF

DISCOVERIES
by I. A. Langnas

A fascinating compilation of the minor as well as

the major geographical discoveries that draws

upon researdies published in English, French,

German, Italian. Portuguese. Dutch. Russian, and

Scandinavian. The author has included not only

the lives of the explorers themselves, but the great

instrument makers and entrepreneurs who made

their journeys possible. Here, too, are the men

who pioneered the great land masses (often over-

shadowed by the maritime explorers) — the

bandeirantes of Brazil, the voortrekkers of South

Africa, the Russian zemlyeprokholsy. and a re-

markable group of Jewish explorers who pio-

neered European contact with the East. $5.00

You can expedite shipment by enclosing remittance

PHILOSOPHICAL, LIBRARY
15 East 40 Street, New York 16, N. Y.

FEED THE BIRDS
with a

BOVVER BIRD FEEDER
This attractively styled aluminum
bird feeder keeps food dry and
clean for all feathered friends

—

or attracts them if you arc not
already so fortunate. Colored
gold by anodizing and black;
with 3-section, five fool, cad-
mium plated steel post; tilting
squirrel guard and clear plastic
food container. Holds 2 lbs.

feed; has 15 in. diam. roof.
Complete, for yourself or that
different gift. -^jq
Postpaid, for only ''

Also available for hanging,
without post mid guard.
Postpaid 59.'>'i

Satisfaction Guaranteed

BOWER MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

1021 South lOD Goshen, Indiana

Great Gift

Roof Prism

Made in

West Germany

BINOCULARS
The high quality of Hensoldt Prism

Binoculars results from over a century's

experience in making fine optical instru-

ments. Noted for great brilliance, wide
field of view and sharp definition. Rugged
— withstand hardest service. Slender, easy

to carry and hold. Many models.

At leading dealers. II' rile lor hooklel.

8x20 DIASPORT



What does Kee Begay see in the mirror?
Does he see a lonely little Indian boy

far from home and family or does Kee
Begay see himself as a new kind of

American? At school he is learning

to speak English and become proficient

in skills that will help him to a place in

the outside world. Kee Begay often

wonders: what is the outside world

like? During his few short years, he

has known only extreme poverty at

home and a feeling of not belonging at

public school.

Unlike most of his non-Indian class-

mates, Kee Begay has only the bare

necessities which the school provides.

His family can give him nothing. His

father's income depends on occasional

employment in a sawmill or temporary

work on a vegetable farm off the

reservation.

Must Kee Begay return to hopeless

poverty?

Encouragement for Kee Begay

Save the Children Federation's

Indian Sponsorship Program aims to

give such Indian children a more nearly

normal social and educational experi-

ence. It encourages and aids them to

fulfill their roles as useful citizens of

our nation. Your sponsorship means

direct help to an individual child with

such items as clothes, shoes, new books

and a little spending money to buy
toothpaste, soap—perhaps a class year-

book. But most important, your corre-

spondence gives the child spiritual

values beyond calculation—hope, en-

couragement, aspiration, morale. For

a child like Kee Begay, finding his

place in school is the first important

step toward becoming a useful citizen.

Won't you help a little Indian child

to join the main stream of American

life? These children with their great cul-

tural heritage, their talents and skills can

contribute to a stronger America—if

you care enough to be a friend. Use the

coupon now to befriend an Indian child.

SCF works through Tribal authori-

ties among the Apache, Pima, Navajo,

Papago, Mojave, and Pueblo Indians.

SCF National Sponsors include: Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower,

Herbert Hoover, Henry Luce, Norman Rockwell, Dr. Ralph W. Sockman.

Registered with the U. S. State Department Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid

'SERVING CHILDREN FOR 28 YEARS"

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Boston Post Rd., Norwalk, Connecticut

I would like to sponsor an American Indian child at $120 a year. I enclose $120 for 1

year. . . S60 semi-annually . . . $30 for 1st quarter ... $10 for 1st month ... I cannot be a

sponsor but enclosed is my gift of S . . . for the American Indian Self-Help program.

Please send me my sponsored Indian child's name, story and picture.

NAME

ZONE STATE.
: Deduclitilc I'rom Income Tax

HOUSE
BOAT CRUISES

BUTTERFLY MOUNTING & COLLECTING KIT

Finest and most complete kit. Contains 15

tropical butterflies, 4x12 spreading board, 60

glass headed pins, 100 insect pins, 1 chemically

treated relaxing jar for softening butterflies,

2 glass strips, paper strips, 1 glass top riker

display mount, 1 pair broad point forceps,

triangular collecting envelopes, a 16 page

picture booklet with step by step Instructions

for mounting, dispatching, preserving butterfly

collections plus other interesting information

with nylon butterfly net for $4.95 post paid.

Nylon net $1.95 post paid with instruction book.

Free price list upon request. Many butterfly

bargains.

America's largest Dealer

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.

291 East 98th Street, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE?
EXTRA IVION

71^1 NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

AFRICA-INDIA

LEE EXPEDITIONS. LTD.

KNOW THE MOON!
INTRODUCTION TO THE MOON

By D. Alter $1.60 post paid

THE MOON
By Wilkins & Moore $12.20 post paid

MAIL ORDERS FILLED, WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE BOOK CORNER
AMERICAN MUSEUM-HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

81st ST. & CENTRAL PARK WEST, N. Y. 24, N. Y.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

iiiluirt. Open ends
;i ' l-iice. Fully guaranteed. No jaws or

mm; .1 iUislproof. Sizes for all needs. Send for

lirni.i,' : r:.,i,.,nr. sccrels illustrated by Carl BurKcr.

HAVAHART, 158-D Water Street, Ossining. N. Y.

Please send me FREE new 40-pase booklet and price list.



4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE
S8995Complete for

only

f.o.b. Hartford

Shipping wt. 26 lbs.

These superb 4-inch

DYNASCOPES
|

put a new meaning
|

in the word deluxe! I

In these days, when "deluxe" is often only a common
cliche, it's refreshing to find a product that so

genuinely deserves the name.
One look at these magnificent Dynascopes tells you

that they are truly precision-made instruments, with the

careful craftsmanship and extra finishing touches

that quickly set them apart from ordinary telescopes.

And your first thrilling experience with their supe-

rior optical systems will convince you, as no words can,

that the rich appearance of these reflectors is even
surpassed by their amazing performance.

More than that, each is backed by the kind of guar-

antee that only Criterion, with its meticulous

quality control, could offer. Whichever model you

select, you must be completely delighted with

both performance and construction or your

money will be cheerfully refunded.

Here are the professional-type

features you'll find in both these fine instruments

EXQUISITE 4-INCH PARABOLIC PYREX MIRROR accurate to Vs wave. For famed Dynascope optical

superiority.

TRUE EQUATORIAL AND ALTAZIMUTH HEAVY-DUTY MOUNT with complete friction adjustrrents for any

latitude, declination, and riglit ascension. Rugged cast-iron construction. Weighs over 12 lbs.

ROTATING RINGS - Saddle has felt-lined rotation rings that permit tube to be quickly positioned for

accessories or to bring eyepiece into more comfortable viewing position.

3 STANDARD 1"4" EYEPIECES: 18-mm. Huygens, 9-mm. Achromatic Ramsden, 7-mm. Achromatic
Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

4X ACHROMATIC CROSSHAIR FINDERSCOPE: Crosshair, usually found only in much more expensive
scopes, assures greater accuracy, easier spotting. Coated achromatic lenses. Screw-type micrometer focus.

Extra-large field of view. Double-posted bracket with collimation adjustments.

RACK-AND-PINION DOUBLE-DRAW EYEPIECE holder for easy, exact adjustments. Accommodates any
eyepiece, negative or positive.

PROFESSIONAL-TYPE STEEL TRIPOD with fast-fold legs for easy portability. Designed to solve all

stability problems. The result of hundreds of field tests and consultation with many authorities. Steadier

support eliminates vibration. No canting, wobble, or sideplay. Special position locks prevent collapse.

Completely portable. Sets up instantly on uneven terram. Folds up quickly, without disassembly, for

full portability.

4-inch Deluxe

DYNASCOPE
with new

DYN-O-MATIC
Electric Drive

10995
Add
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Throughout the world

people enjoy the benefits

of research and products

from MONSANTO . .

Entrance to Inorganic Chemicals Division Research Laboratory

at New Location of General Offices in St. Louis County

NA/here Creative Chemistry
\A/orks NA^onders for You

Sales Offices, Plants, Laboratories in every major industrial area














